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FLAMMONDE

The man Flammonde, from God knows where.

With firm address and foreign air,

With news of nations in his talk

And something royal in his walk,

With glint of iron in his eyes,

But never doubt, nor yet surprise,

Appeared, and stayed, and held Ins head
As one by kings accredited.

Erect, with his alert repose

About him, and about his clothes,

He pictured all tradition hears

Of what we owe to fifty years.

His cleansing heritage of taste

Paraded neither want nor waste;

And what ho needed for his fee

To live, he borrowed graciously.

He never told us what he was,

Or what mischance, or other cause,

Had banished him from better days
To play the Prince of Castaways
Meanwhile he played surpassing well
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A part, for most, unplayable;

In fine, one pauses, half afraid

To say for certain that he played.

Tor that, one may as -well forego

Conviction as to yes or no;

Nor can I say just how intense

Would then have been the difference

To several, who, having striven

In vain to get what he was given,

Would see the stranger taken on
By friends not easy to be won

Moreover, many a malcontent

He soothed and found munificent;

His courtesy beguiled and foiled

Suspicion that his years were soiled;

His mien distinguished any ciowd,
His credit strengthened when he bowed
And women, young and old, were fond
Of looking at the man Flammonde.

There was a woman in. our town
On whom the fashion was to frown;
But while our talk renewed the tinge

Of a long-faded scarlet fringe.

The man Elammonde saw none of that.

And what he saw we wondered at

—

That none of us, in her distress,

Could hide or find our littleness

There was a boy that all agreed
Had shut within him the rare seed
Of learning We could understand,

4



FLAMMONDE

But none of us could lift a band.

The man Flammonde appraised the youth.

And told a few of us the truth.;

And thereby, for a little gold,

A flowered future was unrolled.

There were two citizens who fought

For years and years, and over nought;
They made life awkward for their friends.

And shortened their own dividends.

The man Flammonde said what was wrong
Should he made right; nor was it long

Before they were again m line,

And had each, other m to dine.

And these X mention are hut four

Of many out of many more.
So much for them But what of him

—

So firm in every look and limb?
What small Satanic sort of kink
Was in his brain 9 What broken link

Withheld him from the destinies

That came so near to being his?

What was he, when we came to sift

His meaning, and to note the drift

Of incommunicable ways
That make us ponder while we praise?

Why was it that his charm revealed

Somehow the surface of a shield ?

What was it that we never caught 9

What was he, and what was lie not?

How much it was of him we met
We cannot ever know; nor yet

5
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Shall all he gave us quite atone

For what was his, and his alone;

Nor need we now, since he knew best,

Nourish an ethical unrest:

Rarely at once will nature give

The power to he Flammonde and live.

We cannot know how much we learn

From those who never will return,

Until a flash of unforeseen

Remembrance falls on what has been.

We’ve each a darkening lull to climb 5

And this is why, from time to time

In Tilbury Town, we look beyond

Horizons for the man Flammonde.

THE GIFT OF GOD

Blessed with a joy that only she

Of all alive shall ever know,
She wears a proud humility

For what it was that willed it so,

—

That her degree should be so great

Among the favored of the Lord
That she may scarcely bear the weight
Of her bewildering reward

As one apart, immune, alone,

Or featured for the shining ones,
And like to none that she has known
Of other women’s other sons,

—

The firm fruition of her need,
He shines anointed, and he blurs
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THE GIFT OF GOD

Her vision, till it seems indeed

A sacrilege to call lnm liers.

She fears a little for so much
Of wliat is best, and hardly dares

To think of lnm as one to touch

With aches, indignities, and caies;

She sees lnm rather at the goal.

Still shining; and her dream foretells

The proper shining of a soul

Where nothing ordinary dwells.

Perchance a canvass of the town
Would find him far from flags and shoutC;

And leave him only the renown
Of many smiles and many doubts;

Perchance the crude and common tongue
Would havoc strangely ruth Ins worth;

But she, with innocence unwrung,
Would read his name around the earth

And others, knowing how this youth
Would slnne, if love could make him great.

When caught and tortured for the truth

Would only writhe and hesitate;

While she, arranging for his dnvs

What centuries could not fulfill.

Transmutes him with her faith and praise,

And has him shining where she will.

She crowns him with her gratefulness,

And says again that life is good;
And should the gift of God he le^s

In him than in her motherhood.
His fame, though vague, will not he small,

7
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As upward through her dream he fares.

Half clouded with a crimson fall

Of roses thrown on marble stairs.

THE CLINGING VINE

“Be calm ? And was I frantic?

You’ll have me laughing soon.

I’m calm as this Atlantic,

And quiet as the moon;
I may have spoken faster

Than once, in other days;

Eor I’ve no more a master,

And now—‘Be calm,’ he says.

“Tear not, fear no commotion,

—

I’ll be as rocks and sand;

The moon and stars and ocean
Will envy my command;

No creature could be stiller

In any kind of place

Than I . . . No, I’ll not kill her;
Her death is in her face.

“Be happy while she has it,

Eor she’ll not have it long;

A year, and then you’ll pass it.

Preparing a new song.

And I’m a fool for prating
Of what a year may bring.

When more like her are waiting
Eor more like you to sing

‘You mock me with denial,

You mean to call me hard?

8



THE CLINGING VINE

You see no room for trial

When all my doors are barred?

You say, and you’d say dying,

That I dream what I know;
And sighing, and denying,

You’d hold my hand and go.

“You scowl—and I don’t wonder;
I spoke too fast again;

But you’ll forgive one blunder,

For you are like most men:
You are,—or so you’ve told me,
So many mortal times,

That heaven ought not to hold mo
Accountable for crimes.

“Be calm ? Was I unpleasant?

Then I’ll be more discreet.

And grant you, for the present,

The balm of my defeat •

What she, with all her striving,

Could not have brought about,

You’ve done Your own contriving

Has put the last light out.

‘Tf she were the whole story,

If worse were not behind,

I’d creep with you to glory,

Believing I was blind;

I’d creep, and go on seeming
To be what I despise.

You laugh, and soy I’m dreaming,

And all your laughs are lies.

“Are women mad ? A few are,

And if it’s true you say

—

9
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If most men arc as you are

—

We’ll all bo mad some day.

Be calm—and let me finish;

There’s more for you to know.

I’ll talk while you diminish,

And listen while you grow.

“There was a man who married

Because he couldn’t see;

And all his days he carried

The mark of Ins degree

But you—you came clear-sighted,

And found truth in my eyes;

And all my wrongs you’ve righted

With Ives, and lies, and lies.

iCYou’ve killed the last assurance

That once would have me strive

To rouse an old endurance
That is no more alive.

It makes two people chilly

To say what we have said,

But you—you’ll not be silly

And wrangle for the dead.

“You don’t? You never wrangle?
Why scold then,—or complain?

More words will only mangle
What you’ve already slam

Your pride you can’t surrender?
My name—for that you fear?

Since when were men so tender,

And honor bo severe?

“No more—I’ll never bear it.

I’m going. I’m like ice.

10



CASSANDRA

My burden? You would share it?

Forbid the sacrifice 1

Forget so quaint a notion.

And let no more be told;

For moon and stars and ocean

And you and I are cold.”

CASSANDRA

I iteat?d one who said* ‘Yerily,

What word have I for children here?

Your Dollar is your only Word,
The wrath of it your only fear.

‘You build it altars tall enough
To make you see, but you are blind;

You cannot leave it long enough
To look before you or behind.

“When Reason beckons you to pause,

You laugh and say that you know best;

But what it is you know, you keep

As dark as ingots in a chest.

‘You laugh and answer. We are young;
O leave us now, and let us grow.’

—

Not asking how much more of this

Will Time endure or Fate bestow.

“Because a few complacent years

Have made your peril of vour pride,

Think you that yon are to go on
Forever pampered and untried?

11
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“Sure I never took you for a mouse, John Gorham;

All you say is easy, but so far from being true

That I wish you wouldn’t ever be again the one to think so

;

For it isn’t cats and butterflies that I would be to you.”

“All your little animals are in one picture

—

One I’ve had before me since a year ago to-night;

And the picture where they live will be of you, Jane Wayland,

Till you find a way to kill them or to keep them out of sight.”

“Won’t you ever see me as I am, John Gorham,
Leaving out the foolishness and all I never meant?
Somewhere in me there’s a woman, if you know the way to find

her.

Will you like me any better if I prove it and repent ?”

—

“I doubt if I shall ever have the time, Jane Wayland;
And I dare say all this moonlight lying round us might as well

Fall for nothing on the shards of broken urns that are

forgotten,

. As on two that have no longer much of anything to tell.”

STAFFORD’S CABIN

Once theTe was a cabin here, and once there was a man

;

And something happened here before my memory began.
Time has made the two of them the fuel of one flame
And all we have of them is now a legend and a name.

t All I have to say is what an old man said to me,
And that would seem to be ns much as there will ever be.
“Fifty years ago it wnB we found it where it sat”

—

And forty years ago it was old Archibald said that.
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HILLCREST

“An apple tree that’s yet alive saw something, I suppose.

Of what it was that happened there, and what no mortal knows
Some one on the mountain heard far off a master shriek.

And then there was a light that showed the way for men to

seek.

“We found it in the morning with an iron bar behind.

And there were chains around it, but no search could ever find,

Either in the ashes that were left, or anywhere,
A sign to tell of who or what had been with Stafford there.

“Stafford was a likely man with ideas of his own

—

Though I could never like the kind that likes to live alone;
And when you met, you found Ins eyes were always on your

shoes,

As if they did the talking when he asked you for the news.

“That’s all, my son. Were I to talk for half a hundred years
I’d never clear away from there the cloud that never clears.

We buried what was left of it,—the bar, too, and the chains;
And only for the apple tree there’s nothing that remains ”

Eorty years ago it wns I heard the old man say,

“That’s all, my son ^—And here again I find the place to-day,
Deserted and told only by the tree that knows the mo't,
And overgrown with golden-rod as if there were no ghost.

HILLCREST

(To Mis. E(heard MacDowcll

)

No sound of any storm that shakes

Old island vails with older seas

Comes hero where now September makes
An island in a sea of trees.
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‘'What lost eclipse of history,

What bivouac of the marching stars.

Has given the sign for you to see

Millenniums and last great wars?

“What unrecorded overthrow

Of all the world has eveT known,

Or ever been, has made itself

So plain to you, and you alone?

“Your Dollar, Dove and Eagle make
A Trinity that even you

Rate higher than you rate yourselves;

It pays, it flatters, and it’s new.

“And though your very flesh and blood

Be what your Eagle eats and drinks,

You’ll praise him for the best of birds,

Mot knowing what the Eagle thinks.

“The power is yours, hut not the sight;

You see not upon what you tread;

You have the ages for your guide.

But not the wisdom to be led

“Think you to tread forever down
The merciless old verities?

And are you never to have eyes
To see the world for what it is?

“Are you to pay for what you have
With all you are?”—Mo other word

We caught, but with a laughing crowd
Moved on. Mone heeded, and few heard,

12



JOHN GORHAM

JOHN GORHAM

“Tell me what you’re doing over here, John Gorham,
Sighing hard and seeming to be sorry when you’re not;

Make me laugh or let me go now, for long faces in the

moonlight
Are a sign for me to say again a word that you forgot.”

—

“Tm over here to tell you what the moon already

May have said or maybe shouted ever since a year ago;
I’m over here to tell you what you are, Jane Wayland,
And to make you rather sorry, I should say, for being so.”

—

“Tell me what you’re saying to me now, John Gorham,
Or you’ll never see as much of me as ribbons any more;
I’ll vanish m as many ways as I have toes and fingers,

And you’ll not follow far for one where flocks have been
before.”

—

“I’m sorry now you never saw the flocks, Jane Wayland,
But you’re the one to make of them as many as you need.
And then about the vanishing. It’s I who mean to vanish;
And when I’m here no longer you’ll be done w.itli me indeed.”—

*

“That’s a way to tell me what I am, John Gorham 1

How am I to know myself until I make you smile?
Try to look ns if the moon wero making faces nt you,
And a little more ns if you meant to stay a little while.”

—

“You are wlint it is tlint over rose-blown gardens
Make a pretty flutter for a reason in the <*im;

I ou are what it is that with a mouse, Jane Wayland,
Catches him and lets him go and eats him up for fun.”—

-
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“Sure I never took you for a mouse, John Gorham;

All you say is easy, but so far from being true

That I wush you wouldn’t ever be again the one to think so

;

For it isn’t cats and butterflies that I would be to you.”

“All your little animals are in one picture

—

One I’ve had before me since a year ago to-night;

And the picture where they live will be of you, Jane Wayland,

Till you find a way to kill them or to keep them out of sight.”

—

“Won’t you ever see me as I am, John Gorham,

Leaving out the foolishness and all I never meant?

Somewhere in me there’s a woman, if you know the way to find

her.

Will you like me any better if I prove it and repent?”

—

tcI doubt if I shall ever have the time, Jane Wayland;
And I dare say all this moonlight lying round us might as well

Fall for nothing on the shards of broken urns that are

forgotten,

. As on two that have no longer much of anything to tell.”

STAFFORD’S CABIN

Once there was a cabin here, and once there was a man;
And something happened here before my memory began.
Time has made the two of them the fuel of one flame
And all we have of them is now a legend and a name.

All I have to snv is what an old man said to me,
And that would seem to be as much as there will ever he.
“Fifty years ago it was we found it where it sat.”

—

And forty years ago it was old Archibald said that.

14



HILLCREST

“An apple tree that’s yet alive saw something, I suppose,

Of wliat it was that happened there, and what no mortal knows
Some one on the mountain heard far off a master shriek.

And then there was a light that showed the way for men to

seek.

“We found it in the morning with an iron bar behind.

And there were chains around it, but no search could ever find.

Either m the ashes that were left, or anywhere,
A sign to tell of who or what had been with Stafford there.

“Stafford was a likely man with ideas of his own

—

Though I could never like the kind that likes to live alone;

And when you met, you found his eyes were always on your
shoes,

As if they did the talking when he asked you for the news.

“That’s all, my son. Were I to talk for half a hundred years
I’d never clear away from there the cloud that never clears

We buried what was left of it,—the bar, too, and the chains;

And only for the apple tree there’s nothing that remains.”

Forty years ago it was I heard the old man say,

“That’s all, my son.
57—And here again I find the place to-day.

Deserted and told only by the tree that knows the most,
And overgrown with golden-rod as if there were no ghost.

HILLCREST

(To Mis. Eduard MacDoxvcTl)

No sound of any storm that shakes

Old island walls with older seas

Comes here whore now September makes
An island in a sea of trees.
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Between the sunlight and the shade

A man may learn till he forgets

The roaring of a world remade,

And all his ruins and regrets;

And if ho still remembers here

Poor fights he may have won or lost,-*

If he be ridden with the fear

Of whnt some other fight may cost,

—

If, eager to confuse too soon.

What he has known with whnt may be^

He reads a plnnet out of tune

For cause of his jarred hnrmony,

—

If here he venture to unroll

His index of adngios,

And he be given to console

Humanity with what he knows,

—

He may by contemplation learn

A little more than what he knew,
And even Bee great oaks return

To acorns out of which they grew.

He may, if he but listen well,

Through twilight and the silence here*

Be told what there are none may tell

To vanity’s impatient ear;

And he may never dare again
Say what awaits him, or be sure
What sunlit labyrinth of pain
He may not enter and endure.

16



OLD KING COLE

Who knows to-day from yesterday

Hay learn to count no thing too strange:

Love builds of what Time takes away.

Till Death itself is less than Change.

Who sees enough in his duress

May go as far as dreams have gone;

Who sees a little may do less

Than many who are blind have done;

Who sees unchastened here the soul

Triumphant has no other sight

Than has a child who sees the whole

World radiant with his own delight.

Far journeys and hard wandering
Await him in whose crude surmise

Peace, like a mask, hides everything

That is and has been from his eyes;

And all his wisdom is unfound,

Or like a web that error weaves

On airy looms that have a sound
No louder now than falling leaves.

OLD KING COLE

In Tilbury Town did Old King Cole

A wise old ago anticipate,

Desiring, with his pipe and bowl,

No Khan’s extravagant estate.

No crown annoyed his honest head,

No fiddlers three were called or needed;
For two disastrous heirs instead

Mado music more than ever three did.
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Bereft of her with whom his life

Was harmony without a flaw,

He took no other for a wife,

Hor sighed for any that he saw;

And if he doubted his two sons.

And heirs, Alexis and Evander,

He might have been ns doubtful oneo

Of Robert Burns and Alexander.

Alexis, in his early youth,

Began to steal—from old and young.

Likewise Evander, and the truth

Was like a bad taste on his tongue.

Bom thieves and liars, their affair

Seemed only to be tarred with evil

—

The most insufTerable pair

Of scamps that ever cheered the devil.

The world went on, their fame went on,

And they went on—from bad to worse;

Till, goaded hot with nothing done,

And each accoutred with a curse,

The friends of Old King Cole, by twos.

And fours, and sevens, and elevens,

Pronounced unalterable views
Of doings that were not of heaven’s.

And having learned again whereby
Their baleful zeal had come about,
Xing Cole met many a wrathful eye
So kindly that its wrath went out

—

Or partly out. Say what they would,
He seemed the more to court their candor
But never told what kind of good
Was in AlexiB and Evander.
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OLD KING COLE

And Old King Cole, with many a puff

That haloed his urbanity,

Would smoke till he had smoked enough.
And listen most attentively.

He beamed as with an inward light

That had the Lord’s assurance in it;

And once a man was there all night.

Expecting something every minute.

But whether from too little thought.

Or too much fealty to the howl,

A dim reward was all he got

Eor sitting up with Old King Cole

“Though mine,” the father mused aloud,

“Are not the sons I would have chosen.

Shall I, less evilly endowed.
By their infirmity be frozen?

“They’ll have a bad end, I’ll agree.

But I was never bom to groan

;

Eor I con see what I can see,

And I’m accordingly alone

With open heart and open door,

I love my friends, I like my neighbors;

But if I try to tell you more.

Tour doubts will overmatch my labors.

“This pipe would never make mo calm,

This bowl my grief would never drown,
Eor grief like mine there is no balm
In Gilead, or in Tilbury Town.
And if I ^ee what I can ^ee.

I know not any way to blind it;

Kor more if any way may bo
Eor you to grope or tlv to find it.
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“There may be room for ruin yet.

And ashes for a -wasted love;

Or, like One whom you may forget,

I may have meat >ou know not of.

And if I’d rather live than -weep

Meanwhile, do you find that surprising?

"Why, bless my soul, the man’s asleep!

That’s good. The sun will soon be rising.”

BEN JONSON ENTERTAINS A MAN
FROM STRATFORD

You are a friend then, as I make it out,

Of our man Shakespeare, wdio alone of us

"Will put an ass’s head in Fairyland

As he would add a shilling to more shillings.

All most harmonious,—and out of his

Miraculous inviolable increase

Fills Ihon, Rome, or any town you like

Of olden time with timeless Englishmen;
And I must wonder what you think of him

—

All you down there where your small Avon flows

By Stratford, and where you’re an Alderman.
Some, for a guess, would have him riding back
To be a farrier there, or say a dyer;
Or maybe one of youT adept surveyors;
Or like enough the wizard of all tanners.
Not you—no fear of that; for I discern
In you a kindling of the flame that saves

—

The nimble element, the true caloric;

I see it, and was told of it, moreover,
By our discriminate friend himself, no other.

Had you been one of the sad average,
As he would have it,—meaning, as I take it,
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The sinew and the solvent of our Island,

You’d not be buying beer for this Terpander’s

Approved and estimated friend Ben Jonson;

He’d never foist it as a part of bis

Contingent entertainment of a townsman
While be goes ofi rehearsing, as be must,

lb be shall ever be the Duke of Stratford.

And my words are no shadow on your town

—

Ear from it; for one town’s as like another

As all are unlike London. Ob, be knows it,

—

And there’s the Stratford in him, be denies it,

And there’s the Shakespeare in him So, God help him*
I tell him be needs Greek, but neither God
Nor Greek will help him. Nothing will help that man.
You see the fates have given him so much.
He must have all or perish,—or look out
Of London, where he sees too many lords.

They’re part of half what ails him: I suppose

There’s nothing fouler down among the demons
Than what it is he feels when he remembers
The dust and sweat and ointment of Ins calling

"With his lords looking on and laughing at him.
King as he is, he can’t be kmg dc facto,

And that’s os well, because lie wouldn’t like it;

He’d frame a lower rating of men then
Than he has now; and after that would come
An abdication or an apoplexy.
He can’t be king, not even king of Stratford,

—

Though half the world, if not the whole of it,

Hay crown him with a crown that fits no king
Save Lord Apollo’s homesick emissary
Not there on Avon, or on any stream
Where Naiads and their white arms are no more.
Shall he find home again. It’s all too bad.
But there’s a comfort, for he’ll have that House

—
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A little on the round if you insist.

For now, God save the mark, lie’s growing old

;

He’s five and forty, and to hear him talk

These days jou’d call him eighty; then you’d add

More years to that. lie’s old enough to be

The father of a world, and so he is

“Ben, you’re a scholar, what’s the time of day ?”

Says he; and there slune3 out of him again

An aged light that has no age or station

—

The mystery that’s his—a mischievous

Half-mad serenity that laughs at fame
For being won so easy, and at friends

"Who laugh at him for what he wants the most,

And for his dukedom down in Warwickshire;

—

By which you see w'e’re all a little jealous . . .

Poor Greene 1 I fear the color of his name
Was even as that of his ascending soul;

And he was one where there are many others,

—

Some scrivening to the end against their fate.

Their puppets all in ink and all to die there

;

And some with hands that once would shade an eye

That scanned Euripides and iEschylus
Will reach by this time for a pot-house mop
To slush their first and last of royalties.

Poor devils! and they all play to his hand;
Fot so it was in Athens and old Borne
But that’s not here or there

; Pve wandered off.

Greene does it, or Pm careful. Where’s that boy ?

Yes, he’ll go back to Stratford. And we’ll miss him?
Bear sir, there’ll be no London here without him.
We’ll all be riding, one of these fine days,
Down there to see him—and his wife won’t like us;
And then we’ll think of what he never said
Of women—which, if taken all in all
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With what he did say, would buy many horses.

Though nowadays he’s not so much for women:
“So few of them,” he says, “are worth the guessing.”

But there’s a worm at work when he says that,

And while he says it one feels in the air

A deal of circumambient hocus-pocus.

They’ve had him dancing till his toes were tender,

And he can feel ’em now, come chilly rams.
There’s no long cry for going into it,

However, and we don’t know much about it.

But yo.u in Stratford, like most here m London,
Have more now m the Sonnets than you paid for;

He’s put one there with all her poison on,

To make a singing fiction of a shadow
That’s m his life a fact, and always will bow

But she’s no care of ours, though Time, I fear.

Will have a more reverberant ado
About her than about another one
Who seems to have decoyed him, married him,
And sent him scuttling on his wny to London,

—

With much already learned, and more to learn.

And more to follow. Lord! how I sec him now.
Pretending, maybe trying, to be like us.

Whatever he may have meant, wc never had him

;

He fniled us, or escaped, or what you will,

—

And there was that about linn (God knows wlint,

—

We’d flnyed another had he tried it on us)

That made a9 many of us ns had wits

More fond of all his cn^y distances

Than one another’s noise and elap-your-shoulder.
But think you not, my friend, he’d never talk!
Tnlk? Tie was eldritch at it; and wo listened

—

Thereby acquiring much we knew before
About ourselves, and hitherto had held
Irrelevant, or not prime to the purpose*
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And there were some, of course, and there be now,

Disordered and reduced amazedly

To resignation by the mystic seal

Of young finality the gods had laid

On everything that made him a young demon;

And one or two shot looks at him already

As he had been their executioner;

An d once or twice he was, not knowing it,

—

Or knowing, being sorry for pool cloy

An d saying nothing . * Yet, for all his engines.

You’ll meet a thousand of an afternoon

Who strut and sun themselves and see around ’em

A world made out of more that has a reason

Than his, I swear, that he sees here to-day

;

Though he may scarcely give a Fool an exit

But we mark how he sees m everything

A law that, given we flout it once too often,

Brings fire and iron down on our naked heads.

To me it looks as if the power that made him,
For fear of giving all things to one creature.

Left out the first,—faith, innocence, illusion.

Whatever ’tis that keeps us out o’ Bedlam,

—

And thereby, for his too consuming vision,

Empowered him out of nature; though to see him,
You’d never guess what’s going on inside him.
He’ll break out some day like a keg of ale

With too much independent frenzy m it;

And all for cellaring what he knows won’t keep.
And what he’d best forget—hut that he can’t.

You’ll have it, and have more than I’m foretelling;
And there’ll he such a roaring at the Globe
As never stunned the bleeding gladiators.
He’ll hove to change the color of its hair
A hit, for now he calls it Cleopatra
Black hair would never do for Cleopatra.
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But you and I are not yet two old women,
And you’re a man of office What lie does

Is more to you than how it is he does it,

—

And that’s what the Loid God has never told him.
They work together, and the Devil helps ’em;

They do it of a morning, or if not,

They do it of a night, m which event

He’s peevish of a morning. He seems old;

He’s not the proper stomach or the sleep

—

And they’re two sovran agents to conserve him
Against the fiery art that has no mercy
But what’s in that prodigious grand new House.
I gather something happening in his boyhood
Fulfilled him with a boy’s determination

To make all Stratford ’ware of him. Well, well,

I hope at last he’ll have his joy of it,

And all his pigs and sheep and bellowing beeves.

And frogs and owls and unicorns, moreover.

Be less than hell to his attendant ears.

Oh, past a doubt we’ll all go down to see him.

He may bo wise. With London two days off,

Down there some wind of heaven may yet revive him;
But there’s no quickening breath from anywhere
Shall make of him again the poised young faun
From Warwickshire, wlio’d made, it seems, already
A legend of himself before I came
To blink before the last of his first lightning.

Whatever there be, there’ll be no more of that;
The coming on of his old monster Timo
Has made him a still man ; and he has dreams
Were fair to think on once, and all found hollow
He knows how much of wliat men paint themselves
Would blister m the light of what they are;
He sees how much of v lint was great now shares
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An eminence transformed and ordinary;

He knows too much of what the world has hushed

In others, to be loud now for himself;

He knows now at what height low enemies

May Teach his heart, and high friends let him fall;

But what not even such as he may know
Bedevils him the worst his lark may smg
At heaven’s gate how he will, and for as long

As joy may listen, but he sees no gate,

Save one whereat the spent clay waits a little

Before the churchyard has it, and the worm
Hot long ago, late m an afternoon,

I came on lnm unseen down Lambeth way,

And on my life I was afear’d of him-
He gloomed and mumbled like a soul from Tophet,

His hands behind him and his head bent solemn.

“What is it now,” said I,
—“another woman?”

That made him sorry for me, and he smiled

‘Ho, Ben,” he mused, “it’s Nothing It’s all Nothing
We come, we go; and when we’re done, we’re done
Spiders and flies—we’re mostly one or t’other

—

We come, we go ; and when we’re done, we’re done ”

“By God, you sing that song as if you knew it I”

Said I, by way of cheering him; “what ails ye?”
“I think I must have come down here to think,”
Says he to that, and pulls his little beard;
“Your fly will serve as well as anybody.
And what’s his hour? He flies, and flies, and flies.

And in his fly’s mind has a brave appearance;
And then your spider gets him in her net,

And eats him out, and hangs him up to dry.

That’s Nature, the kind mother of us all.

And then your slattern housemaid swings her broom,
And where’s your spider? And that’s Nature, also.

It’s Nature, and it’s Nothing It’s all Nothing.
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It’s all a "world -where bugs and emperors

Go singularly back to tbe same dust,

Eacb in bis time ; and tbe old, ordered stars

That sang together, Ben, -will sing tbe same
Old stave to-morrow.”

When be talks like that.

There’s nothing for a human man to do

But lead him to some grateful nook like this

Where we be now, and there to make him drink.

He’ll drink, for love of me, and then he sick

;

A sad sign always in a man of parts.

And always very ominous. The great

Should be as large in liquor as m love,

—

And our great friend is not so large in either:

One disaffects him, and the other fails him;
Whatso he drinks that has an antic in it,

He’s wondering what’s to pay in his insides;

And while his eyes are on the Cyprian
He’s fribbling all the time with that damned House
Wre laugh here at his thrift, but after all

It may be thrift that saves him from the devil;

God gave it, anyhow,—and we’ll suppose

He knew the compound of his handiwork.

To-day the clouds are with him, but anon
He’ll out of ’em enough to shake the tree

Of life itself and bring down fruit unheard-of,

—

And, throwing in the bruised and whole together.

Prepare a wine to moke us drunk with wonder:
And if he live, there’ll be a sunset spell

Thrown over him ns over a glared lake
That yesterday wob all a black wild water.

God send ho live to give us, if no more,
What now’s n-rnmpnge in him, and exhibit,
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With a decent half-allegiance to the ages

An earnest of at least a casual eye

Turned once on is hat lie owes to Gutenberg,

And to the fealty of more centuries

Than are as yet a picture m our vision.

“There’s time enough,—I’ll do it when I’m old,

And we’re immortal men,” he says to that;

And then he says to me, “Ben, what’s ‘immortal’?

Think you by any force of ordination

It may he nothing of a sort more noisy

Than a small oblivion of component ashes

That of a dream-addicted world was once

A moving atomy much like your friend here'1”

Hotlnng will help that man. To make him laugh.

I said then he was a mad mountebank,

—

And by the Lord I nearer made him cry,

I could have eat an eft then, on my knees,

Toil, claws, and all of him , for I had stung

The king of men, who had no sting for me.
And I had hurt him in his memories;
And I say now, as I shall say again,

I love the man this side idolatry.

He’ll do it when he’s old, he says I wonder.
He may not be so ancient as all that.

Tor such as he, the thing that is to do
Will do itself,—but there’s a reckoning;
The sessions that are now too much his own,
The roiling mwaid of a stilled outside,

The churning out of all those blood-fed lines.

The nights of many schemes and little sleep,

The full brain hammered hot with too much thinking,
The vexed heart over-worn with too much aching.

—

This weary jangling of conjoined affairs

Made out of elements that have no end.
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And all confused at once, I understand.

Is not wliat makes a man to live forever.

0 no, not now 1 He’ll not he going now

.

There’ll be time yet for God knows what explosions

Before he goes. He’ll stay awhile. Just wait’

Just wait a year or two for Cleopatra,

For she’s to he a balsam and a comfort,

And that’s not all a jape of mine now, either.

For granted once the old way of Apollo

Sings in a man, he may then, if he’s able,

Strike unafraid whatever strings he will

Upon the lost and wildest of new lyres;

Nor out of his new magic, though it hymn
The shrieks of dungeoned hell, shall he create

A madness or a gloom to shut quite out
A cleaving daylight, and a last great calm
Triumphant over shipwreck and all storms

He might have given Aristotle creeps,

But surely would have given him his hath arsis.

He’ll not be going yet. There’s too much yet

Unsung within the man. But when he goes,

I’d stake ye com o’ the realm his only care

For a phantom world he sounded and found wanting
Will he a portion here, a portion there,

Of this or that thing or some other thing
That has a patent and mtrinsical

Equivalence in those egregious shillings

And yet lie knows, God help linn! Tell me, now,
If ever there was anything let loose

On earth by gods or de\ ils heretofore

Take this mad, careful, proud, indifferent Shnkospe irel

Where was it, if it ever miJ B\ lie.neu,

’Tv ns never yet in Rhodes or Pergnmon

—

In Thebes or Nineveh, a thing like tins!
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No thing like this was ever out of England

;

And that he knows. I wonder if he cares.

Perhaps he does. ... 0 Lord, that House in Stratford

l

EROS TURANNOS

She fears him, and will always ask

What fated her to choose him.

She meets in his engaging mask
All reasons to refuse him;

But what she meets and what she fears

Are less than are the downward years.

Brawn slowly to the foamless weirs

Of age, were she to lose him

Between a blurred sagacity

That once had power to sound him.

And Love, that will not let him he

The Judas that she found him,

Her pride assuages her almost,

As if it were alone the cost.

—

He sees that he will not he lost,

And waits and looks around him.

A sense of ocean and old trees

Envelops and allures him;
Tradition, touching all he sees.

Beguiles and reassures him;
And all her doubts of what he says
Are dimmed with what she knows of days—

•

Till even prejudice delays
And fades, and she secures him.

The falling leaf inaugurates
The reign of her confusion:
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OLD TRAILS

The pounding wave reverberates

The dirge of her illusion;

And home, where passion lived and died.

Becomes a place where she can hide,

While all the town and harbor side

Yibrate with her seclusion.

We tell you, tapping on our brows,

The story as it should he,

—

As if the story of a house

Were told, or ever could be;

We’ll have no kindly veil between
Her visions and those we have seen,

—

As if we guessed what hers have been,

Or what they are or would be

Meanwhile we do no harm; for they

That with a god have striven,

Not hearing much of what we say,

Take what the god has -given;

Though like waves breaking it may be
Or like a changed familiar tree,

Or like a stairway to the sea

Where down the blind are driven.

OLD TRAILS

(Washington Squaiie)

T mft him, as one meets a ghost or two,
Between the gray Arch nnd the old Hotel.
"King Solomon was right, there’s nothing new,'"
Snid he. "Behold a ruin who meant well ”
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He led me down familiar steps again,

Appealingly, and set me m a chair.

“My dreams have all come true to other men,”

Said he, “God lues, however, and why care?

“An hour among the ghosts will do no harm.”

He laughed, and something glad within me sank.

I may have eyed him with a faint alarm,

For now his laugh was lost m what he drank.

“They chill things here with ice from hell,” he said

“I might have known it.” And he made a face

That showed again how much of him was dead,

And how much was alive and out of place,

And out of reach He knew as well as I

That all the words of wise men who are skilled

In using them are not much to defy

What comes when memory meets the unfulfilled.

What evil and infirm perversity

Had been at work with him to bring him back?
Never among the ghosts, assuredly.

Would he originate a new attack;

Never among the ghosts, or anywhere.
Till what was dead of him was put away,
Would he attain to his offended share
Of honor among others of his day.

“You ponder like an owl,” he said at last;

“You always did, and here you have a cause.

For I’m a confirmation of the past,

A vengeance, and a flowering of what was.
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“Sorry? Of course you are, though you compress,

With even your most impenetrable fears,

A placid and a proper consciousness

Of anxious angels over my arrears.

“I see them there against me m a book

As large as hope, m ink that shines by night

Surely I see; but now I’d rather look

At you, and you are not a pleasant sight.

“Forbear, forgive. Ten years are on my soul,

And on my conscience I’ve an incubus

.

My one distinction, and a parlous toll

To glory; but hope lives on clamorous

“ JTwas hope, though heaven I grant you knows’ of what—

-

The kind that blinks and rises when it falls,

Whether it sees a reason why or not

—

That heard Broadways hard-throated siren-calls;

“ JTwas hope that brought me through December storms,

To shores again where I’ll not have to be

A lonely man with only foreign worms
To cheer him in his last obscurity.

“But what it was that hurried me down here

To be among the ghosts, 1 leaic to >ou.

My thanks are yours, no less for one thing clear:

Though you are silent, what you say is true

“There may have been the de\il in my feet,

Bor down I blundered, like a fugitive,

To find the old room m Kle\enth Street.

God save u^I—I cnxnc here again to live.”
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We rose at that, and all the ghosts rose then,

An ri followed us unseen to his old room.

No longer a good place for living men
We found it, and we shivered m the gloom.

The goods he took away from there were few,

And soon we found ourselves outside once more.

Where now the lamps along the Avenue
Bloomed white for miles above an iron floor.

“Now lead me to the newest of hotels,”

He said, “and let your spleen be undeceived

:

This ruin is not myself, but some one else;

I haven’t failed; I’ve merely not achieved.”

Whether he knew or not, he laughed and dined

With more of an immune regardlessness

Of pits before him and of sands behind
Than many a child at forty would confess;

And after, when the bells m jBoris rang
Their tumult at the Metropolitan,
He rocked himself, and I believe he sang.

“God lives,” he crooned aloud, “and I’m the man l’
5

He was And even though the creature spoiled
All prophecies, I cherish his acclaim.
Three weeks he fattened; and five years he toiled

In Yonkers,—and then sauntered into fame.

And he may go now to what streets he will

—

Eleventh, or the last, and little care;
But he would find the old room very still

Of evenings, and the ghosts would all be there.
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THE UNFORGIVEN

I doubt if be goes after tbem; I doubt
If many of tbem ever come to bim
His memories are like lamps, and they go outj
Or if they burn, they flicker and are dim.

A light of other gleams he has to-day
And adulations of applauding hosts;

A famous danger, but a safer way
Than growing old alone among the ghosts.

But we may still be glad that we were wrong:
He fooled us, and we’d shrivel to deny it;

Though sometimes when old echoes ring too long,
I wish the bells in Boris would be quiet.

THE UNFORGIVEN

WriEN he, who is the unforgiven,

Beheld her first, he found her fair:

No promise ever dreamt in heaven
Could then have lured him anywhere
That would have been away from there;

And all his wits had lightly striven,

Foiled with her voice, and eyes, and hair.

There’s nothing in the saint* and sages

To meet the shnfts her glance* had,

Or such ns hers have had for ages

To blind a man till be be glad.

And humblo him till he be mad.
The story would have many page*,

And would be neither good nor bad

And, having followed, you would find him
Where properly the play begins;
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But look for no red light behind him

—

No fumes of many-colored sms,

Fanned high by screaming violins.

God knows what good it was to blind him,

Or whether man or woman wins

And by the same eternal token,

Who knows just how it will all end?

—

This drama of hard words unspoken.

This fireside farce, without a friend

Or enemy to comprehend
What augurs when two lives are broken,

And fear finds nothing left to mend.

He stares m vain for what awaits him,

And sees m Love a com to toss;

He smiles, and her cold hush berates him
Beneath his hard half of the cross;

They wonder why it ever was;
And she, the unforgiving, hates him
More for her lack than for her loss.

He feeds with pride his indecision,

And shrinks from what will not occur.

Bequeathing with infirm derision

His ashes to the days that were,

Before she made him prisoner

;

And labors to retrieve the vision

That he must once have had of her.

He waits, and there awaits an ending,
And he knows neither what nor when;
But no magicians are attending
To make him see as he saw then.

And he will never find again
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The face that once had been the rending

Of all his purpose among men.

He blames her not, nor does he elude her,

And she has nothing new to say,

If he were Bluebeard he could hide her.

But that’s not written m the play,

And there will he no change to-day;

Although, to the serene outsider,

There still would seem to be a way.

THEOPHILUS

By what serene malevolence of names
Had you the gift of yours, Theophilus ?

Hot even a smeared young Cyclops at his games
Would have you long,—and you are one of us

Told of your deeds I shudder for your dreams
And they, no doubt, are few and innocent.

Meanwhile, I marvel, for in you, it seems,

Heredity outshines environment.
*

Whnt lingering bit of Belial, unforeseen,

Survives and amplifies itself in you 7

Whnt manner of devilry has ever been
That your obliquity may never do?

Humility befits a fathers eyes.

But not a friend of us nmihl have him weep.

Admiring cvervthing that lives and die®,

Theophilus. we like yon best asleep
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Sleep—sleep; and let ns find another man

To lend another name less hazardous:

Caligula, maybe, or Caliban,

Or Cain,—but surely not Theopliilus.

VETERAN SIRENS

The ghost of Nmon would be sorry now
To laugh at them, were she to ^ee them here,

So brave and so alert for learning how
To fence with reason for another year.

Age offers a far comelier diadem
Than theirs; but anguish has no eye for grace,

When time’s malicious mercy cautions them
To think a while of number and of space.

The burning hope, the worn expectancy.

The martyred humor, and the maimed allure,

Cry out for time to end hiB levity.

And age to soften its investiture;

But they, though others fade and are still fair,

Defy their fairness and aTe unsubdued;
Although they suffer, they may not forswear
The patient ardor of the unpursued

Poor flesh, to fight the calendar so long;
Poor vanity, so quaint and yet so brave;
Poor folly, so deceived and yet so strong,
So far from Ninon and so near the grave.
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ANOTHER DARK LADY

SIEGE PERILOUS

Long warned of many terrors more severe

To scorch him than hell’s engines could awaken,
He scanned again, too far to be so near,

The fearful seat no man had ever taken.

So many other men with older eyes

Than his to see with older sight behind them
Had known so long their one way to be wise,

—

Was any other thing to do than mind them?

So many a blasting parallel had seared

Confusion on his faith,—could he but wonder
If he were mad and right, or if he feared

God’s fury told in shafted flame and thunder?

There fell one day upon his eyes a light

Ethereal, and he heard no more men speaking;

He saw their shaken heads, but no long sight

Was his but for the end that he went seeking.

The end lie sought was not the end; the crown
He won shall unto many still be given

Moreover, there was reason here to frown:
No fury thundered, no flame fell from heaven.

ANOTHER DARK LADY

TniNK not, because I uonder where you fled,

That I would lift a pin to see >ou there;
You may, for me. he prowling anywhere,
So long as you show not your little head:
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No dark and evil story of the dead

Would leave you less pernicious or less fair

—

Not even Lilith, with her famous hair;

And Lilith was the devil, I have read.

I cannot hate you, for I loved you then.

The woods were golden then There was a road

Through beeches, and I said their smooth feet showed

Like yours. Truth must have heard me from afar,

Tor I shall never have to learn again

That yours are cloven as no beech’s are.

THE VOICE OF AGE

She’d look upon us, if she could,

As hard as Rhadamanthus would;
Yet one may see,—who sees her face.

Her crown of silver and of lace,

Her mystical serene address

Of age alloyed with loveliness,

—

That she would not annihilate

The frailest of things animate.

She has opinions of our ways,
And if we’re not all mad, she says,

—

If our ways are not wholly worse
Than others, for not being hers,

—

There might somehow be found a few
Less insane things for us to do,

And we might have a little heed
Of what Belshazzar couldn’t read.

She feels, with nil our furniture.

Room yet for something more secure
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THE DARK HOUSE

Than our self-kindled aureoles

To guide our poor forgotten souls;

But when we have explained that grace

Dwells now in doing for the race,

She nods—as if she were relieved;

Almost as if she were deceived.

She frowns at much of what she hears,

And shakes her head, and has her fears

;

Though none may know, by any chance,

What rose-leaf ashes of romance
Are faintly stirred by later days

That would be well enough, she says,

If only people were more wise,

And grown-up children used their eyes.

THE DARK HOUSE

WiraiE a faint light shines alone.

Dwells a Demon I have known.
Most of you had better say

“The Dark House,5
’ and go your way.

Do not wonder if I stay.

For I know the Demon’s eyes,

And their lure that never dies

Banish all your fond alarms,

For I know the foiling charms
Of her eyes and of her arms,

And I know that in one room
Burns a lamp ns in a tomb;
And I see the shndow glide.

Back and forth, of one denied

Power to find himself outside
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There he is who is my friend,

Damned, he fancies, to the end—
Vanquished, ever since a door

Closed, he thought, for evermore

On the life that was before

And the friend who knows him best

Sees him as he sees the rest

Who are striving to he wise

While a Demon’s arms and eyes

Hold them as a web would flies.

All the words of all the world,

Aimed together and then hurled,

Would be stiller in his ears

Than a closing of still shears

On a thread made out of years.

But there lives another sound.

More compelling, more profound

;

There’s a music, so it seems,

That assuages and redeems,

More than reason, more than dreams.

There’s a music yet unheard
By the creature of the word,
Though it matters little more
Than a wave-wash on a shore

—

Till a Demon shuts a door.

So, if he be very still

With his Demon, and one will,

Murmurs of it may be blown
To my friend who is alone
In a room that I have known.
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THE POOR RELATION

After that from everywhere
Singing life will find him there;

Then the door will open wide,

And my friend, again outside,

Will be living, having died.

* THE POOR RELATION

No longer torn by what she knows
And sees within the eyes of others,

Her doubts are when the daylight goes,

Her fears aTe for the few she bothers.

She tells them it is wholly wrong
Of her to stay alive so long;

And when she smiles her forehead shows

A crinkle that had been her mother's

Beneath her beauty, blanched with pain.

And wistful yet for being cheated,

A child would seem to ask again

A question many times repeated;

But no rebellion 1ms betrayed

Her wonder at what she has paid

For memories that have no stain.

For triumph horn to he defeated.

To those who come for what she vac

—

The few left who know whore to find her—
She clings, for they are all she has;

And she may smile when they remind her.

As heretofore, of what tho's know
Of roses that arc still to blow
By ways where not so much as grass

Remains of what she secs behind her.
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They stay a -while, and having done

What penance or the past requires.

They go, and leave her there alone

To count her chimneys and her spires.

Her lip shakes when they go away.

And yet she would not have them stay;

She knows as well as anyone

That Pity, having played, soon tires.

But one friend always reappears,

A good ghost, not to he forsaken

;

Whereat she laughs and has no fears

Of what a ghost may reawaken,

But welcomes, while she wears and mends
The poor relation’s odds and ends.

Her truant from a tomb of years

—

Her power of youth so early taken.

Poor laugh, more slender than her song
It seems; and there are none to hear it

With even the stopped ears of the strong
Por breaking heart or broken spirit.

The friends who clamored for her place,

And would have scratched her for her face.

Have lost her laughter for so long
That none would care enough to fear it.

Hone live who need fear anything
From her, whose losses are their pleasure;
The plover with a wounded wing
Stays not the flight that others measure;
So there she waits, and while she lives.

And death forgets, and faith forgives.

Her memories go foraging
For hits of childhood song they treasure.
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THE BURNING BOOK

And like a giant harp that hums
On always, and is always blending
The coming of what never comes
With what has past and had an ending,

The City trembles, throbs, and pounds
Outside, and through a thousand sounds
The small intolerable drums
Of Time are like slow drops descending.

Bereft enough to shame a sage

And given little to long sighing,

With no illusion to assuage

The lonely changelessness of dying,

—

Unsought, unthouglit-of, and unheard,
She sings and watches like a bird,

Safe in a comfortable cage

From which there will be no more flying.

THE BURNING BOOK

Ou the Contented Metaphysician

To the lore of no manner of men
Would his vision have yielded

When he found what will never again

From his vision be shielded.

—

Though ho paid with as much of his life

As a nun could have given.

And to-night would have been ns a knife,

Devil-drawn, devil-driven.

For to-night, with his flame-wcnry eyes

On the work he is doing.

Ho considers the tinder that flies

And the quick flame pursuing.
j hr
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In the leaves that are crinkled and curled

Are his ashes of glory,

And what once were an end of the world

Is an end of a story.

But he smiles, for no more shall his days

Be a toil and a calling

Bor a way to make others to gaze

On God’s face without falling

He has come to the end of his words.

And alone he rejoices

In the choiring that silence affords

Of ineffable voices.

To a realm that his words may not reach

He may lead none to find him

;

An adept, and with nothing to teach,

He leaves nothing behind him.
Bor the rest, he will have his release,

And his embers, attended
By the large and unclamoring peace
Of a dream that is ended.

BRAGMENT

Taint white pillars that seem to fade
As you look from here are the first one sees
Of his house where it hides and dies in a shad®
Of beeches and oaks and hickory trees

Now many a man, given woods like these,

And a house like that, and the "Briony gold,
Would have said, “There are still some gods to please,
And houses are built without hands, we’re told

”
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LISETTE AND EILEEN

There are the pillars, and all gone gray.

Briony’s hair went white. You may see

Where the garden was if you come this way.
That sun-dial scared him, he said to me;
“Sooner or later they strike,” said he,

And he never got that from the books he read.

Others are flourishing, worse than he,

But he knew too much for the life he led.

And who knows all knows everything

That a patient ghpst at last retrieves;

There’s more to be known of his harvesting

When Time the thresher unbinds the sheaves;

And there’s more to be heard than a wind that grieves

Bor Briony now in this ageless oak,

Driving the first of its withered leaves

Over the stones where the fountain broke.

LISETTE AND EILEEN

“When lie was here alive, Eileen,

There was a word you might have said;

So never mind what I have been,

Or anything,—for you are dead.

“And after this when I am there

Where he is. you’ll be dying still.

Your eye^ are dead, and your black hair,—
The rest of you be what it will

“ ’Twns all to save liim ? Neier mind.

Eileen You saied lnm. You are strong

I’d liardlv wonder if your kind

Paid everything, for you live long
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“You last, I mean. That’s wliat I mean.

I mean you last as long as lies.

Tou might have said that word, Eileen,—

And you might have your hair and eycB.

“And what you see might he Lisette,

Instead of this that has no name
Your silence—I can feel it yet,

Alive and in me, like a flame.

‘Where might I he with him to-day,

Could he have known before he heard?

But no—your silence had its way,

Without a weapon or a word.

“Because a word was never told,

I’m going as a worn toy goes

And you are dead; and you’ll he old;

And I forgive you, I suppose.

‘Til soon he changing as all do,

To something we have always been;
And you’ll be old. . . lie liked you, too*

I might have killed you then, Eileen.

“I think he liked as much of you
As had a reason to be seen,

—

As much as God made black and blue.

He liked your hair and eyes, Eileen ”

LLEWELLYN AND THE TREE

Could he have made Priscilla share
The paradise that he had planned,

Llewellyn would have loved his wife
As well as any in the land
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LLEWELLYN AND THE TREE

Could lie have made Priscilla cease

To goad him for what God left out,

Llewellyn would have been as mild
As any we have read about.

Could all have been as all was not,

Llewellyn would have had no story;

He would have stayed a quiet man
And gone his quiet way to glory.

But howsoever mild he was
Priscilla was implacable;

And whatsoever timid hopes

He built—she found them, and they felL

And this went on, with intervals

Of labored harmony between
Resounding discords, till at last

Llewellyn turned—as will be seen.

Priscilla, warmer than her name,
And shriller than the sound of saws.

Pursued Llewellyn once too far,

Hot knowing quite the man he was.

The more she said, the fiercer clung

The stinging garment of his wrath;

And this was all before the day
When Time tos=ed roses in his path

Before the roses ever came
Llewellyn had nlrendv risen.

The roses mnv have ruined him.

They may have kept him out of prison.
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And she who brought them, being Fate,

Made roses do the work of spears,

—

Though many made no more of her

Than civet, coral, rouge, and years.

You ask us what Llewellyn saw,

But why ask what may not be given?

To some will come a time when change

Itself is beauty, if not heaven.

One afternoon Priscilla spoke,

And her shrill history was done;

At any rate, she never spoke

Like that again to anyone.

One gold October afternoon

Great fury smote the silent air;

And then Llewellyn leapt and tied

Like one with hornets in his hair.

Llewellyn left us, and he said

Forever, leaving few to doubt him;
And so, through frost and clicking leaves.

The Tilbury way went on without him.

And slowly, through the Tilbury mist,

The stillness of October gold

Went out like beauty from a face
Priscilla watched it, and grew old.

He fled, still clutching in his flight

The roses that had been his fall;

The Scarlet One, as you surmise,
Pled with him, coral, rouge, and all.
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LLEWELLYN AND THE TREE

Priscilla, 'waiting, saw tlie change
Of twenty slow October moons;

And then she vanished, in her turn

To he forgotten, like old tunes.

So they were gone—all three of them,
I should have said, and said no more.

Had not a face once on Broadway
Been one that I had seen before

The face and hands and hair were old.

But neither time nor penury
Could quench within Llewellyn’s eyes

The slime of his one victory.

The roses, faded and gone by,

Left ruin where they once had reigned;

But on the wreck, as on old shells,

The color of the rose remained

His fictive merchandise I bought
For him to keep and show again.

Then led linn slowly from the crush

Of his cold-shouldered fellow men.

“And so, Llewellvn,’’ I began

—

“Not so,’’ he said: “not so at nil
*

I’ve tried the world, and found it good.

For more than twenty years this fall.

“And what the world has left of me
Will go now m a little while”

And wh.it the world bad left of him
Was partly an unholy guile
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“That I have paid for being calm

Is what you see, if you have eyes;

For let a man be calm too long,

He pays for much before he dies.

‘He calm when you are growing old

And you have nothing else to do.

Pour not the wine of life too thin

If water means the death of you.

“Tou say I might have learned at home
The truth m season to he strong?

Hot so; I took the wine of life

Too thin, and I was calm too long.

“Like others who are strong too late.

For me there was no going back;

For I had found another speed,

And I was on the other track.

“God knows how far I might have gone
Or what there might have been to see;

But my speed had a sudden end,

And here you have the end of me.”

The end or not, it may be now
But little farther from the truth

To say those worn satiric eyes

Had something of immortal youth.

He may among the millions here
Be one; or he may, quite as well,

Be gone to find again the Tree
Of Knowledge, out of which he fell.
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BEWICK FINZER

He may be near us, dreaming yet

Of unrepented rouge and coral;

Or m a grave without a name
Hay be as far off as a moral.

BEWICK FINZER

Time was when his half million drew
The breath of six per cent;

But soon the worm of what-was-not

Fed hard on his content;

And something crumbled in his brain

When his half million went.

Time passed, and filled along with liis

The place of many more;
Time came, and hardly one of us

Had credence to restore,

From what appeared one day, the man
Whom we had known before.

The broken voice, the withered neck,

The coat worn out with care,

The cleanliness of indigence,

The brilliance of despair,

The fond imponderable dreams
Of afihienee,—all were there.

Poor Fin7er, with his dreams and schemes,

Fares hard now in the race,

With heart and eye that have a ta^k

Wien he looks in the face

Of one who might so easily

Have been in Finrers place.
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He comes 'unfailing for tlie loan

We give and then forget;

He comes, and probably for years

Will be be coming yet,

—

Familiar as an old mistake.

And futile as regret.

BOKARDO

Well, Bokardo, here we are;

Make yourself at borne

Look around—you haven’t far

To look—and why be dumb ?

Hot the place that used to be,

Hot so many things to see;

But there’s room for you and me.
And you—you’ve come

Talk a little; or, if not.

Show me with a sign

Why it was that you forgot

What was yours and mine.
Friends, I gather, are small things

In an age when coins are kings

;

Even at that, one hardly flings

Friends before swine

Rather strong? I knew as much.
For it made you speak.

Ho offense to swine, as such,

But why this lnde-and-seek 2

You have something on your side,

And you wish you might have died.

So you tell me And you tried

One night last week?
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BOKARDO

You tried hard? And even then
Found a time to pause 5

*

When you tiy as hard again,

You’ll have another cause.

When you find yourself at odds
With all dreamers of all gods,

You may smite yourself with rods-

But not the laws.

Though they seem to show a spite

Rather devilish,

They move on as with a might
Stronger than your wish.

Still, however strong they be,

They bide man’s authority:

Xerxes, when he flogged the sea.

May’ve seared a fish

It’s a comfort, if you like,

To keep honor varm.
But as often as you strike

The laws, you do no harm
To the lavs, I mean. To you

—

That’s another point of view.

One you may as veil indue

With some alarm.

Rot the most heroic face

To present, I grant

,

Xor will you injure di cgrace

By fearing vliat vou want
Freedom has a world of c ides.

And if reason once derides

Courage, then your < mirage hides

A deal of cant.
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Learn a little to forget

Life ivas once a feast;

You aren’t fit for dying yet,

So don’t be a beast.

Few men with a mind will say,

Thinking twice, that they can pay

Half their debts of yesterday,

Or be released

There’s a debt now on your mind
More than any gold 9

And there’s nothing you can find

Out there m the cold?

Only—what’s his name*—Remorse?
And Death riding on his horse 2

Well, be glad there’s nothing worse

Than you have told

Leave Remorse to warm his hands
Outside in the rain.

As for Death, he understands.

And he will come again.

Therefore, till your wits are clear.

Flourish and be quiet—here.

But a devil at each ear

Will be a strain?

Past a doubt they will indeed.

More than you have earned
I say that because you need

Ablution, being burned ?

Well, if you must have it so,

Your last flight went Tather low.

Better say you had to know
What you have learned.
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BOICARDO

And that’s over. Hero you are,

Battered by the past

Time will have Ins little scar,

But the wound won’t last.

Nor shall harrowing surprise

Bind a world without its eyes

If a star fades when the skies

Are overcast

God knows there ore lives enough.

Crushed, and too far gone

Longer to make sermons of,

And those we leave alone

Others, if they will, may rend

The worn patience of a friend

Who, though smiling, sees the end,

With nothing done.

But your fervor to bo free

Fled the faith it scorned;

Death demands a decency

Of you, and you are warned.

But for all we give we get

Mostly blows 9 Don’t be upset;

You, Boknrdo, are not yet

Consumed or mourned.

There’ll bo falling into view

Much to rearrange;

And there'll bo n time for you
To marvel at the elinneo.

Thcv that hn\e the least to fear

Question hardest vlmt i« here;

When long-hidden shies are clear.

The ctars look strange
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THE MAN AGAINST THE SKY

Between me and the sunset, like a dome

Against the glory of a world on fire,

Now burned a sudden hill.

Bleak, round, and high, by flame-lit height made higher,

With nothing on it for the flame to kill

Save one who moved and was alone up there

To loom before the ehaos and the glare

As if he were the last god going home
Unto his last desire

Dark, marvelous, and inscrutable he moved on

Till down the fiery distance he was gone,

Like one of those eternal, remote things

That range across a man’s imaginings

When a sure music fills him and he knows
What he may say thereafter to few men,

—

The touch of ages having wrought
An echo and a glimpse of what he thought
A phantom or a legend until then

;

Eor whether lighted over ways that save.

Or lured from all repose,

If he go on too far to find a grave,

Mostly alone he goes

Even he, who stood where I had found him,
On high with fire all round him,
Who moved along the molten west.

And over the round hill’s crest

That seemed half ready with him to go down,
Elame-bitten and flame-cleft,

As if there were to be no last thing left

Of a nameless unimaginable town,

—
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THE MAN AGAINST THE SKY

Even he who climbed and vanished may have taken

Down to the penis of a depth not known,

From death defended though by men forsaken,

The bread that every man must eat alone;

He may have walked while others hardly dared

Look on to see him stand where many fell;

And upward out of that, as out of hell,

He may have sung and striven

To mount where more of him shall yet be given,

Bereft of all retreat,

To sevenfold heat,

—

As on a day when three m Dura shared

The furnace, and were spared

For glory by that king of Babylon

Who made himself so great that God, who heard.

Covered him with long feathers, like a bird.

Again, he may have gone down easily,

By comfortable altitudes and found,

As alwnjs, underneath him solid ground

Whereon to be sufficient and to stand

Possessed already of the promised land,

Far stretched and fair to see*

A good sight, verily,

And one to make the eyes of her who bore him

Shine glad with hidden tears.

WThy question of his ease of who before him,

In one place 01 another where they left

Their names ns far behind them as their bone 5
,

And yet by dint of slaughter toil and theft,

And shrewdly sharpened atones

Carved hard the way for hi 1' n^condonov

Through de-orts of lost vears?

Why trouble him now who sce= and hears

No more than what hi 5 innocence requires.
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And therefore to no other height aspires

Than one at which he neither quails nor tires?

He may do more by seeing what lie sees

Than others eager for iniquities;

He may, by seeing all things for the best,

Incite futurity to do the rest.

Or with an even likelihood,

He may have met with atrabilious eyes

The fires of time on equal terms and passed

Indifferently down, until at last

His only kind of grandeur would have been,

Apparently, m being seen

He may have had for evil or for good

No argument, he may have had no care

For what without himself went anywhere
To failure or to glory, and least of all

For such a stale, flamboyant miracle,

He may have been the prophet of an art

Immovable to old idolatries;

He may have been a player without a part,

Annoyed that even the sun should have the skies

For such a flaming way to advertise;

He may have been a painter sick at heart
"With Nature’s toiling for a new surprise;

He may have been a cynic, who now, for all

Of anything divine that his effete

Negation may have tasted,

Saw truth in his own image, rather small,

Forbore to fever the ephemeral,
Found any barren height a good retreat
From any swarming street,

And in the sun saw power superbly wasted:
And when the primitive old-fashioned stars

Came out again to shine on joys and wars
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THE MAN AGAINST THE SKY

More primitive, and all arrayed for doom,
He may have proved a world a sony tiling

In his imagining,

And life a lighted highway to the tomb.

Or, mounting with infirm unsearching tread,

Ills hopes to chaos led,

He may have stumbled up tlieie from the past,

And with an aching strangeness viewed the last

Abysmal conflagration of his dreams,

—

A flame where nothing seems

To burn but flame itself, by nothing fed;

And while it all went out,

Not even the faint anodyne of doubt

May then have eased a painful going down
From pictured heights of power and lost renown,

Rciealed at length to Ins outlived endeavor

Remote and unapproachable forever,

And at his heart there may have gnawed
Sick memories of a dead faith foiled and flawed

And long dishonored by tlie living death

Assigned alike by clinnce

To brutes and hierophants,

And anguish fallen on those he loved around him
Mav once have dealt the last blow to confound him.

And so hnvc left him as death leaves n child,

Who sees it nil too near;

And lie who knows no young way to forget

Hnv struggle to the tomb unreconciled.

Whatever sun** may n*o or *et

There mav he nothing kinder for him here

Than shaft* and agonic*;
And under the co

He mav cry out and Mav on horribly;

Or, seeing in death too *m«H a tiling to fear,
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He maj go forwaid like a stoic Homan
Where pangs and terrors m his pathway lie,

Or, seizing the swift logic of a woman,

Curse God and die.

Or maybe there, like many another one

Who might have stood aloft and looked ahead.

Black-drawn against wild red,

He may have built, unawed by fiery gules

That m him no commotion stirred,

A living reason out of molecules

Why molecules occurred,

And one for smiling when he might have sighed

Had he seen far enough,

And m the same inevitable stuff

Discovered an odd reason tco for pride

In being what he must have been by laws

Infrangible and for no kind of cause.

Deterred by no confusion or surprise

He may have seen with his mechanic eyes

A world without a meaning, and Lad room.
Alone amid magnificence and doom,
To build himself an airy monument
That should, or fail him in his vague intent,

Outlast an accidental universe

—

To call it nothing worse

—

Or, by the burrowing guile
Of Time disintegrated and effaced,

Dike once-remembered mighty trees go down
To ruin, of which by man may now he traced
Ho part sufficient even to he rotten,
And in the hook of things that are forgotten
Is entered as a thing not quite worth while.
He may have been so great
That satraps would have shivered at his frown,
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And all lie prized alive may rule a state

No larger than a grave that holds a clown;

He may have been a master of his fate.

And of his atoms,—ready as another

In his emergence to exonerate

His father and his mother;
He may have been a captain of a host,

Self-eloquent and ripe for prodigies,

Doomed here to swell by dangerous degrees,

And then give up the ghost.

Halium’s great grasshoppers were such as these,

Sun-scattered and soon lost

Whatever the dark road he may have taken.

This man who stood on high
And faced alone the sky,

Whatever drove or lured or guided him,

—

A vision answering a faith unshaken,

An easy trust assumed of easy trials,

A sick negation horn of weak denials,

A crazed abhorrence of an old condition,

A blind attendance on a brief ambition,

—

Whatever stayed him or derided him,

His way was eien as ours;

And we, with all our wounds and all our powers,

Must each await alone at his own height

Another darkness or another light

;

And there, of our poor self dominion reft,

If inference and reason slum

IToll, Heaven, and Oblivion,

Hay thwarted will (perforce precarious,

Dut for our conservation better thus'4

Have no niisghinp left

Of doing yet what here we Ionic undone?
Or if unto the l.v-t of tlic-e we dene.
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Believing or protesting we believe

In sucli an idle and ephemeral

Florescence of the diabolical,

—

If, robbed of two fond old enormities,

Our being had no onward auguries,

What then were this great loie of our« to say

For launching other lnes to voyage again

A little farther into time and pain,

A little faster m a futile chase

For a kingdom and a power and a Race
That would have still m sight

A manifest end of ashes and eternal night?

Is this the music of the toys we shake

So loud,—as if there might be no mistake

Somewhere in our indomitable will

?

Are we no greater than the noise we make
Along one blind atomic pilgrimage

Whereon by crass chance billeted we go

Because our brains and bones and cartilage

Will have it so?

If this we say, then let us all be still

About our share in it, and live and die

More quietly tlieieby

Where was he going, this man against the sky?
You know not, nor do I
But this we know, if we know anything
That we may laugh and fight and sing
And of our transience here make offering
To an orient Word that will not be erased,
Or, save m incommunicable gleams
Too permanent for dreams,
Be found or known
No tonic and ambitious irritant

Of increase or of want
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Has made an otherwise insensate waste
Of ages overthrown
A ruthless, veiled, implacable foretaste

Of other ages that are still to be
Depleted and rewarded variously

Because a few, by fate’s economy,
Shall seem to move the world the nay it goes}
Ho soft evangel of equality,

Safe-cradled in a communal repose

That huddles into death aud may at last

Be covered well with equatorial snows

—

And all for what, the devil only knows

—

Will aggregate nn inkling to confirm

The credit of a sage or of a worm,
Or tell us why one man in five

Should have a care to stay alive

While in his heart he feels no violence

Laid on Ins humor and intelligence

When infant Science makes a pleasant face
And waves again that hollow toy, the Race;
Ro planetary trap where souls are wrought
For nothing but the sake of being caught
And sent again to nothing will attune
Itself to any kev of any reason
Why man should hunger through another season
To find out whv ‘twere better late than soon
To go away and let the <mn nrd moon
And nil the sillv stars illuminate
A plnec for creeping thing-
And those that root and trumpet and have wings
And herd and ruminate.
Or dno and fin^h and prose in rner« and
Or by their lovnl tail* in loftv tr^s
H mg screeching lewd \ietoriou- derision

Of mnnV immortal vision
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Shall we, because Eternity records

Too vast an answer for the time-horn words

We spell, whereof so many are dead that once

In our capricious lexicons

Were so alive and final, hear no more

The Word itself, the living word

That none alive has ever heard

Or ever spelt,

And few have ever felt

Without the fears and old suricnderings

And terrors that began
When Death let fall a feather from Ins wings
And humbled the first man 9

Because the weight of our humility,

Wherefrom we gain

A little wisdom and much pain,

Enlls here too sore and there too tedious.

Are we m anguish or complacency,

Hot looking far enough ahead
To see by what mad couriers we are led

Along the roads of the ridiculous,

To pity ourselves and laugh at faith

And while we curse life hear it 9

And if we see the soul’s dead end in death,

Are we to fear it*

What folly is here that has not yet a name
Unless we say outright that we are Iists 9

What have we seen beyond our sunset fires

That lights again the way by which ive came?
Why pay we such a price, and one we give
So clamoringly, for each racked empty day
That leads one more last human hope away,
As quiet fiends would lead past our crazed eyes
Our children to an unseen sacrifice 9

If after all that we have lived and thought,
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All comes to Nought,

—

If there he nothing after Now,
And we be nothing anyhow.
And we know that,—why live?

’Twere sure hut weaklings’ vain distress

To suffer dungeons where so many doors

Will open on the cold eternal shores

That look sheer down
To the dark tideless floods of Nothingness
Where all who know may drown.
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THE CHILDREN OF THE NIGHT
(1 890-1807)

To the Memory of

My Father and Mother





JOHN EVERELDOWN

“WnEnE are you going to-,mght, to-night,

—

Where are you going, John Evereldown?
There’s never the sign of a star in sight.

Nor a lamp that’s nearer than Tilbury Town.
Why do you stare as a dead man might?
Where are you pointing away from the light?

And where are you going to-night, to-night,

—

Wliere ore you going, John Evereldown?”

‘'Right through the forest, where none eon see,

There’s where I’m going, to Tilbury Town.
The men are asleep,—or awake, may he,

—

But the women ore calling John Evereldown.

Ever and ever they coll for me.
And while they call con a man he free?

So right through the forest, where none can see.

There’s where Rm going, to Tilbury Town”

“But why arc you going ‘-o late, so late,

—

Why are you going, John Evereldown?
Though the road he smooth and the way he straight,

There are two long leagues to Tilbury Town.
Come in by the tire, old man, and wait!

Why do you chatter out there by the gate?

And why are jou going so late, so late.

—

Why are you going, John Evereldown 7 ’
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“I follow the women wherever they call,

—

That’s why I’m going to Tilbury Town.

God know s if I pray to be done with it all,

But God is no friend to John Evereldown.

So the clouds may come and the ram may fall,

The shadows may creep and the dead men crawl,-

But I follow the women wherever they call,

And that’s why I’m going to Tilbury Town.”
t

LUKE HAVERGAL

Go to the western gate, Luke Havergal,

There where the vines cling crimson on the wall,

And in the twilight wait for what will come.

The leaves will whisper there of her, and some,

Like flying words, will strike you as they fall;

But go, and if you listen she will call.

Go to the western gate, Luke Havergal

—

Luke Havergal.

No, there is not a dawn in eastern skies

To nft the fiery night that’s in your eyes;

But there, where western glooms are gathering,
The dark will end the dark, if anything •

God slays Himself with every leaf that flies.

And hell is more than half of paradise
No, there is not a dawn in eastern skies

—

In eastern skies.

Out of a grave I come to tell you this.

Out of a grave I come to quench the kiss

That flames upon your forehead with a glow
That blinds you to the way that you must go.
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Yes, there is yet one way to where she is,

Bitter, but one that faith may never miss
Out of a grave I come to tell you this

—

To tell you this

There is the western gate, Luke Havergal,
There are the crimson leaves upon the wall.

Go, for the winds .are tearing them away,

—

Nor think to riddle the dead words they say,

Nor any more to feel them as they fall

;

But go, and if you trust her she will call.

There is the western gate, Luke Havergal

—

Luke Havergal.

V
THREE QUATRAINS

I

As long as Fame’s imperious music rings

Will poets mock it with crowned word** august;
And haggard men will clamber to be kings

As long as Glory weighs itself in dust.

II

Drink to the splendor of the unfulfilled,

Nor shudder for the revels that are done:
The nines that flushed Lueullus are nil spilled,

The strings that Nero fingered arc all gone.

III

We cannot crown ourselves with oier.\ thing,

Nor can we conv the Fates for it* to quarrel:
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No matter what we are, or what we sing,

Time finds a withered leaf in every laurel.

AN OLD STORY

Strange that I did not know him then.

That friend of minel

I did not even show him then

One friendly sign;

But cursed him for the ways he had
To make me see

My envy of the praise he had <£.

For praising me.

I would have rid the earth of him
Once, in my pride . . .

X never knew the worth of him
Until he died.

BALLADE BY THE FIRE

Slowly I smoke and hug my knee.
The while a witless masquerade

Of things that only children see

Floats m a mist of light and shade:
They pass, a flimsy cavalcade,

And with a weak, remindful glow,

The falling embers break and fade,

As one by one the phantoms go.
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Then, -with a melancholy glee

To think where once my fancy strayed,

I muse on what the years may be

Whose coming tales are all unsaid,

Till tongs and shovel, snugly laid

Within their shadowed niches, grow
By grim degrees to pick and spade.

As one by one the phantoms go.

But then, what though the mystic Three
Around me ply their merry trade?

—

And Charon soon may carry me
Across the gloomy Stygian glade?

—

Be up, my soul ; nor be afraid

Of what some unborn year may show;

But mind your human debt9 are paid,

As one by one the phantoms go.

ENVOY

Life is the game that must be played:

This truth at least, good friend*, we know
So live and laugh, nor be dismayed

As one by one the phantoms go.

BALLADE OF BROKEN FLUTES

(To .1 T. Schumann)

In dreams I crossed a barren land,

A land of ruin, far away:

Around me hung on men' band
A deathful stillno"* of decay;

And *ilcnt, ns in bleak dismay
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That song should thus forsaken be,

On that forgotten ground there lay

The broken flutes of Arcady.

The forest that was all so grand

When pipes and tabors had theiT sway

Stood leafless now, a ghostly band

Of skeletons m cold array

A lonely surge of ancient spray

Told of an unforgetful sea,

But iron blows had hushed for aye

The broken flutes of Arcady.

No more by summer breezes fanned,

The place was desolate and gray.

But still my dream was to command
New life into that shrunken clay.

I tried it. And you scan to-day.

With uncommiserating glee,

The songs of one who strove to play

The broken flutes of Arcady.

ENVOY

So, Bock, I join the common fray,

To fight where Mammon may decree;

And leave, to crumble as they may.
The broken flutes of Arcady.

HER EYES

TJp from the street and the crowds that went.
Morning and midnight, to and fro,

Still was the room where his days he spent,
And the stars were bleak, and the nights were slow
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HER EYES

Year after year, with his dream shut fast,

He suffered and strove till his eyes were dun,

Ifor the love that his brushes had earned at last,

And the whole world rang with the praise of him.

But he cloaked his triumph, and searched, instead,

Till his cheeks were sere and his hairs were gray.

“There are women enough, God knows,” he said . . .

“There are stars enough—when the sun’s away.”

Then he went back to the same still room
That had held his dream in the long ago.

When he buried his days in a nameless tomb,

And the stars were bleak, and the nights were slow.

And a passionate humor seized lnm there

—

Seized him and held him until there grew
Like life on his canvas, glowing and fair,

A perilous face—and an angel’s too.

Angel and maiden, and all in one,

—

All but the eyes. They were there, but yet

They seemed somehow like a soul half done.

What was the matter? Did God forget? . . .

But he wrought them at last with a skill so sure

That her eyes were the eyes of a deathless woman,—
With a gleam of heaven to nuke them pure,

And a glimmer of hell to make them human.

God never forgets—And he worships her

There in that snnie c till room of his.

For his wife, and his constant arbiter

Of the world that was and the world that is.
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Anri he wonders yet what her lore could be

To punish him after that strife so grim

;

But the longer he lives with her eyes to see.

The plainer it all comes back to him.

TWO MEN

There he two men of all mankind
That I should like to know about;

But search and question where I will,

I cannot ever find them out.

Melchizedek, he praised the Lord,

And gave some wine to Abraham;
But who can tell what else he did

Must he more learned than I am.

TJcalegon, he lost his house
"When Agamemnon came to Troy;

But who can tell me who he was

—

I’ll pray the gods to give him joy.

There be two men of all mankind
That I’m forever thinking on *

They chase me everywhere I go,

—

Melchizedek, TJcalegon.

VILLANELLE OF CHANGE

Stn'ce Persia fell at Marathon,
The yellow years have gathered fast:

Long centuries have come and gone.
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And yet (they say) the place will don
A phantom fury of the past.

Since Persia fell at Marathon;

And as of old, when Helicon
Trembled and swayed with rapture vast

(Long centuries have come and gone).

This ancient plain, when night comes on.

Shakes to a ghostly battle-blast.

Since Persia fell at Marathon.

But into soundless Acheron
The glory of Greek shame was cast:

Long centuries have come and gone.

The suns of Hellas have all shone,

The first has fallen to the last'

—

Since Persia fell at Marathon,
Long centuries have come and gone.

THE HOUSE ON THE HILL

Thfv are all gone away,

The House is shut and still,

There is nothing more to ^ny.

Through broken walls nnd gray

The winds blow bleak and shrill:

They are all gone nunj.

Nor is there one to-day

To speak them good or ill

:

There is nothing more to say.
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Why is it then we stray

Around the sunken sill?

They are all gone away.

And our poor fancy-play

Tor them is wasted skill’

There is nothing more to say.

There is ruin and decay

In the House on the Hill:

They are all gone away.

There is nothing more to say.

RICHARD CORY

Whenever Richard Cory went down town,

We people on the pavement looked at him:
He was a gentleman from sole to crown,

Clean favored, and imperially slim

And he was always quietly arrayed,

And he was always human when he talked;

But still he fluttered pulses when he said,

“Good-morning,” and he glittered when he walked.

And he was rich—yes, richer than a king

—

And admirably schooled m every grace:

In fine, we thought that he was everything
To make us wish that we were in his place.

So on we worked, and waited for the light,

And went without the meat, and cursed the bread;
And Richard Cory, one calm summer night.
Went home and put a bullet through his head.
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DEAR FRIENDS

BOSTON

My northern pines are good enough for me.
But there’s a town my memory uprears

—

A town that always like a friend appears,

And always in the sunrise by the sea.

And over it, somehow, there seems to he
A downwaid flash of something new and fierce.

That ever strives to clear, hut never clears

The dimness of a charmed antiquity.

CALVARY

Friendless and faint, with martyred steps and slow,

Taint for the flesh, hut for the spirit free,

Stung by the mob that came to see the show.

The Master toiled along to Calvary;

We gibed him, as he went, with houndish glee.

Till his dimned eyes for us did overflow

;

We cursed his vengeless hands thrice wretchedly,

—

And tins was nineteen hundred years ago.

But after nineteen hundred years the shame
Still clings, and we have not made good the loss

That outraged faith has entered m his name.
Ah. when shall come love’s courage to be strong!

Tell me, O Lord—tell me, 0 Lord, how long

Are we to keep Christ writhing on the cross!

DEAR FRIENDS

Dk\u friends reproach me not for what I do,

Nor conned me. nor pity me: nor «ay

That I am wearing half niv life away
For bubble-work that only fools pursue
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And if my bubbles be too small for you,

Blow bigger then your own . the games we play

To fill the frittered minutes of a day,

Good glasses are to read the spirit through.

And whoso reads may get him some shrewd skill;

And some unprofitable scorn resign,

To praise the very thing that he deplores;

So, friends (dear friends), remember, if you will,

The shame I wm for singing is all mine.

The gold I miss for dreaming is all yours.

THE STORY OF THE ASHES AND THE FLAME

No matter why, nor whence, nor when she came.

There was her place. No matter what men said.

No matter what she was; living or dead,

Faithful or not, he loved her all the same.

The story was as old as human shame,

But ever since that lonely night she fled,

With books to blind him, he had only read

The story of the ashes and the flame.

There she was always coming pretty soon
To fool him back, with penitent scared eyes

That had m them the laughter of the moon
For baffled lovers, and to make him think

—

Before she gave him time enough to wink

—

Her kisses were the keys to Paradise.

AMARYLLIS

Once, when I wandered in the woods alone,
An old man tottered up to me and said,

“Come, friend, and see the grave that I have made
For Amaryllis.” There was in the tone
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Of his complaint such quaver and such moan
That I took pity on him and obeyed.

And long stood looking where his hands had laid

An ancient woman, shrunk to skin and bone.

Tar out beyond the forest I could hear
The calling of loud progress, and the bold

Incessant scream of commerce ringing clear;

But though the trumpets of the world were glad.

It made me lonely and it made me sad

To think that Amaryllis had grown old,

ZOLA

Because he puts the compromising chart

Of hell before your eyes, you are afraid;

Because he counts the price that you have paid

Tor innocence, and counts it from the start.

You loathe him. But ho secs the human heart

Of God meanwhile, and in Ilis hand was weighed
Your squeamish and emasculate crusade

Against the grim dominion of his art.

Never until we conquer the uncouth

Connivings of our shamed indifference

(We call it Christian faith) are we to scan

The racked and shrieking hideousness of Truth
To find, in hate’s polluted self-defence

Throbbing, the pulse, the divine heart of man.

THE PITY OF THE LEAVES

Yexoffui* across the cold November moors
Loud with ancestral slmme there came the bleak

Sad wind that shrieked, and answered with n shrii

Bcverbernnt through lonely corridors.
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The old man heard it; and he heard, perforce.

Words out of lips that were no more to speak

—

Words of the past that shook the old man’s cheek

Like dead, remembered footsteps on old floors

And then there were the leaves that plagued him so I

The brown, thm leaves that on the stones outside

Skipped with a freezing whisper. Now and then

They stopped, and stayed there—just to let him know
How dead they were; but if the old man cried.

They fluttered off like withered souls of men.

AARON STARK

Withal a meagre man was Aaron Stark,

OuTsed and unkempt, shrewd, shrivelled, and morose.

A miser was he, with a miser’s nose,

And eyes like little dollars in the dark.

His thin, pinched mouth was nothing but a mark;
And when he spoke there came like sullen blows

Through scattered fangs a few snarled words and close,

As if a cur were chary of its bark.

Glad for the murmur of his hard renown,
Tear after year he shambled through the town,
A loveless exile moving with a staff;

And oftentimes there crept into his ears

A sound of alien pity, touched with tears,

—

And then (and only then) did Aaron laugh.

THE GARDEN
There is a fenceless garden overgrown
With buds and blossoms and all sorts of leaves;
And once, among the roses and the sheaves.
The Gardener and I were there alone.
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CHARLES CARYILLE’S EYES

He led me to the plot where I hnd thrown
The fennel of my days on wasted ground.
And in that riot of sad weeds I found
The fruitage of a life that was my own.

My life! Adi, yes, there was my life, indeed I

And there were all the lives of humankind

;

And they were like a hook that I could read,

Whose every leaf, miraculously signed,

Outrolled itself from Thought’s eternal seed.

Love-rooted in God’s garden of the mind.

CLIFF KLINGENHAGEN

Cliff Kltngenhagen hod me in to dine

With him one day; and after soup and meat.
And all the other things there were to eat,

Cliff took two glasses and filled one with wine
And one with wormwood. Then, without a sign

For me to choose at all, he took the draught
Of bitterness himself, and lightly quaffed

It off, and said the other one was mine.

And when I asked him what the deuce he meant
By doing that, he only looked at me
And smiled, and said it was a way of his.

And though I know the fellow, I lin\ e spent

Long time a-wondering when 1 shall be

As happy as Cliff Klingenhngen is

CHARLES CARVII.LE’S EYES

A MruxcnoLY face Charles Candle hnd.

But not «o melancholy as it seemed,

When once jou knew him, for his mouth redeetm-d
His insufficient c.\cs, former sad.
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Tn them there was no life-glimpse, good or bad,

Nor joy nor passion in them ever gleamed

;

His mouth was all of him that ever beamed,

His eyes were sorry, hut his mouth was glad.

He never was a fellow that said much,

And half of what he did say was not heard

By many of us : we were out of touch

With all his whims and all his theories

Till he was dead, so those blank eyes of his

Might speak them. Then we heard them, every word.

THE DEAD VILLAGE

Here there is death. But even here, they say.

Here where the dull sun shines this afternoon

As desolate as ever the dead moon
Did glimmer on dead Sardis, men were gay;
And there were little children here to play.

With small soft hands that once did keep in tune
The strings that stretch from heaven, till too soon
The change came, and the music passed away.

Now there is nothing but the ghosts of things,

—

No life, no love, no children, and no men;
And over the forgotten place there clings

The strange and unrememberable light

That is in dreams. The music failed, and then
God frowned, and shut the village from His sight.
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TWO SONNETS

TWO SONNETS

I

Just as I wonder at the twofold screen

Of twisted innocence that you would plait

Eor eyes that uncourageously await
The coming of a kingdom that has been,

So do I wonder what God’s love con mean
To you that all so strangely estimate

The purpose and the consequent estate

Of one short shuddering step to the Unseen.

No, I have not your backward faith to shrink
Lone-faring from the doorway of God’s home
To find Him in the names of buried men

;

Nor your ingenious recreance to think

We cherish, in the life that is to come.

The scattered features of dead friends again

n
Never until our souls are strong enough
To plunge into the crater of the Scheme

—

Triumphant m the flash there to redeem
Love’s handsel and forevermore to slough.

Like cerements at a played-out masque, the rough
And reptile skins of us whereon we set

The stigma of scared years—are we to get

Where atoms and the ages are one stuff.

Nor ever shall we know the curbed waste
Of life in the beneficence divine

Of starlight, and of sunlight and soul-shine

That wo have squandered in sin’s frail distress,

Till we hare drunk, and trembled at the taste

The mend of Thought’s prophetic endlessness
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THE CLERKS

I did not think that I should find them there

When I came back again; but there they stood.

As in the days they dreamed of -when young blood

Was m their cheeks and women called them fair.

Be sure, they met me with an ancient air,

—

And yes, there was a shop-worn brotherhood

About them; but the men were just as good.

And just as human as they ever were.

And you that ache so much to be sublime,

And you that feed yourselves with your descent.

What comes of all your visions and your fears?

Poets and kings are but the clerks of Time,

Tiering the same dull webs of discontent,

Clipping the same sad alnage of the years.

FLEMING HELPHENSTINE

At first I thought there was a superfine

Persuasion in his face; hut the free glow
That filled it when he stopped and cried, “HolloP
Shone joyously, and so I let it shine.

He said his name was Fleming Helphenstine,
But be that as it may;—I only know
He talked of this and that and So-and-So,
And laughed and chaffed like any friend of mine.

But soon, with a queer, quick frown, he looked at me,
And I looked hard at him; and there we gazed
In a strained way that made us cringe and wince:
Then, with a wordless clogged apology
That sounded half confused and half amazed,
He dodged,—and I have never seen him since.
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THOMAS HOOD

The man who cloaked his bitterness within
This winding-sheet of puns and pleasantries,

God never gave to look with common eyes

Upon a world of anguish and of sm:
His brother was the branded man of Lynn;
And there are woven with his jollities

The nameless and eternal tragedies

That render hope and hopelessness akin.

We laugh, and crown him; but anon we feel

A still chord sorrow-swept,—a weird unrest;

And thin dim shadows home to midnight steal,

As if the very ghost of mirth were dead

—

As if the joys of time to dreams had tied.

Or sailed away with Ines to the West.

HORACE TO LEUCONOE

X pray you not, Lreuconoc, to pore

With unpermitted eyes on what may be

Appointed by the gods for you and me.

Nor on Chaldean figures any more.
}T were infinitely better to implore

The present only:—whether Jove decree

More winters yet to come, or whether lie

Moke even this, whose hard, wave-eaten shore

Shatters the Tuscan ceas to-day, the ln^t

—

Le wise witlinl. and rack your wine, nor fill

Your bosom with largo hopes; for while I sing,

The cm ions closo of time is narrowing;

—

So scire the day, or over it ho past,

And let the morrow come for what it will.
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THE CLERKS

I did not think that I should find them there

When I came back again; but there they stood.

As m the days they dreamed of when young blood

Was m their cheeks and women called them fair.

Be sure, they met me with an ancient air,

—

And yes, there was a shop-worn brotherhood

About them; but the men were just as good.

And just as human as they ever were.

And you that ache so much to he sublime,

And you that feed yourselves with your descent,

What comes of all your visions and your fears?

Poets and kings are but the clerks of Time,
Tiering the same dull webs of discontent,

Clipping the same sad alnage of the years.

FLEMING HELPHENSTINE

At first I thought there was a superfine

Persuasion in his face; but the free glow
That filled it when he stopped and cried, “Hollo 1”

Shone joyously, and so I let it shine.

He said his name was Fleming Helphenstme,
But he that as it may;—I only know
He talked of this and that and So-and-So,
And laughed and chaffed like any friend of mine.

But soon, with a queer, quick frown, he looked at me.
And I looked hard at him; and there we gazed
In a strained way that mode us cringe and wince:
Then, with a wordless clogged apology
That sounded half confused and half amazed,
He dodged,—and I have never seen him since.
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HORACE TO LEUCONOE

THOMAS HOOD

The man who cloaked his bitterness within
This winding-sheet of puns and pleasantries,

God never gave to look with common eyes
Upon a world of anguish and of sm

:

His brother was the branded man of Lynn;
And there are woven with his jollities

The nameless and eternal tragedies

That render hope and hopelessness akin.

We laugh, and crown him; but anon we feel

A still chord sorrow-swept,—a weird unrest;
And thin dim shadows home to midnight steal.

As if the very ghost of mirth were dead

—

As if the joys of time to dreams had fled.

Or sailed away with Ines to the West.

HORACE TO LEUCONOE

I tray you not, Leuconoo, to pore

With unpermitted eyes on what may be
Appointed by the gods for you and me.
Nor on Chaldean figures any more.

’T were infinitely better to implore

The present only:—whether Jove decree

More winters yet to come, or whether he
Make even this, vlio^e hard, wave-eaten shore

Shatters the Tuscan seas to-day, the last

—

Be wise withal, and rack your wine, nor fill

Your bo«om with large hopes; for while I sing,

The em ious cloce of time is narrowing;

—

So seize the day, or e\cr it be pn=t.

And let the morrow come for vhat it wilL
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REUBEN BRIGHT

Because lie "was a butcher and thereby

Did earn an honest living (and did right),

I -would not have you think that Reuben Bright

Was any more a brute than you or I;

Eor when they told him that his wife must die,

He stared at them, and shook with grief and fright,

And cried like a great baby half that night.

And made the women cry to see him cry.

And after she was dead, and he had paid

The singers and the sexton and the rest.

He packed a lot of things that she had made
Most mournfully away in an old chest

Of hers, and put some chopped-up cedar boughs
Inwith them, and tore down the slaughter-house

THE ALTAR

A-Lone, remote, nor witting where I went,

I found an altar builded in a dream

—

A fiery place, whereof there was a gleam
So swift, so searching, and so eloquent

Of upward promise, that love’s murmur, blent

With sorrow’s warning, gave but a supreme
Unending impulse to that human stream

Whose flood was all for the flame’s fury bent.

Alas! I said,—the world is in the wrong.
But the same quenchless fever of unrest

That thrilled the foremost of that martyred throng
Thrilled me, and I awoke . . . and was the same
Bewildered insect plunging for the flame
That bums, and must bum somehow for the best.
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THE TAVERN

Whenever I go by there nowadays
And look at the rank weeds and the strange grass.
The torn blue curtains and the broken glass,
X seem to he afraid of the old place;
And something stiffens up and down my face,
Eor all the world as if I saw the ghost
Of old Ham Amory, the murdered host,

With his dead eyes turned on me all aglaze.

The Tavern has a story, hut no man
Can tell us what it is. We only know
That once long after midnight, years ago,
A stranger galloped up from Tilbury Town,
Who brushed, and scared, and all hut overran
That skirt-crazed reprobate, John Evereldown.

SONNET

Oh for a poet—for a beacon bright
To rift this changless glimmer of dead gray;
To spirit back the Muses, long astray,

And flush Parnassus with a newer light;

To put these little sonnet-men to flight

Who fashion, m a shrewd mechanic way.
Songs without souls, that flicker for a day,
To vanish in irrevocable night.

What docs it mean, this barren age of ours?
Here are the men, the women, and the flowers.

The seasons, and the sunset, ns before.

What does it mean? Shall there not one ariso

To wrench one banner from the western skies.

And mark it with his name forevermore?





OCTAVES

Forsake us in the seeming, we are all

At one with a complete companionship;
And though forlornly joyless be the ways
We travel, the compensate spirit-gleams

Of Wisdom shaft the darkness here and there.

Like scattered lamps in unfrequented streets.

IX

When one that you and I had all but sworn
To be the purest thing God ever made
Bewilders us until at last it seems
An angel has come back restigmatized,

—

Faith wavers, and we wonder what there is

On earth to make us faithful any more.
But never are quite wise enough to know
The wisdom that is in that wonderment.

X
Where does n dead man go?—The dead man dies;

But the free life that would no longer feed

On fagots of outburned and shattered tledi

Wakes to a thrilled invisible advance,

Unchained (or fettered else) of memory;
And when the dead man goes it seems to mo
’T were better for us all to do away
With weeping, and be glad that be is gone.

XI

Still through the dude of dead, blank-logendecl,

And unremunerativc years \\c cenroll

To get where life begins, and still we groan
Because we do not find the living spark
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Where bo spark ever was
;
and thus we die.

Still searching, like poor old astronomers

Who totter off to bed and go to sleep,

To dream of untriangulated stars.

xn

With conscious eyes not yet sincere enough
To pierce the glimmered cloud that fluctuates

Between me and the glorifying light

That screens itself with knowledge, I discern

The searching rays of wisdom that reach through
The mist of shame’s infirm credulity.

And infinitely wonder if hard words
Like mine have any message for the dead.

xm
I grant you friendship is a royal thing.

But none shall ever know that royalty

For what it is till he has realized

His best friend in himself ’T is then, perforce,

That man’s unfettered faith indemnifies

Of its own conscious freedom the old shame.
And love’s revealed infinitude supplants

Of its own wealth and wisdom the old scorn.

XIV

Though the sick beast infect us, we are fraught
Forever with indissoluble Truth,
WTierein redress reveals itself divine,

Transitional, transcendent. Grief and loss.

Disease and desolation, are the dreams
Of wasted excellence; and every dream
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Has in it something of an ageless fact

That flouts deformity and laughs at years.

XV

We lack the courage to he where we are:

—

We love too much to travel on old roads.

To triumph on old fields ; we love too much
To consecrate the magic of dead things.

And yieldingly to linger by long walls

Of rum, where the ruinous moonlight
That sheds a lying glory on old stones

Befriends us with a wizard’s enmity.

XVI

Something as one with eyes that look below
The battle-smoke to glimpse the foemnn’s charge,

We through the dust of downward years may scan

The onslaught that awaits this idiot world

Where blood pays blood for nothing, and •where life

Pays life to madness, till at last the ports

Of gilded helplessness be battered through
By the still crash of salvatory steel

XVII

To you that sit with Sorrow like chained sla\es.

And wonder if the night will o\cr come,
I would say this: The night will inner come,
And sorrow is not always But my word®
Are not enough; your eyes are not enough;
The soul itself must insulate the Beal,

Or ever you do cherish in this life

—

In this life or in any life—repose.
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XYIII

Like a white wall whereon forever breaks

Unsatisfied the tumult of green seas,

Man’s unconjectured godliness rebukes

With its imperial silence the lost waves

Of insufficient grief. This mortal surge

That heats against us now is nothing else

Than plangent ignorance. Truth neither shakes

Uor wavers; but the world shakes, and we shriek,

XIX

"Nor jewelled phrase nor mere mellifluous rhyme
Reverberates aright, or ever shall.

One cadence of that infinite plain-song

Which is itself all music. Stronger notes

Than any that have ever touched the world

Must ring to tell it—ring like hammer-blows,
Right-echoed of a chime primordial.

On anvils, in the gleaming of God’s forge.

XX
The prophet of dead words defeats himself:

Whoever would acknowledge and include

The foregleam and the glory of the real,

Must vork with something else than pen and ink
And painful preparation: he must work
With unseen implements that have no names,
And he must win withal, to do that work.
Good fortitude, clean wisdom, and strong skill.

XXI

To curse the chilled insistence of the dawn
Because the free gleam lingers; to defraud
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TWO QUATRAINS

The constant opportunity that lives

Unchallenged in all sorrow; to forget

For this large prodigality of gold

That larger generosity of thought,

—

These are the fleshly clogs of human greed,

The fundamental blunders of mankind.

XTTT

Forebodings are the fiends of Recreance;
The master of the moment, the clean seer

Of ages, too securely scans what is.

Ever to be appalled at what is not;

He sees beyond the groaning borough lines

Of Hell, God’s highways gleaming, and he knows
That Love’s complete communion is the end
Of anguish to the liberated man.

XXIII

Here by the windy docks I stand alone.

But yet companioned. There the vessel goes,

And there my friend goes with it; but the wake
That melts and ebbs between that friend and me
Love’s earnest is of Life’s all-purposeful

And all-triumphant sailing, "when the ships

Of Wisdom loose tlicir fretful chains and swing
Forever from the crumbled wharves of Tune

TWO QUATRAINS

I

As eons of incalculable strifo

Are in the vision of one moment caught,

So are the common, concrete things of life

Dh inclv shadowed on the walls of Thought.
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n
We shriek to live, but no man ever lives

Till he has rid the ghost of human breath;

We dream to die, but no man ever dies

Till he has quit the road that runs to death.

THE TORRENT

I foum) a torrent falling in a glen

Where the sun’s light shone silvered and leaf-split;

The boom, the foam, and the mad flash of it

All made a magic symphony; hut when
I thought upon the coming of hard men
To cut those patriarchal trees away.

And turn to gold the silver of that spray,

I shuddered. Yet a gladness now and then

Did wake me to myself till I was glad

In earnest, and was welcoming the time

Eor screaming saws to sound above the chime
Of idle waters, and for me to know
The jealous visionings that I had had
Were steps to the great place where trees and torrents

I/ENVOI

Now in a thought, now in a shadowed word.
Now in a voice that thrills eternity.

Ever there comes an onward phrase to me
Of some transcendent music I have heard;
No piteous thing hy soft hands dulcimered,
No trumpet crash of blood-sick victory.

But a glad strain of some vast harmony
That no brief mortal touch has ever stirred.
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There is no music in the -world like this,

No character wherewith to set it down,
No kind of instrument to make it sing.

No kind of instrument 9 Ah, yes, there is;

And after time and place are overthrown,

God’s touch will keep its one chord quivering.
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CAPTAIN CRAIG

I

I doubt if ten men in all Tilbury Town
Had ever shaken hands with Captain Craig,
Or called him by his name, or looked at him
So curiously, or so concernedly,
As they had looked at ashes; hut a few

—

Say five or six of us—had found somehow
The spark in him, and we had fanned it there.

Choked under, like a jest in Holy Writ,
By Tilbury prudence. He had lived his life

And in his way had shared, with all mankind.
Inveterate leave to fashion of himself.
By some resplendent metamorphosis,
Whatever he was not. And after time.
When it had come sufficiently to pass
That he wns going patch-clad through the streets.
Weak, dizzy, chilled, and half starved, he had laid
Some nerveless fingers on a prudent sleeve,
And told the sleeve, in furtive confidence,
•Tust how it wns: “My name is Captain Craig,”
He said, “and I must eat.” The sleeve moved on
And after it moved other'—one or two;
Por Captain Craig, before the day uns done.
Got hnek to the scant refuge of his bed
And shivered into it without a curse

—

Without a murmur even, nc wns cold,
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And old, and hungry; but the worst of it

Was a forlorn familiar consciousness

That he had failed again There wns a time

When he had fancied, if worst enme to uorst,

And he could do no more, that he might ask

Of whom he would. But once had been enough.

And soon there would he nothing more to ask.

He was himself, and he had lost the speed

He started with, and he was left behind.

There was no mysterv, no tragedy

;

And if they found him lying on his bnck

Stone dead there some sharp morning, as they might,

—

Well, once upon a time there was a man

—

JUs war einmal ein Konig, if it pleased him.

And he was right: there were no men to blame:
There was just a false note in the Tilbury tune

—

A note that able-bodied men might sound

Hosannas on while Captain Craig lay quiet

They might have made him sing by feeding him
Till he should march again, but probably

Such yielding would have jeopardized the rhythm;
They found it more melodious to shout
Right on, with unmolested adoration,

To keep the tune as it had always been.

To trust in God, and let the Captain starve.

He must have understood that afterwards

—

When we had laid some fuel to the spark
Of him, and oxidized it—for he laughed
Out loud and long at us to feel it burn.
And then, for gratitude, made game of us:
“You are the resurrection and the life,”

He said, “and I the hymn the Brahmin sings;
O Fuscus ! and we’ll go no more a-roving”
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We were not quite accoutred for a blast

Of any lettered nonchalance like that,

And some of us—the five or six of us

Who found him out—were singularly struck.

But soon there came assurance of his lips,

Like phrases out of some sweet instrument

Man’s hand had never fitted, that he felt

“No penitential shame for what had come.

No virtuous regret for what had been,

—

But rather a joy to find it m Ins life

To be on outcast usher of the soul

For such as had good courage of the Sun
To pattern Love.” The Captain hod one chair:

And on the bottom of it, like a king,

For longer time than I dare chronicle,

Sat with an ancient ease and eulogized

His opportunity. My friends got out,

Like brokers out of Arcady: but I

—

May be for fascination of the tiling,

Or may be for the larger humor of it

—

Stnyed listening, unwearied and unstnng.

When they were gone the Captain’s tuneful ooze

Of rhetoric took on a change, he smiled

At me and then continued, eamcstlv
‘Tour friends lime had enough of it, but \ou.

For a motive hardly vindicated yet

By prudence or by conscience, have remained

:

And that is very good, for T have things

To loll vou* things that are not words alone

—

Which are the ghosts of things—hut something fi

"First, would I have you know, for eierj gift

Or sacrifice, there are—or there may he

—

Two kinds of gratitude* the sudden kind
Wo feel for what we take, the larger kind
^ e feel for what we give. Once wo have lo trued
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As much as this, we know the truth has been

Told over to the world a thousand times;

—

But we have had no ears to listen yet

For more than fragments of it. we have heard

A murmur now and then, an echo here

And there, and we have made great music of it;

And we have made innumerable books

To please the Unknown God. Time throws away
Dead thousands of them, but the God that knows
No death denies not one' the books all count,

The songs all count; and yet God’s music has

No modes, bis language has no adjecti /es
”

“You may be right, you may be wrong,” said I;

“But what has this that you are saying now

—

This nineteenth-century Nirvana-talk

—

To do with you and me?” The Captain raised

U’s hand and held it westward, where a patched
And unwashed attic-window filtered m
What barren light could reach us, and then said,

"With a suave, complacent resonance- “There shines
The sun. Behold it. "We go round and round,
And wisdom comes to us with every whirl

We count throughout the circuit. We may say
The child is bom, the hoy becomes a man.
The man does this and that, and the man goes,

—

But having said it we have not said much,
Not very much. Do I fancy, or you think.

That it will be the end of anything
When I am gone ? There was a soldier once
Who fought one fight and in that fight fell dead
Sad friends went after, and they brought him home
And had a brass band at bis funeral,

As you should have at mine; and after that
A few remembered him. But he was dead,
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They said, and they should have their friend no more.

—

However, there was once a starveling child

—

A ragged-vested little incubus,
Born to be cuffed and frighted out of all

Capacity for childhood’s happiness

—

Who started out one day, quite suddenly,
To drown himself. He ran away thorn home.
Across the clover-fields and through the woods.
And waited on a rock above a stream,
Just like a kingfisher. He might have dived.

Or jumped, or he might not; but anyhow,
There came along a man who looked at him
With such an unexpected friendliness.

And talked with him in such a common way,
,That life grew marvelously different

What he had lately known for sullen trunks
And branches, and a world of tedious leaves,

Was all transmuted, a faint forest wind
That once had made the loneliest of all

Sad sounds on earth, made now the rarest music;
And water that had called him once to death
How seemed a flowing glory. And that man,
Born to go down a soldier, did this thing
Hot much to do? Hot very much, I grant you:
Good occupation for a sonneteer,
Or for a clown, or for a clergyman,
But small work for a soldier. By the way,
Wlien you are weary sometimes of your own
Utility, I wonder if you find

Occasional great comfort pondering
^ hat power a man has in him to put forth?
Of all the many mnr\ clous things that are.

Hothing is there more marwlous than man/
Raid Sophocles; and he lived long ago;
And earth, unending ancient of the god Q
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He furrows ; and the ploughs go back and forth.

Turning the broken mould, year after year.’ . . .

“I turned a little furrow of my own
Once on a time, and everybody laughed

—

As I laughed afterwards; and I doubt not

The First Intelligence, which we have drawn
In our competitive humility

As if it went forever on two legs,

Had some diversion of it: I believe

God’s humor is the music of the spheres

—

But even as we draft omnipotence

Itself to our own image, we pervert

The courage of an infinite ideal

To finite resignation. You have made ,

The cement of your churches out of tears

And ashes, and the fabric will not stand

:

The shifted walls that you have coaxed and shored
So long with unavailing compromise
Will crumble down to dust and blow away.

And younger dust will follow after them

;

Though not the faintest or the farthest whirled
First atom of the least that ever flew

Shall be by man defrauded of the touch
God thrilled it with to make a dream for man
When Science was unborn. And after time.

When we have earned our spiritual ears.

And art’s commiseration of the truth

No longer glorifies the singing beast.

Or venerates the clinquant charlatan,

—

Then shall at last come ringing through the sun,
Through time, through flesh, a music that is true.
For wisdom is that music, and all joy
That wisdom •—you may counterfeit, you think,
The burden of it in a thousand ways;
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But as the bitterness that loads your tears

Makes Dead Sea swimming easy, so the gloom.

The penance, and the woeful pride you keep,

Make bitterness your buoyance of the world.

And at the fairest and the frenziedest

Alike of your God-fearing festivals.

You so compound the truth to pamper fear

That in the doubtful surfeit of your faith

You clamor for the food that shadows eat.

You call it rapture or deliverance,

—

Passion or exaltation, or what most
The moment needs, but your faint-heartedness

Lives in it yet you quiver and you clutch

Por something larger, something unfulfilled,

Some wiser kind of joy that you shall have

Never, until you learn to laugh with God ”

And with a calm Socratic patronage,

At once half sombre and half humorous,

The Captain reverently twirled his thumbs
And fixed his eyes on something far away;

Then, with a gradual gaze, conclusive, shrewd,

And at the moment unendurable
Por sheer beneficence, he looked at me

{rBut the brass band?” I said, not quite at ease

With altruism yet.—PTc made a sort

Of reminiscent little inward noi^e,

Midway between a chuckle and a laugh,

And that was all his answer: not a word
Of explanation or suggestion came
From those tight-smiling lip^ And when I loft,

I wondered, ns I trod the creaking ^now

And had the world-wide air to breathe ncrain,—

Though I had seen the tremor of hi* mouth
And honored the endurance of hi*5 hand

—
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Whether or not, securely closeted

Up there in the stived haven of his den,

The man sat laughing at me; and I felt

My teeth grind hard together with a quaint

Revulsion—as I recognize it now

—

Not only for my Captain, but as well

For every smug-faced failure on God’s earth;

Albeit I could swear, at the same time,

That there were tears m the old fellow’s eyes.

I question if m tremors or m tears

There be more guidance to man’s worthiness

Than—well, say m his prayers. But oftentimes

It humors us to think that we possess

By some divine adjustment of our own
Particular shrewd cells, or something else,

What others, for untutored sympathy,

Go spirit-fishing more than half their lives

To catch—like cheerful sinners to catch faith;

And I have not a doubt but I assumed
Some egotistic attribute like this

When, cautiously, next morning I reduced
The fretful qualms of my novitiate,

For most part, to an undigested pride.

Only, I live convinced that I regret

This enterprise no more than I regret

My life; and I am glad that I was bom

That evening, at “The Chrysalis,” I found
The faces of my comrades all suffused

With what I chose then to denominate
Superfluous good feeling In return.

They loaded rpe with titles of odd form
And unexemplified significance.

Like “Bellows-mender to Prince iEolus,”
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“Pipe-filler to the Hoboscholiast,”

“Bread-fruit for the Non-Doing,” with one more
That I remember, and a dozen more
That I forget. I may have been disturbed,

I do not say that I was not annoyed.

But something of the same serenity

That fortified me later made me feel

Bor their skm-pricking arrows not so much
Of pain as of a vigorous defect

In this world's archery. I might have tried,

With a flat facetiousness, to demonstrate

What they had only snapped at and thereby

Made out of my best evidence no more
Than comfortable food for their conceit;

But patient wisdom frowned on argument,

With a side nod for silence, and I smoked
A series of incurable dry pipes

While Morgan fiddled, with obnoxious care,

Things that I wished he wouldn’t. Killigrcw,

Drowsed with a fond abstraction, like an ass.

Bay blinking at me while he grinned and made
Remarks The learned Plunket made remarks.

It may have hecn for smoke that I cursed cats

That night, but I have rather to believe

As I lay turning, twisting, listening,

And wondering, between great sleepless yawns,

What possible satisfaction those dead Ichacs

Could find in sending shadows to my room

And ^winging them like black rigs on n line,

Thnt T, with a forlorn clear-headedness

Was okoing out probation. I had sinned

Tn fearing to believe what T believed.

And T was paying for it—Whimsical,

You tlnnk,

—

factitious; but “there i c no luck,
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ISTo fate, no fortune for us, but the old

Unswerving and inviolable price

Gets paid God sells himself eternally,

But never gives a crust,” my friend had said

;

And while I watched those leaves, and heard those cats,

And with half mad minuteness analysed

The Captain’s attitude and then my own,

I felt at length as one who throws himself

Down restless on a couch when clouds are dark.

And shuts his eyes to find, when he wakes up
And opens them again, what seems at first

An unfamiliar sunlight in his room
And m his life—as if the child in him
Had laughed and let him see; and then I knew
Some prowling superfluity of child

In me had found the child in Captain Craig
And let the sunlight reach him. "While I slept,

My thought reshaped itself to friendly dreams.
And in the morning it was with me still.

Through March and shifting April to the time
When winter first becomes a memory
My friend the Captain—to my other friend’s

Incredulous regret that such as he
Should ever get the talons of his talk

So fixed in my unfledged credulity

—

Kept up the peroration of his life,

Hot yielding at a threshold, nor, I think.
Too often on the stairs He made me laugh
Sometimes, and then again he made me weep
Almost; for I had insufficiency

Enough m me to make me know the truth
Within the jest, and I could feel it there
As well as if it were the folded note
I felt between my fingers. I had said
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Before that I should have to go away
And leave him for the season, and his eyes

Had shone with well-becoming interest

At that intelligence There was no mist

In them that I remembei ,
but I marked

An unmistakable self-questioning

And a reticence of unassumed regret

The two together made anxiety

—

Hot selfishness, I ventured. I should see

Ho more of him for six or seven months,

And I was there to tell him as I might
What humorous provision we had made
For keeping him locked up in Tilbury Town.
That finished—with a few more commonplace

Prosaics on the certified event

Of my return to find him young again

—

I left lnm neither ^ excel, I thought, with us,

Hor over much at odds with dcstinv

At any rate, save always for a look

That I had seen too often to mistake

Or to forget, he gave no other sign

That train began to move; and ns it moved,

I felt a comfortable sudden change
All over and inside. Partly it seemed

As if the strings of me had all at once

Gone down a tone or two; and even though

It made me scowl to think co trhinl

A touch had owned the stremrth to tighten them,

It made me laugh to think that I was free

But free from what—when I began to turn

The question round—wn« more thin I could

I was no longer vexed with ICilligrew,

Hor more was I po^c^cd vith Captain Craig;

But I wn^ eased of ^ome restraint* T thought,
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Not qualified by those amenities,

And I should have to search the matter down;
For I was young, and I was very keen.

So I began to smoke a bad cigar

That Plunket, in his love, had given me
The night before, and as I smoked I watched
The flying mirrors for a mile or so.

Till to the changing glimpse, now sharp, now faint.

They gave me of the woodland over west,

A gleam of long-forgotten strenuous years

Came back, when we were Red j\fen on the trail,

With ^Morgan for the big chief Wocky-Bocky;
And yawning out of that I set myself

To face again the loud monotonous ride

That lay before me like a vista drawn
Of bag-racks to the fabled end of things.

n
Yet that ride had an end, as all rides have;
And the days coming after took the road
That all days take,—though never one of them
Went by but I got some good thought of it

For Captain Craig. Not that I pitied him.
Or nursed a mordant hunger for his presence;
But what I thought (what Killigrew still thinks)
An irremediable cheerfulness
Was in him and about the name of him.
And I fancy that it may be most of all

For cheer in them that I have saved his letters.

I like to think of him, and how he looked

—

Or should have looked—in his renewed estate.
Composing them. They may be dreariness
Unspeakable to you that never saw
The Captain; but to five or six of us
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Who knew him they are not so bad as that.

It may be we have smiled not always where

The text itself would seem to indicate

Responsive titillation on our part,

—

Yet having smiled at all we have done well.

Knowing that we have touched the ghost of him.

He tells me that he thinks of nothing now
That he would rather do than be himself,

Wisely alive. So let us heed this man.

—

“The world that has been old is young again.

The touch that faltered clings; and this is kray.

So think of your decrepit pensioner

As one who cherishes the living light.

Forgetful of dead shadows He may gloat,

And he may not have power in his arms

To make the j'oung world move; but he has eyes

And ears, and he can read the sun Therefore

Think first of him as one who vegetates

In tune with all the children who laugh best

And longest through the sunshine, though far off

Their laughter, and unheard ;
for

?
t is the child,

0 friend, that with his laugh redeems the man.

Time steals the infant, but the child he leaves;

And we, wo fighters over of old wars

—

We men, we shearers of the Golden Fleece

—

Were brutes without him,—brutes to tear the scars

Of one another's wounds and weep in them,

And then cry out on God that ho should flaunt

For life such anguish and flesh-v rotcliodne5?.

But let the brute go roaring hi c own way:

We do not need him, and lie loves us not.

“X cannot think of nnvthing to-dny

That I would rather do than he my«elf,
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Primevally alive, and have the sun
Shine into me, for on a day like this.

When chaff-parts of a man’s adversities

Are blown by quick spring breezes out of him

—

When even a flicker of wind that wakes no more
Than a tuft of grass, or a few young yellow leaves.

Comes like the falbng of a prophet’s breath

On altar-flames rekindled of crushed embers,

—

Then do I feel, now do I feel, within me
No dreariness, no grief, no discontent,

No twinge of human envy. But I beg

That you forego credentials of the past

Bor these illuminations of the present,

Or better still, to give the shadow justice,

You let me tell you something' I have yearned
In many another season for these days,

And having them with God’s own pageantry

To make me glad for them,—yes, I have cursed

The sunlight and the breezes and the leaves

To think of men on stretchers or on beds,

Or on foul floors, things without shapes or names.
Made human with paralysis and rags;

Or some poor devil on a battle-field,

Left undiscovered and without the strength

To drag a maggot from his clotted mouth;
Or women working where a man would fall

—

Blat-breasted miracles of cheerfulness

Made neuter by the work that no man counts
Until it waits undone; children thrown out
To feed their veins and souls on offal . .Yes,
I have had half a mind to blow my brains out
Sometimes; and I have gone from door to door.
Bagged myself, trying to do something

—

Crazy, I hope—But what has this to do
With Spring? Because one half of humankind
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Lives here in hell, shall not the other half

Do any more than just for conscience’ sake

Be miserable? Is this the way for us

To lead these creatures up to find the light,

—

Or to be drawn down surely to the dark

Again? Which is it? What does the child say?

'T3ut let us not make not for the child

Untaught, nor let us hold that we may read

The sun but through the shadows, nor, again,

Be we forgetful ever that we keep

The shadows on then side For evidence,

I might go back a little to the days

When I had hounds and credit, and grave friends

To borrow my books and set wet glasses on them,

And other friends of all sorts, grave and gay.

Of whom one woman and one man stand out

From all the rest, this morning- The man said

One day, as wc were riding, ‘Now, you sec,

There goes a woman cursed with happiness:

Beauty and wealth, health, horses,—everything'

That she could ask, or wTe could ask, is hers,

Except an inward eye for the dim fact

Of what this dark world is. The cleverness

God ga'se her—or the devil—cautions her

That she must keep the china cup of life

Filled somehow’, and she fills it—runs it over

—

Claps her wlute hands while «omc one does the topping

With fingers made, she thinks, for just that purpose.

Giggles and eats mid reads and goes to church,

crakes pretty little penitential prayers,

And has nn eighteen-carat crucifix

Wrapped up in chamois-skin. She gives enough,

You say, but what is giving like hors worth?
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What is a gift without the soul to guide it?

“Poor dears, and they have cancers?—Ohl” she says;

And away she works at that new altar-cloth

Por the Reverend Hieronymus Mackintosh

—

Third person, Jerry. “Jerry,” slie says, “can say

Such lovely things, and make life seem so sweet!”

Jerry can drink, also.—And there she goes,

Like a whirlwind through an orchard m the springtime

—

Throwing herself away as if she thought

The world and the whole planetary circus

Were a flourish of apple-blossoms. Look at her!

And here is this infernal world of ours

—

And hers, if only she might find it out

—

Starving and shrieking, sickening, suppurating,

Whirling to God knows where . . . But look at herl’

“And after that it came about somehow,
Almost as if the Fates were killing time.

That she, the spendthrift of a thousand joys,

Rode m her turn with me, and in her turn

Made observations* 'Now there goes a man/
She said, 'who feeds his very soul on poison:

No matter what he does, or where he looks.

He finds unhappiness; or, if he fails

To find it, he creates it, and then hugs it:

Pygmalion again for all the world

—

Pygmalion gone wrong. You know I think
If when that precious animal was young,
His mother, or some watchful aunt of his.

Had spanked him with Pendenms and Don Juan,
And given him the Lady of the Lake,
Or Lord and Creese, or almost anything,
There might have been a tonic for him ? Listen :

When he was possibly nineteen years old
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He came to me and said, “I understand

You are m love
77—yes, that is what he said,

“But never nund, it won 7

t last very long;

It never does; we all get over it.

We have this clinging nature, for you see

The Great Bear shook himself once on a time

And the world is one of many that let go/ 7

And yet the creature lives, and there you see him-

And lie would have this life no fairer thing

Than a certain time for numeious marionettes

To do the Dance of Death. Give him a rose.

And he will tell you it is very sweet,

But only for a day Most wonderful

!

Show him a child, or anything that laughs,

And he begins at once to crunch Ins wormwood

And then runs on with his “realities/
7

What does he know about realities.

Who sees the truth of things almost as well

As Nero saw the Northern Lights? Good gracious!

Can7
t you do something with him? Call him something

Call him a type, and that will make him cry:

One of those not at all unusual,

Prophetic, would-be-Dclphic manger-snappers

That always get replaced when they arc gone;

Or one of those impenetrable men,

Who seem to carry branded on their foreheads,
ffWc are abstruse, hut not quite so abstruse

^
As possibly the good Lord may have wished

,

One of those men who never quite confess

That Washington was great;—the kind of mar

That everybody knows and nlwnjs will,

Shrewd, critical, facetious, insincere,

And for the most part harmless, 1 ni afraid.

But even then, you might he doing well

To tell him something/—And I said I would.
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“So in one afternoon you see we have

The child in absence—or, to say the least,

In ominous defect,—and in excess

Commensurate, likewise. Now the question is,

Not which was right and which was wrong, for each.

By virtue of one-sidedness, was both;

But rather—to my mmd, as heretofore

—

Is it better to be blinded by the lights,

Or by the shadows 2 By the lights, you say?

The shadows are all devils, and the lights

Gleam guiding and eternal? Yery good;

But while you say so do not quite forget

That sunshine has a devil of its own.

And one that we, for the great craft of him,

But vaguely recognize. The marvel is

That this persuasive and especial devil.

By grace of his extreme transparency,

Precludes all common vision of him; yet

There is one way to glimpse him and a way,

As I believe, to test him,—granted once

That we have ousted prejudice, which means
That we have made magnanimous advance
Through self-acquaintance Not an easy thing
For some of us; impossible, may be,

For most of us* the woman and the man
I cited, for example, would have wrought
The most intractable conglomerate
Of everything, if they had set themselves
To analyze themselves and not each other;

If only for the sake of self-respect,

They would have come to no place but the same
Wherefrom they started; one would have lived awhile
In paradise without defending it,

And one in hell without enjoying it;

And each had been dissuaded neither more
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Nor less thereafter. There are such on earth

As might have been composed primarily
For mortal warning he was one of thorn,

And she—the devil makes us hesitate.

’T is easy to read words writ well with ink
That mokes a good black mark on smooth white paper
But words are done sometimes with other ink
Whereof the smooth white paper gives no sign

Till science brings it out, and here we come
To knowledge, and the way to test a devil.

“To most of us, you say, and you say well,

This demon of the sunlight is a stronger;

But if you break the sunlight of yourself,

Project it, and observe the quaint shades of it,

I have a shrewd suspicion vou may find

That even as a name lives unrevenled

In ink that waits an agent, so it is

The devil—or this devil—hides himself

To all the diagnoses wo have made
Save one. The quest of him is hard enough

—

As hard os truth : but. once we seem to know
That his compound obsequiousness prevails

TTnferreted within us, we mny find

That sympathy, which aureoles itself

To ‘superfluity from you and me.

Mnv stand ngninst the soul for five or six

Persistent and indubitable streaks

Of irritating brilliance, out of which
A man mnv rend, if he hn\o knowledge in him.
Proportionate attest of ignorance.

TTypoerisv. pood*lieni tcdne««. conceit.

Indifference—by which a man mny lenrn

That c\en courage mnv not make him glad
For laughter when that laughter is itself
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The tribute of recriminating groans.

Nor are the shapes of obsolescent creeds

Much longer to flit near enough to make
Men glad for living m a world like this;

For wisdom, courage, knowledge, and the faith

"Which has the soul and is the soul of reason

—

These are the world’s achievers And the child

—

The child that is the saviour of all ages,

The prophet and the poet, the crown-bearer,

Must yet with Love’s unhonored fortitude.

Survive to cherish and attain for us

The candor and the generosity,

By leave of which we smile if we bring back
The first revealing flash that wakened us

When wisdom like a shaft of dungeon-light

Came searching down to find us.

“Halfway back
I made a mild allusion to the Fates,

Not knowing then that ever I should have
Dream-visions of them, painted on the air,

—

Clotho, Lachesis, Atropos Faint-hued
They seem, but with a faintness never fading,

Unblurred by gloom, unshattered by the sun,

Still with eternal color, colorless,

They move and they remain. The while I write
These very words I see them,—Atropos,

Lachesis, Clotho; and the last is laughing.

When Clotho laughs, Atropos rattles her shears;
But Clotho keeps on laughing just the same.
Some time when I have dreamed that Atropos
Has laughed, I’ll tell you how the colors change

—

The colors that are changeless, colorless ”
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I fear I may have answered Captain Craig’s

Epistle Number One with what he chose,

Good-humoredly but anxiously, to take

Eor something that was not all reverence;

Erom Number Two it would have seemed almost

As if the flanges of the old man’s faith

Had slipped the treacherous rails of my allegiance.

Leaving him by the roadside, humorously

IJpset, with nothing more convivial

To do than be facetious and austere:

—

(f
If you decry Don Cesar do Bazan,

There is an imperfection in your vitals

Elamboyant and old-fashioned ? Overdone ?

Homantico-robustious?—Dear young man,

There are fifteen thousand wavs to be one-sided,

And I have indicated two of them
Already. Now you bait me with a third

—

As if it were a spider with nine legs;

But what it is that you would have me do.

What fatherly wrath you most anticipate,

X lack the needed impulse to discern;

Though I who shape no songs of nnv sort,

X who have made no music, thrilled no canvas,

I who have added nothing to the world

The world would reckon save long- Qpu mdcred wit -

Night with half-pardonable reverence

Beguile my faith, maybe, to the forlorn

Extent of some ^enno^fored murmuring
Anont the vanities No doubt I should,

Xf mine were the one life that I h*ne li\ ed

;

But with a few good glimpse* T have had

Of heaven through the little holes in boll.

I can half understand what price it is

The poet pnvs, at one time and another.
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For those indemnifying interludes

That arc to be the kernel in what lives

To shrine him when the new-born men come singing.

“So do I comprehend what I have read

From even the squeezed items of account

Which I have to my credit in that book

Whereof the leaves are ages and the text

Eternity. What do I care to-day

For pages that have nothing 2 I have lived,

And I have died, and I have lived again;

And I am very comfortable Yes,

Though I look back through barren years enough
To make me seem—as I transmute myself

In downward retrospect from what I am

—

As unproductive and ns unconvinced

Of living bread and the soul’s eternal draught

As a frog on a Passover-cake in a streamless desert,

—

Still do I trust the light that I have earned,

And having earned, received You shake your head.
But do not say that you will shake it off.

«

“Meanwhile I have the flowers and the grass,

My brothers here the trees, and all July
To make me joyous Why do you shake your head?
Why do you laugh?—because you are so young 9

Bo you think if you laugh hard enough the truth
Will go to sleep 2 Do you think of any couch
Made soft enough to put the truth to sleep?

Do you think there are no proper comedies
But yours that have the fashion ? For example.
Do you think that I forget, or shall forget,

One friendless, fat, fantastic nondescript
Who knew the ways of laughter on low roads,

—

A vagabond, a drunkard, and a sponge,
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But always a free creature with a soul?

I bring lnm back, though not without misgivings,

And caution you to damn him sparingly.

“Count Pretzel von Wurzburger, the Obscene

(The beggar may have had another name,

But no man to my knowledge ever knew it)

Was a poet and a skeptic and a critic.

And in his own mad manner a musician

.

He found an old piano in a bar-room,

And it was his career—three nights a week,

From ten o’clock till twelve—to make it rattle;

And then, when I was just far down enough

To sit and watch him with his long straight hair,

And pity him, and think he looked like Liszt,

T might have glorified a musical

Steam-engine, or a xylophone. The Count

Played half of everything and ‘improvised’

The rest, lie told me once that lie was born

With a genius in him that ‘prohibited

Complete fidelity,’ and that bis art

‘Confessed vagaries/ therefore But T made

Kind reckoning of his vagaries then:

I had the whole great pathos of the man
To purify me, and all sorts of music

To give me spiritual nourishment

And cerebral athletics; for the Count

Played indiscriminately—with an f,

And with incurable presto—cradle-songs

And carnivals, spring-congs and funeral marches,

The Marseillaise and Schubert’s Serenade

And nlwavs in n wav to make me think

Procrustes had the germ of mu cic in him.

And when this interesting reprobate

Bogan to talk—then there wero more vagaries-
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He made a reeking fetich of all filth,

Apparently ;
but there was yet revealed

About him, through his words and on his flesh.

That ostracizing nimbus of a soul’s

Abject, apologetic purity

—

That phosphorescence of sincerity

—

Which indicates the curse and the salvation

Of a life wherein starved art may never perish.

“One evening I remember clearliest

Of all that I passed with him. Having wrought.

With his nerve-ploughing ingenuity,

The Traumerei into a Titan’s nightmare,

The man sat down across the table from me
And all at once was ominously decent
* “The more we measure what is ours to use,” ’

He said then, wiping his frotli-plastered mouth
With the inside of his hand, ‘ “the less we groan
Tor what the gods refuse.” I’ve had that sleeved

A decade for you. How but one more stein,

And I shall be prevailed upon to read

The only sonnet I have ever made.
And after that, if you propitiate

Gambrmus, I shall play you that Andante
As the world has never heard it played before/
So saying, he produced a piece of paper.

Unfolded it, and read, ‘Sonnet Unique
Dn Pretzel von Wurzburger, dit L’Obscene*—

•

"
‘Carmichael had a hind of johe-disease,

And he had queer things fastened on Ins wall.

There are three green china frogs that I recall

More potently than anything, for these

Three frogs have demonstrated, by degiees,
What curse was on the man to mahe him fall:
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“They aie not ordinary frogs at all.

They are the Frogs of Aristophanes

P

“ cGod f how he laughed whenever he said that.

And how we caught from one anothei’s eyes

The flash of what a tongue could nevei tell!

We always laughed at him, no mattei what

The johe was worth But when a mans biain dier

We are not always glad . . • Poor Carmichael

l

u T am a sowbug and a necioplnle/

Said Pretzel, ‘and the gods arc growing old;

The stars are singing Golden hair to giay.

Green leaf to yellow leaf,—or chlorophyl

To xanthopliyl, to be more scientific,-

So speed me one more stem You may believe

That Pm a mendicant, but I am not*

For though it look to you that I go begging,

The truth is X go giving—giving all

My strength and all my personality?

My wisdom and expeiicnee—all myself,

To make it final—for yonr preservation;

Though I he not the one thing or the other.

Though X strike between the sunset and the dawn,

Though I be cliff-rubbed wreckage on the AionU

Of Circumstance,—doubt not that I comprise.

Far more than mv appearance. Here bo come*,

Now drink to good old Pretzel ! Drink down Pret/ell

Q'uoucque tandem. Pretzel, and O Ixwd,

How* longl But let regret go hang* the good

Hie first, and of the poor did many cease

To be, Beethoven after Wonhworth
^

Pros'll!

There were geniuse* among the irilobin^,

And I suspect that 3 wa* one of them.
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“How much of him was earnest and how much
Fantastic, I know not; nor do I need

Profounder knowledge to exonerate

The squalor or the folly of a man
Than consciousness—though even the crude laugh
Of indigent Priapus follow it

—

That I get good of him. And if you like him,

Then some time in the future, past a doubt,

You’ll have him in a book, make metres of him,

—

To the great delight of Hr. Killigrew,

And the grief of all your kinsmen Christian shame
And self-confuted Orientalism

For the more sagacious of them; vulture-tracks

Of my Promethean bile for the rest of them

;

And that will be a joke There’s nothing quite

So funny as a joke that’s lost on earth

And laughed at by the gods. Your devil knows it.

“I come to like your Hr. Killigrew,

And I rejoice that you speak well of him
The sprouts of human blossoming are in him.
And useful eyes—if he will open them;
But one thing ails the man He smiles too much.
He comes to see me once or twice a week,
And I must tell him that he smiles too much.
H I were Socrates, it would be simple ”

Epistle Humber Three was longer coming.
I waited for it, even worried for it

—

Though Killigrew, and of his own free will,

Had written reassuring little scraps
From time to time, and I had valued them
The more for being his. “The Sage,” he said.
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“From all that I can see, is doing well

—

I should say very well. Three meals a day.

Siestas, and innumerable pipes

—

Not to the tune of water on the stones,

But rather to the tune of his own Ego,
Which seems to be about the same as God.
But I was always weak m metaphysics,
And pray therefore that yon he lenient.

I
Jm going to he married m December,
And I have made a poem that will scan

—

So Plnnket says. Ton said the other wouldn’t:

"A ngnshis Plnnket, Ph.D.,

And oh, the Bishop's daughter;

A very learned man was he

And in twelve ivceks he got her

;

And oh, she was as fair to see

As pippins on the pippin tree . . .

Tit, ini, txhi, tc,—chubs in the mill wafer.

“Connotative, succinct, and erudite;

Three dot* to hoot Xow goodman Ktlhgrew
Way wind an epic one of thc*c glad years.

And after that who knowoth but the Lord

—

The Lord of II*o*t^ who is the King of Glory?”

Still, A\hcn the Captain’* own word* were before me,
X seemed to read from them, or into them.

The protect of a mortuary jov

Xot all *uh*tantmtmg KilligrewV

Off-hand n««uranee. The uvuik face came hack
The while 1 rend them, and that look again.

Which 1 hud '-eon m> often, came hack with it.
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I do not know that I can say just why,

But I felt the feathery touch of something wrong:

—

“Since last I wrote—and I fear weeks have gone

Too far for me to learn my gratitude

Unuttercd for its own acknowledgment

—

I have won, without the magic of Amplnon
Without the songs of Orpheus or Apollo,

The frank regard—and with it, if you like,

The fledged respect—of three quick-footed friends.

(‘Nothing is there more marvelous than man,’

Said Sophocles, and I say after him -

Tie traps and captures, all-inventive one.

The light birds and the creatures of the wold.

And in his nets the fishes of the sea ’)

Once they were pictures, painted on the air,

Taint with eternal color, colorless,

—

But now they are not pictures, they are fowls

“At first they stood aloof and cocked their small,

Smooth, prudent heads at me and made as if,

With a cryptic idiotic melancholy,

To look authoritative and sagacious;

But when I tossed a piece of apple to them,
They scattered back with a discord of short squawks
And then came forward with a craftiness

That made me think of Eden. Atropos
Came first, and having grabbed the morsel up,
Ban flapping far away and out of sight,

With Clotho and Lachesis hard after her;
But finally the three fared all alike.

And next day I persuaded them with com.
In a week they came and had it from my fingers
And looked up at me while I pinched their bills

And mode them sneeze. Count Pretzel’s Carmichael
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Had said they were not ordinary birds

At all,—and they are not they are the Fates.

Foredoomed of their own insufficiency

To be assimilated—Do not think.

Because in my contented isolation

It suits me at this time to be jocose,

That I am nailing reason to the cross,

Or that I set the bauble and the bells

Above the crucible, for I do nought,

Say nought, but with an ancient levity

That is the forbear of all earnestness

“The cross, I said.—I had a dream last night:

A dream not like to any other dream
That I remember I was all alone,

Sitting as I do now beneath a tree,

But looking not, as I am looking now.

Against the sunlight There was neither <=1111

For moon, nor do I think of any stars:

Yet there was light, and there were cedar trees,

And there were sycamores. I lay at rest,

Or should have seemed at rest, within a trough

Between two giant roots. A weariness

Was on me, and I would hn\e gone to sleep,

But I hnd not the courage. If I ‘dept,

I feared that I should never wake again;

And if I did not sleep I should go mad.
And with my own dull tools, which I had used

With wretched skill so long, hack out my life.

And while I lay there, tortured out of death.

Faint waves of cold, as if the dead were hreathin

Came oior me and through me* and T felt

Quick fearful tenrs of anguish on mv face

And in mv throat But soon, and in the dist nice,

Concealed, importunate, there was a sound
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Of coming steps,—and I was not afraid;

No, I was not afraid then, I was glad;

For I could feel, with every thought, the Man,
The Mystery, the Child, a footfall nearer.

Then, when he stood before me, there was no
Surprise, there was no questioning" I knew him.

As I had known him always; and he smiled.

‘Why are you here?’ he asked; and reaching down.

He took up my dull blades and rubbed his thumb
Across the edges of them and then smiled

Once more—T was a carpenter,’ I said.

Hut there was nothing in the world to do ’

—

‘Nothing?’ said he—‘No, nothing,’ I replied.

—

Hut are you sure,’ he asked, ‘that you have skill?

And are you sure that you have learned your trade?

No, you are not ’—He looked at me and laughed

As he said that, but I did not laugh then,

Although I might have laughed.
—‘They are dull,’ said he;

‘They were not very sharp if they were ground

;

But they are what you have, and they will earn

"What you have not. So take them as they are.

Grind them and clean them, put new handles to them.
And then go learn your trade m Nazareth
Only be sure that you find Nazareth ’

—

Hut if I starve—what then ?’ said I.—He smiled.

‘Now I call that as curious a dream
As ever Meleager’s mother had,

—

tineas, Alcibiades, or Jacob.

I’ll not except the scientist who dreamed
That he was Adam and that he was Eve
At the same time ; or yet that other man
"Who dreamed that he was iEschylus, reborn
To clutch, combine, compensate, and adjust
The plunging and unfathomable chorus
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Wherein we catch, like a bacchanale through thunder,

The chanting of the new Eumemdes,
Implacable, renascent, farcical.

Triumphant, and American. He did it.

But did it in a dream When he awoke
One phrase of it remained , one verse of it

Went singing through the remnant of his life

Bike a bag-pipe through a mad-house—He died young.

And if I ponder the small history

That I have gleaned of him by scattered roads.

The more do I rejoice that he died young.
That measure would have chased him all his days,

Defeated him, deposed him, wasted him,
And shrewdly ruined him—though m that ruin

There would have lived, as always it has lived,

lu ruin as in failure, the supreme
Fulfilment unexpressed, the rhythm of God
That beats unheard through songs of shattered men
Who dream but cannot sound it—He declined,

From all that I have ever learned of him,

With absolute good-humor. No complaint,

No groaning at the burden which is light,

No brain-waste of impatience
—‘Never mind/

He whispered, Tor I might hare written Odes/

^Speaking of odes now makes me think of ballads.

Your admirable Mr Hilligrew
Has latterly committed what he calls

A Ballad of London^London ‘Town/ of course—
And he has wished that I pa*5 * judgment on

He says there is a ‘genero^itT’

About it, and a ‘sympathetic insight ;

5

And there are strong lines in it, so he say*.

But who am I that ho should make of me
A judge? Ton are hi* friend, and you know best
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The measure of his jingle. I nra old,

And you are young. 13e sure, I may go hade

To squeak for you the tunes of yesterday

On my old fiddle—or what’s left of it

—

And give you as I’m able a young sound;

But all the while I do it I lcmain

One of Apollo’s pensioners (and yours),

An usher m the Palace of the Sun,

A candidate for mattocks and trombones

(The brass-band will be indispensable),

A patron of high science, but no critic

So I shall have to tell him, I suppose,

That I read nothing now but Wordcwoi lb. Pope,
Lucretius, Robert Burns, and 'William Shakespeare.

Now this is Mr. Kilhgrew’s performance

:

'"Say, do you go to London Town,
' You with the golden feather?’

—

'And if I go to London Town
With my golden feathei ?’

—

‘These autumn loads are bright and In own.
The season wcais a inssci crown

;

And if you go to London Town,
We’ll go down together/

'T cannot say for certain, but I think
The brown bright nightingale was half assuaged
Before your Mr. Kill

i
grew was bom

If I have erred in my chronology,

No matter,—for the feathered man sings now:

“ ‘Yes, I go to London Town’
(Merrily waved the feather),

'And if you go to London Town,
Yes, we’ll go together.’
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So in the autumn "bright and brown.

Just as the year began to frown.

All the way to London Town
Rode the two together.

c' r
I go to marry a fair maid’

(Lightly swung the feather)

—

'
Pardte , a true and loyal maid!

(Oh, the stringing feather!)

—

4
For us the wedding gold is weighed,

For us the feast will soon be laid,

TYe’ll malce a gallant show/ he said,

—

‘She and I together

/

uThe feathered man may do a thousand tlnngs ;

And all go smiling; but the feathered man
May do too much. Now mark how lie continues i

“‘And you—yon go to London Town?’

(Breezes waved the feather)

—

‘Yes, I go to London Town*
(Alt, the stinging fcathei 0—

•

‘Why do you go, my many blade?

Like me, to many a fair maid
?’

'117*7/ do I go? . . . God l nows/ he said;

And on they rode together.

<rNow you have read it through* and you know bes

What worth it has. We follow* with gra\ hntr

Who march with sticks to mu^ic that F gr.tj

fudge not your vanguard fifing. Aou are one

To judge: and yon will toll me what jou think

Furring the Town, the Fair Maid. and the be ithor*

The dialogue and those paronthc ccs
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He said, “so beneficial in a sick-room

As a well-bred spontaneity of manner.
Tour sympathetic scowl obtrudes itself,

And is indeed surprising. After death,

Were you to take it with you to your coffin

An unimaginative man might think

That you had lost your life in worrying
To find out what it was that worried you.

The ways of unimaginative men
Are singularly fierce . . . Why do you stand 9

Sit here and watch me while I tnkc this soup,

The doctor likes it, therefore it is good

“The man who wrote the decalogue,” pursued

The Captain, having swallowed four or fi\ e

Heroic spoonfuls of his lukewarm broth,

“Forgot the doctors. And I think sometimes

The man of Galilee (or, if you choose,

The men who mode the sayings of the man)
Like Buddha, and the others who Inn e seen,

Was to men’s loss the Poet—though it bo

The Poet onlv of him we revere,

The Poet we remember We have put

The prose of him so far awnv from us,

The fear of him so crudely over us,

That I have wondered—wondered*’—Cautiously

But yet as one were caution 0 in a dream.

He set the bowl down on the chair again.

Crossed his thin fingers, looked me in the fate

And looking smiled a little “Go away,”

He said at last, “and let me go to sleep.

I told you T should eat but 1 shall not

To-morrow I shall eat: and T shall lead

Some chime-- of a jocund instrument

That 3 hn\o been preparing here of late
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Made crashing an ideal. It is the flesh

That ails us, for the spirit knows no qualm,
No failure, no down-falling, so climb high,

And having set your steps regard not much
The downward laughter clinging at your feet,

Nor overmuch the warning; only know.
As well as you know dawn from lontern-liglit,

That far above you, for you, and within you.

There burns and shines and lives, unwavering
And always yours, the truth. Take on yourself

But your sincerity, and you take on
Good promise for all climbing: fly for truth,

And hell shall have no storm to crush your flight

No laughter to vex down your loyalty.

*T think you may be smiling at me now

—

And if I make you smile, so much the better;

Bor I would hove you know that T rejoice

Always to see the thing that I would sec

—

The righteous thing, the wise thing. I rejoice

Always to think that any thought of mine.
Or any word or any deed of mine.
May grant sufficient of what fortifies

Good feeling and the courage of calm joy
To make the joke worth while Contrariwise,

When I review gome face* I have known

—

Sad faces, hungry faces—and refloat

On thoughts I might have moulded, human worth
I might linve said, straightway it *nddom me
To feel perforee that had I not been mute
And nationless T might hn\e made them bright
Somehow* though onlv for the moment. Yes
ITowhoit I nmy confer the Minitic*,
It ^adden* me; and endures of all tinner*

?di«eountcd wisdom, and the mod of all
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For you and for the rest, assuredly.

'Attend the testament of Captain Craig:

Good citizens, good fathers and your sons,

Good mothers and your daughters/ I should say so.

How go array and let me go to sleep/’

I stood before him and held out my hand.

He took it, pressed it ; and I felt again

The sick soft closing on it He would not

Let go, but lay there, looking up to me
"With eyes that had a sheen of water on them
And a faint wet spark within them. So he clung.

Tenaciously, with fingers icy warm,
And eyes too full to keep the sheen unbroken.

I looked at him. The fingers closed haid once,

And then fell down—I should have left him then.

But when we found him the next afternoon,

My first thought was that he had made his eyes

Miraculously smaller. They were sharp

And hard and dry, and the spark in them was dry.

For a glance it all hut seemed as if the man
Had artfully forsworn the brimming gaze

Of yesterday, and with a wizard strength

Inveigled m, reduced, and vitalized

The straw-shine of October; and had that

Been truth, we should have humored him no less.

Albeit he had fooled us,—for he said

TlioCwe had made him glad by coming to him.
And he was glad : the manner of his words
Bevealed the source of them; and the gray smile
TChich lingered like a twilight on his face
Told of its own slow fading that it held
The promise of the sun Cadaverous,
God knows it was

; and v e knew it was honest.
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“So you have come to hear the old man read

To you from his last will and testament:

Well, it will not be long—not very long

—

So listen.” He brought out from underneath
His pillow a new manuscript, and said,
<fYou have done well to come and hear me read

My testament. There are men in the world

Who say of me, if they remember me.
That I am poor;—and I believe the ways
Of certain men who never find things out
Are stranger than the way Lord Bacon wroto
Leviticus, and Faust

” He fixed his eyes

Abstractedly on something far from us,

And with a look that I remembered well

Gazed hard the while we waited But at length

He found himself and soon began to chant,

With a fitful shift at thin sonorousness

The jocund instrument, and had he been

Definitively parceling to us

All Kimberley and half of Ballarat,

The lordly quaver of lus poor old words

Could not have been the more magniloquent.

Ho promise of dead carbon or of gold.

However, flashed in ambush to corrupt us:

“I, Captain Craig, abhorred iconoclast,

Sage-errant, favored of the M> -lories,

And self-reputed humorist at Inrge,

Do now, confessed of my v orld-worshiping,

Time-questioning, sun-fearing, and lieurt-j iclding.

Approve and unreservedly devise

To you and your assigns for e\ crniore,

God's unherce and yours If T had von
Wlint first I sought, I might bine made you beam
By giving less; hut now I make >ou laugh
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Made crashing an ideal. It is the flesh

That ails ns, for the spirit knows no qualm,
No failure, no down-falling: so climb high,

And having set your steps regard not much
The downward laughter clinging at your feet,

Nor overmuch the warning; only know,
As well as you know dawn from lantern-light,

That far above you, for you, and within you,

There bums and shines and lives, unwavering
And always yours, the truth. Take on yourself

But your sincerity, and you take on

Good promise for all climbing: fly for truth,

And hell shall have no storm to crush your flight

No laughter to vex down your loyalty.

‘T think you may he smiling at me now

—

And if I make you smile, so much the better;

For I would have you know that I rejoice

Always to see the thing that I would see

—

The righteous thing, the wise thing. I rejoice

Always to think that any thought of mine,
Or any word or any deed of mine,
Nay grnnt sufficient of what fortifies

Good feeling and the oournce of calm joy
To make the joke north while. Contrarm i*-e,

When I review some faces T hn'vc known

—

Sad faces, hungry faces—and reflect

On thought* I might have moulded* human worch
I might have said, straightway it *nddm)s me
To fool perforce that had T not heen mute
Ami nctionlo*s, I might have made them bright
Somehow, though onlv for the moment To?,
Howheit T may confer the ^unities
It addons nnd sadness of nil thing*

Hi^emmtod wisdom, and the mo c t of nil
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When warmed with old illusions and regrets,

I mark the selfishest, and on like lines

The shrewdest For your sadness makes you climb

With dragging footsteps, and it makes you groan;

It hinders you when most you would be free,

And there are many days it wearies you
Beyond the toil itself. And if the load

It lays on you may not be shaken off

Till you have known what now you do not know

—

Meanwhile you climb; and he climbs best who sees

Above him truth bum faithfulest, and feels

Within him truth bum purest Climb or fall.

One Toad Temains and one firm guidance always;

One way that shall be taken, climb or fall.

“But Tailing, falling, falling/ There’s your song.

The cradle-song that sings you to the grave.

What is it your bewildered poet says?

—

“
‘The toiling ocean thunders of unrest

And aching desolation ; the still sea

Paints hut an outward calm that modes itself

To the final and irrefragable sleep

That owns no shifting fury; and the shoals

Of ages are hut records of regret

Where Time, ‘the sun’s arch-phantom , writes on sand
The prelude of his ancient nothingness

“
’T is easy to compound a dirge like that.

And it is easy too to be deceived
And alienated by the fleshless note
Of half-world yearning m it; but the truth
To which we all are tending,—charlatans

And architects alike, artificers

In tinsel as in gold, evangelists
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Of ruin nnd redemption, all alike,

—

The truth we seek and equally the truth

We do not seek, hut yet may not escape.

Was never found alone through flesh contempt
Or through flesh reverence Look east and west
And we may read the story where the light

Shone first the shade now darkens; where the shade
Clung first, the light fights westward—though the shade
Still feeds, and there is yet the Orient

<rBut there is this to he remembered always:
Whatever he the altitude you reach,

You do not ri«e alone; nor do you fall

But you drag others down to more or loss

Than your preferred abasement God forbid

That ever I should preach, and in my zeal

Forget that I was born an humorist;
But now, for once, before I go away,
I hog of you to be magnanimous
A moment, while I speak to please myself:

“Though I have heard it variously sung
That even in the fury and the clash

Of battles, nnd the closer fights of men
When silence gives the knowing world no sign.

One flower there is tliotigli crushed and cursed it be,

Keeps rooted through all tumult and nil scorn,

—

Still do I find, when I look «liarply down.
There’s yet another flower that grows well

And has the most uneon'oionnblo roots

Of nnv v?co<\ 071 earth. Perennial
It am] lm* flic mine of

doubt you call it Lme In either cn^e,

Ton propnerato it v*ith n diligence
That lmrdly were ontinonsuml lind iL leaf
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The very juice in it of that famed herb

Which gave hack breath to Glaucus; and I know
That m the twilight, after the day’s work.

You take your little children m your arms,

Or lead them by their credulous frail hands

Benignly out and through the garden-gate

And show them there the things that you have raised

;

Not everything, perchance, but always one

Miraculously rooted flower plot

Which is your pride, their pattern. Socrates,

Could he be with you there at such a time,

Would have some unsolicited shrewd words
To say that you might hearken to; but I

Soy nothing, for I am not Socrates.

—

So much, good friends, for flowers ; and I thank you.
'

“There was a poet once who would have roared

Away the world and had an end of stars.

Where was he when I quoted him?—oh, yes:

’T is easy for a man to link loud words
With woeful pomp and unschooled emphasis
And add one thundered contribution more
To the dirges of all-hollowness, I said;

But here again I find the question set

Before me, after turning books on books
And looking soulwaTd through man after man,
If there indeed be more determining

Play-service in remotely sounding down
The world’s one-sidedness If I judge right.

Your pounding protestations, echoing
Their burden of unfraught futility,

Surge back to mute forgetfulness at last

And have a kind of sunny, sullen end,

Like any cold north storm—But there are few
Still seas that have no life to profit them,
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And even in such currents of the mind
As have no tide-rush in them, hut are drowsed,

Crude thoughts may dart in armor and upsprmg
With waking sound, when all is dim •with peace,

Like sturgeons in the twilight out of Lethe

;

And though they he discordant, hard, grotesque,

And all unwelcome to the lethargy

That you think means repose, you know ns well

As if your names were shouted when they leap,

And when they leap you listen.—Ah ! friends, friend

There are these things we do not like to know:
They trouble us, they make us hesitate,

They touch us, and we try to put them off.

We banish one another and then say

That we are left alone' the midnight leaf

That rattles where it hangs above the snow

—

Gaunt, fluttering, forlorn—scarcely may seem
So cold in all its palsied loneliness

As we, wc frozen brothers, who hnvc yet

Profoundly nnd severely to find out

That there is more of unpermitted love

In most men’s reticence than most men think*

“Once, when T made it out fond-hendedness

To say that we should o\er he apprised

Of our de^ert^ and their emolument
At all hut in the specious way of words.

The wisdom of n warm thought woke within me
And I could read the «un. Then did T turn

My long-defeated face full to the world.

And through the clouded warfare of it nil

Tlneorn the light Through du*U that hindered it

I found the truth, and for the fir^t whole tint*'

Knew then tint we were chinhing Not ns one
Who mount* along with his experience
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Bound on him like an Old Man of the Sea

—

Not as a moral pedant who drags chains

Of his unearned ideals after him
And always to the lead-like thud they make
Attunes a cold inhospitable chant

Of All Things Easy to the Non-Attached,

—

But as a man, a scarred man among men,

I knew it, and I felt the strings of thought

Between us to pull tight the while I strove;

And if a curse came ringing now and then

To my defended ears,, how could I know
The light that burned above me and within me.
And at the same time put on cap-and-bells

For such as yet were groping ?”

Killigrew

Made there as if to stifle a small cough

I might have kicked him, but regret forbade

The subtle admonition; and indeed

When afterwards I reprimanded him.

The fellow never knew quite what I meant.

I may have been unjust—The Captain read

Bight on, without a chuckle or a pause,

As if he had heard nothing

:

“How, forsooth.

Shall any man, by curses or by groans,

Or by the laugh-jarred stillness of all hell.

Be so drawn down to servitude again
That on some backward level of lost laws
And undivined relations, he may know
No longer Love’s imperative resource,

Eirm once and his, well treasured then, but now
Too fondly thrown away? And if there come
But once on all his journey, singing down
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To find him, the gold-throated forward call,

What way but one, what hut the forward way,

Shall after that call guide him ? When his ears

Have earned an inward skill to methodize
The clash of all crossed voices and all noises,

How shall he grope to he confused again,

As he has been, hy discord ? When his eyes

Have read the hook of wisdom m the sun,

And after dark deciphered it on earth,

How shall he turn them hack to scan some huge
Blood-lettered protest of bewildered men
That hunger while he feeds where they would starve

And all absurdly perish ?”

Killigrew

Looked hard for a subtile object on the wall.

And, having found it, sighed. The Captain paused:

If he grew tedious, most assuredly

Hid he crave pardon of us ; he had feared

Beforehand that he might be wearisome,

But there was not much more of it. he said,

—

No more than just enough And we rejoiced

That he should look so kindly on us then.

(“Commend me to a dying man's grimace

For absolute humor, always,” Killigrew

Maintains; but I know better.)

“Work for them.

Ton tell me? Work the folly out of them?
Go back to them and teach them how to climb,

While you teach caterpillar-' liow to lly?

You tell nu* that Alim«ehnr is a fool

Because he dreams? And what is this you n4;‘

T make him wise 7 I tiavh him to he ?

While you go polishing the Pyramid-,
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I hold Alnaschar’s feet? And •while you have

The ghost of Memnon’s image all day singing,

I sit with aching arms and hardly catch

A few spilled echoes of the song of songs

—

The song that I should have as utterly

For mine as other men should once have had

The sweetest a glad shepherd ever trilled

In Sharon, long ago ? Is this the way
For me to do good climbing any more
Than Phaethon’s? Do you think the golden tone

Of that far-singing call you all have heard

Means any more for you than you should be

Wise-heartedly, glad-heartedly yourselves?

Do this, there is no more for you to do;

And you have no dread left, no shame, no scorn.

And while you have your wisdom and your gold,

Songs calling, and the Princess in your arms,

Pemember, if you like, from time to time,

Down yonder where the clouded millions go,

Your bloody-knuckled scullions are not slaves.

Your children of Alnaschar are not fools.

"For are they quite so foreign or far down
As you may think to see them. What you take
To be the cursedest mean thing that crawls

On earth is nearer to you than you know
You may not ever crush him but you lose,

You may not.ever shield him but you gain

—

As he, with all his crookedness, gains with you.
Your preaching and your teaching, your achieving,
Your lifting up and your discovering,

Are more than often—more than you have dreamed—
The world-refracted evidence of what
Your dream denies. You cannot hide yourselves
In any multitude or solitude,
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Or mask yourselves in any studied guise

Of hardness or of old humility,

But soon by some discriminating man

—

Some humorist at large, like Socrates

—

You get yourselves found out.—Now I should be
Found out without an effort. For example -

When I go riding, trimmed and shaved again.

Consistent, adequate, respectable,

—

Some citizen, for curiosity.

Will ask of a good neighbor, ‘What is this?’

—

‘It is the funeral of Captain Craig/
Will be the neighbor’s word.—‘And who, good man
Was Captain Crnig ? '—‘He was an humorist;

And we are told that there is nothing more
For any man alive to say of him ’

—

‘There is nothing very strange in that/ ««ny* A;
‘But the brass band ? What has lie done to be

Blown through like this by cornets and trombones?

And here you have this incompatible dirge

—

Where are the jokes m that v—Then B should say :

‘Maintained his humor: nothing more or less.

The story goes that on the dn> before

He died—some say a week, but that's a trifle

—

He said, with a subdued facetiouMio-s

“Play Handel, not Chopm; assuredly not

Chopin.” ’—He wnc indeed an humorist ”

He made the paper fall down at arm's length;

And with a tension of half-quirrieal

Benignity that made it b ird for u%
ITe looked up—fir; t at Morgan, then at me

—

Almost, I thought, a" if hi- <*>v» would ask

If we were satisfied; and .is lie looked,

The tremor of an old heart'-: we lrine--:

Was on bis mouth. He gired at each of u=,
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But spoke no further word that afternoon.

He put away the paper, closed his eyes.

And went to sleep with his lips flickering;

And after that we left him—At midnight

Plunket and I looked m ; but he still slept,

And everything was going as it should.

The watchman yawned, rattled his newspaper,

And wondered what it was that ailed his lamp.

Next day we found the Captain wide awake,

Propped up, and searching dimly with a spoon

Through another dreary dish of chicken-bi oth,

Which he raised up to me, at my approach.

So fervently and so unconsciously.

That one could only laugh. He looked again

At each of us, and as he looked he frowned,

And there was something m that frown of his

That none of us had ever seen before.

“Band friends,” he said, “be sure that I rejoice

To know that you have come to visit me;
Be sure I speak with undisguised words
And earnest, when I say that I rejoice.”

—

‘Hut what the devil!” whispered Kill igrew.

I kicked him, for I thought I understood

The old man’s eyes had glimmered wearily

At first, but now they glittered like to those

Of a glad fish “Beyond a doubt,” said he,

“My dream this morning was more singular

Than any other I have ever known.
Give me that I might live ten thousand years.

And all those years do nothing but have dreams,
I doubt me much if any one of them
Could be so quaint or so fantastical,

So pregnant, as a dream of mine this morning.
You may not think it any more than odd;
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Tou may not feel—you cannot wholly feel

—

How droll it was :—I dreamed that I found Hamlet

—

Found him at work, drenched with on angry sweat,

Predestined, he declared with emphasis.

To root out a large weed on Lethe wharf;
And after I had watched him for some time,

I laughed at him and told him that no root

Would ever come the while he talked like that*

The power was not m him. I explained,

For such compound accomplishment. He glared

At me, of course,—next moment laughed at me,
And finally laughed with me. I was right.

And we hod eisel on the strength of it:

—

‘They tell me that this water is not good/
Said Hamlet, and you should have seen him smile

Conceited ? Pclion and Ossa ?—pah . . .

“Put anon comes in a crocodile We stepped

Adroitly down upon the back of him,

And away we went to an undiscovered country

—

A fertile plncc, hut in more ways than one
So like the region we had started from.

That Hamlet straightway found another weed
And there began to tug. I laughed again.

Till he cried out on me and on mv mirth.

Protesting all he know: ‘The Fates.’ he said,

‘Have ordered it that I shall have those root®
’

Put all at once a dreadful hunger seized him.

And it vns then we killed the crocodile

—

Killed him and ate him. Washed with ei«el down
That luckless reptile wn«, to the In— t met-*];

And there we were with flic-fen- all around us.

—

And there wa® TTnmlot, at hi® ta**k again.

Ttidieulmi® And while T watch'd hi® work.

The drolled of all clunge® rime to pi®®.
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The weed had snapped off just above the root,

Not warning him, and I was left alone.

The bubbles rose, and I laughed heartily

To think of him; I laughed when I woke up;

And when my soup came in I laughed again

,

I think I may have laughed a little—no?

—

Not when you came 9
. . . Why do you look like that?

You don't believe me? Crocodiles—why not?

Who knows what he has eaten m his life 2

Who knows but I have eaten Atropos? . . .

‘Briar and oak for a soldier’s crown,’ you say?

Provence 2 Oh, no . . . Had I been Socrates,

Count Pretzel would have been the King of Spain.’;

Now of all casual things we might have said

To make the matter smooth at such a time,

There may have been a few that wc had found
Sufficient. [Recollection fails, however,

To say that we said anything. We looked.

Had he been Carmichael, we might have stood

Like faithful hypocrites and laughed at him;
But the Captain was not Carmichael at all.

For the Captain had no frogs he had the sun.

So there we waited, hungry for the word,

—

Tormented, unsophisticated, stretched

—

Till, with a drawl, to save us, Killigrew

Good-humoredly spoke out The Captain fixed

His eyes on him with some severity.

“That was a funny dream, beyond a doubt,”
Said Killigrew;—“too funny to be laughed at;
Too humorous, we mean ”—“Too humorous ?”

The Captain answered; “I approve of that.

Proceed ”—We were not glad for Killigrew
“Well,” he went on, “

’t was only this. You see
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My dream this morning was a droll one too

:

I dreamed that a sad man was in my room.
Sitting, as I do now, beside the bed.

I questioned him, but he made no reply,

—

Said not a word, but sang.”—“Said not a word,

But sang,” the Captain echoed. “Very good.

Mow tell me what it was the sad man sang.”

‘Mow that,” snid Killigrew, constrainedly.

And with a laugh that might have been left out,

“Is why I know it must have been a dream.
But there he was, and I lay in the bed
Like you ; and I could see him just ns well

As you see my right hand And for the songs

He sang to me—there’s where the dream part comes.’

“You don’t remember them?” the Captain said,

With a weary little chuckle; “very veil,

I might have guessed it. Never mind your dream.

But let me go to ‘deep.”—For a moment then

There was a frown on Ivilligrew’s good face.

And then there was a smile. “Mot quite,” said he;

“The songs tlint he sang first were sorrowful,

And they were stranger than the man him celf

—

And lie was very strange; but I found out.

Through all the gloom of him and of his music,

Tlmt a—*ay, well, say mystic cheerfulness,

Fonaded him; for slowly, as he sang.

There came a chnngc, and I began to know
The method of it all Song after song
Was ended: and whin I hud listened there

For hour-—1 mem for dream-hour*-—hemm? him.
Ami nl\\av= glad that I va* hearing him.
There came another change—a great one 'IV ir^

Kollr^l out at InM like bullet* from hi* eye*.

And I could bear them fall down on the flair
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Like shoes; and they were always marking time

Eor the song that he was singing. I have lost

The greater number of his verses now,

But there are some, like these, that I remember

:

“
'Ten men from Zanzibar,

Blade as iron hammers are

,

Biding on a cable-car

Down to Crowley’s theatre.’ . . .

“Ten men?” the Captain interrupted there

—

“Ten men, my Euthyphron ? That is beautiful.

But never mind, I wish to go to sleep *

Tell Cebes that I wish to go to sleep. . . .

0 ye of little faith, your golden plumes

Are like to drag . . . par-dee 1”—-We may have smiled
In after days to think how Killigrew

Had sacrificed himself to fight that silence.

But we were grateful to him, none the less;

And if we smiled, that may have been the reason

But the good Captain for a long time then

Said nothing, he lay quiet—fast asleep,

Eor all that we could see. We waited there

Till each of us, I fancy, must have made
The paper on the wall begin to squirm,

And then got up to leave My friends went out,

And I was going, when the old man cried-

‘Wou leave me now—now it has come to this?

What have I done to make you go ? Come back 1

Come back I”

There was a quaver in his cry
That we shall not forget—reproachful, kind.
Indignant, piteous It seemed as one
Marooned on treacherous tide-feeding sand
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Were darkly calling over tlie still straits

Between him and irrevocable shores

Where now there was no lamp to fade for him,
No call to give him answer. We were there

Before him, but his eyes were not much turned
On us; nor was it very much to us

That he began to speok the broken words,

The scattered words, that lie had left in him.

“So it has come to this? And what is this?

Death, do you call it? Death 1’ And what is death?
Why do you look like that at me again?
Why do you shrink your brows and shut your lips?

If it be' fear, then I can do no more
Than hope for all of you that you may find

Your promise of the sun ; if it be grief

You feel, to think that this old face of mine
May never look at you and laugh again,

Then tell me why it is that you hate gone
So long with me, and followed me so far,

And had me to believe you took my words

For more than ever misers did their gold?’’

He listened, but his eves were far from us

—

Too far to moke us turn to Killigrew,

Or search the futile shelves of our own thoughts

For golden-labeled insincerities

To make placebos of. The marrowy cense

Of slow Not ember min that splashed against

The shingles and the glass reminded us

That we had brought umbrellas. Ho continued:
“Ob, can it be that T. too credulous.

Have made my-elf believe th it you believe

Ynursches to l>e the men that yon nre not?
I prove and I prire well vour friendlinr **,
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Not all forbearing,—still, when I am gone,

Say Socrates wrought always for the best

And for the wisest end . . . Give me the cup

!

The truth is yours, God’s universe is yours . .

Good-by . . . good citizens . . . give me the cup” . . .

Again we waited; and this time we knew
Those lips of his that would not flicker down
TTad yet some fettered message for us there.

We waited, and we watched him. All at once,

With a faint flash, the clouded eyes grew clear,

And then we knew the man was coming bade.

We watched him, and I listened The man smiled

And looked about him—not regretfully,

Not anxiously; and when at last he spoke.

Before the long drowse came to give him peace,

One word was all he said. “Trombones,” he said.

That evening, at “The Chrysalis” again,

We smoked and looked at one another’s eyes.

And we were glad. The world had scattered ways
For us to take, we knew; but for the time

That one snug room where lug beech logs roared smooth
Defiance to the cold rough rain outside

Sufficed There were no scattered wa>« for us

That we could see just then, and we were glad.

We were glad to be on oartli. and we rejoiced

No less for Captain Craig that In* was gone.

We might, for liis dead benrfit. lane run
The gamut of all human weikno-e*
And uttered after-platitudes enough

—

Wrecked on hi*> own abstraction*-, and all suefi

—

To dme ownj Gnmbrimis and the be id

From Bernard’s ale; and I suppose \w might
3In\c praised, accordingly, the J.«*rd of 1 Tm c, s
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The friendship and the firelight, and the fiddle.

So too there comes a day that followed it

—

A windy, dreary day with a cold white shine,

Which only gummed the tumbled frozen ruts

That made us ache. The road was hard and long,

But we had what we knew to comfort us.

And we had the large humor of the thing

To make it advantageous; for men stopped

And eyed us on that road from time to time,

And on that road the children followed us;

And all along that road the Tilbury Band
Blared indiscreetly the Dead March in Saul.

ISAAC AND ARCHIBALD

(To Mrs Henry Hichords)

Isaac and Archibald were two old men.
I knew them, and I may 'have laughed at them
A little; but I must hn\e honored them
For they were old, and they wore good to me.

I do not think of either of them now,

Without remembering, infallibly,

A journey that 1 made one afternoon

With I«nnc to find out what Archibald

Was doing with his oats It wn« high time

Those oats were cut. said Isaac; and he feared

Thnt Archibald—well, he could never feel

Quito cure of Archibald. Accordingly

The good old man invited me—that is,

Permitted me—to go along with him;
And I, with n small ho\‘s ndhe«tvenrt«

To competent old age. got tip and went.
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That only childhood knows; for the old man
Had looked at me and clutched me with his eye,

And asked if I had ever noticed things

I told him that I could not think of them,
And I knew then, by the frown that left his face

Unsatisfied, that I had injured him.
“My good young friend,” he said, “you cannot feel

Mliat I have seen so long. Ton have the eyes

—

Oh, yes—but you have not the other things

:

The sight within that never will deceive,

Tou do not know—you have no right to know;
The twilight warning of experience,

The smgulnr idea of loneliness,

—

These are not yours. But they have long been mine,
And they have shown me now for seven years

That Archibald is changing It is not
So much that he should come to Ins last hand.
And leave the game, and go the old way down

;

But I have known him in and out so long.

And I have seen so much of good in him
That other men have shared and have not =een.

And I have gone so far through thick and thin.

Through cold and fire with him. that now it bring-.

To this old heart of mine an ache that you
Un\e not yet li\cd enough to know about.

But OAon unto you. and your boy’s faith,

Tour freedom, and your untried confidence.

A time v, ill come to find nut what it moans
To know that you are lo--ing what was •\ours.

To know that you are being left behind;
And then the long contempt of innocence

—

Cod bless you, hov!—don't think the v.or-e of it

Because an old man chatters in the shade

—

T ill all be like a story ha\o rend
In tluldbood ami remembered for tin* pbtur. >.
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To Isaac, spite of my twelve years, I think

;

But there was not m me the willingness

To speak them out. Therefore I watched the ground;
And I was wondering what made the Lord
Create a thing so nervous ns an nnt,

When Isaac, with commendable unrest,

Ordained that we should take the road again

—

For it was yet three miles to Archibald’s,

And one to the first pump. I felt relieved

All over when the old man told me that;

I felt that he had stilled a fear of mine
That those extremities of heat and cold

Winch he had long gone through with Archibald
Had made the man impervious to both;

But Isaac had a desert somewhere in him,
And at the pump he thanked God for all things

That He had put on earth for men to drink.

And he drank veil.—so well that I proposed

Thnt we go slowly lest I learn too =oon

The bitterness of being left behind,

And all those other things. That was a joke

To Isaac, and it pleased him verv much

;

And that pleased me—for I was twelve years old

At the end of an hour's walkintr nfter that

The cottage of old Archibald appeared.

Little and white and high on a ‘•month round lull

It stood, with hackmatacks and apple-trees

Before it, and a big barn-roof he\ond;
And over the place

—

trees, house-*, fields and all

—

TTovered an nir of still simplicity

And n fragrance of old summers—the old stjle

That lives the while it pis'i* I dire *ny

Tint J was lightly conscious of nil this

W’hcn Is me. of a sudden, stopped lnni'-df.
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And for tlie long first qnnrter of a minute

Gazed with incredulous eyes, forgetful quite

Of breezes and of me and of all else

Under the scorching sun but a smooth-cut field,

Faint yellow m the distance. I was young,

But there were a few things that I could see,

And this was one of them —‘Well, well!’' said he;

And “Archibald will he surprised, I think,”

Said I. But all my childhood subtlety

Was lost on Isaac, for he strode along

Like something out of Homer—powerful

And awful on the wayside, so I thought

Also I thought how good it was to he

So near the end of my sliort-legged endeavor

To keep the pace with Isaac for five miles

Hardly had we turned in fioiu the mam road

When Archibald, with one hand on his back

And the other clutching his huge-lieaded cane.

Came limping down to meet ns—“Well ! well ! well !”

Said he, and then he looked at my red face,

All streaked with dust and sweat, and shook my hand
And said it must have been a right smart walk
That we had had that day from Tilbury Town.

—

“Magnificent,” said Isaac, and he told

About the beautiful west wind there was
Which cooled and clarified the atmosphere
“Tor must have made it with your legs, I guess,”

Said Archibald, and Isaac humored him
With one of those infrequent smiles of his

Which he kept m reserve, apparently,

'For Archibald alone, “But why” said he,

“Should Providence have cider in the world
If not for such an afternoon as this 9”

And Archibald, with a soft light m his eyes,
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Replied tlint if lie chose to go down cellar,

There he would find eight barrels—one of which

Was newly tapped, he said, and to his taste

An honor to the fruit Isaac approved

Most heartily of that, and guided us

Forthwith, as if his venerable feet

Were measuring the turf in his own door-yard,

Straight to the open rollway. Down we went,

Out of the fiery sunshine to the gloom,

Grateful and half sepulchral, where we found

The barrels, like eight potent sentinels,

Close ranged along the wall From one of them
A bright pine spile stuck out alluringly,

And on the black flat stone, just under it,

Glimmered a late-spilled proof that Archibald

Had spoken from unfeigned experience.

There was a fiutcd antique water-glass

Close by, and in it, prisoned, or at rest,

There was a cricket, of the brown soft ®ort

That feeds on darkness Dane turned him out.

And touched him with hi 13 thumb to make him jump.

And then composedly pulled out the plug

With such a practised hand that scarce a drop

Did even touch his fingers Then he drank

And smacked his lips with a slow patronage

And looked along the line of barrels there

With n pride that mnv have been forgetfulness

That tliov were Archibald’s and not hi® own
'T never twist a spigot nowadays.”
Tie ®nid, and raised the gln-s up to the light.

“But I thank God for nroh ird® ” And that glass

W filled rcpoatedlv for tlu' hand
Before T thought it north vlulo to di-eern

Again that I wa* > cuing, and that old npo,

A\ itli all hi? v>oe«, had ‘‘Ome ad\aut
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“Now, Archibald,” said Isaac, when we stood

Outside again, “I have it in my mind
That I shall take a sort of little walk

—

To stretch my legs and see what you are doing.

You stay and rest your back and tell the hoy

A story Tell him all about the time

In Stafford’s cabin forty years ago,

"When four of us were snowed up for ten days

With only one dried haddock. Tell him all

About it, and be wary of your back.

Now I will go along.”—I looked up then

At Archibald, and as I looked I saw
Just how his nostrils widened once or twice

And then grew narrow. I can hear to-day

The way the old man chuckled to himself

—

Not wholesomely, not wholly to convince

Another of his mirth,—as I can hear
The lonely sigh that followed.—But at length

He said: “The orchard now’s the place for us;
We may find something like an apple there,

And we shall have the shade, at any rate.”

So there we went and there we laid ourselves

Where the sun could not reach us; and I champed
A dozen of worm-blighted astrakhans

While Archibald said nothing—merely told

The tale of Stafford’s cabin, which was good.
Though ftmaster chilly”—after his own phrase

—

Even for a day like that But other thoughts
Were moving in his mind, imperative.

And writhing to be spoken : I could see

The glimmer of them in a glance or two.
Cautious, or else unconscious, that he gave
Over his shoulder . . . “Stafford and the rest
But that’s an old song now, and Archibald
And Isaac are old men. Remember, boy,
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That we are old. Whatever we have gained,

Or lost, or thrown away, we are old men.
You look before you and we look behind,

And we are playing life out in the shadow

—

But that's not all of it The sunshine lights

A good road yet before us if we look.

And we are doing that when least we know it;

For both of us are children of the sun,

Like you, and like the weed there at your feet.

The shadow calls us, and it frightens us

—

We think; but there’s a light behind the stars

And we old fellows who have dared to live,

We see it—and we see the other things
The other things . . . Yes, I have seen it come
These eight years, and the=e ten years, and I know
Now that it cannot be for Aery long

That Isaac will be Isaac. You have <=0011

—

Young ns you are, you must have seen the strange

Uncomfortable habit of the man?
He’ll take my nerves and lie them in a knot

Sometimes, and that’s not lenno. I know that

—

And I know wlmt it is; I get it here

A little, in my knees, and Isaac—here ”

The old man shook his head regretfully

And laid his knuckles three times on liL forehead

‘‘That’s what it is. Isaac is not quite right.

You «ce it, but you don’t know what it means*

The thousand little difference'—no.

You do not know them, and it’*- well you don’t;

You’ll know them soon enough—-Cod ble-s joii, bo% !—

You'll know them, but not nil of tin m—not nil.

So think of them as little n*> can;

Them’s nothing in them for >c*u. or for me

—

But 1 mu old and I mu-t think of them;
Ira in the «lindow, lmt I don’t forget
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The light, my hoy,—the light behind the stars.

Remember that • remember that I said it

;

And when the time that you think far away
Shall come for you to say it—say it, boy;

Let there he no confusion or distrust

In you, no snarling of a life half lived,

Nor any cursing over broken things

That your complaint has been the ruin of

Live to see clearly and the light will come
To you, and as you need it.—Rut there, there,

I’m going it again, as Isaac says.

And I’ll stop now before you go to sleep.

—

Only he sure that you growl cautiously,
s

And always where the shadow may not reach you/5

Never shall I forget, long as I live.

The quaint thin crack m Archibald’s voice.

The lonely twinkle m his little eyes,

Or the way it made me feel to be with him.

I know I lay and looked for a long time
Down through the orchard and across the road.

Across the river and the sun-scorched hills

That ceased in a blue forest, where the world
Ceased with it. Now and then my fancy caught
A flying glimpse of a good life beyond

—

Something of ships and sunlight, streets and singing
Troy falling, and the ages coming hack,

And ages coming forward’ Archibald
And Isaac were good fellows m old clothes,

And Agamemnon was a friend of mine;
Ulysses coming home again to shoot

"With hows and feathered arrows made another.
And all was as it should he. I was young

So I lay dreaming of what things I would,
Calm and incorrigibly satisfied
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With apples and romance and ignorance,

And the still smoke from Archibald’s clay pipe.

There was a stillness over everything,

As if the spirit of heat had laid its hand
Upon the "world and hushed it, and I felt

Within the mightiness of the white sun
That smote the land around us and wrought out
A fragrance from the trees, a vital warmth
And fullness for the time that was to come,

And a glory for the world beyond the forest.

The present and the future and the post.

Isaac and Archibald, the burning bush,

The Trojans and the walls of Jericho,

Were beautifullv fused, and all went well

Till Archibald began to fret for Isaac

And said it was a master dav for sunstroke.

That was enough to make a mummy smile,

I thought, and I remained hilarious.

In face of all precedence and respect.

Till Isnoc (who had come to us unheard)

Pound he had no tobacco, looked at me
Peculiarly, and asked of Archibald

What ailed the boy to make him chirrup co

Prom that he told us what a blessed world

The Lord had given us—“But, Archibald,*'

Tie added, with n sweet seven!

v

That made me think of poneh—kiiis and goose-flesh

“Pm half afraid you cut tho»o oats of \uur~

A dav or two before they wore we]] set
*

“Thev voio set will enough.** said Archibald,

—

And T remarked the process of his nu-c

Before the word- e.iiia out. “But mo er mind
Your neighbor’s oats- von st ;i v here in tin shade

And rest > ourself while T go find tin* e irds

We'll hn\o a little game of seven-tip
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Anri let the boy keep count.”
—“We’ll have the game,

Assuredly,” said Isaac; “and I think

That I will have a drop of cider, also.”

They marched away together towards the house

And left me to my childish ruminations

Upon the ways of men I followed them
Down cellar with my fancy, and then left them
For a fairer vision of all things at once

That was anon to be destroyed again

By the sound of voices and of heavy feet

—

One of the sounds of life that I remember.
Though I forget so many that rang first

As if they were thrown down to me from Sinai.

So I remember, even to this day,

Just how they sounded, how they placed themselves.

And how the game went on while I made marks
And crossed them out, and meanwhile made some Trojans.

Likewise I made Ulysses, after Isaac,

And a little after Flaxman. Archibald

Was injured when he found himself left out.

But he had no heroics, and I said so *

I told him that his white beard was too long
And too straight down to be like things m Homer.
“Quite so,” said Isaac—“Low,” said Archibald;
And he threw down a deuce with a deep grin
That showed his yellow teeth and made me happy
So they played on till a bell rang from the door,

And Archibald said, “Supper ”—After that
The old men smoked while I sat watching them
And wondered with all comfort what might come
To me, and what might never come to me;
And when the time came for the long walk home
With Isaac m the twilight, I could see
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The forest and the sunset and the sky-line,

No matter where it was that I was looking:

The flame beyond the boundary, the music,

The foam and the white ships, and two old men
Were things that would not leave me.—And that night

There came to me a dream—a sinning one,

With two old angels in it. They had wings,

And they were sitting where a silver light

Suffused them, face to face. The wings of one

Began to palpitate as I approached,

But I was yet unseen when a dry voice

Cried thinly, with unpatronizing triumph,

‘Tvc got you, Isaac; high, low, jack, and the game.”

Isaac and Archibald have gone their way
To the silence of the loved and well-forgotten.

I knew them, and I may ha\c laughed at them;

But there’s a laughing that lia* honor in it,

And I have no regret for light words now.

Bather I think sometimes they may have made
Their sport of me,—hut they would not do that,

Tlicv were too old for that Thev were old men,

And I may laugh at them because I knew them.

TUB RETURN OF MORGAN AND FINGAL

Ami there we w ere together again

Together again, we three*

Morgan, Fingnl. Addle, and all.

They had come for the night with me.

The spirit of joy \ni« in Morgan’'- wrist.

Then* were«ongs jjj ] ingal ** throat;

And secure outride, for the spray to drench.

Was n to-'od md emptv ho it.
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And there were the pipes, and there was the punch.

And somewhere were twelve years

,

So it came, m the manner of things unsought,

That a quick knock vexed our ears.

The night wind hovered and shrieked and snarled,

And I heard Fingal swear,

Then I opened the door—but I found no more
Than a chalk-skinned woman there.

I looked, and at last, “WTiat is it?” I said

—

“What is it that we can do ?”

But never a word could I get from her

But <£You—you three—it is you!”

Now the sense of a crazy speech like that

Was more than a man could make,
So I said, “But we—we are what, we three?”

And I saw the creature shake.

“Be quick !” she cried, “for I left her dead

—

And I was afraid to come;
But you, you three—God made it he

—

Will ferry the dead girl home

“Be quick! be quick!—but listen to that

Who is that makes it?—hark!”

But I heard no more than a knocking splash
And a wind that shook the dark.

‘Tt is only the wind that blows,” I said,

“And the boat that rocks outside.”

And I watched her there, and I pitied her there

—

“Be quick! be quick!” she cried.
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She cried so loud that her voice went in

To find where my two friends were,
So Morgan came, and Fmgal came,
And out we went with her.

’T was a lonely way for a man to tnke
And a fearsome way for three;

And over the water, and all day long,

They had come for the night with me

But the girl was dead, as the woman had «aid.

And the best we could see to do
Was to lay her aboard. The north wind roared,

And into the night we flew.

Four of us living and one for a gho=t,

Furrowing crest and svoll,

Through the surge and the dark, for that faint far spark.

We ploughed with Arrael.

Three of 11s ruffled and one gone mad.
Crndunp to south we went;

And three of us there were too spattered to care

What this late Fiulinpr meant,

So down we Peered and nlonp: we tore

Through the flash of the midnight foam:
Silent enough to he jrhoefa on tnutrd

We ferried the dead pirl home.

We ferried her down to the \ni«*eh^5 wharf
And we carried her up to tin* lurht:

And we left the two to the f uher there.

Who counted the eo d c that nirht
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Then back we steered through the foam again.

But our thoughts were fast and few;

And all we did was to crowd the surge

And to measure the life we knew;

—

Till at last we came where a dancing gleam
Skipped out to us, w?e three,

—

And the dork wet mooring pointed home
Like a finger from the sea.

Then out we pushed the teetering skiff

And in w’e drew to the stairs;

And up we went, each man content

With a life that fed no cares.

Fingers were cold and feet were cold.

And the tide was cold and rough

;

But the light was warm, and the room was warm,
And the world was good enough.

And there were the pipes, and there was the punch
More shrewd than Satan’s tears

:

Fingol had fashioned it, all by himself,

With a craft that comes of years.

And there we were together again

—

Together again, we three'

Morgan, Fingal, fiddle, and all.

They were there for the night with me.

AUNT IMOGEN

Aunt Imogen was coming, and therefore
The children—Jane, Sylvester, and Young George

—

Were eyes and ears; for there was only one
Aunt Imogen to them in the whole world,
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And she was in it only for four weeks

In fifty-two. But those great bites of time

Made all September a Queen’s Festival;

And they would strive, informally, to make
The most of them—The mother understood,

And wisely stepped away. Aunt Imogen
Was there for only one month in the year,

While she, the mother,—she was always there;

And that was what made all the difference.

She knew it must be so, for Jane had once

Expounded it to her so learnedly

That she had looked away from the child’s eves

And thought; and she had thought of many tilings

There was a demonstration every time

Aunt Imogen appeared, and there was more

Than one this time. And she was at n loss

Just how to name the meaning of it all:

It puzzled her to think that she could he

So much to any crazy thing alive

—

Even to her sister’s little savages

Who knew no better than to be themselves;

But in the midst of her glad wonderment
She found herself besieged and overcome

Bv two tight arms and one tumultuous head.

And therewith half bewildered and half pained

Bv the jov she felt and by the sudden lo\e

That proved itself in childhood’s honest noise

lane, by the wings of co\, had reached her hr-t;

And while sbe strangled her, appro* inglv.

J\vl\ ester thumped his drum and Tonne Georg r howFd
But finally, when nil was rectified.

And «?he had stilled the clamor of Tonne George

Bv ghing him n long ride on her shoulder**

They wont together into the old room
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That looked across the fields; and Imogen
Gazed out with a girl’s gladness in her eyes,

Happy to know that she was back once more
Where there were those who knew her, and at last

Had gloriously got away again

From cabs and clattered asphalt for a while;

And there she sat and talked and looked and laughed
And made the mother and the children laugh.

Aunt Imogen made everybody laugh.

There was the feminine paradox—that she

Who had so little sunshine for herself

Should have so much for others. How it was
That she could make, and feel for making it,

So much of joy for them, and all along

Be covering, like a scar, and while she smiled,

That hungering incompleteness and regret

—

That passionate ache for something of her own.
For something of herself—she never knew
She knew that she could seem to make them all

Believe there was no other part of her

Than her persistent happiness; hut the why
And how she did not know. Still none of them
Could have a thought that she was living down

—

Almost as if regret were criminal.

So proud it was and yet so profitless

—

The penance of a dream, and that was good
Her sister Jane—the mother of little Jane,
Sylvester, and Young George—might make herself
Believe she knew, for she—well, she was Jane

Young George, however, did not yield himself
To nourish the false hunger of a ghost
That made no good return. He saw too much *.

The accumulated wisdom of his years
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Had so conclusively made plain to linn

The permanent profusion of a world

Where everybody might Lino eicrything

To do, and almost everything to eat.

That he was jubilantly satisfied

And all unthwarted by adversity.

Young George knew things. The world, he had found out.

Was a good place, and life was a good game

—

Particularly when Aunt Imogen
Was in it. And one day it came to pass

—

One rainy day when she was holding him
And rocking him—that he, in Ins own right.

Took it upon himself to tell her so;

And something in his way of telling it

—

The language, or the tone, or something else—

Gripped like insidious fingers on her throat,

And then went foraging as if to make
A plaything of her heart Such undcsen or

And unsophisticated confidence

Went mercilessly home: and had she sat

Pefore a looking glass, the deeps of it

Could not have shown more elearlv to her then

Than one thought-mirrored little glimpse had shown.

The pang that wrenched her face and tilled her eves

With nngui-h and intolerable mist.

The blow that she had vaguelv thrust aside

Like fright so ninny times had found her now :

Clean-thrust nml final it had conic to her

From a child's lips at last, as it had come
Xc\er before, and ns it might he felt

Nei or again. Some grief, like some delight,

Stings hard but once* to cn-toni «ft< r tb.it

The rapture or the pain submits it-elf.

And we arc wiser than we wire before.

And Imogen wa= wi c tr, though at tir.-t
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Her dream-defeating wisdom was indeed

A thankless heritage: there was no sweet,

No bitter now; nor was there anything

To make a daily meaning for her life

—

Till truth, Idee Harlequin, leapt out somehow
From ambush and threw sudden savor to it

—

But the blank taste of time. There were no dreams.

No phantoms in her future any more:
One clinching revelation of what was
One by-flash of irrevocable chance.

Had acridly but honestly foretold

The mystical fulfilment of a life

That might have once . . . But that was all gone by
There was no need of reaching hack for that.

The triumph was not hers : there was no love

Save borrowed love: there was no might have been.

But there was yet Young George—and he had gone
Conveniently to sleep, like a good boy;

And there was yet Sylvester with his drum,
And there was frowzle-headed little Jane;

And there was Jane the sister, and the mother,

—

Her sister, and the mother of them all.

They were not hers, not even one of them

:

She was not born to be so much as that,

For she was born to be Aunt Imogen
Now she could see the truth and look at it;

Now she could make stars out where once had palled
A future’s emptiness; now she could share
With others—ah, the others!—to the end
The largess of a woman who could smile;
Now it was hers to dance the folly down,
And all the murmuring; now it was hers
To be Aunt Imogen—So, when Young George
Woke up and blinked at her with his big eyes,
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And smiled to see tlie way slie blinked at him,
’T was only m old concord witb the stars

That she took hold of him and held him close.

Close to herself, and crushed him till ho laughed.

THE KLONDIKE

Never mind the day we left, or the day the women clung to us;
All we need now is the last way they looked at us.

Never mind the twelve men there amid the cheering

—

Twelic men or one man, ’t will soon he all the same,
Eor this is what we know: we ore five men together,

Five left o’ twelve men to find the golden rher.

Eor wo come to find it out, hut the place was here for all of us;
Ear, far we came, and here we have the last of us
We that were the front men, we that would he early,

We that had the faith, and the triumph in our eyes:
We that had the wrong rood, twelve men together,

—

Singing when the de\ ll sang to find the golden river.

Say the gleam was not for us, hut never soy we doubted it;

Sny the wrong road was right before we follow ed it

Wc that were the front men, fit for all forage,

—

Sny that while we dwindle we are front men Mill;
Eor this is what we know to-night : we're Man nitr here together

—

Starving on the wrong road to find the golden river.

Wrong, we say, but wait a little: hear him in the corner there.
Ho knows more than we, and lie’ll tell us if we listen there

—

lie that fought the snow-sleep le-« than all the other-.

Sta>s awhile yet, and he knows where lie stays:
1'oot and hand n fro7en clout, brain a fr< ering f«» itlier,

Still he's lien • to talk with u« and to the golden riur.
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•Tlow,” he says, “and flow along, but you cannot flow away

from us;

All the world’s ice will never keep you far from us;

Every man that heeds your call takes the way that leads him

—

The one way that’s his way, and lives his own life

:

Starve or laugh, the game goes on, and on goes the river;

Gold or no, they go their way—twelve men together.

“Twelve,” he says, “who sold their shame for a lure you call too

fair for them

—

You that laugh and flow to the same word that urges them:

Twelve who left the old town shining in the sunset,

Left the weary street and the small safe days •

Twelve who knew hut one way out, wide the way or narrow

:

Twelve who took the frozen chance and laid their lives on yellow.

“Flow by night and flow by day, nor ever once be seen by them

,

Flow, freeze, and flow, till time shall hide the hones of them

;

Laugh and wash their names away, leave them all forgotten,

Leave the old town to crumble where it sleeps;

Leave it there as they have left it, shining m the valley,

—

Leave the town to crumble down and let the women marry.

“Twelve of us or five,” he says, “we know the night is on us now *

Five while we last, and we may as well be thinking now
Thinking each his own thought, knowing, when the light comes.

Five left or none left, the game will not be lost.

Crouch or sleep, we go the way, the last way together:
Five or none, the game goes on, and on goes the river.

“For after all that we have done and all that we have failed

to do,

Life will he life and a world will have its work to do •

Every man who follows us will heed in his own fashion
The calling and the warning and the friends who do not know

:
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Each 'will hold an icy knife to punish his heart's lover,

And each will go the frozen way to find the golden river.”

There you hear him, all he says, and the last we’ll ever get from

lnm.

Now he wants to sleep, and that will be the best for him.

Let him have his own way—no, you needn’t shake him

—

Your own turn will come, so let the man sleep.

For this is what we know: we are stalled here together

—

Hands and feet and hearts of us, to find the golden rncr.

And there’s a quicker way than sleep? . . . Neier mind the

looks of him

:

All lie needs now is a finger on the eyes of him.

You there on the left hand, reach a little over

—

Shut the stars away, or he’ll see them all night*

Hell see them all night and he’ll sec them all to-morrow.

Crawling down the frozen sky, cold and hard and yellow.

Won’t you move an inch or two—to keep the stars away from

him ?

—No, he won’t move, and there’s no need of asking him.

Never mind the twelve men, no\cr mind the women;
Three while w c last, we'll let them all go;

And we'll hold our thoughts north while we starve here together,

Looking each his own way to find the golden ri\er.

THE GROWTH OF “LORRAINE”

T

While T stood listening, discreetly dumb,

Lorraine wac having the ln-t word with me:

"T know,” she said, “I know it, hut jou see

Some creatures arc horn fortunate, and ->omo
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Are born to be found out and overcome,

—

Bom to be slaves, to let tlie rest go free;

And if I’m one of them (and I must be)

You may as well forget me and go liome.

‘You tell me not to say these things, I know.
But I should never try to be content:

I’ve gone too far , the life would be too slov

.

Some could have done it—some girls have the stuff

But I can’t do it : I don’t know enough
I’m going to the devil.”—And she went.

n
I did not half believe her when she said

That I should never hear from her again;

Nor when I found a letter from Lorraine,

Was I surprised or grieved at what I read:

“Dear friend, when you find tins, I shall be dead.

You are too far away to make me stop.

They say that one drop—think of it, one drop I

—

Will be enough,—but I’ll take five instead.

‘You do not frown because I call you friend,

Bor I would have you glad that I still keep
Your memory, and even at the end

—

Impenitent, sick, shattered—cannot curse

The love that flings, for better or for worse,

This worn-out, cast-out flesh of mine to sleep ”

THE SAGE

Bcreguauded and unfevered and serene.

Back to the perilous gates of Truth he went

—

Back to fierce wisdom and the Orient,
To the Dawn that is, that shall be, and has been

:
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Previsioned of the madness and the mean,
He stood where Asia, crowned with ravishment.

The curtain of Love’s inner shrine had rent.

And after had gone scarred by the Unseen.

There at his touch there was a treasure chest,

And in it was a gleam, but not of gold;

And on it, like a flame, these words were scrolled

:

“I keep the mintage of Eternity.

Who comes to take one coin may take the rest.

And all may come—but not 'without the key.”

ERASMUS

"When he protested, not too solemnly,

That for a world’s achieving maintenance

The crust of overdone divinity

Lacked aliment, they called it recreance;

And when he chose through his own glass to scan

Sick Europe, and reduced, unyieldingly,

The monk within the cassock to the man
Within the monk, they called it herc-y.

And when he made so perilously bold

As to be scattered forth in black and white.

Good father? looked askance at lum and rolled

Their inward eyes in anguish and affright;

There were cotne of them did shake at what wn*5 told

And they shook be*t who knew that he wa» right.
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THE WOMAN AND THE WIFE

I

—

The Explanation

“You thought we knew,” she said, “but we were wrong;

This we can say, the rest we do not say;

Nor do I let you throw yourself away
Because you love me. Let us both be strong,

And we shall find in sorrow, before long,

Only the price Love ruled that we should pay

:

The dark is at the end of every day,

And silence is the end of every song.

“You ask me for one proof that I speak right.

But I can answer only what I know;
You look for just one lie to make black white.

But I can tell you only what is true

—

God never made me for the wife of you.

This we can say,—believe me! . . . Tell me sol”

II

—

The Anniversary

“Give me the truth, whatever it may be.

You thought we knew, now tell me what you miss:
You are the one to tell me what it is

—

You aTe a man, and you have married me.
What is it worth to-night that you can see

More marriage in the dream of one dead kiss

Than in a thousand years of life like this?

Passion has turned the lock, Pride keeps the key.

‘Whatever X have said or left unsaid.

Whatever I have done or left undone,

—

Tell me Tell me the truth . . Are you afraid?
Do you think that Love was ever fed with lies

But hunger lived thereafter in his eyes?
Do you ask me to take moonlight for the sun ?”
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THE BOOK OF ANNANDALE

I

Partly to think, more to be left alone,

George Annnndnle said something to his friends

—

A word or two, brusque, but yet smoothed enough
To suit their funeral gaze—and went upstairs;

And there, in the one room that he could call

Ilis own, he found a sort of meaningless

Annoyance in the mute familiar things

That filled it; for the grate’s monotonous gleam
Was not the gleam that he had known before,

The books were not the books that u ced to be,

The place was not the place There was a lack

Of something; and the certitude of death

Itself, ns with a furtive questioning,

Hovered, and he could not yet understand.

He knew that she was gone—there was no need
Of any argued proof to tell him that.

For they had buried her that afternoon.

Under the leaves and snow ,
and still there was

A doubt, a pitiless doubt, a plunging doubt,

That struck him, and upstartled when it struck.

The vision, the old thought in him. There wn«
A lack, and one that wrenched him: hut it w i*

Not that—not that. There nn« a present >-o«sc

Of something indotormin.ibh near

—

The coul-dut<h of a jircMiuit cmptin(K-«

Thnt would not he fotibodnur And if not,

What then*—or wi>- it anything at all?

^ os it was fomothinc— it wn*> iierythinc

—

But what w.i« oiorj thing? or aiijlhiig*
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Tired of time, bewildered, be sat down;

But in bis cbair be kept on wondering

That be should feel so desolately strange

And yet—for all he knew that he bad. lost

More of the world than most men ever win—
So curiously calm And be was left

Unanswered and unsatisfied : there came
Xo clearer meaning to him than bad come
Before; the old abstraction was the best

That he could find, the farthest he could go

;

To that was no beginning and no end

—

Xo end that he could reach So he must learn

To live the surest and the largest life

Attainable in him, would he divine

The meaning of the dream and of the words

That he had written, without knowing why,
On sheets that he had bound up like a book

And covered with red leather. There it was

—

There in his desk, the record he had made.
The spiritual plaything of his life:

There were the words no eyes had ever seen

Save his; there were the words that were not made
For glory or for gold. The pretty wife
Whom he had loved and lost had not so much
As heard of them. They were not made for her.

His love had been so much the life of her.

And hers had been so much the life of him.
That any wayward phrasing on his part
Would have had no moment. Xeither had lived enough
To know the book, albeit one of them
Had grown enough to write it. There it was.
However, though he knew not why it was:
There was the book, but it was not for her.

For she was dead. And yet, there was the book.
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Thus would his fancy circle out and out,

And out and in again, till he would make
As if with a large freedom to crush down
Those undcr-thoughts. He covered with Ins hands
His tired eyes, and waited' lie could hear

—

Or partly feel and hear, mechanically

—

The sound of talk, with now and then the steps

And skirts of some one scudding on the stairs,

Forgetful of the nerveless funeral feet

That she had brought with her; and more than once
There came to him a call ns of a voice

—

A voice of love returning—but not hers.

Whose he knew not, nor dreamed ; nor did he know,
For did he dream, in his blurred loneliness

Of thought, what all the rest might think of him.

For it had come at last, and she was gone
With all the vanished women of old time,

—

And she wns never coming back again
F es, they had buried her that afternoon,
Under the frozen leaves and the cold earth.

Under the loaies and snow. The flickering week,
The sharp and certain day. and the long drowse
Were over, and the man wns left alone.
He knew the loss—therefore it puzzled lmn
That ho should sit so long ihoro ns he did.

And bring the whole thing back—the 1m c\ tin* triM-

pallor, tlic poor faro, mul the faint wav
Sho la^t had looked at him—and yet not weep,
Or even choo<o to look about the room
To soo bow pad it wnp; and once or twice
Tlo winked and pinched h\< c> e^ njrahM the ilmnc
And hoped there tnijrht he to ir^. But hope alh
Atul nil to him nothing- he wa c lo^t.

And yet lie was not lo^t* lie \\»i* n*tra>—
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Out of his life and m another life,

And m the stillness of this other life
,

He wondered and he drowsed He wondered when
It was, and wondered if it ever was

On earth that he had known the other face

—

The searching face, the eloquent, strange face

—

That with a sightless beauty looked at him
And with a speechless promise uttered words
That were not the world’s words, or any kind

That he had known before. What was it, then?

What was it held him—fascinated him?
Why should he not be human? He could sigh.

And he could even groan,—hut what of that 9

There was no grief left in him. Was he glad?

Yet how could he be glad, or reconciled,

Or anything hut wretched and undone?
How could he he so frigid and inert

—

So like a man with water in his veins

Where blood had been a little while before 9

How could he sit shut in there like a snail 9

What ailed him? What was on him ? Was he glad?
Over and over again the question came,
Unanswered and unchanged,—and there he was.
But what in heaven’s name did it all mean?
If he had lived as other men had lived,

If home had ever shown itself to be
The counterfeit that others had called home.
Then to this undivined resource of his

There were some key ; hut now . . Philosophy ?

Yes, lie could reason m a kind of way
That he was glad for Miriam’s release

—

Much as he might be glad to see his friends
Laid out around him with their grave-clothes on.
And this life done for them; but something else
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There was that foundered reason, overwhelmed it.

And with a chilled, intuitive rebuff

Beat hack the self-cajolmg sophistries

That his half-tutored thought would hall-project

What was it, then? Had he become transformed

And hardened through long matches and ong grie

Into a loveless, feelingless dead thing

That brooded like a man, breathed like a man,—

Did everything but ache? And was a-day

To come some time when feeling should return

Forever to drive off that other face

The lineloss, indistinguishable face
<

That once had thrilled itself between Ins own

And hers there on the pillow, and again

Between him and the coffin-lid had tin 5 icc

Like fate before it closed,—and at the ns^
(

Had come, ns it should seem, to stnj ">l 1 nm.

Bidden or not? lie were a stranger then.

Forodroused awhile by some deceiving < rniv 1

Of poppied anguish, to the covert grief

And tho stark loneliness that waited um.

And for the time were cursedly endoucH

With a dull trust that shammed indifference

To .moving there would he no touch again

Of her small hand on his, no silencing

Of her quick lips on lii Q ,
no feminine

Completeness and love-fragrance m ,p 1011 >

No sound of some one «inging an> nmn •

No smoothing of clow fingers on hi" u'ir.

No shimmer of pink slippers on hroun i t

But there vac nothing, nothing, in all that,

lie bud not fooled Iiim-elf *<» numb n- *>»««

He might be dreaming or be migbt be l'K - >
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But not like that. There was no place for fear,

No reason for remorse. There was the book

That he had made, though. ... It might be the hook

Perhaps he might find something m the book

;

But no, there could be nothing there at all

—

He knew it word for word; hut what it meant

—

He was not sure that he had written it

Por what it meant; and he was not quite sure

That he had written it;—more likely it

Was all a paper ghost. . . . But the dead wife

Was real* he knew all that, for he had been

To see them bury her; and he had seen

The flowers and the snow and the stripped limbs

Of trees; and he had heard the preacher pray;

And he was hack again, and he was glad

Was he a brute? No, he was not a brute.

He was a man—like any other man

:

He had loved and married his wife Miriam,
They had lived a little while in paradise

And she was gone; and that was all of it.

But no, not all of it—not all of it:

There was the hook again ; something in that

Pursued him, overpowered him, put out
The futile strength of all his whys and wheres,
And left him unintelligibly numb

—

Too numb to care for anything but rest.

It must have been a curious kind of book
That he had made it : it was a drowsy book
At any rate. The very thought of it

Was like the taste of some impossible drink

—

A taste that had no taste, but for all that
Had mixed with it a strange thought-cordial.
So potent that it somehow killed in him
The ultimate need of doubting any more

—
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Of asking any more. Did he but live

The life that he must live, there were no more
To seek—The rest of it was on the vny.

Still there was nothing, nothing, in all this

—

Nothing that he cared now to reconcile

With reason or with sorrow. All he knew
For certain was that he was tired out:

His flesh was heavy and his blood beat small;

Something supreme had been wrenched out of him
As if to make vague room for something else.

He had been through too much. Yes, lie would stay

There where he was and rest.—And there he stayed;

The daylight became twilight* and he stayed;

The flame and the face faded, and he slept.

And they had buried her that afternoon.

Tinder the tight-screwed lid of a long box.

Under the earth, under the leaves and snow.

n
Look where she would, feed conscience how she might

There was but one nay now for Domnrh

—

One straight, way that her 4?, hers to defend,

At hand, imperious But the nearnoc <= of it,

The flesh-bewildering simplicity*

And the plain strangeness of it, thrilled again

That wretched little quivering single string

Which yielded not, hut held her to the glare

Where now for fhe triumphant %onr* had cVpt
The flnmole^ dust of Argun —He vas gone.

The good man she had married long ago;

And <0io had lived, and Thing <die h ul le trued.

And surely there wn« nothing to regret

Much happiness had hr on for each of th^m,
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And they had been like lovers to the last:

And after that, and long, long after that,

Her tears had washed out more of widowed grief

Than smiles had ever told of other joy—
But could she, looking back, find anything

That should return to her m the new time.

And with relentless magic uncreate

This temple of new love where she had thrown

Dead sorrow on the altar of new life?

Only one thing, only one thread was left;

When she broke that, when reason snapped it off,

And once for all, baffled, the grave let go

The trivial hideous hold it had on her,

—

Then she were free, free to be what she would,

Free to be what she was.—And yet she stayed,

Leashed, as it were, and with a cobweb strand,

Close to a tombstone—maybe to starve there.

But why to starve? And why stay there at all?

Why not make one good leap and then be done
Forever and at once with Argan’s ghost

And all such outworn churchyard servitude?

For it was Argan’s ghost that held the string,

And her sick fancy that held Argan’s ghost

—

Held it and pitied it. She laughed, almost.

There for the moment; but her strained eyes filled

With tears, and she was angry for those tears

—

Angry at first, then proud, then sorry for them.
So she grew calm; and after a vain chase
For thoughts more vain, she questioned of herself
What measure of primeval doubts and fears

Were still to be gone through that she might win
Persuasion of her strength and of herself
To be what she could see that she must be,

FTo matter where the ghost was—And the more
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She lived, the more she came to recognize

That something out of her thrilled ignorance

Was luminously, proudly being bom,
And thereby proving, thought by forward thought

The prowess of its image; and she learned

At length to look right on to the long days

Before her without fearing. She could watch

The coming course of them as if they were

No more than birds, that slowly, silently,

And irretrievably should wing themselves

Uncounted out of sight. And when he came
Again, she might be free—she would he free.

Fhe, when he looked at her she must look down.

Defeated, and malignly dispossessed

Of what was hers to pro\c and in the proving

Wisely to consecrate. And if the plague

Of that perverse defeat should come to lie

—

Tf at that sickening end she wore to find

TTcrself to he the same poor prisoner

That ho had found at fir^t—then ‘die must lose

All sight and sound of him, she must abjure

All possible thought of him ; for he would go

So far and for so long from her that lo\c

—

Yes, even a 1o\e like his, exiled enough.

Might for another's touch he horn again

—

Born to he lost and stnr\ed for and not found;

Dr, at the nc\t, the cecond wrotohodost.

It might go mutelv flickering down and out,

And on come incomplete and piteous day,

Some perilous dnv to come. Die might at Inst

T.cnrn, with a noxious freedom, what it is

To he at peace with ghoQ t q 1 hen v*< re the blow

Throve deadlier than am kind of detth

Douhl ever he: to know that Die had won
The truth too late—th( re were the dre£* c indeed
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Of -wisdom, and of love the final thrust

Unmerciful; and there where now did lie

So plain before her the straight radiance

Of what was her appointed way to take,

Were only the bleak ruts of an old road

That stretched ahead and faded and lay far

Through deserts of unconscionable years.

But vampire thoughts like these confessed the doubt

That love denied; and once, if never again,

They should be turned away. They might come back

—

"More craftily, perchance, they might come back

—

And with a spirit-thirst insatiable

Finish the strength of her; but now, to-day

She would have none of them She knew that love

Was true, that he was true, that she was true;

And should a death-bed snare that she had made
So long ago he stretched inexorably

Through all her life, only to be unspun
With her last breathing? And were bats and threads.

Accursedly devised with watered gules,

To be Love’s heraldry? What were it worth
To live and to find out that life were life

But for an unrequited incubus
Of outlawed shame that would not be thrown down
Till she had thrown down fear and overcome
The woman that was yet so much of her
That she might yet go mad? What were it worth
To live, to linger, and to be condemned
In her submission to a common thought
That clogged itself and made of its first faith

Its last impediment? What augured it,

Uow in this quick beginning of new life,

To clutch the sunlight and be feeling back,
Back with a scared fantastic fearfulness,
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To touch, not knowing why, the vexed-up ghost

Of vliat wns gone 5
*

Yes, there was Argan’s face.

Pallid and pinched and ruinously marked
With big pathetic bones; there were his eyes.

Quiet and large, fixed wistfully on hers;

And there, close-pressed again within her own,

Quivered his cold thin fingers. And, ah! yes,

There were the words, those dying words again,

And hers that answered wlicn she promised him
Promised lnm? . . . yes. And had she known the truth

Of what she felt that he should ask her that,

And had she known the love that wns to he,

God knew that she could not have told him then.

But then she knew it not, nor thought of it;

There wns no need of it; nor was there need

Of any problematical support

Whereto to cling while she convinced herself

That love’s intuitive utility.

Inexorably merciful, had proved

That what wns human was impermanent
And what was flesh was allies She had told

Him then that sbe would love no other man,

That there was not another man on e irth

Whom she could ever love, or who could make
So much ac a love thought go through her brain;

And he had smiled. And just before he died

His lips had made ns if to s.iy something

—

Something that passed unwhispored with his breath.

Out of her reach, out of all tjui,s t of it

And then, could she have known enough to know
The niofuiimr of Itor trnof, folly of it.

Tho fnithlo^m^ mu\ tlto ]»rou<l ( *f it*

1 lu*ro uiiplit In* now no throail’- to pmiMi liwr.
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No vampire thoughts to suck the coward blood,

The life, the very soul of her.

Tes, Yes,

They might come back . . . But why should they come hack?

Why was it she had suffered? Why had she

Struggled and grown these years to demonstrate

That close without those hovering clouds of gloom

And through them here and there forever gleamed

The Light itself, the life, the love, the glory,

Which was of its own radiance good proof

That all the rest was darkness and blind sight?

And who was she

?

The woman she had known

—

The woman she had petted and called “I”

—

The woman she had pitied, and at last

Commiserated for the most abject

And persecuted of all womankind,

—

Could it be she that had sought out the way
To measure and thereby to quench in her

The woman’s fear—the fear of her not fearing?

A nervous little laugh that lost itself,

Like logic m a dream, fluttered her thoughts
An instant there that ever she should ask
What she might then have told so easily

—

So easilv that Annandale had frowned,

Had he been given wholly to he told

The truth of what had never been before

So passionately, so inevitably

Confessed.

Bor she could see from where she sat
The sheets that he had hound up like a hook
And covered with red leather; and her eyes
Could see between the pages of the hook,
Though her eyes, like them, were closed. And she could Tend
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As well as if she had them in her hund,

What he had written on them long ago,

—

Six years ago, when he was waiting for her.

She might as well have said that she could see

The man himself, as once he would lune looked

Had she been there to watch him while he wrote

Those words, and all for her . . For her whose fucc

Had flashed itself, prophetic and unseen.

But not unspirited, between the life

That would lia've been without her and the life

That he had gathered up like frozen roots

Out of a gravc*clod lying at his feet,

Unconsciously, and as unconsciously

Transplanted and revived. He did not know'

The kind of life that he had found, nor did

He doubt, not knowing it; but well he knew
That it was life—newT life, and that the old

flight then with unimprisoned wings go free.

Onward and all along to its own light,

Through the appointed shadow

"While she gazed

Upon it there she felt within herself

The growing of a newer consciousno-'

—

The pride of something fairer than her first

Outelamoring of interdicted thought

Had ever quite foretold: and all at 01ice

There quivered and requuered through her flesh,

Bike music, like the «-ound of an old song.

Triumphant. lo* c-remembered murmuring**

Of what for potion's innocence had been

Too mightily, too perilon-d* lu r-.

Tver to he reclaimed and rt .dired
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And she could stand upright, and she could see

The way to take, with eyes that had m them

No gleam but of the spirit. Day or night.

No matter; she could see what was to see

—

All that had been till now shut out from her,

The service, the fulfillment, and the truth,

And thus the cruel wiseness of it all.

So Damans, more like than anything

To one long prisoned m a twilight cave

With hovering bats for all companionship.

And after time set free to fight the sun.

Laughed out, so glad she was to recognize

The test of what had been, through all her folly.

The courage of her conscience; for she knew.

Now on a late-fluslied autumn afternoon

That else had been too bodeful of dead things

To he endured with aught but the same old

Inert, self-contradicted martyrdom
Which she had known so long, that she could look

Right forward through the years, nor any more
Shrink with a cringing prescience to behold

The glitter of dead summer on the grass,

Or the brown-glimmered crimson of still trees

Across the intervale where flashed along,

Black-silvered, the cold river. She had found,

As if by some transcendent freakishness

Of reason, the glad life that she had sought
Where naught but obvious clouds could ever be

—

Clouds to put out the sunlight from her eyes.

And to put out the love-light from her soul.

But they were gone—now they were all gone;
And with a whimsied pathos, like the mist
Of grief that clings to new-found happiness
Hard wrought, she might have pity for the small
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Defeated quest of them that brushed her sight

Like flying lint—lint that had once been thread. * . •

Yes, like an anodyne, the voice of him,

There were the words that he had made for her,

For her alone. The more she thought of them

The more she lived them, and the more she knew

The life-grip and the pulse of warm strength in them.

They were the first and last of words to her,

And there was in them a far questioning

That had for long been variously at work,

Divinely and elusively at work,

With her, and with the grave that had been hers;

They were eternal words, and they diffused

A flame of meaning that men’s lexicons

Had never kindled ,
they were choral words

That harmonized with love’s enduring chords

Like wisdom witli release: triumphant words

That rang like elemental orisons

Through ages out of ages; words that fed

Lo\e’s hunger in the spirit; words that smote;

Thrilled words that echoed, and barbed worch that clung;

And c\crv one of them was like a friend

Whose obstinate fidclitv, well tried,

Had found at last and irresistibly

The way to her clo ce conscience, and therein

Revealed the unsubstantial Nemesis

Thnt sho had clutched and shuddered at *0 long,

And o\ery one of them war like a real

And ringing \01re. clear toned and absolute.

But of a lovc-snhduod authority

Thnt uttered thrice the plain significance

Of what had ebo been generou*d\ Migae

And indolently true It m tv h ue hoi
The triumph and the magic of the v,>ul*
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Unspeakably revealed, that finally

Had reconciled the grim probationing

Of wisdom with unalterable faith.

But she could feel—not knowing what it was.
For the sheer freedom of it—a new joy

That humanized the latent wizardry
Of his prophetic voice and put for it

The man withm the music.

So it came
To pass, like many a long-compelled emprise
That with its first accomplishment almost
Annihilates its own severity,

That she could find, whenever she might look,

The certified achievement of a love
That had endured, self-guarded and supreme.
To the glad end of all that wavering;
And she could see that now the flickering world
Of autumn was awake with sudden bloom.
New-born, perforce, of a slow bourgeoning
And she had found what more than half had been
The grave-deluded, flesh-bewildered fear
Which men and women struggle to call faith,

To he the paid progression to an end
Whereat she knew the foresight and the strength
To glorify the gift of what was hers,
To vindicate the truth of what she was.
And had it come to her so suddenly?
There was a pity and a weariness
In asking that, and a great needlessness;
For now there were no wretched quivering strings
That held her to the churchyard any more
There were no thoughts that flapped themselves like bats
Around her any more. The shield of love
Was clean, and she had paid enough to learn
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How it had always been so. And the truth.

Like silence after some far victory,

Had come to her, and she had found it out

As if it were n vision, a thing born

So suddenly!—just as a flower is born.

Or as a world is born—so suddenly.

SAINTE-NITOUCHE

Though not for common praise of him,

Nor yet for pride or charity,

Still would I make to Yandcrberg

One tribute for his memory

One honest warrant of a friend

Who found with him that flesh was grass-

Who neither blamed him in defect

Nor marveled liov it came to pnssj

Or why it e\er was that he

That Yandcrberg. of all good men.

Should lose himself to find himself,

Straightway to lose himself again.

For we had buried Rainte-Nitouehe,

And he had said to me that night *

'Yes, we have laid her in the earth,

But what of that?" And lie was right.

And he had said: "We lane a wife,

\Vp huvo n child* hn%o n church,

*T would be n Murrihm* wav out

If we should lone them m th< lurUi

"11
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“That’s why I have you here with me
To-night you know a talk may take

The place of bromide, cyanide,

Et cetera Tor heaven’s sake,

‘Why do you look at me like that?

What have I done to freeze you so?

Dear man, you see where friendship means
A few things yet that you don’t know

;

“And you see partly why it is

That I am glad for what is gone -

Tor Sainte-Nitouche and for the world
In me that followed. What lives on

—

“Well, here you have it . here at home

—

Tor even home will yet return

You know the truth is on my side,

And that will make the embers burn.

“I see them brighten while I speak,

I see them flash,—and they are minel
You do not know them, but I do -

I know the way they used to shine.

“And I know more than I have told

Of other life that is to be:
I shall have earned it when it comes,
And when it comes I shall be free.

“Rot as I was before she came.
But farther on for having been

The servitor, the slave of her

—

The fool, you think. But there’s your sin

—
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<fForgive me!—and your ignorance:
Could you but have the vision hero

That I have, you would understand
As I do that all ways are clear

‘Tor those who dare to follow them
With earnest eyes and honest fect

But Saintc-Nitouehe has made the way
Bor me, and I shall find it sweet.

“Sweet with a bitter sting left 9—Yes,
Bitter enough, God knows, at first;

But there are more steep ways than one
To make the best look like the worst;

“And here is mine—the dark and hard,

Bor me to follow, trtnt, and hold:

And worship, so that I may leave

Bo broken story to l>e told*

“Therefore I welcome what may come,

Glad for the day*, the nights the gears'

An upward fin^h of ember-flame

Bcvealed the gladness m hi<* tears.

‘Yon ^oe them, but ^ou know/’ said lie,

“Too much to be men dulom:
Yon know the day that mnke» in wi*c

The moment that make? fools of u*

“So T *hnll follow from now on

The road tint *he lev* found for me:
The dark and ^tnrry w \v that !< v<B

lvight upward, nitd etornrlly*
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“Stumble at first? I may do that;

And I may grope, and bate the night;

But there’s a guidance for the man
Who stumbles upward for the light,

“And I shall have it all from her.

The foam-born child of innocence.

I feel you smiling while I speak.

But that’s of little consequence;

‘Tor when we learn that we may find

The truth where others miss the mark.
What is it worth for us to know
That friends are smiling in the dark?

“Could we but share the lonely pride

Of knowing, all would then be well;

But knowledge often writes itself

In flaming words we cannot spell.

“And I, who have my work to do.

Look forward; and I dare to see,

Bar stretching and all mountainous,

God’s pathway through the gloom for me,”

I found so little to say then
That I said nothing.—“Say good-night,”

Said Vanderberg; “and when we meet
To-morrow, tell me I was right

‘Torget the dozen other things

That you have not the faith to say;
Bor now I know as well as you

That you are glad to go away.”
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I could have blessed the man for that.

And he could read me •with a smile:
“You doubt,” said he, “but if we live

You’ll know me in a little while.”

He lived; and all as he foretold,

I knew him—better than he thought:
Aly fancy did not wholly dig

The pit where I believed him caught.

But yet he lived and laughed, and preached,

And worked—as only players can:
He scoured the shrine that once was home
And kept himself a clergyman.

The clockwork of Ins cold routine

Put friends far oil that once were near;
The five staccatos in his laugh

Were too defensive and too clear;

The glacial sermons that lie preached

Were longer than the\ should have been;

And, like the man who fashioned them,

The best were too divinely thin.

But still he lived, and moved, and had
The sort of being that was his,

Till on a day the «hrine of home
For him v, ns in the Mj-torie*.:

—

“My friend, there’s one thine jet/* snid he,

“And one that I have m \vr <di irfd

With nnv man that I h we nn t

;

But you—you know me” And In* “’ir.d

Dir.
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J

For a slow moment at me tlien

With conscious eyes that had the gleam.

The shine, before the stroke —“You know
The ways of us, the way we dream:

‘You know the glory we have won,
You know the glamour we have lost;

You see me now, you look at me,

—

And yes, you pity me, almost;

<rBut never mind the pity—no,

Confess the faith you can’t conceal;

And if you frown, he not like one

Of those who frown before they feel.

“For there is truth, and half truth,—yes.

And there’s a quarter truth, no doubt;

But mine was more than half. . . . You smile?

You understand? You bear me out?

“You always knew that I was right

—

You are my friend—and I have tried

Your faith—your love.”—The gleam grew small.

The stroke was easy, and he died.

I saw the dim look change itself

To one that never will be dim;
I saw the dead flesh to the grave,

But that was not the last of him.

For what was his to live lives yet*
Truth, quarter truth, death cannot reach;

Nor is it always what we know
That we are fittest here to teach.
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The fight goes on when fields nre still.

The triumph clings when arms arc don
The jewels of all coronets

Arc pebbles of the nnseen crown

;

The specious weight of loud reproof

Sinks where a still conviction floats;

And on God’s ocean after storm

Time’s wreckage is half pilot-boats;

And what wet faces wash to sight

Thereafter feed the common moan;

—

But Vandorbcrg no pilot had,

Nor could hat e . lie was all alone.

Unchallenged by the larger light

The starry quest was his to make;
And of all ways that are for men,
The starry way was his to take

We grant him idle names enough
To-day, but oven while vo flown

The fight goes on. the triumph clings,

And there i<- jot the unseen crown

But was it In'-? Bid Vanderberg

Find half truth to 1 to pn^-toii*** thrall,

Or wo mot him <1 iv hv <h»v,

Wus lo\o triumphant* uftor nl!?
#

I do not Know *=<> mm h ns tint;

1 on]\ know that ho dud riirht:

Saint Antlion\ nor S«mN -XitouoLo

11ml vm r ns ho did*—

.
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AS A WORLD WOULD HAVE IT

Alcestis

Shall I never make him look at me again?

I look at him, I look my life at him,

I tell him all I know the way to tell,

But there lie stays the same.

Shall I never make him speak one word to me?
Shall I never make him say enough to show
My heart if he he glad? Be glad? ... ah 1 God,

Why did they bring mo back?

I wonder, if I go to him again,

If I take him by those two cold hands again,

Shall I get one look of him at last, or feel

One sign—or anything?

Or will he still sit there m the same way.
Without an answer for me from his lips.

Or from his eyes,—or even with a touch
Of his hand on my hand ? . . .

“Will you look down this once—look down at me?
Speak once—and if you never speak again,

Tell me enough—tell me enough to make
Me know that you are glad 1

“You are my King, and once my King would speak:
You were Admetus once, you loved me once •

Life was a dream of heaven for ns onee

—

And has the dream gone by?
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“Do I cling to shadows when I call you Life?

Do you love me still, or are the shadows nil?

Or is it I that love you in the grave,

And you that mourn for me 9

“If it be that, then do not mourn for me;
Be glad that I hnve loved you, and be King,

But if it be not that—if it be true . , •

Tell mo if it be true!’’

Then with a choking answer the King spoke;

But never touched his hand on lier>>, or lived

His eyes on hers, or on the face of her

:

“Yes, it is true,” he said.

“You are nine, and .vou are with me now ;

And you nre reaching up to me that 1

—

That, 1 may take you—I that am a King

—

I that was once a man.”

So then she knew. She might lime known before

Truly, she thought, she mud lmo known it long

Before: she must lime known it when sin 1 came

From that great deep of her®

She knew the truth, but not yet all of it

:

lie lo\< d her, but he would not It t his eye*

Prove that be loved her; and lie would not hold

His wife there in hi 5 arm®.

So, like a slave, she waited at hi® knee®.

And waited. She wa- not unhiippj now

She quivered, hut Ate knew th it he would rjvu;

Again—and he did '•peik.
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VARIATIONS OF GREEK THEMES

Through the shine, through the rain.

We have wrought the day’s quest;

To the old march again

We have earned the day’s rest;

We have laughed, we have cried.

And we’ve heard the King’s groans;

We have fought, we have died,

And we’ve burned the King’s hones,

And we lift the old song
Ere the night flies again,

Where the road lends along

Through the shine, through the rain.

VARIATIONS OF GREEK THEMES

I

A Happy

(Carphylltdes)

WnEN these griuen lines you see.

Traveler, do not pity me;

Though I lie among the dead.

Let no mournful word he said

Children that X leave behind.

And their ehildien. all were hind:

Near to them and to inv wife,

I was happy all my life.

My three sons X married right.

And their cons T roehed at night;

Death nor sorrow ever brought

Cause for one nnhappv thought
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We have laughed, Ave have cried,

And Ave’ve tossed the King’s croAvn;

We have fought, Ave have died,

And Ave’ve trod the day doAvn.

So it’s lift the old song

Ere the night flies again,

Where the road leads along

Through the shine, through the rain.

Long ago, far aAvay,

Came a sign from the skies.

And Ave feared then to pray

Eor the neir sun to rise:

With the King there at hand,

Kot a child stepped or stirred

—

Where the light filled the land

And the light brought the Avord;

For Ave kneAV then the gleam
Though Ave feared then the day,

And the daAvn smote the dream
Long ago, far aivay.

But the road leads us all,

Eor the King noAv is dead;
And Ave knoAv, stand or fall.

We have shared the day’s bread.

We may laugh doivn the dream,
Eor the dream breaks and flies;

And Ave trust uoav the gleam,
Eor the gleam never dies;

—

So it’s off noAV the load,

Eor Ave knoAv the night’s call,

And Are knoAv noAv the road
And the road leads us all.
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Through the shine, through the rain.

We have wrought the day’s quest;

To the old march again

We hare earned the day’s rest;

We have laughed, we have cried,

And we’ve heard the King’s groans;

We have fought, we have died,

And we’ve burned the King’s bones.

And we lift the old song

Ere the night flies again,

Where the road leads along

Through the shine, through the rain.

VARIATIONS OF GREEK THEME

I

A Happy Man

(Carphyllides)

When these graven lines you see.

Traveler, do not pity me;

Though I be among the dead,

Let no mournful word be said.

Children that I leave behind,
_

And their children, all were kind;

Near to them and to my wife,

I was happy all my life.

My three sons I married right,

And their sons I rocked at night;

Death nor sorrow ever brought

Cause for one unhappy thought.
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Now, and with no need of tears,

Here they leave me, full of years,

—

Leave me to my quiet rest

In the region of the blest.

n
A Mighty Runner

(Nicarclms)

The day when Oharmus ran with five

In Arcady, as I’m alive,

He came in seventh—“Five and one

Make seven, you say ? It can’t be done.”

—

Well, if you think it needs a note,

A friend in a fur overcoat

Ran with him, crying all the while,

“You’ll beat ’em, Charmus, by a mile 1”

And so he came m seventh.

Therefore, good Zoilus, you see

The thing is plain as plain can be;

And with four more for company,
He would have been eleventh.

m
The Raven

(NicarcTiu,s)

The gloom of death is on the raven’s wing,
The song of death is in the raven’s cries

:

Rut when Demophilus begins to sing,
The raven dies
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IV

Eutychides

(Lucilim)

Eutychides, who wrote the songs.

Is going down where he belongs.

O yon unhappy ones, beware’

Eutychides will soon be there!

Eor he is coming with twelve lyres.

And with more than twice twelve quires

Of the stuff that he has done
In the world from which he’s gone.

All, now must you know death indeed,

Eor he is coming with all speed,

And with Eutychides in Hell,

Where’s a poor tortured soul to dwell?

V
Doricha

(Posidippus)

So now the very bones of you are gone
Where they were dust and ashes long ago;

And there was the last ribbon you tied on
To bind your hair, and that is dust also;

And somewhere there is dust that was of old

A soft and scented garment that you wore

—

The same that once till dawn did closely fold

You in with fair Charaxus, fair no more.

But Sappho, and the white leaves of her song,

Will make your name a word for all to learn,

And all to love thereafter, even while
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It’s but a name; and this will be as long

As there are distant ships that will return

Again to Naucratis and to the Nile.

VI

The Dust of Timas

{Sappho')

Tms dust was Timas; and they say

That almost on her wedding day

She found her bridal home to be

The dark house of Persephone.

And many maidens, knowing then

That she would not come back again,

Unbound their curls; and all in tears,

They cut them off with sharpened shears.

vn
Aretemias

' (Antipater of Sidon) 1

Pm sure I see it all now as it was,

When first you set your foot upon the shore
Where dim Oocytus flows for evermore,
And how it came to pass

That all those Dorian women who are there
In Hades, and still fair,

Came up to you, so young, and wept and smiled
When they beheld you and your little child.

And then. Pm sure, with tears upon your face
To be in that sad place,
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You told of the two children you had borne,

And then of Euphron, whom you leave to mourn.
“One stays with him,” you said,

“And this one I bring with me to the dead.”

' Yin

The Old Story

{Marcus Argentarius)

Like many a one, when you had gold

Love met you smiling, we are told;

But now that all your gold is gone,

Love leaves you hungry and alone.

And women, who have called you more
Sweet names than ever were before.

Will ask another now to tell

What man you are and where you dwell.

Was ever anyone but you
So long in learning what is true?

Must you find only at the end
That who has nothing has no friend?

IX

To-morrow

(Macedonius)

To-morrow? Then your one word left is always now the same:
And that’s a word that names a day that has no more a name.

To-morrow, I have learned at lost, is all you have to give:
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The rest will be another’s now, as long as I may live.

You will see me m the evening?—And what evening has there

been,

Since time began with women, but old age and wrinkled skin ?

X
Lais to Aphrodite

{Plato)

When I, poor Lais, with my crown

Of beauty could laugh Hellas down,

Young lovers crowded at my door,

Where now my lovers come no more.

So, Goddess, you will not refuse

A mirror that has now no use;

Eor what I was I cannot be,

And what I am I will not see.

XI

An Inscription by the Sea

{Qlaucus)

Ho dust have I to cover me,
My grave no man may show;

My tomb is this unending sea.

And I lie far below.

My fate, O stranger, was to drown
;

And where it was the ship went down
Is what the sea-birds know.
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THE FIELD OF GLORY

War shook the land where Levi dwelt,

And fired the dismal wrath he felt,

That such a doom was ever wrought
As his, to toil while others fought,
To toil, to dream—and still to dream,
With one day barren as another;
To consummate, as it would seem,
The dry despair of his old mother.

Far off one afternoon began
The sound of man destroying man;
And Levi, sick with nameless rage,

Condemned again his heritage,

And sighed for scars that might have come.
And would, if once he could have sundered
Those haTsh, inhering claims of home
That held him while he cursed and wondered.

Another day, and then there came,

Rough, bloody, ribald, hungry, lame,

But yet themselves, to Levi’s door.

Two remnants of the day before.

They laughed at him and what he sought

;

They jeered him, and his painful acre;

But Levi knew that they had fought,

And left their manners to their Maker.

That night, for the grim widow’s ears,

With hopes that hid themselves in fears.

He told of arms, and fiery deeds.

Whereat one leaps the while he reads,
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And said he’d be no more a clown,

While others drew the breath of battle.

—

The mother looked him up and down,

And laughed—a scant laugh with a rattle.

She told him what she found to tell,

And Levi listened, and heard well

Some admonitions of a voice

That left him no cause to rejoice.

—

He sought a friend, and found the stars,

And prayed aloud that they should aid him
But they said not a word of wars.

Or of a Teason why God made him.

And who’s of this or that estate

We do not wholly calculate,

When baffling shades that shift and cling

Are not without their glimmering;
WTien even Levi, tired of faith,

Beloved of none, forgot by many,
Dismissed as an inferior wraith,

Reborn may be as great as any.
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I

“Gawaine, Gawaine, what look ye for to see.

So far beyond the faint edge of the world?
D’ye look to see the lady Vivian,

Pursued by divers ominous vile demons
That have another king more fierce than ours?

Or think ye that if ye look far enough
And hard enough into the feathery west
Ye’ll have a glimmer of the Grail itself?

And if ye look for neither Grail nor lady,

What look ye for to see, Gawaine, Gawaine?”

So Dagonet, whom Arthur made a knight

Because he loved him as he laughed at him.

Intoned his idle presence on a day
To Gawaine, who had thought himself alone,

Had there been in him thought of anything
Save what was murmured now m Camelot
Of Merlin’s hushed and all but unconfirmed

Appearance out of Brittany. It was heard
At first there was a ghost in Arthur’s palace.

But soon among the scullions and anon
Among the knights a firmer credit held
All tongues from uttering what nil glances told

—

Though not for long. Gawaine, this afternoon.

Fearing he might say more to Lancelot
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Of Merlin’s rumor-laden resurrection

Than Lancelot would have an ear to cherish,

Had sauntered off with his imagination

To Merlin’s Rock, where now there was no Merlin

To meditate upon a whispering town
Below him m the silence.—Once he said

To Gawame- ‘You are young; and that being so,

Behold the shining city of our dreams
And of our King.”—“Long live the King,” said Gawaine.

—

“Long live the King,” said Merlin after him;
“Better for me that I shall not be King;
Wherefore I say again. Long live the King,

And add, God save him, also, and all kings

—

All kings and queens. I speak in general.

Kings have I known that were hut weary men
With no stout appetite for more than peace

That was not made for them.”—“Hor were they made
Bor kings,” Gawaine said, laughing.—“You are young,
Gawaine, and you may one day hold the world

Between your fingers, knowing not what it is

That you are holding Better for you and me,
I think, that we shall not be kings.”

Gawaine,
Remembering Merlin’s words of long ago,

Browned as he thought, and having frowned again,

He smiled and threw an acom at a lizard:

“There’s more afoot and in the air to-day
Than what is good for Camelot. Merlin
May or may not know all, hut he said well

To say to me that he would not he King.
Kor more would I be King.” Bar down he gazed
On Camelot, until he made of it

A phantom town of many stillnesses,
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Not reared for men to dwell in, or for kings

To reign in, without omens and obscure

Familiars to bring terror to their days,

For though a knight, and one as hard at arms

As any, save th'e fate-begotten few

That all acknowledged or m envy loathed,

He felt a foreign sort of creeping up
And down him, as of moist things in the dark,—

=

When Dagonet, coming on him unawares.

Presuming on his title of Sir Fool,

Addressed him and crooned on till he was done:

“What look ye for to see, Gawame, Gawame?”

“Sir Dagonet, you best and wariest

Of all dishonest men, I look through Time,

For sight of what it is that is to be.

I look to see it, though I see it not

I see a town down there that holds a king.

And over it I see a few small clouds

—

Like feathers m the west, as you observe;

And I shall see no more this afternoon

Than what there is around us every day,

Unless you have a skill that I have not

To ferret the invisible for rats
”

“If you see what’s around us every day,

You need no other showing to go mad.
Remember that and take it home with you;
And say tonight, ‘I had it of a fool

—

With no immediate obliquity
For this one or for that one, or for me.’

”

Gawaine, having risen, eyed the fool curiously:

‘Til not forget I had it of a knight,
Whose only folly is to fool himself;
And as for making other men to laugh,
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And so forget their sms and selves a little,

There’s no great folly there. So keep it up,

As long as you’ve a legend or a song,

And have whatever sport of us you like

Till havoc is the word and we fall howling.

Tor I’ve a guess there may not be so loud

A sound of laughing here in Camelot

"When Merlin goes again to his gay grave

In Erittanv. To mention lesser terrors,

Hen say his heard is gone ”

“Do men say that?”

A twitch of an impatient weariness

Played for a moment over the lean face

Of Dagonet, who reasoned inwardly:

“The friendly zeal of this inquiring knight

Will overtake his tact and leave it squealing,

One of these days.”—Qawaine looked hard at him:
“If I he too familiar with a fool,

I’m on the way to he another fool,”

He mused, and owned a rueful qualm within him

:

‘Wes, Dagonet,” he ventured, with a laugh,

‘Aren tell me that his beard has vanished wholly.

And that he shines now as the Lord’s anointed.

And wears the valiance of an ageless youth
Crowned with a glory of eternal peace.”

Dagonet, smiling strangely, shook his head:
“I grant your valiance of a kind of youth
To Merlin, hut your crown of peace I question;
Por, though I know no more than any churl
Who pinches any chambermaid soever
In the King’s palace, I look not to Merlin
Por peace, when out of his peculiar tomb
He comes again to Camelot. Time swings
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A mighty scythe, and some day all your peace

Goes down before its edge like so much clover.

No, it is not for peace that Merlin comes,

Without a trumpet—and without a beard.

If what you say men say of him be true

—

Nor yet for sudden war/’

Gawaine, for a moment,
Met then the ambiguous gaze of Dagonet,

And, making nothing of it, looked abroad

As if at something cheerful on all sides,

And back again to the fool’s unasking eyes’

‘Well, Dagonet, if Merlin would have peace.

Let Merlin stay away from Brittany,”

Said he, with admiration for the man
Whom Dolly called a fool “And we have known him;

We knew him once when he knew everything.”

“He knew as much as God would let him know
Until he met the lady Vivian.
I tell you that, for the world knows all that;

Also it knows he told the Wing one day

That he was to be buried, and alive.

In Brittany; and that the Wing should see

The face of him no more Then Merlin sailed

Away to Vivian in Brocehande,
Where now she crowns him and herself with flowers

And feeds him fruits and wines and many foods

Of many savors, and sweet ortolans.

Wise books of every lore of every land

Are there to fill his days, if he require them,

And there are players of all instruments

Flutes, hautboys, drums, and viols; and she sings

To Merlin, till he trembles in her arms
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And there forgets that any town alive

Had ever such a name as Camelot.

So Vivian holds him with her love, they say,

And he, who has no age, has not grown old.

I swear to nothing, but that’s what they say.

That’s being buried in Broceliande

Tor too much wisdom and clairvoyancy

But you and all who live, Gawaine, have heard

This tale, or many like it, more than once

;

And you must know that Love, when Love invites

Philosophy to play, plays high and wins.

Or low and loses And you say to me,

Tf Merlin would have peace, let Merlin stay

Away from Brittany.’ Gawame, you are young.

And Merlin’s m his grave.”

“Merlin said once

That I was young, and it’s a joy for me
That I am here to listen while you say it.

Young or not young, if that be burial,

May I he buried long before I die.

I might be worse than young ; I might be old.”

—

Dagonet answered, and without a smile:

“Somehow I fancy Merlin saying that;

A fancy—a mere fancy.” Then he smiled

:

“And such a doom as his may be for you,

Gawaine, should your untiring divination

Delve in the veiled eternal mysteries

Too far to be a pleasure for the Lord.
And when you stake your wisdom for a woman,
Compute the woman to be worth a grave.

As Merlin did, and say no more about it.

But Vivian, she played high. Ob, very high!
Flutes, hautboys, drums, and viols,—and her love.
Gawaine, farewell.”
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“Farewell, Sir Dagonet,

And may the devil take you presently.”

He followed with a vexed and envious eye.

And with an arid laugh, Sir Dagonet’s

Departure, till his gaunt obscurity

Was cloaked and lost amid the glimmering trees.

“Poor fool!” he murmured. “Or am I the fool?

With all my fast ascendency in arms.

That ominous clown is nearer to the King
Than I am—yet; and God knows what he knows.

And what his wits infer from what he sees

And feels and hears I wonder what he knows
Of Lancelot, or what I might know now.

Could I have sunk myself to sound a fool

To springe a friend. . . . Ho, I like not this day.

There’s a cloud coming over Camelot
Larger than any that is in the sky,

—

Or Merlin would be still in Brittany,

With Vivian and the Viols. It’s all too strange.”

And later, when descending to the city,

Through unavailing casements he could hear

The roaring of a mighty voice within,

Confirming fervidly his own conviction

:

“It’s all too strange, and half the world’s half crazy 1”--

He scowled: “Well, I agree with Lamorak.”
He frowned, and passed • “And I like not this day.”

n
Sir Lamorak, the man of oak and iron,

Had with him now, as a care-laden guest,

Sir Bedivere, a man whom Arthur loved

As he had loved no man save Lancelot.
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Like one whose late-flown shaft of argument

Had glanced and fallen afield innocuously,

lie turned upon his host a sudden eye

That met from Lamorak’s an even shaft

Of native and unused authority;

And each man held the other till at length

Each turned away, shutting his hea\y jaws

Again together, prisoning thus two tongues

That might forget and might not he forghcn.

Then Bedivere, to find a plain way out,

Said, “Lamorak, let us drink to comc one here,

And end this dryness. Who shall it be—the King,

The Queen, or Lancelot?”
—“Merlin,” Lamorak growled

And then there were more wrinkles round his eyes

Than Bedivere had said were possible.

“There’s no refusal m me now for that,”

The guest replied; “so, 'Merlin’ let it he.

We’ve not yet seen him, but if he be here,

And even if he should not be here, say 'Merlin.’ ”

They drank to the unseen from two new tankaTds,

And fell straightway to sighing for the past,

And what was yet before them. Silence laid

A cogent finger on the lips of each
Impatient veteran, whose hard hands lay clenched
And Testless on his midriff, until words
Were stronger than strong Lamorak:

“Bedivere,”
Began the solid host, “you may as well

Say now as at another time hereafter

That all your certainties have bruises on ’em.
And all your pestilent asseverations
Will never make a man a salamander

—

Who’s bom, as we are told, so fire won’t bite him,

—

Or a slippery queen a nun who counts and bums
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Herself to nothing with her beads and candles.

There’s nature, and what’s in us, to be sifted

Before we know ourselves, or any man
Or woman that God suffers to be born.

That’s how I speak; and while you strain your mazard,
Like Bather Jove, big with a new Minerva,
We’ll say, to pass the time, that I speak well.

God’s fish! The King had eyes; and Lancelot
Won’t ride home to his mother, for she’s dead
The story is that Merlin warned the King
Of what’s come now to pass ; and I believe it

And Arthur, he being Arthur and a king,

Has made a more pernicious mess than one.

We’re told, for being so great and amorous:
It’sothat unwholesome and inclement cub
Young Modred I’d see first in hell before
Fd hang too high the Queen or Lancelot;
The King, if one may say it, set the pace,
And we’ve two strapping bastards here to prove it

Young Borre, he’s well enough; but as for Modred,
I squirm as often as I look at him.
And there again did Merlin warn the King,
The story goes abroad; and I believe it.”

Sir Bedivere, as one who caught no more
Than what he would of Lnmorak’s outpouring,
Inclined his grizzled head and closed Ilfs eyes
Before he sighed and rubbed his beard and spoke:
“For all I know to make it otherwise.
The Queen may be a nun some day or other;
I’d pray to God for such a thing to be,

If prayer for that were not a mockery.
We’re late now for much praying, Lnmorak,
When you and I can feel upon our faces

A wind that has been blowing over ruins
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That we had said were castles and high towers

—

Till Merlin, or the spirit of him, came

As the dead come in dreams. I saw the King

This morning, and I saw his face. Therefore,

I tell yon, if a state shall have a king,

The king must have the state, and he the stale;

Or then shall we have neither king nor state.

But hones and ashes, and high towers all fallen *

And we shall have, where late there was a kingdom,

A dusty wreck of what was once a glory

—

A wilderness whereon to crouch and mourn
And moralize, or else to build once more
Bor something better or for something worse

Therefore again, I say that Lancelot

Has wrought a potent wrong upon the King,

And all who serve and recognize the King,
And all who follow him and all who love lnm.

"Whatever the stormy faults he may have had.

To look on him today is to forget them;
And if it he too late for sorrow now
To save him—for it was a broken man
I saw this morning, and a broken king

—

The God who sets a day for desolation

Will not forsake him in Avilion,

Or whatsoever shadowy land there be
Where peace awaits him on its healing shores

Sir Lamorak, shifting in his oaken chair.

Growled like a dog and shook himself like one:
“Bor the stone-chested, helmet-cracking knight
That you are known to be from Lyonnesse
To northward, Bedivere, you fol-de-rol

When days aTe rancid, and you fiddle-faddle

More like a woman than a man with hands
Bit for the smiting of a crazy giant
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With armor an inch thick, as we all know
You are, when you’re not sermonizing at us.

As for the King, I say the King, no doubt,

Is angry, sorry, and all sorts of things.

For Lancelot, and for his easy Queen,

Whom he took knowing she’d thrown sparks already

On that same piece of tinder, Lancelot,

Who fetched her with him from Leodogran
Because the King—God save poor human reason!

—

Would prove to Merlin, who knew everything

Worth knowing m those days, that he was wrong.

I’ll drink now and he quiet,—but, by God,

I’ll have to tell you, Brother Bedivere,

Once more, to make you listen properly,

That crowns and orders, and high palaces,

And all the manifold ingredients

Of this good solid kingdom, where we sit

And spit now at each other with our eyes.

Will not go rolling down to hell just yet

Because a pretty woman is a fool.

And here’s Kay coming with his fiddle face

As long now as two fiddles. Sit ye down,

Sir Man, and tell us everything you know
Of Merlin—or his ghost without a beard.

What mostly is it?”

Sir Kay, the seneschal.

Sat wearily while he gazed upon the two

.

“To you it mostly is, if I err not.

That what you hear of Merlin’s coming back

Is nothing more or less than heavy truth.

But ask me nothing of the Queen, I say,

For I know nothing All I know of her

Is what her eyes have told the silences

That now attend her; and that her estate
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Is one for less complacent execration

Than quips and innuendoes of the city

Would augur for her sm—if there be sin

—

Or for her name—if now she have a name.

And where, I say, is this to lead the King,

And after him, the kingdom and ourselves?

Here be we, three men of a certain strength

And some confessed intelligence, who know
That Merlin has come out of Brittany

—

Out of his grave, as he would say it for us

—

Because the King has now a desperation

More strong upon him than a woman’s net

Was over Merlin—for now Merlin’s here,

And two of us who knew him know how well

His wisdom, if he have it any longer,

Will by this hour have sounded and appraised

The grief and wrath and anguish of the King,

Requiring mercy and inspiring fear

Lest he forego the vigil now most urgent,

And leave unwatched a cranny where some worm
Or serpent may come in to speculate.”

“I know your worm, and his worm’s name is Modred—

-

Albeit the streets are not yet saying so,”

Said Lamorak, as he lowered his wrath and laughed
A sort of poisonous apology
To Kay : “And in the meantime, I’ll be gyved!
Here’s Bedivere a-wailing for the King,
And you, Kay, with a moist eye for the Queen.
I think I’ll blow a horn for Lancelot

,

Bor by my soul a man’s in sorry case
When Guineveres are out with eyes to scorch him:
I’m not so ancient or so frozen certain
That I’d ride horses down to skeletons
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If she were after me. Has Merlin seen him

—

This Lancelot, this Queen-fed friend of ours?”

Kay answered sighing, with a lonely scowl'

“The picture that I conjure leaves him out;

The King and Merlin are this hour together,

And I can say no more; for I know nothing.

But how the King persuaded or beguiled

The stricken wizard from across the water
Outriddles my poor wits. It’s all too strange.”

‘TVs all too strange, and half the world’s half crazy 1”

Roared Lamorak, forgetting once again
The devastating carriage of his voice.

‘Ts the King sick?” he said, more quietly;

‘Ts he to let one’ damned scratch be enough
To paralyze the force that heretofore

Would operate a way tlnough hell and iron,

And iron already slimy with his blood?
Is the King blind—with Modred watching him ?

Does he forget the crown for Lancelot?
Does he forget that every woman mewing
Shall some day be a handful of small ashes?”

“You speak as one for whom the god of Love
Has yet a mighty trap in preparation.

We know you, Lamorak,” said Bedivere'
“We know you for a short man, Lamorak,

—

In deeds, if not in inches or in words;
But there are fens and heights and distances

That your capricious ranging has not yet

Essaved in this weird region of man’s love.

Forgive me, Lamorak, but your words are words.

Your deeds are what they are; and ages hence

Will men remember your illustriousness,
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If there be gratitude in history.

For me, I see the shadow of the end,

Wherein to serve King Arthur to the end,

And, if God have it so, to see the Grail

Before I die.”

But Lamorak shook his head:

“See what you will, or what you may. Bor me,

I see no other than a stinking mess

—

With Modred stirring it, and Agravame
Spattering Camelot with as much of it

As he can throw The Devil got somehow
Into God’s workshop once upon a time,

And out of the red clay that he found there

He made a shape like Hodred, and another

As like as eyes are to this AgTavaine.

T never made ’em/ said the good Lord God,
But let ’em go, and see what comes of ’em ’

And that’s what we’re to do. As for the Grail,

I’ve neveT worried it, and so the Grail

Has never worried me.”

Kay sighed. “I see
With Bedivere the coming of the end,”

He murmured
;
“for the King I saw today

Was not, nor shall he ever he again.

The King we knew. I say the King is dead;
The man is living, hut the King is dead
The wheel is broken.”

“Faugh!” said Lamorak
“There are no dead kings yet in Camelot;
But there is Modred who is hatching ruin,

—

And when it hatches I may not be here.
There’s Guwaine too, and he does not forget
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My father, who killed his. King Arthur’s house

Has more divisions m it than I like

In houses; and if Modred’s aim he good

For backs like mine, I’m not long for the scene.”

m
King Arthur, as he paced a lonely floor

That rolled a muffled echo, as he fancied,

All through the palace and out through the world,

Might now hare wondered hard, could he have heard

Sir Lamorak’s apathetic disregard

Of what Fate’s knocking made so manifest

And ominous to others near the King

—

If any, indeed, were near him at this hour
Save Merlin, once the wisest of all men,

And weary Dagonet, whom he had made
A knight for love of him and his abused

Integrity. He might have wondered hard

And wondered much
; and after wondering,

He might have summoned, with as little heart

As he had now for crowns, the fond, lost Merlin,

Whose Kemesis had made of lnm a slave,

A man of dalliance, and a sybarite.

“Men change in Brittany, Merlin,” said the King;

And even his grief had strife to freeze again

A dreary smile for the transmuted seer

Kow Tobed in heavy wealth of purple silk,

With frogs and foreign tassels. On his face,

Too smooth now for a wizard or a sage,

Lay written, for the King’s remembering eyes,

A pathos of a lost authority

Long faded, and unconscionably gone;

And on the King’s heart lay a sudden cold

:
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Today, or say so much to me, and live.

But you are Merlin still, or part of him

;

I did you wrong when I thought otherwise,

And I am sorry now. Say what you will.

We are alone, and I shall be alone

As long as Time shall hide a reason here
Bor me to stay in this infested world
Where I have sinned and erred and heeded not
Tour counsel; and where you yourself—God save us!-

Have gone down smiling to the smaller life

That you and your incongruous laughter called

Tour living grave. God save us all, Merlin,

When you, the seer, the founder, and the prophet,

May throw the gold of your immortal treasure

Back to the God that gave it, and then laugh
Because a woman has you in her arms . . .

Why do you sting me now with a
N
small hive

Of words that are all poison ? I do not ask

Much honey, but wliy poison me for nothing,

And with a venom that I know already
As I know crowns and wars ? Why tell a king

—

A poor, foiled, flouted, miserable king

—

That if he lets rats eat his fingers off

He’ll have no fingers to fight battles with?
I know as much as that, for I am still

A king—who thought himself a little less

Than God
; a king who built him palaces

On sand and mud, and hears them crumbling now,
And sees them tottering, ns he knew they must
Tou are the man who made me to be King

—

Therefore, say anything”

Merlin, stricken deep

With pity that was old, being born of old

Boreslmdowings, made answer to the King:
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“I might as well have left him m his grave,

As he would say it, saying what was true,

—

As death is true This Merlin is not mine,

But Vivian’s. My crown is less than hers,

And I am less than woman to this man.”

Then Merlin, as one reading Arthur’s words

On viewless tablets in the air before him

:

‘Mow, Arthur, since you are a child of mine

—

A foster-child, and that’s a kind of child

—

Be not from hearsay or despair too eager

To dash your meat with hitter seasoning,

So none that are more famished than yourself

Shall have what you refuse For you are King,

And if you starve yourself, you starve the state;

And then by sundry looks and silences

Of those you loved, and by the lax regard

Of those you knew for fawning enemies,

You may learn soon that you are King no more.
But a slack, blasted, and sad-fronted man,
Made sadder with a crown. Mo other friend

Than I could say this to you, and say more;
And if you hid me say no more, so he it.”

The King, who sat with folded arms, now bowed
His head and felt, unfought and all aflame
Like immanent hell-fire, the wretchedness
That only those who are to lead may feel

—

And only they when they are maimed and worn
Too sore to covet without shuddering
The fixed impending eminence where death
Itself were victory, could they but lead
TThbitten by the serpents they had fed
Turning, he spoke" “Merlin, you say the truth:
There is no man who could say more to me
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Today, or say so much to me, and live.

But you are Merlin still, or part of him

;

I did you wrong when I thought otherwise.

And I am sorry now. Say what you will.

We are alone, and I shall be alone

As long as Time shall hide a reason here

Bor me to stay in this infested world
Where I have sinned and erred and heeded not

Your counsel; and where you yourself—God save us

Have gone down smiling to the smaller life

That you and your incongruous laughter called

Your living grave. God save us all, Merlin,

When you, the seer, the founder, and the prophet,

May throw the gold of your immortal treasure

Back to the God that gave it, and then laugh

Because a woman has you in her arms . . .

Why do you sting me now with a £inall hive

Of words that are all poison ? I do not ask

Much honey; but why poison me for nothing,

And with a venom that I know already

As I know crowns and wars? Why tell a king

—

A poor, foiled, flouted, miserable king

—

That if he lets rats eat his Angers off

He’ll have no fingers to fight battles with?

I know as much as that, for I am still

A king—who thought himself a little loss

Than God; a king who huilt him palaces

On sand and mud, and hears them crumbling now,

And sees them tottering, as he knew they must.

You are the man who made me to he King

—

Therefore, say anything”

Merlin, stricken deep

With pity that was old, being horn of old

Boresliadowings, made answer to the King:
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“This coil of Lancelot and Guinevere

Is not for any mortal to undo,

Or to deny, or to make otherwise;

But your most violent years are on their way

To days, and to a sounding of loud hours

That are to strike for war. Let not the time

Between this hour and then be lost m fears,

Or told in obscurations and vain faith

In what has been your long security

;

For should your force be slower then than hate,

And your regTet be sharper than your sight,

And your remorse fall heavier than your sword,—

•

Then say farewell to Camelot, and the crown

But say not you have lost, or failed in aught
Your golden horoscope of imperfection

Has held in starry words that I have read.

I see no farther now than I saw then.

For no man shall be given of everything

Together in one life; yet I may say

The time is imminent when he shall come
For whom I founded the Siege Perilous;

And he shall be too much a living part

Of what he brings, and what he burns away in.

To be for long a vexed inhabitant
Of this mad realm of stains and lower trials.

And here the ways of God again are mixed'
For this new knight who is to find the Grail
For you, and for the least who pray for you
In such lost coombs and hollows of the world
As you have never entered, is to be
The son of him you trusted—Lancelot,
Of all who ever jeopardized a throne
SuTe the most evil-fated, saving one,
Your son, begotten, though you knew not then
Your leman was your Bister, of Morgause;
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For it is Modred now, not Lancelot,

Wliose native liate plans your annihilation

—

Though he may smile till he be sick, and swe.gr

Allegiance to an unforgiven father

Until at last he shake an empty tongue
Talked out with too much lying—though his lies

Will have a truth to steer them. Trust him not.

For unto you the father, he the son
Is like enough to be the last of terrors

—

If in a field of time that looms to you
Far larger than it is, you fail to plant

And harvest the old seeds of what I say.

And so be nourished and adept again
For what may come to he But Lancelot
Will have you first; and you need starve no more
For the Queen’s love, the love that never was.

Your Queen is now your Kingdom, and hereafter

Let no man take it from you, or you die.

Let no man take it from you for a day;
For days are long when we are far from what
We love, and mischiefs other name is distance.

Let hat be all, for I can say no more

;

Not even to Blaise the Hermit, were he living,

Could I say more than I have given yon now
To hear, and he alone was my confessor.”

The King arose and paced the floor again.

‘T got gray comfort of dark words,” he said;

“But tell me not that you can say no more:
You can, for I can hear you saying it

Yet I’ll not ask for more. I have enough

—

Until my new knight comes to prove and find

The promise and the glow of the Grail.

Though I shall see no Grail For I have built

On sand and mud, and I shall see no Grail ”
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“Nor I,” said Merlin. “Once I dreamed of it,

But I -was buried. I shall see no Grail,

Nor -would I have it otherwise. I saw

Too much, and that was never good for man.

The man who goes alone too far goes mad

—

In one way or another. God knew best.

And he knows what is coming yet for me.

I do not ask. Like you, I have enough.”

That night King Arthur’s apprehension found

In Merlin an obscure and restive guest,
,

Whose only thought was on the hour of dawn,

When he should see the last of Camelot

And ride again for Brittany; and what words

Were said before the King was left alone

Were only darker for reiteration

They parted, all provision made secure

Tor Merlin’s early convoy to the coast,

And Arthur tramped the past. The loneliness

Of kings, around him like the unseen dead,

Lay everywhere; and he was loath to move,
As if in fear to meet with his cold hand
The touch of something colder. Then a whim.
Begotten of intolerable doubt,

Seized him and stung him until he was asking
If any longer lived among his knights
A man to trust as once he trusted all,

And Lancelot more than all “And it is he
Who is to have me first,” so Merlin says,

—

“As if he had me not in hell already.

Lancelot! Lancelot*” He cursed the tears
That cooled his misery, and then he asked
Himself again if he had one to trust
Among his knights, till even Bedivere,
Tor, Bors, and Percival, rough Lamorak,
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Griflet, and Gareth, and gay Gawaine, all

Were dubious knaves,—or they were like to be,

For cause to make them so ; and he had made
Himself to be the cause. “God set me right,

Before this folly carry me on farther,”

He murmured; and he smiled unhappily,

Though fondly, as he thought: “Yes, there is one

Whom I may trust with even my soul’s last shred;

And Dagonet will sing for me tonight

An old song, not too merry or too sad.”

When Dagonet, havmg entered, stood before

The King as one affrighted, the King smiled

:

“You think because I call for you so late

That I am angry, Dagonet? Why so?

Have you been saying what I say to you,

And telling men that you brought Merlin here?

No? So I fancied; and if you report

No syllable of anything I speak,

You will have no regrets, and I no anger.

What word of Merlin was abroad today ?”

“Today have I heard no man save Gawame,
And to him I said only what all men
Are saying to their neighbors They believe

That you have Merlin here, and that his coming

Denotes no good Gawaine was curious,

But ever mindful of your majesty.

He pressed me not, and we made light of it
”

“Gawaine, I fear, makes light of everything,”

The King said, looking down “Sometimes I wish

I had a full Bound Table of Gawaincs

But that’s a freak of midnight,—never mind it.

Sing me a song—one of those endless things
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That Merlin liked of old, when men were younger

And there were more stars twinkling in the sky.

X see no stars that are alive tonight,

And I am not the king of sleep. So then.

Sing me an old song.”

Dagonet’s quick eye

Caught sorrow in the King’s; and he know more,

Tn a fool’s way, than even the King himself

Of what was hovering over Camelot.
“0 King,” he said, “I cannot sing tonight.

If you command me I shall try to sing,

Put I shall fail ; for there are no songs now
In my old throat, or even in these poor strings

That I can hardly follow vith my fingers.

Forgive me—kill me—hut I cannot sing”

Dagonet fell down then on hotli his knees

And shook there while he clutched the King’s cold hand
And wept for what he knew.

“There, Dagonet;
I shall not kill my knight, or make him sing.

No more, get up, and get you off to bed.

There’ll he another time for you to sing,

So get you to your covers and sleep well ”

Alone again, the King said, bitterly:

“Yes, I have one friend left, and they who know
As much of him as of themselves believe

That he’s a fool Poor Dagonet’s a fool

And if he he a fool, what else am I
Than one fool more to make the world complete?
‘The love that never was!’ . . . Fool, fool, fool fool!”

The King was long awake No covenant
With peace was his tonight; and he knew sleep
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As he knew the cold eyes of Guinevere

That yesterday had stabbed him, having first

On Lancelot’s name struck fire, and left him then

As now they left him—with a wounded heart,

A wounded pride, and a sickening pang worse yet

Of lost possession He thought wearily

Of watchers by the dead, late wayfarers,

Rough-handed mariners on .ships at sea.

Lone-yawning sentries, wastrels, and all others

Who might be saying somewhere to themselves,

“The Ring is now asleep in Camelot;

God save the Ring.”—“God save the Ring, indeed.

If there he now a king to save,” he said.

Then he saw giants rising in the dark,

Born horribly of memories and new fears

That in the gray-ht irony of dawn
Were partly to fade out and be forgotten;

And then there might be sleep, and for a tune

There might again be peace. His head was hot

And throbbing; hut the rest of him was cold,

As he lay staring hard where nothing stood.

And hearing what was not, even while he saw

And heard, like dust and thunder far away.

The coming confirmation of the words

Of him who saw so much and feared so little

Of all that was to be. Ho spoken doom
That ever chilled the last night of a felon

Prepared a dragging anguish more profound

And absolute than Arthur, in these horns,

Made out of darkness and of Merlin’s words;

Ho tide that ever crashed on Lyonnesse

Drove echoes inland that were, lonelier

For widowed ears among the fishci-folk,

Than for the King were memories tonight

Of old illusions that were dead for over.
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The tortured King—seeing Merlin -wholly meshed

In his defection, even to indifference,

And all the -while attended and exalted

By some unfathomable obscurity

Of divination, where the Grail, unseen,

Broke yet the darkness where a king saw nothing

—

Feared now the lady Vivian more than Fate;

For now he knew that Modred, Lancelot,

The Queen, the King, the Kingdom, and the Woild,

Were less to Merlin, who had made linn King,

Than one small woman in Broceliande.

Whereas the lady Yivian, seeing Merlin

Acclaimed and tempted and allured again

To service in his old magnificence,

Feared now King Arthur more than storms and robbers

For Merlin, though he knew himself immune
To no least whispered little wish of hers

That might afflict his ear with ecstasy.

Had yet sufficient of his old command
Of all around him to invest an eye

With quiet lightning, and a spoken word
With easy thunder, so accomplishing
A profit and a pastime for himself

—

And for the lady Yivian, when her guile

Outlived at intervals her graciousness;
And this equipment of uncertainty,
Which now had gone away with him to Britain
With Dagonet, so plagued her memory
That soon a phantom brood of goblin doubts
Inhabited his absence, which had else

Been empty waiting and a few brave fears.

And a few more, she knew, that were not brave.
Or long to be disowned, or manageable
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She thought of him as he had looked at her

When first he had acquainted her alarm

At sight of the King’s letter with its import;

And she remembered now his very words:

“The King believes today as m his boyhood
That I am Fate,” he said, and when they parted

She had not even asked him not to go.

She might as well, she thought, have hid the wind
Throw no more clouds across a lonely sky

Between her and the moon,—so great he seemed
In his oppressed solemnity, and she,

In her excess of wrong imagining,
So trivial m an hour, and, after all

A creature of a smaller consequence
Than kings to Merlin, who made kings and kingdoms
And had them as a father, and so she feared

King Arthur more than robbers while she waited

For Merlin’s promise to fulfil itself.

And for the rest that was to follow after

“He said he would come hack, and so he will.

He will because he must, and he is Merlin,

The master of the world—or so he was;
And he is coming back again to me
Because he must and I am Vivian
It’s all ns easy ns two added numbers
Rome day I’ll hear him ringing at the gate.

As he rang on that morning in the spring,

Ten years ago
; and I slinll have him then

For ever. Me shall never go awny
Though kings come walking on their hands nnd knees

To take him on their hacks” When Merlin came,
vRhe told him that, and laughed; and he said strangely:

“Be glad or sorrv, hut no kings are coming.

Not Arthur, surely, for now Arthur knows
That I am less than Fate.”
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Ten years ago

The King had heard, with unbelieving ears

At first, what Merlin said would be the last

Reiteration of his going down
To find a living grave in Brittany:

“Buried alive I told you I should be,

By love made little and by woman shorn,

Like Samson, of my glory; and the time

Is now at hand. I follow in the morning

Where I am led. I see behind me now
The last of crossways, and I see before me
A straight and final highway to the end

Of all my divination. You are King,

And in your kingdom I am what I was.

Wherever I have warned you, see as far

As I have seen ; for I have shown the worst

There is to see. Require no more of me,

For I can he no more than what I was ”

So, on the morrow, the King said farewell;

And he was never more to Merlin’s eye

The King than at that hour ; for Merlin knew
How much was going out of Arthur’s life

With him, as he went southward to the sea.

Over the waves and into Brittany

Went Merlin, to Broceliande. Gay birds

Were singing high to greet him all along

A broad and sanded woodland avenue
That led him on forever, so he thought.

Until at last there was an end of it;

And at the end there was a gate of iron,

Wrought heavily and invidiously barred.

He pulled a cord that rang somewhere a bell

Of many echoes, and sat down to rest.

Outside the keeper’s house, upon a bench
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Of carven stone that might for centuries
Have "waited there in silence to receive him.
The birds were singing still; leaves flashed and swung
Before him in the sunlight; a soft breeze
Hade intermittent "whisperings around him
Of love and fate and danger, and faint "waves
Of many sweetly-stinging fragile odors
Broke lightly as they touched him; cherry-boughs
Above him snowed white petals down upon him.
And under their slow falling Merlin smiled
Contentedly, as one who contemplates
No longer fear, confusion, or regret.
May smile at ruin or at revelation.

A stately fellow with a forest air
Now hailed him from within, with searching words
And curious looks, till Merlin’s glowing eye
Transfixed him and he flinched" “My compliments
And homage to the lady Vivian.
Say Merlin from King Arthur’s Court is here,
A pilgrim and a stranger in appearance.
Though in effect her friend and humble servant.
Convey to her my speech as I have said it.

Without abbreviation or delay.
And so deserve my gratitude forever.”
^But Merlin?” the man stammered, “Merlin? Merlin?”—

•

One Merlin is enough. I know no other.
Now go you to the lady "Vivian
And bring to me her word, for I am weary.”
Still smiling at the cherry-blossoms falling
Down on him and around him in the sunlight,
He waited, never moving, never glancing
This way or that, until his messenger
Cnnrn jingling into vision, weighed with keys.
And inly shaken with much wondering
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At this great wizard’s coming unannounced
An d unattended. When the way was open

The stately messenger, now bowing low

In reverence and awe, bade Merlin enter;

And Merlin, having entered, heard the gate

Clang hack behind him; and he swore no gate

Like that had ever clanged in Camelot,

Or any other place if not in hell

“I may be dead; and this good fellow here,

With all his keys,” he thought, “may be the Devil,—

•

Though I were loath to say so, for the keys

Would make him rather more akin to Peter;

And that’s fair reasoning for this fair weather.”

“The lady Vivian. says you are most welcome,”

Said now the stately-favored servitor,

“And are to follow me. She said, ‘Say Merlin

—

A pilgrim and a stranger in appearance.

Though in effect my friend and humble servant

—

Is welcome for himself, and for the sound
Of his great name that echoes everywhere.’ ”

—

“I like you and I like your memory,”
Said Merhn, curiously, ‘Tut not your gate.

Why forge for this elysian wilderness

A thing so vicious with unholy noise?”

—

“There’s a way out of every wilderness

Por those who dare or care enough to find it,”

The guide said and they moved along together,

Down shaded ways, through open ways with hedgerows.
And into shade again more deep than ever,

But edc-cfl anon with rays of broken sunshine
In which a fountain, raining crystal music,
Made faery magic of it through green leafage.

Till Merlin’s eyes were dim with preparation
For sight now of the lady Vivian
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He saw at first a bit of living green

That might have been a part of all the green

Around the tinkling fountain where she gazed

Upon the circling pool as if her thoughts

Were not so much on Merlin—whose advance

Betrayed through his enormity of hair

The cheeks and eyes of youth—as on the fishes.

But soon she turned and found him, now alone.

And held him while her beauty and her grace

Made passing trash of empires, and his eyes

Told hers of what a splendid emptiness

Her tedious world had been without him in it

Whose love and service were to be her school,

Her triumph, and her history * “This is Merlin,’’

She thought; “and I shall dream of him no more.

And he has come, he thinks, to frighten me
With beards and robes and his immortal fame;
Or is it I who think so ? I know not

I’m frightened, sure enough, but if I show it,

I’ll be no more the Vivian for whose love

He tossed away his glory, or the Vivian
Who saw no man alive to make her love him
Till she saw Merlin once in Camelot,
And seeing him, saw no other. In an age
That has no plan for me that I can read

Without him, shall he tell me wlint I am,
And why I am, I wonder 9” While she thought,

And feared the man whom her perverse negation

Must overcome somehow to soothe her fancy,

She smiled and welcomed him: and co they stood,

Each finding in the other’s eves a gleam
Of what eternity had hidden there.

“Are you always all in green, as you are now?”
Said Merlin, more employed with her complexion,
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"Where blood and olive made wild harmony
With eyes and wayward hair that were too dark

For peace if they were not subordinated;

“If so you are, then so you make yourself

A danger in a world of many dangers.

If I were young, God knows if I were safe

Concerning you in green, like a slim cedar.

As you are now, to say my life was mine:

Were you to say to me that I should end it.

Longevity for me were jeopardized.

Have you your green on always and all over ?”

“Come here, and I will tell you about that,”

Said Yivian, leading Merlin with a laugh

To an arbored seat where they made opposites;

“If you are Merlin—and I know you are,

For I remember you in Camelot,

—

You know that I am Yivian, as I am;
And if I go in green, why, let me go so,

And say at once why you have come to me
Cloaked over like a monk, and with a beard
As long as Jeremiah’s I don’t like it.

I’ll never like a man with hair like that

While I can feed a carp with little frogs.

I’m rather sure to hate you if you keep it.

And when I hate a man I poison him ”

‘You’ve never fed a carp with little frogs,”

Said Merlin; “I can see it in your eyes.”

—

“I might then, if I haven’t,” said the lady;

“For I’m a savage, and I love no man
As I have seen him yet I’m here alone,

With some three hundred others, all of whom
Are ready, I dare say, to die for me;
I’m cruel and I’m cold, and I like snakes;
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And some have said my mother was a fairy.

Though I believe it not.”

‘Why not believe it?”

Said Merlin; “I believe it I believe

Also that you divine, as I had wished.

In my surviving ornament of office

A needless imposition on your wits,

If not yet on the scope of your regard.

Even so, you cannot say how old I am,

Or yet how young. I’m willing cheerfully

To fight, left-handed, Hell’s three headed hound

If you but whistle him up from where he lives;

I’m cheerful and I’m fierce, and Eve made kings;

And some have said my father was the Devil,

Though I believe it not. Whatever I am,

I have not lived in Time until to-day.”

A moment’s worth of wisdom there escaped him,

But Yivian seized it, and it was not lost.

Embroidering doom with many levities.

Till now the fountain’s crystal silver, fading,

Became a splash and a mere chilliness,

They mocked their fate with easy pleasantries

That were too false and small to be forgotten,

And with ingenious insincerities

That had no repetition or revival.

At last the lady Yivian arose.

And with a crying of how late it was

Took Merlin’s hand and led him like a child

Along a dusky way between tall cones

Of tight green cedars : “Am I like one of^ these

.

!fou said I was, though I deny it wholly.”

“Very,” said Merlin, to his bearded lip5
^

Uplifting her small fingers
—“O. that hair!”
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She moaned, as if in sorrow: “Must it be?

Must every prophet and important wizard

Be clouded, so that nothing but his nose

And eyes, and intimations of his ears,

Are there to make us know him when we see him ?

Praise heaven I’m not a prophet! Are you glad?”

—

He did not say that he was glad or sorry;

For suddenly came flashing into vision

A thing that was a manor and a castle,

With walls and roofs that had a flaming sky

Behind them, like a sky that he remembered.

And one that had from his rock-sheltered haunt
Above the roofs of,his forsaken city

Made flame as if all Camelot were on fire

The glow brought with it a brief memory
Of Arthur as he left him, and the pain »

That fought in Arthur’s eyes for losing him,

And must have overflowed when he had vanished.

But now the eyes that looked hard into his

Were Vivian’s, not the King’s; and he could see,

Or so he thought, a shade of sorrow m them.

She took his two hands * ‘Tou are sad,” she said.—

He smiled: “Your western lights bring memories
Of Camelot. We all have memories

—

Prophets, and women who are like slim cedars;

But you are wrong to say that I am sad.”

—

‘Would you go back to Camelot?” she asked,

Her fingers tightening Merlin shook his head.

“Then listen while I tell you that I’m glad,”

She purred, as if assuredflhat he would listen:

“At your first warning, much too long ago.

Of this quaint pilgrimage of yours to see

‘The fairest and most orgulous of ladies’

—

Ho language for a prophet, I am sure

—
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Said I,
cWlien tins great Merlin comes to me,

My task and avocation for some time

Will be to make him willing, if I can,

To teach and feed me with an ounce of wisdom/
For I have eaten to an empty shell,

After a weary feast of observation

Among the glories of a tinsel woild

That had for me no glory till you came,
A life that is no life. Would you go back
To Camelot?”—Merlin shook his head again,

And the two smiled together in the sunset.

They moved along in silence to the door,

Where Merlin said • “Of your three hundred here

There is but one I know, and him I favor;

I mean the stately one who shakes the keys
Of that most evil sounding gate of yours.

Which has a clang as if it shut forever ”

—

“If there be need, I’ll shut the gate myself,”

She said. “And you like Blaise? Then you shall have him.
He was not bom to serve, but serve he must,
It seems, and be enamoured of my shadow
He cherishes the taint of some high folly

That haunts him with a name he cannot know.
And I could fear his wits are paying for it.

Forgive his tongue, and humor it a little”

—

H knew another one whose name was Blaise,”

He said; and she said lightly, “Well, what of it?”

—

“And he was nigh the learnedest of hermits;

His home was far away from everywhere,

And he was all alone there when he died ”

—

“How be a pleasant Merlin ” Yivian said,

Patting his arm, “and have no more of that;

For I'll not hear of dead men far away,

Or dead men anywhere this afternoon.
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There’ll be a trifle in the way of supper

This evening, but the dead shall not have any.

Blaise and this man will tell you all there is

Bor you to know. Then you’ll know everything.”

She laughed, and vanished like a humming-bird.

V

The sun went down, and the dark after it

Starred Merlin’s new abode with many a sconced

And many a moving candle, in whose light

The prisoned wizard, mirrored in amazement.

Saw fronting him a stranger, falcon-eyed,

Birm-featured, of a negligible age,

And fair enough to look upon, he fancied.

Though not a warrior born, nor more a courtier.

A native humor resting in his long

And solemn jaws now stirred, and Merlin smiled

To see himself in purple, touched with gold,

And fledged with snowy lace—The careful Blaise,

Having drawn some time before from Merlin’s walle

The sable raiment of a royal scholar.

Had eyed it with a long mistrust and said *

“The lady Vivian would be vexed, I fear.

To meet you vested in these learned weeds

Of gravity and death; for she abhors

Mortality m all its hues and emblems

—

Black wear, long argument, and all the cold

And solemn things that appertain to graves ”

—

And Merlin, listening, to himself had said,

“This fellow has a freedom, yet I like him;”
And then aloud • “I trust you Deck me out.

However, with a temperate regard

For what your candid eye may find in me
Of inward coloring. Let them reap my beard,
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Moreover, with a sort of reverence,

Bor I shall never look on it again.

And though your lady frown her face away
To think of me m black, for God’s indulgence,

Array me not m scarlet or in yellow.”

—

And so it came to pass that Merlin sat

At ease m purple, even though his chin

Reproached him as he pinched it, and seemed yet

A little fearful of its nakedness.

He might have sat and scanned himself for ever

Had not the careful Blaise, regarding hnn,

Remarked again that in his proper judgment,

And on the valid word of his attendants,

Ho more was to be done “Then do no more,”

Said Merlin, with a last look at his clnn

;

“Never do more when there’s no more to do.

And you may shun thereby the bitter taste

Of many disillusions and Tegrets.

God’s pity on us that our words have wings
And leave our deeds to crawl so far below them;
Bor we have all two heights, we men who dream.

Whether we lead or follow, rule or serve.”

—

“God’s pity on us anyhow,” Blaise answered,

“Or most of us Meanwhile, I have to say,

As long as you are here, and I’m alive,

Tour summons will assure the loyalty

Of all my diligence and expedition

The gong that you hear singing in the distance

Was rung for your attention and your presence.”—

»

“I wonder at this fellow, yet I like linn,”

Said Merlin
; and lie rose to follow him.

The lady Vivian in a fragile sheath

Of crimson, dimmed and veiled ineffably

By the flame-sliaken gloom wherein she sat,
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And twinkled if she moved, heard Merlin coming,

And smiled as if to make herself believe

Her joy was all a triumph; yet her blood

Confessed a tingling of more wonderment
Than all her five and twenty worldly years

Of waiting for this triumph could remember;
And when she knew and felt the slower tread

Of his unseen advance among the shadows

To the small haven of uncertain light

That held her in it as a torch-lit shoal

Might hold a smooth red fish, her listening skin

Responded with a creeping underneath it,

And a crinkling that was incident alike

To darkness, love, and mice When he was there.

She looked up at him in a whirl of mirth

And wonder, as in childhood she had gazed

Wide-eyed on royal mountebanks who made
So brief a shift of the impossible

Tliat kings and queens would laugh and shake themselves

Then rising slowly on her little feet,

Like a slim creature lifted, she thrust out

Her two small hands as if to push him back

—

Whereon he seized" them “Go away,” she said;

“I never saw you in my life before.”

—

ffYou say the truth,” he answered; “when I met
Myself an hour ago, my words were yours.

God made the man you see for you to like,

If possible If otherwise, turn down
These two prodigious and remorseless thumbs
And leave your lions to annihilate him.”

—

“I have no other lion than yourself,”

She said; “and since you cannot eat yourself,

Pray do a lonely woman, who is, you say.

More like a tree than any other thing
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In your discrimination, tlie large honor
Of sharing with her a small kind of supper.”

—

“Yes, you are like a tree,—or like a flower;

More like a flower to-night.” He bowed his head
And kissed the ten small fingers he was holding,

As calmly as if each had been a son,

Although his heart was leaping and his eyes

Had sight for nothing save a swimming crimson
Between two glimmering arms. “More like a flower

To-night,” he said, as now he scanned again
The immemorial meaning of her face

And drew it nearer to his eyes It seemed
A flower of wonder with a crimson stem
Came leaning slowly and regretfully

To meet his will—a flower of change and peril

That had a clinging blossom of warm olive

Half stifled with a tyranny of black,

And held the wayward fragrance of a rose

Made woman by delirious alchemy.
She raised her face and yoked his willing neck
With half her weight; and with hot lips that left

The world with only one philosophy
For Merlin or for Anaxagoras,
Called his to meet them and in one long hush
Of capture to surrender and make hers

The last of anything that might remain
Of what i\as now their beardless wizardry.

Then slowly she began to push herself

Away, and slowly Merlin let her go
A* far from him as Ins outreaching hands
Could hold her fingers while his eyes had all

The beauty of tlie woodland and the world

Before lum in the firelight, like a nj mph
Of cities, or a queen a little weary
Of inland stillness and immortal trees.
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Be never sorry that my love took off

That horrid hair to make your face at last

A human fact. Since I have had your name
To dream of and say over to myself,

The visitations of that awful beard

Have been a terror for my nights and days

—

For twenty years. I’ve seen it like an ocean,

Blown seven ways at once and wrecking ships,

With men and women screaming for their lives;

I’ve seen it woven into shining ladders

That ran up out of sight and so to heaven,

All covered with white ghosts with hanging robes

Like folded wings,—and there were millions of them;
Climbing, climbing, climbing, all the time;

And all the time that I was watching them
T thought how far above me Merlin was.

And wondered always what his face was like.

But even then, as a child, I knew the day
Would come some time when I should see his face

And hear his voice, and have him in my house

Till he should care no more to stay in it,

And go away to found another kingdom.”

—

‘TSJot that,” he said ; and, sighing, drank more wine;
“One kingdom for one Merlin is enough.”

—

“One Merlin for one Yivian is enough,”

She said. “If you care much, remember that;

But the Lord knows how many Vivians

One Merlin’s entertaining eye might favor,

Indifferently well and all at once,

If they were all at hand. Praise heaven they’re not.”

“If they were in the world—praise heaven they’re not

—

And if one Merlin’s entertaining eye

Saw two of them, there might be left him then

The sight of no eye to see anvthing

—
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Not even the Vivian who is everything,

She being Beauty, Beauty being She,

She being Vivian, and so on for ever.”

—

“I’m glad you don’t see two of me,” she said

;

‘Tor there’s a whole world yet for you to eat

And drink and say to me before I know
The sort of creature that you see in me.

I’m withering for a little more attention,

But, being woman, I can wait. These cups

That you see coming are for the last there is

Of what my father gave to kings alone.

And far from always You are more than kings

To me , therefore I give it all to you,

Imploring you to spare no more of it

Than a small cockle-shell would hold for me
To pledge your love and mine in. Take the rest.

That I may see tonight the end of it.

I’ll have no living remnant of the dead

Annoying me until it fades and sours

Of too long cherishing; for Time enjoys

The look that’s on our faces when we scowl

On unexpected ruins, and thrift itself

May be a sort of slow unwholesome fire

That eats away to dust the life that feeds it.

You smile, I Bee, hut I said what I said.

One hardly has to live a thousand years

To contemplate a lost economy;
So let us drink it while it’s yet alive

And you and I are not untimely ashe3.

My last words are your own, and T don’t like ’em.

—

A sudden laughter scattered from her eyes

A threatening wisdom He smiled and let her laugh.

Then looked into the dark where there was nothing:

“There’s more in this than I have seen,” he thought,

“Though I shall see it ’’—“Drink,” she said again;
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“There’s only this much in the world of it,

And I am near to giving all to you
Because you are so great and I so little.”

With a long-kindling gaze that caught from hers

A laughing flame, and with a hand that shook

Like Arthur’s kingdom. Merlin slowly raised

A golden cup that for a golden moment
Was twinned in air with hers; and Vivian,

Who smiled at him across their gleaming rims,

From eyes that made a fuel of the night

Surrounding her, shot glory over gold

At Merlin, while their cups touched and his trembled.

He drank, not knowing what, nor caring much
For kings who might have cared less for themselves.

He thought, had all the darkness and wild light

That fell together to make Vivian
Been there before them then to flower anew
Through sheathing crimson into candle-light

With each new leer of their loose, liquorish eyes.

Again he drank, and he cursed every king
Who might have touched her even in her cradle;

For what were kings to such as he, who made them
And saw them totter—for the world to see,

And heed, if the world would? He drank again,

And yet again—to make himself assured

Ho manner of king should have the last of it

—

The cup that Vivian filled unfailingly

Until she poured for nothing. “At the end
Of this incomparable flowing gold,”

She prattled on to Merlin, who observed

Her solemnly, “I fear there may be specks.”

—

He sighed aloud, whereat she laughed at him
And pushed the golden cup a little nearer.

He scanned it with a sad anxiety,
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And then her face likewise, and shook his head
As if at her concern for such a matter:

“Specks ? What are specks ? Are you afraid of them ?”

He murmured slowly, with a drowsy tongue;

“There are specks everywhere. I fear them not.

If I were king in Camelot, I might
Fear more than specks. But now I fear them not.

You are too Btrange a lady to fear specks.
3’

He stared a long time at the cup of gold

Before him but he drank no more. There came
Between him and the world a crumbling sky
Of black and crimson, with a crimson cloud

That held a far off town of many towers.

All swayed and shaken, till at last they fell.

And there was nothing but a crimson cloud

That crumbled into nothing, like the sky
That vanished with it, carrying away
The world, the woman, and all memory of them.
Until a slow light of another sky
Made gray an open casement, showing him
Faint shapes of an exotic furniture
That glimmered with a dim magnificence,

And letting in the sound of many birds

That were, as he lay there remembering.
The only occupation of his ears

Until it seemed they shared a fainter sound,

As if a sleeping child with a black head
Beside him drew the breath of innocence.

One shining afternoon around the fountain.

As on the shining day of his arrival,

The sunlight was alive with flying silver

That had for Merlin a more dazzling flash

Than jewels rained in dreams, and a richer sound
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Than harps, and all the morning stars together,

—

When jewels and harps and stars and everything

That flashed and sang and was not Vivian,

Seemed less than echoes of her least of words

—

For she was coming. Suddenly, somewhere
Behind him, she was coming; that was all

He knew until she came and took his hand
And held it while she talked about the fishes.

When she looked up he thought a softer light

Was in her eyes than once he had found there;

And had there been left yet for dusky women
A beauty that was heretofore not hers,

He told himself he must have seen it then

Before him in the face at which he smiled

And trembled. “Many men have called me wise,”

He said, “but you are wiser than all wisdom
If you know what you are.”

—“I don’t,” she said;

“I know that you and I are here together;

I know that I have known for twenty years

That life would be almost a constant yawning
Until you came

; and now that you are here,

I know that you are not to go away
Until you tell me that I’m hideous;

I know that I like fishes, ferns, and snakes,

—

Maybe because I liked them when the world

Was young and you and I were salamanders;

I know, too, a cool place not far from here,

Where there are ferns that are like marching men
Who never march away. Come now and see them.

And do as they do—never march away
When they are gone, some others, crisp and green,

Will have their place, but never march away.”

—

He smoothed her silky fingers, one by one’

“Some other Merlin, also, do you think,

Will have his place—and never march away?”

—
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Then Vivian laid a finger on his lips

And shook her head at him before she laughed:

“There is no other Merlin than yourself.

And you are never 'going to be old.”

Oblivious of a world that made of him
A jest, a legend, and a long regret,

And with ,a more commanding wizardry

Than his to rule a kingdom where the king

Was Love and the queen Vivian, Merlin found
His queen without the blemish of a word
That was more rough than honey from her lips.

Or the first adumbration of a frown
To cloud the night-wild fire that in her eyes

Had yet a smoky friendliness of home,
And a foreknowing care for mighty trifles.

“There are miles and miles for you to wander in,”

She told him once: “Your prison yard is large.

And I would rather take my two ears off

And feed them to the fishes in the fountain

Than buzz like an incorrigible bee

Lor always around yours, and have you hate

The sound of me; for some day then, for certain.

Tour philosophic rage would see in me
A bee in earnest, and your hand would smite

My life away. And what would you do then 2

I know for years and years you’d sit alone

Upon my grave, and be the grieving image

Of lean remorse, and suffer miserably;

And often, all day long, you’d only shake

Your celebrated head and all it holds,

Or beat it with your fist the while you groaned

Aloud and went on saying to yourself'

Yever should I hnve killed her, or believed

She was a bee that buzzed herself to death,
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Than harps, and all the morning stars together,

—

When jewels and harps and stars and everything

That flashed and sang and was not Yivian,

Seemed less than echoes of her least of words

—

For she was coming. Suddenly, somewhere
Behind him, she was coming; that was all

He knew until she came and took his hand
And held it while she talked about the fishes.

When she looked up he thought a softer light

Was in her eyes than once he had found there;

And had there been left yet for dusky women
A beauty that was heretofore not hers,

He told himself he must have seen it then

Before him in the face at which he smiled

And trembled. “Many men have called me wise,”

He said, “but you are wiser than all wisdom
If you know what you are.”

—“I don’t,” she said;

“I know that you and I are here together

;

I know that I have known for twenty years

That life would be almost a constant yawning
Until you came

; and now that you are here,

I know that you are not to go away
Until you tell me that I’m hideous;

I know that I like fishes, ferns, and snakes,

—

Maybe because I liked them when the world
Was young and you and I were salamanders;
I know, too, a cool place not far from here.

Where there are ferns that are like marching men
Who never march away. Come now and see them.
And do as they do—never march away.
When they are gone, some others, crisp and green,
Will have their place, but never march away.”

—

He smoothed her silky fingers, one by one

:

“Some other Merlin, also, do you think.

Will have his place—and never march away?”

—
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Then Vivian laid a finger on his lips

And shook her head at hnn before she laughed:

“There is no other Merlin than yourself,

And you are never 'going to be old.”

Oblivious of a world that made of him

A jest, a legend, and a long regret.

And with .a more commanding wizardry

Than his to rule a kingdom where the king

Was Love and the queen Vivian, Merlin found

His queen without the blemish of a word

That was more rough than honey from her bps.

Or the first adumbration of a frown
To cloud the night-wild fire that in her eyes

Had yet a smoky friendliness of home.

And a foreknowing care for mighty trifles

“There are miles and miles for you to wander in,”

She told him once fCYour prison yard is large.

And I would rather take my two ears off

And feed them to the fishes in the fountain

Than buzz like an incorrigible bee

Tor always around yours, and have you hate

The sound of me; for some day then, for certain.

Your philosophic rage would see in me
A bee m earnest, and your hand would smite

My life away. And what would you do then ?

I know: for years and years you’d sit alone

Upon my grave, and he the grieving image

Of lean remorse, and suffer miserably;

And often, all clay long, you’d only shake

Your celebrated head and all it holds,

Or beat it with your fist tlie while you groaned

Aloud and went on saving to yourself’

‘Hover should I have killed her, or believed

She was a bee that buzzed herself to death,
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First having made me crazy, had there been

Judieious distance and wise absences

To keep the two of us inquisitive.’ ”

—

“I fear you bow your unoffending head

Before a load that should be mine,” said he;

‘Tf so, you led me on by listening.

You should have shrieked and jumped, and then fled yelling;

That’s the best way when a man talks too long.

God’s pity on me if I love your feet

More now than I could ever love the face

Of any one of all those Yivians
You summoned out of nothing on the night
When I saw towers. I’ll wander and amend.”

—

At that she flung the noose of her soft arms
Around his neck and kissed him instantly:

“You are the wisest man that ever was.

And I’ve a prayer to make: May all you say

To Vivian be a part of what you knew
Before the curse of her unquiet head
Was on your shoulder, as you have it now.
To punish you for knowing beyond knowledge.

You are the only one who sees enough
To make me see how far away I am
From all that I have seen and have not been;

You are the only thing there is alive

Between me as I am and as I was
When Merlin was a dream. You are to listen

When I say now to you that I’m alone.

Bike you, I saw too much; and unlike you
I made no kingdom out of what I saw

—

Or none save this one here that you must rule.

Believing you are ruled. I see too far

To rule myself. Time’s way with you and me
Is our way, in that we are out of Time
And out of tune with Time. We have this place,
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And you must hold us in it or we die.

Look at me now and say if what I say

Be folly or not; for my unquiet head

Is no conceit of mine. I had it first

When I was horn; and I shall have it with me
Till my unquiet soul is on its way
To be, I hope, where souls are quieter.

So let the first and last activity

Of what you say so often is your love

Be always to remember that our lyres

Are not strung for Today. On you it falls

To keep them m accord here with each other,

Bor you have wisdom, I have only sight

For distant things—and you. And you are Merlin.

Poor wizard ! Vivian is your punishment

For making kings of men who are not kings;

And you are mine, by the same reasoning.

For living out of Time and out of tune

With anything but you No other man
Could make me say so much of what I know
As I say now to you. And you are Merlin 1”

She looked up at him till his way was lost

Again m the familiar wilderness

Of night that love made for him in her eyes,

And there he wandered as he said he would;

He wandered also in his prison-yard,

And, when he found her coming after him,

Beguiled her with her own admonishing

And frowned upon her with a fierce reproof

That many a time in the old world outside

Had set the mark of silence on strong men

—

Whereat she laughed, not always wholly sure,

Nor always wholly glad, that he who played

So lightly was the wizard of her dreams

:
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“No matter—if only Merlin keep the world

Away,” she thought. “Our lyres have many strings.

But he must know them all, for he is Merlin.”

And so for years, till ten of them were gone,

—

Ten years, ten seasons, or ten flying ages

—

Fate made Broceliande a paradise,

By none invaded, until Dagonet,

Like a discordant, awkward bird of doom,
Flew in with Arthur’s message. For the King,
In sorrow cleaving to simplicity,

And having in his love a quick remembrance
Of Merlin’s old affection for the fellow,

Had for this vain, reluctant enterprise

Appointed him—the knight who made men laugh.

And was a fool because he played the fool.

“The King believes today, as in his boyhood.

That I am Fate; and I can do no more
Than show again what in his heart he knows,”

Said Merlin to himself and Vivian:

“This time I go because I made him King,
Thereby to be a mirror for the world

;

This time I go, but never after this,

For I can be no more than what I was*

And I can do no more than I have done.”

He took her slowly in his arms and felt

Her body throbbing like a bird against him

:

“This time I go; I go because I must.”

And in the morning, when he rode away
With Dagonet and Blaise through the same gate
That once had clanged as

r
if to shut for ever,

She had not even asked him not to go;

For it was then that in his lonely gaze
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Of helpless love and sad authority

She found the gleam of his imprisoned power

That Fate withheld; and, pitying herself,

She pitied the fond Merlin she had changed,

And saw the Merlin who had ehanged the world.

VI

“Mo kings are coming on their hands and knees,

Nor yet on horses or in chariots,

To carry me away from you again,”

Said Merlin, winding around Yivian’s ear

A shred of her black hair. “King Arthur knows
That I have done with kings, and that I speak

No more their crafty language. Once I knew it,

But now the only language I have left

Is one that I must never let you hear
Too long, or know too well. When towering deeds

Once done shall only out of dust and words
Be done again, the doer may then be wary
Lest in the complement of his new fabric

There be more words than dust ”

“Why tell me so?”

Said Yivian
; and a singular thin laugh

Came after her thin question. “Do you think

That I’m so far away from history

That I require, even of the wisest man
Who ever said the wrong thing to a woman.
So large a light on what I know already

—

When all I seek is here before me now
In your new eyes that you have brought for me
From Camelot? The eves vou took awav
Were sad and old; and I could see in them
A Merlin who remembered all the kings
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He ever saw, and wished himself, almost.

Away from Vivian, to make other kings,

And shake the world again in the old manner.
I saw myself no bigger than a beetle

For several days, and wondered if your love

Were large enough to make me any larger

When you came hack. Am I a beetle still ?”

She stood up on her toes and held her cheek

For some time against his, and let him go.

“I fear the time has come for me to wander
A little in my prison-yard,” he said.

—

“No, tell me everything that you have seen

And heard and done, and seen done, and heard done,

Since you deserted me. And tell me first

What the King thinks, of me.”—“The King believes

That you are almost what you are,” he told her

:

“The beauty of all ages that are vanished,

Reborn to he the wonder of one woman.”

—

“I knew he hated me. What else of him?”

—

“And all that I have seen and heard and done,

Which is not much, would make a weary telling;

And all your part of it would be to sleep.

And dream that Merlin had his heard again.”

—

“Then tell me more about your good fool knight.

Sir Dagonet. If Blaise were not half-mad

Already with his pondering on the name
And shield of his unshielding nameless father,

I’d make a fool of him. I’d call him Ajax;
I’d have him shake his fist at thunder-storms,

And dance a jig as long as there was lightning,

And so till I forgot myself entirely.

Not even your love may do so much as that.”

—

“Thunder and lightning are no friends of mine,”
Said Merlin slowly, “more than they are yours;
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They bring me nearer to the elements

Trom -which I came than I care now to be.”

—

<fYou owe a service to those elements

;

Tor by their service you outwitted age

And made the world a kingdom of your will ”

—

He touched her hand, smiling: “Whatever service

Of mine awaits them will not be forgotten,”

He said; and the smile faded on his face—
“How of all graceless and ungrateful wizards—•”

But there she ceased, for she found in his eyes

The first of a new fear. “The wrong word rules

Today,” she said; “and we’ll have no more journeys.”

Although he wandered rather more than ever

Since he had come again to Brittany
Trom Camelot, Merlin found eternally

Before him a new loneliness that made
Of garden, park, and woodland, all alike,

A desolation and a changelessness
Defying reason, without Vivian
Beside him, like a child with a black head,

Or moving on before him, or somewhere
So near him that, although he saw it not
With eyes, he felt the picture of her beauty
And shivered at the nearness of her being.

Without her now there was no past or future.

And a vague, soul-consuming premonition
He found the only tenant of the present;

He wondered, when she was away from him,
If his avenging injured intellect

Might shine with Arthur’s kingdom a twin mirror,

Tate’s plaything, for new ages without eyes

To see therein themselves and their declension.

Love made his hours a martyrdom without her;

The world was like an empty house without her,
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Where Merlin was a prisoner of love

Confined within himself by too much freedom,

Repeating an unending exploration

Of many solitary silent rooms,

And only m a way remembering now
That once their very solitude and silence

Had by the magic of expectancy

Made sure what now he doubted—though his doubts,

Day after day, were founded on a shadow.

Dor now to Merlin, in his paradise,

Had come an unseen angel with a sword
Unseen, the touch of which was a long fear

For longer sorrow that had never come,

Yet might if he compelled it. He discovered,

One golden day in autumn as he wandered,

That he had made the radiance of two years

A misty twilight when he might as well

Have had no mist between him and the sun,

The sun being Yivian. On his coming then

To find her all in green against a wall

Of green and yellow leaves, and crumbling bread

For birds around the fountain while she sang

And the birds ate the bread, he told himself

That everything today was as it was
At first, and for a minute he believed it.

‘Td have you always all in green out here,”

He said, “if I had much to say about it.”

—

She clapped her crumbs away and laughed at him

:

“Fve covered up my bones with every color

That I can carry on them without screaming,

And you have liked them all—or made me think so.”

—

“I must have liked them if you thought I did,”

He answered, sighing; “but the sight of you
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Today as on the day I saw you first,

All green, all wonderful” . . . He tore a leaf

To pieces with a melancholy care

That made her smile.
—“Why pause at ‘wonderful

5

?

You’ve hardly been yourself since you came back

From Camelot, where that unpleasant King
Said things that you have never said to me.”

—

He looked upon her with a worn reproach:

“The King said nothing that I keep from you.”

—

‘What is it then?” she asked, imploringly;

“You man of moods and miracles, what is it?”

—

He shook his head and tore another leaf:

“There is no need of asking what it is

;

Whatever you or I may choose to name it,

The name of it is Fate, who played with me
And gave me eyes to read of the unwritten
More lines than I have read. I see no more
Today than yesterday, hut I remember.
My ways are not the ways of other men;
My memories go forward. It was you
Who said that we were not in tune with Time;
It was not I who said it”—“But you knew it;

What matter then who said it 9”—“It was you
Who said that Merlin was your punishment
For being in tune with him and not with Time—'
With Time or with the world; and it was you
Who said you were alone, even here with Merlin;
Tt. was not I who said it. It is I

Who tell you now my inmost thoughts.” He laughed
As if at hidden pain around his heart,

But there was not much laughing in his eyes.

They walked, and for a season they were silent:

“I shall know what you mean by that,” she said,

“When you have told me. Here’s nn oak you like,

And here’s a place that fits me wondrous well
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To sit in. Ton sit there. Pve seen you there

Before; and I have spoiled your noble thoughts

By walking all my fingers up and down
Your countenance, as if they were the feet

Of a small animal with no great claws.

Tell me a story now about the world,

And the men in it, what they do in it,

And why it is they do it all so badly.”

—

“Pve told you every story that I know,
Almost,” he said.

—
“0, don’t begin like that.”—

“Well, once upon a time there was a King.”

—

“That has a more commendable address;

Go on, and tell me all about the King;
I’ll bet the King had warts or carbuncles,

Or something wrong in his divine insides,

To make him wish that Adam had died young.”

Merlin observed her slowly with a frown
Of saddened wonder. She laughed rather lightly.

And at his heart he felt again the sword
Whose touch was a long fear for longer sorrow.

‘Well, once upon a time there was a king,”

He said again, but now in a dry voice

That wavered and betrayed a venturing.

He paused, and would have hesitated longer,

But something in him that was not himself

Compelled an utterance that his tongue obeyed.

As an unwilling child obeys a father

Who might be richer for obedience

H he obeyed the child * “There was a king
Who would have made his reign a monument
For kings and peoples of the waiting ages

To reverence and remember, and to this end
He coveted and won, with no ado

To make a story of, a neighbor queen
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Who limed him with her smile and had of him.

In token of their sin, what he found soon

To be a sort of mongrel son and nephew

—

And a most precious reptile in addition

—

To ornament his court and carry arms.

And latterly to be the darker half

Of ruin. Also the king, who made of love

More than he made of life and death together.

Forgot the world and his example m it

For yet another woman—one of many

—

And this one he made Queen, albeit he knew
That her unsworn allegiance to the knight
That he had loved the best of all his order

Must one day bring along the coming end
Of love and honor and of everything;
And with a kingdom builded on two pits

Of living sin,—so founded by the will

Of one wise counsellor who loved the king,

And loved the world and therefore made him king
To be a mirror for it,—the king reigned well

For certain years, awaiting a sure doom;
For certain years he waved across the world

A royal banner with a Dragon on it;

And men of every land fell worshipping
The Dragon as it were the living God,
And not the living sin.”

She rose at that.

And after a calm ynwn, she looked at Merlin

:

“Why all this new insistence upon sin?”

She said; “I wonder if I understand
This king of yours, with all his pits and dragons;

I know I do not like him.” A thinner light

"Was in her eyes than he had found in tPcm
Since he became the willing prisoner
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That she had made of him ; and on her mouth
Lay now a colder line of irony

Than all his fears or nightmares could have drawn.

Before today: “What reason do you know
For me to listen to this king of yours?

What reading has a man of woman’s days,

Even though the man be Merlin and a prophet?”

“I know no call for you to love the king,”

Said Merlin, driven ruinously along
By the vindictive urging of his fate;

“I know no call for you to love the king.

Although you serve him, knowing not yet the king
You serve. There is no man, or any woman.
For whom the story of the living king
Is not the story of the living sin.

I thought my story was the common one.

For common recognition and regard.”

“Then let us have no more of it,” she said;

“For we are not so common, I believe.

That we need kings and pits and flags and dragons

To make us know that we have let the world

Go by us. Have you missed the world so much
That you must have it in with all its clots

And wounds and bristles on to make us happy

—

Like Blaise, with shouts and horns and seven men
Triumphant with a most unlovely boar ?

Is there no other story in the world

Than this one of a man that you made king

To be a moral for the speckled ages ?

You said once long ago, if you remember,
You are too strange a lady to fear specks’;

And it was you, you said, who feared them not.

Why do you look at me as at a snake
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All coiled to spring at you and strike you dead?
I am not going to spring at you, or bite you

;

I’m going borne. And you, if you are kind,

Will have no fear to wander for an hour.
I’m sure tbe time has come for you to wander;
And there may come a time for you to say
What most you think it is that we need here
To make of this Broceliande a refuge
Where two disheartened sinners may forget
A world that has today no place for them.”

A melancholy wave of revelation
Broke over Merlin like a rising sea,

Long viewed unwillingly and long denied.
He saw what he had seen, but would not feel.

Till now the bitterness of what he felt

Was m his throat, and all the coldness of it

Was on him and around him like a flood

Of lonelier memories than he had said
Were memories, although he knew them now
Bor what they were—for what his eyes had seen.

For what his ears had heard and what his heart
Had felt, with him not knowing what it felt.

But now he knew that his cold angel’s name
Was Change, and that a mightier will than his

Or Vivian’s had ordained that he be there.

To Vivian he could not say anything
But words that had no more of hope in them
Than anguish had of peace' ‘T meant the world . . «

I meant the world,” he groaned ;
“not you—not me.”

Again the frozen line of irony
Was on her mouth. He looked up once at it.

And then away—too fearful of her eyes

To see what he could hear now m her laugh
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That melted slowly into what she said.

Like snow in icy water : “This world of yours

Will surely be the end of us. And why not?

I’m overmuch afraid wre’re part of it,

—

Or why do we build walls up all around us,

With gates of iron that make us think the day

Of judgment’s coming when they clang behind us?

And yet you tell me that you fear no specks 1

With you I never cared for them enough
To think of them. I was too strange a lady.

And your return is now a speckled king
And something that you call a living sin

—

That’s like an uninvited poor relation

Who comes without a welcome, rather late.

And on a foundered horse.”

“Specks? What are specks?”

He gazed at her in a forlorn wonderment
That made her say : “You said, ‘I fear them not.’

Tf I were king m Camelot,’ you said,

T might fear more than specks.’ Have you forgotten?

Don’t tell me, Merlin, you are growing old.

Why don’t you make somehow a queen of me,

And give me half the world ? I’d wager thrushes

That I should reign, -with you to turn the wheel,

As well as any king that ever was.

The curse on me is that I cannot serve

A ruler who forgets that he is king.”

In his bewildered misery Merlin then

Stared hard at Vivian’s face, more like a slave

Who sought for common mercy than like Merlin:

“You speak a language that was never mine.

Or I have lost my wits. Why do you seize

The flimsiest of opportunities
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To make of "what I said another thing

Than love or reason could have let me say,

Or let me fancy ? Why do you keep the truth

So far away from me, when all your gates

Will open at your word and let me go

To some place where no fear or weariness

Of yours need ever dwell? Why does a woman.
Made otherwise a miracle of love

And loveliness, and of immortal beauty,

Tear one word by the roots out of a thousand,
And worry it, and torture it, and shake it.

Like a small dog that has a rag to play with?
What coil of an ingenious destiny
Is this that makes of what I never meant
A meaning as remote as hell from heaven ?”

<CI don’t know,” Vivian said reluctantly,

And half as if in pain; “I’m going home.
I’m going home and leave you here to wander,
P.ray take your kings and sins away somewhere
And bury them, and bury the Queen in also.

I know this king; he lives in Camelot,
And I shall never like him There are specks

Almost all over him. Long live the king,

Put not the king who lives in Camelot,
With Modred, Lancelot, and Guinevere

—

And all four speckled like a merry nest
Of addled eggs together. You made him King
Because you loved the world and saw in him
Prom infancy a mirror for the millions.

The world will see itself in him, and then
The world will say its prayers and wash its face,

And build for some new king a new foundation.

Long live the King! . . . But now I apprehend
A time for me to shudder and grow old
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And garrulous—and so become a friglit

For Blaise to take out walking in warm weather

—

Should I give way to long considering

Of worlds you may have lost while prisoned here

With me and my light mind. I contemplate

Another name for this forbidden place,

And one more fitting. Tell me, if you find it,

Some fitter name than Eden. We have had
A man and woman in it for some time.

And now, it seems, we have a Tree of Knowledge.”
She looked up at the branches overhead
And shrugged her shoulders. Then she went away;
And what was left of Merlin’s happiness,

Like a disloyal phantom, followed her.

He felt the sword of his cold angel thrust

And twisted in his heart, as if the end

Were coming next, but the cold angel passed

Invisibly and left him desolate.

With misty brow and eyes. “The man who sees

May see too far, and he may see too late

The path he takes unseen,” he told himself

When he found thought again. “The man who sees

May go on seeing till the immortal flame

That lights and lures him folds him in its heart,

And leaves of what there was of him to die

An item of inhospitable dust

That love and hate alike must hide away;
Or there may still be charted for his feet

A dimmer faring, where the touch of time
Were like the passing of a twilight moth
From flower to flower into oblivion,

If there were not somewhere a barren end
Of moths and flowers, and glimmering far away
Beyond a desert where the flowerless days
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Are told in slow defeats and agonies,

The guiding of a nameless light that once

Had made him see too much—and has by now
Revealed in death, to the undying child

Of Lancelot, the Grail. Tor this pure light

Has many rays to throw, for many men
To follow; and the wise are not all pure,

Hor are the pure all wise who follow it.

There are more rays than men. But let the man
Who saw too much, and was to drive himself

From paradise, play too lightly or too long
Among the moths and flowers, he finds at last

There is a dim way out; and he shall grope
Where pleasant shadows lead him to the plain

That has no shadow save his own behind him.
And there, with no complaint, nor much regret.

Shall he plod on, with death between him now
And the far light that guides him, till he falls

And has an empty thought of empty rest;

Then Bate will put a mattock in his hands
And lash him while he digs himself the grave

That is to be the pallet and the shroud
Of his poor blundering bones. The man who saw
Too much must have an eye to see at last

Where Bate has marked the clay; and lie shall delv

Although his hand may slacken, and his knees

May rock without a method as he toils;

Bor there’s a delving that is to be done

—

If not for God, for man. I see the light,

But I shall fall before I come to it;

Bor I am old. I was young yesterday.

Time’s hand that I have held away so long

Grips hard now on my shoulder. Time has won.

Tomorrow I shall say to Vivian
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That I am old and gaunt and garrulous.

And tell her one more story : I am old.”

There were long hours for Merlin after that,

And much long wandering in his prison-yard.

Where now the progress of each heavy step

Confirmed a stillness of impending change
And imminent farewell. To Vivian’s ear

There came for many days no other story

Than Merlin’s iteration of his love

And his departure from Broceliande,

Where Merlin still remained. In Vivian’s eye.

There was a quiet kindness, and at times

A smoky flash of incredulity

That faded into pain. Was this the Merlin

—

This incarnation of idolatry

And all but supplicating deference

—

This bowed and reverential contradiction

Of all her dreams and her realities

—

Was this the Merlin who for years and years

Before she found him had so made her love him
That kings and princes, thrones and diadems.

And honorable men who drowned themselves

Bor love, were less to her than melon-shells?

Was this the Merlin whom her fate had sent

One spring day to come ringing at her gate.

Bewildering her love with happy terror

That later was to be all happiness?

Was this the Merlin who had made the world
Half over, and then left it with a laugh
To be the youngest, oldest, weirdest, gayest,

And wisest, and sometimes the foolishest

Of all the men of her consideration?

Was this the man who had made other men
As ordinary as arithmetic?
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Was this man Merlin "who came now so slowly

Towards the fountain where she stood again

In shimmering green? Trembling, he took her hands
And pressed them fondly, one upon the other,

Between his:

“I was wrong that other day,

Bor I have one more story. I am old.”

He waited like one hungry for the word
Hot said; and she found in his eyes a liglr*'

As patient as a candle in a window
That looks upon the sea and is a mark
Bor ships that have gone down. “Tomorrow,” he said;

“Tomorrow I shall go away again
To Camelot; and I shall see the King
Once more; and I may come to you again

Once more; and I shall go away again

For ever. There is now no more than that

For me to da; and I shall do no more.

I saw too much when I saw Camelot;
And I saw farther backward into Time,
And forward, than a man may see and live.

When I made Arthur king. I saw too far,

But not so far as this. Fate played with me
As I have played with Time; and Time, like me,

Being less than Fate, will have on mo his vengeance.

On Fate there is no vengeance, even for God.”

He drew her slowly into his embrace
And held her there, but when lie kissed her lips

They were as cold os leaves and had no answer;

For Time hod given him then, to prove his words,

A frozen moment of a woman’s life

When Merlin the next morning came again

In the same pilgrim robe that he had worn
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While he sat waiting where the cherry-blossoms

Outside the gate fell on him and around him
Grief came to Yivian at the sight of him;
And like a flash of a swift ugly knife,

A blinding fear came with it. “Are you going ?”

She said, more with her lips than with her voice;

And he said, “I am going. Blaise and I
Are going down together to the shore,

And Blaise is coming back. For this one day
Be good enough to spare him, for I like him.

I tell you now, as once I told the King,

That I can be no more than what I was.

And I can say no more than I have said.

Sometimes you told me that I spoke too long

And sent me ofl to wander. That was good.

I go now for another wandering,
And I pray God that all be well with you.”

For long there was a whining in her ears

Of distant wheels departing. When it ceased.

She closed the gate again so quietly

That Merlin could have heard no sound of it.

vn

By Merlin’s Bock, where Dagonet the fool

Was given through many a dying afternoon

To sit and meditate on human ways
And ways divine, Gawaine and Bedivere

Stood silent, gazing down on Camelot.

The two had risen and were going home:
“It hits me sore, Gawaine,” said Bedivere,

“To think on all the tumult and affliction

Down there, and all the noise and preparation
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That hums of coming death, and, if my fears

Be born of reason, of what’s more than death.

Wherefore, I say to you again, Gawaine,

—

To you—that this late hour is not too late

For you to change yourself and change the King:
For though the King may lore me with a love

More tried, and older, and more sure, may be.

Than for another, for such a time as this

The friend who turns him to the world again

Shall have a tongue more gracious and an eye

More shrewd than mine. For such a time as this

The King must have a glamour to persuade him.”

“The King shall have a glamour, and anon,”

Gawaine said, and he shot death from his eyes;

“If you were King, as Arthur is—or was

—

And Lancelot had carried off your Queen,

And killed a score or so of your best knights

—

Not mentioning my two brothers, whom he slew

TJnarmored and unarmed—God save your wits!

Two stewards with skewers could have done as much.
And you and I might now be rotting for it.”

“But Lancelot’s men were crowded,—they vere crushed;

And there was nothing for them but to strike

Or die, not seeing where they struck Think you

They would have slam Gareth and G aliens.

And Tor, and all those other friends of theirs?

God’s mercy for the world he made, I say,

And for the blood that writes the story of it.

Gareth and Gaheris, Tor and Lnmornk,

—

All dead, with all the others that are dead!

These years have made me turn to Lamornk
For counsel—and now Lamornk is dead.”
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“Why do you fling those two names in my face ?

’Twas Modred made an end of Lamorak,
Not I; and Lancelot now has done for Tor.

I’ll urge no king on after Lancelot

For such a two as Tor and Lamorak:
Their father killed my father, and their friend

Was Lancelot, not I. I’ll own my fault

—

I’m living; and while I’ve a tongue can talk.

I’ll say this to the Xing: Hum Lancelot
By inches till he give you hack the Queen;
Then hang him—drown him—or do anything

To rid the world of lnm.’ He killed my brothers.

And he was once my friend. Now damn the soul

Of lnm who killed my brothers! There you have me.”

“You are a strong man, Gawaine, and your strength

Goes ill where foes are. You may cleave their limbs

And heads off, hut you cannot damn their souls;

What you may do now is to save their souls.

And bodies too, and like enough your own.
Remember that King Arthur is a king,

And where there is a king there is a kingdom.
Is not the kingdom any more to you
Than one brief enemy? Would you see it fall

And the King with it, for one mortal hate

That burns out reasoii? Gawaine, you are king

Today Another day may see no king
But Havoc, if you have no other word
For Arthur now than hate for Lancelot.

Is not the world as large as Lancelot?

Is Lancelot, because one woman’s eyes

Are brighter when they look on him, to sluice

The world with angry blood? Poor flesh! Poor flesh I

And you, Gawaine,—are you so gaffed with hate
You cannot leave it and so plunge away '
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To stiller places and there see, for once,

What hangs on this pernicious expedition

The King m his insane forgetfulness

Would undertake—with you to drum him on?

Are you as mad as he and Lancelot

Made ravening into one man twice as mad
As either? Is the kingdom of the world,

Now rocking, to go down m sound and blood

And ashes and sick ruin, and for the sake

Of three men and a woman ? If it he so,

God’s mercy for the world he made, I say,

—

And say again to Dagonet Sir Fool,

Your throne is empty, and you may as well

Sit on it and he ruler of the world
From now till supper-time.”

Sir Dagonet,

Appearing, made reply to Bedivere’s

Dry welcome with a famished look of pain,

On which he built a smile * “If I were King,

You, Bedivere, should he my counsellor;

And we should have no more wars over women.

I’ll sit me down and meditate on that.”

Gawaine, for all his anger, laughed a little,

And clapped the fool’s lean shoulder; for he loved him
And was with Arthur when he made him knight.

Then Dagonet said on to Bedivere,

As if his tongue would make a jest of sorrow:

“Sometime I’ll tell you what I might have done

Had I been Lancelot and you King Arthur

—

Each having in himself the vicious essence

That now lives in the other and makes war.

When all men ore like you and me, my lord.

When all are rational or rickety,

There may he no more war. But what’s here now?
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Lancelot loves the Queen, and lie makes war
Of love; the King, being bitten to the soul

By love and hate that work in him together,

Makes war of madness; Gawaine hates Lancelot,

And he, to be in tune, makes war of hate;

Modred hates everything, yet he can see

With one damned illegitimate small eye

His father’s crown, and with another like it

He sees the beauty of the Queen herself;

He needs the two for his ambitious pleasure,

And therefore he makes war of his ambition;

And somewhere in the middle of all this

There’s a squeezed world that elbows fo” attention.

Poor Merlin, buried in Broceliande!

He must have had an academic eye

For woman when he founded Arthur’s kingdom.
And in Broceliande he may be sorry.

Flutes, hautboys, drums, and viols. God be with him!
Fm glad they tell me there’s another world.

For this one’s a disease without a doctor.”

“Ho, not so bad as that,” said Bedivere;

The doctor, like ourselves, may now be learning;

And Merlin may have gauged his enterprise

Whatever the cost he may have paid for knowing.
We pass, but many are to follow us.

And what they build may stay; though I believe

Another age will have another Merlin,

Another Camelot, and another King.

Sir Dagonet, farewell.”

'^Farewell, Sir Knight,

And you, Sir Knight: Gawaine, you have the world

How in your fingers—an uncommon toy,

Albeit a small persuasion in the balance
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With one man’s hate. I’m glad you’re not a fool.

For then you might be rickety, as I am,

And rational as Bediyere. Farewell.

I’ll sit here and be king. God save the King!”

But Gawame scowled and frowned and answered nothing

As be went slowly down with Bedivere

To Camelot, where Arthur’s army waited

The King’s word for the melancholy march
To Joyous Gard, where Lancelot hid the Queen
And armed his host, and there was now no joy,

As there was now no joy for Dagonet
While he sat brooding, with his wan cheek-bones

Hooked with his bony fingers* “Go, Gawaine,”

He mumbled . “Go your way, and drag the world

Along down with you What’s a world or so

To you if you can hide an ell of iron

Somewhere in Lancelot, and hear him wheeze

And sputter once or twice before he goes

WheTever the Queen sends him? There’s a man
Who should have been a king, and would have been.

Had he been born so. So should I have been

A king, had I been born so, fool or no:

King Dagonet, or Dagonet the King;
King-Fool, Fool-King; ’twere not impossible.

I’ll meditate on that and pray for Arthur,

Who made me all I am, except a fool.

Now he goes mad for love, ns I might go

Had I been born a king and not a fool.

Today I think I’d rather be a fool;

Today the world is less than one scared woman

—

Wherefore a field of waving men may soon

Be shorn by Time’s indifferent scythe, because

The King is mad. The seeds of history

Are small, but given a few gout= of warm blood
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For quickening, they sprout out wondrously

And have a leaping growth whereof no man
May shun such harvesting of change or death.

Or life, as may fall on him to be borne.

When I am still alive and rickety.

And Bedivere’s alive and rational

—

If he come out of this, and there’s a doubt,

—

The King, Gawaine, Modred, and Lancelot

May all be lying underneath a weight

Of bloody sheaves too heavy for their shoulders

All spent, and all dishonored, and all dead;

And if it come to he that this he so.

And it be true that Merlin saw the truth,

Such harvest were the best. Your fool sees not

So far as Merlin sees: yet if he saw
The truth—why then, such harvest were the best

I’ll pray for Arthur; I can do no more.”

“Why not for Merlin? Or do you count him,

In this extreme, so foreign to salvation

That prayer would be a stranger to his name?”

Poor Dagonet, with terror shaking him.

Stood up and saw before him an old face

Made older with an inch of silver beard.

And faded eyes more eloquent of pain

And ruin than all the faded eyes of age
Till now had ever been, although in them
There was a mystic and intrinsic peace

Of one who sees where men of nearer sight

See nothing. On their way to Camelot,

Gawaine and Bedivere had passed him by,

With lax attention for the pilgrim cloak

They passed, and what it hid : yet Merlin saw
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Their faces, and he saw the tale was true

That he had lately drawn from solemn strangers.

‘‘Well, Dagonet, and by your leave,” he 6aid,

‘Til rest my lonely relics for a while

On this rock that was mine and now is yours

I favor the succession; for you know
Tar more than many doctors, though your doubt

Is your peculiar poison. I foresaw

Long since, and I have latterly been told

What moves in this commotion down below

To show men what it means. It means the end

—

If men whose tongues had less to say to me
Than had their shoulders are adept enough

To know; and you may pray for me or not.

Sir Friend, Sir Dagonet.”

“Sir fool, you mean,”

Dagonet said, and gazed on Merlin sadly

:

‘Til never pray again for anything,

And last of all for this that you behold

—

The smouldering faggot of unlovely bones

That God has given to me to call Myself.

When Merlin comes to Dagonet for prayer.

It is indeed the end.”

“And in the end

Are more beginnings, Dagonet, than men
Shall name or know today It was the end

Of Arthur’s insubstantial majesty

When to him and his knights the Grail foreshowed

The qxiest of life that was to he the death

Of many, and the slow discouraging

Of many more. Or do I err in this?”
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“FTo,” Dagonet replied; “there was a Light;

And Galahad, in the Siege Perilous,

Alone of all on whom it fell, was calm

;

There was a Light wherein men saw themselves

In one another as they might become

—

Or so they dreamed. There was a long to-do,

And. Gawame, of all forlorn ineligibles,

Rose up the first, and. cried more lustily

Than any after him that he should find

The Grail, or die for it,—though he did neither;

For he came back as living and as fit

For new and old iniquity as ever.

Then Lancelot came back, and Bors came back,

—

Like men who had seen more than men should see,

And still come back. They told of Percival

Who saw too much to make of this worn life

A long necessity, and of Galahad,

Who died and is alive They all saw Something.

God knows the meaning or the end of it,

But they saw Something. And if IVe an eye,

Small joy has the Queen been to Lancelot

Since he came back from seeing what he saw;

For though his passion hold him like hot claws,

He’s neither in the world nor out of it.

Gawaine is king, though Arthur wears the crown;

And Gawaine’s hate for Lancelot is the sword
That hangs by one of Merlin’s fragile hairs

Above the world. Were you to see the King,

The frenzy that has overthrown his wisdom,

Instead of him and his upheaving empire.

Might have an end ”

“I came to see the King,”

Said Merlin, like a man who labors hard

And long with an importunate confession.
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“No, Dagonet, you cannot tell me why,

Although your tongue is eager with wild hope
To tell me more than I may tell myself

About myself. All this that was to be

Might show to man how vain it were to wreck
The world for self if it were all in vain.

When I began with Arthur I could see

In each bewildered man who dots the earth

A moment with his days a groping thought
Of an eternal will, strangely endowed
With merciful illusions whereby self

Becomes the will itself and each man swells

In fond accordance with his agency
Now Arthur, Modred, Lancelot, and Gawame
Are swollen thoughts of this eternal will

Which have no other way to find the way
That leads them on to their inheritance

Than by the time-infuriating flame

Of a wrecked empire, lighted by the tore1

Of woman, who, together with the light

That Galahad found, is yet to light the world .’
1

A wan smile crept across the weary face

Of Dagonet the fool: “If you know that

Before your burial in Broceliande,

No wonder your eternal will accords

With all your dreams of what the vorld requires.

My master, I may say this unto you
Because I am a fool, and fear no man;
My fear is that I’ve been a groping thought

That never swelled enough Ton say the torch

Of woman and the light that Galahad found

Are come day to illuminate the world ?

I’ll meditate on that The world is done

For me; and I have been to make men laugh,
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A lean thing of no shape and many capers.

I made them laugh, and I could laugh anor

Myself to see them killing one another

Because a woman with corn-colored hair

Has pranked a man with horns. ’Twas but a flash

Of chance, and Lancelot, the other day

That saved this pleasing sinner from the fire

That she may spread for thousands. Were she now
The cinder the King willed, or were you now
To see the King, the fire might yet go out;

But the eternal will says otherwise.

So be it; I’ll assemble certain gold

That I may say is mine and get myself

Away from this accurst unhappy court,

And in some quiet place where shepherd clowns

And cowherds may have more respondent ears

Than kings and kingdom-builders, I shall troll

Old men to easy graves and be a child

Again among the children of the earth

I’ll have no more kings, even though I loved

King Arthur, who is mad, as I could love

Ho other man save Merlin, who is dead.”

“Not wholly dead, but old. Merlin is old.”

The wizard shivered as he spoke, and stared

Away into the sunset where he saw
Once more, as through a cracked and cloudy glass,

A crumbling sky that held a crimson cloud

Wherein there was a town of many towers

All swayed and shaken, in a woman’s hand
This time, till out of it there spilled and flashed

And tumbled, like loose jewels, town, towers, and walls.

And there was nothing but a crumbling sky

That made anon of black and red and ruin

A wild and final rain on Camelot.
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He bowed, and pressed bis eyes :

<cNow by my soul,

I have seen this before—all black and red

—

Like that—like tbat—like Vivian—black and red;

Like Vivian, when ber eyes looked into mine
Across tbe cups of gold A flute was playing

—

Then all was black and red.”

Another smile

Crept over tbe wan face of Dagonet,
Who shivered in bis turn. “The torch of woman,”
He muttered, “and tbe light tbat Galahad found.

Will some day save us all, as they saved Merlin.

Forgive my shivering wits, but I am cold,

And it will soon be dark. Will you go down
With me to see the King, or will you not?

If not, I go tomorrow to the shepherds.

The world is mad, and I’m a groping thought

Of your eternal will ; the world and I

Are strangers, and I’ll have no more of it

—

Except you go with me to see the King.”

“No, Dagonet, you cannot leave me now,”

Said Merlin, sadly. 'TTou and I are old

;

And, os you say, we fear no man God knows
I would not have the love that once you had
For me be fear of me, for I am past

All fearing now. But Fate may send a fly

Sometimes, and he may sting us to the grave.

So driven to test our faith m ulint we see.

Are you, now I nm coming to an end,

As Arthur’s days are coming to on end.

To sting me like a fly? I do not ask

Of you to soy that you see what I see,

Where you see nothing; nor do I require

Of any man more vision than is his;
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Yet I could wish for you a larger part

For your last entrance here than this you play

Tonight of a sad insect stinging Merlin.

The more you sting, the more he pities you

;

And you were never overfond of pity.

Had you been so, I doubt if Arthur’s love,

Or Gawame’s, would have made of you a knight.

Ho, Dagonet, you cannot leave me now,
Nor would you if you could. You call yourself

A fool, because the world and you are strangers.

You are a proud man, Dagonet; you have suffered

What I alone have seen. You are no fool;

And surely you are not a fly to sting

My love to last regret. Believe or not
What I have seen, or what I say to you,

But say no more to me that I am dead
Because the King is mad, and you are old.

And I am older. In Broceliande

Time overtook me as I knew he must;
And I, with a fond overplus of words,

Had warned the lady Yivian already.

Before these wrinkles and this hesitancy

Inhibiting my joints oppressed her sight

With age and dissolution She said once

That she was cold and cruel; but she meant
That she was warm and kind, and over-wise

For woman in a world where men see not

Beyond themselves. She saw beyond them all.

As I did ; and she waited, as I did.

The coming of a day when cherry-blossoms

Were to fall down all over me like snow
In springtime. I -was far from Camelot

That afternoon; and I am farther now
From her. I see no more for me to do

Than to leave her and Arthur and the world
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Behind me, and to pray that all be well

With Vivian, whose unquiet heart is hungry
Bor what is not, and what shall never be
Without her, in a world that men are making,
Knowing not how, nor caring yet to know
How slowly and how grievously they do it,

—

Though Vivian, in her golden shell of exile,

Knows now and cares, not knowing that she cares.

Nor caring that she knows. In time to he,

The like of her shall have another name
Than Vivian, and her laugh shall he a fire.

Not shining only to consume itself

With what it bums. She knows not yet the name
Of what she is, for now there is no name;
Some day there shall be. Time has many names,

Unwritten yet, for what we say is old

Because we are so young that it seems old.

And this is all a part of what I saw
Before you saw King Arthur. When we parted.

I told her I should see the King again.

And, having seen him, might go back again

To see her face once more. But I shall see

No more the lady Vivian. Let her love

What man she may, no other love than mine
Shall be an index of her memories.

I fear no man who may come after me.

And I see none. I see her, still in green,

Beside the fountain. I shall not go back.

We pay for going back; and all we get

Is one more needless ounce of weary wisdom

To bring away with us. If I come not,

The lady Vivian will remember me,

And say: T knew him when Ins heart was young,

Though I have lost him now. Time called bun home,
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And that was as it was; for much is lost

Between Broceliande and Camelot.’ ”

He stared away into the west again,

Where now no crimson cloud or phantom town
Deceived his eyes. Above a living town
There were gray clouds and ultimate suspense,

And a cold wind was coming. Dagonet,

Now crouched at Merlin’s feet in his dejection,

Saw multiplying lights far down below,

Where lay the fevered streets. At length he felt

On his lean shoulder Merlin’s tragic hand
And trembled, knowing that a few more days

Would see the last of Arthur and the first

Of Modred, whose dark patience had attained

To one precarious half of what he sought:

“And even the Queen herself may fall to him,”

Dagonet murmured.—“The Queen fall to Modred?
Is that your only fear tonight?” said Merlin;

“She may, but not for long.”
—“No, not my fear;

Bor I fear nothing. But I wish no fate

Like that for any woman the King loves,

Although she be the scourge and the end of him
That you saw coming, as I see it now.”
Dagonet shook, but he would have no tears.

He swofe, for any king, queen, knave, or wizard

—

Albeit he was a stranger among those

Who laughed at him because he was a fool.

“You said the truth, I cannot leave you now,”

He stammered, and was angry for the tears

That mocked his will and choked him.

Merlin smiled,

Baintly, and for the moment: ‘Dagonet,

I need your word as one of Arthur’s knights
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That you will go on with me to the end

Of my short way, and say unto no man
Or woman that you found or saw me here.

No good would follow, for a doubt would live

Unstifled of my loyalty to him
Whose deeds are wrought for those who are to come
And many who see not what I have seen,

Or what you see tonight, would prattle on
Tor ever, and their children after them.

Of what might once have been had I gone down
With you to Camelot to see the King.
I came to see the King,—but why see kings ?

All this that was to be is what I saw
Before there was an Arthur to be king.

And so to he a mirror wherein men
May see themselves, and pause. If they see not,

Or if they do see and they ponder not,

—

I saw; but I was neither Tate nor God.
I saw too much; and this would be the end.

Were there to he an end. I saw myself

—

A sight no other man has ever seen;

And through the dark that lay beyond myself

I saw two fires that are to light the world.”

On Dagonet the silent hand of Merlin

Weighed now as living iron that held him down
With a primeval power Doubt, wonderment.

Impatience, and a self-accusing sorrow

Born of an ancient love, possessed and held him

Until his love was more than he could name,

And he was Merlin’s fool, not Arthur’s now:

“Say wliat you will, I say that Pm the fool

Of Merlin, King of Nov here; which is Here.

With you for king and me for court, what else

Have we to sigh for but a place to sleep?
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I know a tavern that will take us in;

And on the morrow I shall follow you
Until I die for you. And when I die . .

—
<r
Well, Dagonet, the King is listening.”

—

And Dagonet answered, hearing in the words

Of Merlin a grave humor and a sound
Of graver pity, ‘T shall die a fool.”

He heard what might have heen a father’s laugh.

Faintly behind him, and the living weight

Of Merlin’s hand was lifted. They arose,

And, saying nothing, found a groping way
Down through the gloom together. Fiercer now.

The wind was like a flying animal
That beat the two of them incessantly

With icy wings, and hit them as they went.

The rock above them was an empty place

Where neither seer nor fool should view again

The stricken city. Colder blew the wind
Across the world, and on it heavier lay

The shadow and the burden of the night;

And there was darkness over Camelot.
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THE MASTER *

(Lincoln)

A flying word from here nod there

Had sown the name at which we sneered,

But soon the name was everywhere,

To be reviled and then revered

.

A presence to he loved and fenred.

We cannot hide it, or deny

That we, the gentlemen who jeered,

May he forgotten by and by.

He came when days were perilous

And hearts of men were sore beguiled;

And having made his note of us.

He pondered and was reconciled

Was ever master yet so mild

As he, and so untamable 9

We doubted, even when he smiled,

Hot knowing what he knew so well.

He knew that undeceiving fate

Would shame us vhom he served unsought;

He knew that he must wince and wait

—

The jest of those for whom he fought;

° Supposed to Imre Leon written not long after Hie Cnil War.
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He knew devoutly what he thought

Of us and of our ridicule;

He knew that we must all be taught

Like little children in a school.

We gave a glamour to the task

That he encountered and saw through.

But little of us did he ask.

And little did we ever do.

And what appears if we review

The season when we railed and chaffed?

It is the face of one who knew
That we were learning while we laughed.

The face that in our vision feels

Again the venom that we flung.

Transfigured to the world reveals

The vigilance to which we clung.

Shrewd, hallowed, harassed, and among
The mysteries that are untold,

The face we see was never young
Nor could it wholly have been old.

Bor he, to whom we had applied

Our shopman’s test of age and worth,

Was elemental when he died,

As he was ancient at his birth:

The saddest among kings of earth,

Bowed with a galling crown, this man
Met rancor with a cryptic mirth,

Laconic—and Olympian.

The love, the grandeur, and the fame
Are bounded by the world alone; <•
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The calm, the smouldering, and the flame

Of awful patience were his own

:

With him they are forever flown

Past all our fond self-shadowings.

Wherewith we cumber the Unknown
As with inept, Icarian wings.

Por we were not as other men:
’Twas ours to soar and his to see;

But we are coming down again.

And we shall come down pleasantly;

Nor shall we longer disagree

On what it is to be sublime,

But flourish in our perigee

And have one Titan at a time.

THE TOWN DOWN THE RIVER

I

Said the Watcher by the Way
To the young and the unladen,

To the boy and to the mniden,

“God be with you both to-day.

First your song came ringing,

Now you come, you two.

—

Knowing naught of what you do,

Or of what your dreams arc bringing.

“0 you children who go singing

To the Town down the River.

Where the millions cringe and shiver,

Tell me what you know to-day;

Tell me how far you are going,
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Tell me how you find your way.

O you children who go dreaming,

Tell me what you dream to-day.”

“He is old and we have heard him,”

Said the boy then to the maiden;
“He is old and heavy laden

With a load we throw away.

Care may come to find us.

Age may lay us low;

Still, we seek the light we know.
And the dead we leave behind us.

“Did he think that he would blind us

Into such a small believing

As to live without achieving.

When the lights have led so far?

Let him watch or let him wither,

—

Shall he tell us where we are?

We know best who go together.

Downward, onward, and so far.”

n
Said the Watcher by the Way
To the fiery folk that hastened,

To the loud and the unchastened,

“You are strong, I see, to-day.

Strength and hope may lead you
To the journey’s end,

—

Each.to be the other’s friend

If the Town should fail to need you.

‘And are ravens there to feed you
In the Town down the River,
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Where the gift appalls the giver

And youth hardens day by day ?

0 you brave and you unshaken.
Are you truly on your way ?

And are sirens m the River,

That you come so far to-day ?”

“You are old, and we have listened,”

Said the voice of one who halted;

“You are sage and self-exalted,

But your way is not our way.

You that cannot aid us

Give us words to eat.

Be assured that they are sweet,

And that we are as God made us.

“Rot in vain have you delayed us,

Though the River still be calling

Through the twilight that is falling

And the Town be still so far.

By the whirlwind of your wisdom
Leagues are lifted as leaves are;

But a king without a kingdom
Fails us, who have come so far.”

nr

Said the Watcher by the Way
To the slower folk who stumbled,

To the weak and the world-humbled,

“Tell me how you fare to-day.

Some with ardor shaken,

AH with honor scarred,

Do you falter, finding hard

The far chance that you have taken?
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“Or, do you at length awaken
To an antic retribution,

Goading to a new confusion

The drugged hopes of yesterday?

0 you poor mad men that hobble,

Will you not return, or stay?

Do you trust, you broken people.

To a dawn without the day 2”

“You speak well of what you know not,”

Muttered one ; and then a second

:

‘You have begged and you have beckoned,

But you see us on our way.

Who are you to scold us.

Knowing what we know ?

Jeremiah, long ago,

Said as much as you have told us.

“As we are, then, you behold us

:

Derelicts of all conditions.

Poets, rogues, and sick physicians,

Plodding forward from afar;

Forward now into the darkness

Where the men before us are

;

Forward, onward, out of grayness.

To the light that shone so far.”

IV

Said the Watcher by the Way
To some aged ones who lingered.

To the shrunken, the claw-fingered,

“So you come for me to-day.”

—

‘Yes, to give you warning;
You are old,” one said;
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“You have old hairs on your head,

Fit for laurel, not for scorning.

“From the first of early morning
We have toiled along to find you;
We, as others, have maligned you.

But we need your scorn to-day.

By the light that we saw shining,

Let us not be lured alway;

Let us hear no River calling

When to-morrow is to-day/
5

“But your lanterns are unlighted

And the Town is far before you

:

Let us hasten, I implore you /
5

Said the Watcher by the Way.
“Long hove I waited,

Longer have I known
That the Town would have its own,

And the call be for the fated

“In the name of all created,

Let us hear no more, my brothers

;

Are we older than all others?

Are the planets in our way ?”

—

“Hark
,

55
said one; “I hear the River,

Calling always, night and dn> /’

—

“Forward, then! The lights are shining/'

Said the Watcher by the Way.

AN ISLAND

(Saint Helen 1821)

Take it away, and swallow it yourself.

Ha ! Look you, there’s n rat.
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Last night there were a dozen on that shelf.

And two of them were living in my hat

Look! Now he goes, but he’ll come back

—

Ha? But he will, I say . .

II reviendra-z-a Fdques,

Ou a la Trinite . . .

Be very sure that he’ll return again

;

For said the Lord: Imprimis, we have rats.

And having rats, we have rain.

—

So on the seventh day
He rested, and made Pain.

—Man, if you love the Lord, afid if the Lord
Love bars, I will have you at your word
And swallow it. Voila. Bah!

Where do I say it is

That I have lain so long?

Where do I count myself among the dead.

As once above the living and the strong?

And what is this that comes and goes,

Fades and swells and overflows.

Like music underneath and overhead?

What is it in me now that rings and roars

Like fever-laden wine?
What ruinous tavern-shine

Is this that lights me far from worlds and wars

And women that were mine?
Where do I say it is

That Time has made my bed 2

What lowering outland hostelry is this

For one the stars have disinherited ?

An island, I have said:

A peak, where fiery dreams and far desires

Are rained on, like old fires:
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A vermin region “by tlie stars abhorred.
Where falls the flaming word
By "which I consecrate with unsuccess
An acreage of God’s forgetfuhiess,

Left here above the foam and long ago
Made right for my duress;

Where soon the sea,

My foaming and long-clamoring enemy.
Will have within the cryptic, old embrace
Of her triumphant arms—a memory.
Why then, the place ?

What forage of the sky or of the shore
Will make it any more.
To me, than my award of what was left

Of number, time, and space ?

And what is on me now that I should heed
The durance or the silence or the scorn ?

I was the gardener who had the seed

Which holds within its heart the food and fire

That gives to man a glimpse of his desire;

And I have tilled, indeed,

Much land, where men may say that I have planted
Unsparingly my corn

—

For a world harvest-haunted
And for a world unborn

Meanwhile, am I to view, as at a play,

Through smoke the funeral flames of yesterday.

And think them far away?
Am I to doubt and yet be given to know
That where mv demon guides me, there I go?

—

An island? Be it so.

For islands, after all is said and done,

Tell but a wilder game that was begun,
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When Fate, the mistress of iniquities,

The mad Queen-spinner of all discrepancies,

Beguiled the dyers of the dawn that day,

And even in such a curst and sodden way
Made my three colors one.

—So he it, and the way he as of old

:

So be the weary truth again retold

Of great kings overthrown

Because they would be kings, and lastly kings alone.

Fling to each dog his bone.

Flags that are vanished, flags that are soiled and furled,

Say what will be the word when I am gone

:

What learned little acrid archive men
Will burrow to find me out and burrow again,

—

But all for naught, unless

To find there was another Island. . . Yes,

There are too many islands in this world,

There are too many rats, and there is too much rain.

50 three things are made plain

Between the sea and sky
Three separate parts of one thing, which is Pain . . •

Bah, what a way to die I

—

To leave my Queen still spinning there on high,

Still wondering, I dare say.

To see me in this way . . .

Madame d sa tovr monte
51 haut qu’elle pent monter—
Like one of our Commissioners . . . ail ail

Prometheus and the women hove to cry,

But no, not I . . .

Faugh, what a way to diel

But who ore these that come and go

Before me, shaking laurel as they pass?
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Laurel, to make me know
For certain what they mean

:

That now my Fate, my Queen,
’ Having found that she, by way of right reward,

Will after madness go remembering,

And laurel be as grass,

—

Remembers the one thing

That she has left to bring.

The floor about me now is like a sward

Grown royally. Now it is like a sea

That heaves with laurel heavily,

Surrendering an outworn enmity
For what has come to be.

But not for you, returning with your curled

And haggish lips And why are you alone?

Why do you stay when all the rest are gone?

Why do you bring those treacherous eyes that reek

With venom and hate the while you seek

To make me understand ?

—

Laurel from every landj

Laurel, "but not the world?

Fury, or perjured Fate, or whatsoever,

Tell me the bloodshot word that is your name
And I will pledge remembrance of the same

That shall be crossed out never

;

Whereby posterity

May know, being told, that you have come to me,

You and your tongueless train without a sound.

With covetous hands and eyes and laurel all around.

Foreshowing your endeavor

To mirror me the demon of my days,

To make me doubt him, loathe him, face to face.

Bowed with unwilling glory from the quest
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That was ordained and manifest.

You shake it off and wish me joy of it?

Laurel from eveiy place.

Laurel, but not the rest?

Such are the words in you that I divine.

Such are the words of men.
So be it, and what then ?

Poor, tottering counterfeit,

Are you a thing to tell me what is mine?

Grant we the demon sees

An inch beyond the line,

What comes of mine and thine?

A thousand here and there may shriek and freeze.

Or they may starve in fine.

The Old Physician has a crimson cure

Por such as these.

And ages after ages will endure
The minims of it that are victories.

The wreath may go from brow to brow.

The state may flourish, flame, and cease;

But through the fury and the flood somehow
The demons are acquainted and at ease.

And somewhat hard to please.

Mine, I believe, is laughing at me now
In his primordial way.
Quite as he laughed of old at Hannibal,
Or rather at Alexander, let us say.

Therefore, be what you may,
Time has no further need
Of you, or of your breed.

My demon, irretrievably astray,

Has ruined the last chorus of a play
That will, so he avers, be played again some day;
And you, poor glowering ghost,
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Have staggered under laurel here to boast

Above me, dying, while you lean

In triumph awkward and unclean.

About some words of his that you have read?
Thing, do I not know them all?

He tells me how the storied leaves that fall

Are tramped on, being dead?
They are sometimes: with a storm foul enough
They are seized alive and they are blown far off

To mould on islands.—What else have you lead?

He tells me that great kings look very small

When they are put to bed;

And this being said,

He tells me that the battles I have won
Are not my own.
But his—howbeit fame will yet atone

For all defect, and sheave the mystery:

The follies and the slaughters I have done
Are mine alone.

And so far History.

So be the tale again retold

And leaf by clinging leaf unrolled

Where I have written in the dawn,

With ink that fades anon,

Like Ciesar’s, and the way be as of old.

Ho, is it you ? I thought you were a ghost.

Is it time for you to poison me again ?

Well, here’s our friend the rain,

—

Mironton, mironion, mironiaine . . .

Han, I could murder you almost.

You with your pills and toast.

Take it away and eat it, and shoot rats

Ha 1 there he comes. Your rat will never fail.

My punctual assassin, to prevail

—
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While he has power to crawl,

Or teeth to gnaw withal

—

Where kings are caged. Why has a king no cats?

You say that I’ll achieve it if I try ?

Swallow it?—No, not I . . .

God, what a way to die I

CALVERLY’S

We go no more to Calverly’s,

Eor there the lights are few and low;

And who are there to see by them,

Or what they see, we do not know.

Poor strangers of another tongue

May now creep in from anywhere.

And we, forgotten, be no more
Than twilight on a ruin there.

We two, the remnant. All the rest

Are cold and quiet. You nor I,

Nor fiddle now, nor flagon-hd.

May ring them back from where they lie.

No fame delays oblivion

Por them, but something yet survives:

A record written fair, could we
But read the book of scattered lives.

There’ll be a page for Leffingwell,

And one for Lingard, the Moon-calf

;

And who knows what for Clavering,

Who died because be couldn’t laugh ?

Who knows or cares? No sign is here.

No face, no voice, no memory;
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No Lingaxd with his eerie joy.

No Clavermg, no Calverly.

We cannot have them here with us
To say where their light lives are gone.

Or if they be of other stuff

Than are the moons of Ilion.

So, be their place of one estate

With ashes, echoes, and old wars,

—

Or ever we be of the night,

Or we be lost among the stars.

LEFFINGWELL

I—The Lure

No, no,—forget your Cricket and your Ant,

For I shall never set my name to theirs

That now bespeak the very sons and heirs

Incarnate of Queen Gossip and King Cant.

The case of Leffingwell is mixed, I grant.

And futile seems the burden that he bears

;

But are we sounding his forlorn affairs

Who brand him parasite and sycophant?

I tell you, Leffingwell was more than these;

And if he prove a rather sorry knight,

What quiverings in the distance of what light

May not have lured him with high promises.

And then gone down?—He may have been deceived;

He may have lied,—he did; and he believed.

U—The Quickstep

The dirge is over, the good work is done,

All as he would have had it, and we go;
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And we who leave him say we do not know
How much is ended or how much begun.

So men have said before of many a one;

So men may say of us when Time shall throw

Such earth as may be needful to bestow

On you and me the covering hush we shun.

Well hated, better loved, he played and lost.

And left us, and we smile at his arrears;

And who are we to know what it all cost.

Or what we may have wrung from him, the buyer?

The pageant of his failure-laden years

Told rum of high price. The place was higher.

Ill

—

Requiescat

We never knew the sorrow or the pain

Within him, for he seemed as one asleep

—

Until he faced us with a dying leap.

And with a blast of paramount, profane,

And vehement valediction did explain

To each of us, in words that we shall keep,

Why we were not to wonder or to weep,

Or ever dare to wish him back again.

He may be now an amiable shade.

With merry fellow-phantoms unafraid

Around him—but we do not ask. We know
That he would rise and haunt us horribly,

And be with us o’ nights of a certainty.

Did we not hear him when he told us so ?
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CLAVERING

I say no more for Clavering

Than I should say of him who fails

To bring his wounded vessel home
When reft of rudder and of sails

;

I say no more than I should say

Of any other one who sees

Too far for guidance of to-day,

Too near for the eternities.

I think of him as I should thiuk

Of one who for scant wages played.

And faintly, a flawed instrument

That fell while it was being made;

I think of him as one who fared.

Unfaltering and undeceived.

Amid mirages of renown
And urgings of the unachieved;

I think of him as one who gave

To Lingnrd leave to be amused,

And listened with a patient grace

That we, the wise ones, had refused;

I think of metres that he wrote

For Cubit, the ophidian guest

:

‘What Lilith, or Dark Lady” . . . Well,

Time swallows Cubit with the rest.

I think of last words that he said

One midnight over Calverly:

“Good-by—good man ” lie was not good;

So Clavering was wrong, you see.
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I wonder what had come to pass

Could he hare borrowed for a spell

The fiery-frantic indolence

That made a ghost of Leffingwell;

I wonder if he pitied us

Who cautioned him till he was gray

To build his house with ours on earth

And have an end of yesterday;

I wonder what it was we saw
To make us think that we were strong;

I wonder if he saw too much.
Or if he looked one way too long.

But when were thoughts or wonderings

To ferret out the man within?

Why prate of what he seemed to be,

And all that he might not have been ?

He clung to phantoms and to friends,

And never came to anything.

He left a wreath on Cubit’s grave.

I say no more for Clavering.

LINGARD AND THE STARS

The table hurled itself, to our surprise,

At Lingard, and anon rapped eagerly *

“When earth is cold and there is no more sea,

There will be what was Lingard. Otherwise,

Why lure the race to ruin through the skies?

And why have Leffingwell, or Calverly?”

—
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“I wish the ghost would give his name,” said he;

And searching gratitude was in his eyes.

He stood then by the window for a time,

And only after the last midnight chime

Smote the day dead did he say anything:

“Come out, my httle one, the stars are bright;

Come out, you Iselaps, and inhale the night.”

And so he went away with Clavering.

PASA THALASSA THALASSA

“The sea is everyioliere the sea.”

I

Gone

—

faded out of the story, the sea-faring friend I remember ?

Gone for a decade, they say never a word or a sign.

Gone with his hard red face that only Ins laughter could wrinkle,

Down where men go to be still, by the old way of the sea.

Never again will he come, with rings in his ears like a pirate,

Back to be living and seen, here with his roses and vines;

Here where the tenants are shadows and echoes of years un-

eventful,

Memory meets the event, told from afar by the sea.

Smoke that floated and rolled in the twilight away from the

chimney
Bloats and rolls no more Wheeling and falling, instead,

Down with a twittering flash go the smooth and inscrutable

swallows,

Down to the place made theirs by the cold work of the sea.

Boses have had their day, and the dusk is on yarrow and worm'

wood

—

Dusk that iB over the grass, drenched with memorial dew;
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Trellises lie like bones in a ruin that once was a garden,

Swallows have lingered and ceased, shadows and echoes are all.

n
Where is he lying to-night, as I turn away down to the valley,

Down where the lamps of men tell me the streets are alive?

Where shall I ask, and of whom, in the town or on land or on

water,

News of a time and a place buried alike and with him?

Few now remain who may care, nor may they be wiser for

caring,

Where or what manner the doom, whether by day or by night;

Whether m Indian deeps or on flood-laden fields of Atlantis,

Or by the roaring Horn, shrouded in silence he lies.

Few now remain who return by the weed-weary path to his

cottage.

Drawn by the scene as it was—met by the chill and the change;

Few arc alive who report, and few are alive who remember.

More of him now than a name carved somewhere on the sea.

‘Where is he lying?” I ask, and the lights in the valley are

nearer

;

Down to the streets I go, down to the murmur of men.
Down to the Toar of the sea in a ship may be well for another

Down where he lies to-night, silent, and under the storms.

MOMUS

'Where’s the need of singing now?”—
Smooth your brow,

Momus, and be reconciled,

For King Kronos is a child

—
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Child and father,

Or god rather,

And all gods are wild.

“Who reads Byron any more?”

—

Shut the door,

Momus, for I feel a draught;

Shut it quick, for some one laughed.—

=

‘WTiatfs become of

Browning ? Some of

Wordsworth lumbers like a raft?

“What are poets to find here?”

—

Have no fear:

When the stars are shining blue

There will yet be left a few

Themes availing

—

And these failing,

Momus, there’ll be you.

UNCLE ANANIAS

His words were magic and his heart was true,

And everywhere he wandered he was blessed.

Out of all ancient men my childhood knew
I choose him and I mark him for the best.

Of all authoritative liars, too,

I crown him loveliest.

How fondly X remember the delight

That always glorified him in the spring;

The joyous courage and the benediglit

Profusion of his faith in everything!
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He was a good old man, and it was right

That he should have his fling.

And often, underneath the apple-trees,

When we surprised him in the summer time,

With what superb magnificence and ease

He sinned enough to make the day sublime!

And if he liked us there about his knees,

Truly it was no crime.

All summer long we loved him for the same
Perennial inspiration of his lies;

And when the russet wealth of autumn came,

There flew but fairer visions to our eyes

—

Multiple, tropical, winged with a feathery flame

Like birds of paradise.

So to the sheltered end of many a year

He charmed the seasons out with pageantry

Wearing upon bis forehead, with no fear.

The laurel of approved iniquity.

And every child who knew him, far or near.

Did love him faithfully.

THE WHIP

The doubt you fought so long

The cynic net you east,

The tyranny, the wrong,

The ruin, they are past

;

And here you are at last,

Your blood no longer vexed.

The coffin has you fast,

The clod will have you next.
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But fear you uot the clod.

Nor ever doubt the grave:

The roses and the sod

Will not forswear the wave.
The gift the river gave
Is now but theirs to <cover

:

The mistress and the slave

Are gone now, and the lovec

You left the two to find

Their own way to the brink

Then—shall I call you blind ?—
You chose to plunge and sink.

God knows the gall we drink

Is not the mead we cry for.

Nor was it, I should think

—

Bor you—a thing to die for.

Could we have done the same.

Had we been m your place ?

—

This funeral of your name
Throws no light on the case.

Could we have made the chase.

And felt then as you felt 2—
But what’s this on your face,

Blue, curious, like a welt 2

There were some ropes of sand

Recorded long ago,

But none, I understand,

Of water. Is it so 2

And she—she struck the blow.

You but a neck behind. . .

tou saw the river flow

—

Still, shall I call you blind?
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THE WHITE LIGHTS

(Broadway, 1906)

When in from Delos came tlie gold

That held the dream of Pericles,

When first Athenian ears were told

The tumult of Euripides,

Wlien men met Aristophanes,

Who fledged them with immortal quills

—

Here, where the time knew none of these.

There were some islands and some hills.

When Borne went ravening to see

The sons of mothers end their days,

When Elaccus bade Leuconoe
To banish her Chaldean ways,

Whqn first the pearled, alembic phrase

Of Maro into music ran

—

Here there was neither blame nor praise

Eor Borne, or for the Mantuan.

When Avon, like a faery floor.

Lay freighted, for the eyes of One,
With gallons laden long before

By moonlit wharves in Avalon

—

Here, where the white lights have begun
To seethe a way for something fair,

No prophet knew, from what was done.

That there was triumph in the air.

EXIT

Eor what we owe to other days,

Before we poisoned him with praise,
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THE WISE BROTHERS

May we who shrank to find him weak
Remember that he cannot speak.

For envy that we may recall,

And for our faith before the fall,

May we who are alive be slow

To tell what we shall never know.

For penance he would not confess,

And for the fateful emptiness

Of early triumph undermined,

May we now venture to be kind.

LEONORA

They have made for Leonora this low dwelling in the ground,

And with cedar they have woven the four walls round.

Like a little dryad hiding she’ll be wrapped all in green,

Better kept and longer valued than by ways that would have

been.

They will come with many roses in the early afternoon.

They will come with pinks and lilies and with Leonora soon;

And as long as beauty’s garments over beauty’s limbs are thrown,

There’ll be lilies that are liars, and the lose will have its own.

There will be a wondrous quiet m the house that they have made,

And to-night will be a darkness m the place where she’ll be laid;

But the builders, looking forward into time, could only see

Darker nights for Leonora than to-night shall ever be.

THE WISE BROTHERS

First Voice

So long adrift, so fast aground,

What foam and ruin ha\ e we found

—
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We, the Wise Brothers?

Could heaven and earth be framed amiss.

That we should land in fine like this

—

We, and no others?

Second Voice

Convoyed by what accursed thing

Made we this evil reckoning

—

We, the Wise Brothers?

And if the failure be complete.

Why look we forward from defeat

—

We, and what others?
“V

Third Voice

Blown far from harbors once in sight,

May we not, going far, go right,

—

We, the Wise Brothers?

Companioned by the whirling spheres,

Have we no more than what appears

—

We, and all others?

BUT FOR THE GRACE OF GOD
“There, but for the grace of God

s
goes . . .

”

There is a question that I ask.

And ask again-

What hunger was half-hidden by the mask
That he wore then ?

There was a word for me to say

That I said not;

And in the past there was another day
That I forgot;
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BUT FOR THE GRACE OF GOD

A dreary, cold, unwholesome day.

Racked overhead,

—

As if the world were turning the wrong way,
And the sun dead*

A day that comes back well enough
Now he is gone.

What then ? Has memory no other stuff

To seize upon?

Wherever he may wander now
In his despair.

Would he he more contented in the slough

If all were there?

And yet he brought a kind of light

Into the room; '

And when he left, a tinge of something bright

Survived the gloom.

Why will he not be where he is,

And not with me?
The hours that are nr* life are mine, not liis,

—

Or used to be.

What numerous imps invisible

Has he at hand,

Rar-flying and forlorn as what they tell

At his command ?

What hold of weirdness or of worth

Oan he possess,

That he may speak from anywhere on earth

His loneliness?
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Shall I be caught and held again

In the old net 2—
He brought a sorry sunbeam with him then,

But it beams yet.

FOR ARVIA

On Her Fifth Birthday

You Eyes, you large and all-inquiring Eyes,

That look so dubiously into me,
And are not satisfied with what you see,

Tell me the worst and let us have no lies:

Tell me the meaning of your scrutinies.

And of myself. Am I a Mystery?
Am I a Boojum—or just Company?
What do you say ? What do you think. You Eyes ?

You say not; but you think, beyond a doubt;

And you have the whole world to think about,

With very little time for little things.

So let it be ; and let it all be fair

—

For you, and for the rest who cannot share

Your gold of unrevealed awakenings.

THE SUNKEN CROWN

Nothing will hold him longer—let him go

;

Let him go down where others have gone down;
Little he cares whether we smile or frown,
Or if we know, or if we think we know.
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SHADRACH O’LEARY

The call is on him for his overthrow,

Say we; so let him rise, or let him drown
Poor fool! He plunges for the sunken crown,
And we—we wait for what the plunge may show.

Well, we are safe enough. Why linger, then?
The watery chance was his, not ours Poor fool I

Poor truant, poor Narcissus out of school,

Poor jest of Ascalon; poor king of men—
The crown, if he be wearing it, may cool

His arrogance, and he may sleep again.

DOCTOR OF BILLIARDS

Op all among the fallen from on high,

We count you last and leave you to regain

Your born dominion of a life made vain

By three spheres of insidious ivory.

You dwindle to the lesser tragedy

—

Content, you say. We call, but you remain.

Nothing alive gone wrong could be so plain,

Or quite so blasted with absurdity.

You click away the kingdom that is yours,

And you click off your crown for cap and bells;

You smile, who are still master of the feast,

And for your smile we credit you the least

;

But when your false, unhallowed laugh occurs,

We seem to think there may be something else.

SHADRACH O’LEARY

O’Leary was a poet—for a while*

He sang of many ladies frail and fair,
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The rolling glory of their golden hair,

And emperors extinguished with a smile.

They foiled his years with many an ancient wile,

And if they limped, O’Leary didn’t care:

He turned them loose and had them everywhere.

Undoing saints and senates with their guile.

But this was not the end. A year ago

I met him—and to meet was to admire

:

Forgotten were the ladies and the lyre,

And the small, ink-fed Eros of his dream.

By questioning I found a man to know

—

A failure spared, a Shadraeh of the Gleam.

HOW ANNANDALE WENT OUT

"They called it Annandale—and I was there

To flourish, to And words, and to attend

.

Liar, physician, hypocrite, and friend,

I watched him; and the sight was not so fair

As one or two that I have seen elsewhere

:

An apparatus not for me to mend

—

A wreck, with hell between him and the end,

Remained of Annandale ; and I was there.

tcl knew the ruin as I knew the man

;

So put the two together, if you can,

Remembering the worst you know of me.

Now view yourself as I was, on the spot

—

With a slight kind of engine. Do you see? „
Like this . . . You wouldn’t hang me ? I thought not.

ALMA MATER
He knocked, and I beheld him at the door—

•

A vision for the gods to verify.
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MINIVER CHEEVY

“What battered ancientry is this,” thought I,

“And when, if ever, did we meet before ?”

But ask him as I might, X got no more
For answer than a moaning and a cry

:

Too late to parley, but in time to die.

He staggered, and lay shapeless on the floor.

When had I known him ? And what brought him here ?

Love, warning, malediction, hunger, fear ?

Surely I never thwarted such as he?

—

Again, what soiled obscurity was this:

Out of what scum, and up from what abyss,

Had they arrived—these rags of memory ?

MINIVER CHEEVY

Miniver Cheevt, child of scorn,

Grew lean while he assailed the seasons;

He wept that he was ever born,

And he had reasons.

Miniver loved the days of old

When swords were bright and steeds were prancing;

The vision of a warrior bold

Would set him dancing.

Miniver sighed for what was not,

And dreamed, and rested from his labors;

He dreamed of Thebes and Camelot,

And Priam’s neighbors.

Miniver mourned the ripe renown

That made so many a name so fragrant;

He mourned Romance, now on the town,

And Art, a vagrant
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Miniver loved the Medici,

Albeit be bad never seen one;

He would have sinned incessantly

Could be have been one.

Miniver cursed tbe commonplace
And eyed a khaki suit witb loathing;

He missed tbe mediseval grace

Of iron clothing.

Miniver scorned tbe gold be sought,

But sore annoyed was be without it;

Miniver thought, and thought, and thought.

And thought about it.

Miniver Cheevy, bom too late.

Scratched his head and kept on thinking;

Miniver coughed, and called it fate.

And kept on drinking.

THE PILOT

Erom the Past and Unavailing
Out of cloudland we are steering

:

After groping, after fearing,

Into starlight we come trailing.

And we find the stars are true.

Still, 0 comrade, what of you?
You are gone, but we are sailing,

And the old ways are all new.

Eor the Lost and Unretuming
We have drifted, we have waited;

Uneommanded and unrated,
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VICKERY’S MOUNTAIN

We have tossed and wandered, yearning
For a cliarm that comes no more
From the old lights by the shore'

We have shamed ourselves in learning

What you knew so long before.

For the Breed of the Far-going
Who are strangers, and all brothers,

May forget no more than others

Who looked seaward with eyes flowing.

But are brothers to bewail

One who fought so foul a gale

?

You have won beyond our knowing.
You are gone, but yet we sail.

VICKERY’S MOUNTAIN

Blue in the west the mountain stands.

And through the long twilight

Vickery sits with folded hands,

And Vickery’s eyes are bright. .

Bright, for he knows what no man else

On earth as yet may know

:

There’s a golden word that he neier tells.

And a gift that he will not show

He dreams of honor and wealth and fame.

He smiles, and well he may

;

For to Vickery once a sick man came
Who did not go away.

The day before the day to he,

“Vickery,” said the guest,

“You know ns you live wliats left of me

—

And you shall know the rest.
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“You know as you live that I have come
To this we call the end.

No doubt you have found me troublesome.

But you’ve also found a friend;

‘Tor we shall give and you shall take

The gold that is in view;

The mountain there and I shall make
A golden man of you.

“And you shall leave a friend behind

Who neither frets nor feels;

And you shall move among your kind

With hundreds at your heels.

“Now this that I have written here

Tells all that need be told;

So, Vickery, take the way that’s clear.

And he a man of gold.”

Vickery turned his eyes again

To the far mountain-side.

And wept a tear for worthy men
Defeated and defied.

Since then a crafty score of years

Have come, and they have gone;

But Vickery counts no lost arrears

:

He lingers and lives on.

Blue in the west the mountain stands.

Familiar as a face.

Blue, hut Vickery knows what sards

Are golden at its base.
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He dreams and lives upon the day 1

When he shall walk with kings.

Vickery smiles—and well he may.
The life-caged linnet sings.

Vickery thinks the time will come
To go for what is his;

But hovering, unseen hands at home
Will hold him where he is

There’s a golden word that he never tells

And a gift that he will not show
All to he given to some one else

—

And Vickery not to know.

BON VOYAGE

Child of a line accurst

And old as Troy,

Bringer of best and worst

In wild alloy

—

Light, like a linnet first,

He sang for joy.

Thrall to the gilded ease

Of every day,

kfocker of all degrees

And always gay,

Child of the Cyclades

And of Broadway

—

Laughing and half divine

The boy began,

Drunk with a woodland wine

Thessalian

:

But there was rue to twine

The pipes of Pan.
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Therefore lie ‘•kipped and flew

The more along,

Vivid and always new*

And always wrong,

Knowing Ins only clew

A siren -•ong.

Caroles-, of each and all

He gaie and spent:

Feast or a funeral

ITo laughed and went.

Laughing to he so small

In the event.

Told of his own deceit

By many a tongue,

Flayed for his long defeat

By being young,
Lured by the fateful sweet

Of songs unsung

—

Knowing it in his heart.

But knowing not

The secret of on art

That few forgot,

He played the twinkling part

That was his lot

And when the twinkle died,

As twinkles do,

He pushed himself aside

And out of view

.

Out with the wind and tide,

Before we knew.
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THE COMPANION

Let liiiu answer as he will.

Or be lightsome as he may,
Now nor after shall he say

Worn-out words enough to kill,

Or to lull down by their craft,

Doubt, that was born yesterday,

When he lied and when she laughed.

Let lnm find another name
Eor the starlight on the snow,

Let him teach her till she know
That all seasons are the same.

And all sheltered ways are fair,

—

Still, wherever she may go.

Doubt will have a dwelling there.

ATHERTON’S GAMBIT

The master played the bishop’s pawn,

Eor jest, while Atherton looked on;

The master played this wav and that,

And Atherton, amazed thereat.

Said “Now I have a thing in view

That will enlighten one or two,

And make a difference or so

In what it is they do not know.”

The morning stars together sang

And forth a mighty music rang

—
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Not heard by many, save as told

Again through magic manifold
By such a few as have to play

For others, in the Master’s way,

The music that the Master made
When all the morning stars obeyed.

Atherton played the bishop’s pawn
While more than one or two looked on

Atherton played this way and that.

And many a friend, amused thereat.

Went on about his business

Nor cored for Atherton the less;

A few stood longer by the game,
With Atherton to them the same.

The morning stars are singing still.

To crown, to challenge, and to kill;

And if perforce there falls a voice

On pious ears that have no choice

Except to urge an erring hand
To wreak its homage on the land.

Who of us that is worth his while

Will, if he listen, more than smile?

Who of us, being what he is,

May scoff at others’ ecstasies?

However we may shine to-day.

More-shining ones are on the way;
And so it were not wholly well

To be at odds with Azrael,

—

Nor were it kind of any one
To sing the end of Atherton.
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FOR A DEAD LADY
-No more with overflowing light

Shall fill the eyes that now are faded.
Nor shall another’s fringe with night
Their woman-hidden world as they did,

No more shall quiver down the days
The flowing wonder of her ways,

Whereof no language may requite

The shifting and the many-shaded.

The grace, divine, definitive.

Clings only as a faint forestalling;

The laugh that love could not forgive

Is hushed, and answers to no calling;

The forehead and the little ears

Have gone where Saturn keeps the years

The breast where roses could not live

Has done with rising and with falling.

The beauty, shattered by the laws

That have creation m their keeping,

No longer trembles at applause.

Or over children that are sleeping;

And we who delve in beauty’s lore

Know all that we have known before

Of what inexorable cause

Hakes Time so vicious in his reaping.

TWO GARDENS IN LINNDALE

Two brothers, Oakes and Olner,

Two gentle men ns ever were.

Would roam no longer, but abide

In Linndale, where their fathers died,

And each would be a gardener.
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“Now first we fence the garden through,

With this for me and that for you,”

Said Oliver—“Divine!” said Oakes,

“And I, while I raise artichokes.

Will do what I was horn to do.”

“But this is not the soil, you know,”
Said Oliver, “to make them grow:
The parent of us, who is dead,

Compassionately shook his head

Once on a time and told me so.”

“I hear you, gentle Oliver,”

Said Oakes, “and in your character

I find as fair a thing indeed

As ever bloomed and ran to seed

Since Adam was a gardener.

“Still, whatsoever I find there,

Torgive me if I do not share

The knowing gloom that you take on
Of one who doubted and is done*

Tor chemistry meets every prayer.”

“Sometimes a rock will meet a plough/5

Said Oliver; “but anyhow
’Tis here we are, ’tis here we live.

With each to take and each to give:

There’s no room for a quarrel now.

‘T leave you in all gentleness

To science and a ripe success

Now God be with you, brother Oakes,
With you and with your artichokes

:

You have the vision, more or less.”
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“By fate, that gives to me no choice,

I have the vision and the voice

:

Dear Oliver, believe in me,
And we shall see what we shall see

;

Henceforward let us both rejoice.”

'Hut first, while we have joy to spare

We’ll plant a little here and there;

And if you be not m the wrong,

We’ll sing together such a song

As no man yet sings anywhere.”

They planted and with fruitful eyes

Attended each his enterprise.

“How days will come and days will go,

And many a way he found, we know,”

Said Oakes, “and we shall sing, likewise.”

“The days will go, the years will go.

And many a song be sung, we know,”

Said Oliver; “and if there be

Good harvesting for you and me,

Who cares if we sing loud or low?”

They planted once, and twice, and thrice.

Like amateurs in paradise;

And every spring, fond, foiled, elate.

Said Oakes, “We are m tune with Fate:

One season longer will suffice.”
t

Tear after year ’twas all the same:

With none to envy, none to blame,

They lived along in innocence.

Nor ever once forgot the fence,

Till on a day the Stranger came.
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He came to greet them where they were.

And he too was a Gardener:

He stood between these gentle men,
He stayed a little while, and then

The land was all for Oliver.

’Tis Oliver who tills alone

Two gardens that are now his own;
’Tis Oliver who sows and reaps

And listens, while the other sleeps,

For songs undreamed of and unknown,

’Tis he, the gentle anchorite,

Who listens for them day and night;

But most he hears them in the dawn.

When from his trees across the lawn
Birds ring the chorus of the light.

He cannot sing without the voice,

But he may worship and rejoice

For patience in him to remain,

The chosen heiT of age and pain,

Instead of Oakes—who had no choice.

’Tis Oliver who sits beside

The other’s grave at eventide,

And smokes, and wonders what new race

Will have two gardens, by God’s grace,

In Linndale, where their fathers died.

And often, while he sits and smokes,
He sees the ghost of gentle Oakes
Uprooting, with a restless hand,
Soft, shadowy flowers in a land
Of asphodels and artichokes.
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THE REVEALER

(Roosevelt)

He turned aside to see the carcase of the lion: and hehold, there
was a swarm of bees and honey in the carcase of the lion. . . And
the men of the city said unto him, What is sweeter than honey? and
what is stronger than a lion?

—

Judges, 14.

The palms of Mammon have disowned

The gift of our complacency,

The bells of ages have intoned

Again their rhythmic irony;

And from the shadow, suddenly,

’Mid echoes of decrepit rage,

The seer of our necessity

Confronts a Tyrian heritage

Equipped with unobscured intent

He smiles with lions at the gate,

Acknowledging the compliment

Like one familiar with his fate;

The lions, having time to wait.

Perceive a small cloud in the skies,

Whereon they look, disconsolate.

With scared, reactionary eyes.

A shadow falls upon the land,

—

They sniff, and they are like to roar;

Por they will never understand

What they have never seen before.

They march in order to the door,

Not knowing the best thing to seek,

Nor caring if the gods restore

The lost composite of the Greek.
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The shadow fades, the light arrives.

And ills that were concealed are seen;

The combs of long-defended hives

Now drip dishonored and unclean;

No Nazarite or Nazarene
Compels our questioning to prove

The difference that is between

Dead lions—or the sweet thereof.

But not for lions, live or dead,

Except as we are all as one,

Is he the world’s accredited

Bevealer of what we have done;

What You and I and Anderson
Are still to do is his reward;

If we go back when he is gone

—

There is an Angel with a Sword.

He cannot close again the doors

That now are shattered for our sake;

He cannot answer for the floors

We crowd on, or for walls that shake;

He cannot wholly undertake

The cure of our immunity;
He cannot hold the stars, or make
Of seven years a century.

So Time will give us what we earn

Who flaunt the handful for the whole.

And leave us all that we may learn

Who read the surface for the soul;

And we’ll be steering to the goal,

Eor we have said so to our sons:

When we who ride can pay the toll.

Time humors the far-seeing ones
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Down to our nose’s very end
We see, and are invincible,

—

Too vigilant to comprehend
The scope of what we cannot sell;

But while we seem to know as well

As we know dollars, or our skins,

The Titan may not always tell

Just where the boundary begins.
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LANCELOT *

I

Gawaine, aware again of Lancelot

In the Kang’s garden, coughed and followed him;

Whereat he turned and stood with folded arms

And weary-waiting eyes, cold and half-closed

Hard eyes, where doubts at war with memories

.

Panned a sad wrath “Why frown upon a friend?

Pew live that have too many,” Gawame said,

And wished unsaid, so thinly came the light

Between the narrowing lids at which he gazed

“And who of us are they that name their friends /

Lancelot said. “They live that have not any.

Why do they live, Gawame? Ask why, and answer.

Two men of an elected eminence,

They stood for a tune sdent. Then Gawame,

Acknowledging the ghost of what was gone.

Put out his hand: “Rather, I say, why ask/

If I be not the friend of Lancelot,

May I be nailed alive along tbe ground

And emmets eat me dead. If I he not

The friend of Lancelot, may I be fried

With other liars in the pans of hell.

What item otherwise of immolation

Your Darkness may invent, be it mine to en lire

And youTs to gloat on. For the time between,

Consider this thing you see that is mv mm .

If once, it has been yours a thousand time*,

* Copyright, 1920, hy Thomas Seltzer.
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Why not again ? Gawaine has never lied

To Lancelot; and this, of all wrong days

—

This day before the day when you go south

To God knows what accomplishment of exile

—

Were surely an ill day for lies to find

An issue or a cause or an occasion.

King Ban your father and King Lot my father,

Were they alive, would shake their heads in sorrow

To see us as we are, and I shake mine
In wonder. Will you take my hand, or no?

Strong as I am, I do not hold it out

For ever and on air. You see—my hand.”

Lancelot gave his hand there to Gawaine,

Who took it, held it, and then let it go,

Chagrined with its indifference.

‘Yes, Gawaine,

I go tomorrow, and I wish you well;

You and your brothers, Gareth, Gaheris,

—

And Agravaine; yes, even Agravaine, i

Whose tongue has told all Camelot and all Britain

More lies than yet have hatched of Modred’s envy.

You say that you have never lied to me,

And I believe it so. Let it be so.

For now and always. Gawaine, I wish you well.

Tomorrow I go south, as Merlin went.

But not for Merlin’s end. I go, Gawaine,
And leave you to your ways There are ways left.

“There are three ways I know, three famous ways,

And all in Holy Writ,” Gawaine said, smiling’

“The snake’s way and the eagle’s way are two.

And then we have a man’s way with a maid

—

Or with a woman who is not a maid.
Your late way is to send all women scudding,
To the last flash of the last cramoisy,
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Wlnle you go south to find the fires of God.

Since we came back again to Camelot

From our immortal Quest—I came back first

—

No man has known you for the man you were

Before you saw whatever J
t was you saw,

To make so little of kings and queens and friends

Thereafter. Modred? Agravame? My brothers?

And what if they he brothers ? What are brothers.

If they be not our friends, your friends and mine?
You turn away, and my words are no mark
On you affection or your memory ?

So be it then, if so it is to be.

God save you, Lancelot; for by Saint Stephen,

You are no more than man to save yourself.”

“Gawaine, I do not say that you are wrong,

Or that you are ill-seasoned in your lightness;

You say that all you know is what you saw.

And on your own averment you saw nothing

Your spoken word, Gawaine, I have not weighed

In those unhappy scales of inference

That have no beam but one made out of hates

And fears, and venomous conjecturmgs;

Your tongue is not the sword that urges me
Now out of Camelot Two other swords

There are that are awake, and in their scabbards

Are parching for the blood of Lancelot.

Yet I go not away for fear of them.

But for a sharper care You cny the truth,

But not when you contend the fires of God
Are my one fear,—for there is one fear more.

Therefore I go. Gawaine, I wish you well.”

<rWell-wishing in a way is well enough;

So, in a way, is caution; so, in n way,
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Are leeches, neatherds, and astrologers.

Lancelot, listen. Sit you down and listen:

You talk of swords and fears and banishment.

Two swords, you say; Modred and Agravaine,

You mean. Had you meant Gaheris and Gareth,

Or willed an evil on them, I should welcome
And hasten your farewell. But Agravaine
Hears little what I say; his ears are Modred’s.

The King is Modred’s father, and the Queen
A prepossession of Modred’s lunacy.

So much for my two brothers whom you fear.

Hot fearing for yourself. I say to you,

Fear not for anything—and so be wise

And amiable again as heretofore;

Let Modred have his humor, and Agravaine
His tongue. The two of them have done their worst.

And having done their worst, what have they done?

A whisper now and then, a chirrup or so

In corners,—and what else? Ask what, and answer.

Still with a frown that had no faith in it,

Lancelot, pitying Gawaine’s lost endeavour
To make an evil jest of evidence,

Sat fronting him with a remote forbearance—

*

Whether for Gawaine blind or Gawaine false.

Or both, or neither, he could not say yet.

If ever; and to himself he said no more
Than he said now aloud: “What else, Gawaine?
What else, am I to say ? Then ruin, I say;

Destruction, dissolution, desolation,

I say,—should I compound with jeopardy now.
For there are more than whispers here, Gawaine:
The way that we have gone so long together
Has underneath our feet, without our will.

Become a twofold faring. Yours, I trust,
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May lead you always on, as it lias led you.

To praise and to much joy. Mine, I believe,

Leads off to battles that are not yet fought,

And to the Light that once had blinded me.

When I came back from seeing what I saw,

I saw no place for me in Camelot

There is no place for me in Camelot.

There is no place for me save where the Light

May lead me; and to that place I shall go.

Meanwhile I lay upon your soul no load

Of counsel or of empty admonition;

Only I ask of you, should strife arise

In Camelot, to remember, if you may,

That you’ve an ardor that outruns your reason.

Also a glamour that outshines your guile;

And you are a strange hater. I know that;

And I’m in fortune that you hate not me.

Yet while we have our sins to dream about.

Time has done worse for time than m our making?

Albeit there may be sundry falterings

And falls against us in the Book of Man.”

<r
Praise Adam, you are mellowing at lastl

Fve always liked this world, and would so still;

And if it is your new Light leads vou on

To such an admirable gait, for God’s sake,

Follow it, follow it, follow it, Lancelot;

Follow it as you never followed glory.

Once I believed that I was on the way

That you call yours, but I came home again

To Camelot—and Camelot was right,

For the world knows its own that knows not you;

You are a thing too vaporous to be sharing

The carnal feast of life. You mow down men
Like elder-stems, and you leave women sighing
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For one more sight of you; but they do wrong.

You are a man of mist, and have no shadow.

God save you, Lancelot. If I laugh at you,

I laugh m envy and bn admiration.”

The joyless evanescence of a smile,

Discovered on the face of Lancelot

Ey Gawaine’s unrelenting vigilance,

Wavered, and with a sullen change went out;

And then there was the music of a woman
Laughing behind them, and a woman spoke:

“Gawame, you said ‘God save you, Lancelot.’

Why should He save him any more to-day

Than on another day ? What has he done,

Gawaine, that God should save him?” Guinevere,

With many questions m her dark blue eyes

And one gay jewel in her golden hair,

Had come upon the two of them unseen,

Till now she was a russet apparition

At which the two arose—one with a dash
Of easy leisure in his courtliness,

One with a stately calm that might have pleased

The Queen of a strange land indifferently.

The firm incisive languor of her speech,

Heard once, was heard through battles : “Lancelot,

What have you done to-day that God should save you ?

What has he done, Gawaine, that God should save him ?

I grieve that you two pinks of chivalry

Should he so near me in my desolation,

And I, poor soul alone, know nothing of it.

What has he done, Gawaine?”

With all her poise,

To Gawaine’s undeceived urbanity
She was less queen than woman for the nonce,
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And in lier eyes there was a flickering

Of a still fear that would not be veiled wholly
With any mask of mannered nonchalance.
aWhat has he done 2 Madam, gttend your nephew
And learn from him, m your incertitude,

That this inordinate man Lancelot,
This engine of renown, this hewer down daily
Of potent men by scores m our late warfare.
Has now inside his head a foreign fever
That urges him away to the last edge
Of everything, there to efface himself
In ecstasy, and so he done with us.

Hereafter, peradventure certain birds
Will perch in meditation on his bones,
Quite as if they were some poor sailor’s bones.
Or felon’s jettisoned, or fisherman’s,
Or fowler’s bones, or Mark of Cornwall’s lionet.

In fine, this flower of men that was our comrade
Shall be for us no more, from this day on,
Than a much remembered Frenchman far away.
Magnanimously I leave you now to prize
Tour final sight of him; and leaving you,
I leave the sun to slime for him alone,
Wliiles I grope on to gloom Madam, farewell,
And you, contrarious Lancelot, farewell.”

n
The flash of oak leaves over Guinevere
That afternoon, with the sun going down.
Made memories there for Lancelot, although
The woman who in silence looked at lnm
How seemed his inventory of the world
That lie must lose, or suffer to be lost

For love of her who sat there in the shade,
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With oak leaves flashing in a golden light

Over her face and over her golden hair.

“Gawaine has all the graces, yet he knows;

He knows enough to he the end of us,

If so he would,” she said. “He knows and laughs

And wre are at the mercy of a man
Who, if the stars went out, would only laugh.”

She looked away at a small swinging blossom,

And then she looked intently at her fingers,

While a frown gathered slowly round her eyes.

And wrinkled her white forehead.

Lancelot,

Scarce knowing whether to himself he spoke

Or to the Queen, said emptily: “As for Gawaine,.

My question is, if any curious hind

Or knight that is alive in Britain breathing.

Or prince, or king, knows more of us, or less.

Than Gawaine, in his gay complacency.

Knows or believes he knows. There’s over mucl

Of knowing in this realm of many tongues.

Where deeds are less to those who tell of them
Than are the words they sow; and you and I

Are like to yield a granary of such "words,

For God knows what next harvesting. Gawain
I fear no more than Gareth, or Colgrevance;
So far as it is his to he the friend

Of any man, so far is he my friend

—

Till I have crossed him in some enterprise

Unlikely and unborn. So fear not Gawaine
But let your primal care be now for one
Whose name is yours.”

The Queen, with her blue eyes

Too bright for joy, still gazed on Lancelot,
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Who stared as if in angry malediction

Upon the shorn grass growing at his feet
<rWhy do you speak as if the grass had ears

And I had none 2 What are you saying now,
So darkly to the grass, of knights and hinds?

Are you the Lancelot who rode, long since,

Away from me on that unearthly Quest,

Which left no man the same who followed it

—

Or none save Gawame, who came back so soon

That we had hardly missed him ?” Faintly then

She smiled a little, more in her defence.

He knew, than for misprision of a man
WTiom yet she feared :

<rWhy do you set this day—
This golden day, when all are not so golden

—

To tell me, with your eyes upon the ground.

That idle words have been for idle tongues

And ears a moment’s idle entertainment?

Have I become, and all at once, a thing

So new to courts, and to the buzz they make,
That I should hear no murmur, see no sign?

Where malice and ambition dwell with envy,

They go the farthest who believe the least;

So let them,—while I ask of you again,

Why this day for all this? Was yesterday

A day of ouphes and omens? Was it Friday?
I don’t remember. Days are all alike

When I have you to look on; when you go,

There are no days but hours. You might say now
What Gawaine said, and say it in our language”
The sharp light still was m her eyes, alive

And anxious with a reminiscent fear.

Lancelot, like a strong man stricken hard

With pain, looked up at her unhappily;

And slowly, on a low and final note,
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Said: “Gawaine laughs alike at what he knows,

And at the loose convenience of his fancy;

He sees m others what his humor needs

To nourish it, and lives a merry life.

Sometimes a random shaft of his will hit

Nearer the mark than one a wise man aims

With infinite address and reservation;

So has it come to pass this afternoon”

Blood left the quivering cheeks of Guinevere

As color leaves a cloud; and where white was

Before, there was a ghostliness not white,

But gray; and over it her shining hair

Coiled heavily its mocking weight of gold.

The pride of her forlorn light-hcartedness

Fled like a storm-blown feather; and her fear,

Possessing her, was all that she possessed.

She sought for Lancelot, hut he seemed gone.

There was a strong man glowering in a chair

Before her, but he was not Lancelot,

Or he would look at her and say to her

That Gawaine’s words were less than chaif m the wind

A nonsense about exile, birds, and bones,

Bom of an indolence of empty breath.

“Say what has come to pass this afternoon,”

She said, “or I shall hear you all my life.

Not hearing what it was you might have told.”

He felt the trembling of her slow last words,
And his were trembling as he answered them

:

‘Why this day, why no other? So you ask.

And so must I in honor tell you more

—

For what end, I have yet no braver guess
Than Modred has of immortality.
Or you of Gawaine. Could I have him alone
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Between me and the peace I cannot know,

lly life were like the sound of golden bells

Over still fields at sunset, where no storm

Should ever blast the sky with fire again,

Or thunder follow rum for you and me,

—

As like it will, if I for one more day,

Assume that I see not what I have seen,

See now, and shall see. There are no more lies

Left anywhere now for me to tell myself

That I have not already told myself,

And overtold, until today I seem
To taste them as I might the poisoned fruit

That Patrise had of Mador, and so died.

And that same apple of death was to he food

For Gawaine; but he left it and lives on,

To moke his joy of living your confusion.

His life is Ins religion , he loves life

With such n manifold exuberance
That poison shuns him and seeks out a way
To wreak its evil upon innocence.

There may he chance m this, there may be law;

Be what there be, I do not fear Gawaine.”

The Queen, with an indignant little foot,

Struck viciously the unoffending grass

And said: “Why not let Gawaine go his way?
I’ll think of him no more, fear him no more,

And hear of him no more I’ll hear no more
Of any now save one who is. or was,

All men to me. And he said once to me
That he would say why this day, of all days.

Was more mysteriously felicitous

For solemn conuninntion than another.”

Again she smiled, hut her blue eye? were telling

No more their storv of old happiness
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‘Tor me today is not as other days,”

He said, “because it is the first, I find,

That has empowered my will to say to you
What most it is that you must hear and heed.

When Arthur, with a faith unfortified,

Sent me alone, of all he might have sent,

That May-day to Leodogran your father,

I went away from him with a sore heart;

For in my heart I knew that I should fail

My King, who trusted me too far beyond

The mortal outpost of experience.

And this was after Merlin’s admonition,

Which Arthur, in his passion, took for less

Than his inviolable majesty.

When I rode in between your father’s guards

And heard his trumpets blown for my loud honor,

I sent my memory back to Camelot,

And said once to myself, ‘God save the king!’

But the words tore my throat and were like blood

Upon my tongue. Then a great shout went up
From shining men around me everywhere;

And I remember more fair women’s eyes

Than there are stars in autumn, all of them
Thrown on me for a glimpse of that high knight

Sir Lancelot—Sir Lancelot of the Lake.
I saw their faces and I saw not one
To sever a tendril of my integrity;

But I thought once again, to make myself
Believe a silent lie, ‘God save the King’ . . .

I saw your face, and there were no more kings.”

The sharp light softened in the Queen’s blue eyes.

And for a moment there was joy in them:
“Was I so menacing to the peace, I wonder.
Of anvone else alive? But why go back?
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I tell you that I fear Gawaine no more;
And if you fear him not, and I fear not

What you fear not, what have we then to fear ?”

Fatigued a little with her reasoning.

She waited longer than a woman waits,

Without a cloudy sign, for Lancelot’s

Unhurried answer: <rWhether or not you fear.

Know always that I fear for me no stroke

Maturing for the joy of any knave
Who sees the world, with me alive in it,

A place too crowded for the furtherance

Of Ins inflammatory preparations.

But Lot of Orkney had a wife, a dark one; '

And rumor says no man who gazed at her.

Attentively, might say his prayers again

Without a penance or an absolution

I know not about that, hut the world knows
That Arthur prayed in vain once, if he prayed,

Or we should have no Modred watching us

Know then that what you fear to call my fear

Is all for you; and what is all for you
Is all for love, which were the same to me
As life—had I not seen what I have seen.

But first I am to tell you what I see,

And what I mean by fear. It is yourself

That I see now; and if I saw you only,

I might forego again all other service,

And leave to Time, who is Love’s almoner.
The benefaction of what years or days
Bemainmg might be found unchronicled
For two that have not always watched or seen
The sands of gold that flow for golden hours.

If I saw you alone ! But I know now
That you are never more to he alone.

The shape of one infernal foul attendant
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Will be for ever prowling after you,

To leer at me like a damned thing whipped out

Of the last cave in hell. You know his name.

Over your shoulder I could see him now,

Adventuring his misbegotten patience

For one destroying word in the King’s ear

—

The word he cannot whisper there quite yet,

Not having it yet to say. If he should say it,

Then all this would be over, and our days

Of life, your days and mine, be over with it.

No day of mine that were to be for you
Your last, would light for me a longer span

Than for yourself; and there would be no twilight.

The Queen’s implacable calm eyes betrayed

The doubt that had as yet for what he said

No healing answer: “If I fear no more
Gawaine, I fear your Modred even less.

Your fear, you say, is for an end outside

Your safety; and as much as that I grant you.

And I believe m your belief, moreover.

That some far-off unheard-of retribution

Hangs over Camelot, even as this oak-bough,

That I may almost reach, hangs overhead.

All dark now. Only a small time ago
The light was falling through it, and on me.
Another light, a longer time ago,

Was living in your eyes, and we were happy.
Yet there was Modred then as he is now,
As much a danger then as he is now.
And quite as much a nuisance. Let his eyes

Have all the darkness in them they may hold.

And there will be less left of it outside
For fear to grope and thrive in. Lancelot,
I say the dark is not what you fear most.
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There is a Light that you fear more today

Than all the darkness that has ever been;

Yet I doubt not that your Light will burn on

For some time yet without your ministration.

I’m glad for Modred,—though I hate his eyes,

—

That he should hold me nearer to your thoughts

Than I should hold myself, I fear, without him;
I’m glad for Gawaine, also,—who, you tell me,

Misled my fancy with his joy of living
*’

Incredulous of her voice and of her lightness.

He saw now in the patience of her smile

A shining quiet of expectancy
That made as much of his determination

As he had made of giants and Sir Peris.

“But I have more to say than you have heard,”

He faltered—“though God knows what you have heard

Should he enough.”

‘T see it now,” she said

;

<CT see it now as always women must
Who cannot hold what holds them any more.

If Modred’s hate were now the only hazard

—

The only shadow between you and me

—

How long should I be saying all this to you,

Or vou be listening? Ho, Lancelot,—no.

I knew it coming for a longer time
Thun you fared for the Grail You tohl vour«elf.

When first that wild light come to make men mad
Bound Arthur’s Table—ns Gawaine told himself.

And many another tired man told himself

—

That it was God, not something new, that called you
Well. God was something new to most of them.
And so they went nwnv. But you were changing
Long before you. or Bors, or Percivnl,
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Or Galahad rode away—or poor Gawaine,

Who came back presently; and for a time

Before you went—albeit for no long time

—

I may have made for your too loyal patience

A jealous exhibition of my folly

—

All for those two Elaines; and one of them
Is dead, poor child, for you. How do you feel,

Tou men, when women die for you ? They do,

Sometimes, you know. Hot often, hut sometimes.”

Discomfiture, beginning with a scowl

And ending in a melancholy smile.

Crept over Lancelot’s face the while he stared.

More like a child than like the man he was,

At Guinevere’s demure serenity

Before him in the shadow, soon to change

Into the darkness of a darker night

Than yet had been since Arthur was a king.

‘What seizure of an unrelated rambling
Do you suppose it was that had you then ?”

He said; and with a frown that had no smile

Behind it, he sat brooding

The Queen laughed.

And looked at him again with lucent eyes

That had no sharpness in them ; they were soft now,

And a blue light, made wet with happiness.

Distilled from pain into abandonment,
Shone out of them and held him while she smiled,

Although they trembled with a questioning
Of what his gloom foretold : “All that I saw
Was true, and I have paid for what I saw

—

. More than a man may know. Hear me, and listen:

You cannot put me or the truth aside.

With half-told words that I could only wish
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No man had said to me; not you, of all men.
If there were only Modred in the way,
Should I see now, from here and in this light.

So many furrows over your changed eyes?
Why do you fear for me when all my fears
Are for the needless burden you take on ?

To put me far away, and your fears with me,
Were surely no long toil, had you the will

To say what you have known and I have known
Longer than I dare guess Have little fear:
Never shall I become for you a curse
Laid on your conscience to be borne for ever;
Nor shall I be a weight for you to drag
On always after you, as a poor slave
Drags iron at his heels Therefore, today.
These ominous reassurances of mine
Would seem to me to be a waste of life,

And more than life”

Lancelot’s memory wandered
Into the blue and wistful distances
That her soft eyes unveiled. He knew their trick,

As he knew the great love that fostered it.

And the wild passionate fate that hid itself

In all the perilous calm of white and gold
That was her face and hair, and might as well
Have been of gold and marble for the world,
And for the King. Before he knew, she stood
Behind him with her warm hands on his cheeks.
And her lips on his lips; and though lie heard
Not half of what she told, he heard enough
To make ns much of it, or so it seemed.
As man was ever told, or should be told,

Or need be, until everything was told,

And nil the mystic silence of the stars
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Had nothing more to keep or to reveal.

“If there were only Modred in the way,’
1

She murmured, “would you come to me tonight?

The King goes to Carleon or Carlisle,

Or some place where there’s hunting Would you come,

If there were only Modred in the way?”
She felt his hand on hers and laid her cheek

Upon his forehead, where the furrows were

:

“All these must go away, and so must I

—

Before there are more shadows You will come,

And you may tell me everything you must
That I must hear you tell me—if I must

—

Of bones and horrors and of horrid waves
That break for ever on the world’s last edge.”

m
Lancelot looked about him, but he saw
Ko Guinevere. The place where she had sat

Was now an empty chair that might have been

The shadowy throne of an abandoned world,

But for the living fragrance of a kiss

That he remembered, and a living voice

That hovered when he saw that she was gone.

There was too much remembering while he felt

Upon his cheek the warm sound of her words;
There was too much regret; there was too much
Bemorse. Begret was there for what had gone,

Bemorse for what had come. Yet there was time,

That had not wholly come. There was time enough
Between him and the night—as there were shoals

Enough, no doubt, that m the sea somewhere
Were not yet hidden by the drowning tide.

“So there is here between me and the dark
Some twilight left,” he said. He sighed, and said
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Again, “Time, tide, and twilight—and the dark;
And then, for me, the Light. But what for her!
I do not think of anything but life

That I may give to her by going now;
And if I look into her eyes again,

Or feel her breath upon my face again,
God knows if I may give so much as life;

Or if the durance of her loneliness

Would have it for the asking. "What am I ?

What have I seen that I must leave behind
So much of heaven and earth to burn itself

Away m white and gold, until in time
There shall be no more white and no more gold?
I cannot think of such a time as that;
I cannot—yet I must; for I am he
That shall have hastened it and hurried on
To dissolution all that wonderment

—

That envy of all women who have said
She was a child of ice and ivory;
Arid of all men, sav.e one. And who is he?
Who is this Lancelot that has betrayed
His Ivnig, and served him with a cankered honor?
Who is this Lancelot that sees the Light
And waits now in the shadow for the dark ?

Who is this King, this Arthur, who believes
That what has been, and is, will be for ever,

—

Who has no eye for what he will not sec,

And will see nothing but what’s passing here
In Camelot, which is passing 9 Why arc we here?
What are we doing—kings, queens, Cnmelols,
And Lancelots? And what is this dim world
That X would leave, and cannot leave tonight
Because a Queen is in it and a King
Has gone away to some place where there’s hunting
Carloon or Carlisle! Who is this Queen,
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This pale witch-wonder of white fire and gold,

This Guinevere that I brought back with me
From Cameliard for Arthur, who knew then

What Merlin told, as he forgets it now
And rides away from her—God watch the world!

—

To some place where there’s hunting ! What are kings

And how much longer are there to be kings?

When are the millions who are now like worms
To know that kings are worms, if they are worms?

When are the women who make toys of men
To know that they themselves are less than toys

When Time has laid upon their skins the touch

Of his all-shrivelling' fingers ? When are they

To know that men must have an end of them
When men have seen the Light and left the world

That I am leaving now. Yet, here I am.

And all because a king has gone a-hunting. . . .

Carleon or Carlisle!”

So Lancelot

Fed with a sullen rancor, which he knew
To be as false as he was to the King,
The passion and the fear that now in him
Were burning like two slow infernal fires

That only flight and exile far away
From Camelot should ever cool again.

‘Yet here I am,” he said,
—“and here I am.

Time, tide, and twilight; and there is no twilight-

—

And there is not much time. But there’s enough
To eat and drink in ;

and there may be time
For me to frame a jest or two to prove
How merry a man may be who sees the Light.

And I must get me up and go along,

Before the shadows blot out everything,

And leave me stumbling among skeletons.
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God, what a rain of ashes falls on him
^

Who sees the new and cannot leave the oldl”

He Tose and looked away into the south

Where a gate was, by which he might go out,
^

How, if he would, while Time was yet there with him

Time that was tearing minutes out of life

While he stood shivering in his loneliness,

And while the silver lights of memory

Shone faintly on a far-off eastern shore

Where he had seen on earth for the last time

The triumph and the sadness m the face

Of Galahad, for whom the Light was waiting.

How he could see the face of him again,

He fancied ; and his flickering will adjured him

To follow it and he free. He followed it

Until it faded and there was no face,

And there was no more light Yet there was time

That had not come, though lie could hear it now

Like ruining feet of marching conquerors

That would he coming soon and were not men.

Forlornly and unwillingly he came hack

To find the two dim chairs. In one of them

Was Guinevere, and on her phantom face

There fell a golden light that might have been

The changing gleam of an unchanging gold

That was her golden hair. He sprang to touch

The wonder of it, hut she too was gone,

Like Galahad; he was alone again

With shadows, and one face that he still saw.

The world had no more faces now than one

That for a moment, with a flash of pain,

Had shown him wlint it is that may he seen

In embers that break slowly into dust,

Where for a time was fire. He saw it there
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Before him, and he knew it was not good

That he should learn so late, and of this hour,

What men may leave behind them in the eyes

Of women who have nothing more to give,

And may not follow after. Once again

He gazed away to southward, hut the face

Of Galahad was not there. He turned, and saw

Before him, in the distance, many lights

In Arthur’s palace; for the dark had come
To Camelot, while Time had come and gone.

IY

Not having viewed Carleon or Carlisle,

The King came home to Camelot after midnight,

Feigning an ill not feigned, and his return

Brought Bedivere, and after him Gawaine,

To the Fang’s inner chamber, where they waited

Through the grim light of dawn. Sir Bedivere,

By nature stern to see, though not so bleak

Within as to be frozen out of mercy.

Sat with arms crossed and with his head weighed low

In heavy meditation. Once or twice

His eyes were lifted for a careful glimpse

Of Gawaine at the window, where he stood

Twisting his fingers feverishly behind him.
Like one distinguishing indignantly,

For swift eclipse and for offence not his,

The towers and roofs and the sad majesty
Of Camelot in the dawn, for the last time.

Sir Bedivere, at last, with a long sigh

That said less of his pain than of his pity,

Addressed the younger knight who turned and heard

His elder, but with no large eagerness:
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“So it lias come, Gawame ; and we are here.

I find when I see backward something farther,

By grace of time, than you are given to see

—

Though you, past any doubt, see much that I

See not—I find that what the colder speech

Of reason most repeated says to us

Of what is in a way to come to us

Is like enough to come. And we are here.

Before the unseeing sun is here to mock us.

Or the King here to prove us, we are here.

We are the two, it seems, that are to make
Of words and of our presences a veil

Between him and the sight of what he does.

Little have I to say that I may tell him:
Bor what I know is what the city knows,

Kot what it says,—for it says everything.

The city says the first of all who met
The sword of Lancelot was Colgrevance,

Who fell dead while he wept—a brave maclr ae,

Cranked only for the rudiments of war.

But some of us are horn to serve and shift,

And that’s not well. The city says, also,

That you and Lancelot were in the garden.

Before the sun went down ”

‘Wes/’ Gawamc groaned;

'Wes, wo were there together in the garden,

Before the sun went down ;
and I conceive

A place among the possibilities

For me with other causes unforeseen

Of what may shake down soon to grief and ashes

This kingdom and this empire. Bcdivcre,

Could I have given a decent seriousness

To Lancelot while he said things to me
That pulled his heart half out of him by the roots.
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And left him, I see now, half sick with pity

For my poor uselessness to serve a need

That I had never known, we might he now
Asleep and easy m our beds at home,
And we might hear no murmurs after sunrise

Of what we are to hear. A few right words

Of mine, if said well, might have been enough.

That shall I never know. X shall know only

That it was I who laughed at Lancelot

When he said what lay heaviest on his heart.

By now he might he far away from here,

And farther from the world. But the Queen came;

The Queen came, and I left them there together;

And I laughed as I left them. After dark

I met with Modred and said what I could.

When I had heard him, to discourage him.

His mother was my mother. I told Bors,

And he told Lancelot ; though as for that.

My story would have been the same as his,

And would have had the same acknowledgment:
‘Thanks, hut no matter’—or to that effect

The Queen, of course, had fished him for his word,

And had it on the hook when she went home;
And after that, an army of red devils

Could not have held the man away from her.

And I’m to live as long as I’m to wonder
What might have been, had I not been—myself.

I heard him, and I laughed. Then the Queen came ”

‘‘Recriminations are not remedies,
Gawaine

; and though you cast them at yourself,

And hurt yourself, you cannot end or swerve
The flowing of these minutes that leave hours
Behind us, as we leave our faded selves

And yesterdays The surest-visioned of us
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Are creatures of our dreams and inferences.

And though it look to us a few go far

For seeing far, the fewest and tlie farthest

Of all we know go not beyond themselves.

No, Gawaine, you are not the cause of this;

And I have many doubts if all you said,

Or in your lightness may have left unsaid,

Would have unarmed the Queen. The Queen was
there.”

—

Gawaine looked up, and then looked down again:
“Good God, if I had only said—said something!”

“Say nothing now, Gawaine ” Bedivere sighed,

And shook his head: “Morning is not m the west.

The sun is rising and the King is coming;
Now you may hear him in the corridor,

Like a sick landlord shuffling to the light

For one last look-out on his mortgaged hills.

But hills and valleys are not what he sees;

He sees with us the fire—the sign—the law.

The King that is the father of the law
Is weaker than his child, except he slay it.

Not long ago, Gawaine, I had a dream
Of a sword over kings, and of a world
Without them.”—“Dreams, dreams.”

—“Hush, Gawaine.”

King Arthur
Came slowly on till in the darkened entrance
He stared and shivered like a sleep-walker,

Brought suddenly awake where a cliff’s edge
Is nil he sees between another step
And his annihilation. Bedivere rose.

And Gawaine rose; and with instinctive arms
They partly guided, partly carried him.
To the King’s chair.
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“I thank you, gentlemen,

Though I am not so shaken, I dare say,

As you would have me. This is not the hour

When kings who do not sleep are at their best;

And had I slept this night that now is over,

No man should ever call me King again.”

He pulled his heavy robe around him closer,

And laid upon his forehead a cold hand
That came down warm and wet. “You, Bedivere,

And you, Gawaine, are shaken with events

Incredible yesterday,—hut kings are men.
Take off their crowns and tear away their colors

And let them see with my eyes what I see

—

Yes, they are men, indeed ! If there’s a slave

In Britain with a reptile at his heart

Like mine that with his claws of ice and fire

Tears out of me the fevered roots of mercy,

Find him, and I will make a long of him!
And then, so that his happiness may swell

Tenfold, I’ll sift the beauty of all courts

And capitals, to fetch the fairest woman
That evil has in hiding; after that,

That he may know the sovran one man living

To be his friend, I’ll prune all chivalry

To one sure knight. In this wise our new king
Will have his queen to love, as I had mine,

—

His friend that he may trust, as I had mine,

—

And he will be as gay, if all goes well,
'

As I have been . as fortunate m his love,

And in his friend as fortunate—as I am

!

And what am I ? . . And what are you—you two I

If you are men, why don’t you say I’m dreaming?
1

I know men when I see them, I know daylight;
'

And I see now the gray shine of .our dreams.
I tell you I’m asleep and m my bed ! . . -
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But no—no ... I remember. Tou are men.
You are no dreams—but God, God, if you were I

If I were strong enough to make you vanish
And have you back again with yesterday

—

Before I lent myself to that false hunting,
Which yet may stalk the hours of many more
Than Lancelot’s unhappy twelve who died,

—

With a misguided Colgrevance to lead them,
And Agravame to follow and fall next,

—

Then should I know at last that I was King,
And I should then he King But kings are men,
And I have gleaned enough these two years gone
To know that queens aTe women. Merlin told me:
‘The love that never was ’ Two years ago
He told me that: ‘The love that never was!’
I saw—but I saw nothing Like the bird
That hides his head, I made myself see nothing.
But yesterday I saw—and I saw fire.

I think I saw it first in Modred’s eyes

;

Yet he said only truth—and fire is right.

It is—it must be fire. The law says fire.

And I, the King who made the law, say fire

!

What have I done—what folly have I said,

Since I came here, of dreaming? Dreaming? Ha!
I wonder if the Queen and Lancelot
Are dreaming! . . . Lancelot! Have they found him

yet?

He slashed a way into the outer night

—

Somewhere with Bors. We’ll have him here anon.
And we shall feed him also to the fire.

There are too many faggots lying cold

That might as well be cleansing, for our good,
A few deferred infections of our state

That honor should no longer look upon.
Thank heaven, I man my drifting wits again!
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Gawaine, your brothers, Gareth and Gaberis,

Are by our royal order there to see

And to report. They -went unwillingly,

Tor they are new to law and young to justice;

But what they are to see will harden them
With wholesome admiration of a realm

Where treason’s end is ashes. Ashes. Ashes!

Now this is better. I am King again.

Forget, I pray, my drowsy temporizing.

For I was not then properly awake. . . .

What? Hark! Whose crass insanity is that!

If I be King, go find the fellow and hang him
Who beats into the morning on that bell

Before there is a morning ! This is dawn l

What! Bedivere? Gawaine? You shake your heads?

I tell you this is dawn! . . . What have I done?

What have I said so lately that I flinch

To think on! What have I sent those boys to see?

I’ll put clouts on my eyes, and I’ll not see it!

Her face, and hands, and little small white feet,

And all her shining hair and her warm body

—

No—for the love of God, no !—it’s alive

!

She’s all alive, and they are burning her

—

The Queen—the love—the love that never was!

Gawaine! Bedivere! Gawaine!—Where is Gawaine!

Is he there in the shadow? Is he dead?
Are we all dead ? Are we in hell ?—Gawaine ! . • •

I cannot see her now in the smoke. Her eyes

Are what I see—and her white body is burning!
She never did enough to make me see her
Like that—to make her look at me like that!

There’s not room in the world for so much evil

As I see clamoring in her poor white face
For pity. Pity her, God! God! . . . Lancelot!”
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Gawaine, his body trembling and bis heart
Pounding as if be were a boy in battle,

Sat crouched as far away from everything
As walls would give him distance. Bedivere
Stood like a man of stone with folded arms,
And wept m stony silence. The King moved
His pallid lips and uttered fitfully

Low fragments of a prayer that was half sad,

Half savage, and was ended in a crash
Of distant sound that anguish lifted near
To those who heard it. Gawame sprang ngain
To the same casement where the towers and roofs
Had glimmered faintly a long hour ago,

But saw no terrors yet—though now he heard
A fiercer discord than allegiance rings
To rouse a mourning city blows, groans, cries.

Loud iron struck on iron, horses trampling,
Death-yells and imprecations, and at last

A moaning silence. Then a murmuring
Of eager fearfulness, which had a note
Of exultation and astonishment.
Came nearer, till a tumult of hard feet
Pilled the long corridor where late the King
Had made a softer progress

<fWell then, Lucan,’;

The King said, urging on indignity
To qualify suspense:. “Por what arrears
Of grace ore ve in debt for this attention?
Yhy all this early stirring of our sentries,

And their somewhat unseasoned innovation.
To bring you at this unoppointed hour?
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Are we at war with someone or another,

Without our sanction or intelligence?

Are Lucius and the Romans here to greet us,

Or was it Lucius we saw dead?”

Sir Lucan

Bowed humbly in amazed acknowledgment
Of his intrusion, meanwhile having scanned

What three grief-harrowed faces were revealing:

“Praise God, sir, there are tears in the King’s eyes,

And m his friends’. Having regarded them,

,And having ventured an abrupt appraisal

Of what I translate. . .
.”

“Lucan,” the King said,

“Ho matter what procedure or persuasion

Gave you an entrance—tell us what it is

That you have come to tell us, and no more.

There was a most uncivil sound abroad

Before you came. Who riots in the city?”

“Sir, will your patience -with a clement ear,

Attend the confirmation of events,

I will, with all available precision,

Say what this morning has inaugurated.

No preface or prolonged exordium
Reed aggravate the narrative, I venture.

The man of God, requiring of the Queen
A last assoilmg prayer for her salvation.

Heard what none else did hear save God the Father.

Then a great hush descended on a scene

Where stronger men than I fell on their knees,

And wet with tears their mail of shining iron

That soon was to be cleft unconscionably
Beneath a blast of anguish as intense

And fabulous in ardor and effect
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As Jove’s is in liis lightning. To be short,

They led the Queen—and she went bravely to it,

Or so she was configured in the picture

—

A brief way more; and we who did see that,

Believed we saw the last of all her sharing

In this conglomerate and perplexed existence.

But no—and here the prodigy comes in

—

The penal flame had hardly bit the faggot,

When, like an onslaught out of Erebus,

There came a crash of horses, and a flash

Of axes, and a hewing down of heroes,

Not like to any m its harsh, profound.

Unholy, and uneven execution.

I felt the breath of one horse on my neck,

And of a sword that all but left a chasm
Where still, praise be to God, I have intact

A face, if not a fair one I achieved

My flight, I trust, with honorable zeal,

Not having arms, or mail, or preservation

In any phase of necessary iron.

I found a refuge; and there saw the Queen,
All white, and in a swound of woe uplifted

By Lionel, while a dozen fought about him.

And Lancelot, who seized her while he struck,

And with his insane army galloped away.

Before the living, whom he left amazed,

Were sure thev were alive among the dead
Not even in the legendary mist
Of wars that none tod.iv may verify,

Did ever men annihilate their kind
With n more Aioiou? inhumanity
Or n more skilful frenzy. Lancelot
And all Ins heated adjunct* are hy novr

Too far, T fear, for cuch immediate
Reprisal ns your mnjc*t\ perrlianco . .

**
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“O’ God’s name, Lucan,” the King cried, “be still 1”

He gripped with either sodden hand an arm
Of his unyielding chair, while his eyes blazed

In anger, wonder, and fierce hesitation.

Then with a sigh that may have told unheard

Of an unwilling gratitude, he gazed

Upon his friends who gazed again at him;
But neither King nor friend said anything

Until the King turned once more to Sir Lucan

:

“Be still, or publish with a shorter tongue

The names of our companions who are dead.

Well, were you there? Or did you run so fast

That you were never there ? You must have eyes,

Or you could not have run to find us here.”

Then Lucan, with a melancholy glance

At Gawaine, who stood glaring his impatience.

Addressed again the King: “I will be short, sir;

Too brief to measure with finality

The scope of what I saw with indistinct

Amazement and incredulous concern.

Sir Tor, Sir Griflet, and Sir Aglovale
Are dead. Sir Gillimer, he is dead. Sir—Sir

—

But should a living error be detailed

In my account, how should I meet your wrath
For such a false addition to your sorrow?”
He turned again to Gawaine, who shook now
As if the fear in him were more than fury.

—

The King, observing Gawaine, beat his foot

In fearful hesitancy on the floor:

“No, Lucan; if so kind an error lives

In your dead record, you need have no fear.

My sorrow has already, in the weight
Of this you tell, too gross a task for that.”
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“Then I must offer you cold naked words.

Without the covering warmth of even one

Forlorn alternative,” said Lucan, slowly:

“Sir Gareth, and Sir Gaheris—are dead.”

The rage of a fulfilled expectancy,

Long tortured on a rack of endless moments.
Flashed out of Gawame’s overflowing eyes

While he flew forward, seizing Lucan’s arms.

And hurled him while he held him.—“Stop, Gawame,’
The King said grimly. “How is no time for that.

If Lucan, m a too bewildered heat

Of observation or sad reckoning,

Has added life to death, our joy therefor

Will be the larger. You have lost yourself.”

<cMore than myself it is that I have lost,”

Gawaine said, with a choking voice that faltered:

“Forgive me, Lucan
;
I was a little mad.

Gareth?—and Gaheris? Do you say their names,
And then say they are dead ! They had no arms

—

Ho armor They were like 3011—and you livel

Why do you live when they are dead ! You ran,

You say? Well, why were they not running

—

If they ran only for a pike to die with?
I knew my brothers, and I know your tale

Is not all told Gareth?—and Gaheris?

Would they stay there to die like •filly children?

Did they believe the King would have them die

For nothing? There are dregs of reason, Lucan,
In lunacy itself. My brothers, Lucan,
Were murdered like two dog=. Who murdered them?”

Lucan looked helplessly at Dedhoro,
The changeless man of stone, and then nt Gawaine:
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“I cannot use the word that you have used,

Though yours must have an answer. Your two brothers

Would not have squandered or destroyed themselves

In a vain show of action. I pronounce it,

If only for their known obedience

To the King’s instant wish. Know then your brothers

Were caught and crowded, this way and then that,

With men and horses raging all around them;
And there were swords and axes everywhere

That heads of men were. Armored and unarmored,

They knew the iron alike. In so great press.

Discrimination would have had no pause

To name itself; and therefore Lancelot

Saw not—or seeing, he may have seen too late

—

On whom his axes fell.”

“Why do you flood

The name of Lancelot with words enough
To drown him and his army—and his axes! . . .

His axes?—or his axe! Which, Lucan? Speak!

Speak, or by God you’ll never speak again! . . .

Forgive me, Lucan; I was a little mad.
You, sir, forgive me; and you, Bedivere.

There are too many currents in this ocean

Where I’m adrift, and I see no land yet.

Men tell of a great whirlpool in the north

Where ships go round until the men aboard

Go dizzy, arid are dizzy when they’re drowning.
But whether I’m to drown or find the shore.

There is one thing—and only one thing now

—

Bor me to know. . . . His axes? or his axe!

Say, Lucan, or I—O Lucan, speak—speak—speak f

Lucan, did Lancelot kill my two brothers f’

“I say again that in all human chance
He knew not upon whom his axe was falling.”
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“So! Then it was his axe and not his axes.

It was his hell-begotten self that did it,

And it was not his men. Gareth ! Galieris

!

You came too soon There was no place for you
Where there was Lancelot. j\fy folly it was,
Hot yours, to take for true the inhuman glamour
Of his high-sliming fame for that which most
Was not the man The truth we see too late

Hides half its evil in our stupidity;

And we gape while we groan for what we learn.

An hour ago and I was all but eager
To mourn with Bedivere for grief I had
That I did not say something to this villain

—

To this true, gracious, murderous friend of mine

—

To comfort lnm and urge him out of this.

While I was half a fool and half believed

That he was going Well, there is this to say

:

The world that has lnm will not have him long.

You see how calm I am, now I have said it?

And you, sir, do you see how calm I am?
And it was I who told of shipwrecks—whirlpools

—

Drowning
! I must have been a little mad,

Hot having occupation. How I have one.

And I have now a tongue as many-phrased
As Lucan’s. Gauge it, Lucan, if you will;

Or take my word It’s all one thing to me

—

All one, all one! There’s only one thing left . . .

Gareth and Galieris! Gareth! . . . Lancelot!”

‘Look, Bedivere,” the King said: “look to Gawnine
How lead him, you and Lucan, to a chair

—

As you and Gawaine led me to this chair

Where I am sitting. We may all be led,

If there be coming on for Camelot
Another day like this How leave me liere-
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Alone witli Gawame. When a strong man goes

Like that, it makes him sick to see his friends

Aronnd him. Leave ns, and go now. Sometimes

I’ll scarce remember that he’s not my son,

So near he seems. I thank you, gentlemen.”

The King, alone with Gawaine, who said nothing,

Had yet no heart for news of Lancelot

Or Guinevere. He saw them on their way
To Joyous Gard, where Tristram and Isolt

Had islanded of old their stolen love.

While Mark of Cornwall entertained a vengeance

Envisaging an ending of all that;

And he could see the two of them together

As Mark had seen Isolt there, and her knight,

—

Though not, like Mark, with murder m his eyes.

He saw them as if they were there already,

And he were a lost thought long out of mind;
He saw them lying in each other’s arms,

Oblivious of the living and the dead
They left in Camelot. Then he saw the dead

That lay so quiet outside the city walls.

And wept, and left the Queen to Lancelot

—

Or would have left her, had the will been his

To leave or take; for now he could acknowledge
An inrush of a desolate thanksgiving
That she, with death around her, had not died.

The vision of a peace that humbled lnm,
And yet might save the world that he had won.
Came slowly into view like something soft

And ominous on all-fours, •without a spirit

To make it stand upright “Better be that,

Even that, than blood,” lie sighed, “if that be peace.”

But looking down on Gawaine, who said nothing,

He shook his head * “The King has had- his world,
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And he shall have no peace. With Modred here,

And Agravame with Gareth, who is dead
With Gaheris, Gawaine will have no peace.

Gawame or Modred—Gawaine with his hate.

Or Modred with his anger for his birth.

And the black malady of his ambition

—

Will make of my Round Table, where was drawn
The circle of a world, a thing of wreck
And yesterday—a furniture forgotten;

And I, who loved the world as Merlin did,

May lose it as he lost it, for a love

That was not peace, and therefore was not love.”

VI

The dark of Modred’s hour not yet availing,

Gawaine it was who gave the Ivmg no peace;

Gawaine it was who goaded linn and drove him
To Joyous Gard, where now for long his army.

Disheartened with unprofitable slaughter,

Fought for their weary King and wearily

Died fighting. Only Gawaine’s hate it was
That held the King’s knights and his warrior slaves

Close-hived m exile, dreaming of old scenes

Where Sorrow, and her demon sister Fear,

Now shared the dusty food of loneliness,

From Orkney to Cornwall. There was no peace.

Nor could there be, so Gawaine told the King,

And so the King in anguish told himself,

Until there was an end of one of them

—

Of Gawaine or the King, or Lancelot,

Who might have had an end, as cither knew.
Long since of Arthur and of Gawaine with him.

One evening in the moonlight Lancelot

And Bors, his kinsman, and the loyalest,
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If least assured, of all who followed him,

Sat gazing from an ivy-cornered casement

In angry silence upon Arthur’s horde,

Who m the silver distance, without sound,

Were dimly burying dead men. Sir Bors,

Reiterating vainly what was told

As wholesome hearing for unliearing ears.

Said now to Lancelot: “And though it he

For no more now than always, let me speak:

You have a pity for the King, you say,

That is not hate, and for Gawaine you have

A grief that is not hate. Pity and grief!

And the Queen all hut shrieking out her soul

That morning when we snatched her from the faggots

That were already crackling when we camel
Why, Lancelot, if in you is an answer,

Have you so vast a charity for the King,

And so enlarged a grief for his gay nephew.
Whose tireless hate for you has only one
Disastrous appetite? You know for what

—

For your slow blood. I knew you, Lancelot,

When all this would have been a merry fable

For smiling men to yawn at and forget,

As they forget their physic. Pity and grief

Are m your eyes. I see them well enough;
And I saw once with you, in a far land,

The glimmering of a Light that you saw nearer

—

Too near for your salvation or advantage.
If you be what you seem. What I saw then
Hade life a wilder mystery than ever,

And earth a new illusion. You, maybe,
Saw pity and grief. What I saw was a Gleam,
To fight for or to die for—till we know
Too much to fight or die. Tonight you turn
A page whereon your deeds are to engross
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Inexorably their story of tomorrow;

And then tomorrow. How many of these tomorrows

Are coming to ask unanswered why this war

Was fought and fought for the yam sake of slaughter?

Why carve a compost of a multitude.

When only two, diserimmately despatched.

Would sum the end of what you know is ending

And leave to you the scorch of no more blood

Upon your blistered soul? The Light you saw

Was not for this poor crumbling realm of Aithur,

Nor more for Home; but for another state

That shall be neither Rome nor Camclot,

Nor one that we may name. Why longer, then,

Are you and Gawame to anoint with war,

That even in hell would be superfluous,

A reign already dying, and ripe to die?

I leave you to your last interpretation

Of what may be the pleasure of your madness 57

Meanwhile a mist was hiding the dim work

Of Arthur’s men ; and like another mist.

All gray, came Guinevere to Lancelot,

Whom Bors had left, not having had of him

The largess of a word She laid her hands

Upon his hair, vexing him to brief speech:

“And you—are you like Bors?”

'T may he so/
7

She said; and she saw faintly vherc she garcd,

Like distant insects of a shadovy world,

Dim clusters here and there of shadowy men
Whose occupation was her long nbhoirence:

“If he came here and went away again.

And all for nothing, I may be like Bors.

Be glad, at least, that I am not like Andrcd
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Of Cprnwall, who stood once behind a man
And slew him without saying he was there.

Not Arthur, I believe, nor yet Gawaine,

Would have done quite like that; though only God
May say what there’s to come before this war
Shall have an end—unless you are to see,

As I have seen so long, a way to end it.”

He frowned, and watched again the coming mist

That hid with a cold veil of augury

The stillness of an empire that was dying:

“And are you here to say that if I kill

Gawaine and Arthur we shall both be happy?”

“Is there still such a word as happiness?

I come to tell you nothing, Lancelot,

That folly and waste have not already told you.

Were you another man than Lancelot,

I might say folly and fear. But no,—no fear.

As I know fear, was yet composed and wrought,
By man, for your delay and your undoing.

God knows how cruelly and how truly now
You might say, that of all -who breathe and suffer

There may be others who are not so near
To you as I am, and so might say better

What I say only with a tongue not apt
Or guarded for much argument. A woman,
As men have known since Adam heard the first

Of Eve’s interpreting of how it was
In Paradise, may see but one side only

—

Where maybe there are two, to say no more.
Yet here, for you and me, and so for all

Caught with us in this lamentable net,

I see but one deliverance: I see none,
Unless you cut for us a clean way out,
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So rending these hate-woven webs of horror

Before they mesh the world. And if the world

Or Arthur’s name be now a dying glory.

Why bleed it for the sparing of a man

Who hates you, and a Kang that hates himself

.

If war be war—and I make only blood

Of your red writing—why dishonor Time

Bor torture longer drawn m your slow game

Of empty slaughter? Tomorrow it will be

The King’s move, I suppose, and we shall have

One more magnificent waste of nameless pawns,

And of a few more knights God, how you love

This game I—to make so loud a shambles of it.

When you have only twice to lift your finger

To signal peace, and give to this Poor drenc ie

And clotted earth a time to heal itself.

Twice over I say to you, if war be war,

Why play with it? Why look a thousand ways

Away from what it is, only to find

A few stale memories left that would reqm c

Tour tears with your destruction? Tears, I say,

Bor I have seen your tears; I see them now,

Although the moon is dimmer than it was

Before I came. I wonder if I dimmed 1

I wonder if I brought this fog here wi 1 me

To make you chillier even than you are

When I am not so near you . • Lancelot,
.

There must be glimmering yet somewhere within

The last spark of a little willingness

To tell me why it is this war goes on.
.

Once I believed you told me everyt ung

,

And what you may have hidden was no matter,

Bor what you told was all I needed, t ion.

But crumbs that are a festival for .joy

Make a dry fare for sorrow; and t ie cw
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Spared words that were enough to nourish faith,

Are for our lonely fears a frugal poison.

So, Lancelot, if only to bring back

For once the ghost of a forgotten mercy,

Say now, even though you strike me to the floor

When you have said it, for what untold end

All this goes on. Am I not anything now?
Is Gawaine, who would feed you to wild swine,

And laugh to see them tear you, more than I am ?

Is Arthur, at whose word I was dragged out

To wear for you the fiery crown itself

Of human torture, more to you than I am ?

Am I, because you saw death touch me once,

Too gross a trifle to be longer prized?

Not many days ago, when you lay hurt

And aching on your bed, and I cried out

Aloud on heaven that I should bring you there,

You said you would have paid the price of hell

To save me that foul morning from the fire.

You paid enough" yet when you told me that.

With death going on outside the while you said it,

I heard the woman in me asking why.

Nor do I wholly find an answer now
In any shine of any far-off Light
You may have seen. Knowing the world, you know
How surely and how indifferently that Light
Shall burn through many a war that is to be,

To which this war were no more than a smear
On circumstance. The world has not begun
The Light you saw was not the Light of Home,
Or Time, though you seem battling here for time.
While you are still at war with Arthur’s host
And Gawaine’s hate How many thousand men
Are going to their death before Gawaine
And Arthur go to theiTS—and I to mine?”
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Lancelot, looking off into the fog,

In which his fancy found the watery light

Of a dissolving moon, sighed without hope

Of saying what the Queen would have him say:

“I fear, my lady, my fair nephew Bors,

Whose tongue affords a random wealth of sound.

May lately have been scattering on the air

Bor you a music less oracular

Than to your liking . . . Say, then, you had split

The uncovered heads of two men with an axe,

Not knowing whose heads—if that’s a palliation

And seen their brains fly out and splash the ground

As they were common offal, and then learned

That you had butchered Gaheris and Gareth

Gareth, who had for me a greater love

Than any that has ever trod the ways

Of a gross world that early would have crushed him,

Even you, in your quick fever of dispatch,

Might hesitate before you drew the blood^

Of him that was their brother, and my friend.

Yes, he was more my friend, was I to know,^

Than I had said or guessed; for it was Gawaine

Who gave to Bors the word that might have saved us.

And Arthur’s fading empire, for the time

Till Modred had in his dark wormy way
^

Crawled into light again with a new ruin

At work in that occult snake’s brain of his.

And even in your prompt obliteration

Of Arthur from a changing world that rocks

Itself into a dizziness around him,

A moment of attendant reminiscence

Were possible, if not likely. Had he made
^

A knight of you, scrolling your name with his

Among the first of men—and in his love

Inveterntely the first—and had you then
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Betrayed his fame and honor to the dust

That now is choking him, you might in time

—

You might, I say—to my degree succumb.

Forgive me, if my lean words are -for yours

Too bare an answer, and ascribe to them
No tinge of allegation or reproach

What I said once to you I said for ever

—

That I would pay the price of hell to save you.

As for the Light, leave that for me alone;

Or leave as much of it as yet for me
May shine. Should I, through any unforeseen

Remote effect of awkwardness or chance,

Be done to death or durance by the King,

I leave some writing wherein I beseech

For you the clemency of afterthought.

Were I to die and he to see me dead,

My living prayer, surviving the cold hand
That wrote, would leave you in his larger prudence,

If I have known the King, free and secure

To bide the summoning of another King
More great than Arthur. But all this is language;
And I know more than words have yet the scope

To show of what’s to come. Go now to rest;

And sleep, if thpre be sleep. There was a moon;
And now there is no sky where the moon was.
Sometimes I wonder if this be the world
We live m, or the world that lives in us.”

The new day, with a cleansing crash of rain
That washed and sluiced the soiled and hoof-torn field

Of Joyous Gard, prepared for Lancelot
And his wet men the not unwelcome scene
Of a drenched emptiness without an army
“Our friend the foe is given to dry fighting,”

Said Lionel, advancing with a shrug,
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To Lancelot, who saw beyond the rain.
-Aaid later Lionel said,

<fWhat fellows are they,
Who are so thirsty for their morning ride
That swimming horses would have hardly time
To eat before they swam? You, Lancelot,
If I see rather better than a blind man,
Are waiting on three pilgrims who must love you,
To voyage a flood like this Ho friend have I,

To whisper not of three, on whom to count
Tor such a loyal wash. The King himself
Would entertain a kindly qualm or so.

Before he suffered such a burst of heaven
To splash even three musicians.”

“Good Lionel,
I thank you, but you need afflict your fancy
Ho longer for my sake. For these who come.
If I be not immoderately deceived,
Are bearing with them the white flower of pence

—

Which I could hope might never parch or wither.
Were I a stranger to this ravening world
Where we have mostly a few rags and tags
Between our skins and those that wrap the flesh

Of less familiar brutes we feed upon
That we may feed the more on one another.”

'Well, now that we have had your morning grace
Before our morning meat, pray tell to me
The why and whence of this anomalous
Horse-riding offspring of the Tates Who arc they?”

“I do not read their features or their names;
But if I read the King, they are from Borne.

Spurred here by the King’s prayer for no delay:
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And I pray God aloud that I say true.”

And after a long -watching, neither speaking,

“You do,” said Lionel; “for by my soul,

I see no other than my lord the Bishop,

Who does God’s holy work in Rochester.

Since you are here, you may as well abide here.

While I go foraging.”

Now in the gateway.

The Bishop, who rode something heavily,

Was glad for rest though grim in his refusal

At once of entertainment or refection

:

“What else you do, Sir Lancelot, receive me
As one among the honest when I say

That my voluminous thanks were less by cantos

Than my damp manner feels. Nay, hear my voice:

If once I’m off this royal animal.

How o’ God’s name shall I get on again ?

Moreover, the King waits With your accord,

Sir Lancelot, I’ll dry my rainy face,

While you attend what’s herein written down,
In language of portentous brevity,

Bor the King’s gracious pleasure and for yours,

Whereof the burden is the word of Rome,
Requiring your deliverance of the Queen
Not more than seven days hence. The King returns

Anon to Camelot, and I go with him.
Praise God, if what he waits now is your will

To end an endless war. No recrudescence.

As you may soon remark, of what is past
Awaits the Queen, or any doubt soever

Of the King’s mercy. Have you more to say
Than Rome has written, or do I perceive

Your tranquil acquiescence ? Is it so ?

Then be it so! Yenite. Pax vobiscum.”
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'To end an endless war with 'pas vobiscum’

Would seem a leady schedule for a bishop;

Would God that I might see the end of it I”

Lancelot, like a statue in the gateway,

Regarded with a qualified rejoicing

The fading out of his three visitors

Into the cold and swallowing wall of storm

Between him and the battle-wearied King
And the unwearying hatred of Gawame.
To Bors his nephew, and to Lionel,

He glossed a tale of Roman intercession,

Knowing that for a time, and a long time,

The sweetest fare that he might lay before them
Would hold an evil taste of compromise.

To Guinevere, who questioned him at noon
Of what by then had made of Joyous Gard
A shaken hive of legend-heavy wonder,

He said what most it was the undying Devil,

Who ruled him when he might, would have him say

:

“Your confident arrangement of the board

Bor this day’s game was notably not to be;

Today was not for the King’s move or mine,

But for the Bishop’s; and the board is empty.

The words that I have waited for more days

Than are to now my tallage of gray hairs

Have come at last, and at last you are free.

So, for a time, there will be no more war;

And you are going home to Camelot,”

“To Camelot?” . . .

“To Camelot.” But his words

Were said for no queen’s hearing In his arms

He caught her when she fell; and in his arms

He carried her away. The word of Rome
Was m the rain. There was no other sound.
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vn

All day the rain came down on Joyous Gard,

Where now there was no joy, and all that night

The rain came down. Shut in for none to find him
Where an unheeded log-fire fought the storm

With upward swords that flashed along the wall

Faint hieroglyphs of doom not his to read,

Lancelot found a refuge where at last

He might see nothing. Glad for sight of nothing.

He saw no more. How and again he buried

A lonely thought among the coals and ashes

Outside the reaching flame and left it there.

Quite as he left outside in rainy graves

The sacrificial hundreds who had filled them.

“They died, Gawaine,” he said, -“and you live on,

Tou and the King, as if there were no dying;

And it was I, Gawaine, who let you live

—

Tou and the King. For what more length of time,

I wonder, may there still be found on earth

Foot-room for four of us? We are too many
For one world, Gawaine; and there may be soon,

For one or other of us, a way out.

As men are listed, we are men for men
To fear; and I fear Modred more than any.
But even the ghost of Modred at the door

—

The ghost I should have made him—would employ
For time as hard as this a louder knuckle,
Assuredly now, than that. And X would see
Ho mortal face till morning. . . . Well, are you well
Again ? Are you as well again as ever ?”

He led her slowly on with a cold show
Of care that was less heartening for the Queen
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Than anger would have been,, into the firelight,

And there he gave her cushions. “Are you warm V:

He said; and she said nothing “Are you afiaid?”

He said again; “are you still afraid of Gawame?
As often as you think of him and hate him,

Remember too that he betrayed his brothers

To us that he might save us. Well, he saved us;

And Home, whose name to you was never music,

Saves you again, with heaven alone may tell

What others who might have their time to sleep

In earth out there, with the ram falling on them,

And with no more to fear of wars tonight

Than you need fear of Gawame or of Arthur.

The way
#
before you is a safer way

For you to follow than when I was in it.

We children who forget the whips of Time,

To live within the hour, are slow to see

That all such hours are passing. They were past

When you came here with me”

She looked away,

Seeming to read the firelight on the walls^

Before she spoke . “When I came here with you,

And found those eyes of yours, I could have wished

And prayed it were the end of hours, and yeais.

What was it made you save me from the fire.

If only out of memoiies and forebodings

To build around my life another fire

Of slower faggots? If you had let me die.

Those other faggots would he ashes now,

And all of me that you have ever loved

Would be a few more ashes. If I rend

The past as well as you hare read the future

You need say nothing of ingratitude.

For I say only lies Hy soul, of course,
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It was you loved. You told me so yourself.

And that same precious hlue-vemed cream-white soul

Will soon be safer, if I understand you,

In Camelot, where the King is, than elsewhere

On earth. What more, m faith, have I to ask

Of earth or heaven than thatl Although I fell

When you said Camelot, are you to know.

Surely, the stroke you gave me then was not

The measure itself of ecstasy? We women
Are such adept inveterates in our swooning

That we fall down for joy as easily

As we eat one another to show our love.

Even horses, seeing again their absent masters.

Have wept for joy
;
great dogs have died of it

”

Having said as much as that, she frowned and held

Her small white hands out for the fire to warm them.
Forward she leaned, and forward her thoughts went

—

To Camelot. But they were not there long,

Her thoughts
; for soon she flashed her eyes again.

And he found in them what he wished were tears

Of angry sorrow for what she had said.

‘What are you going to do with me?” she asked;
And all her old incisiveness came back.

With a new thrust of malice, which he felt

And feared. “What are you going to do with me?
What does a child do with a worn-out doll?
I was a child once; and I had a father.

He was a king; and, having royal w-ays,

He made a queen of me—Kmg Arthur’s queen.
And if that happened, once upon a time.
Why may it not as well be happening now
That I am not a queen? Was I a queen
When first you brought me here with one tom rag
To cover me? Was I overmuch a queen
When I sat up at last, and in a gear
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That -would have made a bishop dance to Cardiff

To see me wearing it? Was I Queen then?’*

“You were the Queen of Christendom/’ he said,

Not smiling at her, “whether now or not

You deem it an unchristian exercise

To vilipend the wearing of the vanished.

The women may have reasoned, insecurely,

That what one queen had worn would please another,

I left them to their ingenuities
”

Once more he frowned away a threatening smile,

But soon forgot the memory of all smiling

While he gazed on the glimmering face and hair

Of Guinevere—the glory of white and gold

That had been his, and were, for taking of it,

Still his, to cloud, with an insidious gleam

Of earth, another that was not of earth,

And so to make of him a thing of night

—

A moth between a window and a star,

Not wholly lured by one or led by the other.

The more he gazed upon her beauty there.

The longer was he living in two kingdoms,

Not owning m his heart the king of either.

And ruling not himself. There was an end

Of hours, he told her silent face again,

In silence On the morning when his fury

Wrenched her from that foul fire in Cnmelot,

Where blood paid irretrievably the toll

Of her release, the whips of Time had fallen

Upon them both. All this to Guinevere

He told in silence and he told in vain.

Observing her ten fingers variously,

She sighed, ns in equivocal assent,

“No two queens are alike”
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“Is that the flower

Of all your veiled invention?” Lancelot said,

Smiling at last • “If you -say, saying all that,

You are net like Isolt—well, you are not.

Isolt was a physician, who cured men
Their wounds, and sent them rowelling for more;
Isolt was too dark, and too versatile;

She was too dark for Mark, if not for Tristram.

Forgive me; I was saying that to myself.

And not to make you shiver. No two queens

—

Was that it?—are alike? A longer story

Might have a longer telling and tell less.

Your tale’s as brief as Pelleas with his vengeance
On Gawaine, whom he swore that he would slay

At once for stealing of the lady Ettard.”

'Treasure my scantling wits, if you enjoy them;
Wonder a little, too, that I conserve them
Through the eternal memory of one morning,
And in these years of days that are the death
Of men who die for me. I should have died.

I should have died for them.”

'You are wrong,” he said;

“They died because Gawaine went mad with hate .

For loss of his two brothers and set the King
On fire with fear, the two of them believing
His fear was vengeance when it was in fact
A royal desperation. They died because
Your world, my world, and Arthur’s world is dying,
As Merlin said it would. No blame is yours;
For it was I who led you from the King

—

Or rather, to say truth, it was your glory
That led my love to lead you from the King

—

By flowery ways, that always end somewhere,
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To fire and fright and exile, and release.
And if you bid your memory now to blot
Tour story from the book of what has been.
Tour phantom happiness were a ghost indeed,
Amd I the least of weasels among men,

—

Too false to manhood and your sacrifice
To merit a niche in hell. If that were so.
I’d swear there was no light for me to follow.
Save your eyes to the grave; and to the last
I might not know that all hours have an end;
I might be one of those who feed themselves
By grace of God, on hopes dryer than hay,
Enjoying not what they eat, yet always eating.
The Yision shattered, a man’s love of living
Becomes at last a trap and a sad habit,
More like an ailing dotard’s love of liquor
That ails him, than a man’s right love of woman
Or of his God. There are men enough like that,
And I might come to that. Though I see far
Before me now, could I see, looking back,
A life that you could wish had not been lived,
I might be such a man. Could I believe
Our love was nothing mightier then than we were.
I might be such a man—a living dead man.
One of these days.”

Guinevere looked at him,
And all that any woman has not said

Was in one look “"Why do you stab me now
With such a needless Then’ ? If I am going

—

And I suppose I am—are the words nil lo^t

That men have said before to dogs and children
To make them go away? "Why use a knife.
When there are words enough without your Then’
To cut as deep as need he? What I a=k \ou
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Is never more to ask me if my life

Be one that I could wish had not been lived

—

And that you never torture it again,

To make it bleed and ache as you do now.

Past all indulgence or necessity.

Were you to give a lonely child who loved you

One living thing to keep—a bird, may be—

•

Before you went away from her forever,

Would you, for surety not to he forgotten,

Maim it and leave it bleeding on her fingers?

And would you leave the child alone with it

—

Alone, and too bewildered even to cry,

Till you were out of sight 2 Are you men never

To know what words are? Do you doubt sometimes

A Vision that lets you see so far away
That you forget so lightly who it was
You must have cared for once to he so kind

—

Or seem so kind—when she, and for that only.

Had that been all, would throw down crowns and glories

To share with you the last part of the world 2

And even the queen in me would hardly go
So far off as to vanish. If I were patched

And scrapped in what the sorriest fislier-wife

In Orkney might give mumbling to a beggar,

I doubt if oafs and yokels would annoy me
More than I willed they should Am I so old

And dull, so lean and waning, or what not,

That you must hurry away to grasp and hoard
The small effect of time I might have stolen

Prom you and from a Light that where it lives

Must live for ever? Where does history tell you
The Lord himself would seem m so great haste
As you for your perfection ? If our world

—

Your world and mine and Arthur’s, as you say

—

Is going out now to make way for another,
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Why not before it goes, and I go with it,

Have yet one morsel more of life together.

Before death sweeps the table and our few crumbs
Of loye are a few last ashes on a fire

That cannot hurt your Vision, or burn long 5
*

You cannot warm your lonely fingers at it

Bor a great waste of time when I am dead

When I am dead you will be on your way,

With maybe not so much as one remembrance
Of all I was, to follow you and torment you.

Some word of Bors may once have given color

To some few that I said, but they were true

—

Whether Bors told them first to me, or whether

I told them first to Bors. The Light you saw
Was not the Light of Borne; the word you had

Of Borne was not the word of God—though Borne

Has refuge for the weary and heavy-laden.

Were I to live too long I might seek Borne

Myself, and be the happier when I found it.

Meanwhile, am I to be no more to you

Than a moon-shadow of a lonely stranger

Somewhere in Camelot? And is tlieie no region

In this poor fading world of Arthur’s now
Where I may be again what I was once

—

Before I die? Should I live to be old,

I shall have been long since too far away

Bor you to hate me then; and I shall know

How old I am by seeing it in your eyes.”

Her misery told itself in a sad laugh,

And in a rueful twisting of her face

That only beauty’s perilous privilege

Of injury would have yielded or suborned

As hope’s infirm accessory while she prayed

Through Lancelot to heaven for Lancelot.

She looked away - <r
If I were God,” she said,
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“I should say, ‘Let them he as they have been.

A few more years will heap no vast account

Against eternity, and all their love

Was what I gave them. They brought on the end
Of Arthur’s empire, which I wrought through Merlin

Tor the world’s knowing of what kings and queens

Are made for; hut they knew not what they did

—

Save as a price, and as a fear that love

Might end in fear. It need not end that way,

And they need fear no more for what I gave them;
For it was I who gave them to each other.’

If I were God, I should say that to you ”

He saw tears quivering in her pleading eyes,

But through them she could see, with a wild hope.

That he was fighting. When he spoke, he smiled

—

Much as he might have smiled at her, she thought,

Had she been Gawamc, Gawaine having given

To Lancelot, who yet would have him live,

An obscure wound that would not heal or kill

“My life was living backward for the moment,”
He said, still burying in the coals and ashes

Thoughts that he would not think. His tongue was dry.

And each dry word he said was choking him
As he said on • “I cannot ask of you
That you be kind to me, but there’s a kindness
That is your proper debt. Would you cajole

Your reason with a weary picturing
On walls or on vain air of what your fancy.
Like firelight, makes of nothing but itself?

Do you not see that I go from you only
Because you go from me?—because our path
Led where at last it had an end in havoc.
As long we knew it must—as Arthur too,

And Merlin knew it must 2—as God knew it must?
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A power that I should not have said was mine

—

That was not mine, and is not mine—avails me
Strangely tonight, although you are here with me;
And I see much in what has come to pass

That is to be. The Light that I have seen,

As you say true, is not the light of Home,
Albeit the word of Rome that set you free

Was more than mine or the King’s. To flout that word
Would sound the preparation of a terror

To which a late small war on our account

Were a king’s pastime and a queen’s annoyance;

And that, for the good fortune of a world

As yet not over-fortuned, may not be

There may be war to come when you are gone,

For I doubt yet Gawaine; but Rome will hold you,

Hold you in Camelot If there be more war,

Ho fire of mine shall feed it, nor shall you

Be with me to endure it You are free;

And free, you are going home to Camelot.

There is no other way than one tor you,

Hor is there more than one for me We have lived.

And we shall die. I thank you for my life

Forgive me if I say no more tonight.”

He rose, half blind with pity that was no longer

The servant of his purpose or his will,

To grope away somewhere among the shadows

For wine to drench Ins throat and Ins dry tongue,

That had been saying he knew not wliat to her

For whom his life-devouring love was now

A scourge of mercy.

Like a blue-eyed Medea

Of white and gold, broken with grief and fear

And fury that shook her speechless while sho waited,

Yet left her calm enough for Lancelot
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To see her without seeing, she stood up

To breathe and suffer. Fury could not live long,

"With grief and fear like hers and love like hers,

"When speech came back : “No other way now than one

Free? Do you call me free 2 Do you mean by that

There was never woman alive freer to live

Than I am free to die? Do you call me free

Because you are driven so near to death yourself

With weariness of me, and the sight of me,

That you must use a crueller knife than ever,

And this time at my heart, for me to watch

Before you drive it home? For God’s sake, drive itl

Drive it as often as you have the others,

And let the picture of each wound it makes
On me be shown to women and men for ever;

And the good few that know—let them reward you.

I hear them, in such low and pitying words

As only those who know, and are not many,
Are used to say ‘The good knight Lancelot

It was who drove the knife home to her heart,

Bather than drive her home to C'amelot ’

Home! Free! "Would you let me go there again

—

To be at home?—be free? To be his wife 9

To live in his arms always, and so hate him
That I could heap around him the same faggots
That you put out with blood 9 Go home, you say?
Home ?—where I saw the black post waiting for me
That morning 9—saw those good men die for me

—

Gareth and Gaheris, Lamorak’s brother Tor,
And all the rest? Are men to die for me
For ever 9 Is there water enough, do you think,
Between this place and that for me to drown in ?”

“There is time enough, I think, between this hour
And some wise hour tomorrow, for you to sleep in.
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When you are safe again m Camelot,

The King will not molest you or pursue you

;

The King will be a suave and chastened man.
In Camelot you shall have no more to dread

Than you shall hear then of this ram that roais

Tonight as if it would be roaring always.

I do not ask you to forgive the faggots.

Though. T would have you do so for your peace.

Only the wise who know may do so much,
And they, as you say truly, are not many
And I would say no more of this tonight”

“Then do not ask me for the one last thing

That I shall give to God I I thought I died

That morning. Why am I alive again,

To die again? Are you all done with me^
Is there no longer something left of me
That made you need me? Have I lost myself

So fast that what a mirror says I am
Is not what is, hut only what was once?

Does half a year do that with us, I wonder,

Or do I still have something that was mine

That afternoon when I was in the sunset,

Under the oak, and you were looking at me?
Tour look was not all sorrow for your going

To find the Light and leave me in the dark

But I am the daughter of Lcodogran,

And you are Lancelot,—and have a tongue

To soy what I may not. . . . Why must T go

To Camelot when your kinsmen hold all France ?

Why is there not some nook in some old house

Where I might hide myself—with you or not 0

Is there no castle, or cabin, or cave in the vood« ?

Yes, I could love the hats and owls, in France,

A lifetime sooner than I could the King
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That I shall see in Camelot, waiting there

Tor me to cringe and beg of him again

The dust of mercy, calling it holy bread.

I wronged him, but he bought me with a name
Too large for my king-father to relinquish

—

Though I prayed him, and I prayed God aloud,

To spare that crown. I called it crown enough
To be my father’s child—until you came.

And then there were no crowns or kings or fathers

IJnder the sky. I saw nothing but you
And you would whip me back to bury myself

In Camelot, with a few slave maids and lackeys

To be my grovelling court; and even tlieir faces

Would not hide half the story. Take me to France

—

To France or Egypt,—anywhere else on earth

Than Camelot! Is there not room in France
For two more dots of mortals 9—or for one?

—

For me alone? Let Lionel go with me

—

Or Lors. Let Lots go with me into France,

And leave me there. And when you think of me.
Say Guinevere is in France, where she is happy;
And you may say no more of her than that . . .

Why do you not say something to me now

—

Before I go? Why do you look—and look?

Why do you frown as if you thought me mad?
I am not mad—but I shall soon be mad,
If I go back to Camelot where the King is.

Lancelot! ... Is there nothing left of me?
Eothing of what you called your white and gold.
And made so much of? Has it all gone by?
He must have been a lonely God who made
Han in his image and then made only a woman!
Boor fool she was! Poor Queenl Poor Guinevere!
There were kings and bishops once, under her window
Like children, and all scrambling for a flower.
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Time was !—God help me, what am I saying now

!

Does a Queen’s memory wither away to that

2

Am I so dry as that ? Am I a shell ?

Have I become so cheap as this? ... I wonder

Why the Xing cared 1” She fell down on her knees

Crying, and held his knees with hungry fear.

Over his folded arms, as over the ledge

Of a storm-shaken parapet, he could see.

Below him, like a tumbling flood of gold,

The Queen’s hair with a crumpled foam of white

Around it:
crDo you ask, as a child would,

For France because it has a name? How long

Do you conceive the Queen of the Christian world

Would hide herself in France were she to go there?

How long should Borne require to find her there ?

And how long, Borne or not, would such a flower

As you survive the unrooting and transplanting

That you commend so ingenuously tonight?

And if we shared your cave together, how long.

And in the joy of what obscure seclusion,

If I may say it, were Lancelot of the Lake

And Guinevere an unknown man and woman,

For no eye to see twice? There are ways to France,

But why pursue them for Borne’s interdict.

And for a longer war? Your path is now

As open as mine is dark—or would be dark,

Without the Light that once had blinded me

To death, had I seen more I shall see more,

And I shall not be blind. I pray, morcoicr,

That you be not so now. You are a Queen,

And you may be no other. You are too brave

And kind and fair for men to cheer with lies.

We cannot make one woild of two, nor mnj wc

Count one life more than one. Could we go back
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To the old garden, we should not stay long;

The fruit that we should find would all be fallen.

And have the taste of earth
”

When she looked up,

A tear fell on her forehead. “Take me away!”
She cried. “Why do you do this? Why do you say this?

If you are sorry for me, take me away
From C'amelot! Send me away—drive me away

—

Only away from there! The King is there

—

And I may kill him if I see him there.

Take me away—take me away to France!

And if I cannot hide myself in France,

Then let me die m France!”

He shook his head,

Slowly, and raised her slowly in his arms,

Holding her there; and they stood long together.

And there was no sound then of anything,

Save a low moaning of a broken woman,
And the cold roaring down of that long rain.

All night the rain came down on Joyous Gard;
And all night, there before the crumbling embers
That faded into feathery death-like dust,

Lancelot sat and heard it He saw not
The fire that died, but he heard ram that fell

On all those graves around him and those years
Behind him

; and when dawn came, he was cold
At last he Tose, and for a time stood seeing
The place where she had been. She was not there;
He was not sure that she had ever been there

;

He was not sure there was a Queen, or a King,
Or a world with kingdoms on it He was cold.

He was not sure of anything but the Light

—
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The Light he saw not. “And I shall not see it,”
He thought, “so long as I kill men for Gawaine.
If I kill him, I may as well kill myself;
And I have killed his brothers.” He tried to sleep.
But rain had washed the sleep out of his life,

And there was no more sleep. When he awoke.
He did not know that he had been asleep;
And the same ram was falling. At some strange hom
It ceased, and there was light. And seven days aftei,
With a cavalcade of silent men and women,
The Queen rode into Camelot, where the King was.
And Lancelot rode grimly at her side

When he rode home again to Joyous Gard,
The storm in Gawame’s eyes and the King’s word
Of banishment attended him. “Gawaine
Will give the King no peace,” Lionel said;
And Lancelot said after him, “Therefore
The King -will have no peace.”—And so it was
That Lancelot, with many of Arthur’s knights
That were not Arthur’s now, sailed out one day
Hrom Cardiff to Bayonne, where soon Gawaine,
The King, and the King’s army followed them,
Kor longer sorrow and for longer war.

YIH

Kor longer war they come, and with n fury
That only Modred’s opportunity,
Seized in the dark of Britain, could have hushed
And ended in a night. Bor Lancelot,
When he was hurried amazed out of his rest

Of a gray morning to the scarred gray wall
Of Benwick, where ho slept and fought, and saw
Hot yet the termination of a strife
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That irked him out of utterance, found again

Before him a still plain -without an army.

What the mist hid between him and the distance

He knew not, but a multitude of doubts

And hopes awoke in him, and one black fear,

At sight of a truce-waving messenger

In whose approach he read, as by the Light

Itself, the last of Arthur. The man reined

His horse outside the gate, and Lancelot,

Above him on the wall, with a sick heart,

Listened : “Sir Gawame to Sir Lancelot

Sends greeting; and this with it, in his hand.

The King has raised the siege, and you in France
He counts no longer with, his enemies.

His toil is now for Britain, and this war
With you, Sir Lancelot, is an old war,

If you will have it so.”
—“Bring the man in,”

Said Lancelot, “and see that he fares well.”

All through the sunrise, and alone, he sat

With Gawaine’s letter, looking toward the sea

That flowed somewhere between him and the land
That waited Arthur’s coming, but not his

'King Arthur’s war with me is an old war,
If I will have it so,” he pondered slowly

;

“And Gawaine’s hate for me is an old hate.

If I will have it so. But Gawaine’s wound
Is not a wound that heals ; and there is Modred

—

Inevitable as ruin after flood.

The cloud that has been darkening Arthur’s empire
May now have burst, with Arthur still in France,
Many hours away from Britain, and a world
Away from me. But I read this in my heart.

If in the blot of Modred’s evil shadow,
Conjecture views a cloudier world than is,
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So much the'better, then, for clouds and worlds,

And kings. Gawaine says nothing yet of this.

But when he tells me nothing he tells all.

Now he is here, fordone and left behind,

Pursuant of his wish; and there are words

That he would say to me. Had I not struck him
Twice to the earth, unwillingly, for my life,

My best eye then, I fear, were best at work

On what he has not written As it is.

If I go seek him now, and in good faith,

My faith may dig my grave. If so, then so.

If I know only with my eyes and ears,

I may as well not know.”

Gawaine, having scanned

His words and sent them, found a way to sleep

And sleeping, to forget But he remembered

Quickly enough when he woke up to meet

With his the shining gaze of Lancelot

Above him in a shuttered morning gloom.

Seeming at first a darkness that had eyes.

Pear for a moment seized him, and his heart.

Long whipped and driven with fever, paused and flickered,

As like to fail too soon. Fearing to move,

He waited ; fearing to speak, he waited ;
fearing

To see too clearly or too much, he waited;

For what, he wondered—even the while he knew

It was for Lancelot to say something.

And soon he did : “Gawaine, I thought at first

No man was here.”

“No man was, till you came.

Sit down; and for the love of God who made you,

Say nothing to me now of my three brothers.

Gareth and Gaheris and Agravaino
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Are gone; and I am going after them;

Of such is our election. When you gave

That ultimate knock on my revengeful head,

You did a piece of work ”

“May God forgive,”

Lancelot said, “I did it for my life,

Not yours.”

<£I know, hut I was after yours;

Had I keen Lancelot, and you Gawaine,

You might he dead.”

“Had you been Lancelot,

And I Gawaine, my life had not been yours

—

Not willingly. Your brothers are my debt

That I shall owe to sorrow and to God,

For whatsoever payment there may be.

What I have paid is not a little, Gawaine.”

“Why leave me out ? A brother more or less

Would hardly be the difference of a shaving.

My loose head would assure you, saying this.

That I have no more venom in me now
On their account than mine, which is not much.
There was a madness feeding on us all.

As we fed on the world When the world sees.

The world will have in turn another madness;
And so, as I’ve a glimpse, ad infinitum

But I’m not of the seers • Merlin it was
Who turned a sort of ominous early glimmer
On my profane young life. And after that

He falls himself, so far that he becomes
One of our most potential benefits

—

Like Yivian, or the mortal end of Modred.
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Why could you not have taken Modred also,

And had the five of us? You did your best.

We know, yet he’s more poisonously alive

Than ever; and he’s a brother, of a sort,

Or half of one, and you should not have missed him-

A gloomy curiosity was our Modred,
Trom his first intimation of existence

God made him as He made the crocodile,

To prove He was omnipotent. Having done so.

And seeing then that Camelot, of all places

Ripe for annihilation, most required him,

He put him there at once, and there he grew
And there the King would sit with lnm for hours,.

Admiring Modred’s growth; and all the time

His evil it was that grew, the King not seeing

In Hodred the Almighty’s instrument

Of a world’s overthrow. You, Lancelot,

And I, have rendered each a contribution;

And your last hard attention on my skull

Might once have been a benison on the realm.

As I shall be, too late, when I’m laid out

With a clean shroud on—though I’d liefer stay

A while alive with you to see what’s coming.

But I was not for that; I may have been

Bor something, but not that. The King, my uncle,

Has had for all his life so brave a diet

Of miracles, that his new fare before him
Of late has ailed him strangely ;

and of all

Who loved him once ho needs you now the most

Though he would not so much as whisper this

To me or to my shadow. He goes alone

To Britain, with an army brisk as lend,

To battle with his Modred for a throne

That waits, I fear, for Modred—'should your Trance

Hot have it otherwise. And the Queen’s in this,
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For Modred’s game and prey. God save the Queen,

If not the King! Fve always liked this world;

And I would a deal rather live in it

Than leave it in the middle of all this music.

If you are listening, give me some cold water.”

Lancelot, seeing hy now in dim detail

What little was around him to he seen,

Found what he sought and held a cooling cup

To Gawame, who, with both hands clutching it,

Drank like a child. “I should have had that first,”

He said, with a loud breath, “before my tongue

Began to talk. What was it saying ? Modred ?

All through the growing pains of his ambition

Fve watched him ; and I might have this and that

To say about him, if my hours were days.

Well, if you love the King and hope to save him,

Remember his many infirmities of virtue

—

Considering always what you have in Modred,
For ever unique in his iniquity.

My truth might have a prejudicial savor

To strangers, hut we are not strangers now.
Though I have only one spoiled eye that sees,

I see in yours we are not strangers now.
I tell you, as I told you long ago

—

When the Queen came to put my candles out
With her gold head and her propinquity

—

That all your doubts that you had then of me.
When they were more than various imps and harpies
Of your inflamed invention, were sick doubts

:

King Arthur was my uncle, as he is now;
But my Queen-aunt, who loved him something less

Than cats love rain, was not my only care.

Had all the women who came to Camelot
Been aunts of mine, I should have been, long since,
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The chilliest of all unwashed eremites
In a far land alone. For my dead brothers.
Though I would leave them where I go to them,
I read their story as I read my own,
And yours, and—were I given the eyes of God—

-

As I might yet read Modred’s. For the Queen,
May she he safe in London where she’s hiding
How in the Tower. For the King, you only

—

And you but hardly—may deliver him yet
From that which Merlin’s vision long ago,
If I made anything of Merlin’s words.
Foretold of Arthur’s end. And for ourselves.
And all who died for us, or now are dying
Like rats around us of their numerous wounds
And ills and evils, only this do I know

—

And this you know: The world has paid enough
For Camelot It is the world’s turn now

—

Or so it would be if the world were not
The world. 'Another Camelot,’ Bedivere says;

'Another Camelot and another King’

—

Whatever he means by that. With a lineal twist,

I might he king myself; and then, my lord,

Time would have sung my Teign

—

I say not how.
Had I gone on with you, and seen with you
Tour Gleam, and had some ray of it been mine,
I might he seeing more and saying less.

Meanwhile, I liked this world; and what was on
The Lord’s mind when He made it is no matter.

Be lenient, Lancelot; I’ve a light head.

Merlin appraised it once when I was young,
Telling me then that I should have the world
To play with. Well, I’ve had it, and played with it;

And here I’m with you now where you have sent me
Keatly to bed, with a towel over one eye;

And we were two of the world’s ornaments.
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Praise all you are that Arthur was your King;

You might have had no Gleam had I been King,

Or had the Queen been like some queens I knew.

King Lot, my father—

”

Lancelot laid a finger

On Gawame’s lips: “You are too tired for that/’—

“Hot yet,” said Gaivaine, “though I may be soon.

Thmk you that I forget this Modred’s mother
Was mine as well as Modred’s? When I meet
My mother’s ghost, what shall I do—forgive?

When Pm a ghost, I’ll forgive everything . . .

It makes me cold to think what a ghost knows.

Put out the bonfire burning in my head,

And light one at my feet. When the King thought
The Queen was in the flames, he called on you

:

‘God, God/ he said, and ‘Lancelot/ I was there,

And so I heard lnm. That was a bad morning
For kings and queens, and there are to be worse.

Bedivere had a dream, once on a time

:

‘Another Oamelot and another King/
He says when he’s awake ; but when he dreams,
There are no kings. Tell Bedivere, some day,

That he saw best awake. Say to the King
That I saw nothing vaster than my shadow.
Until it was too late for me to see;

Say that I loved him well, but served him ill

—

If you two meet again. Say to the Queen . . .

Say what you may say best. Remember me
To Pelleas, too, and tell him that his lady
Was a vain serpent. He was dying once
For love of her, and had me in his eye
For company along the dusky road
Before me now. But Pelleas lived, and married.
Lord God, how much we know!—What have I done?
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Why do you scowl? Well, well,—so the earth clings

To sons of earth; and it will soon be clinging,

To this one son of earth you deprecate,

Closer than heretofore. I say too much,

Who should be thinking all a man may think

When he has no machine. I say too much

—

Always. If I persuade the devil again

That I’m asleep, will you espouse the notion

Tor a small hour or so* I might be glad

—

Hot to be here alone.” He gave his hand

Slowly, in hesitation Lancelot shivered,

Knowing the chill of it. “Yes, you say too much,”

He told him, trying to smile
trHow go to sleep;

And if you may, forget what you forgive.”

Lancelot, for slow hours that were as long

As leagues were to the King and his worn army,

Sat waiting,—though not long enough to know

From any word of Gawame, who slept on,

That he was glad not to be there alone

“Peace to your soul, Gawaine,” Lancelot said,

And would have closed his eyes. But they were closed,

IX

So Lancelot, with a world’s weight upon him.

Went heavily to that heaviest of all toil.

Which of itself tells hard in the beginning

Of what the end shall be. He found an nrmv

That would have razed all Britain, and found king

For generals; and they all went to Boyer,

Where the white cliffs were ghostlike in the dawn

And after dawn were deathlike Tor the word

Of the dead King’s last battle chilled the sea

Before a sail was down ;
and all who came
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With Lancelot heard soon from little men,

Who clambered overside with larger news,

How ill had fared the great. Arthur was dead,

And Hodred with him, each by the other slain

;

And there was no knight left of all who fought

On Salisbury field save one. Sir Bedivere,

Of whom the tale was told that he had gone

Darkly away to some far hermitage.

To think and die. There were tales told of a ship.

Anon, by further sounding of more men.

Each with a more delirious involution

Than his before him, he beheved at last

The Queen was yet alive—if it were life

To draw now the Queen’s breath, or to see Britain

With the Queen’s eyes—and that she fared somewhere

To westward out of London, where the Tower
Had held her, as once Joyous Gard had held her,

For dolorous weeks and months a prisoner there.

With Modred not far off, his eyes afire

For her and for the King’s avenging throne,

That neither King nor son should see again.
“ ‘The world had paid enough for Camelot,’

Gawaine said
; and the Queen had paid enough,

God knows,” said Lancelot. He saw Bors again
And found him angry—angry with his tears,

And with his fate that was a reason for them

:

“Could I have died with Modred on my soul,

And had the King lived on, then had I lived

On with him
; and this played-out world of ours

Might not be for the dead ”

“A played-out world,
Although that world be ours, had best be dead,”
Said Lancelot: “There are worlds enough to follow.
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‘Another Camelot and another King,’

Bedivere said. And where is Bedivere now?

And Camelot?”

“There is no Camelot,”

Bors answered “Are we going back to Prance,

Or are we to tent here and feed our souls

On memories and on ruins till even our souls

Are dead? Or are we to set free for sport

An idle army for what comes of it?”

“Be idle till you hear from me again.

Or for a fortnight. Then, if you have no word.

Go back; and I may follow you alone.

In my own time, in my own way.’

“Tour way

Of late, I fear, has been too much your own;

But what has been, has been, and I say nothing.

Por there is more than men at work in this.

And I have not your eyes to find the Light,
^ ^

Here in the dark—though some day I may see it.

‘We shall all see it, Bots,” Lancelot said,

With his eyes on the earth. He said no more.

Then with a sad farewell, he rode an ay,

Somewhere into the west. He knew not v ere.

“We shall all see it, Bors,” he said again.

Over and over he said it, still as he rode.

And rode, away to the west, be knew no w lere,

Until at last he smiled unlmppilv

At the vain sound of it. “Once I had gone

Where the Light guided me, hut the Queen enmo.

And then there was no Light. Wc shall all see-
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He bit the words off short, snapping Ins teeth,

And rode on with his memories before him,

Before him and behind. They were a cloud

Tor no Light now to pierce. They were a cloud

Made out of what was gone; and what was gone

Had now another lure than once it had,

Before it went so far away from him

—

To Camelot. And there was no Camelot now

—

How that no Queen was there, all white and gold.

Under an oaktree with another sunlight

Sifting itself in silence on her glory

Through the dark leaves above her where she sat.

Smiling at what she feared, and fearing least

What most there was to fear. Ages ago

That must have been ; for a king’s world had faded
Since then, and a king with it Ages ago.

And yesterday, surely it must have been
That he had held her moaning in the firelight

And heard the roaring down of that long rain.

As if to wash away the walls that held them
Then for that hour together. Ages ago,

And always, it had been that he had seen her.

As now she was, floating along before him,
Too far to touch and too fair not to follow,

“Even though to touch her were to die. He closed
His eyes, only to see what he had seen
When they were open; and he found it nearer,
Seeing nothing now but the still white and gold
In a wide field of sable, smiling at him,
But with a smile not hers until today

—

A smile to drive no votary from the world
To find the Light. “She is not what it is

That I see now,” he said- “Uo woman alive
And out of hell was ever like that to me.
WTiat have I done to her since I have lost her?
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What have I done to change her ? No, it is I

—

I who have changed. She is not one who changes.
The Light came, and I did not follow it;

Then she came, knowing not what thing she did,

And she it was I followed. The gods play
Like that, sometimes ; and when the gods are playing,

Great men are not so great as the great gods
Had led them once to dream. I see her now
Where now she is alone. We are all alone.

We that are left; and if I look too long
Into her eyes ... I shall not look too long.

Wet look I mnst. Into the west, they say,

She went for refuge. I see nuns around her;
But she, with so much history tenanting
Her eyes, and all that gold over her eyes.

Were not yet, I should augur, one of them.
If I do ill to see her, then may God
Forgive me one more trespass I would leave

The world and not the shadow of it behind me.”

Time brought his weary search to a dusty end
One afternoon in Almesbury, where he left,

With a glad sigh, his horse in an innvard;

And while he ate his food and drank his wine,

Thrushes, indifferent in their loyalty

To Arthur dead and to Pan never dead,

Sang as if all were now as all had been.

Lancelot heard them till his thoughts came back
To freeze his heart again under the flood

Of all his icy fears. What should he find 7

And what if he should not find anything?

“Words, after all,” he said, “are onlv words;

And I have heard so many in these few dnys

That half my wits are sick.”
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He found the queen,

But she was not the Queen of white and gold

That lie had seen before him for so long.

There was no gold; there was no gold anywhere.

The black hood, and the white face under it.

And the blue frightened eyes, were all he saw

—

Until he saw more black, and then more white.

Black was a foreign foe to Guinevere

;

And in the glimmering stillness where he found her

Now, it was death ; and she Alcestis-like,

Had waited unaware for the one hand
Availing, so he thought, that would have torn

Off and away the last fell shred of doom
That was destroying and dishonoring

All the world held of beauty. His eyes burned
With a sad anger as he gazed at hers

That shone with a sad pity.
<(No,” she said;

<fYou have not come for this We are done with this.

Eor there are no queens here; there is a Mother.
The Queen that was is only a child now,
And you are strong. Remember you are strong,

And that your fingers hurt when they forget

How strong they are.”

He let her go from him
And while he gazed around him, he frowned hard
And long at the cold walls * *Ts this the end
Of Arthur’s kingdom and of Camelot?”

—

She told him with a motion of her shoulders
All that she knew of Camelot or of kingdoms

;

And then said : “We are told of other States
Where there are palaces, if we should need them,
That are not made with hands. I thought you knew.”

Dumb, like a man twice banished, Lancelot
Stood gazing down upon the cold stone floor;
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And she, demurely, with a calm regard
That he met once and parried, stood apart,

Appraising him with eyes that were no longer

Those he had seen when first they had seen his.

They were kind eyes, but they were not the eyes

Of his desire; and they were not the eyes

That he had followed all the way from Dover.

“I feared the Light was leading you,” she said,

“So far by now from any place like this

That I should have your memory, but no more.

Might not that way have been the wiser way ?

There is no Arthur now, no Modred now,

—

Mo Guinevere.” She paused, and her voice wandered
Away from her own name : “There is nothing now
That I can see between you and the Light

That X have dimmed so long. If you forgive me.

And X believe you do—though I know all

That I have cost, when I was worth so little

—

There is no hazard that I see between you
And all you sought so long, and would have found
Had I not always hindered you. Forgive me

—

I could not let you go. God pity nien

When women love too much—and women more.”

He scowled and with an iron shrug he said

:

“Yes, there is that between me and the light ”

He glared at her black hood ns if to seize it;

Their eyes met, and she smiled : “Mo, Lancelot;

We are going by two roads to the same end;

Or let us hope, at least, what knowledge hides,

And so believe it. We are going somewhere.

Why the new world is not for you and me,

I cannot say; but only one Avns ours.

I think we must have lived in our one world

All that earth had for us. You arc good to me.

Coming to find mo here for the ln^t time;
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Tor I should have been lonely many a night,

Not knowing if you cared. I do know now;

And there is not much else for me to know
That earth may tell me. I found m the Tower,

With Udodred watchmg me, that all you said

That rainy night was true. There was time there

To find out everything. There were long days,

And there were nights that I should not have said

God would have made a woman to endure.

I wonder if a woman lives who knows
All she may do.”

“I wonder if one woman
Knows one thing she may do,” Lancelot said,

With a sad passion shining out of him
While he gazed on her beauty, palled with black

That hurt him like a sword. The full blue eyes

And the white face were there, and the red lips

Were there, but there was no gold anywhere
“What have you done with your gold hair ?” he said

“I saw it shining all the way from Dover,

But here I do not see it. Shall I see it

—

Taintly again she smiled: “Yes, you may see it

All the way hack to Dover; but not here.

There’s not much of it here, and what there is

Is not for you to see.”

“Well, if not here,”

He said at last, in a low voice that shook,

“Is there no other place left in the world ?”

“There is not even the world left, Lancelot,
Tor you and me.”

“There is Trance left,” he said.

His face flushed like a hoy’s, hut he stood firm
As a peak in the sea and waited.
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'How many lives

Must a man Lave in one to make him happy V’

She asked, with a wan smile of recollection

That only made the black that was around

Her calm face more funereal' “Was it you,

Or was it Gawame who said once to me,

We cannot make one world of two, nor may we
Count one life more than one. Could we go back

To the old garden’ . . . Was it you who said it,

Or was it Bors? He was always saying something.

It may have been Bors.” She was not looking then

At Lancelot; she was looking at her fingers

In- her old way, as to be sure again

How many of them she had.

He looked at her.

Without the power to smile, and for the tune

Forgot that he was Lancelot: “Is it fair

For you to drag that back, out of its grave,

,And hold it up like this for the small feast

Of a small pride?”

Wes, fair enough for a woman,”

Guinevere said, not seeing his eyes.
<£How long

Do you conceive the Queen of the Christian world

Would hide heiself in France . .
.”

‘Whv do you pause?

I said it; I remember when I said it;

And it was not today. Why m the name
Of grief should we hide anywhere? Bell* and banners

Are not for our occasion, but in France

There may bo sights and silences more fair

Than pageants There are seas of difference

Between this land and France, albeit to cross them
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Were no immortal voyage, had you an eye

For France that you had once.”

“I have no eye

Today for France, I shall have none tomorrow

;

An d you will have no eye for France tomorrow.

Fatigue and loneliness, and your poor dream

Of what I was, have led you to forget.

When you have had your time to think and see

A little more, then you will see as I do

;

And if you see France, I shall not he there.

Save as a memory there. We are done, you and X,

With what we were. ‘Could we go back again, *

The fruit that we should find’—but you know best

What we should find. I am sorry for what I said;

But a light word, though it cut one we love,

May save ourselves the pain of a worse wound.

We are all women. When you see one woman

—

When you see me—before you in your fancy.

See me all white and gold, as I was once.

I shall not harm you then ; I shall not come
Between you and the Gleam that you must follow,

Whether you will or not. There is no place

For me but where I am ;
there is no place

For you save where it is that you are going.

If I knew everything as I know that,

I should know more than Merlin, who knew all.

And long ago, that we are to know now.
What more he knew he may not then have told

The Bing, or anyone,—maybe. not even himself;
Though Vivian may know something by this time
That he has told her. Have you wished, I wonder.
That I was more like Vivian, or Isolt?

The dark ones are more devious and more famous,
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And men fall down more numerously before them

—

Although I think more men get up again.

And go away again, than away from us.

If I were dark, I might say otherwise.

Try to he glad, even if you are sorry.

That I was not born dark; for I was not.

Tor me there was no dark until it came
When the King came, and with his heavy shadow

Put out the sun that you made shine again

Before I was to die. So I forgive

The faggots; I can do no more than that

—

Por you, or God ” She looked away from him
And in the casement saw the sunshine dying:

“The time that we have left will soon be gone;

When the bell rings, it rings for you to go.

But not for me to go. It rings for me
To stay—and pray. I, who have not prayed much,

May as well pray now I have not what you have

To make me see, though I shall have, sometime,

A new light of my own I saw in the Tower,

When all was darkest and I may have dreamed,

A light that gave to men the eyes of Time
To read themselves in silence Then it faded,

And the men faded. I was there alone.

I shall not have what you have, or much else

In this place. I shall see m other places

What is not here. I shall not he alone.

And I shall tell myself that you are seeing

All that I cannot see. For the time now.

What most I see is that I had no choice,

And that you came to me Bow many years

Of purgatory shall I pay God for saying

This to you here?” Her words came slowly out,

And her mouth shook.
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He took her two small hands

That were so pale and empty, and so cold*

“Poor child, I said too much and heard too little

Of what I said. But when I found you here,

So different, so alone, I would hare given

My soul to be a chattel and a gage

For dicing fiends to play for, could so doing

Have brought one summer back.”

“When they are gone,”

She said, with grateful sadness in her eyes,

“We do not bring them back, or buy them back,

Even with our souls. I see now it is best

We do not buy them back, even with our souls.”

A slow and hollow bell began to sound

Somewhere above them, and the world became
For Lancelot one wan face—Guinevere’s face.

“When the bell rings, it rings for you to go,”

She said; “and you are going ... I am not.

Think of me always as I used to be,

All white and gold—for that was what you called me.
You may see gold again when you are gone;
And I shall not be there ”—He drew her nearer
To kiss the quivering lips that were before him
For the last time. “Ho, not again,” she said;

H might forget that I am not alone . . .

I shall not see you in this world again,

But I am not alone. FTo, . . . not alone.

We have had all there was, and you were kind

—

Even when you tried so hard once to be cruel.

I knew it then ... or now I do. Good-bye ”

He crushed her cold white hands and saw them falling
Away from him like flowers into a grave.
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When she looked up to see him, lie was gone;
And that was all she saw till she awoke
In her white cell, where the nuns carried her
With many tears and many whisperings.
She was the Queen, and he was Lancelot,”
One said “They were great loveis It is not good
lo know too much of love. We who love God
Alone are happiest. Is it not so. Mother?”—
/We who love God alone, my child, are safest,”
The Mother replied; “and we are not all safe
until we are all dead. We watch, and pray.”

Outside again, Lancelot heard the sound
Of reapers he had seen With lighter tread
He walked away to them to see them nearer

;

He walked and heard again the sound of thrushes
I ar off. He saw below him, stilled with yellow,
A -world that was not Arthur’s, and he saw
The convent roof; and then he could see nothing
•But a wan face and two dim lonely hands
That he had left behind. They were down there,
Somewhere, her poor white face and hands, alone.
Ho man was ever alone like that,” he thought,

-Not knowing wliat last havoc pity and love
Had still to -wreak on wisdom. Gradually,
-Ln one long wave it whelmed him, and then broke

—

Leaving him like a lone man on a reef,

Staring for what had been with him, hut now
W as gone and was a white face under the sen.
Alive there, and alone—always alone.
He closed his eyes, and the white face wn q there.
But not the gold. The gold would not come hack.
There were gold fields of corn that lay around him,
But they were not the gold of Guinevere

—

Though men had once, for sake of saying vord-*,
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Prattled of com about it The still face

Was there, and the blue eyes that looked at him
Through all the stillness of all distances;

And he could see her lips, trying to say

Again, “I am not alone.” And that was all

His life had said to him that he remembered
While he sat there with his hands over his eyes,

And his heart aching. When he rose again

The reapers had gone home. Over the land

Around him in the twilight there was rest.

There was rest everywhere; and there was none
That found his heart. ‘Why should I look for peace

When I have made the world a ruin of war?”
He muttered; and a Voice within him said'

‘Where the Light falls, death falls ; a world has died

Por you, that a world may live. There is no peace.

Pe glad no man or woman bears for ever

The burden of first days. There is no peace.”

A word stronger than his willed him away
Prom Almesbury. All alone he rode that night,

Hnder the stars, led by the living Voice
That would not give him peace. Into the dark
He rode, but not for Dover. Hnder the stars.

Alone, all night he rode, out of a world
That was not his, or the King’s; and in the night
He felt a burden lifted as he rode.

While he prayed he might bear it for the sake
Of a still face before him that was fading.
Away in a white loneliness. He made.
Once, with groping hand as if to touch it.

But a black branch of leaves was all he found.

How the still face was dimmer than before.
And it was not so near him. He gazed hard,
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Eat through his tears he could not see it now;
And when the tears were gone he could see only

That all he saw was fading, always fading,

And she was there alone. She was the world

That he was losing ;
and the world he sought

Was all a tale for those who had been living,

And had not lived. Once even he turned his horse,

And would have brought his army back with him
To make her free They should be free together.

But the Voice within him said . ‘You are not free.

You have come to the world’s end, and it is best

You are not free. Where the Light falls, death falls;

And in the darkness comes the Light.” He turned

Again
; and he rode on, under the stars.

Out of the world, into he knew not what,

Until a vision chilled him and he saw,

How as in Camelot, long ago in the garden,

The face of Galahad who had seen and died,

And was alive, now in a mist of gold.

He rode on into the dark, under the stars,

And there were no more faces. There was nothing.

But always in the darkness he rode on,

Alone; and in the darkness came the Light,
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THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW

There were faces to remember in the Valley o e **

There were faces unregarded, there were faces to or„c ,

There were fires of grief and fear that are a few orgo en as c ,

There were sparks of recognition that are not orgot en ^
'

Eor at first, with an amazed and overwhe ming in igna 1

At a measureless malfeasance that obscurely wi c 1 ’

They were lost and unacquainted till they oun ic

others

Who had groped as they were groping where dim ways were

perilous.

There were lives that were as dark as are the fears and

Of/Si knows himself end » alone with hekwm
There were pensioners of dreams and t lerc v e

illusions, , . .

All to fail before the triumph of a veed m °“ 7
jnc

There were thirsting heirs of golden sieves ia

Aud had no names in traffic or more a aluc there than 1 .

• ^
There were blighted sons of wonder ra t 10 a

, 'made
VTiere they suffered and still wondered vhy their wonder made

no noise.

There were slaves who draped the shackles of a precedent

Bcmonstrnting the fulfilment of unalterable uhtme.-

Which had Wn, before the cradle, T.mo s » e^n.We 1 -mmts

Of what were now the dusty rums of tl.cir fathers dream .
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There were thebe, and there were many wlio had stumbled up

to manhood,
"Where they saw too late the road they should have taken

long ago:

There were thwarted clerks and fiddlers in the Valley of the

Shadow,
The commemorative wreckage of what others did not know.

And there were daughters older than the mothers who had

borne them,

Being older in their wisdom, which is older than the earth;

And they were going forward only farther into darkness,

Unrelieved as were the blasting obligations of tlieir birth;

And among them, giving always what was not for their pos-

session,

There were maidens, very quiet, with no quiet in their eyes;

There were daughters of the silence in the Valley of the Shadow,

Each an isolated item in the family sacrifice.

There were creepers among catacombs where dull regrets were

torches,

Giving light enough to show them what was there upon the

shelves

—

Where there was more for them to see than pleasure would
remember

Of something that had been alive and once had been themselves
There were some who stirred the rums with a solid imprecation.
While as many fled repentance for the promise of despair:
There were drinkers of wrong waters m the Valley of the

Shadow,
And all the sparkling ways were dust that once had led them

there.

There were some who knew the steps of Age incredibly beside
them,
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And his fingers upon shoulders that had never felt the wheel;
And their last of empty trophies was a gilded cup of nothing,

Which a contemplating vagabond would not have come to steaL

Long and often had they figured for a larger valuation,

But the size of their addition was the balance of a doubt:

There were gentlemen of leisure m the Valley of the Shadow,
Not allured by retrospection, disenchanted, and played out.

And among the dark endurances of unavowcd reprisals

There were silent eyes of envy that saw little but saw well;

And over beauty’s aftermath of hazardous ambitions

There were tears for what had vanished as they vanished wheie

they fell

Not assured of what was theirs, and always hungry for the

nameless.

There were some whose only passion was for Time who made
them cold:

There were numerous fair women in the Yalley of the Shadow,

Dreaming rather less of heaven than of hell when they were old.

Now and then, as if to scorn the common touch of common
sorrow.

There were some who gave a few the distant pity of a smile.

And another cloaked a soul as with an ash of human embers.

Having covered thus a treasure that would last him for a while.

There were many by the presence of the many disaffected,

Whose exemption was included m the weight that others bore

.

There were seekers after darkness in the Yalley of the Shadow,

And they alone were there to find wliat they were looking for.

So they were, and so they are; and as they came are coming

others.

And among them are the fearless and the meek and the unborn ,

And a question that has held us heretofore without an answer

Hay abide without an answer until all have ceased to mourn.
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For the children of the dark are more to name than are the

wretched,

Or the broken, or the weary, or the baffled, or the shamed

:

There are builders of new mansions m the Talley of the

Shadow,
And among them are the dying and the blinded and the maimed.

THE WANDERING JEW

I saw by looking in his eyes

That they remembered everything

;

And this was how I came to know
That he was here, still wandering.

For though the figure and the scene

Were never to he reconciled,

I knew the man as I had known
His image when I was a child.

With evidence at every turn,

I should have held it safe to guess

That all the newness of New York
Had nothing new in loneliness;

Yet here was one who might be Noah,
Or Nathan, or Abimelech,
Or Lamech, out of ages lost,

—

Or, more than all, Melchizedek.

Assured that he was none of these,

I gave them back their names agam.
To scan once more those endless eyes
Where all my questions ended then.
I found in them what they revealed
That I shall not live to forget,
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And wondered if they found in mine
Compassion that I might regret.

Pity, I learned, was not the least
Of time’s oftendmg benefits

That had now foi so long impugned
The conservation of his wits’
Kather it was that I should yield,
Alone, the fealty that presents
The tribute of a tempered ear
To an untempered eloquence.

Before I pondered long enough
On whence he came and who he was,
I trembled at his ringing wealth
Of manifold anathemas,
I wondered, while he seared the world.
What new defection ailed the race.

And if it mattered how remote
Our fathers were from such a place.

Before there was an hour for me
To contemplate with less concern
The crumbling realm awaiting us
Than his that was beyond return,

A dawning on the dust of years
Had shaped with an elusive light

Mirages of remembered scenes

That were no longer for the sight.

For now the gloom that hid the man
Became a daylight on lii^ wrath.

And one wherein my fancy viewed
Hew lions ramping in his path.

The old were dead and had no fangs,
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Wherefore he loved them—seeing not

They were the same that in their time

Had eaten everything they caught.

The world around him was a gift

Of anguish to his eyes and ears,

And one that he had long reviled

As fit for devils, not for seers.

Where, then, was there a place for him
That on this other side of death

Saw nothing good, as he had seen

No good come out of Nazareth?

Yet here there was a reticence.

And I believe his only one,

That hushed him as if he beheld

A Presence that would not be gone.

In such a silence he confessed

How much there was to be denied

;

And he would look at me and live.

As others might have looked and died.

As if at last he knew again

That he had always known, his eyes

Were like to those of one who gazed
On those of One who never dies.

For such a moment he revealed

What life has in it to be lost;

And I could ask if what I saw.
Before me there, was man or ghost.

He may have died so many times
That all there was of him to see
Was pride, that kept itself alive

As too rebellious to be free;
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He may hare told, when more than once

Humility seemed imminent,

How many a lonely time in rain

The Second Coming came and went.

Whether he still defies or not

The failure of an angry task

That relegates him out of time

To chaos, I can only ask.

But as I knew him, so he was;

And somewhere among men to-day

Those old, unyielding eyes may flash.

And flinch—and look the other way.

NEIGHBORS

As often as we thought of her,

We thought of a gray life

That made a quaint economist

Of a wolf-haunted wife;

We made the best of all she bore

That was not ours to bear,

And honored her for wearing things

That were not things to wear.

There was a distance in her look

That mnde us look again;

And if she smiled, we might believe

That we had looked in vain.

Barely she came inside our doors.

And had not long to stay:

And when she left, it seemed somehow

That she was far away.
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At last, when we had all forgot

That all is here to change,

A shadow on the commonplace
Was for a moment strange.

Yet there was nothing for surprise,

ISTor much that need he told

:

Love, with its gift of pain, had given

More than one heart could hold.

THE MILL

The miller’s wife had waited long,

The tea was cold, the fire was dead;

And there might yet be nothing wrong
In how he went and what he said

:

“There are no millers any more,”

Was all that she had heard him say,

And he had lingered at the door

So long that it seemed yesterday.

Sick with a fear that had no form
She knew that she was there at last;

And in the mill there was a warm
And mealy fragrance of the past.

What else there was would only seem
To say again what he had meant;

And what was hanging from a beam
Would not have heeded where she went.

And if she thought it followed her,

She may have reasoned in the dark
That one way of the few there were
Would hide her and would leave no mark
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Black water, smooth above the weir

Like starry velvet in the night.

Though ruffled once, would soon appear

The same as ever to the sight.

THE DARK HILLS

Dark hills at evening m the west.

Where sunset hovers like a sound

Of golden horns that sang to rest

Old bones of warriors under ground,

Ear now from all the bannered ways

Where dash the legions of the sun,

You fade—as if the Inst of days

Were fading, and all wars uere done.

THE THREE TAVERNS

When the brethren heard of m, they came to meet us ns far ns

Appii Forum, and The Three Taverns

Herodiox, Apelles, Amplias,

And Andronieus? Is it yon I sec

At last? And is it von now that are goring

As if in doubt of me ? Was I not saying

That I should come to Rome 7 I did say that:

And I said furthermore that I should go

On westward, where the gateway of the world

Lets in the central sen. I did snv that.

But I say only, now, that I am Paul
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A prisoner of the Law, and of the Lord

A voice made free. Lf there he time enough

To live, I may have more to tell you then

Of western matters. I go now to Lome,
Where Caesar waits for me, and I shall wait,

And Caesar knows how long. In Caesarea

There was a legend of Agrippa saying

In a light way to Festus, having heard

My deposition, that I might be free.

Had I stayed free of Caesar; hut the word
Of God would have it as you see it is

—

And here I am. The cup that I shall drink

Is mine to drink—the moment or the place

Not mine to say. If it he now in Lome,
Ee it now in Lome; and if your faith exceed

'

The shadow cast of hope, say not of me
Too surely or too soon that years and shipwreck,.

And all the many deserts I have crossed

That are not named or regioned, have undone
Eeyond the brevities of our mortal healing

The part of me that is the least of me.

You see an older man than he who fell

Prone to the earth when he was nigh Damascus,
Where the great light came down; yet I am he
That fell, and he that saw, and he that heard.

And I am here, at last; and if at last

I give myself to make another crumb
For this pernicious feast of time and men

—

Well, I have seen too much of time and men
To fear the ravening or the wrath of either.

Yes, it is Paul you see—the Saul of Tarsus
That was a fiery Jew, and had men slain

For saying Something was beyond the Law,
And in ourselves. I fed my suffering soul
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Upon the Law till I went famishing,
Not knowing that I starved. How should I know,
Hore then than any, that the food I had

—

What else it may have been—was not for me ?

ITy fathers and their fathers and their fathers
Had found it good, and said there was no other.
And I was of the line. When Stephen fell,

Among the stones that crushed his life away,
There was no place alive that I could see
Tor such a man. Why should a man be given
To live beyond the Law? So I said then.
As men say now to me. How then do I
Persist in living ? Is that what you ask ?

If so, let my appearance be for you
No living answer; for Time writes of death
On men before they die, and what you see
Is not the man. The man that you see not

—

The man within the man—is most alive;

Though hatred would hai'e ended, long ago,

The bane of his activities. I have lived,

Because the faith within me that is life

Endures to live, and shall, till soon or late,

Death, like a friend unseen, shall say to me
Afy toil is over and my work begun

How often, and how many a time again,

Have I said I should be with you in Borne I

He who is always coming never comes,
Or comes too late, you may have told yourselves

;

And I may tell you now that after me,
Whether I stay for little or for long,

The wolves are coming. Have an eye for them.
And a more careful ear for their confusion
Than you need have much longer for the sound
Of what I tell you—should I live to say
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More than I say to Caesar. What I know
Is down for you to read in what is written;

And if I cloud a little with my own
Mortality the gleam that is immortal,

I do it only because I am I

—

Being on earth and of it, in so far

As time flays yet the remnant. This you know;
And if I sting men, as I do sometimes,

With a sharp word that hurts, it is because

Man’s habit is to feel before he sees;

And I am of a race that feels. Moreover,

The world is here for what is not yet here

Bor more than are a few; and even in Home,
Where men are so enamored of the Cross

That fame has echoed, and increasingly.

The music of your love and of your faith

To foreign ears that are as far away
As Antioch and Haran, yet I wonder
How much of love you know, and if your faith

Be the shut fruit of words. If so, remember
Words are hut shells unfilled. Jews have at least

A Law to make them sorry they were horn
If they go long without it; and these Gentiles,

Bor the first time in shrieking history.

Have love and law together, if so they will,

Bor their defense and their immunity
In these last days. Borne, if I know the name,
Will have anon a crown of thorns and fire

Made ready for the wreathing of new masters.
Of whom we are appointed, you and I,

—

And you are still to be when I am gone,
Should I go presently. Let the word fall.

Meanwhile, upon the dragon-ridden field

Of circumstance, either to live or die;

Concerning which there is a parable,
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Made easy for the comfort and attention

Of those who preach, fearing they preach in vain.

You are to plant, and then to plant again

Where you have gathered, gathering as you go;

For you are in the fields that are eternal.

And you have not the burden of the Lord

Upon your mortal shoulders. What you have

Is a light yoke, made lighter by the wearing.

Till it shall have the wonder and the weight

Of a clear jewel, shining with a light

Wherein the sun and all the fiery stars

May soon be fading. When Gamaliel said

That if they be of men these things are nothing

But if they be of God, they are for none

To overthrow, he spoke os a good Jew,

And one who stayed a Jew, and he said all.

And you know, by the temper of your faith.

How far the fire is in you that I felt

Before I knew Damascus. A word here.

Or there, or not there, or not anywhere,

Is not the Word that lives and is the life;

And you, therefore, need weary not yourseh es

With jealous aches of others If the world

Were not a world of aches and innovations,

Attainment would have no more joy of it.

There will be creeds and schisms, creeds in erced c
.

And schisms in schisms; myriads will be done

To death because a farthing has two sides.

And is at last a farthing. Telling you this,

I, who bid men to live, appeal to Cresar.

Once I had said the ways of God were dark.

Meaning by that the dark vays of the Lav.

Such is the Glory of our tribulations;

Bor the Law kills the flesh that kills the Law,

And we are then nine. We have ejc;> then;
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And we have then the Cross between two worlds

—

To guide us, or to blind us for a time,

Till we have eyes indeed. The fire that smites

A few on highways, changing all at once,

Is not for all. The power that holds the world

Away from God that holds himself away

—

Farther away than all your works and words

Are like to fly without the wings of faith

—

Was not, nor ever shall be, a small hazard

Enlivening the ways of easy leisure

Or the cold road of knowledge. When our eyes

Have wisdom, we see more than we remember;
And the old world of our captivities

May then become a smitten glimpse of ruin.

Like one where vanished hewers have had their day
Of wrath on Lebanon. Before we see,

Meanwhile, we suffer ; and I come to you,

At last, through many storms and through much nigh

Yet whatsoever I have undergone,
My keepers in this instance are not hard.

But for the chance of an ingratitude,

I might indeed be curious of their mercy,
And fearful of their leisure while I wait,

A few leagues out of Borne. Men go to Borne,
Hot always to return—but not that now
Meanwhile, I seem to think you look at me
With eyes that are at last more credulous
Of my identity. You remark in me
Ho sort of leaping giant, though some words
Of mine to you from Corinth may have leapt
A little through your eyes into your souL
I trust they were alive, and are alive

Today, for there be none that shall indite
So mueh of nothing as the man of words
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Who "writes in the Lord’s name for his name’s sake

And has not m his blood the fire of time

To -warm eternity. Let such a man

—

Lf once the light is in him and endures

—

Content himself to be the general man,
Set free to sift the decencies and thereby

To learn, except he be one set aside

For sorrow, more of pleasure than of pain;

Though if his light be not the light indeed,

But a brief shine that never really was,

And fails, leaving him worse than where he was,

Then shall he be of all men destitute

And here were not an issue for much ink,

Or much offending faction among scribes.

The Kingdom is within us, we are told;

And when I say to you that we possess it

In such a measure as faith makes it ours,

I say it with a sinner’s privilege

Of having seen and heard, and seen again,

After a darkness; and if I affirm

To the last hour that faith affords alone

The Kingdom entrance and an entertainment,

I do not see myself as one who snys

To man that he shall sit with folded hands

Against the Coming. If I be anything,

I move a driven agent among my kind,

Establishing by the faith of Abraham,

And by the grace of their necessities.

The clamoring word that is the word of life

Nearer than heretofore to the solution

Of their tomb-serving doubts. If I have looser-

A shaft of language that has flown sometimes

A little higher than the hearts and heads

Of nature’s minions, it will yet be heard,
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Like a new song that waits for distant ears.

I cannot be the man that I am not;

And while I own that earth is my affliction,

I am a man of earth, who says not all

To all alike. That were impossible.

Even as it were so that He should plant

A larger garden first But you today

Are for the larger sowing; and your seed,

A little mixed, will have, as He foresaw,

The foreign harvest of a wider growth,

And one without an end Many there are,

And are to he, that shall partake of it,

Though none may share it with an undei standing

That is not his alone. We aTe all alone;

And yet we are all parcelled of one order

—

Jew, Gentile, or barbarian in the dark

Of wildernesses that are not so much
As names yet in a book. And there arc many,
Binding at last that words are not the Word,
And finding only that, will flourish aloft,

Like heads of captured Pharisees on pikes,

Our contradictions and discrepancies;

And there are many more will hang themselves

Upon the letter, seeing not in the Word
The friend of all who fail, and in their faith

A sword of excellence to cut them down.

As long as there are glasses that are dark

—

And there aTe many—we see darkly through them
All which have I conceded and set down
In words that have no shadow. What is dark
Is dark, and we may not say otherwise;
Yet what may he as dark as a lost fire

Por one of us, may still be for another
A coming gleam across the gulf of ages,
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And a way home from shipwreck to the shore;

And so, through pangs and ills and desperations.

There may be light for all There shall be light.

As much as that, yon know. You cannot say

This woman or that man will be the next

On whom it falls; you are not heie for that.

Your ministration is to be for others

The firing of a rush that may for them

Be soon the fire itself. The few at first

Are fighting for the multitude at last;

Therefore remember what Gamaliel said

Before you, when the sick were lying down
In streets all night for Peter's passing shadow.

Eight, and say what you feel ; say more than words.

Give men to know that even their days of eartli

To come are more than ages that are gone.

Say what you feel, while you have time to say it.

Eternity will answer for itself.

Without your intercession; yet the way

Eor many is a long one, and as dark,

Meanwhile, as dreams of hell. See not your toil

Too much, and if I be away from you,

Think of me as a brother to yourselves.

Of many blemishes. Beware of stoics,

And give your left hand to grammarians;

And when you seem, as many a time you may-

To have no other friend than hope, remember

That you are not the first, or yet the last.

The best of life, until wc sec beyond

The shadows of ourselves (and tlie> are less

Than even the blindest of indignant eyes

Would liave them) is m vhut we do nof know.

Make, then, for all your fears a place to sleep

With all your faded sins; nor think \ ourselves
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Egregious and alone for your defects

Of youth and yesterday. I was young once;

And there’s a question if you played the fool

With a more fervid and inherent zeal

Than I have in my story to remember,

Or gave your necks to folly’s conquering foot,

Or flung yourselves with an unstudied aim,

More frequently than I. Mever mind that

Man’s little house of days will hold enough.

Sometimes, to make him wish it were not his,

But it will not hold all. Things that are dead

Are best without it, and they own their death

By virtue of their dying. Let them go,

—

But think you not the world is ashes yet.

And you have all the fire. The world is here

Today, and it may not be gone tomorrow;

Bor there are millions, and there may be more.

To make in turn a various estimation

Of its old ills and ashes, and the traps

Of its apparent wrath. Many with ears

That hear not yet, shall have ears given to them,

And then they shall hear strangely. Many with eyes

That are incredulous of the Mystery
Shall yet be driven to feel, and then to read
Where language has an end and is a veil,

Mot woven of our words. Many that hate
Their kind are soon to know that without love

Their faith is but the perjured name of nothing.
I that have done some hating in my time
See now no time for hate; I that have left,

Lading behind me like familiar lights

That are to shine no more for my returning.
Home, friends, and honors,—I that have lost all else

For wisdom, and the wealth of it, say now
To you that out of wisdom has come love,
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That measures and is of itself the measure
Of works and hope and faith. Your longest hours

Are not so long that you may torture them
Amd harass not yourselves, and the last days

Are on the way that you prepare for them,

And was prepared for you, here in a world

Where you have sinned and suffered, striven and seen.

If you be not so hot for counting them

Before they come that you consume yourselves,

Peace may attend you all in these last days

—

And me, as well as you. Yes, even m Home.

Well, I have talked and rested, though I fear

My rest has not been yours ; in which e\ ent,

Forgive one who is only seven leagues

From Ciesar. When I told you I should come,

I did not see myself the criminal

You contemplate, for seeing beyond the Law
That which the Law saw not But this, indeed.

Was good of you, and I shall not forget;

Flo, I shall not forget you came so far

To meet a man so dangerous Well, farewell.

They come to tell me I am going now

With them. I hope that we shall meet again,

But none may say what he shall find in Borne.

demos

I

All you that are enamored of my name

And least intent on what most 1 require.

Beware; for my design and your desire,

Deplorably, are not as yet the same.
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Beware, I say, the failure and the shame
Of losing that for which you now aspire

So blindly, and of hazarding entire

The gift that I was bringing when I came.

Give as I will, I cannot give you sight

Whereby to see that with you there are some
To lead you, and he led. But they arc dumb

Before the wrangling and the shrill delight

Of your deliverance that has not come.

And shall not, if I fail you—as I might.

n
So little have you seen of what awaits

Your fevered glimpse of a democracy
Confused and foiled with an equality

Not equal to the envy it creates,

That you see not how near you are the gates

Of an old king who listens fearfully

To you that are outside and are to he
The noisy lords of imminent estates.

Bather be then your prayer that you shall have
Your kingdom undishonored. Having all.

See not the great among you for the small,

But hear their silence; for the few shall save
The many, or the many are to fall

—

Still to be wrangling in a noisy grave.

THE FLYING DUTCHMAN

TTnyieldikg in the pride of his defiance,

Afioat with none to serve or to command,
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Lord of himself at last, and all by Science,

He seeks the Vanished Land.

Alone, by the one light of his one thought,

He steers to find the shore from which we came,

Fearless of m what coil he may be caught

On seas that have no name.

Into the night he sails; and after night

There is a dawning, though there be no sun;

Wherefore, with nothing but himself in sight.

Unsighted, he sails on.

At last there is a lifting of the cloud

Between the flood before him and the sky;

And then—though he may curse the Power aloud

That has no power to die

—

He steers himself away from what is haunted

By the old ghost of what has been before,—

Abandoning, as always, and undaunted.

One fog-walled island more.

TACT

Observant of the way she told

So much of what was true,

Ho vanity could long withhold

Begnrd that was her due

She spared him the familiar guile.

So easily achieved,

That only made a man to smile

And left him undcecned.
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Aware that all imagining

Of more than what she meant
Would urge an end of everything,

He stayed; and when he went,

They parted with a merry word
That was to him as light

As any that was ever heard

Upon a starry night.

She smiled a little, knowing well

That he would not remark
The ruins of a day that fell

Around her in the dark*

He saw no ruins anywhere,

Nor fancied there were scars

On anyone who lingered there.

Alone below the stars.

ON THE WAY
(Philadelphia, 1794)

Note.—The following imaginary dialogue between Alexander
Hamilton and Aaron Burr, which is not based upon any specific in-
cident in American history, may he supposed to have occurred a
few months previous to Hamilton’s retirement from Washington’s
Cabinet in 1795 and a few years before the political ingenuities of
Burr—who has been characterized, without much exaggeration, as
the inventor of American politics—began to be conspicuously for-
midable to the Federalists. These activities on the part of* Burr
resulted, as the reader will remember, m the Burr-Jefferson tie
for the Presidency m 1800, and finally m the Burr-Hamilton duel
at Weehawken m 1804

Burr

Hamilton, if he rides you down, remember
That I was here to speak, and so to save
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Your fabric from catastrophe. That’s good;
For I perceive that you observe him also.

A President, a-ridmg of his horse,

May dust a General and be forgiven;

But why be dusted—when we’re all alike.

All equal, and all happy 9 Here he comes

—

And there he goes And we, by your new patent.

Would seem to be two kings here by the wayside,

With, our two hats off to Ins Excellency.

Why not Ins Majesty, and done with it?

EoTgive me if I shook your meditation.

But you that weld our credit should have eyes

To see what’s coming. Bury me first if I do.

Hamilton

There’s always m some pocket of your brain

A care for me; wherefore my gratitude

For your attention is commensurate

With your concern Yes, Burr, we are two kings;

We are as royal as two ditch-diggers;

But owe me not your sceptre These are the days

When first a few seem all; but if we Inc

We may again be seen to be the few

That we have always been. These are the days

When men forget the stars, and are forgotten.

Burnt

But why forget them? They're the same that winked

Upon the world when Alcibiades

Cut off his dog’s tail to induce distinction.

There are dogs yet, and Alcibiades

Is not forgotten.
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Hamilton

Yes, there are dogs enough,

God knows ; and I can hear them in my dreams.

Burr

Hever a doubt. But what you hear the most
Is your new music, something out of tune

With your intention. How in the name of Cain,

I seem to hear you ask, are men to dance.

When all men are musicians. Tell me that,

I hear you saying, and I’ll tell you the name
Of Samson’s mother. But why shroud yourself

Before the coffin comes? Bor all you know,
The tree that is to fall for your last house

Is now a sapling. You may have to wait

So long as to he sorry; though I doubt it,

Bot you are not at home in your new Eden
Where chilly whispers of a likely frost

Accumulate already in the air.

I think a touch of ermine, Hamilton,
Would he for you in your autumnal mood
A pleasant sort of warmth along the shoulders.

Hamilton

If so it is you think, you may as well

Give over thinking. We are done with ermine.
What I fear most is not the multitude,

But those who are to loop it with a string

That has one end in Brance and one end here.

I’m not so fortified with observation

That I could swear that more than half a score
Among us who see lightning see that ruin
Is not the work of thunder. Since the world
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Was ordered, there was never a long pause

Per caution between doing and undoing.

Bure

Go on, sir; my attention is a trap

Set for the catching of all compliments

To Monticello, and all else abroad

That has a name or an identity.

Hamilton

I leave to you the names—there are too many;

Yet one there is to sift and hold apart,

As now I see. There comes at last a glimmer

That is not always clouded, or too late.

But X was near and young, and had the reins

To play with while he manned a team so raw

That only God knows where the end had been

Of all that riding without Washington.

There was a nation in the man who passed us,

If there was not a world I may have driven

Since then some restive horses, and alone,

And through a splashing of abundant mud;

But he who made the dust that sets you on

To coughing, made the road 2vow it seems dry-

And in a measure safe.

Burr

Here’s a new tune

Prom Hamilton. Has your caution all at once,^

And over night, grown till it wreck*; the cradle i

I have forgotten what my father <=aid^

When X was born, but there s a rustling of it

Among my memories, and it makes a noise
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About as loud as all that I have held

And fondled heretofore of your same caution.

But that’s affairs, not feelings. If our friends

Guessed half we say of them, our enemies

Would itch in our friends’ jackets. Howsoever.

The world is of a sudden on its head,

And all are spilled—unless you cling alone

With Washington. Ask Adams about that.

Hamilton

We’ll not ask Adams about anything.

We fish for lizards when we choose to ask

Bor what we know already is not coming.

And we must eat the answer. Where’s the use

Of asking when this man says everything,

With all his tongues of silence?

Burr

I dare say.

I dare say, but I won’t. One of those tongues

I’ll borrow for the nonce. He’ll never miss it.

We mean his Western Majesty, King George.

Hamilton

I mean the man who rode by on his horse.

I’ll beg of you the meed of your indulgence
If I should say this planet may have done
A deal of weary whirling when at last,

If ever, Time shall aggregate again
A majesty like his that has no name.

Burr

Then you concede his Majesty? That’s good.
And what of yours?" Here are two majesties.
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Favor the Left a little, Hamilton,
Or you’ll be floundering m the ditch that waits
For riders who forget where they are riding
If we and France, as you anticipate,

Must eat each other, what Csesar, if not yourself,

Do you see for the master of the feast?

There may he a place waiting on your head
For laurel thick as Hero’s. You don’t know.
I have not crossed your glory, though I might
If I saw thrones at auction.

Hamilton

Yes, you might.

If war is on the way, I shall be—here;

And I’ve no vision of your distant heels.

Burr i

I see that I shall take an inference

To bed with me to-night to keep me warm.
I thank you, Hamilton, and I approve

Your fealty to the aggregated greatness

Of him you lean on while he leans on you.

Hamilton

This easy phrasing is a game of yours

That you may win to lose. I ben your pardon.

But you that have the sight will not employ

The will to see with it If you did so,

There might be fever ditches dug for others

In your perspective; and there might he fewer

Contemporary motes of prejudice

Between you and the man who made the diwt-

Call him a genius or a gentleman,
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A prophet or a builder, or ivhat not,

But hold your disposition off the balance,

And weigh him in the light Once (I believe

I tell you nothing new to your surmise,

Or to the tongues of towns and villages)

I nourished with an adolescent fancy

—

Surely forgivable to you, my friend

—

An innocent and amiable conviction

That I was, by the grace of honest fortune,

A savior at his elbow through the war,

Where I might have observed, more than I did.

Patience and wholesome passion. I was there,

And for such honor I gave nothing worse
Than some advice at which he may have smiled.

I must have given a modicum besides,

Or the rough interval between those days

And these would never have made for me my friends,

Ot enemies. I should be something somewhere

—

I say not what—but I should not be here

If he had not been there. Possibly, too,

You might not—or that Quaker with his cane.

Burr

Possibly, too, I should. When the Almighty
Bides a white horse, I fancy we shall know it.

Hamilton

It was a man. Burr, that was in my mmd;
No god, or ghost, or demon—only a man:
A man whose occupation is the need
Of those who would not feel it if it bit them;
And one who shapes an age while he endures
The pin pricks of inferiorities;

A cautious man, because he is but one:
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A lonely man, because be is a thousand.

No marvel you are slow to find m lnni

The genius that is one spark or is nothing

His genius is a flame that he must hold

So far above the common heads of men
That they may view him only through the miat

Of their defect, and wonder what he is

It seems to me the mystery that is in him
That makes lnm only more to me a man
Than any other I have ever known.

Bure

I grant you that his worship is a man.

Pm not so much at home with mysteries.

May be, as you—so leave lum with his file:

God knows that I shall never put it out

He has not made a cripple of himself

In his pursuit of me, though I have heard

His condescension honors me with parts.

Parts make a whole, if we ve enough of them:

And once I figured a sufficiency

To be at least an atom in the annals

Of your republic But I must have erred.

Hamilton

You smile as if your spirit lived at case

With error. I should not hai'C named it so.

Bailing assent from you; nor. if I did.

Should I be so complacent in my ckill

To comb the tangled hingmure of the people

As to be sure of anything in these daj 15

Put that much in account with modesty.
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Burk

What in the name of Ahnb, Hamilton,

Have you, in the last region of your dreaming,

To do with “people”? You may he the devil

In your dead-reckoning of what reefs and shoal9

Are waiting on the progress of our ship

Unless you steer it, hut you’ll find it irksome

Alone there in the stern; and some warm day

There’ll be an inland music in the rigging,

And afterwaids on deck. I’m not affined

Or favoied overmuch at Honticcllo,

But there’s a mighty swarming of new bees

About the premises, and all have wings.

If you hear something buzzing before long,

Be thoughtful how you strike, remembering also

There was a fellow Hnboth had a vineyard.

And Ahab cut his hair off and went softly.
%

Hamilton

I don’t remember that he cut his hair off.

Burr

Somehow I rather fancy that he did.

If so, it’s in the Book; and if not so,

He did the rest, and did it handsomely.

Hamilton

Commend yourself to Ahab and his ways
If they inveigle you to emulation;
But where, if I may ask it, are you tending
With your invidious wielding of the Scriptures?
You call to mind an eminent archangel
Who fell to make him famous. Would you fall

So far as he, to be so far remembered?
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Burr

Before I fall or rise, or am an angel,

I shall acquaint myself a little further

With our new land’s new language, which is not

—

Peace to your dreams—an idiom to your liking.

Pm wondering if a man may always know
How old a man may be at thirty-seven;

I wonder likewise if a prettier time

Could be decreed for a good man to vanish

Than about now for you, before you fade.

And even your friends are seeing that you have had

Your cup too full for longer mortal triumph

Well, you have had enough, and had it young;

And the old wine is nearer to the lees

Than you are to the woik that you are doing.

Hamilton

When does this philological excursion

Into new lands and languages begin?

Burr

Anon—that is, already. Only Fortune

Gave me this afternoon the benefaction

Of your blue back, which I for love pursued,

And m pursuing may have saied your life

Also the world a pounding piece of news

Hamilton bites the dust of Washington,

Or rather of his horse For vou alone.

Or for your fame, I’d wish it might h.i\ e been so,

Hamilton

Not every man among u c lias a friend

So jealous for the other's fame. IIow long
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Are you to diagnose the doubtful case

Of Demos—and what for ? Have you a sword

For some new Damocles? If it’s for me,

I have lost all official appetite,

And shall have faded, after January,

Into the law. I’m going to New York.

Durr

No matter where you are, one of these days

I shall come hack to you and tell you something.

This Demos, I have heard, has m his wrist

A pulse that no two doctors have as yet

Counted and found the same, and in his mouth
A tongue that has the like alacrity

For saying or not. for saying what most it is

That pullulates in his ignoble mind.
One of these days I shall appear again,

To tell you more of him and his opinions;

I shall not be so long out of your sight.

Or take myself so far, that I may not.

Like Alcibiades, come hack again.

He went away to Phrygia, and fared ilL

Hamilton

There’s an example in Themistocles

:

He went away to Peisia, and fared well.

Burr

So 9 Must I go so far ? And if so, why so ?

I had not planned it so. Is this the road
I take? If so, farewell.

Hamilton

Quite so. Farewell.
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Though for your sake I would not have you now
So near to me tonight as now you are,

God knows how much a stranger to my heart
Was any cold word that I may have written;
And you, poor woman that I made my wife,

You have had more of loneliness, I fear,

Than I—though I have been the most alone.

Even when the most attended So it was
God set the mark of his inscrutable

Necessity on one that was to grope,

And serve, and suffer, and withal be glad
Tor 'what was his, and is, and is to be.

When his old bones, that are a burden now,
Are saying what the man who carried them
Had not the power to say. Bones in a grave,

Cover them as they will with choking earth,

Hay shout the truth to men who put them there,

Hore than all oratois ibid so, my dear.

Since you have cheated wisdom for the sake

Of sorrow, let your sonow be for you,

This last of nights befoie the last of days,

The lying ghost of what there is of me
That is the most alive There is no death

Tor me in what they do. Their death it is

They should heed most when the sun comes again

To make them solemn. There are some I know
Whose eyes will hardly see their occupation,

Tor tears m them—and all for one old man;
Tor some of them will pity thi* old man,
Who took upon himself the work of God
Because lie pitied millions That will be

Tor them, I fancy, their compassionate
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Best way of saying what is best in them
To say, for they can say no more than that.

And they can do no more than what the dawn.

Of one moie day shall give them light enough
To do. But there are many days to be,

And there are many men to give their blood,

As I gave mine for them. May they come soon!

May they come soon, I say. And when they come3

May all that I have said unheard be heard,

Pioving at last, or maybe not—no matter

—

What sort of madness was the part of me
That made me strike, whether I found the mark
Or missed it. Meanwhile, I’ve a strange content,

A patience, and a vast indifference

To what men say of me and what men fear

To say. There wras a work to be begun,

And when the Voice, that I have heard so long,

Announced as in a thousand silences

An end of preparation, I began
The coming work of death vhieh is to be,

That life may be. There is no other way
Than the old way of war for a new land

That will not know itself and is tonight

A stranger to itself, and to the world
A more prodigious upstart among states

Than I was among men, and so shall be
Till they are told and told, and told again;
Bor men are children, waiting to be told,

And most of them are children all their lives.

The good God m Ins wisdom had them so.

That now and then a madman or a seer

May shake them out of their complacency
And shame them into deeds The major file

See only what their fathers may have seen,
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Or may have said they saw when they saw nothing.
I do not say it matters what they saw.

Now and again to some ione soul or other

God speaks, and there is hanging to be done,

—

As once there was a burning of our bodies

Alive, albeit our souls were sorry fuel.

But now the fires are few, and we are poised

Accordingly, for the state’s benefit,

A few still minutes between heaven and earth.

The purpose is, when they have seen enough
Of what it is that they are not to see.

To pluck me as an unripe fruit of treason,

And then to fling me back to the same earth

Of which they are, as I suppose, the flouer

—

Not given to know the riper fruit that waits

Bor a more comprehensive harvesting.

Yes, may they come, and soon. Again I say,

Hay they come soon 1—before too many of them

Shall be the bloody cost of our defection.

WJien hell waits on the dawn of a new state,

Better it were that hell should not wait long,

—

Or so it is I see it who should see

As far or farther into time tonight

Than they who talk and tremble for me now,

Or wish me to those everlasting fires

That are for me no fear Too mnnv fires

Have sought me out and seared me to the bone—
Thereby, for all I know, to temper me
Bor wlint was mine to do. If T did ill

What I did well, let men cnv I was mad

;

Or let my name for ever be a question

That will not sleep in history. What men *ay

I was will cool no cannon, dull no sword,

Invalidate no truth. Hoanwhilo, I was

;
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And the long train is lighted that shall bum.
Though floods of wrath may drench it, and hot feet

May stamp it for a slight time into smoke
That shall blaze up again with growing speed,

Until at last a fiery crash will come
To cleanse and shake a wounded hemisphere,

And heal it of a long malignity

That angry time discredits and disowns.

Tonight there are men saying many things;

And some who see life in the last of me
Will answer first the coming call to death;

Tor death is what is coming, and then life.

I do not say again for the dull sake

Of speech what you have heard me say before.

But rather for the sake of all I am,

And all God made of me A man to die

As I do must have done some other work
Than man’s alone. I was not after glory.

But there was glory with me, like a friend.

Throughout those crippling years when friends -^ere few.

And fearful to he known by their own names
When mine was vilified for their approval.

Yet friends they are, and they did what was given

Their will to do ; they could have done ho more.
I was the one man mad enough, it seems.

To do my work, and now my work is over
And you, my dear, are not to mourn for me.
Or for your sons, more than a soul should mourn
In Paradise, done with evil and with earth

There is not much of earth in what remains
Tor you; and what there may he left of it

Tor your endurance you shall have at last

In peace, without the twinge of any fear
Tor my condition; for I shall he done
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Witt plans and actions that have heretofore

Made your days long and your nights ominous
With darkness and the many distances

That were between us When the silence comes

I shall in faith he nearer to you then

Than I am now m fact. What you see now
Is only the outside of an old man.

Older than years have made him Let him die.

And let him be a thing for little grief.

There was a time for service and he served;

And there is no more time for anything

But a short gratefulness to those who gave

Their scared allegiance to an enterprise

That has the name of treason—which will serve

As well as any other for the present.

There are some deeds of men that have no names.

And mine may like as not he one of them.

I am not looking far for names tonight

The King of Glory -was without a name
Until men gave Him one; yet there He was,

Before we found Him and affronted Him
With numerous ingenuities of evil,

Of which one, with His aid, is to be swept

And washed out of the world with fire and blood.

Once I believed it might have come to pns^

With a small cost of blood; but I was dreaming

Dreaming that I believed. The ^ oicc I heard

When I left you behind me in the north.

To wait there and to wonder and grow old

Of loneliness,—told only what was best.

And with a saving vagueness. I '-hould know

Till I knew more. And had I known even then

After grim years of search and suffering,

So many of them to end ns they began
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After my sickening doubts and estimations

Of plans abandoned and of new plans vain

—

After a weary delving everywhere

For men with every virtue but tbe Vision

—

Could I have known, I say, before I left you
That summer morning, all there was to know—

•

Even unto the last consuming word
That would have blasted every mortal answer
As lightning would annihilate a leaf,

I might have trembled on that summer morning;
I might have wavered

; and I might have failed.

And there are many among men today

To say of me that I had best have wavered.

So has it been, so shall it always be,

Eor those of us who give ourselves to die

Before we are so parcelled and approved
As to be slaughtered by authority.

We do not make so much of what they say

As they of what our folly says of us;

They give us hardly time enough for that.

And thereby we gam much by losing little.

Few are alive to-day with less to lose

Than I who tell you this, or more to gain

;

And whether I speak as one to be destroyed

For no good end outside his own destruction,

Time shall have more to say than men shall hear
Between now and the coming of that harvest
Which is to come. Before it comes, I go

—

By the short road that mystery makes long
For man’s endurance of accomplishment.
I shall have more to say when I am dead.
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‘We are false and evanescent, and aware of our deceit,

From tlie straw that is our vitals to the clay that is our feet

You may serve us if you must, aud you shall have your wage
of ashes,

—

Though arrears due thereafter may be hard for you to meet.

“You may swear that we are solid, you may say that we are

strong,

But we know that we are neither and we say that you are

wrong;
You may find an easy worship in acclaiming our indulgence,

But your large admiration of us now is not for long

,
“If your doom is to adore us with a doubt that’s never still.

And you pray to see our faces—pray in earnest, and 3011 will.

You may gaze at us and live, and live assured of our confusion

For the False Gods are mortal, and ore made for you to kill

“And you may as well observe, while apprehensively at ease

With an Art that’s inorganic and is anything you please,

That anon your newest ruin may lie crumbling unregaided,

Like an old shrine forgotten in a forest of new tree*

“Howsoever like no other be the mode you may employ.

There’s an order in the ages for the ages to enjoy:

Though the temples you are shaping and the passions; 3011 are

singing

Are a long way from Athens and a longer way fiom Trov

‘When we promise more than ever of what never shall nrrhe.

And you seem a' little more than ordmnrilv alive,

Wake a note that you nre sure you understand our obligations

—

For there’s grief alwavs auditing where two and two are hit*.
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“There was this for us to say and there was this for you to

know,

Though it humbles and it hurts us when we have to tell you so

If you doubt the only truth in all our perjured composition,

May the True Gods attend you and forget us when we go.”

ARCHIBALD’S EXAMPLE

Old Archibald, m his eternal chair,

Where trespassers, whatever their degree,

Were soon freined out again, was looking off

Across the clover when he said to me.

“My green hill yonder, where the sun goes down
Without a scratch, was once inhabited

By trees that injured him—an evil trash

That made a cage, and held him while he bled.

“Gone fifty years, I see them as they were
Before they fell. They were a crooked lot

To spoil my sunset, and I saw no time
In fifty years for crooked things to rot

“Trees, yes; but not a sendee or a joy

To God or man, for they were thieves of light.

So down they came Nature and I looked on.

And we were glad when they were out of sight.

“Trees are like men, sometimes ; and that being so,

So much for that.” He twinkled in his chair,

And looked across the clover to the place
That he remembered when the trees were there.
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“Do I hear them 2 Yes, I hear the children singing—and what
of it?

Have you come with eyes afire to find me now and ask me that ?

If I were not their father and if you were not their mother,

We might believe they made a noise . . . What are you

—

driving at I”

“Well, be glad that you can hear them, and be glad they arc so

near us,

—

For I have heard the stars of heaven, and they were nearer still.

All within an hour it is that I have heard them calling.

And though I pray for them to cease. I know tliov never will;

For their music on my heart, though you may fieeze it, will

fall always.

Like summer snow that never melts upon a mountain-top.

Do you hear them? Do you hear them overhead—the children

—singing ?

Do you hear the children singing ?
. . . God, will you make

them stopl”

“And what now in His holy name have ?ou to do with moun-

tains ?

We’re hack to town again, my dear, and we’ve a dance tonight

Frozen hearts and falling music ? Snow and ‘dm-., and what

the devil!

Say it over to me slowly, and he sure you have it right.

“God knows if T be right or wrong in siviug what I toll >**u.

Or if I know the meaning any more of what I sav.

All I know7 is, it will kill me if 1 try to keep it hidden

Well, I met him. . . . Yes, I met him, and I talked with him-

today.”
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“You met him? Did you meet the ghost of someone you had

poisoned,

Long ago, before I knew you for the woman that you are?

Take a chair; and don’t begin your stories always in the

middle

Was he man, or was he demon? Anyhow, you’ve gone too far

To go back, and I’m your servant. I’m the lord, but you’re

the master.

How go on with what you know, for I’m excited.”

“Do you mean

—

Do you mean to make me try to think that you know less than

I do?”

“I know that you foreshadow the beginning of a scene.

Pray be careful, and as accurate as if the doors of heaven

Were to swing or to stay bolted from now on for evermore”

“Do you conceive, with all your smooth contempt of every

feeling.

Of hiding what you know and what you must have known
before ?

Is it worth a woman’s torture to stand here and have you

smiling,

With only your poor fetish of possession on your side?

Ho thing but one is wholly sure, and that’s not one to scare

me;
When I meet it I may say to God at last that I have tried.

And yet, for all I know, or all I dare believe, my trials

Henceforward will be more for you to bear than are your own

;

And you must give me keys of yours to rooms I have not

entered.

Do you see me on your threshold all my life, and there alone?
Will you tell me where you see me m your fancy—when it

leads you
Par enough beyond the moment for a glance at the abyss?”
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“WiU you tell me what intrinsic and amazing sort of nonsense
You are crowding on the patience of the man who gives you

—

this?

Look around you and be sorry you’re not living in an attic,

With a civet and a fish-net, and with you to pay the rent

I say words that you can spell without the use of all your

letters

;

And I grant, if you insist, that I’ve a guess at w hat you
meant.”

“Have I told you, then, for nothing, that I met him? Are you
trying

To be merry while you try to make me hate you V*

“Think again,

My dear, before you tell me, in a language unbecoming
In a lady, what you plan to tell me next If I complain,

If I seem an atom peevish at the preference you mention

—

Or imply, to be precise—you may believe, or you may not,

That I’m a trifle more aware of what he wants Ilian ;vou are.

But I shouldn’t throw that at you. Make believe that I forgot.

Make believe that he’s a genius, if you like,—but in the

meantime
Don’t go back to rocking-horses There, there, there, now.”

“Make believe!

When you sec me standing helpless on a plonk above a whirl-

pool.

Do I drown, or do I hear you when you say it ? Make believe’

How much more am I to sav or do for you before 1 tell vnu

That I met him! What’s to follow now may be for v mi to

choose.

Do you hear me ? Won’t you listen? Its an ev-v thing to

listen. . .
.”

“And it’s easy to be crazy when there’s everything to lose.’
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“If at last you have a notion that I mean what I am saying,

Do I seem to tell you nothing when I tell you I shall try ?

If you save me, and I lose him—I don’t know—it won’t much
matter.

I dare say that I’ve lied enough, hut now I do not lie.”

“Do you fancy me the one man who has waited and said

nothing

While a wife has dragged an old infatuation from a tomb ?

Give the thing a little air and it will vanish into ashes.

There you are—pifi
!
presto

!”

“When I came into this room,

It seemed as if I saw the place, and you there at your table,

As you are now at this moment, for the last time in my life;

And I told myself before I came to find you, ‘I shall tell him,

If I can, what I have learned of him since I became his wife.’

And if you say, as I’ve no doubt you will before I finish.

That you have tried unceasingly, with all your might and main,

To teach me, knowing more than I of what it was I needed.

Don’t think, with all you may have thought, that you have tried

in vain;

Dor you have taught me more than hides in all the shelves of

knowledge
Of how little you found that’s in me and was in me all along.

I believed, if I intruded nothing on you that I cared for,

I’d be half as much as horses,—and it seems that I was wrong;
I believed there was enough of earth in me, with all my

nonsense
Over things that made you sleepy, to keep something still

awake

;

But you taught me soon to read my book, and God knows I

have read it

—

Ages longer than an angel would have read it for your sake.

I have said that you must open other doors than I have entered;
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But I wondered while I said it if I might not he obscure.

Is there anything in all your pedigrees and inventories

With a value more elusive than a dollar’s 2 Are you sure

That if I starve another year for you I shall he stronger

To endure another like it—and another—till I’m dead?”

“Has your tame cat sold a picture 2—or more likely had a

windfall ?

Or for God’s sake, what’s broke loose? Have you a bee-hive

in your head 2

A little more of this from you will not be easy hearing

Do you know that 2 Understand it, if you do; for if you
won’t . . .

What the devil are you saying! Make believe you never said it,

And Til say I never heard it. . . . Oh, you. ... If you. . .
.”

“If I don’t?”

“There are men who say there’s reason hidden somcv.here in a

woman.
But I doubt if God himself remembers where the key was

hung ”

‘He may not; for they sav that even God hinwolf is growing.

I wonder if He makes believe that He is glowing jomitr.

I wonder if He makes believe that women who are giving

All they have m holy loathing to a stranger all their live®

Are the wise ones who build houses in the Bible . .
.”

“Stop—you devil
!”

“.
. Or that souls are any whiter when their bodies are called

wives
Tf a dollar’s worth of gold will hoop the walls of hell together.

Why need heaven be such a ruin of a place tint newer was?
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And if at last I lied my starving soul away to nothing,

Are you sure you might not miss it? Have you come to such

a pass

That you -would have me longer in your arms if you discovered

That I made you into someone else . . . Oh! . . . Well, there

are worse ways.

But -why aim it at my feet—unless you fear you may be

sorry. . . .

There are many days ahead of you.”

‘T do not see those days.”

“I can see them. Granted even I am wrong, there are the

children.

And are they to praise their father for liis insight if we die?

Do you hear them? Do you hear them overhead—-the children

—singing?

Do you hear them 2 Do you hear the children?”

“Damn the children!”

“Why?
What have they done? . . . Well, then,—do it. . . . Do it now,

t

and have it over.”

“Oh, you devil! . . . Oh, you. . .

“Ho, I’m not a devil, I’m a prophet

—

One who sees the end already of so much that one end more
Would have now the small importance of one other small

illusion.

Winch in turn would have a -welcome where the rest have gone
before.

But if I were you, my fancy would look on a little farther
Bor the glimpse of a release that may be somewhere still in

sight.
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Furthermore, you must remember those two hundred invita-

tions

For the dancing after dinner. We shall have to shine tonight.

We shall dance, and be as happy as a pair of merry spectres,

On the grave of all the lies that we shall never have to tell,

We shall dance among the rums of the tomb of our endurance,

And I have not a doubt that we shall do it very well.

There!—I’m glad you’ve put it back; for I don’t like it. Shut
the drawer now.

No—no—don’t cancel anything. I’ll danco until I drop
,

I can’t walk yet, but I’m going to ... Go away somewhere,

and leave me . . .

Oh, you children! Oh, you children! . . . God, will they never

stop 1”

TASKER NORCROSS

“Whether all towms and all who live in them

—

So long as they be somewhere in this world

That we in our complacency call ours

—

Are more or less the same, I leave to yon.

I should say less. Whether or not, meamihile,

We’ve all two legs—and as for that, no haven t

—

There wrere three kinds of men where I v as born:

The good, the not so good, and Tasker Norcro~s.

Now there are two kinds.”

“Henning, ns I dn inn.

Your friend is dead,” I ventured.

Forgo-on,

Who talked himself at la c t out of the vorld

He censured, and is therefore silent nov.

Agreed indifferently: friends are dead

—

Or most of them ”
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<rRemember one that isn’t,”

I said, protesting. ‘TIonor him for his ears;

Treasure him also for his understanding.”

Ferguson sighed, and then talked on again:

“You have an overgrown alacrity

For saying nothing much and hearing less;

And I’ve a thankless wonder, at the start,

How much it is to you that I shall tell

What I have now to say of Tasker Moreross,

And how much to the air that is around you.

But given a patience that is not averse

To the slow tragedies of haunted men

—

Horrors, in fact, if you’ve a skilful eye

To know them at their firesides, or out -walking,
—

”

“Horrors,” I said, “are my necessity;

And I would have them, for their best effect.

Always out walking.”

Ferguson frowned at me:
“The wisest of us are not those who laugh
Before they know. Most of us never know

—

Or the long toil of our mortality

Would not be done Most of us never know

—

And there you have a reason to believe

In God, if you may have no other. Norcross,
Or so I gather of his infirmity.

Was given to know more than he should have known.
And only God knows why. See for yourself
An old house full of ghosts of ancestors,
Who did their best, or worst, and having done it,

Hied honorably; and each with a distinction
That hardly would have been for him that had it.

Had honor failed him wholly as a friend
Honor that is a friend begets a friend.
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Whether or not we love him, still we have him;

And we must live somehow by what wc have,

Or then we die. If you say chemistry.

Then you must have your molecules fn motion,

And m their right abundance. Failing cither,

You have not long to dance. Failing a friend,

A genius, or a madness, or a faith

Larger than desperation, you are here

For as much longer than you like as may be.

Imagining now, by way of an example,

iMyself a more or less lemembeied phantom

—

Again, I should say less—how many times

A day should I come hack to you ? No answer.

Forgive me when I seem a little careless,

But we must have examples, or be lucid

Without them; and I question your adherence

To such an undramatic narrative

As this of mine, without the personal hook/'

“A time is given in Ecclesiastes

For divers works,” I told him “Is there one

For saying nothing in return for nothing 7

If not, there should be ” I could feel his eyes.

And they were like two cold inquiring points

Of a sharp metal When I looked again.

To see them shine, the cold that 1 had felt

Was gone to make way for a smouldering

Of lonely fire that I, as I knew then.

Could never quench with kindness or with lies.

I should have done whatever there was to do

For Ferguson, yet I could not have mourned
In honesty for once around the clock

The lo=s of him, for my •sake or for hi c
,

Try as I might, nor would his ghost appro\e,

Had I the power and the unthinking will
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To make kirn tiead again without an aim

The road that wab behind him—and without

The faith, or friend, or genius, or the madneS3

That he contended was imperative.

After a silence that had been too long,

“It may be quite as well we don’t,” he said;

“As well, I mean, that we don’t always say it.

You know best what I mean, and I suppose

You might have said it better. What was that?

Incorrigible? Am I incorrigible?

"Well, it’s a word, and a word has its use.

Or, like a man, it will soon have a grave.

It’s a good word enough. Incorrigible,

kfay be, for all I know, the word for Yorcross.

See for yourself that house of his again

That he called home' An old house, painted white.

Square as a box, and chillier than a tomb
To look at or to live in There were trees

—

Too many of them, if such a thing may be

—

Before it and around it Down m front

There was a road, a railroad, and a river,

Then there were hills behind it, and more trees.

The thing would fairly stare at you through trees.

Like a pale inmate out of a barred window
With a green shade half down

; and I dare say
People who passed have said ‘There’s where be lives.

We know him, but we do not seem to know
That we remembeT any good of him,
Or any evil that is interesting.

There you have all we know and all we care ’

They might have said it in all sorts of ways

;

And then, if they perceived a cat, they might
Or might not have remembered what they said.

The cat might have a personality

—
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And maybe the same one the Lord left out

Of Tasker Norcross, 'who, for lack of it,

Saw the same sun go down year after year,

All which at last was my discovery.

And only mine, so far as evidence

Enlightens one more darkness. You have known

All round you, all your days, men who are nothing

—

Nothing, I mean, so far as time tells yet

Of any other need it has of them

Than to make sextons hardy—but no less

Are to themselves incalculably something,

And therefore to be cherished. God, you see,

Being sorry for them in their fashioning,

Indemnified them with a quaint esteem

Of self, and with illusions long as life.

You know them well, and yon have smiled at them;

And they, m their serenity, may have had

Their time to smile at you. Blessed are they

That see themselves for what they never were

Or were to be, and are, for their defect,

At ease with mirrors and the dim remarks

That pass their tranquil ears
77

“Come, come 77 «nid T;

“There may be names m your compendium

That we are not yet all on fire for shouting.

Skin most of us of our mediocrity,

We should have nothing then that we could scratch.

The picture smarts. Coi erjt. if you please.
^

And do so rather gently Nov for Norcro—

.

Ferguson closed Ins eyes in resignation,

While a dead sigh came out of him ffl<H ,ni

He said, and said it only half aloud.

As if he knew no longer now, nor cared,
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If one were there to listen : “Have I said nothing

—

Nothing at all—of Norcross? Do you mean
To patronize him till his name becomes

A toy made out of letters? If a name
Is all you need, arrange an honest column
Of all the people you have ever known
That you have never liked You’ll have enough;

And you’ll have mine, moreover. No, not yet.

If I assume too many privileges,

I pay, and I alone, for tlieir assumption;

By which, if I assume a darker knowledge
Of Norcross than another, let the weight

Of my injustice aggravate the load

That is not on your shoulders. When I came
To know this fellow Norcross in his house,

I found lnm as I found him in the street

—

No more, no less; indifferent, but no better

Worse’ were not quite the word: he was not bad;
He was not . . . well, he was not anything.

Has your invention ever entertained

The picture of a dusty worm so dry

That even the early bird would shake his head
And fly on farther for another breakfast?”

“But why forget the fortune of the worm,”
I said, “if m the dryness you deplore

Salvation centred and endured? Your Norcross
May have been one for many to have envied.”

“Salvation? Fortune? Would the worm say that?
He might; and therefore I dismiss the worm
With all dry things hut one. Figures away.
Do you begin to see this man a little?

Do you begin to see him in the air.

With all the vacant horrors of his outline
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For you to fill with, more than it will hold?

If so, you needn’t crown yourself at once

With epic laurel if you seem to fill it.

Horrors, I say, for in the fires and forks

Of a new hell—if one were not enough

—

I doubt if a new horror would have held lnm
With a malignant ingenuity

More to be feared than his before be died.

You smile, as if in doubt Well, smile again.

Now come into his house, along with me.
The four square sombre things that you see first

Around you are four walls that go as high

As to the ceiling. Norcross knew them well,

And he knew others like them Fasten to that

With all the claws of your intelligence;

And hold the man before you in his house

As if he were a white rat in a box.

And one that knew himself to be no other.

I tell you twice that he knew all about it,

That you may not forget the worst of all

Our tragedies begin with what we know.

Could Norcross only not have known, I wonder
How many would have blessed and envied him!
Could he have had the usual eve for spots

On others, and for none upon himself,

I smile to ponder on the carriages

That fiiight as well as not haie clogged the town
In honor of his end. For there was gold,

You see. though all he needed was a little,

And wlint he gave said nothing of who giue it

He would lune given il all if in return

There might ha\e been a more sufficient face

To greet him when he shaved. Though >ou insist

It is the dower, and alwaj of our degree

Not to he cursed with such imulious insight,
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Remember that you stand, you and your fancy,

Now in his house, and since we are together,

See for yourself and tell me what you see.

Tell me the best you see. Make a slight noise

Of recognition when you find a book

That you would not as lief read upside down
As otherwise, for example. If there you fail,

Observe the walls and lead me to the place,

Where you are led. If there you meet a picture

That holds you near it for a longer time

Than you are sorry, you may call it yours,

And hang it m the dark of your remembrance,

Where Norcross never sees. How can he see

That has no eyes to see 2 And as for music,

He paid with empty wonder for the pangs

Of his infrequent forced endurance of it;

And having had no pleasure, paid no more
For needless immolation, or for the sight

Of those who heard what he was never to hear.

To see them listening was itself enough
To make him suffer; and to watch worn eyes,

On other days, of strangers who forgot

Their sorrows and their failures and themselves
Before a few mysterious odds and ends

Of marble carted from the Parthenon

—

And all for seeing what he was never to see,

Because it was alive and he was dead

—

Here was a wonder that was more profound
Than any that was in fiddles and brass horns.

“He knew, and m his knowledge there was death.
He knew there was a region all around him
That lay outside man’s havoc and affairs.

And yet was not all hostile to their tumult,
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Where poets would have served and honored him,

And saved him, had there been anything to save.

But there was nothing, and his tethered range

Was only a small desert Kings of song

Are not for thrones in deserts. Towers of sound

Amd flowers of sense are but a waste of heaven

Where there is none to know them from the rocks

And sand-grass of Ins own monotony
That makes earth less than earth He could see that.

And he could see no more. The captured light

That may have been or not, for all he cared,

The song that is in sculpture was not Ins,

But only, to his God-forgotten eyes,

One more immortal nonsense in a world

Where all was mortal, or had best be so,

And so be done with. ‘Art/ he would have said,

Ts not life, and must therefore be a lie;’

And with a few profundities like that

He would have controverted and dismissed

The benefit of the Greeks. He had heard of them,

As he had heard of Ins aspiring soul

—

Never to the perceptible advantage,

In his esteem, of either. Taitli/ he said,

Or would have said if he had thought of it,

‘Lives in the same house with Philosophy,

Where the two feed on scraps and are forlorn

As orphans after war He could see stars,

On a clear night, but lie had not an eve

To see beyond them. He could hear spoken words,

But had no ear for silence when alone

He could eat food of which be knew the sn'vor.

But had no palate for the Bread of Life.

That human desperation, to Ins thinking.

Made famous long ago, having no other.

Now do you «i»e? Do you begin to see?”





SOUVENIR

Others, I found, remembered Ferguson,

But none of them bad beard of Tasker Norcross.

A SONG AT SHANNON’S

Two men came out of Shannon’s, having known
The faces of each other for as long

As they had listened there to an old song,

Sung thinly m a wastrel monotone
By some unhappy night-bird, who had flown

Too many times and with a wing too strong

To save himself, and so done heavy uiong
To more frail elements than his alone.

Slowly away they went, leaving behind

More light than was before them Neither met
The other’s eyes again or said a word
Each to his loneliness or to his kind,

Went his own wnv, and with bis own regret.

Not knowing what the other may have heard.

SOUVENIR

A vanished house that for an hour I knew
By some forgotten chance when I was young
Had once a glimmering window oierhung
With honeysuckle vet with evening dew
Along the path tall du«kv dahlia* grew.

And *hadow,v hvdramrci* reached and swung
Ferociously; and over me, among
The moths and mysterie*. a blurred hat flew.
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Somewhere within there were dim presences

Of days that hovered and of years gone by.

I waited, and between their silences

There was an evanescent faded noise;

And though a child, I knew it was the voice

Of one whose occupation was to die.

DISCOVERY

We told of him as one who should have soared

And seen for us the devastating light

Whereof there is not either day or night.

And shared with us the glamour of the Word
That fell once upon Amos to record

For men at ease in Zion, when the sight

Of ills obscured aggiieved him and the might
Of Hamath was a warning of the Lord.

Assured somehow that he would make us wise,

Our pleasure was to wait, and our surprise

Was hard when we confessed the dry return

Of his regret For we were still to learn

That earth has not a school where we may go
For wisdom, or for more than we may know.

FIRELIGHT

Ten years together without yet a cloud,

They seek each other’s eyes at intervals

Of gratefulness to firelight and four walls
For love’s obliteration of the crowd.
Serenely and perennially endowed
And bowered as few may be, their joy recalls
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No snake, no sword; and over them there falls

The blessing of what neither says aloud.

Wiser for silence, they were not so glad

Were she to read the graven tale of lines

On the wan face of one somewhere alone;

Nor were they more content could lie have had
Her thoughts a moment since of one who shines

Apart, and would be hers if he had known.

THE NEW TENANTS

The day was here when it was his to know
How fared the barriers he had built between
His triumph and his enemies unseen,

Eor them to undermine and overthrow;

And it was Ins no longer to forego

The sight of them, insidious and serene,

Where they were delving always and had been

Left always to be vicious and to grow.

And there were the new tenants who had come,

33y doors that were left open unawares
Into his house, and were so much at home
There now that he would hardly have to guess.

By the slow guile of their vindictiveness,

What ultimate insolence would soon be theirs.

INFERENTIAL

Although I saw before me there the face

Of one whom I had honored among men
The least, nnd on regarding him again
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Would not have had him m another place,

He fitted with an unfamiliar grace

The coffin ivliere I could not see him then

As I had seen him and appraised him when
I deemed lnm unessential to the race.

For there was more of him than what I saw.

And there was on me more than the old awe
That is the common genius of the dead

I might as well have heard him. “Never mind;
If some of us were not so far behind,

The rest of us were not so far ahead.”

THE RAT

As often as he let himself be seen

We pitied him, or scorned him, or deplored

The inscrutable profusion of the Lord
Who shaped as one of us a thing so mean

—

Who made him human when he might have been
A rat, and so been wholly m accord

With any other creature we abhorred
As always useless and not always clean.

Now he is hiding all alone somewhere.
And in a final hole not ready then;
For now he is among those over there
Who are not coming back to us again.

And we who do the fiction of our share
Say less of rats and rather more of men.
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RAHEL TO VARNHAGEN

Note.—Raliel Robert and Varnliagcn von Ense were married,

after many protestations on her part, in 1814 The marriage—so

far as he was concerned at any rate—appears to have been satis-

factory.

Now you liave read tliem all; or if not all,

As many as m all conscience I should fancy

To he enough. There are no more of them

—

Or none to burn your sleep, or to bring dreams

Of devils. If these me not sufficient, surely

You are a strange young man. I might live on
Alone, and for another forty years.

Or not quite forty,—me you happier now?

—

Always to ask if there pi evmled elsewhere

Another like yourself that would have held

These aged hands as long as you have held them,

Not once observing, for all I can see,

How they are like your mother’s. Well, you have read

His letters now, and you lia\e heard me say

That in them are the cindeis of a passion

That was my life, and you have not yet broken

Your way out of my house, out of my sight,

—

Into the street. You arc a ctrnnge young man.
I know as much as that of you, for certain;

And IJm already praying, for your sake.

That you be not too strange. Too much of that

Hay load you bye and live through gloomy lanes

To a sad wilderness, where one may grope

Alone, and always, or until lie foci5

Ferocious and invisible annual5

That wait for men and eat them in the dark.

Why do ^ on sit there on the iloor 5o long.

Smiling at me while 1 try to be solemn ?
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Do you not Bear it said for your salvation,

When I say truth? Are you, at four and twenty.

So little deceived m us that you interpret

The humor of a woman to he noticed

As her choice between you and Acheron ?

Are you so unscathed yet as to infer

That if a woman worries when a man, '

Or a man-child, has wet shoes on his feet

She may as well commemorate with ashes

The last eclipse of her tranquillity?

If you look up at me and blink again,

I shall not have to make you tell me lies

To know the letters you have not been reading

I see now that I may have had for nothing

A most unpleasant shivering in my conscience

"When I laid open for your contemplation

The wealth of my worn casket If I did,

The fault was not yours wholly. Search again

This wreckage we may call for sport a face,

And you may chance upon the price of havoc
That I have paid for a few sorry stones

That shine and have no light—yet once were stars.

And sparkled on a crown. Little and weak
They seem

;
and they are cold, I fear, for you.

But they that once were fire for me may not
Be cold again for me until I die;

And only God knows if they may be then.

There is a love that ceases to be love

In being ourselves. How, then, are we to lose it?

You that are sure that you know everything
There is to know of love, answer me that.

Well’ . . . You are not even interested.

Once on a far off time when I was young,
I felt with your assurance, and all through me,
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That I had undergone the last and worst

Of love’s inventions. There was a boy who brought

The sun with Inin and woke me up with it,

And that was every morning; every night

I tried to dream of him, but never could,

More than I might have seen in Adam’s eyes

Their fond uncertainty when Eve began
The play that all her tireless progeny
Are not yet weary of One scene of it

"Was brief, hut was eternal while it lasted;

And that was while I was the happiest

Of an imaginary six or seven,

Somewhere in history hut not on earth,

Eor whom the £.ky had shaken and let stars

Ram dovm like diamonds. Then there were clouds.

And a sad end of diamonds; whereupon
Despair came, like a blast that would have brought

Tears to the eyes of all the hears in Finland,

And love was done That was how much I knew.

Poor little wretch I I wonder where he is

This afternoon. Out of this rain, I hope.

At last, when I had seen so many days
Dressed all alike, and in their marching order,

Go by me that I would not always count them,

One stopped—shattering the whole file of Time,
Or so it seemed: and when 1 looked again.

There was a man. lie struck once with his e\os.

And then there was a woman. I. who had come
To wisdom, or to vision, or what > ou like,

P>y the old hidden road that has no name,

—

I, who was used to =ocimr without flying

So much that others flv from without ci'oing.

Still looked, and w is afraid, and loolud again.

And after that, when 1 had rend the story
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Told in his eyes, and felt within my heart

The bleeding wound of their necessity,

I knew the fear was his. If I had failed him
And flown away from him, I should have lost

Ingloriously my wings m scrambling back,

And found them arms again. If he had struck me
Not only with his eyes but with his hands,

I might have pitied him and hated love,

And then gone mad I, who have been so strong

—

Why don’t you laugh?—might even have done all that

I, who have learned so much, and said so much.
And had the commendations of the great

For one who rules herself—why don’t you cry?

—

And own a certain small authority

Among the blind, who see no more than ever.

But like my voice,—I would have tossed it all

To Topliet for one man; and he was jealous

I would have wound a snake around my neck
And then have let it bite me till I died.

If my so doing would have made me sure

That one man might have lived ; and he was jealous.

I would have driven these hands into a cage
That held a thousand scorpions, and crushed them.
If only by so poisonous a trial

I could have crushed his doubt. I would have wrung
My living blood with mediaeval engines
Out of my screaming flesh, if only that

Would have made one man sure I would have paid
For him the tiresome price of body and soul.

And let the lash of a tongue-weary town
Fall as it might upon my blistered name;
And while it fell I could have laughed at it.

Knowing that he had found out finally

Where the wrong was. But there was evil m him
That would have made no more of liis possession
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Than confirmation of another fault;

And there was honor—if you call it honor
That hoods itself with doubt and wears a crown
Of lead that might as well be gold and fire.

Give it as heavy or as light a name
As any there is that fits. I see myself
Without the power to swear to this or that

That I might be if he had been without it.

Whatever I might have been that I was not.

It only happened that it wasn’t so.

Meanwhile, you might seem to be listening:

If you forget youisclf and go to sleep,

My treasure, I shall not say this again.

Look up once more into my poor old face,

Where you see beauty, or the Lord knows what.

And say to me aloud what else there is

Than ruins in it that you most admire.

No, there was never anything like that;

Nature has never fastened such a mask
Of radiant and impenetrable merit
On any woman as you sav there is

On this one. Not a mask 9 I thank you, sir,

But you see more with your determination,

I fear, than with your prudence or your conscience;

And you have neier met me with my eyes

In all the mirrors I’ve made faces at.

No, I shall never call you strange again

:

You are the young and inconvincible

Epitome of all blind men since Adam.
Mav the blind lead the blind, if that be s0 9

And we shall need no mirrors 9 You are saying

What most I feared you might But if the blind,

Or one of them, he not so fortunate

As to put out; the eyes of recollection,
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She might at last, without her meaning it,

Lead on the other, without his knowing it,

Until the two of them should lose themselves

Among dead craters in a lava-field

As empty as a desert on the moon.

I am not speaking in a theatre,

But m a room so real and so familiar

That sometimes I would wreck it Then I pause,

Remembering there is a King m Weimar

—

A monarch, and a poet, and a shepherd

Of all who are astray and are outside

The realm where they should rule. I think of him.

And save the furniture; I think of you,

And am forlorn, finding in you the one

To lavish aspirations and illusions

Upon a faded and forsaken house

Where love, being locked alone, was nigh to burning
House and himself together. Yes, you are strange.

To see in such an injured architecture

Room for new love to live in Are you laughing?
Ho? Well, you are not crying, as you should be.

Tears, even if they told only gratitude

For your escape, and had no other story,

Were surely more becoming than a smile

For my unwomanly straightforwardness

In seeing for you, through my close gate of years
Your forty ways to freedom Why do you smile?
And while Fm trembling at my faith m you
In giving you to read this book of danger
That only one man living might have written

—

These letters, which have been a part of me
So long that you may read them all again
As often as you look into my face,

And hear them when I speak to you, and feel them
Whenever you have to touch me with your hand,—

-
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Why are you so unwilling to be spared?

Why do you still believe in me 2 But no,

I’ll find another way to ask you that.

I wonder if there is another way
That soys it better, and means anything.

There is no other way that could be worse?

I was not asking you; it was myself

Alone that I was asking Why do I dip

For lies, when there is nothing in my well

But shining truth, you say? How do you know?
Truth has a lonely life down where Bhe lives;

And many a time, when she comes up to breathe.

She sinks before we seize her, and mokes ripples.

Possibly you may know no more of me
Than a few ripples; and they may soon be gone.

Leaving you tlien with all my shining truth

Browned in a shining water; and when you look

You may not see me there, but something else

That never was a woman—being yourself.

You say to me my truth is post- all drowning.
And safe with you for ever? You know all that?

now do yon know all that, and wlio has told you?
You know so much that I’m an atom frightened

Because you know so little. And what is this?

You know the luxury there is in haunting
The blasted thoroughfares of disillusion

—

If flint’s your name for them

—

-with only ghosts
For compnny? You know that when a woman
Is blessed, or cursed, Avith a di\ino impatience
(Another nnmo of yours for a had temper)
She must hnve one at hand on whom to wreak it

(That’s A\hat you mean, whatcAor the turn you gh'o i

Sure of a kindred sympathy, and thereby
FfTect a mutual calm? You know that wisdom,
Gi\en in \-nin to make a food for those
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Could He but follow in and out

Some anthropoids I know about,

The god to whom you may have prayed
Might see a world He never made.”

‘Tour words are flowing full,” said I;

“But yet they give me no reply;

Tour fountain might as well be dry.”

“A wiser One than you, my friend,

Would wait and hear me to the end;
And for his eyes a light would slnne

Through this unpleasant shell of mine
That in your fancy makes of me
A Christmas curiosity.

All right, I might be worse than that;

And you might now be lying flat;

I might have done it from behind.

And taken what there was to find.

Don’t worry, for I’m not that kind.

T)o I believe in God ?’ Is that

The price tonight of a new hat?
Has he commanded that his name
Be written everywhere the same?
Have all who live in every place

Identified his hidden face?

Who knows but he may like as well
My story as one you may tell ?

And if he show me there be Peace
On Earth, as there be fields and trees

Outside a jail-yard, am I wrong
If now I sing him a new song?
Tour world is in yourself, my friend,
Eor your endurance to the end;
And all the Peace there is on Earth
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Is faith in what your world is worth,

And saying, without any lies.

Your world could not be otherwise.”

“One might say that and then be shot,”

I told lnm; and he said: “Why not?”

I ceased, and gave him ratbei more
Than he was counting of my store.

“And since I have it, thanks to you,

Don’t ask me what I mean to do,”

Said lie. “Believe that even I
Would rather tell the truth than lie

—

On Christmas Eve. No matter why.”

His unshaved, educated face.

His inextinguishable grace

And his hard smile, are with me still,

Deplore the vision ns I will;

Eor whatsoever lie he at,

So droll a derelict ns that

Should have at least another lint.

LATE SUMMER

(Alc ucs)

Contused, he found her lavishing feminine
Gold upon clay, and found her inscrutable.

And yet she smiled. Why, then, should horrors

Be ns they "were, without end, her plaything-,?

And vliy wore dead year-, hungrilv tolling her
Lies of the dead, who told thorn again to her?

If now she know, there might he kindness

Clamoring jet vhcre a faith lay stifled.
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The painter put the devil in those eyes,

Unless the devil did, and there he stayed;

And then the lady fled from paradise,

Amd there’s your fact. The lady was afraid.

She must have been afraid, or may have been.

Of evil m their velvet all the while;

But sure as I’m a sinner with a skin,

I’ll trust the man as long as he can smile.

I trust him who can smile and then may live

In my heart’s house, where Nimmo is today.

God knows if I have more than men forgive

To tell him
; hut I played, and I shall pay.

I knew him then, and if I know him yet,

I know in him, defeated and estranged,

The calm of men forbidden to forget

The calm of women who have loved and changed.

But there are ways that are beyond our ways,
Or he would not be calm and she be mute.
As one by one their lost and empty days
Pass without even the warmth of a dispute.

God help us all when women think they see;

God save us when they do. Pm fair; but though
I know him only as he looks to me,
I know him,—and I tell Prancesca so.

And what of Nimmo ? Little would you ask
Of him, could you but see him as I can.
At his bewildered and unfruitful task
Of being what he was bom to be—a man.
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Better forget that I said anything
Of what your tortured memory may disclose;

I know him, and your worst remembering
Would count as much as nothing, I suppose

Meanwhile, I trust him , and I know his way
Of trusting me, as always m his youth.
I’m painting here a better man, you say.

Than I, the painter; and you say the truth.

PEACE ON EARTH

He took a frayed hat from his head,

And “Peace on Earth” was ulint he said

“A morsel out of what you’re worth,

And there we have it: Pence on Earth.

Not much, although a little more
Than what there was on earth before

I’m ns you see, I’m Iclinbod,

—

But never mind the ways I've trod

;

I’m sober now, so help me God ”

I could not pass the fellow by.

“Do you believe m God ?” said I;

“And is there to be Peace on Earth

“Tonight we celebrate the birth,”

Ho said, “of One who died for men:
The Son of God. ve ^nv. What thru?

Your God, or mine? I’d make \ on laugh
Were T to tell you even half

That I have learned of mine today

Where your? would hardly seem to stay.
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Could He but follow m and out

Some anthropoids I know about,

The god to whom you may have prayed

Might see a world He never made.”

‘Your words are flowing full,” said I;

‘Hut yet they give me no reply;

Your fountain might as well be dry.”

“A wiser One than you, my friend,

Would wait and hear me to the end;

And for his eyes a light would shine

Through this unpleasant shell of mine
That in your fancy makes of me
A Christmas curiosity.

All right, I might be worse than that;

And you might now be lying flat;

I might have done it from behmd,
And taken what there was to find.

Don’t worry, for I’m not that kind.

T)o I believe in God ?’ Is that

The price tonight of a new hat?
Has he commanded that his name
Be written everywhere the same?
Have all who live in every place

Identified his hidden face?

Who knows but he may like as well
My story as one you may tell ?

And if he show me there be Peace
On Earth, as there be fields and trees

Outside a jail-yard, am I wrong
If now I sing him a new song?
Your world is in yourself, my friend,
Eor your endurance to the end;
And all the Peace there is on Earth
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Is faith, in what your world is worth.

And saying, without any lies,

Your world could not be otherwise.”

“One might say that and then be shot,5’

I told him; and he said: “Why not?”

I ceased, and gave him rather moie
Than he was counting of my store.

“And since I have it, thanks to you,

Don’t ask me what I mean to do,”

Said he. “Believe tlint even I
Would rather tell the truth than lie

—

On Christmas Eve. No matter why.”

His unsliaved, educated face.

His inextinguishable grace.

And his hard smile, are with me still,

Deplore the vision as I will

;

For whatsoever he be at,

So droll a derelict as that

Should have at least another hat.

LATE SUMMER

(Alc ucs)

CoxFUsrn, he found her lavishing feminine
Gold upon clay, and found her inscrutable;

And yet she smiled. Why, then, should horrors

Be as they were, without end, her playthings?

And why were dead year-: hungrily telling her
Lies of the dead, who told them atrain to her?

Tf non <dic knew, there might be kindness

Clamoring jet where a faith lay stifled.
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A little faith in him, and the ruinous

Past would be for time to annihilate.

And wash out, like a tide that washes

Out of the sand what a child has drawn there.

God. what a shining handful of happiness,

Made out of days and out of eternities,

Were now the pulsing end of patience

—

Could he but have what a ghost had stolen!

What was a man before him, or ten of them,

While he was here alive who could answer them.

And in their teeth fling confirmations

Harder than agates against an egg-shell 2

But now the man was dead, and would come again

Never, though she might honor ineffably

The flimsy wraith of him she conjured

Out of a dream with his wand of absence.

And if the truth were now but a mummery,
Meriting pride’s implacable irony.

So much the worse for pride. Moreover,
Save her or fail, there was conscience always.

Meanwhile, a few misgivings of innocence.
Imploring to be sheltered and credited,

Were not amiss when she revealed them.
Whether she struggled or not, he saw them.

Also, he saw that while she was hearing him
Her eyes had more and more of the past in them

;

And while he told what cautious honor
Told him was all he had best be sure of,
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He wondered once or twice, inadvertently,

Where shifting winds were driving his argosies,

Long anchored and as long unladen.

Over the foam for the golden chances.

“If men were not for killing so carelessly,

And women were for wiser endurances,”

He said, “we might have yet a world here

Fitter for Truth to be seen abroad in;

“If Truth were not so strange in her nakedness,

And we were less forbidden to look at it,

We might not have to look.” He stared then

Down at the sand where the tide threw forward

Its cold, unconquered lines, that unceasingly

Foamed against hope, and fell. He was calm enough,

Although he knew he might be silenced

Out of all calm; and the night was coming

“I eb’mb for you the peak of his infamy
That you may choose vour fall if you cling to it.

No more for me unless you sav more.

All you have left of a dream defends you

:

“The truth may be ns evil an augury
As it was needful now for the two of us.

We cannot have the dead between u«.

Tell me to go, and I go ”—She pondered

:

‘What you believe is right for the two of uc

Makes it ns right tliut you are not one of ue
If this bo needful truth you tell me.

Spare me, and let me hn\o lies hereafter.”
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She gazed away where shadows were covering

The whole cold ocean’s healing indifference.

No ship was coming. When the darkness

^Fell, she was there, and alone, still gazing.

AN EVANGELIST'S WIFE

"Why am I not myself these many days.

You ask? And have you nothing more to ask?

I do you wrong ? I do not hear your praise

To God for giving you me to share your task?

“Jealous—of Her? Because her cheeks are pink.

And she has eyes ? No, not if she had seven.

If you should only steal an hour to think.

Sometime, there might he less to be forgiven.

“No, you are never cruel. If once or twice

I found you so, I could applaud and sing

Jealous of—What 2 You are not very wise.

Does not the good Book tell you anything?

\

“In David’s time poor Michal had to go.

Jealous of God 2 Well, if you like it so.”

THE OLD KING’S NEW JESTER

You that in vain would front the coming order
With eyes that meet forlornly what they must.
And only with a furtive recognition
See dust where there is dust,

—

Be sure you like it always in your faces,
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Obscuring your best graces,

Blinding your speecli and siglit,

Before you seek again your dusty places

Where the old wrong seems right.

Longer ago than cave-men had their changes
Our fathers may have slam a son o~ two,

Discouraging a further dialectic

Kegardmg what was new;
And after their unstudied admonition
Occasional contrition

Bor their old-fashioned ways
kray have reduced their doubts, and in addition

Softened their final days.

Farther away than feet shall ever travel

Are the vague towers of our unbuilded State;

But there are mightier things than we to lead us,

That will not let us wait.

And we go on with none to tell us whether
Or not we’ve each a tether

Determining how fast or far wc go ;

And it is well, since we must go together.

That we are not to know.

If the old wrong and all its injured glamour
Daunts you bv day and giie« your night no pence,

You may ns well, agreeably and serenelv,

Give the new wrong its lease;

For should you nourish a too fervid yearning
For what is not returning.

The vicious and unfused ingredient

Wav give you qualms—and one or two concerning

The last of your content.
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LAZARUS

<fNo, Mary, there was nothing—not a word.

Nothing, and always nothing. Go again

Yourself, and he may listen—or at least

Look up at you, and let you see his eyes.

I might as well have been the sound of rain,

A wind among the cedars, or a bird;

Or nothing. Hilary, make him look at you

;

And even if he should say that we are nothing,

To know that you have heard him will be something.

And yet he loved us, and it was for love

The Master gave him back. Why did he wait

So long before he came? Why did he weep?
I thought he would be glad—and Lazarus

—

To see us all again as he had left us

—

All as it was, all as it was before.”

Mary, who felt her sister’s frightened arms
Like those of someone drowning who had seized her,

Tearing at last they were to fail and sink

Together in this fog-stricken sea of strangeness.

Fought sadly, with bereaved indignant eyes,

To find again the fading shores of home
That she had seen but now could see no longer
Now she could only gaze into the twilight,

And in the dimness know that he was there,

Like someone that was not He who had been
Their brother, and was dead, now seemed alive

Only in death again—or worse than death;
For tombs at least, always until today,

Though sad were certain. There was nothing certain
For man or God in such a day as this;

For there they were alone, and there was he

—
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Alone; and somewhere out of Bethany,

The Master—who had come to them so late,

Only for love of them and then so slowly.

And was for their sake hunted now by men
Who feared Him as they feared no other prey

—

For the world’s sake was hidden. “Better the tomb
For Lazarus than life, if this be life,”

She thought; and then to Martha, “No, my dear,”

She said aloud; “not os it was before.

Nothing is ever as it was before,

Where Time has been. Here there is more than Time
And we that are so lonely and so far

From home, since he is with us here again,

Are farther now from him and from ourselves

Than we are from the stars. He will not speak
Until the spirit that is in him speaks;

And wo must wait for all we are to know,
Or even to learn that we are not to know.
Martha, we are too near to this for knowledge,
And that is why it is that we must wait
Our friends are coming if we call for them.
And there are covers we’ll put over him
To make him warmer We are too young, perhaps.

To say that we know better what is best

Than he. We do not know bow old he is

If you remember what the Master said,

Try to believe that we need have no fear.

Let me, the selfish and the careless one,

Be housewife and a mother for tonight;

For I am not so fearful as yon arc,

And X was not so eager.”

Martha sank
Down at her ‘filter’s feet and there ^it watching
A flower that had a small familiar name
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That was as old as memory, but was not

The name of what she saw now an its brief

And infinite mystery that so frightened her

That life became a terror Tears again

Flooded her eyes and overflowed. “No, Mary,’7

She murmured slowly, hating her own words

Before she heard them, “you are not so eager

To see our brother as we see him now;
Neither is he who gave him back to us.

I was to be the simple one, as always,

And this was all for me ” She stared again

Over among the trees where Lazarus,

Who seemed to be a man who was not there,

Might have been one more shadow among shadows.

If she had not remembered. Then she felt

The cool calm hands of Mary on her face,

And shivered, wondering if such hands were real.

“The Master loved you as he loved us all,

Martha ; and you are saying only things

That children say when they have had no sleep.

Try somehow now to rest a little while

;

You know that I am here, and that our friends

Are coming if I call
”

Martha at last

Arose, and went with Maiy to the door,

Where they stood looking off at the same place,

And at the same shape that was always there

As if it would not ever move or speak,

And always would be there. “Mary, go now,
Before the dark that will be coming hides him.
I am afraid of him out there alone.

Unless I see him; and I have forgotten

What sleep is. Go now—make him look at you

—
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And I shall hear him if he stirs or whispers.

Go!—or PH scream and bring all Bethany
To come and make him speak. Make him say once

That he is glad, and God may say the rest

Though He say I shall sleep, and sleep for ever,

I shall not care for that ... Go !”

Mary, moving
Almost os if an angry child had pushed her,

Went forward a few steps; and having waited

As long as Martha’s eyes would look at hers,

Went forwnrd a few more, and a few more,
And so, until she came to Lazarus,
Who crouched with his face hidden in his hands.

Like one that had no face Before she spoke,

Feeling her sister’s eyes that were behind her

As if the door where Martha stood were now
As far from her as Egypt, Mary turned

Once more to see that slie was there. Then, softly.

Fearing him not so much as wondering
What his first word might he. said, “Lazarus,

Forgive us if we seemed afraid of you;”
And having spoken, pitied her poor speech

That had so little seeming gladness in it,

So little comfort, and so little love.

There was no sign from him that lie had heard,

Or that he knew that she was there, or cared

Whether she spoke to him again or died

There at his feet. ‘We lo\o yon. Lazarus
And we are not afraid. The Maxtor said

We need not be afraid Will jon not <=ny

To me that you are glad 9 Look. Luz-iru*!

Look at my face, and see me. This 1= Mary.”
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She found his hands and held them They were cool,

Like hers, but they were not so calm as hers.

Through the white robes m which his friends had wrapped him

When he had groped out of that awful sleep,

She felt him trembling and she was afraid

At last he sighed
, and she prayed hungrily

To God that she might hear again the voice

Of Lazarus, whose hands were giving her now
The recognition of a living pressure

That was almost a language. When he spoke,

Only one word that she had waited for

Came from his lips, and that word was her name.

“I heard them saying, Mary, that he wept

Before I woke.” The words were low and shaken,

Yet Mary knew that he who uttered them
Was Lazarus; and that would be enough
Until there should be more . . . “Who made him come.

That he should weep for me? ... Was it you, Mary?”
The questions held in his incredulous eyes

Were more than she would see. She looked away;
But she had felt them and should feel for ever.

She thought, their cold and lonely desperation

That had the bitterness of all cold things

That were not cruel. “I should have wept,” he said,

“If I had been the Master. . .
.”

Now she could feel

His hands above her hair—the same black hair

That once he made a jest of, praising it.

While Martha’s busy eyes had left their work
To flash with laughing envy. Nothing of that
Was to be theirs again; and such a thought
Was like the flying by of a quick bird

Seen through a shadowy doorway in the twilight.
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For now slie felt his hands upon her head,

Like weights of kindness * “I forgive you, Mary. . . .

You did not know—Martha could not have known

—

Only the Master knew. . . . Where is he now?
Yes, I remember. They came after him.

May the good God forgive him. . . I forgive lum.

I must; and I may know only from him
The burden of all this . . Martha was here

—

But I was not yet here. She was afraid. . . .

Why did he do it, Mary? Was it—you?
Was it for you? . . . Where are the friends I saw?
Yes, I remember. They all went away.

I made them go away . . . WTiere is he now? . . .

What do I see down there? Do I see Martha

—

Down by the door? ... I must have time for this.”

Lazarus looked about him fearfully,

And then again nt Mary, who discovered

Awakening apprehension in his eyes.

And shivered at his feet All she had feared

Was here; and only in the slow reproach

Of his forgiveness lived his gratitude.

Why had he asked if it was all for her

That he was here? And what had Martlm meant?
Why had the Master waited? What was coining

To Lazarus, nnd to them, that had not come?
What had the Master seen before he came,
That he had come so late?

‘Where is lie. Mary?”
Lazarus asked again ‘Where did he got”
Once more he gaz.ed about him, and once more
At Mary for an nii'-wor. “TTa\o tiny found him?
Or did lie go away because lie wished
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Never to look into my eyes again? . . .

That, I could understand. . . . Where is he, Mary?”

“I do not know,” she said. “Yet in my heart

I know that he is living, as you are living

—

Living, and here. He is not far from us

He will come back to us and find us all

—

Lazarus, Martha, Mary—everything

—

All as it was before Martha said that.

And he said we were not to be afraid.”

Lazarus closed his eyes while on his face

A tortured adumbration of a smile

Flickered an instant. “All as it was before,”

He murmured wearily. “Martha said that;

And he said you were not to be afraid . . .

Not you . . . Not you . . . Why should you be afraid?

Give all your little fears, and Martha’s with them,

To me; and I will add them unto mine.

Like a few rain-drops to Gennesaret ”

“If you had frightened me in other ways.

Not willing it,” Mary said, “I should have known
You still for Lazarus But who is this ?

Tell me again that you are Lazarus;
And tell me if the Master gave to you
No sign of a new joy that shall be coming
To this house that he loved. Are you afraid?

Are you afraid, who have felt everything

—

And seen . . .?”

But Lazarus only shook his head,
Staring with his bewildered shining eyes

Hard into Mary’s face. “I do not know,
Mary,” he said, and after a long time,

‘When I came back, I knew the Master’s eyes
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Were looking into mine. I looked at his,

And there was more in them than I could see.

At first I could see nothing but his eyes;

Nothing else anywhere was to he seen

—

Only his eyes. And they looked into mine

—

Long into mine, Mary, as if he knew.”

Mary began to he afraid of words

As she had never been afraid before

Of loneliness or darkness, or of death,

But now she must have more of them or die:

“He cannot know that there is worse than death,”

She said. “And you . .
.”

“Yes, there is worse than death ”

Said Lazarus; “and that was what he knew;
And that is what it was that I could see

Tins morning in his eyes I was afraid,

But not as you are. There is worse than death,

Mary; and there is nothing that is good
For you in dying while you are still here.

Mary, never go back to that again
You would not hear me if I told you more,

For I should say it only in a language
That you are not to learn by going back.

To be a child again is to go forward

—

And that is much to know. Many grow old.

And fade, and go away, not knowing how much
That is to know. Mary, the night is coming,

And there will soon be darkness all around you.

Let ns go down where Martha wait 5 for us,

And let there be light shining in this house”

He rose, but Mary would not let him go:

‘Martha, when she came back from here, said only
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That she heard nothing. And have you no more

For Mary now than you had then for Martha?

Is Nothing, Lazarus, all you have for me ?

Was Nothing all you found where you have been?

If that he so, what is there worse than that

—

Or better—if that be so ? And why should you,

With even our love, go the same dark road over?”

“I could not answer that, if that were so,”

Said Lazarus,—‘‘not even if I were God.

Why should He care whether I came or stayed,

If that were so? Why should the Master weep

—

For me, or for the world,—or save himself

Longer for nothing? And if that were so,

Why should a few years’ more mortality

Make him a fugitive where flight were needless.

Had he but held his peace and given his nod
To an old Law that would be new as any?
I cannot say the answer to all that;

Though I may say that he is not afraid,

And that it is not for the joy there is

In serving an eternal Ignorance
Of our futility that he is here.

Is that what you and Martha mean by Nothmg?
Is that what you are fearing? If that be so,

There are more weeds than lentils in your garden.
And one whose weeds are laughing at his harvest
May as well have no garden ; for not there

Shall he be gleaning the few bits and orts

Of life that are to save him. For my part,

I am again with you, here among shadows
That will not always be so dark as this;

Though now I see there’s yet an evil in me
That made me let you be afraid of me.
No, I was not afraid—not even of life.
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I thought I was ... I must have time for this

;

And all the time there is will not be long.

I cannot tell you what the Master saw
This morning in my eyes. I do not know.

I cannot yet say how far I have gone,

Or why it is that I am here again,

Or where the old road leads I do not know.

I know that when I did come back, I saw
His eyes again among the trees and faces

—

Only his eyes; and they looked into mine

—

Long into mine—long, long, as if he knew.”
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AVON’S HARVEST

Fear, like a living fire tliat only dentil

Might one day cool, had now m Avon’s eyes

Been witness for so long of an invasion

That made of a gay friend whom we had known
Almost a memory, wore no other name
As yet for ns than fear. Another man
Than Avon might have given to ns at least

A futile opportunity for words
We might regret. But Avon, since it happened.

Fed with his unrevealing reticence

The fire of death we saw that horribly

Consumed him while he crumbled and said nothing.

So many a time had I been on the edge.

And off again, of a foremeasured fall

Into the darkness and discomfiture

Of his oblique rebuff, that finally

My silence honored his, holding itself

Away from a gratuitous intrusion

That likely would have widened a new distance

Already wide enough, if not co new
But. there are seeming parallels in space

That may converge in time; and so it was

I walked with Avon, fought and pondered with him.
While he made out a cn«c for So-nnd-so,

Or slaughtered WhatVhis-name in his old way.
With a new difference. Nothing in Avon lately
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Was, or was ever again to be for us,

Like bun that we remembered, and all the while

We saw that fire at work witlnn his eyes

And had no glimpse of what was burning there.

So for a year it went; and so it went
For half another year—when, all at once.

At someone’s tinkling afternoon at home
I saw that m the eyes of Avon’s wife

The fire that I had met the day before

In his had found another living fuel.

To look at her and then to think of him,

And thereupon to contemplate the fall

Of a dim curtain over the dark end
Of a dark play, required of me no more
Clairvoyance than a man who cannot swim
Will exercise in seeing that his friend

OS shore will drown except he save himself.

To her I could say nothing, and to him
Ho more than tallied with a long belief

That I should only have it back again
For my chagrin to ruminate upon,

Ingloriously, for the still time it starved;

And that would be for me as long a time
As I remembered Avon—who is yet
Hot quite forgotten. On the other hand.
For saying nothing I might have with me always
An injured and recriminating ghost
Of a dead friend. The more I pondered it

The more I knew there wras not much to lose,

Albeit for one whose delving hitherto

Had been a forage of his own affairs.

The quest, however golden the reward,
Was irksome—and as Avon suddenly
And soon was driven to let me see, was needless.
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It seemed an age ago that we were there

One evening in the room that in the days

When they could laugh he called the Library.

‘Lie calls it that, you .understand,” she said,

“Because the dictionary always lives here

He’s not a man of hooks, yet he can read,

And write. He learned it all at school ”—He smiled

And answered with a fervor that rang then
Superfluous ‘Had I learned a little more
At school, it might have been as well for me.”
And I remember now that he paused then.

Leaving a silence that one had to break.

But this was long ago, and there was now
Ho laughing in that house. We were alone

This time, and it was Avon’s time to talk.

I waited, and anon became aware
That I was looking less at Avon’s eyes

Than at the dictionary, like one asking
Already why we make so much of words
That have so little weight in the true balance,

“.Your name is Resignation for an hour,”

He said, “and I’m a little sorry for you.

So be resigned I shall not praise >our work,

Or strive in any way to make you happy.

My purpose only is to make .\ou know
How clearly I have known that you have known
There was a reason waited on your coining,

And, if it’s in me to see clear enough.
To fifli the reason out of a black well

Where you see only a dim sort of glimmer
That lias for you no light

”

“I see the wt 11.”

I said, “luit there’s a doubt about the glimmer

—
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Say nothing of the light. Pm at your service;

And though you say that I shall not be happy,

1 shall he if in some way I may serve.

To tell you fairly now that I know nothing

Is nothing more than fair.”
—“You know as much

As any man alive—save only one man,
If he’s alive. Whether he lives or not

Is rather for time to answer than for me;
And that’s a reason, or a part of one,

For your appearance here. You do not know him.

And even if you should pass him in the street

He might go by without your feeling him
Between you and the world. I cannot say

Whether he would, but I suppose he might”

“And I suppose you might, if urged,” I said,

“Say in what water it is that we are fishing.

You that have reasons hidden in a well,

Hot mentioning all your nameless friends that walk
The streets and are not either dead or living

For company, are surely, one would say

To be forgiven if you may seem distraught

—

I mean distrait. I don’t know what I mean.
I only know that I am at your service,

Always, yet with a special reservation

That you may deem eccentric. All the same
Unless your living dead man comes to life.

Or is less indiscriminately dead,

I shall go home.”

“Ho, you will not go home,”
Said Avon; “or I beg that you will not.”

So saying, he went slowly to the door
And turned the key “Forgive me and my manners.
But I would be alone with you this evening.
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The key, as you observe, is in the lock;

And you may sit between me and the door,

Or where you will. You have my word of honor
That I would spare you the least injury

That might attend your presence here this evening.'’

“I thank you for your soothing introduction,

Avon,” I said. “Go on. The Lord givetli,

The Lord taketli away. I trust myself
Always to you and to your courtesy.

Only remember that I cling somewhat
Affectionately to the old tradition.”

—

‘T understand you and your part” said Avon;
“And I dare say it’s veil enough, tonight,

We play around the circumstance a little.

I’ve read of men that half way to the stake

Would have their little joke. It’s veil enough;

Rather a waste of time, hut well enough.”

I listened os I waited, and heard steps

Outside of one who paused and then went on

;

And, having heard, I might as veil have seen

The fear in his wife’s eyes lie gared ovay,

As I could see, in helpless thought of her.

And said to me: ‘Well, then, it was like this.

Some talcs will have a deal of going back

In them before tliev are begun Rut tlii« one
Begins in the beginning—when he came.

I was a boy at school, sixteen years old.

And on my vny, in all appearances,

To mark an even-tempered average
Among the major mediocrities

Who serve and earn vith no especial noi^c

Or vn<d reward I saw im-elf, even then.

A light for no high shining; and I feared
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No boy or man—having, in truth, no cause.

I -was enough a leader to he fiee.

And not enough a hero to he jealous

Having eyes and ears, I knew that I was envied.

And as a proper sort of compensation

Had envy of my own for two or three

—

But never felt, and surely never gave,

The wound of any more malevolence

Than decent youth, defeated for a day,

Hay take to bed with him and kill with sleep.

So, and so far, my days were going well,

And would have gone so, hut for the black tiger

That many of us fancy is in waiting,

But waits for most of us in fancy only.

For me there -was no fancy in Ins coming,

Though God knows I had never summoned himP

Or thought of him. To this day I’m adrift

And in the dark, out of all reckoning,

To find a reason why he ever was,

Or what was ailing Fate when he was bom
On this alleged God-ordered earth of ours.

Now and again there comes one of his kind—

»

By chance, we say. I leave all that to you.
Whether it was an evil chance alone,

Or some invidious juggling of the stars.

Or some accrued arrears of ancestors

Who throve on debts that I was here to pay,
Or sms within me that I knew not of,

Or just a foretaste of what waits in hell

For those of us who cannot love a worm,

—

Whatever it was, or whence or why it was.
One day there came a stranger to the school.
And having had one mordacious glimpse of him
That filled my eyes and was to fill my life,

I have known Peace only as one more word
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Among the many others we say over

That have an airy credit of no meaning.

One of these days, if I were seeing many
To live, I might elect a cenotaph

To Job’s wife. I assume that you remember;
If you forget, she’s extant in your Bible ”

Now this was not the language of a man
Whom I had known as Avon, and I winced
Hearing it—though I knew that in my heart

There was no visitation of surprise

TJnvelcome as it was, and off the key
Calamitously, it overlived a silence

That was itself a story and affirmed

A savage emphasis of lioliesty

That I would only gladly have attuned

If possible, to vinous innovation.

But liis indifferent wassailing was always
Too far within the measure of excess

For that; and then there were those eves of his.

Avon indeed had kept his word with me.

And there vas not much yet to make me happy.

“So there we veie,” he said, “we two together,

Breathing one air. And how shall I go on

To say by what machinery the slow net

Of my fantastic and increasing hate

Was ever woven as it was around us?

I cannot answer; and you need not ask

What undulating reptile he was like.

For such a worm as T discerned in him
Was never yet on earth or m the ocean.

Or anywhere else than in mv seii'-o of lnm.

Had all T made of him been tangible.

The Lord must hove imented long ago
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Some private and unspeakable new monster

Equipped for bucIi a thing’s extermination;

Whereon the monster, seeing no other monster

Worth biting, would have died with his work done.

There’s a humiliation in it now,

As there was then, and worse than there was then;

For then there was the boy to shoulder it

Without the sickening weight of added years

Galling him to the grave. Beware of hate

That has no other boundary than the grave

Made for it, or for ourselves Beware, I say;

And I’m a sorry one, I fear, to say it,

Though for the moment we may let that go

And while I’m interrupting my own story

I’ll ask of you the favor of a look

Into the street. I like it when it’s empty.

There’s only one man walking? Let him ^valk.

I wish to God that all men might walk always,

And so, being busy, love one another more.”

“Avon,” I said, now in my chair again,

“Although I may not be here to be happy,

If you are careless, I may have to laugh.

I have disliked a few men in my life,

But never to the scope of wishing them
To this particular pedestrian hell

Of your affection. I should not like that.

Forgive me, for this time it was your fault.”

He drummed with all his fingers on his chair.

And, after a made smile of acquiescence,

Took up again the theme of his aversion,

Which now had flown along with him alone
For twenty years, like Io’s evil insect.

To sting him when it would. The decencies
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Forbade that I should look at lum for ever.

Yet many a time I found myself ashamed
Of a long staring at him, and as often

Essayed the dictionary on the table,

Wondering if in its interior

There was an uncompanionable word
To say just what was creeping in my hair,

At which my scalp would shrink,—at which, again,

I would arouse myself with a vain scorn,

Remembering that all this was in New York

—

As if that were somehow the banishing
For ever of all unseemly presences

—

And listen to the story of my friend.

Who, as I feared, was not for me to save.

And, as I knew, knew also that I feared it.

“Humiliation,” he began again,

“May be or not the best of all bad names
I might employ,* and if you scent remorse,

There may be growing such a flower as that

In the unsightly garden where I planted,

Not knowing the seed or what was coming of it.

I've done much wondering if I planted it

;

But our poor wonder, when it comes too late.

Fights with a lath, and one that solid fact

Breaks while it yawns nnd looks another way
For a less negligible adversary.
Away with wonder, then ; though I'm at odds
With conscience, even tonight, for good assurance
That it was I, or chance and I together,

Did all that sowing. If I seem to you
To be a little bitten by the question,

Without a miracle it might be true;

The miracle is to me that I’m not eaten

Long since to death of it, nnd that \o\i «it
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With nothing more agreeable than a ghost.

If you had thought a while of that, you might.

Unhappily, not have come; and your not coming

Would have been desolation—not for you,

God save the mark!—for I would have you here.

I shall not be alone with you to listen;

And I should be far less alone tonight

With you away, make what you will of that.

“I said that we were going back to school,

And we may say that we are there—with him.

This fellow had no friend, and, as for that,

No sign of an apparent need of one,

Save always and alone—myself. He fixed

His heart and eyes on me, insufferably,

—

And in a sort of Nemesis-like way,

Invincibly. Others wTho might have given

A welcome even to him, or I’ll suppose so

—

Adorning an unfortified assumption •

With gold that might come off with afterthought

—

Got never, if anything, more out of him
Than a word flung like refuse m tlieir faces.

And rarely that. Tor God knows what good .reason.

He lavished his whole altered arrogance
On me; and with an overweening skill,

Which had sometimes almost a cringing in it.

Found a few flaws in my tight mail of hate
And slowly pricked a poison into me
In which at first I failed at recognizing
An unfamiliar subtle sort of pity

But so it was, and I believe he knew it;

Though even to dream it would have been absurd

—

Until I knew it, and there was no need
Of dreaming. For the fellow’s indolence,
And his malignant oily swarthiness
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Housing a reptile blood that I could see
Beneath it, like hereditary venom
Out of old human swamps, hardly revealed
Itself the proper spawning-ground of pity.
But so it was Pity, or something like it,

Was m the poison of his proximity;
Por nothing else that I have any name for
Could have invaded and so mastered me
With a slow tolerance that eventually
Assumed a blind ascendency of custom
That saw not even itself. When I came in,

Often I’d find him strewn along my couch
Like an amorphous lizard with its clothes on,
Reading a book and waiting for its dinner
His clothes were always odiously m order.
Yet I should not have thought of him as clean—

<

Not even if he had washed himself to death
Proving it. There was nothing right about him.
Then he would search, never quite satisfied,

Though always m a measure confident,
My eyes to find a welcome waiting in them,
Unwilling, as I see him now, to know
That it would never be there. Looking back,
I am not sure that he would not lmi e died
For me, if I were drowning or on fire.

Or that I would not rather have let myself
Die twice than owe the debt of my Mimval
To him. though ho had lost not e\on bis clothes.

No. there was nothing right about that fellow;
And after twenty year® to think of him
I should he quite as helpless now to sene him
As I was then. I moan—without my ®torj.

Bo patient, and you'll see just what 1 mean

—

Which is to say. you won't. But you can listen.

And that’s itself a large accomplishment
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Uncrowned; and may be, at a time like this,

A mighty charity. It was in January

This evil genius came into our school.

And it was June when he went out of it

—

If I may say that he was wholly out

Of any place that I was in thereafter.

But he was not yet gone. When we are told

By Fate to hear what we may never bear,

Fate waits a little while to see what happens;

And this time it was only for the season

Between the swift midwinter holidays

And the long progress into weeks and months
Of all the days that followed—with him there

To make them longer. I would have given an eye,

Before the summer came, to know for certain

That I should never be condemned again

To see him with the other; and all the while

There was a battle going on within me
Of hate that fought remorse—if you must have it

—

Never to win, . . . never to win but once,

And having won, to lose disastrously.

And as it was to prove, interminably

—

Or till an end of living may annul.

If so it be, the nameless obligation

That I have not the Christian revenue
In me to pay. A man who has no gold,

Or an equivalent, shall pay no gold
Until by chance or labor or contrivance

He makes it his to pay; and he that has
No kindlier commodity than hate.

Glossed with a pity that belies itself

In its negation and lacks alchemy
To fuse itself to—love, would you have me say?
I don’t believe it. No, there is no such word.
If I say tolerance, there’s no more to say.
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And lie who sickens even in saying that

—

What com of God has he to pay the toll

To peace on earth? Good will to men—oh, yes!

That’s easy; and it means no more than sap.

Until we boil the water out of it

Over the fire of sacrifice. I’ll do it;

And in a measurable way I’ve done it

—

But not for him. What are you smiling at?

Well, so it went until a day in June.

We were together under an old elm,

Which now, I hope, is gone—though it’s a crime
In me that I should have to wish the death

Of such a tree as that. There were no trees

Like those that grew at school—until he came.

We stood together under it that day,

When he, by some ungovernable chance,

All foreign to the former crafty care

That he hod used never to cross my favor.

Told of a lie that stained a friend of mine
With a false blot that a few days washed off.

A trifle now, but a boy’s honor then

—

Which then was everything. There were some words
Between us, but I don’t remember them.

All I remember is a bursting flood

Of half a year’s accumulated hate.

And his incredulous eyes before I struck him.
He hod gone once too far; nnd when be knew it.

He knew it was all over; and I struck him.
Pound for pound, lie was the better brute;

But bulking in the way then of my fist

And all there was alive in me to drive it,

Three of him misbegotten into one
Would have gone dovn like him—and being hirtrer.

Might have bled more, if tint v.ere noco^ary.
Ho came up soon; nnd if J live for ever,
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The vengeance in his eyes, and a weird gleam

Of desolation—if I moke you see it

—

Will be before me as it is tonight.

I shall not ever know how long it was
I waited his attack that never came;

It might have been an instant or an hour

That I stood ready there, watching his eyes.

And the tears running out of them. They made
Me sick, those tears; for I knew, miserably,

They were not there for any pain he felt.

I do not think he felt the pain at all.

He felt the blow. . . . Oh, the whole thing was bad—

•

So had that even the bleaching suns and rains

Of years that wash away to faded lines,

Or blot out wholly, the sharp wrongs and ills

Of youth, have had no cleansing agent in them
To dim the picture I still see him going

Away from where I stood ; and I shall see him
Longer, sometime, than I shall see the face

Of whosoever watches by the bed

On which I die—given I die that way.
I doubt if he could reason his advantage
In living any longer after that

Among the rest of us. The lad he slandered,

Or gave a negative immunity
Mo better than a stone he might have thrown
Behind him at his head, was of the few
I might have envied ;

and for that being known.
My fury became sudden history.

And I a sudden hero. But the crown
I wore was hot; and I would happily
Have hurled it, if I could, so far away
That over my last hissing glimpse of it

There might have closed an ocean He went home
The next day, and the same unhappy chance
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That first had fettered me and my aversion

To his unprofitable need of me
Brought us abruptly face to face again

Beside the carnage that had come for him
We met, and for a moment we were still

—

Together. But I was reading in Ins eyes

More than I read at college or at law
In years that followed. There was blankly nothing
Bor me to say, if not that I was sorry;

And that was more than hate would let me say

—

Whatever the truth might he. At last he spoke,

And I could see the vengeance in his eyes,

And a cold sorrow—which, if I had seen

IMucli more of it, might yet have mastered me.
But I would see no more of it ‘Well, then/

He said, Tave you thought yet of anything
Worth saying? If so, there’s time If you are silen.,

I shall know where you are until you die/

I can still hear him saying those words to me
Again, without a loss or an addition;

I know, for I have heard them ever since.

And there was in me not an answer for them
Save a new roiling silence. Once again

I met his look, and on his face I saw
There was a twisting in the swarthiness

That I had often sworn to be the east

Of his ophidian mind. ITc hod no soul.

There was to he no more of him—not then.

The carriage rolled an ay with him inside,

Leaving the two of us alive together

In the same hcnuspheic to hate each other.

I don't Imow now whether lie
*

5 here ali\e.

Or whether he’s here dead. But that, of oour~r,

As you would snv, is only a tired man's fnnev.

You know that I have drnen the wheels too fn-t
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Of late, and all for gold I do not need.

When are we mortals to he sensible,

Paying no more for life than life is worth?

Better for us, no doubt, we do not know
How much we pay or what it is we buy.”

He waited, gazing at me as if asking

The worth of what the universe had for sale

Por one confessed remorse. Avon, I knew,

Had driven the wheels too fast, and not for gold.

“If you had given him then your hand,” I said,

“And spoken, though it strangled you, the truth,

I should not kave the melancholy honor

Of sitting here alone wdth you this evening.

If only you had shaken hands with him,

And said the truth, he would have gone his way,
And you your way. He might have wished you dead.

But he would not have made you miserable.

At least,” I added, indefensibly,

“That’s what I hope is true.”

He pitied me.
But had the magnanimity not to say so.

“If only we had shaken hands,” he said,

“And I had said the truth, we might have been
In half a moment rolling on the gravel.

If I had said the truth, I should have said

That never at any moment on the clock

Above us in the tower 9ince his arrival

Had I been in a more proficient mood
To throttle him. If you had seen his eyes
As I did, and if you had seen his face
At work ns I did, you might understand.
I was ashamed of it, ns I am now,
But that’s the prelude to another theme;
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For now I’m saying only what had happened

If I had taken his hand and said the truth

The wise have cautioned us that where there’s hata

There’s also fear. The wise are right sometimes.

There may be now, but there was no fear then.

There was just hatred, hauled up out of hell

For me to writhe in; and I writhed in it.”

I saw that he was writhing in it still;

But having a magnanimity myself,

I waited. There was nothing else to do

But wait, and to remember that his tale,

Though well along, as I divined it was,

Yet hovered among shadows and regrets

Of twenty years ago. When he began

Again to speak, I felt them coming nearer.

“Whenever your poet or your philosopher

Has nothing richer for us,” he resumed,

“He burrows among remnants, like n mouse
In a waste-basket, and with much dry noise

Comes up again, having found Time at the bottom

And filled himself with its futility.

‘Time is at once,’ he says, to startle us,

‘A poison for us, if we make it so,

And, if we make it so, an antidote

For the same poison that afflicted us.’

I’m witness to the poiQon, but the cure

Of my complaint is not, for me, in Time.

There may bo doctors in eternity

To deal with it, but they are not here now.

There’s no specific for my three disca ccs

That I could swallow, even if I should find it,

And I shall never find it hero on earth”
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‘‘Mightn't it be as -well, my friend,” I said,

‘Tor you to contemplate the uncompleted

With not such an infernal certainty?”

“And mightn’t it be as well for you, my friend,”

Said Avon, “to be quiet while I go on ?

When I am done, then you may talk all night

—

Like a physician who can do no good,

But knows how soon another would have his fee

Were he to tell the truth. Tour fee for this

Is in my gratitude and my affection;

And I’m not eager to be calling in

Another to take yours away from you,

Whatever it’s worth. I like to think I know.
Well then, again. The carriage rolled away
With him inside ; and so it might have gone
Bor ten years rolling on, with him still in it,

Bor all it was I saw of him. Sometimes
I heard of him, but only as one hears

Of leprosy in Boston or Hew York
And wishes it were somewhere else. He faded
Out of my scene—yet never quite out of it

T shall know where you are until you die,’

Were his last words; and they are the same words
That I received thereafter once a year,

Infallibly on my birthday, with no name;
Only a card, and the words piinted on it.

Ho, I was never rid of him—not quite;

Although on shipboard, on my way from here
To Hamburg, I believe that I forgot him.
But once ashore, I should have been half ready
To meet him there, risen up out of the ground,
With hoofs and horns and tail and everything
Believe me, there was nothing right about him.
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Though it -was not in Hamburg that I found him.

Later, in Home, it was we found each other,

Lor the first time since we had been at school.

There was the same slow vengeance in his eyes

When he saw mine, and there was a vicious twist

On his amphibious face that might have been

On anything else a smile—rather like one
We look for on the stage than in the street.

I must have been a yard away from bun
Yet as we passed I felt the touch of him
Like that of something soft m a dark room.

There’s hardly need of saying that we said nothing,

Or that we gave each other an occasion

For more than our eyes uttered. He was gone

Before I knew it, like a solid phantom

;

And Ins reality was for me some time

In its achievement—given that one’s to bo

Convinced that such an incubus at large

Was ever quite real. The season was upon us

When there are fitter regions in the world

—

Though God knows he would have been safe enougli

—

Than Rome for strayed Americans to live in.

And when the whips of tlieir itineraries

Hurry them north again. I took my time,

Since I was paying for it, and leisurely

Went wlieie I would—though never again to move
Without him at my elbow or behind me.

My shadow of him, nheicier I found myself.

Might horribly ns well have been the man

—

Although I should have been afraid of him
No m 01 o than of a large norm in a salad.

I should omit the salad, certninlv,

And wi«h the worm elsewhere. And he u as.

In fact; yet ns I go on to grow older,

I question if there's anywhere n fact
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That isn’t the malevolent existence

Of one man •who is dead, or is net dead,

Or what the devil it is that he may be.

There must he, I suppose, a fact somewhere,

But I don’t know it. I can only tell you

That later, when to all appearances

I stood outside a music-hall in London,

I felt him and then saw that he was there.

Yes, he was there, and had with him a woman
Who looked as if she didn’t know. I’m sorry

To this day for that woman—who, no doubt.

Is doing well. Yes, there he was again

;

There were his eyes and the same vengeance in them
That I had seen in Borne and twice before

—

Hot mentioning all the time, or most of it.

Between the day I struck him and that evening.

That was the worst show that I ever saw.

But you had better see it for yourself

Before you say so too. I went away,

Though not for any fear that I could feel

Of him or of his worst manipulations,

But only to he out of the same air

That made him stay alive in the same world
With all the gentlemen that were in irons

Bor uncommendable extravagances

That I should reckon slight compared with his

Offence of being. Distance would have made him
A moving fly-speck on the map of life,

—

But he would not be distant, though his flesh

And bone might have been climbing Bujiyama
Or Chimborazo—with me there in London,
Or sitting here My doom it was to see him.
Be where I might. That was ten years ago

;

And having waited season after season
His always imminent evil recrudescence,
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And all for nothing, I -was waiting still.

When the Titanic touched a piece of ice

And we were for a moment where we are.

With nature laughing at us. When the noise

Had spent itself to names, his was among them;

And I will not insult you or myself

With a vain perjury. I was far from cold.

It seemed as for the first time in my life

I knew the blessedness of being warm;
And I remember that I had a drink,

Having assuredly no need of it.

Pity a fool for his credulity,

H so you must. But when I found his name
Among the dead, I trusted once the news;

And after that there were no messages

In ambush waiting for me on my birthday.

There was no vestige yet of any fear,

You understand—if that’s why you are smiling.”

I said that I had not so much as whispered

The name aloud of any fear soever.

And that I smiled at his unwonted plunge

Into the perilous pool of Dionysus.

'Well, if you are so easily diverted

As that,” ho said, drumming his chair ngain,

‘You will be pleased, I think, with what is coming;

And though there bo divisions and departures.

Imminent from now on, for your diversion

I’ll do the best I can. iMoro to the point,

I know a man who if his friends were like him
Would live in the woods all summer and all vinter.

Leaving the town and its iniquities

To die of their own dust. But haling his wits,

Henceforth he mav coucenably avoid
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The adventure unattended. Last October

He took me with him into tlie Maine woods,

Where, by the shore of a primeval lake,

With woods all round it, and a voyage away
From anything wearing clothes, lie liad reared somehow

A lodge, or camp, with a stone chimney in it,

And a wide fireplace to make men forget

Their sms who sat before it in the evening.

Hearing the wind outside among the trees

And the blade water washing on the shore.

I never knew the meaning of October

Until I went with Asher to that place,

Which I shall not investigate again

Till I be taken there by other forces

Than are innate in my economy
‘You may not like it,’ Asher said, Tut Asher
Knows what is good So put your faith in Asher,

And come along with him.’ He’s an odd bird.

Yet I could wish for the world’s decency

There might be more of him. And so it was
I found myself, at first incredulous,

Down there with Asher m the wilderness.

Alive at last with a new liberty

And with no sore to fester. He perceived
In me an altered favor of God’s works.

And promptly took upon himself the credit.

Which, in a fashion, was as accurate

As one’s interpretation of another
Is like to be So for a frosty fortnight
We had the sunlight with us on the lake,

And the moon with us when the sun was down.
‘God gave his adjutants a holiday,’

Asher assured me, ‘when He made this place’;
And I agreed with him that it was heaven,

—

Till it was hell for me for then and after.
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* “There "was a village miles away from us

Where now and then we paddled for the mail

And incidental small commodities

That perfect exile might require, and stayed

The night after the voyage with an antique

Survival of a broader world than ours

Whom Asher called The Admiral. This time,

A little out of sorts and out of tune

With paddling, I let Asher go alone.

Sure that Ins heart was happy. Then it was
That hell came. I sat gazing over there

Across the water, watching the sun’s last fire

Above those gloomy and indifferent trees

That might have been a wall around the world.

When suddenly, like faces over the lake,

Out of the silence of that other shore

I was aware of hidden presences

That soon, no matter how many of them there were.

Would all he one. I could not look behind me,

Wliere I could hear that one of them was breathing,

For, if I did, those others over there

Might all see that at last I was afraid;

And I might hear them without seeing them.

Seeing that other one. You were not there;

And it is well for you that you don’t know
What they are like when they should not he there.

And there were chilly doubts of -whether or not

X should he seeing the rest that X should *=00

With eyes, or otherwise. I could not be sure;

And as for going oier to find out,

All I may tell you now is that my fear

Was not the fear of dying, though X knew soon

That all the gold 111 all the sunken ships

That have gone down since T\re would not lime paid

For mo the ferriage of mjsclf alone
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To that infernal shore. I was in hell,

Bemember
;
and if yon have never been there

You may as well not say how easy it is

To find the best way out. There may not be one.

Well, I was there; and I was there alone

—

Alone for the first time since I was bom

;

And I was not alone. That’s what it is

To he in hell. I hope you will not go there.

All through that slow, long, desolating twilight

Of incoherent certainties, I waited;

Yever alone—never to he alone;

And while the night grew down upon me there,

I thought of old Prometheus in the story

That I had read at school, and saw mankind
All huddled into clusters in the dark,

Calling to God for light. There was a light

Coming for them, hut there was none for mo
Until a shapeless remnant of a moon
Pose after midnight over the black trees

Behind me. I should hardly have confessed

The heritage then of my identity

To my own shadow; for I was powerless there.

As I am here. Say what you like to say

To silence, hut say none of it to me
Tonight. To say it now would do no good,
And you are here to listen. Beware of hate.

And listen. Beware of hate, remorse, and fear.

And listen. You are staring at the damned.
But yet you are no more the one than he
To say that it was he alone who planted
The flower of death now growing in his garden.
Was it enough, I wonder, that I struck him?
I shall say nothing. I shall have to wait
Until I see what’s coming, if it comes,
When I’m a delver in another garden

—
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If suet an one there be. If there be none,

All’s well—and oyer. Rather a vain expense,

One might affirm—yet there is nothing lost.

Science be praised that there as nothing lost.”

I’m glad the venom that was on his tongue

May not go down on paper ; and I’m glad

Mo friend of mine alive, far as I know.

Has a tale waiting for me with an end

Like Avon’s. There was here an interruption,

Though not a long one—only while we heard,

As we had heard before, the gbost of steps

[Faintly outside. We knew that she was there

Again; and though it was a kindly folly,

I wished that Avon’s wife would go to sleep.

“I was afraid, this time, but not of man

—

Or man as you may figure him,” he said.

“It was not anything my eyes had seen

That I could feel around me in the night.

There by that lake. If I had been alone.

There would have been the joy of being free.

Which in imagination I bad won
With unimaginable expiation

—

Rut I was not alone. If you had seen me.

Waiting there for the dark and looking ofT

Over the gloom of that relentless water.

Which had the stillness of the end of things

That evening on it, I might well have made
Por you the picturo of the last man left

Where God. in his extinction of the rest.

Had overlooked him and forgotten him.

Yet I was not alone. Interminably

The minutes crawled along and over mo.

Slow, cold, intangible, and invisible,
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As if they had come up out of that water.

How long I sat there I shall never know,

For time was hidden out there in the hlack lake,

Which now I could see only as a glimpse

Of black light by the shore There were no stars

To mention, and the moon was hours away
Behind me. There was nothing hut myself,

And what was coming. On my breast I felt

The touch of death, and I should have died then.

I Tuined good Asher’s autumn as it was.

For he will never again go there alone,

If ever he goes at all Mature did ill

To darken such a faith in her as his,

Though he will have it that I had the worst

Of her defection, and will hear no more
Apologies. If it had to be for someone,

I think it well for me it was for Asher.

I dwell on him, meaning that you may know him
Before your last horn blows. He has a name
That’s like a tree, and therefore like himself

—

By which I mean you "find him where you leave him.

I saw him and The Admiral together

While I was in the dark, hut they were far

—

Far as around the world from where I was;
And they knew nothing of what I saw not
While I knew only I was not alone.

I made a fire to make the place alive.

And locked the door. But even the fire was dead.
And all the life there was was in the shadow
It made of me. My shadow was all of me;
The rest had had its day, and there was night
Bemaining—only night, that’s made for shadows.
Shadows and sleep and dreams, or dreams without it.

The fire went slowly down, and now the moon.
Or that late wreck of it, was coming up

;
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And though it was a martyr’s work to move,
I must obey my shadow, and I did.

There were two beds built low against the wall.

And down on one of them, with all my clothes on,

Like a man getting into Ins own grave,

I lay—and waited As the firelight sank.

The moonlight, which had partly been consumed
By the black trees, flamed on the other wall

A glimmering window not far from the ground.

The coals were going, and only a few sparks

Were there to tell of them; and as they died

The window lightened, and I saw the trees.

They moved a little, but I could not move,

IToro than to turn my face the other way

;

And then, if you must have it so, I slept.

We’ll call it so—if sleep is your best name
Bor a sort of conscious, frozen catalepsy

Wherein a man sees all there is around him
As if it were not real, and he were not

Alive. You may call it anything you plca<=e

That made me poweile^s to move hand or foot,

Or to make any other living motion

Than after a long horror, without hope,

To turn my face again the other wav.

Some force that was not mine opened mv eyes.

And, as I knew it must be,—it was there.”

Avon covered his eyes—whether to shut

The memory and the sight of it avay,

Or to be sure that mine vero for the moment
Not searching his vith pitv. is now no matter.

My glance at him vas brief, turning it«clf

To the familiar pattern of liis rug.

Wherein I may have nought a consolation

—

As one may gaze in sorrow on a shell,
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Or a small apple. So it had come, I thought;

And heard, no longer with a wonderment,

The faint recurring footsteps of his wife.

Who, knowing less than I knew, yet knew more.

Now I could read, I fancied, through the fear

That latterly was living in her eyes.

To the sure source of its authority.

But he went on, and I was there to listen

:

“And though I saw it only as a blot

Between me and my life, it was enough
To make me know that he was watching there

—

Waiting for me to move, or not to move.

Before he moved. Sick as I was with hate
o Bebom, and chained with fear that was more than fear,

I would have gambled all there was to gain

Or lose in rising there from where I lay

And going out after it. ‘Before the dawn/
I reasoned, ‘there will be a difference here.

Therefore it may as well be done outside.’

And then I found I was immovable.

As I had been before; and a dead sweat

Boiled out of me as I remembered him
When I had seen him leaving me at school.

T shall know where you are until you die/

Were the last words that I had heard him say;

And there he was. Now I could see his face.

And all the sad, malignant desperation

That was drawn on it after I had struck him,
And on my memory since that afternoon.

But all there was left now for me to do
Was to lie there and see him while he squeezed
His unclean outlines into the dim room.
And half erect inside, like a still beast
With a face partly man’s, came slowly on
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Along the floor to the bed where I lay,

And waited. There had been so much of waiting.
Through all those evil years before my respite

—

Which now I knew and recognized at last

As only his more venomous preparation

Tor the vile end of a deceiving peace

—

That I began to fancy there was on me
The stupor that explorers have alleged

As evidence of nature’s final mercy
When tigers have them down upon the earth

And wild hot breath is heavy on their faces

I could not feel his breath, but I could hear it;

Though fear had made an anvil of my heart

Wliere demons, for the joy of doing it,

Were sledging death down on it. ‘ And I saw
His eyes now, as they were, for the first time

—

Aflame as they had never been before

With all their gathered vengeance gleaming in them.
And always that unconscionable sorrow

That would not die behind it. Then I caught

The shadowy glimpse of an uplifted arm,

And a moon-flasli of metal. That was all. . . .

‘‘When I believed I was alive again

I was with Asher and The Admiral,

WTiom Aslier had brought with him for a day
With nature They had found me when they came;
And there was not much left of me to find.

I had not moved or known that T was there

Since I had seen liis eyes and felt his breath;

And it was not for some uncertain hours

After they came that either would sny how long

That might have been It should have been much longer

All you may add will be your own imention.

For I have told ,\ou all there i« to tell.
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Tomorrow I shall have another birthday,

And with it there may come another message

—

Although I cannot see the need of it,

Or much more need of drowning, if that’s all

Men drown for—when they drown. You know os much
As I know about that, though I’ve a right,

If not a reason, to be on my guard;

And only God knows what good that will do.

Now you may get some air. Good night!—and thank

you.”

He smiled, but I would rather he had not.

I wished that Avon’s wife would go to sleep.

But whether she found sleep that night or not

I do not know. I was awake for hours.

Toiling in vain to let myself believe

That Avon’s apparition was a dream.

And that he might have added, for romance,
The part that I had taken home with me
Bor reasons not in Avon’s dictionary.

But each recurrent memory of his eyes,

And of the man himself that I had known
So long and well, made soon of all my toil

An evanescent and a vain evasion;

And it was half as in expectancy

That I obeyed the summons of his wife
A little before dawn, and was again
With Avon in the room where I had left him.
But not with the same Avon I had left.

The doctor, an august authority.

With eminence abroad as well as here,

Looked hard at me as if I were the doctor
And he the friend “I have had eyes on Avon
Bor more than half a year,” he said to me,
“And I have wondered often what it was
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That I could see that I was not to see.

Though he was in the chair where you are looking,

I told his wife—I had to tell her something

—

It was a nightmare and an aneurism;

And so, or partly so, Fll say it was.

The last without the first will be enough
Tor the newspapers and the undertaker;

Yet if we doctors were not all immune
Trom death, disease, and curiosity,

My diagnosis would be sorry for me.

He died, you know, because lie was afraid

—

And he had been afraid for a long time;

And we who knew him well would all agree

To fancy there was rather more than fear.

The door was locked inside—they broke it in

To find him—but she heard him when it came.

There are no signs of any visitors,

Or need of them If I were not a child

Of science, I should say it was the devil

I don’t believe it was another woman,
And surely it was not another man.”

MR. FLOOD’S PARTY

Old Eben Flood, climbing alone one night

Over the hill between the town below

And the forsaken upland hermitage

That held ns much as he should ever know
On earth again of home, paused wnrilv.

The road was his with not a native near;

And Eben, having leisure, said aloud.

For no man else in Tilbury Town to bear:
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‘Well, Mr. Flood, we have the harvest moon
Again, and we may not have many more;

The bird is on the wing, the poet says,

And you and I have said it here before.

Drink to the bird.” He raised up to the light

The jug that he had gone so far to fill,

And answered huskily: “Well, Mr. Flood,

Since you propose it, I believe I will.”

Alone, as if enduring to the end

A valiant armor of scarred hopes outworn.

He stood there in the middle of the road

Like Roland’s ghost winding a silent horn.

Below him, in the town among the trees,

Where friends of other days had honored him,

A phantom salutation of the dead

Bang thinly till old Eben’s eyes were dim.

Then, as a mother lays her sleeping child

Down tenderly, fearing it may awake.

He set the jug down slowly at his feet

With trembling care, knowing that most things break

;

And only when assured that on firm earth

It stood, as the uncertain lives of men
Assuredly did not, he paced away,
And with his hand extended paused again

:

‘Well, Mr. Flood, we have not met like this

In a long time; and many a change has come
To both of us, I fear, since last it was
We had a drop together. Welcome homel”
Convivially returning with himself.

Again he raised the jug up to the light;

And with an acquiescent quaver said:
‘Well, Mr. Flood, if you insist, I might.
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“Only a very little, Hr. Flood

—

For auld lang syne. No more, sir; that -will do”
So, for the time, apparently it did.

And Eben evidently thought so too;

For soon amid the silver loneliness

Of night he lifted up his voice and sang,

Secure, with only two moons listening,

Until the whole harmonious landscape rang— •

“For auld lang syne.” The weary throat gave out,

The last word wavered, and the song was done.

He raised again the jug regretfully

And shook his head, and was again alone

There was not much that was ahead of him,

And there was nothing in the town below

—

Where strangers would have shut the many doors

That many friends had opened long ago.

BEN TROVATO

The deacon thought “I know them,” lie began,

“And they are all you c\er heard of them

Allurnble to no sure theorem,

The scorn or the humility of man.

You say ‘Can I believe it?’—and I can;

And I'm unwilling even to condemn

The benefaction of a stratagem

Like liers—and I’m a Presbyterian.

“Though blind, with but a wandering hour to Iho,

Tie felt the other voninn in the fur

That now the wife lmd on. Could riio forgive

All that? Appnrentlv Her rings were gone,
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Of course; and when he found that she had none,

He smiled—as he had never smiled at her.”

THE TREE IN PAMELA’S GARDEN

Pamela was too gentle to deceive

Her roses. “Let the men stay where they are,”

She said, “and if Apollo’s avatar

Be one of them, I shall not have to grieve.”

And so she made all Tilbury Town believe

She sighed a little more for the North Star

Than over men, and only in so far

As she was in a garden was like Eve.

Her neighbors—doing all that neighbors can
To make romance of reticence meanwhile

—

Seeing that she had never loved a man,
Wished Pamela had a cat, or a small bird.

And only would have wondered at her smile

Could they have seen that she had overheard.

VAIN GRATUITIES

Never was there a man much uglier

In eyes of other women, or more grim:
“The Lord has filled her chalice to the brim,
So let us pray she’s a philosopher,”

They said ; and there was more they said of her—

•

Deeming it, after twenty years with him.
No wonder that she kept her figure slim
And always made you think of lavender.
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But she, demure as ever, and as fair,

Almost, as they remembered her before

She found him, would have laughed had she been there
And all they said would have been heard no more
Than foam that washes on an island shore

"Where there are none to listen or to care.

JOB THE REJECTED

They met, and overwhelming her distrust

With penitence, he praised away her fear;

They married, and Job gave him half a year

To wreck the temple, as we knew he must.

He fumbled hungrily to readjust

A fallen altar, but the road was clear

By which it was her will to disappear

That evening when Job found him in the dust.

Job would have deprecated such a way
Of heaving fuel on a sacred fire,

Tet even the while we saw it going out,

Hardly was Job to find his hour to shout;

And Job was not, so far ns we could cay.

The confirmation of her soul’s desire.

LOST ANCHORS

Like a dry fish flung inland far .from chore.

There lived a sailor, warped and ocean-browned

Who told of an old a os-cl, h ubor-dnmnt d

And out of mind a century before.
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Where divers, on descending to explore

A legend that had lived its way around

The world of ships, in the dark hulk had found

Anchors, which had been seized and seen no more.

Improving a dry leisure to invest

Their misadventure with a manifest

Analogy that he may read who runs.

The sailor made it old as ocean grass

—

Telling of much that once had come to pass

With him, whose mother should have had no sons.

RECALLED

Long after there were none of them alive

About the place—where there is now no place

But a walled hole where fruitless vines embrace
Their parent skeletons that yet survive

In evil thorns—none of us could arrive

At a more cogent answer to their ways
Than one old Isaac in his latter days
Had humor or compassion to contrive.

I mentioned them, and Isaac shook his head

:

“The Power that you call yours and I call mine
Extinguished in the last of them a line

That Satan would have disinherited.

When we are done with all but the Divine,
We die.” And there was no more to be said.

MODERNITIES

Small knowledge have we that by knowledge met
May not some day be quaint as any told
In almagest or chronicle of old,
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Whereat we smile because we are as yet

The last—though not the last who may forget

What cleavings and abrasions manifold

Have marked an annor that was never scrolled

Before for human glory and regret.

With infinite unseen enemies in the way
We have encountered the intangible.

To vanquish where our fathers, who fought well,

Scarce had assumed endurance for a day;

Yet we shall have our darkness, even ns they,

And there shall be another tale to tell.

AFTERTHOUGHTS

We parted where the old gns*lamp still burned

Under the wayside maple and walked on,

Into the dark, as we had always done;

And I, no doubt, if he had not returned.

Might yet be unaware that he had earned

More than earth gives to many who have won

More than it has to give when they are gone

As duly and indelibly I learned.

The sum of all that he came back to say

Was little then, and would he less today:

With him there wore no Delphic height '1 to climb.

Yet his were somehow nearer the sublime.

He spoke, and went again by the old wav

Hot knowing it would he for the last time.
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CAPUT MORTUUM

Not even if with a wizard force I might
Have summoned whomsoever I would name,
Should anyone else have come than he who came,

"Uncalled, to share with me my fire that night;

For though I should have said that all was right.

Or right enough, nothing had been the same
As when I found him there before the flame,

Always a welcome and a useful sight.

Unfailing and exuberant all the time,

Having no gold he paid with golden rhyme.
Of older coinage than Ins old defeat,

A debt that like himself was obsolete

In Art’s long hazard, where no man may choose

Whether he play to win or toil to lose.

MONADNOCK THROUGH THE TREES

Before there was in Egypt any sound
Of those who reared a more prodigious means
For the self-heavy sleep of kings and queens
Than hitherto had mocked the most renowned,

-

Unvisioned here and waiting to be found,
Alone, amid remote and older scenes,

You loomed above ancestral evergreens

Before there were the first of us around.

And when the last of us, if we know how.
See farther from ourselves than we do now.
Assured with other sight than heretofore
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That we have done our mortal best and worst,
Tour calm will be the same as when the first'
Assyrians went howling south to war.

THE LONG RACE

IJp the old hill to the old house again
Where fifty years ago the friend was young
Who should be waiting somewhere there among
Old things that least remembered most remain,
He toiled on with a pleasure that was pain
To think how soon asunder would be flung
The curtain half a century had hung
Between the two ambitions they had slain.

They dredged an hour for words, and then were done.
"Good-bye I . . . You have the same old weather-vane

—

Your little horse that’s always on the run.”
And all the way down back to the next train,

Down the old hill to the old road again.

It seemed as if the little horse had won.

MANY ARE CALLED

The Lord Apollo, who has ne\er died,

Still holds nlone his immemorial reign,

Supreme in an impregnable domain
That with Ins magic he has fortified:

And though melodious multitudes hsue tried

In ecstasy, in nngmVli. and in vain,
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With invocation sacred and profane

To lure him, even the loudest are outside.

Only at unconjectured intervals,

By will of him on whom no man may gaze,

By word of lnm whose law no man has read,

A questing light may rift the sullen walls,

To cling where mostly its infrequent rays

Fall golden on the patience of the dead.

REMBRANDT TO REMBRANDT

(Amsterdam, 1645)

And there you are again, now as you are.

Observe yourself as you discern yourself

In your discredited ascendency;

Without your velvet or your feathers now,

Commend your new condition to your fate,

And your conviction to the sieves of time.

Meanwhile appraise yourself, Rembrandt van Ryn,
Now as you are—formerly more or less

Distinguished in the civil scenery,

And once a painter. There you are again.

Where you may see that you have on your shoulders

No lovelier burden for an ornament
Than one man’s head that’s yours. Praise be to God
That you have that ; for you are like enough
To need it now, my friend, and from now on;
For there are shadows and obscurities

Immediate or impending on your view,
That may be worse than you have ever painted
For the bewildered and unhappy scorn
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Of injured Hollanders in Amsterdam
Who cannot find their fifty florins’ worth

Of Holland face where you have hidden it

In your new golden shadow that excites them.

Or see that when the Lord made color and light

He made not one thing only, or believe

That shadows are not nothing. Saskia said.

Before she died, how they would swear at you.

And in commiseration at themselves.

She laughed a little, too, to think of them

—

And then at me. . . . That was beforo she died.

And I could wonder, as I look at you,

There as I have you now, there ns you are,

Or nearly so as any skill of mine

Has ever caught you in a bilious mirror,

—

Yes, I could wonder long, and with n reason,

If all but everything achievable

In me were not achieved and lost already,

Like a fool’s gold. But you there in the glass.

And you there on the canvas, have a sort

Of solemn doubt about it; and that’s well

For Bembrandt and for Titus All that’s left

Of all that was is here; and all that’s here

Is one man who remembers, and one child

Beginning to forget. One, two, and three.

The others died, and then—then Saskia died;

And then, so men believe, the painter died.

So men believe. So it all comes at once.

And here’s a fellow painting in the dark,

A loon who cannot see that he is dead

Before God lets him die He paint* away

At the impossible, so Holland In* it.

For venom or for spite, or for defection.

Or else for God knows what Well, if God know*,
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And Rembrandt knows, it matters not so much
What Holland knows or cares. If Holland wants

Its heads all in a row, and all alike.

There’s Franz to do them and to do them well

—

Rat-catchers, archers, or apothecaries.

And one as like a rabbit as another.

Value received, and every Dutchman happy.

All’s one to Franz, and to the rest of them,

—

Their ways being theirs, are theirs.—But you, my friendj

If I have made you something as you are,

Will need those jaws and eyes and all the fight

And fire that’s in them, and a little more,

To take you on and the world after you;
For now you fare alone, without the fashion

To sang you back and fling a flower or two
At your accusing feet. Poor Saskia saw
This coming that has come, and with a guile

Of kindliness that covered half her doubts

Would give me gold, and laugh . . . before she died.

And if I see the road that you are going,

You that are not so jaunty as aforetime,

God knows if she were not appointed well

To die. She might have wearied of it all

Before the worst was over, or begun.
A woman waiting on a man’s avouch
Of the invisible, may not wait always
Without a word betweenwhiles, or a dash
Of poison on his faith. Yes, even she.

She might have come to see at last with others.
And then to say with others, who say more,
That you are groping on a phantom trail

Determining a dusky way to nowhere;
That errors unconfessed and obstinate
Have teemed and cankered in you for so long
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That even your eyes are sick, and you see light

Only because you dare not see the dark

That is around you and ahead of you.

She might have come, by ruinous estimation

Of old applause and outworn vanities,

To clothe you over in a shroud of dreams.

And so be nearer to the counterfeit

Of her invention than aware of yours.

She might, as well as any, by this time,

Unwillingly and eagerly have bitten

Another deviFs-apple of unrest,

And so, by some attendant artifice

Or other, might anon have had you sharing

A taste that would have tainted everything,

An d so had been for two, instead of one,

The taste of death m life—which is the food

Of art that has betrayed itself alive

And is a food of hell. She might have heard

Unhappily the temporary noise

Of louder names than yours, and on frail urns

That hardly will ensure a dwelling-place

Tor even the dust that may be left of them,

She might, and angrily, as like as not,

Look soon to find your name, not finding it.

She might, like many another born for joy

And for sufficient fulness of the hour.

Go famishing by now, and in the eyes

Of pitying friends and dwindling satellites

Be told of no uncertain dereliction
.

Touching the cold offence of my decline.

And even if this vere so, and she were here

Again to make a fact of all my fancy,

How should I ask of her to see with me
Through night where many a time I seem in vain

To seek for new assurance of a gleam
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That comes at last, and then, so it appears.

Only for you and me—and a few more,

Perchance, albeit their faces are not many
Among the ruins that are now around us.

That was a fall, my friend, we had together

—

Or rather it was my house, mine alone.

That fell, leaving you safe. Be glad for that.

There’s life in you that shall outlive my clay

That’s for a time alive and will in time

Be nothing—but not^yet. You that are there

Where I have painted you are safe enough,

Though I see dragons. "Verily, that was a fall—
A dislocating fall, a blinding fall,

A fall indeed. But there are no bones broken;

And even the teeth and eyes that I make out

Among the shadows, intermittently,

Show not so firm in their accoutrement
Of terror-laden unreality

As you in your neglect of their performance,

—

Though for their season we must humor them
Por what they are: devils undoubtedly,
But not so perilous and implacable
In their undoing of poor human triumph
As easy fashion—or brief novelty

That ails even while it grows, and like sick fruit

Palls down anon to an indifferent earth

To break with inward rot. I say all this,

And I concede, in honor of your silence,

A waste of innocent facility

In tints of other colors than are mine.
I cannot paint with words, but there’s a time
Por most of us when words are all we have
To serve our stricken souls. And here you say,

“Be careful, or you may commit your soul

Soon to the very devil of your denial.”
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I might have wagered on you to say that.

Knowing that I believe m you too surely

To spoil you with a kick or paint you over.

Ho, my good friend, Mynheer Rembrandt van Ryn—
Sometime a personage m Amsterdam,

But now not much—I shall not give myself

To b$ the sport of any dragon-spawn

Of Holland, or elsewhere. Holland was hell

Hot long ago, and there were dragons then

More to he fought than any of these we see

That we may foster now. They are not real.

But not for that the less to be regarded
;

.

For there are slimy tyrants born of nothing

That harden slowly into seeming life

And have the strength of madness. I confess,

Accordingly, the wisdom of your care

That I look out for them. Whether I mould

Or not, I must; and here we are as one

With our necessity. For though jou loom

A little harsh in your respect of time

And circumstance, and of ordained eclipse.

We know together of a golden flood

That with its overflow shall drown away

The dikes that held it; and we know thereby

That in its rising light there lives a fire

Ho devils that are lodging here in Holland

Shall put out wholly, or much agitate,

Except in unofficial preparation

They put out first the sun. It’s well enough

To think of them; therefore I thank you, sir.

Alike for your remembrance and attention.

But there arc demon 5 that are longer-lived

Than doubts that have a brief and mil term
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To congregate among the futile shards

And architraves of eminent collapse.

They are a many-favored family.

All told, with not a misbegotten dwarf
Among the rest that I can love so little

As one occult abortion in especial

Who perches on a picture (when it’s done)

And says, “What of it, Rembrandt, if you do?’
7

This incubus would seem to be a sort

Of chorus, indicating, for our good,

The silence of the few friends that are left

:

“What of it, Rembrandt, even if you know?”
It says again ; “and you don’t know for certain.

What if in fifty or a hundred years

They find you out 2 You may have gone meanwhile
So greatly to the dogs that you’ll not care

Much what they find. If this be all you are

—

This unaccountable aspiring insect

—

You’ll sleep as easy in oblivion

As any sacred monk or parricide;

And if, as you conceive, you are eternal.

Your soul may laugh, remembering (if a soul

Remembers) your befrenzied aspiration

To smear with certain ochres and some oil

A few more perishable ells of cloth.

And once or twice, to square your vanity.

Prove it was you alone that should achieve
A mortal eye—that may, no less, tomorrow
Show an immortal reason why today
Men see no more. And what’s a mortal eye
More than a mortal herring, who has eyes
As well as you? Why not paint herrings, Rembrandt?
Or if not herrings, why not a split beef?
Perceive it only in its unalloyed
Integrity, and you may find in it
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A beautified accomplishment no less

Indigenous than one that appertains

To gentlemen and ladies eating it.

The same God planned and made you, beef and human
;

And one, but for His whim, might be the other.”

That’s how he says it, Rembrandt, if you listen;

He says it, and he goes. And then, sometimes.

There comes another spirit m his place

—

One with a more engaging argument.

And with a softer note for saying truth

Hot soft. Whether it be the truth or not,

I name it so ;
for there’s a string in me

Somewhere that answers—which is natural,

Since I am but a living instrument

Played on by powers that are invisible.

“You might go faster, if not quite so far,”

He says, “if in your vexed economy

There lived a faculty for saying yes

And meaning no, and then for doing neither;

But since Apollo sees it otherwise,

Your Dutchmen, who are swearing at you ill

Por your pernicious filching of their florins,

May likely curse you down their generation.

Hot having understood there was no malice

Or grinning evil in a golden shadow

That shall outshine their slight identities

And hold their faces when their names are nothing

But this, as you discern, or should by now

Surmise, for you is neither here nor there'

You made your picture as your demon willed it;

That’s about all of that How moke ns ninny

As may be to be made.—for so you will.

Whatever the toll may be, and hold your liirht

So that you see, without -o much to blind jou
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As even the cobweb-flash of a misgiving.

Assured and certain that if you see right

Others will have to see—albeit their seeing

Shall irk them out of their serenity

For such a time as umbrage may require.

But there are many reptiles in the night

That now is coming on, and they are hungry;

And there’s a Rembrandt to be satisfied

Who never will be, howsoever much
He be assured of an ascendency

That has not yet a shadow’s worth of sound

Where Holland has its ears. And what of that?

Have you the weary leisure or sick wit

That breeds of its indifference a false envy

That is the yermin on accomplishment?

Are you inaugurating your new service

With fasting for a food you would not eat?

You are the servant, Rembrandt, not the master,—
But you are not assigned with other slaves

That in their freedom are the most in fear.

One of the few that are so fortunate

As to be told their task and to be given

A skill to do it with a tool too keen
For timid safety, bow your elected head
Under the stars tonight, and whip your devils

Each to his nest in hell. Forget your days.

And so forgive the years that may not be
So many as to be more than you may need
For your particular consistency

In your peculiar folly. You are counting
Some fewer years than forty at your heels;
And they have not pursued your gait so fast
As your oblivion—which has beaten them.
And rides now on your neck like an old man
With iron shins and fingers. Let him ride
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(You haven’t so much to say now about that).

And in a proper season let him run.

You may be dead then, even as you may now
Anticipate some other mortal strokes

Attending your felicity ; and for that,

Oblivion heretofore has done some running

Away from graves, and will do more of it.”

That’s how it is your wiser spirit speaks,

Bembrandt. If you believe him, why complain ?

If not, why paint 2 And why, in any event.

Look back for the old joy and the old roses,

Or the old fame? They are all gone together,

And Saskia with them; and with her left out,

They would avail no more now than one strand

Of Samson’s hair wound round his little finger

Before the temple fell. Bor more are you

In any sudden danger to forget

That in Apollo’s house there are no clocks

Or calendars to say for you in time

How far you are away from Amsterdam,

Or that the one same law that bids you see

Where now you see alone forbids in turn

Your light from Holland eyes till Holland cars

Are told of it; for that way, my good fellow,

Is one way more to death If at the first

Of your long turning, which may still be longer

Than even your faith lias measured it, you sigh

For distant welcome that may not be seen.

Or wayside shouting that w ill not be heard,

You may as well accommodate jour greatness

To the convenience of an easy ditch.

And, anchored there with all jour widowed gold,

Forget your darkness in the dark, and hear

Bo longer the cold wash of Tlollnnd scorn.
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TRISTRAM

I

Isoi/r of the white hands, in Brittany,

Could see no longer northward anywhere

A picture more alive or less familiar

Than a blank ocean and the same white birds

Flying, and always flying, and still flying,

Yet never bringing any news of him

That she remembered, who had sailed away

The spring before—saying he would come back,

Although not saying when. Not one of them,

For all their flying, she thought, had beard the name

Of Tristram, or of him beside her there

That was the King, her father. The last ship

Was out of sight, and there was nothing now
For her to see before the night came down

Except her father’s face She looked at him

And found him smiling in the way she feared,

And loved the while she feared it. The King took

One of her small still hands in one of his

That were so large and hard to be so kind,

And weighed a question, not for the first time:

“Why should it be that I must have a child

Whose eyes are wandering always to the north?

The north is a bad region full of wohes

And bears and hairy men that have no manner**.

Why should her eyes be always on the north,
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I -wonder, -when all’s here that one requires

Of comfort, love, and of expediency?

You are not cheered, I see, or satisfied

Entirely by the sound of what I say.

You are too young, may be, to make yourself

A nest of comfort and expediency.”

“I may be that,” she said, and a quick flush

Made a pink forage of her laughing face,

At which he smiled again. “But not so young
As to be told for ever how young I am.

I have been growing for these eighteen years,

And waiting here, for one thing and another.

Besides, his manners are as good as yours,

And he’s not half so hairy as you are,

Even though you be the King of Bnttany,

Or the great Jove himself, and then my father.”

With that she threw her arms around Ins neck,

Throbbing as if she were a child indeed.

“You are no heavier than a cat,” said he,

“But otherwise you are somewhat like a tiger.

Relinquish your commendable affection

A little, and tell me why it is you dream
Of someone coming always from the north.

Are there no proper knights or princes else

Than one whose eyes, wherever they may be fixed,

Are surely not fixed hard on Brittany?

You are a sort of child, or many sorts,

Yet also are too high and too essential

To be much longer the quaint sport and food
Of shadowy fancies. Eor a time I’ve laughed
And let you dream, but I may not laugh always.
Because he praised you as a child one day,

Amd may have liked you as a child one day,
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Why do you stare for ever into the north,

Over that water, where the good God placed

A land known only to your small white ears?”

“Only because the good God, I suppose,

Placed England somewhere north of Brittany

—

Though not so far hut one may come and go

As many a time as twice before he dies.

I know that’s true, having been told about it.

I have been told so much about this world

That I have wondered why men slay in it.

I have been told of devils that aie in it,

And some right here in Brittany. Griffon

Is one of them, and if he ever gets me,

I’ll pray for the best way to kill myself.”
*

King Howel held his daughter closer to him,

As if a buried and forgotten fear

Had come to life and was confronting him

With a new face. “Never you mind the devils,”

He said, “be they in Buttany or elsewhere.

They are for my attention, if need be.

You will affright me and amuse me less

By saying, if you are icady, how much longer

You are to starve yomself with your delusion

Of Tristram coming back. He may come back,

Or Mark, his uncle, who tonight is making

Another Isolt his queen—the dark Bolt,

Isolt of Ireland—may be coming back,

Though I’d ns lief he would lemain at home

In Cornwall, with his new queen—if he keeps her. ’

“And who is this far-off Bolt of Ii eland
17 ’

She said, like a thing waiting to be hurt:

“A creature that one hears of eon-lnntly,
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And one that no man sees, or none to say so,

Must be unusual—if she be at all.”

“The few men who have told of her to me
Have told of silence and of Irish pride,

Inhabiting too much heauty for one woman.

My eyes have never seen her; and as for beauty,

My eyes would rather look on yours, my child.

And as for Tristram coming back, what then

—

One of these days? Any one may come back.

King Arthur may come back
;
and as for that,

Our Lord and Saviour may come back some time,

Though hardly all for you. Have you kept hid

Some promise or protestation heretofore,

That you may shape a thought into a reason

For making always of a distant wish

A dim belief? You are too old for that

—

If it will make you happy to be told so.

You have been told so much.” King Howel smiled,

And waited, holding her white hands in his

“I have been told that Tristram will come back,”

She said
,
“and it was he who told me so.

Also I have this agate that he gave me;
And I believe his eyes.”

“Believe his agate,”

The king said, “for as long as you may save it.

An agate’s a fair plaything for a child,

Though not so boundless and immovable
In magnitude but that a child may lose it.

Since you esteem it such an acquisition,

Treasure it more securely, and believe it

As a bright piece of earth, and nothing more.
Believe his agate, and forget his eyes;
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And go to bed Yon are not young enough,
I see, to stay awake and entertain
Much longer your exaggerated fancies.
And if he should come back? Would you prepare
Upon the ruinous day of his departure
To drown yourself, and with yourself his agate?”

Isolt, now on a cushion at his feet,
Finding the King's hard knees a meagre pillow,
Sat upright, thinking. <rNo, I should not do that;
Though I should never trust another man
So far that I should go away with lum.
King's daughters, I suppose, are bought and sold,
But you would not sell me.”

"You seize a question
As if it were an agate—or a fact,”
The King said, laughing at the calm gray eyes
That were so large in the small face before him.
"I might sell you, perhaps, at a fair bargain.
To play with an illustrious example,
If Modred were to overthrow King Arthur

—

And there are prophets who see Arthur's cud
In Modred, who’s on able sort of reptile

—

And come for you to go away with him,
And to be Queen of Britain, I might sell you.
Perhaps. You might say prayers that you be sold.”

"I may say prayers that you be reasonable
And serious, and that j

rou believe me ^o."

There wns a light now in his dmightei’s eyes
Like none that lie remembered having seen
In eyes before, whereat be pau«o<l and hoard,
Kot all amused. “He will come back,” she said,

“And I shall wait. If he should not come b:uk.
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I stall have teen but one poor -woman more

Whose punishment for bemg bom a woman
Was to believe and wait You are my King,

My father, and of all men anywhere,

Save one, you are the world of men to me.

When I say this of him you must believe me,

As I believe his eyes. He will come back;

And what comes then I leave to him, and God.”

Slowly the King arose, and with his hands

He lifted up Isolt, so frail, so light,

And yet, with all, mysteriously so strong.

He raised her patient face between Ins hands,

Observing it as if it were some white

And foreign flower, not certain in his garden

To thrive, nor like to die. Then with a vague
And wavering effect of shaking her

Affectionately back to his own world,

Which never would be hers, he smiled once more
And set her free. “You should have gone to bed
When first I told you. You had bast go now,
And while you are stdl dreaming. In the morning
Your dreams, if you remember them, will all

Be less than one bird singing in a trea”

Isolt of the white hands, unchangeable,

Half childlike and half womanly, looked up
Into her father’s eyes and shook her head,

Smiling, hut less for joy than certainty:

“There’s a bird then that I have never seen

In Brittany; and I have never heard him.

Good night, my father.” She went slowly out,

Leaving him in the gloom.

“Good night, my child,

Good night,” he said, scarce hearing his own voice
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For crowded thoughts that were unseizable

And unforeseen within him. Like Isolt,

He stood now in the window looking north

Over the misty sea. A seven days’ moon

"Was in the sky, and there were a few stars

That had no fire. “I have no more a child,”

He thought, “and what she is I do not know.

It may he fancy and fantastic youth

That ails her now; it may be the sick touch

Of prophecy concealing disillusion

If there were not inwoven so much power

And poise of sense with all her seeming folly,

I might assume a concord with, her faith

As that of one elected soon to die.

But surely no infringement of the grave

In her conceits and her appearances

Encourages a fear that still is fear;

And what she is to know, I cannot say.

A changeling down from one of those "U hit e stars

Were more like her than like a child of mine.”

Nothing in the cold glimmer of a moon

Over a still, cold ocean there before him

Would answer for him in the silent voice

Of time an idle question. So the King,

With only time for company, stood -waiting

Alone there in the window, looking otT^

At the still sea between his eyes and England

II

The moon that glimmered cold on Brittany

Glimmered as cold on Cornwall, v, hero ''Mg a . ,

Only by kingly circumstance endowed

With fiicnds enough to make a ftetnal.
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On this dim night had married and made Queen.

—

Of all fair women m the world by fate

The most forgotten in. her loveliness

Till now—Isolt of Ireland, who had flamed

And fought so long with love that she called hate,

Inimical to Tristram for the stroke

That felled Morhaus her kinsman. Tristram, blind

With angry beauty, or in honor blind,

Or in obscure obedience unawakened,

Had given his insane promise to his uncle

Of intercession with the Irish King
And so drawn out of him a slow assent,

Not fathoming or distinguishing aright

Within himself a passion that was death,

Nor gauging -with a timely recognition

The warfare of a woman’s enmity

With love without love’s name. He knew too late

How one word then would have made arras-rats

For her of all his uncles, and all kings

That he might serve with cloudy promises,

Not weighed until redeemed. Now there was time

For him to weigh them, and to weigh them well,

To the last scorching ounce of desperation,

Searing his wits and flesh like heated mail

Amidst the fiery downfall of a palace,

Where there was no one left except himself

To save, and no way out except through fire.

Partly to balk his rage, partly to curse

Unhindered an abject ineptitude

That like a drug had held him and withheld him
In seizing once from love’s imperial garden
The flower of all things there, now Tristram leaned
Alone upon a parapet below
The lights of high Tintagel, where gay music
Had whipped him as a lash and driven him out
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Into the misty night, -which might have held

A premonition and a probing chill

For one more tranquil and less exigent,

And not so much on fire Down through the gloom
He gazed at nothing, save a moving blur

Where foamed eternally on Cornish rocks

The moan of Cornish water; and he asked,

With a malignant inward voice of envy,

How many scarred cold things that once had laughed

And loved and wept and sung, and had been men,

Might have been knocked and washed indifferently

On 'that hard shore, and eaten gradually

By competent quick fishes and large crabs

And larger birds, not caring a wink which

Might be employed on their spent images,

Do longer tortured there, if God was good,

By memories of the fools and royal pimps

That once unwittingly they might have been

—

Like Tristram, who could wish lnmsclf ns far

As they were from a wearing out of life

On a racked length of days. Now and again

A louder fanfare of malicious horns

Would sing down from the festival above him,

Smiting his angry face like a wet clout

• That some invisible scullion might have swung,

Too shadowy and too agile to be seized

And flung down on those rocks Now and again

Came over him a cold soul-retching wave

Of recognition past reality,

Recurrent, vile, and always culminating

In a forbidden vision thrice unholy

Of Mark, liis uncle, like a man-shaped goat

Appraising with a small salacious eye,

And slowly forcing into bis gaunt arms,

And all now in a few impossible hours
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That were as possible as pain and death,

The shuddering unreal miracle ot Isolt,

Which was as real as torture to the damned

In hell, or in Cornwall. Before long now
That music and that wordless murmuring

Of distant men and women, who divined

As much or little as they might, would cease;

The mocking lights above him would go out;

There would be silence; and the King would hold

Isolt—Isolt of the dark eyes—Isolt

Of the patrician passionate helplessness

—

Isolt of the soft waving blue-black hair

—

Isolt of Ireland—in his vicious arms
And crush the bloom of her resisting life

On his hot, watery mouth, and overcome
The protest of her suffering silk skin

With his crude senile claws And it was he,

Tristram, the loud-accredited strong warrior,

Tristram, the loved of women, the harp-player,

Tristram, the learned Nimrod among hunters,

Tristram, the most obedient imbecile

And humble servant of King Mark his uncle,

Who had achieved all this For lack of sight

And sense of self, and imperturbably,
He had achieved all this and might do more,
No doubt, if given the time. Whereat he cursed
Himself again, and his complacent years
Of easy blindness. Time had saved for him
The flower that he had not the wit to seize

And carry a few leagues across the water,

Till when he did so it was his no more,
And body and soul were sick to think of it.

Why should he not be sick? “Good God in heaven,”
He groaned aloud, “why should I not be sick!”

—

“No God will answer you to say why not,”
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Said one descending heavily hut unheard,

And slowly, down the stairs. “And one like me,

Having seen more seasons out than you have seen,

Would say it was tonight your prune intention

To make yourself the sickest man in Cornwall.

Gouvemail frowned and shivered as he spoke,

And waited as a stranger waits m vain

Outside a door that none within will open.

“I may he that already/’ Tristram said,

“But I’m not cold. For I’m a seer tonight,

And consequently full of starry thoughts.
.

The stars are not so numerous as they were,

But there’s a brotherly white moon up there,

Such as it is. Well, Gouvernail, what woid

Has my illustrious and most amorous

And most imperious Uncle Mark prepared

For you to say to me that you^come scow hng

So far down here to say it? You are next

To nearest, not being my father
°[

all “

Of whom I am unworthy. M hat s the woid ?

“Tristram, I left the King annoyed and anxious
^

On your account, and foi the nonce not plea ed.

“What most annoys my uncle, for the

God knowTs that I have done foi nin

More than an army, made ol nephews o >,

Shall ever be fools enough to do again.

When tired o£ feasting and of too

And too much wine and loo much hap 5 “u.ie,

May not Ins royal neplien huxc’Oinc.’

Even though bis annoyed uncle be a King!

My fatliei is a king, in Lyonesse.

And that’s about as much being a - „

In Cornwall is-or one here now nnght •*>
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“Forgive me, Tristram, but I’m old for this.

The King knows well what you have done for him,

And owns a gratitude beyond the gift

Of utterance for the service of your word.

But the King does not know, and cannot know,

Your purpose'm an act ungenerous,

If not unseemly. What shall I say to him
If I go back to him alone? Tnstram,

There are some treasured moments I remember
When you have made me loyal to you always

For saying good words of me, and with no care

Whether or not they came back to my ears.

Surely, if past attention and tuition

Are not forgotten, you will not forget

This present emptiness of my confusion.

If I go back alone, what shall I say?”

“Say to the King that if the King command
Implacably my presence, I will come.

But say as an addition that I’m sick,

And that another joyful hour with him
This night might have eventful influences.

Nothing could be more courteous, if said well.

Or more consistent -with infirm allegiance.

Say to the King I’m sick. If he doubts that,

Or takes it ill, say to the King Fm drunk.

His comprehensions and remembrances
Will compass and envisage, peradventure,

The last deplorable profundity
Of my defection if you say, for me,
That in my joy my caution crept away
Like an unfaithful hound and went to sleep.

Gouvernail, you are cold.”

Gouvemail sighed
And fixed an eye calm with experience,
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And with affection kind, on Tristram, sadly.

“Yes, I am cold,” he said. “Here at my heart

I feel a blasting chill Will you not come
With me to see the King and Queen together?

Or must I mumble as I may to them,

Alone, this weary jest of your complaint?”

“God’s love, have I not seen the two together

!

And as for my complaint, mumble or not.

Mumble or shriek it; or, as you see fit,

Call for my harp and sing it ” Tristram laid

His hands on Gouvernail’s enduung shoulders

Which many a time had carried him for sport

In a far vanished childhood, and looked off

Where patient skill had made of shrubs aud rocks

Together a wild garden half way down
To the dusk-hidden shore. “Believe my woid,

My loyal and observing Gouvernail,”

He said, and met the older man’s legal d

With all that he could muster of a smile.

“Believe my word, and say what I have said,

Or something as much better as you may.

Believe my word no less that I am Mck,

And that I’d feed a sick toad to my brother

If in my place he were not sick without it
”

Gouvernail sighed, and with a deeper *ugh

Looked off across the sea. “Tristram/ he said,

“I can see no good coming out of this,

But I will give your menage as 1 can,

And with as light misgiving as I may.

Yet where theie is no love, too often I find

As perilous a constriction in our judgment

As where there is too much.”
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Tristram pursued

The mentor of his childhood and his youth

With no more words, and only made of him
In the returning toil of his departure

A climbing silence that would soon he met
By sound and light, and by King Mark again,

And by Isolt agam. Isolt of Ireland 1

Isolt, so soon to he the bartered prey
Of an unholy sacrifice, by rites

Of Rome made holy. Tristram groaned and wept,

And heard once more the changeless moan below

Of an insensate ocean on those rocks

Whereon he had a mind to throw himself.

“My God ! If I were dreaming this,” he said,

“My sleep would be a penance for a year.

But I am neither dead nor dreaming now,
I’m living and awake. If this be life,

What a soul-healmg difference death must he,

Being something else . . . Isolt! Isolt of Ireland!”

Gazing at emptiness for a long time
He looked away from life, and scarcely heard,

Coming down slowly towards him from above,

A troubling sound of cloth “Good evening, sir.

Perhaps you do not know me, or remember
That once you gave a lady so much honor
As to acknowledge her obscure existence.

Prom late accounts you are not here to know
Your friends on this especial famous evening.

Why do you stay away from history

Like this? Bangs are not married every night.”

Perceiving there beside him a slim figure

Provisionally cloaked against the cold,

He bowed as in a weary deference
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To childish fate. “Surely I know you. Madam;
You are among the creatures of distinction

Whose quality may be seen even in the dark.

You are Queen Morgan, a most famous lady,

And one that only kings in holy joy

Could ask or dream to be their messenger.

What new persuasion has the King conceived

Beyond this inspiration of your presence?”

“It is not dark,” she said
;
“or not so dark

But that a woman sees—if she be careful

Not to fall down these memorable stairs

And break her necessary little nock

At Tristram’s feet. And you might make of that

Only another small familiar triumph

Hardly worth sighing for. Well then, the King

Is vexed and vicious Your man Gouvernail

Says you are sick with wine. Was that the best

That your two heads together could accomplish?

Will you not for the King’s soke, or the Queen’s,

Be more compliant, and not freeze to death ?

'

“Madam, say to the King that if the King

Command me, I will come. Having cnul that,

It would be gracious of you to be ineriy •

Malicious, if you must—and say, aNo,

You found in me a melancholy naming
For all who dim their nits obliviously

.

Say it as delicately or as directly

As humors your imperial picfeience.’

Queen Morgan, coming closer, put a small

And cat-like hand on Tristram: “In thr* norm

Of lies, you lay a burden on my virtue

When you nould teach me a non alphabet
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I’ll turn my poor wits inside out, of course,

Telling an angry king how sick you are

—

With wine or whatsoever. Though I shall know
The one light reason why you are not merry,

I’ll never scatter it, not for the King’s life

—

Though I might for the Queen’s. Isolt should live,

If only to he sorry she came here

—

With you—away from Ireland to be married

To a man old enough to bury himself.

But kings are kings, and by contriving find

Ways over many Avails. This being their fate,

It was a clever forethought of the Lord

That there should he a woman or two left

With even Isolt no longer possible.

A school of prudence would establish you
Among the many whose hearts have bled and healed.”

“Madam, you are a woman and a queen;

Wherefore a man, by force of courtesy,

Will hardly choose but listen. No doubt your words
Have a significance in their disguise;

Yet having none for me, they might be uttered

As well in a lost language found on ruins

As in our northern manner. If kmgs are kings

In your report, queens, I perceive, are queens,

And have their ivays also.”

“A sort of queen ”

She laughed, shoAving her teeth and shining eyes,

And shrugged herself a little nearer to him,

IlaAong not far to come : “But not the sort

That makes a noise where now there are so many.
If silly men pursue me and make songs •

•

About me, it may be because they’ve heard
Some legend that I’m strange I am not strange

—

Not half so strange as you are.”
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Tristram saw
Before him a white neck and a white bosom
Beneath a fair and feline face w hereon

Demure determination was engraved

As on a piece of moonlit living marble,

And could at once have smiled and sighed to see

So much premeditated danger wasted

On his despair and wrath. “Yes, you are strange,”

He said, “and a sagacious peril to men

—

Wherefore they must pursue you and make songs.

You are an altogether perilous lady.

And you had best go back now to the King,

Saying that I’m not well I would conserve

The few shreds left of my integrity

From your displeasure and foi w iser vision.

Say to the King I feasted ovei much
In recognition of his happiness

—

An error that apology too soon

Might qualify too late Tell the King so,

And I am your obedient slave for ever.”

A wry twist, all but lnipeicoptihle,

Disfigured for an instant hei small mouth

Before she smiled and said: “\Ye are the slnxes.

Not. you. Not even when most wo arc m power

Are women else than slaves to men they honor.

Men woitliy of their reveicnee know this well,

And honor them sometimes to humor them.

We are their slaves and their impediments,

And there is much in us to be forgixen.”

He diew the fringes of her cloak together,

Smiling as one who suiters to ewape

Through silence to familiar mi-cry.

“Madam, I fear that you are taking cold,
’
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He said. “Say to the King that I’m not •well.”

She laughed, and having mounted a few steps

Paused and looked down at him inscrutably:
“ ‘An error that apology too soon

May qualify too late?’ Was it like that?

England is not so large as the wide sky

That holds the stars, and we may meet again.

Good night, Sir Tristram, Prince of Lyonesse.”

HI

Lost in a gulf of time where time was lost,

And heedless of a light queen’s light last words
That were to be remembered, he saw now
Before him in the gloom a ghostly ship

Cleaving a way to Cornwall silently

From Ireland, with himself on board and one

That with her eyes told him intolerably

How little of his blind self a crowded youth,

With a sight error-flecked and pleasure-flawed,

Had made him see till on that silent voyage
There was no more to see than faith betrayed,

Or life disowned. The sorrow in his name
Came out, and he was Tristram, bom for sorrow
Of an unguarded and forgotten mother,

Who may have seen as those who are to die

Are like to see. A king’s son, he had given
Himself in honor unto another king
For gratitude, not knowing what he had given,

Or seeing what he had done Now he could see,

And there was no need left of a ship’s ghost,

Or ghost of anything else than life before him,
To make him feel, though he might not yet hear it,

The nearness of a doom that was descending
Upon him, and anon should hold him fast

—
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If he -were not already held fast enough

To please the will of fate.

<rBrangwame he said.

Turning and trembling. For a softer voice

Than Morgan’s now had spoken; a truer voice,

Which had not come alone to plead with him

In the King’s name for courtesy.

“Sir Tristram ! . .

Brangwaine began, and ended Then she seized

His hands and held them quickly to her lips

In fealty that he felt was his for ever

“Brangwaine, for this you make a friend of me
Until I die. If there were more for one

To say . . .” He said no more, for some one else

Than Brangwaine was above him on tbe stairs.

Coming down slowly and without a sound

She moved, and like a shadow saying nothing

Said nothing while she came. Isolt of Ireland,

With all her dark young majesty unshaken

By gmef and shame and fear that made her shake

Till to go further would have been to fall,

Came nearer still to him and still said nothing,

Till tenor born of passion became passion

Reborn of terror while his lips and hers

Put speech out like a flame put out by fire.

The music poured unheard, Brangwaine had vanished,

And there were these two in the world alone,

Under the cloudy light of n cold moon

That glimmered now os cold on Brittany

As on Cornwall.

Time was aware of them,

And would bent soon upon Ins empty bell
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Release from such a fettered ecstasy

As fate -would not endure. But until them
There was no room for time between their souls

And bodies, or between their silences,

Which were for them no less than heaven and hell,

Fused cruelly out of older silences

That once a word from either might have ended,

And so annihilated into life

Instead of death—could her pride then have spoken,

And his duped eyes have seen, before his oath

Was given to make them see. But silences

By time are slain, and death, or more than death,

May come when silence dies. At last Isolt

Released herself enough to look at him,

WTith a world burning for him in her eyes,

And two worlds crumbling for him in her words

:

“What have I done to you, Tristram!” she said;

“What have you done to me! What have we done
To Fate, that she should hate us and destroy us,

Waiting for us to speak. What have we done

So false or foul as to be burned alive

And then be buned alive—as we shall be

—

As I shall be!”

He gazed upon a face

Where all there was of oeauty and of love

That was alive for him, and not for him,

Was his while it was there. “I shall have burned
And buried us both,” he said. “Your pride would not
Have healed my blindness then, even had you prayed
For God to let you speak. When a man sues

The fairest of all women for her love,

He does not cleave the skull first of her kinsman
To mark himself a man. That was my way;
And it vas not the wisest—if your eyes
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Had any truth in them for a long time.

Your pride would not have let me tell them more

—

Had you prayed God, I say.”

“I did do that,

Tristram, but he was then too far from heaven

To hear so little a thing as I was praying

For you on earth. You had not seen my eyes

Before you fought with Morhaus; and for that,

There was your side and ours. All history sings

Of two sides, and will do so till all men
Are quiet; and then there will be no men left,

Or women alive to hear them. It was long

Before I learned so little as that; and you

It was who taught me while I nursed and healed

Your wound, only to see you go away.”

“And once having seen me go away from you,

You saw me coming back to yon again,

Cheerful and healed, as Mark ’s ambassador.

Would God foresee such folly alive ns that

In anything he had made, and still make more?

If so, his ways are darker than divines

Have drawn them for our best bewilderments.

Be it so or not, my share in this is clear.

I have prepared a way for us to take,

Because a king was not so much a deni

When I was young ns not to he a friend,

An uncle, and an easy counsellor.

Later, when love was yet no more for mo

Then a gay folly glancing everywhere

For triumph easier sometimes than defeat,

Having made sure that 1 was blind enough,

He sealed me with an oath to make you his

Before I had my cye> or my heart woke
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From pleasure in a dream of other faces

That now are nothing else than silly skulls

Covered with skin and hair. The right was his

To make of me a shining knight at arms,

By fortune may be not the least adept

And emulous. But God ! for seizing you,

And having you here tonight, and all his life

Having you here, by the blind means of me,

I could tear all the cords out of Ins neck

To make a rope, and hang the rest of him.

Isolt, forgive me ! This is only sound
That I am making with a tongue gone mad
That you should be so near me as to hear me
Saying how far away you are to go
When you go back to him, driven by—me

!

A fool may die with no great noise or loss;

And whether a fool should always live or not . .

Isolt, almost as with a frightened leap

Muffled his mouth with hers in a long kiss,

Blending in their catastrophe two fires

That made one fire. When she could look at him
Again, her tears, unwilling still to flow,

Made of her eyes two shining lakes of pain
With moonlight living in them; and she said,

“There is no time for you to tell me this;

And you are younger than time says you are,

Or you would not be losing it, saying over
All that I know too well, or for my sake
Giving yourself these names that are worth nothing.
It was our curse that you were not to see

1'ntil you saw loo late. No scourge of names
That you may lay for me upon yourself

Will have more consequence for me, or you,
Than beating with a leaf would have on horses;
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So give yourself no more of them tonight.

The King says you are coming back with me.

How can you come? And how can you not come!

It will be cruel enough for me without you,

But with you there alive in the same walls

I shall be hardly worthy of life tonight

If I stay there alive—although I shall,

Bor this may not be all. This thing has come

For us, and you are not to see the end

Through any such fog of honor and self-hate

As you may seek to throw around yourself

For being yourself. Had you been someone else,

You might have been one like your consul Andred,

Who looks at me as if he were a snake

That has heard something. Had you been someone else,

You might have been like Modred, or like Mark.

God—you like Mark! You might have been a slave.

We cannot say what either of us had been

Had we been something else. All ve can say

Is that this thing has come to us tonight.

You can do nothing more unless you kill him.

And that would be the end of you and me.

Time on our side, this may not be the end.”

“I might have been a slave, by you unseen,”

He answered, “and you still Isolt of Ireland,

To me unknown. That would hn\c been for you

The better v ay. But that was not the way.”

"No it was not,” she said, trying to *miile;

And weary then for trying, held him closer.

“But I can feel the hands of tune on me.

And they mil soon be tcaiing me away.

Tristram, say to me once before I go,

Wlmt you believe and v bat you see for 11s
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Before you. Are you sure that a word given

Is always worth more than a world forsaken?

Who knows there may not be a lonely place

In heaven for souls that are ashamed and soriy

For fearing hell ?”

“It is not hell tonight,

Isolt,” he said, “or any beyond the grave,

That I fear most for you or for myself.

Fate has adjusted and made sure of that

Where we are now—though we see not the end,

And time be on our side. Praise God for time,

And for such hope of what may come of it

As time like this may grant. I could be strong,

But to be over-strong now at this hour
Would only be destruction. The King’s ways
Are not those of one man against another,

And you must live, and I must live—for you.

If there were not an army of guards below us

To bring you back to fruitless ignominy,

There would soon be an end of this offense

To God and the long insult of this marriage.

But to be twice a fool is not the least

Insane of ways to cure a first affliction.

God !—is it so—that you are going back
To be up there with him—with Mark—tonight?

Before you came, I had been staring down
On those eternal rocks and the white foam
Around them; and I thought how sound and long
A sleep would soon begin for us down there

If we were there together—before you came.
That was a fancy, bom of circumstance,

And I was only visioning some such thing

As that. The moon may have been part of it.

I think there was a demon born with me
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And in the malediction of my name,
And that his "work is to make others suffer

—

Which is the "worst of burdens for a man
Whose death tonight were nothing, could the death
Of one be the best end of this for two.”

“If that was to be said,” Isolt replied,

“It will at least not have to be said over.
For since the death of one would only give
The other a twofold weight of wretchedness
To bear, why do you pour these frozen words
On one who cannot be so confident

As you that we may not be neaier life,

Even here tonight, than we arc near to death?
I must know more than yon have told me yet
Before I see, so clearly as you see it,

The sword that must for ever be between us.

Something in you was always in my father*

A darkness always was around my father,

Since my first eyes remembered him He saw
Nothing, but he would see the shadow of it

Before lie saw the color or shape it had,

Or where the sun was. Tristram, fair things vet

Will have a shadow black as night before them,

And soon will have a shadow black ns night

Behind them And all this may be a shadow,

Sometime, that we may live to see behind u&

—

Wishing that we had not been nil so sure

Tonight that it was always to be night.”

“Your father may have fancied where the <mn wrns

When first he saw the shadow of King Mnik
Coming with mine before me You are brave

Tonight, my love. A bravery like vours now
Would be the summons for a mightier love
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Than mine, if there were room for such a love

Among things hidden in the hearts of men.

Isolt! Isolt! . .

Out of her struggling eyes

There were tears flowing, and withheld in his,

Tears were a veil of pity and desperation

Through which he saw the dim face of Isolt

Before him like a phantom in a mist

—

Till to be sure that she was not a phantom,

He clutched and held her fast against his heart,

Amd through the cloak she wore felt the warm life

Within her trembling to the life in him,

And to the sorrow and the passion there

That would be always there. “Isolt! Isolt I’’

Was all the language there was left in him
And she was all that was left anywhere

—

She that would soon be so much worse than gone
That if he must have seen her lying still,

Dead where she was, he could have said that fate

Was merciful at least to one of them.

He would have worn through life a living crown
Of death, for memory more to be desired

Than any furtive and forsworn desire,

Or shattered oath of his to serve a King,
His mother’s brother, without wilful stain,

Was like to be with all else it might be.

So Tristram, in so far as there was reason

Left in him, would have reasoned—when Isolt

Drew his face down to hers with all her strength

Or so it seemed, and kissed his eyes and cheeks

And mouth until there was no reason left

In life but love—love that was not to be,

Save as a wrenching and a separation

Past reason or reprieve. If she forgot
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For long enough to smile at him through tears,

He may have read it as a sign that God
Was watching her and all might yet be well;

And if he knew that all might not be well,

Some God might still be watching over her,

With no more power than then's now against Rome,
Or the pernicious valor of sure ruin,

Or against fate, that like an unseen ogre

Made hungry sport of these two there alone

Above the moaning wash of Cornish water,

Cold upon Cornish rocks.

“No bravery, love,”

She said, “or surely none like mine, would hide,

Among things m my heart tlint are not hidden,

A love larger than all time and all places,

And stronger beyond knowledge than all numbers

Around us that can only make ns dead

When they are done with us. Tristiam, believe

That if I die my love will not be dead,

As I believe that youis will not be dead.

If in some after time your will may be

To slay it for the sake of a new face,

It will not die. Whatever you do to it.

It wall not die. We cannot make il die,

We are not mighty enough to sentence love

Stronger tliau death to die, though we may die.

I do not think llieic is much love like our>

Here in this life, or that too much of it

Would make poor men and women who go alone

Into their graves without it more content,

Or more by common *onow to be envied

Than they nre now. This may he true, or not.

Perhaps I am not old enough to know

Not having lived always, nor having seen
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Much else than everything disorderly

Deformed to order into a small court,

Where love was most a lie. Might not the world,

If we could sift it into a small picture,

Be more like that than it would he like—this?

No, there is not much like this in the world

—

And there may not be this!”

Tristram could see

Deep in the dark wet splendor of her eyes,

A terror that he knew was more for him
Than for herself. “You are still brave enough,”

He said, “and you might look to me for strength,

If I were a magician and a wizard,

To vanquish the invincible. Destruction

Of such a sort as one here among hundreds
Might ivreak upon himself would be a pastime,

If rum of him would make you free again

Without him.”

“I would not he free without him,”
Isolt said, as if angry : “And you know
That I should not he free if I were free

Without him. Say no more about destruction

Till we see more, who are not yet destroyed.

0 God, if only one of us had spoken

—

When there was all that time!”

“You mean by that,
If only I had spoken,” Tristram said

;

And he could say no more till her quick lips

That clung to his agam would let him speak.
“You mean, if only I had been awake
In paradise, instead of asleep there,

No jealous angel with a burning sword
Would have had power enough to drive me out,
Though God himself had sent him.”
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Isolt smiled,

As with a willing pity, and closed her eyes

To keep more tears from coming out of them,

And for a time nothing was to be hcaid

Except the pounding of two hearts in prison,

The torture of a doom-begotten music

Above them, and the wash of a cold foam

Below them on those cold eternal rocks

Where Tristram and Isolt had yesterday

Come to he wrecked together. When her eyes

Opened again, he saw there, watching lnm,

An aching light of memory; and llis he

Beat harder for remembering the same hgh

That he had seen before m the same c} .

“Alone once in the moonlight on that

She said, still watching him and clrng „

Against him, “I believed that you -mild speak,

For I could hear your silence hhe a song

Out of the sea. I stood by the ship S ‘ ,

Looking away into the nigh , wi
. ^

You and the ocean and the moon
j looked,

There with me. I was not secingvhcrcl looked,

For I had waited too long foi 70X -1

Behind me to care then if the slnp sailed^

Or sank, so long as one true wore
* ^

Went wheresoever the ship vent
£ftr

If these eyes, that were ^ Ulfl( n ;pbt
Over the foam, found anything t

Worth looking at, they
that night,

And if my ears heard even the wiin

Or if my cheeks felt even
together,

They have forgotten .omen here
Remembering only there v ns yo

t)n the same ship where I was, all alone
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As I was, and alive. When you did come,

At last, and were there with me, and still silent,

You had already made yourself in vain

The loyal counterfeit of someone else

That never was, and I hope never shall he,

To make me sure there was no love for me
To find in you, where love was all I found.

You had not quite the will or quite the wish,

Knowing King Mark, not to reveal yourself,

When revelation was no more the need

Of my far larger need than revelation.

There was enough revealed, but nothing told.

Since I dare say to you how sure I am
Of the one thing that's left me to be sure of,

Know me and love me as I was that night,

As I am now, and as I shall be always

—

All yours
,
and all this means for you and me

Is no small care for you. If you had spoken
There on that ship what most was in your heart

To say—if you had held me close—like this

—

If you had kissed me then—like this—X wonder
If there would have been kings and crowns enough
In Cornwall or in England or elsewhere

To make the crowns of all kings everywhere
Shine with a light that would have let me see

No king but you and no crown but our love.

Tristram, believe, whatever the rest may be,

This is all yours—for God to weigh at last,

And as he will. And if it be found wanting,
He will not find what’s left so ordinary
As not to say of it, ‘This was Isolt

—

Isolt who was all love.’ He made her so,

And some time he may tell her why it is

So many that are on earth are there to suffer.

I say this now, for time will not wait always,
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And we shall not be here when we are old

—

If tune can see ns old. I had not thought
Of that; and will not think of it again.
There must be women who are made for love,
And of it, and are mostly pride and fire

Without it. There would not be much else left
Of them without it than sold animals
That might as well be driven and eating grass
As weaving, riding, hunting, and being queens,
Or not being queens. But when two loves like ours
Wear down the wall of time dividing them,
Two oceans come together and flow over
Time and his evil work. It was too long,
That wall, but there is nothing left of it,

And there is only love where the wall was.
And while you love me you will not forget
That you are all there is m my life now
That I would live for longer. And since nothing
Is left to me but to be sure of nothing
That you have not been sure of and been told,

You can believe me, though you cannot save me.
No, there is only one way to do that. . . .

If I were sure this was to be the end,
I should make this the end . . . Tristram! Tristram!
With you in the same house P

“Do not say that,’'

He shook, and held her face away from him.

Gazing upon it as a man condemned
To darkness might have gazed for the last timo
At all there was of life that he should see

Before his eves were blinded bv vlnte irons.

“Tell roe to throw myself over this wall,

Down upon those dead rocks, and I will do it.

Tell me to fall down now upon the point
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Of this too restive sword, and you will see

How brief a sting death bas. Tell me to drink

Tonight the most efficient mortal poison,

And of all drink that may be poured tomorrow

None shall be poured for me. But do not say,

Or make me say, where I shall be tonight.

All I can say is, I shall not be here.

Something within me is too near to breaking,

And it is not my heart. That will not break,

Nor shall a madness that is in me now
Break time in two—time that is on our side.

Yet I would see as little of Mark tonight

As may be well for my forgetfulness.

That was the best for me to say to you,

And now it has been said. I shall not kill him.”

She trembled in his arms, and with a cry

Of stricken love gave all there was of her

That she could give to him in one more kiss

In which the world was melted and was nothing

For them but love—until another cry,

From Brangwame, all forgotten in the garden,

Made the world firm again. He leapt away,
Leaving Isolt bewildered and heart-sick

With fear for him, and for she knew not what.
And lastly for herself. But soon she felt

A noise that was like one of shadows fighting.

Then she saw Tristram, who was bringing -with him
A choking load that he dragged after him;
And then she could see Brangwaine, white as death
Behind those two. And while she saw them there,

She could hear music from those walls above her,

And waves foaming on the cold rocks below.

When Tristram spoke, his words came hoarse and few.
“I knew the vermin I should find,” he said,
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And said no more. He muttered and hurled something1

Away from him against the parapet,

Hearing the sound that a skull makes on stone
j

And without looking one way or another,

He stood there for a time like a man struck

By doom to an ungovernable silence,

Breathmg above the crumpled shape of Andre .

IV

Tristram, like one bereft of all attention,

Saw little and heard nothing until Isolt
_

Sprang with a gasp and held hci bps to his

An instant, and looked once into his eyes

Before she whispered m his ears a name,

And sprang away from him. But t is vas no

Before King Mark had seen sufficiently

To find himself a shndow and Tristram

The substance of it m his Queen’s cold eyes,

“Which were as dark and dcnd to him as death

And had no answers in them.

“Gouvemail,”

The King said, after staring nngnly

About him, “who is lying there at your ieet/

Turn him, and let me sec ?”

T)

“You know him, sir,

Tristram replied, in tones of no address:
,

,

“The name of that you see down there s ,

And it is manifestly at your service

“That was an unbecoming jest, I frar.

For you tonight, Tristram/’ nnMverei

C27

the King.
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“Do you not see what you have done to him?

Andred is bleeding.”

“I am glad of that, sir.

So long as there is less of that bad blood

In him, there will be so much less of Andred.

Wash him, and he will be as good as ever;

And that will be about as good as warts.

If I had been abrupt with him and drowned him,

I’d pity the sick fishes.” Tristram’s words,

Coming he knew not whence, fell without life

As from a tongue without it.

“Gouvernail,”

The King said, trembling in his desperation,

“The Queen and Brangwaine -null go back with you.

Come down again with two men of the guard,

And when you come, take Andred through the garden.”

“And through the little window he came out of,”

Said Tristram, in the way of one asleep.

Then, seeing the King as if for the first time,

He turned his head to see Isolt once more,

Vanishing, and to see for many a night

And day the last look in her frightened eyes.

But not inured yet fully to his doom,
He waited for the King to speak.

“Tristram,”

He said, in words wherein his pride and fury
Together achieved almost an incoherence,

“My first right is to ask what Andred saw
That you should so mistreat him. Do not hide
Yourself in silence, for I saw enough.”
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Tristram’s initial answer was a shrug

Of reckless hate before he spoke: “Well, sir,

If you have seen enough, what matters it

How little or much this thing here may have seen?

His reptile observation must have gathered

Par less than you prepared him to report.

There was not much to see that I remember.5'

“There was no preparation on my part,

And Andred’s act was of a loyalty

As well lntentioned as it was unsought

And unforeseen by me. I swear to this,

Tristram. Is there as much of truth m you

As that, or is theie nothing you daie name
Left of you now that may survive an oath?"

“I know these kings 5 beginnings ,

55 Tristram said,

Too funous to be prudent, “and I know
The crafty clutch of their advantages

Over the small who cringe. And it appears

That a place waits foi my apology

To fill for one thing left to thank God for.
55

“Tomorrow, if occasion shows itself,

Tristram, you may thank God you arc alive.

Your plea for pardon has the taint of doubt

Upon it; yet I shall make a minute of it.

Here by the smudge of a sick lamp that smells

Of all I thought uns honor
' 5

Tiistram «nw

Confronting him two red and rhetimj eye-,

Pouched m a face that nature had made comely,

And in appearance vns indulgently

Ordained to wait on Imt and wine and riot
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For more years yet than leeches might foresee.

Meeting the crafty sadness always in them,

He found it more than sad and worse than crafty,

And saw that no commingled shame and rage

Like that which he could see in them tonight

Would go out soon. “Damn such a man,” he thought

And inward pain made sweat upon his forehead.

“I could almost believe that he believed

Himself, if I had never known him better.

Possession has a blade that will go deep

Unless I break it; and if I do that,

I shall break with it everything. Isolt

!

Isolt and honor are the swords he’ll use,

Leaving me mine that I’ve sworn not to use.

Honor—from him? If he found Honor walking

Here in Cornwall, he would send men to name it,

And would arrest it as a trespasser.

How does one take a thrust that pierces two,

And still defend the other from destruction?”

“Well, Tristram, knighLat-arms and man of honor,”

Mark said, “what last assay have you for me
Of honor now? If you were not the son

Of my dead sister, I should be oppressed
To say how long the sight of you alive

Would be the living cross that my forbearance
Might have to bear. But no, not quite that, either.

I can at least expunge the sight of you
Henceforth from Cornwall, if you care to live.”

“Nowhere among my fancies here tonight, sir,

Is there a wish to live and be a cross

Upon your shoulders. If you find a figure

More salient and germane to my condition,

I might then care to live. Your point of honor,
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Reduced obscurely to a nothingness,

Would hardly be a solid resting-place,

Or a safe one, for me. Give me the choice

Of death, or of inflicting more than death,

I would not live from now until tomorrow.

All said, what have I done? What you have seen.

And if there’s any man or Andred bieathing

Who tells you lies of more than you have seen,

Give me his name, and he’ll tell no more lies.

Andred is waking up; and if I’ve ears,

Here are those guards coming with Gouvemail.

Andred, if you were not my lizard-cousin,

You might not be awake.”

“I heard that, Tristram,”

Groaned a low voice. “I shall remember that.

I heard the Queen say, 'Tristram, I’m all yours

—

All yours !’ And then she kissed you till her mouth

Might have been part of yours. 'All yours I All yours”

Let the King say if I’m a lizard now,

Or if I serve him well.” He snarled and spat

At Tristram, who, forgetting, drew his sword,

And after staring at it in the moonlight

Replaced it slowly and leluctantly.

“I cannot kill a worm like that,” he said.

"Yet a voice tells me I had belter do co.

Take him away—or let the King sav that.

This is no slave of mine.”

Gouveniairs men

Stood ns if waiting for the moon to fall

Into the sen, but the King only nodded.

Like one bemused
;
and Andred. with an arm

Thrown over each of them, stumbled away.
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The King gave one more nod, and GouvernaU

Like sorrow in the mould of a bowed man,

Went slowly after him.

Then the King said,

“Tristram, I cannot trust myself much longer,

With you before me, to he more than man.”

His fury shook him into a long silence

That had an end in tears of helpless rage:

“Why have you come between me and my Queen,

Stealing her love as you might steal my gold

!

Honor! Good God in heaven! Is this honor

—

And after all that I have done for you?”

“Almost as much as buying her with gold,

Or its equivalent in peace, was honor.

And as for all that you have done for me,
There are some tenuous items on my side.

Did I not, fighting Morhaus in your name,
Rid Cornwall of a tribute that for years

Had sucked away the blood and life of Cornwall,

Like vampires feeding on it in the night?

And have I not in my blind gratitude

For kindness that would never have been yours
If it had cost you even' a night’s rest,

Brought you for Queen the fairest of all women?
If these two gifts, which are but two, were all,

What more, in the King’s name, would the King ask?”

“The casuistries of youth will not go far
With me, Tristram. You brought to me a Queen,
Stealing her love while you were bringing her.

What weakness is it in me lets you live?”

“I beg your pardon, sir, and for one error.

Where there was never any love to steal,
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No love was ever stolen. Honor—oil, yes'

If all the rituals, lies, and jigs and drinking

That make a marriage of an immolation—

”

“By heaven, if you say one more word like that,”

The King cried, with his sword half out again,

“One of us will be left here !” Then he stopped,

As if a bat had flown against his ear

And whispered of the night “But I will cease,

Mindful of'who you are, with one more question.

You cast a cloud around the name of honor

As if the sight of it were none too sweet

In your remembrance. If it he not honor
That ails you now and makes a madman of you,

It may he there’s a reptile with green eyes

Arrived for a long feeding on your heart

—

Biting a hit, who knows?”

Tristram could see

In the King’s eyes the light of a lewd smile

That angrily deformed Ins aging face

With an avenging triumph. “Is this your way
To make a madman of me? If it he so,

Before you take my reason, take my life.

But no—you cannot You have taken that.”

lie drew hie sword as if each gleaming inch

Had come in anguish out of his own flesh.

And would have given it for the King to keep

—

Fearing himself, in his malevolence,

Longer to lie its keeper. But the King,

Seizing Inc moment, gave Tristram no tune

More than to show the trembling steel, and hear

The doom that he had felt and partly seen

With Isoil’s hope to cheer him.
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'Ton have drawn
Your sword against the King, Tristram,” he said.

“Now put it back. Your speech to me before

Was nearer your last than you are near to me

—

Yet I’ll not have your blood. I’ll have your life,

Instead—since you are sure your life means only

One woman—and will keep it far from you;

So far that you shall hunger for it always.

When you go down those stairs for the last time,

And that time will be now, you leave Cornwall

Farther behind you than hell’s way from heaven

Is told in leagues. And if the sight of you
Offends again my kingdom and infects it,

I swear by God you will be chained and burned.

And while you bum, her eyes will be held open
To watch your passion cooling in the flames.

Go !—and may all infernal fires attend you

—

You and your nights and days, and all your dreams
Of her that you have not, and shall have never !”

“You know that for her sake, and for that only,

You are alive to say this,” Tristram said;

And after one look upward at those lights

That soon would all be out, he swayed and trembled,

And slowly disappeared down the long stairs,

Passing the guards who knew him with a word
Of empty cheer, regardless of what thoughts
Of theirs were following him and his departure,

Which had no goal but the pursuing clutch

Of a mad retrospect.

He strode along

Until there was no moon but a white blur

Low in a blurred gray sky, and all those lights

That once had shone above him and Isolt,
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And all that clamor of infernal joy

That once had shrilled above him and Isolt,

Were somewhere miles aivay among the ages

That he had walked and counted with his feet,

Which he believed, or dreamed that he believed,

Were taking him through hell to Camelot.

There he would send, or so again he dreamed,

A word to Lancelot or to Gawaine,

But what word he knew not. There was no word,

Save one, that he could seize and separate

Out of the burning fury and regret

That made a fire of all there was of him
That he could call himself. And when slow rain

Fell cold upon him as upon hot fuel,

It might as well have been a lain of oil

On faggots round some creature at a stake

For all the quenching there was in it then

Of a sick sweeping heat consuming him

With anguish of intolerable loss,

Which might he borne if it were only loss.

But there was with it, always and again,

A flame-lit picture of Isolt alone

With Mark, in his embrace, and with that mouth

Of his on hers, and that white body of hers

Unspeakably imprisoned in his anus

For nights and days and years. A time had been

When by the quick destruction of all eUe

And of himself, he might have spared Isolt

By leaving her alone for lonely pain

To prey on till she died and followed him

To whatsoever the dusk-hidden doori

Of death might hide for such a lo\e ns theirs;

And there was nothing there so foul, he thought

—

So far ns lie could think—and out of ren-un,

As to be meted for a sin like theirs
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That was not sin, but fate—which must itself

Be hut a monstrous and unholy jest

Of sm stronger than fate, sm that had made
The world for love—so that the stars in heaven

Might laugh at it, and the moon hide from it,

And the rain fall on it, and a King’s guile

And lust makes one more shuddering toy of it.

He would not see behind him, yet had eyes

That saw behind him and saw nowhere else.

Before him there was nothing left to see

But lines of ram that he could hardly see,

And shapes that had no shape along a road

That had no sodden end. So on he strode

Without a guiding end in sight or mind,

Save one, if there were such an end somewhere,

That suddenly might lead him off the world

To sink again into the mysteries

From which his love had come, to which his love

Would drag him back again with ropes of fire

Behind him m the ram at which he laughed,

As m his torture he might then have laughed

At heaven from hell. He had seen both tonight

—

Two had seen both, and two for one were chosen,

Because a love that was to be fulfilled

Only in death, was for some crumbs of hope,

Which he had shared for mercy with Isolt,

Foredoomed to live—how or how long to live

With him, he knew not. If it lived with him
Tonight, it lived only as things asleep

In the same rain where he was not asleep

Were somewhere living, as tomorrow’s light

Would prove they were Tomorrow’s light, he thought,
Might prove also that he was living once,

And that Isolt was living once where lamps
Were shining and where music dinned and shrieked
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Above her, and cold waves foaming on rocks

Below her called and hushed and called again

To say where there was peace.

There was no peace

For Tristram until after two nights’ walking.

And two days’ ranging under (hipping trees,

No care was left m him to range 01 w alk,

Or to he found alive where finally,

Under an aged oak he cast himself,

Falling and lying as a man half dead

Might shape himself to die. Befoie he slept,

A shame came over him that he, Tnshnin,

A man stronger than men stronger than lie,

Should now he weaker than a man unmade

By slow infirmity into a child

To he the sport of children. Then his rage

Put shame an ay and was again a madness,

And then a blank, wherein not even a name
That he rememheied would stay long enough

For lnm to grasp it or to recognize it,

Befoie the ghost of what had been a name
Would vanish like a moonbeam on a tomb

When a cloud comes Cloud after cloud came fast,

Obliterating befoie learing clear

The woid that be had lost. It was a name

Of someone far behind him m the gloom.

Where there weie lights above, and ihumc sounding

And the long wash of a cold M*a hi low

"Bolt!'’ lie smiled as one who fiom n oiraui

Wakes to find lie was dteaming and not dung.

And then he slept.

When be awuke again.

It was to find around him, aflm four,
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A squalid box of woodland poverty

In which he lay like a decrepit worm
Within an empty shell. Through a small square

Clear sunlight slanted, and there was outside

A scattered sound of life that fitfully

Twittered and shrilled. In time there was a tread

Of heavy steps, and soon a door was open;

Then in from somewhere silently there came

A yokel shape, unsightly and half-clad,

That shambled curiously but not unkindly

Towards the low sodden pallet where Tristram

Lay wondering where he was; and after him
Came one that he remembered with a leap

Of gladness m his heart.

“You—Gouvernail V*

He cried
;
and he fell back into a swoon

Of uselessness too deep for Gouvernail

To call him from by kindly word or touch

Till time was ready. In the afternoon,

Tristram, not asking what had come to pass,

Nor caring much, found himself in a cart,

Dimly aware of motion and low words
And of a dull security. He slept,

And half awoke, and slept again, till stones

Under the wheels and a familiar glimpse

Of unfamiliar walls around a court

Told of a journey done. That night he slept,

And in the morning woke to find himself

In a place strange to him. Whose place it was,
Or why he should be in it, was no matter.

There he could rest, and for a time forget.

So, for a time, he lost the name of life,

And of all else except Isolt. . . . “Isolt!”
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Thai Avas the only name left in the Avorld,

And that avas only a name. “Isolt ! Isolt
!” *

After an endless day of sleep and waking,

With Gouvemail adventuring in and out

Like an industrious and unquiet phantom,

He woke again with low light coming in

Through a red window. Now the room was dim,

But with a dimness that would let lnm see

That he was not alone. '‘Isolt!” he said,

And waited, knowing that it was not Isolt.

A crooning voice that had within its guile

A laughing ring of metal said, “Isolt?

Isolt is married. Are you young men never

To know that when a princess veds a king

The young man, if he be a aviso young man,

Will never afford himself another fever,

And lie for days on a poor zany’s rags,

For all the princesses in Christendom?

Gouvemail found you, I found Gouvemail,

And here you are, my loid. Forget Isolt,

And care a little for your royal self;

For you may be a king one of these days

And make some other young man as miserable

As Mark makes you. ’flic A\orld appears to be,

Though God knoi\s Avhy, just such a place a- Hint.

Remember you are safe, and say jour prayer-.

For all you know of this life or the next,

You may be safer here than in a our shroud

Good night, Sir Tristram, Prince of Lyoncsse.”

Pay5 after, A’cxed Avith doubt and indecision.

Queen Morgan. Anth her knight a captive now.

Sat gazing nt him in a coming twilight,
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Partly in anger, partly in weary triumph,

And more than /all m a dark wonderment
Of what enchantment there was wanting m her

To keep this man so long out of her toll

Of willing remnants and of eager cinders,

Now scattered and forgotten save as names
To make her smile. If she sat smiling now,

It was not yet for contemplated havoc

Of this man’s loyalty to a lost dream
Where she Avas nothing. She had made other men
Dream themselves dead for her, hut not this man,

Who sat now gloivering with a captive scorn

Before her, waiting grimly for a word
Of weanness or of anger or disdain

To set him free.

“You are not sound enough,

My lord, for travel yet,” she said. “I knovr

,

For I have done more delving into life

And death than you, and into this mid-region

Between them, where you are, and where you sit

So cursed with, loneliness and lethargy

That I could weep. Hard as this is for you,

It might he worse You aviII go on your ivay,

While I sit knitting, Avithenng and outivorn,

With never a man that looks at me, save you,

So truthful as to tell me so ” She laughed

At him again, and he heard metal laughing,

As he had heard it speaking, m her low
And stinging words.

“You are not withering yet,”

He said
;
and his eyes ranged forgetfully

Over a studied feline slenderness

"Where frugal silk was not frugality.
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“I am too ill to see, in your account,

More than how safe I am with you.” Isolt,

With her scaied violet eyes and blue-black hair

Flew like a spirit driven fiom a s(ar

Into that room and for a moment stayed

Before him. In Ins eyes he could feel tears

Of passion, desperation, and remorse,

Compounded with abysmal indignation

At a crude sullen hunger not deceived,

Bom of a sloth enforced and of a scorn

Transformed malignly to a slow surrender.

Ills captor, when she saw them, came to him

And with a mocking croon of motlici -comfort

Fondled him like a snake with two warm nuns

And a warm mouth; and after long chain in

Of long nnpiisonment, and long pi ironed bate

For her that in his hatied of himself

He sought now like an animal, he made
No more acknowledgment of hei cajoling

Than suddenly to iise without a void

And carry her ofl laughing in his anus,

Himself in hers half strangled.

Gouvernait.

As heictofore, found waiting him again

The same cold uncommunicating gunuF,

Past whom there was no void. Anothei dav.

And ‘-till another and another day
Found them as mute in their obedience

As thing-' made theio of wood Tri-fiam, within

Meanwhile achieved a «oiiy composition

Of loyally and circumstance ‘•'loujounw,**

He said, ‘‘1 irm-t lie onl and on m\ w *v.’*

And Morgan only said, “Which wav i- tint

And so on loi a foitnight, whui at Is i.
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With anger in her eyes and injuries

Of his indifference envenoming

The venom in her passion and her pride,

She let him go—though not without a laugh

That followed him like steel piercing unseen

His flight away from her with Gouvernail.

“You leave me now/ 5 she said, “but Fate has eyes.

You are the only blind one who is here,

As you are still to see. I said before,

Britain is less than the whole firmament,

And we may meet again. Until we meet,

Farewell; and find somewhere a good physician

To draw the poison of a lost Isolt

Out of your sick young heart. Till he do so,

You may as well be rearing you a tomb
That else will hold you—presently. Farewell,

Farewell, Sir Tristram, Prince of Lyonesse,

The once redoubtable and undeceived,

Who now in his defeat would put Fate’s eyes out.

Not yet, Sir Prince; and we may meet again.”

She smiled; and a smile followed him long after

A sharp laugh was forgotten.

Gouvernail,

Riding along with Tristram silently

Till there was no glimpse left of Morgan’s prison
Through the still trees behind them, sighed and said
“Where are we going, Tristram, and what nest?”
And through the kindness of his weary grief

There glimmered in his eyes a loyal smile

Unseen by Tristram, though as well divined
As if revealed.

“You are the last of men,
And so the last of friends now, Gouvernail,
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For me to cleave to in extremities

Beyond the malefactions of this world.

You are apart and indispensable,

Holding me out of madness until doom,

Which I feel Availing now like death m the dark,

Shall folloAv me and strike, unrecognized,

For the last time. Away from that snake’s nest

Behind me, it Avould be enough to knoAV

It is behind me, Avere it not for knoAvledge

That in a serpent that is unsubdued

And spumed, a special venom Avill be waiting

Its time And Avhen the serpent is a A\-oman,

Or a thin brained and thinner blooded Andred,

Infirm from birth with a malignant envy,

One may not aauIIi one thrust annihilate

The slow disease of evil eating in them

For one that never Avillcd them any evil.

Twice have I heard in helpless recognition

A voice to bid me stiike. I have not struck,

And shall not . . . For a time noAV, GouA'emnil,

My memory sees a land where there i« peace.

And a good king Avhose world is in Ills kingdom

And m his qitaint possession of a child

Whoso innocence may teach me to be A\isc

Till I be strong again. I sec a face

That once Aims fond of me, and a as bite hand

Holding an agate that I left in it.

I see a friendliness of old nssnred

In Brittany. If nnyA\here there were peace

For me, it might be there—or for =ome time

Till I'm aAiake and am a man again.”

"I a\*os not saying all that to you. Tristram,”

(louvemnil answered, looking at his reins,

“But since you «ay it, I’ll not fatigue my tongue
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Gainsaying it for no good. Time is a casket

Wherein our days aie covered certainties

That we lift out of it, one after one,

For what the day may tell. Your day of doom,

Tristram, may like as not be one for you
To smile at, could you see it where it waits,

Far down, I trust, with many a day between

That shall have gladness in it, and more light

Than this day has. When you are on the sea,

And there are white waves everywhere to catch

The sunlight and dance with it and be glad

The sea was made, you may be glad also.

Youth sees too far to see how near it is

To seeing farther. You are too blind today,

By dim necessity of circumstance,

More than to guess. Whether you take your crown
In Lyonesse or not, you will be king

Wherever you are. Many by chance are crowned
As kings that are bom rather to be tinkers,

Or fanners, or philosophers, or farmers,

Or barbers, or almost anything under God
Than to be kings. Whether you will or not,

You are a king, Tristram, for you are one
Of the time-sifted few that leave the world,

When they are gone, not the same place it was.

Mark what you leave.”

“There was a good man once,”

Said Tristram, “who fed sunshine to the blind

Until the blind went mad, and the good man
Died of his goodness, and died violently.

If untowaid pleasantries are your affection,

Say this was in your casket and not mine.

There’s a contentious kingdom in myself
For me to rule before I shall rule others.
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If it is not too dark for me to fight

In there for my advantage and advancement,
And if my armor holds itself together

So long as not to be disintegrated

Before it breaks and I am broken with it,

There may be such a king as you foresee;

And failing him, I shall not fail my friend,

Who shall not be forgotten. Gouvernail,

Be glad that you have no more darkness m you.”

They rode along in silence, Gouvernail
Relasting an abridgement undeserved,

And undeserving of another venture,

Or so his unofficial ardor warned him,

Into a darkness and a namelessness

Wherein Ins worldly and well-meaning eyes

Had never sought a name for the unseen.

V

Griffon, the giant scourge of Bnttany,
Threatened 'while Tristram was appraising it,

In his anticipation, all the peace
Awaiting him across the foaming waves

That were to wash, in Gouvcrnnil’s invention.

Time out of life. And thcie King Howcls child,

Isolt of the white hands, living on hope,

AYhich in all seeming had itself alone

To live on, was for love and safety now
A prisoner in that castle by the sen

Where Tristram once, not thinking twice of it,

Had said that he would some day come acrain,

And more as a gav plnytlnng than a pledge

Had left with her nn agate which had been

For long her father’s jest. It was her heart,
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Which she had taken out of her white bosom,

He said, and in the forest or in the sea

Would presently be lost and never found

Again—not even for Tristram when he came.

But when he came there was no time for talk

Of heaits and agates. Welcome and wonderment

Appeased, and the still whiteness of Isolt

Regarded once and then at once forgotten,

Tristram, like one athirst with wine before him,

Heard the King’s talk of a marauding host

That neither force nor craft had yet subdued

Or more than scattered, like an obscene flock

Of rooks alert around a living quarry

That might not have a longer while to live

Than a few days would hold, or not so many.

“Praise be to God, I could almost have said

For your ill fortune, sir, and for your danger,”

Was Tristram’s answer to the King’s grim news.

“I have been groping slowly out of life

Into a slough of darkness and disuse

—

A place too far from either for life or death

To share with me. Yes, I have had too much
Of what a fool, not knowing its right name,

Would call the joy of life. If that be joy,

Give me a draught out of your cup of trouble,

And let it be seen then what’s left of me
To deal with your bad neighbor. For tonight,

Let me have rest before tomorrow’s work,

Which may be early.”

“Early and late, I fear,”

The King said, and eyed Tristram cautiously,

And with a melancholy questioning

Of much that was for him no more a question.
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“If it be God that brings you here today,

I praise him m my thanks given to you,

Tristram, for this. Sleep, and forget tomorrow

Until tomorrow calls you. If ill comes

To you for this, I shall not wish to live

—

But for my child. And if ill comes to her,

It will be death to live.”

“Tomorrow, sir,

These ills may be the dregs in empty cups

With all the bitterness drunk out of them.

No ill shall come to her till you and I

And all your men go down defending her;

And I can figure no such havoc as that.

I’m not a thousand men, or more than one,

Yet a new mind and eye, and a new arm

At work with yours, may not combine for ruin.”

Uncertain afterwards in a foreseen

Achievement unachieved, Tristram rejoiced

At last when he saw Griffon at his feet

And saw the last of his pernicious minions

Dispatched or disappearing. And that night,

Having espied Isolt’s forgotten harp,

lie plucked and sang the shadow of himself,

To her his only self, unwittingly

Into the soul and fabric of her life,

Till death should find it there So day by day

He fostered in his heart a tenderness

Unrecognized for more than a kind fear

For v hat imaginable small white pawn

Her candor and her flame-white Unelmess

Could yet become for the cold game of kings,

Who might not always, if they would, pl^y quite

Their game ns others do.
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Once by the shore

They lingered "while a summer sun went down
Beyond the shining sea; and it was then

That sorrow’s witchcraft, long at work in him,

Made pity out of sorrow, and of pity

Made the pale wine of love that is not love,

Yet steals from love a name. And while he felt

Within her candor and her artlessness

The still white fire of her necessity,

He asked in vam if this were»the same fate

That for so long had played with him so darkly

—

With him and with Isolt, Isolt of Ireland,

Isolt of the wild frightened violet eyes

That once had given him that last look of hers

Above the moaning call of those cold waves

On those cold Cornish rocks. This new Isolt,

This new and white Isolt, was nothing real

To him until he found her in his arms,

And, scarcely knowing how he found her there,

Kissed her and felt the sting of happy tears

On his bewildered lips. Her whiteness burned
Against him till he trembled with regret;

For hope so long unrealized real at last

To her, was perilously real to him.

He knew that while his life was in Cornwall,

Something of this white fire and loneliness

In Brittany must be his whereon to lavish

The comfort of kind lies while he should live.

There were some words that he would have been saying
When her eyes told him with a still reproof
That silence would say more; and Tristram wished
That silence might say all.

For a long time
They sat there, looking off across the water
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Between them and Tintagel to the north,

Where Tristram saw himself chained to a stake

With flames around him and Isolt of Ireland

Held horribly to see. King Mark, he knew,

Would in his carnal rage cling to his word
And feast his eyes and hate insatiably

On his fulfilment of it—in itself

The least of Tristram’s fear. It was her eyes,

Held open to behold him, that he saw,

More than it was himself, or any torture

That would be only torture worse than his

For her. He turned himself away from that,

And saw beside him two gray silent eyes

Searching in his with quaint solemnity

For some unspoken answer to a thought

Unspoken.

“When I told my father first

That you would come, he only smiled at me,”

She said. "But I believe by saying always

That you were coming, he believed you would.

Just ns I knew you would.”

"And why was that,

My child?” he asked, a captive once again

To her gray eyes and her white need of him:

"You might have told your father I was coming

Till the world's end, and I might not lm\c come.”

"You would have come, because I knew you would.”

She said, with a smile shaking on her lip^

And fading in her eyes. "And you said that,

Because you knew, or because you knew nothing.

Or cared le'-s than you know. Be< nti-c you 1 new,

I like to fancy. It will do no harm.”
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“Were I so sure of that,” he thought, “as you are,

There would be no infection of regret

In my remembrance of a usefulness

That Brittany will say was mine. Isolt

Of Brittany? Why were two names like that

Written for me by fate upon my heart

In red and white? Is this white fire of pity,

If pity it be, to burn deeper than love?”

Isolt of Ireland’s dark wild eyes before him
In the moonlight, and that last look of hers,

Appeared in answer. Tristram gazed away
Into the north, and having seen enough,

He turned agam to find the same gray light

In the same eyes that searched in his before

For an nnspoken answer to a thought

Unspoken. They came silently away,

And Tnstram sang again to her that night.

And he sang many a time to her thereafter

Songs of old warriors, and old songs of love

Triumphant over wars that were forgotten;

And many a time he found in her gray eyes,

And in the rose-white warmth of her attention,

Dominion of a sure necessity

Beyond experience and the need of reason,

Which had at first amused him and at last

Had made him wonder why there should be tears

In a man’s eyes for such a mild white thing
That had so quaint a wisdom in its mildness,

Unless because he watched it going slowly
Its mild white way out of the world without him.
“Can she see farther into time, by chance,
Than I do?” he would ask, observing her:
“She might do so, and still see little farther
Than to the patient ends of her white fingers
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That are so much alive, like all of hex*.”

She found him smiling, but in her large eyes

Theie was no smile. There was a need of him

That made him cold, as if a ghost had risen

Before him with a wordless admonition

That he must go or stay. And many a time

He would have gone, if he had not perforce

As many a time remained to sing for her

Those old songs over, and as many a time

Found in her gaze that sure necessity

Which held him with a wisdom beyond thought,

Or with an innocence beyond all wisdom,

Until he sang one night for the last time

To the King’s child. For she was his child now,

And for as long as there was life m him

Was his to cherish and to wonder at,

That he should have this white wise fiery thing

To call Ins wife.

“Magicians might have done it”

He pondered once, alone, “but in so far

As I'm aware of them, there are none left

In Brittany so adept as to achieve it.

Stars may have done it.” Then King Hovel, pleased,

Though in his pleasure as incredulous

As if he were somehow a little injured,

Appearing out of silence from behind him,

Took Tustram’s hands approvingly in bis

And said, “You have a child that was a woman
Before she was « child, and is today

Woman and child, and somethinr not of either,

For you to keep or crush—without a sound

Of pain from hoi to tell you «o Beware

Somewhat of that, Tristram, and may \on both

Be wFo enough not to a«k more of life
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Than to be life, and fate.” The last word fell

Like a last coin released unwillingly

By caution giving all. And while the King
Said what he said, Tristram was seeing only

A last look m two dark and frightened eyes

That always m the moonlight would be shining,

Alone above the sound of Cornish waves

That always m the moonlight would be breaking,

Cold upon Cornish rocks.

But occupation,

Like a neglected and insistent hound
Leaping upon his master’s inattention,

Soon found him wearing on his younger shoulders

The yoke of a too mild and easy-trusting

And easy-futured king. He shaped and trained

An army that m time before would soon

Have made of Griffon a small anecdote

Hardly worth telling over after supper;

He built new ships and wharves, and razed old houses,

And so distressed a realm with renovation

Unsought and frowned on by slow denizens

For decades undisturbed, that many of them,

Viewing the visioned waste of a new hand,

Had wished lnm dead, or far from Brittany;

And for the flower of his activities,

He built a royal garden for Isolt

Of the white hands to bloom in, a white rose

Fairer than all fair roses in the world
Elsewhere—save one that was not white but dark,

Dark and love-red for ever, and not there,

Where the white rose was queen.

So for two years
She reigned and waited, and there in her garden
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Let rumor’s noise, like thunder heard far off,

Rumble itself to silence and as nigh

To nothing as might he. But near the end
Of a long afternoon, alone with him,

She sat there watching Tristram, who in turn,

Still mystified at having in his caie

To keep or crush, even as her father said,

So brave and frail a flower, sat watching her

With eyes that always had at least been kind,

If they had not said always everything

She would have had them say. Staring at him,

Like someone suddenly afraid of life,

She chilled him slowly with a question : ‘'Tristram/

She said, “what should I do were you to die?”

“Are theie no prettier notions in your head

Than that?” said he, and made a task of laughing

“There are no mortal purposes in me
Today, yet I may say what you would do:

Were I to die, you would live on without me.

But I would rather sing you an old song

Than die, and even foi you, this afternoon.”

“Yes, presently you will sing me an old song,”

She said. “It was a wonder seized me then

And made me ask like that what I should do

Were you to die Were you to tire of me,

And go away from me and stay some time,

I should not die, for then you would come back

You came back once, and you would come again;

For >ou would learn at last you needed me
More than all other denture.- But if you died,

Then you would not come back What should I do

If you should go away and no\or come h-el. 7

I ere nlmo-t n shadow on you sometime-,
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As if there were some fearful thing1 behind you,

Not to he felt or seen—while you are here.”

“I can feel only the sun behind me now

—

Which is a fearful thing if we consider it

Too long, or look too long into its face.”

Saying that, he smiled at her, not happily,

But rather as one Avho has left something out,

And gazed away over a vine-hung wall,

And over the still ocean where one ship

Was coming slowly m.

“If I lost you
For a long time,” she said, with her insistence,

“I should not cry for what had come between,

For I should have you here with me again.

I am not one who must have everything.

I was not fated to have everything.

One may be wise enough, not having all,

Still to be found among the fortunate.”

She stood beside him now and felt his arm.

Closing around her like an arm afraid.

“Little you know, my child,” he thought, in anguish
A moment for the fear and innocence
That he was holding and was his to hold,

“What ashes of all this wisdom might be left you
After one blast of sick reality

To tell the wise what words are to the heart ”

And then aloud : “There’s a ship coming m
From somewhere north of us.”

“There are no ships

From the north now that are worth looking at,”

She said, and he could feel her trembling warm
Against him till he felt her scorching him
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With an unconscious and accusing file.

“There was a time when I was always gazing
North for a ship, but nothing is there now;
Or ships are all alike that are there now.”

“They are not all like this one,” Tristram said,

More to himself than to the white Isolt

Arming herself with blindness against fate,

“For there are trumpets blowing, as if a king
Were coming—and there’s a dragon on the sad.
One of King Arthur’s barges—by the Lord
In heaven, it is 1—comes here to Brittany,
And for a cause that lives outside my knowledge.
Were this the King, we should have known of him.”

“"What does it mean?” she whispeicd; and her words
Wavered as if a terror not yet revealed

Had down already mland from that ship.

“God knows,” he said, “but it will not be long
Before we shall all know.” She followed him
Into her father’s castle, where the new
Looked ancient now; and slowly, after silence,

lie left her waiting there at the same window
Where she had waited for so long before,

When she was looking always to the north;

And haling left her there, alone with wonder,
He went alone with wonder to the shore,

Where a gav ship was coniine- gaily in,

And saw descending from it soon, and gaily,

As always, Sir Gnwaine from Camolot.

VI

Gnwaine, in Cornwall once, having seen Isolt

Of Ireland with her pallid mask of pride.
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Which may have been as easy a mask as any,

He thought, for prisoned love and scorn to wear,

Had found m her dark way of stateliness

Perfection providentially not his

To die for. He recalled a wish to die,

But only as men healed remember pam

;

And here in Tristram's garden, far from Cornwall.

Gawaine, musing upon this white Isolt

Of Brittany, whose beauty had heretofore.

For him, lived rather as that of a white name
Than of a living princess, found himself

Again with a preoccupied perfection

To contemplate. The more he contemplated,

The more he arraigned fate and wondered why
Tristram should be at odds with banishment,

Or why Tristram should care who banished him,

Or for how long, or for what violet eyes

And Irish pride and blue-black Irish hair

Soever. He smiled with injured loyalty

For Tristram in a banishment like this,

With a whole world to shine in save Cornwall,

And Cornwall the whole world; and if he sighed,

He may have sighed apart, and harmlessly,

Perceiving in this Isolt a continence

Too sure for even a fool to ponder twice,

A little for himself. They faced each other

On a stone bench with vine-leaves over them,
And flowers too many for them to see before them,
And trees around them with birds singing in them,
And God’s whole gift of summer given in vain
For one who could feel coming in her heart

A longer winter than any Breton sun
Should ever warm away, and with it coming,
Could laugh to hear Gawaine making her laugh.
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“I have been seeing you for some hours/” he £aid,
“And I appraise you as all wonderful.
The longer I observe and scrutinize you,
The less do I become a king of words
To bring them into action. They reheat
And hide themselves, leaving me as I may
To make the best of a disordered remnant,
Unworthy of allegiance to your face
And all the rest of you. You are supreme
In a deceit that says fragility

Where there is nothing fragile. You ha\e eyes
That almost weep for grief, seeing from heaien
How trivial and how tragic a small place
This earth is, and so make a sort of heaven
Where they are seen. Your hair, if shorn and woven,
The which may God forbid, would then become
A nnmeless cloth of gold w Inter than gold,

Imprisoning light captuied fiom paradise.

Your small ears are two necessary leaves

Of living alabaster never of earth,

Whereof the flower that is your face is made,
And is a paradisal triumph also—
Along with your gray eyes and your gold hair

That is not gold. Only God knows, -who made it,

What color it is exactly. I don't know.
The rest of you I dnre not estimate,

Saving your hands mul feet, which authorize

A period of some loisme for the Lord
On high for their ineffable execution.

Your low voice tells how bells of singing gold

Would sound through twilight o\m silent water.

Yourself is n celestial emanation
Compounded of a whiteness and a wnmifh
Not yet so near to hem on. oi tar fiom it.

As not to le.ne men wi=cr foi their duanis
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And distances in Apprehending you.

Your signal imperfection, probably,

Is in your peril of having everything,

And thereby overwhelming with perfection

A man who sees so much of it at once,

And says no more of it than I am saying.

I shall begin today to praise the Lord,

I think, for sparing an unworthy heart

An early wound that once might not have healed.

If there lives in me more than should he told,

Not for the world’s last oyster would I tell it

To the last ear alive, surely not yours.”

“If you were one of the last two alive,

The other might make of you the last,” she said,

Laughing. “You are not making love to me,

Gawame, and if you were it wouldn’t matter.

Your words, and even with edges a hit worn
By this time, will do service for years yet.

You will not find that you have dulled them much
On me, and you will have them with you always.”

“I don’t know now whether I am or not,”

Said he, “and say with you it wouldn’t matter.

Nor Tristram, off his proper suavity,

Has fervor to slice whales; and I, from childhood,

Have always liked this world. No, I should say
That I was covering lightly under truth

A silent lie that may as well be silent;

For I can see more care than happiness

In those two same gray eyes that I was praising.”

“Gawaine,” she said, turning the same gray eyes

On his and holding them, with hers half laughing.

“Your fame is everywhere alike for lightness,
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And I am glad that you have not my heart

To be a burden for you on too long

A journey, -where you might find hearts of olheis

Not half so burdensome. Do you like that?

If you do not, say it was never said,

And listen as if my words were bells of gold,

Or what 3
Tou will. You will be hanged some day

Nor saying things, and I shall notjie there

To save you, saying how little you meant by them.

You may be lighter than even your enemies

"Would see you in their little scales of envy,

Yet in your lightness, if I’m not a fool,

There lives a troubled wonder for a few
You care for. Now if two of them Avere here,

Would you say Avhat Avas best, in your reflection,

And on your honor saj7, no moi e of it,

For one of them alone here to believe

When Tristram goes Avith you to Caraelot?

While he is there, lung Arthur, it appeals

Will make of him a Knight of the Round Table

—

All aa Inch would be illustrious and delightful

Enough for me, if that A\ere to be all.

And though the A\-orld is in our confidence,

Your honor as a man Avill forget that;

And yon will ansAver, aviscIv peihaps, or not,

One question, winch m brief is only thru

What right name should an innocence like nunc

])o cerAe, if I believed he Avould come back
’’’

She A\ntched him with expectant cacs, a\ herefrom

The ghost of humor suddenly had vanished.

Gan nine, a\1io felt a soreness at lib heart

Tlmt he hnd seldom felt there for another

Before, and only briefly for himself,

Felt nbo a cloud coming in hi" eve-
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“I can see only one thing to believe,”

He said, believing almost be could see it,

“And that is, be will come—as be must come.

Why should he not come back again, for you?

"Who in this world would not come back, for you!

God’s life, dear lady, why should be not come back?”

He cried, and with a full sincerity

Whereat she closed her eyes and tried to speak,

Despairingly, with pale and weary lips

That would not speak until she made them speak.

“Gawaine,” she said, “you are not fooling me;
And I should be a fool if hope remained

Within me that you might be. You know truth

As well as I do. He will not come back.

King Mark will kill him.” For so long unspoken,

She had believed those words were tamed in her

Enough to be released and to return

To the same cage there in her aching heart

Where they had lived and fought since yesterday.

But when she felt them flying away from her,

And heard them crying irretrievably

Between her and Gawaine, and everywhere,

Tears followed them until she felt at last

The touch of Gawaine ’s lips on her cold fingers,

Kindly and light.

“No, Mark will hardly kill him,”
He told her. Breathing hard and hesitating,

He waited as a felon waits a whip,
And went on with a fluent desperation:

“Mark is in prison now—for forgery
Of the Pope’s name, by force of which Tristram
Was to go forth to fight the Saracens,
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And by safe inference to find a grave

Not far ahead. Impossible, if you like,

And awkward out of all ineptitude,

And clumsy beyond credence, yet the truth,

As the impossible so often is.

In his unwinking hate he saw Tristram

Too near for easy vengeance, and so blundered

Into the trap that has lnm. This was not

For me to tell, and it is not for you,

Upon your royal honor as a woman
Of honor more than royal to reveal.

Mercy compels me to forego my word
And to repeat the one right thing for you
In reason to believe. lie will come back;

And you, if you are wise—and you are that

Beyond the warrant of your sheltered years

—

Will find him wiser in bis unwortlrincss,

And worthier of your wisdom and your lmc,

When this wild fire of what a man lias not

Reveals at Inst, in embers all gone out,

That which he had, and has, and may hn\o always,

To prize aright thereafter and to pi ay for.

Out of my light I talk to you like this,

And swear by heaven, since I have gone so far,

That your worst inference licie is not my know ledge

lie may come back at once. If otherwise—well,

He will come back with a new vision in him
And a new estimation of Hod's choice

I lm e told you what neither gnef nor guile

Would of themselves alone have wiung from me
The rest will be in you, you being yonr-clf/*

'‘Yes, ^ on have thrown \otir office away
And you have left yom honor fm me to keep,”

She said, and pre*-cd hiv hands in •’•ratifnie
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“Here it will be as safe as in the sea.

I thank you, and believe you. Leave me here

Alone, to think; to think—and to believe.”

She brushed her eyes and tried as if to smile,

But had no smile in answer. For Gawaine,

Infrequently m earnest, or sincere

To conscious inconvenience, was in love,

Or thought he was, and would enjoy alone,

Without a smile and as he might, the first

Familiar pangs of his renunciation.

He wandered slowly downward to the shore

Where he found Tristram, gazing at the ship

Which m the morning would be taking them
Together away from Brittany and Isolt

Of the white hands to England, where Tristram,

A knight only of Mark’s investiture

Today, would there be one of the Round Table

—

So long the symbol of a world in order,

Soon to be overthrown by love and fate

And loyalty forsworn. Had Gawaine then

Beheld a cloud that was not yet in sight,

There would have been more sorrow in his eyes

For time ahead of him than for time now,

Or for himself. But where he saw no cloud

That might not be dissolved, and so in time

Forgotten, there was no sorrow in his eyes

For time to come that would be longer coming,

To him, than for the few magnanimous days
Of his remembrance of enforced eclipse.

“Tristram,” he said, “why in the name of God
Are you not looking at your garden now,
And why are you not m it with your wife?
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I left her, after making love to her

With no progression of effect whatever,

More than to make her laugh at me, and then

To make her cry for you for going away.

I said you would be coming hack at once,

And while I said it I heard pens in heaven

Scratching a doubtful evidence against me.”

Tristram, in indecision between anger

Deserving no indulgence and surprise

Requiring less, scowled and laughed emptily:

“Gawaine, if you were anyone else alive

I might not always be at home to you,

Or to your bland particularities.

Why should a wedded exile hesitate

In his return to his own wife and garden?

I know the picture that your folly draws

Of woe that is awaiting me in Cornwall,

But we are going to Cnmclot, not to Cornwall.

Iving Mark, with all his "wealth of hate for me,

Is not so uch and rotten and busy with it

As to be waiting everywhere at once

To see me coming. lie waits most in Cornwall,

Preferring for mixed reasons of his ovn

Not fieqnently to shine far out of it.”

“He may not be so rotten ns some vliose names

Have fallen from my deciduous memory,”

Gawaine said, with a shrug of helplessness,

“But all the same, with Mark and bis resource

In England, your best wav’s nwny from there

As early and expeditiously ns may be.

Mnik’s arm is not the only arm bo uses;

Mv fear for you is not my only fear

Eonr for yourself in yon mny be a- nothing,
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Which is commendable and rather common
In Camelot, as fellows who read and write

Are not so rare there that we crown them for it.

But there’s a fear more worthy than no fear,

And it may be the best inheritance

Of luckless ones with surer sight than yours,

And with perception more prophetical

Than yours. I say tins hoping it will hurt,

But not offend. You see hoiv lax I am
When I’m away from royal discipline,

And how forgetful of unspoken caution

I am when I’m afraid to he afraid.

I thrust my head into the lion’s mouth,

And if my head comes off, it will have done,

For once if only once, the best it might.

I doubt if there’s a man with eyes and ears

Who is more sadly and forlornly certain

Of what another’s wisdom—born of weakness,

Like all born mortal attributes and errors

—

Is like to leave behind it of itself

In you, when you have heard and hated it,

But all the same, Tristram, if I were you,

I’d sail away for Camelot tomorrow,

And there be made a Knight of the Round Table;

And then, being then a Knight of the Round Table,

I should come back. I should come back at once.

Now let the lion roar.”

He laid his hands
On Tristram’s iron shoulders, which he felt

Shaking under his touch, and with a smile

Of unreturned affection walked away
In silence to the ship. Tristram, alone,

Moved heavily along the lonely shore,

To seat himself alone upon a rock
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Where long waves had been rolling in for ages,

And would be lolling when no man or woman
Should know or care to know whether or not

Two specks of life, in time so far forgotten

As in remembrance never to have been,

Weie Tristram and Isoll—Isolt in Cornwall,

Jsolt of the wild frightened violet eyes,

Isolt and her last look, Isolt of Ireland.

Alone, he saw the slnuting waves roll in,

Each to its impotent annihilation

In a long wash of foam, until the sound
Become for linn a w arning and a torture,

Like a malign reproof reiterating

In vain its cold and only sound of doom.
Then he arose, with his eyes ga/.ing still

Into the noith, till with his face turned inland

lie left the ciested wash of those lone: waves

Behind him to fall always on that sand,

And to sound always that one word—“Isolt /

”

As if in undesigned obedience

To Gaw nine's admonition, he went idl>

And blindly back to the sun-flooded gaiden

Where ‘at the white Isolt whose name was not

The name those waves, unceasing and unheard.

Were sounding where they fell. Still ns Gawaine
Had left hei. Tristiam found her She looked up

With a wan light of welcome flashing sadly

To see him. and he know that mdi a light

As that could shine for him onh from o\e-

Wliere teais had been before it Thov were not

There now. ami there was now no nc<d of them

To main 1 linn ask, in a self-snutne: rage

()£ helpless pity, if such a lo\e a; ho
Might not unshared be nearer to God’ need,
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In His endurance of a blinder Hate,

Than a love shared asunder, but still shared,

By two for doom elected and withheld

Apart for time to play with. Once he had seen,

Imploring it, the light of a far wisdom
Tmgeing with hope the night of time between,

But there was no light now. There might be peace,

Awaiting them where they were done -with time

—

Time for so long disowning both of them,

And slowly the soul first, saving the rest

To mock the soul—but there was no peace now.

When there was no time left for peace on earth,

After farewells and vestiges forgotten,

There might be time enough for peace somewhere
;

But that was all far off, and in a darkness

Blacker than any night that ever veiled

A stormy chaos of the foaming leagues

That roared unseen between him and Cornwall.

All this was in his mind, as it was there

Always, if not thought always, when she spoke:

“Tristram, you are not angry or distressed

If I am not so happy here today
As you have seen me here before sometimes,

And may see me again. Tomorrow morning
If I am here, I shall be here alone.

I wonder for how long.”

“Bor no day longer
Than Pm away,” he said, and held her face

Between his hands. “Then, if you like, my child,

Your wonder may come after your surprise

That I should come so soon. There’s no long voyage
From here to Camelot, and I’ve no long fear

King Arthur will engage himself for ever
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In making1 me a Knight of the Round Table.

King Mark . .

“And why do you mention Inm to me 1”

She cried, forgetful of her long command
Of what she had concealed and stifled from him.

“1 should have said King Maik was the last name
Of all, or all but one, that I should hear

Fiom you today. AVere there no better days !”

“King Maik says I’m a knight, but not King Aitluir

—

Xot yet—was all that I was going to say;

And I am not raying that because I love him

—

Only that you should hear the difference

Fiom me, and have at least some joy of it.

I shall not feel Maik’s sword upon my shoulder

Again until I feel the edge of it;

And that will not befall in Camelot,

Or wheiesoever I shall carry with me
One of these anus that are not useless >ct."'

“And vhcie do yon plan next to earn them

To prove vour-elf a Knight of the Round Table.’”

She saul, and with a flame filling her <yts

As if a ‘•oul behind them were on lire

“What next one among thie\C'. with Onfion gone,

"Will be the nearest to voin heart*'- de-lie

If her lip curled n little in nuking that.

Til'dram was looking down mid did not coe it.

“AVlicie do 1 plan to carry nn two arm-.

Away with me fiom Camelot, do vmt a-k
.’

My purpo-e F to bring them heie with rue

To Brittany—hath of tlnm. Cod willin'* ^o.

Yon are not here with me, but in the pu s t
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This afternoon, and that’s not -well for you.

When I’m an exile, as you know I am,

Where would your fancy drive me, if not here?

All that was long ago.”

“So long ago,

Tristram, that you have lived for nothing else

Than for a long ago that follows you
To sleep, and has a life as long as yours.

Sometimes I wi^h that heaven had let you have her,

And given me back all that was left of you,

To teach and heal I might be sine of that.

Or, to be sure of nothing, if only sure,

Would be a better way for both of us

Than to be here together as we have been

Since Gawaine came from Cornwall in that ship.”

“From Cornwall? Are you dreaming when you say it?”

He questioned her as if he too were dreaming
That she had said it; and his heart was cold.

“From Cornwall? Did you not hear Gauaine saying
That he had come for me from Camelot?
Do you see Arthur, who loves Mark almost

As hard as I do, sending ships for me
From Cornwall? If you can see things like that,

You are seeing more of that which never was
Than will he needful where we need so much
Right seeing to see ourselves. If we see others,

Let us, for God’s sake, see them where they are

—

Hot where they were. The past, or part of it,

Is dead—or we that would he living in it

Had best he dead. Why do you say to me
That Gawaine came from Cornwall in that ship?”

There was another gleam now in her eyes
Than yesterday had been imaginable
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For Tristram, even had he been strangling her

In some imagined madness. “What?” she said;

“Did I say Cornwall? If I did, perhaps

It was because I thought the sound of it

Would make you happy. So far as I’m awaie,

You have not heard that name in a long time

Did I say Cornwall ? If I did, forgive me.

I should have said that I said Camelot.

Xot the same place at all.”

Dimly alive

To knowledge of a naked heart before lum,

Foi him to soothe and comfort with cold lies,

He knew that lies could have no cooling virtue,

Even though they might be falling on this heart

As fast aud umegaided as rain falls

Upon an angry sea Anger so new,

And unforetold, was hardly to lie known
At first for what it was, or leeognized

With more than silence. If he recognircd it,

Before him in a gaiden full of sun-dune,

ne saw it as a slindow in the night

Between him and two dark and frightened eyes

And the last look that he had seen in them.

With music shrieking always in the moonlight

Above him, and below lnm the lomr «ouih1

Of Cornish waves that would he sounding always,

Foaming on those cold rocks. I’m a long time

]Tc saw not the white fnec accusing him.

And heard no sound that others might lime hern!

Where there was onee a garden for Bolt

—

Bolt of the white hands, who said no more

To him that afternoon. Ho left her tin re,

And like a man who was no long* r then*,

lie staied ovci the wall, and o\ei va‘>r
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Where sunlight flashed upon a million waves,

Only to see through night, and through moonlight,

The coming after of a darker night

Than he could see, and of a longer night

Than there was time to fear. Assured of nothing,

He was too sure of all to tell more lies

In idle mercy to an angry woman
Whose unavailing alchemy of hope

No longer, or not now, found love in pity.

But with no more display of desolation

Than anyone’s wife among a thousand wives

Might then have made, foreseeing nothing worse

Than to be left alone for no long time,

She met him without anger in the morning,

And m the morning said farewell to him,

With trumpets blowing and hundreds cheering him
And from a moving shore she waved at him
One of her small white hands, and smiled at him,

That all should see her smiling when he sailed

Away from her for Camelot that morning.

Gawaine, recovered early from a wound
Within a soon-Teeuperating heart,

Waved a gay hat on board for two gray eyes

On shore; and as the ship went farther out,

The sound of trumpets blowing golden triumph
Kang faintly and more faintly as it went,

Farther and always farther, till no sound
Was heard, and there w7as nothing to be seen

But a ship sailing always to the north,

And slowly showing smaller to the sight.

She watched again from the same window now
Where she had watched and waited for so long

For the slow coming of another ship
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That came at last. What other ship was coming,

And after what long time and change, if ever,

Fo seer or wizard of the future knew,

She thought, and Tristram least of all. Far off,

The ship was now a speck upon the water,

And soon, from where she was, would not be that,

And soon was not; and there was nothing left

That day, for her, in the world anywhere,

But white birds always flying, and still flying,

And always the white sunlight on the sea.

vn
Isolt alone with time, Isolt of Ireland,

So candid and exact in her abhorrence

Of Mark that she had driven him in defeat

To favors amiable if unillusioncd,

Saw, with a silent love consuming her,

A silent hale inhibiting m Mark
A nature not so base as it was common,

And not so cruel as it was ruinous

To itself and all who thwarted it. Wherefore,

Tustram it was, Tristram alone, she knew,

That lie would sec alive in useless file,

Thereafter to be haunted all his days

By vengeance unnvenging. Where was \engcnnco

For the deforming wounds of difference

That fate lmd made and hate would only ranker,

And death corrupt in him till he Oiould die!

But tins was not for Mnik, and ‘die ‘aid little

To Mark of more than miM in ceremony

Be ‘aid, perforce, fearing him to misread

Her deprecating pity for In* liirthught

For the first melting* of renunciation,

Wiiere there wn* none to melt,
—

‘‘If I’m *0 fair,
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Why then was all this comely merchandise

Not sold as colts are, in a market-place,”

She asked herself. “Then Tristram could have bought me
WTiether he feared my love was hale or not,

And whether or not he killed my uncle Morhaus.”

And there were days when she would make Brangwaine

Go over the bridge and into the woods with her

To cheer her while she thought.
—“If I were Queen

In this forsaken land,” Brangwaine said once,

“I’d give three bags of gold to three strong men,

And let them sew King Mark into a sack,

And let them sink him into the dark sea

On a dark night, and Andred after him.

So doing, I’d welcome Erebus, and so leave

This world a better place.”—“If you sew Andred
Into a sack, I’ll do the rest myself,

And give you more than your three bags of gold,”

Isolt said, and a penitential laugh
Tempered an outburst that was unrepeated

—

Though for a year, and almost a year after,

Brangwaine had waited But Isolt would laugh
For her no more. The fires of love and fear

Had slowly burned away so much of her
That all there was of her, she would have said,

Was only a long waiting for an end
Of waiting—till anon she found herself,

Still waiting, where a darkening eastern sea

Made waves that in their sound along the shore
Told of a doom that was no longer fear.

Incredulous after Lancelot’s departure
From Joyous Gard, Tristram, alone there now,
With a magnificence and a mystery
More to be felt than seen among the shadows
Around him and behind him, saw the ocean
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Before liira from, the 'window wbeie he stood,

And seeing it heard the sound of Cornish foam
So far away that he must hear it always

On the world’s end that was for him in Cornwall.

A forest-hidden sunset filled long clouds

Eastward over the sea with a last fire,

Dim fire far off, wherein Tristram beheld

Tmtagel slowly smouldering in the west

To a last darkness, while on Connsli rocks

The moan of Cornish water foamed and ceased

And foamed again. Pale in a fiery light,

With her dark hair and her dark frightened eyes,

And their last look at him. Isolt of Ireland

Above lnm on the stairs, with only a wall

Waist-lngh between her and her last escape,

Stood watching there for him who vras not there.

He could feel all those endless evening leagues

Of England foiling him and mocking him

Fiom where it was too late for him to go,

And where, if he were thcie, coming so late,

There would he only darkness over death

To meet Ins coming while she stood alone

By the dark wall, With dnik file hiding her,

Waiting—for him She would not he there long;

She must die there in that daik fire. 01 fall,

Throwing her-olf away on tho-e cold locks

Whore theie was peace, or •die mnd come to him

Over those western leagues, mv-deriouslv

Defeating time and place She might do so

If she weie dead, lie thought, and weie a gliO't,

As even by now she might he, and her hod v.

Where love would lca\e so little of earth to bum.

Might even by now he binning. .So. as a glw-t

It was that s]ic would have to tome to him.

On little feet thnl he should f< el were toming
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She would be dead, but there might be no pain

In that for him when the first death of knowing

That she was dead was ended, and he should know
She had found rest. She would come back to him
Sometimes, and touch him in the night so lightly

That he might see her between sleep and waking,

And see that last look in her eyes no more

—

For it would not be there.

It was not there.

Woman or ghost, her last look in the moonlight

Was not in her eyes now. Softly, behind him,

The coming of her steps had made him turn

To see there was no fear in her eyes now;
And whether she had come to him from death,

Or through those dark and heavy velvet curtains,

She had come to him silent and alone,

And as the living come—Irving or not.

Whether it was a warm ghost he was holding,

Or a warm woman, or a dream of one,

With tear-filled eyes m a slow twilight shining

Upward and into his, only to leave him
With eyes defeated of all sight of her,

Was more than he dared now let fate reveal.

Whatever it was that he was holding there,

Woman or ghost or dream, was not afraid;

And the warm bps that pressed themselves again
On his, and held them there as if to die there,

Were not dead now. The rest might be illusion

—

Camelot, Arthur, Guinevere, Gawaine,
Lancelot, and that voyage with Lancelot

To Joyous Gard, this castle by the sea

—

The sea itself, and the clouds over it,

Like embers of a day that like a city

Far off somewhere in time was dying alone,
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Slowly, in fire and silence—tlie fading light

Around them, and the shadowy room that held them

—

All these,—if they were shadows, let them he so,

He thought. But let these two that were not shadows

Be as they were, and live—by lime no more
Divided until time for them should cease.

They were not made for time as others were,

And time therefoie would not be long for them

Wherein for love to learn that in their love,

Where fate was more than time and more Ilian love,

Time never was, save in their fear of it

—

Fearing, as one, to find themselves again

Intolerably as two that were not there.

Isolt, to see him, melted slowly from him,

Moving as if in motion, or in much thought,

All this might vanish and the world go with it.

Still m his arms, and sure that she was there,

She smiled at him as only joy made vi-e

By soitow smiles at fear, as if a smile

Would teach him all there was for life to know,

Or not to know. Her daik and happy eyes

Had now a daikness in them that was light;

There was no longer any fear in them,

And there was no fear living on a face

That, once, too fair for beauty to endure

Without the jealous graiing of slow pain.

Was now, for knowledge born of all endurance,

Only beyond endurance beautiful

With a pale fire of love where shone togethei

Passion and comprehension beyond being

For any long time; and while she clung to bun,

Each was a mirror for the other there

Till tears of vision and of nnder-tauding

Were like a mht of wisdom in then eve®,
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Lest in each other they might see too soon

All that fate held for them when Guinevere,

In a caprice of singularity

Seizing on Mark’s unsafe incarceration,

Made unrevealed a journey to Cornwall,

Convoyed by two attendant emment leeches

Who found anon the other fairest woman
Alive no longer like to stay alive

Than a time-tortured and precarious heart,

Long wooed by death, might or might not protest.

All which being true, Guinevere gave herself

Humbly to God for telling him no lies;

And Lancelot gave his conscience to God also,

As he had given it once when he had felt

The world shake as he gave it. Stronger than God,

Wrhen all was done the god of love was fate,

Where all was love. And this wras in a darkness

Where time was always dying and never dead,

And where God’s face was never to be seen

To tell the few that were to lose the world

For love how much or little they lost for it,

Or paid with others’ pain.

“Isoltl Isolt !”

He murmured, as if struggling to believe

That one name, and one face there m the twilight,

Might for a moment, or a moment longer,

Defeat oblivion. How could she be with him
When there were all those western leagues of twilight

Between him and Cornwall? She was not there
Until she spoke:

“Tristram !” was all she said;

And there was a whole woman in the sound
Of one word surely spoken. She was there,
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Be Cormvall where it was or never was,

And England all a shadow on the sea

That was another shadow, and on time

That was one shadow more. If there was death

Descending on all this, and this was love,

Death then was only another shadow’s name;
And there was no more fear m Tristram’s heart

Of how she fared, and there was no more pain.

God must have made it so, if it was God

—

Or death, if it was death. If it was fate,

There was a way to he made terribly

For more than time, yet one that each knew well,

And said well, silently, would not he long.

How long now mattered nothing, and what there w
Was all.

“Tristram She snid again his name,

And saying it she could feel against herself

The strength of him all trembling like a lover

Long shaken by long storms, in darkness far

From hers, "where she had been alone with it

Too long for longer fear. But that "was nothing,

For that was done, and they were done with time.

It Avas so plain that she could laugh to sec it;

And almost laughing she looked up at him,

And said once more, “Tristram'”

She felt herself

Smothered and crushed in a forgetful strength

Like that of an incredulous blind giant,

Sewing amain on all there was of life

For him, and all that he had said ivas lost.

She Availed, and he snid. “Bolt * Bolt

He that had spoken always A\ilh a word

To spare, found hungrily that only one
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Said all there was to say, till she drew more

From him and he found speech.

“There are no kings

Tonight,” he told her, with at last a smile,

“To make for you another prison of this

—

Or none like one in Cornwall. These two arms

Are prison enough to keep you safe in them

So long as they are mine.”

“They are enough,

Tristram,” she said. “All the poor kings and queens

Of time are nothing now. They are all gone

Where shadows go, after the sun goes down.

The last of them are far away from here,

And you and I are here alone together

We are the kings and queens of everything
j

And if we die, nothing can alter that,

Or say it was not so. Before we die,

Tell me how many lives ago it was
I left you in the moonlight on those stairs,

And went up to that music and those voices,

And for God’s reason then did not go mad

!

Tell me how old the world was when it died

—

For I have been alone with time so long
That time and I are strangers My heart knows
That I was there too long, but knows not yet

Why I -was there, or why so many alive

Are as they are. They are not with me here.

They all went when the world went. You and I
Only are left, waiting alone for God

—

Down here where the world was !”

Fire in her eyes
And twilight on her warm dark-waving hair
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And on a -warm white face too beautiful

To be seen twice alive and still be found

Alive and white and warm and the same face,

Compelled him with her pallid happiness

To see where life had been so long the fuel

Of love, that for a season he saw nothing,

Save a still woman somewhere in a moonlight,

Where there were stairs and lamps and a cold sound

That waves made long ago. Yet she was warm
There in his arms, and she was not the ghost

He feared she was, chilling him first with doubt.

"We are the last that are alive, Isolt,

Where the world was. Somewhere surrounding us

There are dim shapes of men with many names,

And there are women that are made of mist,

Who may have names and faces. If I see them,

They are too far awny for you to see

They all went when the world went. You are the world,

Isolt—you are the world F

“Whatever I am,

You arc the last alive to make me listen

While you say that. You ore the world, Tristram.

My worth is only what it is to you.

In Cornwall I was not appimsed unduly,

Save as a queen to garnish, when essential,

A court uhere almost am thing with a face

Would have been queen enough. And you know best

How much I was a queen. The be^t I know

J« all there is to know—that «orae command

In heaven, or some imperial whim of mercy

Brought Guinevere to Cornu nil, and brought me

Hero to this place that may be real sometime.

And to your arms that mu^t be real indeed.
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Let them be real ! . . . 0 God, Tristram ! Tristram

!

Where are those blindfold years that we have lost

Because a blind king bought of a blind father

A child blinder than they? She might have drawn

A knife across her throat rather than go ! . . .

But no—had she done that, she would have died;

And all her seeming needlessness alive

Would have been all it seemed. Oh, it would be

A fearful thing for me to close my eyes

Too long, and see too much that is behind me

!

When they were open you might not be here.

Your arms that hold me now might not be yours,

But those of a strong monster and a stranger.

Make me believe again that you are here! . . .

Yes, you are here!,,

All her firm litheness melted

Into the sure surrender of a child

When she said that; and her dark eyes became
For a dim moment gray, and were like eyes

That he had left behind in Brittany.

Another moment, and they were dark again,

And there was no such place as Brittany.

Bnttany must have died when the world died

—

The world, and time. He had forgotten that,

Till he found now, insensibly almost,

How soft and warm and small so proud a queen

As this Isolt could be. Dimly deceived

By the dark surety of her stateliness

And by the dark indignity of distance,

His love may not have guessed how this Isolt

Of Ireland, with her pride that frightened kings,

Should one day so ineffably become
So like a darker child for him to break
Or save, with a word hushed or a word spoken;
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And so his love may well never have seen

How snrely it wras fate that his love now
Should light with hers at the last fire of time

A flaming way to death. Fire m her eyes,

And sorrow in her smile, foretold unsaid

More than he saw.

“You are not sad that heaven

Should hide us here together, God knows how long,

And surely are not fearful,” he said, smiling.
<fBefore there was a man or woman living,

It was all chronicled with nights and days

That we should find each other tonight like this.

There was no other way for love like ours

To be like this than always to have been.

Your love that I see looking into mine

Might have in it a shining of more knowledge

Than love needs to be wise; and love that’s wise

Will not say all it means. Untimely words,

Where love and wisdom are not quarrelling,

Are good words not to say.”

“If you see wisdom

Shining out of my eyes at you sometime,

Say it. is yours, not mine. Untimely words

Are not for love, and arc like frost on flowers

Where love is not for long. When ue arc done

With time, Tristram, nothing can be for long.

You would know that if you had been a woman

Alone in Cornwall since those lights vent out.

And you vent down those stairs. Sometime J 11 a«-k

How far you wandered and wlint rainy end

There ever was to thnt unending night.

But now I shall not ask nn answer more

Of you than this, or more of Cod than thi-;

For thi" is all—no mntter for how long.
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Do not forget, my love, that once Isolt

Said that; and wheresoever she may be then,

See her where she is now—alone with you,

And willing enough to he alone in heaven

—

Or hell, if so it be—and let you live

Down here without her for a^thousand years,

Were that the way of happiness for you,

Tristram. So long as fate itself may find

No refuge or concealment or escape

Prom heaven for me save in some harm for you
I shall not he unhappy after this.”

“He that pays all for all is past all harm,”

He said: “I can forgive your thousand years,

And you are sorry for them. The one harm
Deserving a fantastic apprehension

Is one that surely cannot come tonight.

Only an army of infernal men

—

And they would not he men—will find a way
Over these walls, or through them, to find me

—

Or you, tonight. Untimely words again,

But only as a folly to match yours

In feigning harm for me. Dear God in heaven

!

If one such reptile thought inhabited

A nature that was never mine bfore,

Some woman at hand should watch you properly
While I, like Judas, only running faster,

Might hang myself.”

He felt her body throbbing
As if it held a laugh buried alive,

And suddenly felt all his eloquence

Hushed with her lips. Like a wild wine her love
Went singing through him and all over him;
And like a warning her warm loveliness

Told him how far away it would all be
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When it "was warm no longer. For some time

He was a man rather by dread possessed

Than by possession, when he found again

That he was listening to the blended gold

And velvet that was always in her voice:

“Your meditations are far wanderers,

And you must have them all home before dark;

Or I shall find myself at work to learn

What’s m me so to scatter them. Dear love,

If only you had more fear for yourself

You might, for caution, be my cause for less.

My cage is empty, and I’m out of it;

And you and I are in another cage

—

A golden cage—together. Reason it is,

Not fear, that lets me know so much as that;

Also, the while you care not for yourself

Where shadows are, there are things always walking!

Meanwhile your fear for me has been a screen

Of distance between me and my destruction

—

Mine, love, and yours Fears are not always blind.

If love be blind, mine has been so for watching

Too long across an empty world for aou;

And if it be myself now that is blind,

I may still hide myself somewhere alone

—

Somewhere away from jou. Whatever we are,

We are not so blind that we are not to know
The darkness when it come 1

:, if it must come.

We are not children teasing little waves

To follow us along a solid shore.

I see a larger and a darker tide,

Somewhere, than one like that. But where and when,

I do not wish to see.”

“If love that's blind,”

He said, holding her face and goring at it,
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“Sees only where a tide that’s dark and large

May be somewhere sometime, love that has eyes

Will fix itself, and with a nearer wonder,

Upon Isolt—who is enough to see.

Isolt alone. All else that emulates

And envies her—black faggots in red flame,

A sunshine slanting into a dark forest,

A moonlight on white foam along black ledges,

Sunlight and rain, trees twinkling after rain,

Panthers and antelopes, children asleep

—

All these are native elsewhere, and for now
Are not important. Love that has eyes to see

Sees now only Isolt. Isolt alone.

Isolt, and a few stars.”

“Were I the shadow
'

Of half, so much as this that you are seeing

Of me, I should not be Isolt of Ireland,

Or any Isolt alive. All you can see

Of me is only what the Lord accomplished

When he made me for love. When he made you,

His love remembered that; and whether or not

His way was the most merciful, he knows

—

Not we. Or was it fate, stronger than all?

A voice within me says that God, seeing all,

Was more compassionate than to let love see

Too far—loving his world too well for that.

We do not have to know—not yet. The flower

That will have withered from the world for ever
With us, will die sometime^ and wheii it fades,

And dies, and goes, we shall have gone already,

And it will all be done. If I go first,

No fear of your forgetting shall attend me,
Leaving with you the mind and heart of love

—

The love that knows what most it will remember.
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If I lose yon, I shall not have to wait

—

Not long. There will he only one thing then
Worth waiting for. No, I shall not wait long . . .

I have said that. Now listen, while I say this:

My life to me is not a little thing;

It is a fearful and a lovely thing;

Only my love is more.”

“God knows,” he said,

“How far a man may he from his deserving

And yet he fated for the undeserved.

I might, were I the lord of your misgivings,

Be worthier of them for destroying them;
And even without the mightiness in me
For that, I’ll tell you, for your contemplation,

Time is not life. For many, and many more,

Living is mostly for a time not dying

—

But not for me. For me, a few more years

Of shows and slaughters, or the tinsel seat

Of a smnll throne, would not he life. Whatever
It is that fills life high and full, till fate

Itself may do no more, it is not time.

Yenrs are not life.”

“I have not come so far

To learn, *’ she said, and shook her head at him,

“Wlmt years are, for I know. Years nre not life;

Years me the shells of life, and empty shells

When they hold only days, and days, and days.

God knows if ] know that—so let it pass

Let me forget
; and let me ask you only

Not to forget that all vour feats at anus,

Your glamour that is almost above cnvv,

Your strength and eminence and everything.

Leave me a woman still—a one-love woman.
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Meaning a sort of ravenous one-child mother,

Whose one love pictures in her composition

Panthers and antelopes, children asleep,

And all sorts of engaging animals

That most resemble a much-disordered queen,

Her crown abandoned and her hair in peril,

And she herself a little deranged, no doubt,

With too much happiness. Whether he lives

Or dies for her, he tells her is no matter,

Wherefore she must obediently believe him.

All he would ask of her would be as easy

As hearing waves, washing the shore down there

For ever, and believing herself drowned.

In seeing so many of her, he might believe her

To be as many at once as drops of rain;

Perhaps a panther and a child asleep

At the same time.”

He saw dark laughter sparkling

Out of her eyes, but only until her face

Found his, and on his mouth a moving fire

Told him why there was death, and what lost song
Ulysses heard, and would have given his hands
And friends to follow and to die for. Slowly,

At last, the power of helplessness there was
In all that beauty of hers that was for him,

Breathing and burning there alone with him,

Until it was almost a part of him,
Suffused his passion with a tenderness

Attesting a sealed certainty not his

lo cozen or wrench from fate, and one withheld
In waiting mercy from oblivious eyes

—

His eyes and hers, that over darker water,

Where darker things than shadows would be coming,
Saw now no more than more stars in the sky.
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He felt her throbbing softly in his arms,
And held her closer still—with half a fear
Returning that she might not be Isolt,

And might yet vanish where she sat with him,
Leaving him there alone, with only devils

Of hell supplanting her.

<rLcave me the stars

A little longer,” said Isolt. “In Cornwall,

So much alone there with them as I was,

One sees into their language and their story.

They must be more than fire, and if the stars

Are more than fire, what else is there for them
To be than love? I found all that myself,

For vhen a woman is left too much alone,

Sooner or later she begins to think;

And no man knows what then she may discover.”

“Whether she be in Cornwall, or not there,

A v oman driven to thinking of the stars

Too hard is in some danger,” lie ‘•aid, Hgliing,

“Of being too much alone wherever she is
”

Her face unseen, she smiled, hearing him sigh

—

So much as if all patient chivalry

Were sighing with him. “One alone too long

In Cornwall Las to think somewhat,” she said,

“Or one may die One may do worse than die.

If life that comes of love is more than death,

Love must be more than death and life together.”

“Whether I know that life L more or not

Then death,” he <mid, “I swear, with you for witne-

You and the ^tnrx—that lo\o F more than either.”
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“If I should have to answer twice to that,

I should not let myself be here with you

Tonight, with all the darkness I see coining

On land and over water.” Then she ceased,

And after waiting as one waits in vain

For distant voices that are silent, “Tell me 1
”

She cned, seizing him hard and gazing at him,

“Tell me if I should make you go away

!

I’m not myself alone now, and the stars

All tell me so.”

He plucked her clinging hands

From his arms gently, and said, holding them,

“You cannot make me go away from you,

Isolt, for I believe, Avith you to tell me,

All your stars say. But never mind what they say

Of shadows coming. They are always coming

—

Coming and going like all things but one.

Love is the only thing that in its being

Is what it seems to be. Glory and gold,

And all the rest, are weak and hollow staves

For even the poor to lean on. We know that

—

We that have been so poor while grinning hinds

And shining wenches with all crowns to laugh at,

Have envied us, know that. Yet while you see

So many things written for you m starry fire,

Somehow you fear that I may lose my vision

Not seeing them. I shall not be losing it

—

Not even m seeing beyond where you have seen.

Yes, I have seen your stars. You are the stars!

You are the stars when they all sing together.

You live, you speak, and you have not yet vanished.
You are Isolt—or I suppose you are !”

He was not sure of her not vanishing
Until he felt her tears, and her warm arms
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Holding him with a sudden strength of love
That would have choked lnm had it not been love.
Each with unyielding lips refused the other
Language unasked; and their forgotten ears
Knew only as a murmur not remembered
A measured sea that always on the sand
Unseen below them, where time's only word
Was told in foam along a lonely shore,

Poured slowly its unceasing sound of doom

—

Unceasing and unheard, and still unheard,
As with an imperceptible surrender
They moved and found each other’s eyes again,
Burning away the night between their faces.

“Sometimes I fear that I shall fear for you
No more,” she said

; and to his ears her words
Were shaken music. “Why should I fear for you,
Or you for me, where nothing of earth is left,

Nothing of earth or time, that is worth fearing?

Sometimes I wonder if we are not like leaves

That have been blown by some warm wind of hen\en
Far from the tree of life, still to be living

Here between life and death.”

“Why do those two
Vainglorious and abysmal little words
Pursue you and torment jour soul 7” said he.

“Thej’ are the serpents and uncertain tic.-'

That coil and rustle tonight among j'our fears,

Onlj* because j*our fears have gi\on to them
A shnpe without n substance. Life and death?

Do not believe j-our start- if they are saving

That any such Avords are in their language now.
Whenever thoj’ tell you thej' are made of low.
Believe it; and forget them when they tell joti
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Of this or that man’s living a thousand years.

Why should he wish to live a thousand years?

Whether your stars are made of love or fire,

There is a love that will outshine the stars.

There will be love when there are no more stars.

Never mind what they say of darkness coming

That may come sometime, or what else they say

Of terrors hidden m words like life and death.

What do they mean? Never mind what they mean!
We have lived and we have died, and are alone

Where the world has no more a place for us,

Or time a fear for us, or death . . . Isolt !”

Her lips again hod hushed him, and her name,

As when first he had found her m his arms,

Was all there was to say till he was saying

Muffled and husky words that groped and faltered,

Half silenced m a darkness of warm hair:

“Whatever it is that brings us here tonight,

Never believe—never believe again

—

Your fear for me was more than love. Time lied.

If he said that. When we are done with time,

There is no time for fear. It was not fear

—

It was love’s other name. Say it was that

!

Say to me it was only one of time’s lies

!

Whatever it was—never mind what it was 1

There Anil be time enough for me to die.

Never mmd death tonight. . . . Isolt! Isolt 1”

YHI
Albeit the sun was high, the breath of morning
Was m the trees where Tnstram stood alone
With happiness, watching a bright summer sea
That like a field of heaving steel and silver

Flashed there below him, and as harmlessly
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As if an ocean bad no darker -work

To do than flash, and was to bear thereafter

No other freight than light. Joy sang in him
Till he could sing for joy, and would have done so,

Had not the lowly fear that humbles princes

Constrained him and so hindered him from giving

A little too much to those who served and feared him.

And willingly would listen; wherefore, turning

Away from the white music the waves made,

He lost himself again in a small forest,

Admiring the new miracle of the leaves,

And hearing, if one bird sang, as many as ten.

Now he could see once more the walls and towers

Of Joyous Gard over the tops of oaks

Before him; and while he stared at their nppenrnnco,

A cold familiar fear of the unreal

Seized him and held him fixed, like one awaiting

Some blast of magic that would shake them down
To dust, and all within them, and Isolt

He saw the night-like hair and the white arms
And the wet-shining eyes that half asleep

Had laughed at him again befoie he left them,

Still shining and still sleepy; and for the while

He saw them, he saw neither towels nor walls;

And for a moment while he could see nothing,

He was not large enough to hold his heart.

But soon he smiled, seeing where nothing yet

Had crashed or \anishod, or was like to fail him,

And moved along slowly mound the place

To a green field that like a sen of land

Lay decked and shadowed by the summer wind

That swept it, saying nothing of how soon

Or late the trampling feet, of men and hor-es

Would make n sorry shambles of it all.

And for another queen. lie wandered on,
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And the green grass was music as he walked

—

Until beyond it there were trees again,

And through them was the sea, still silver-white,

And flaslnng as before. Wherever he looked,

He saw dark eyes and hair and a white face

That was not white, but was the color of love;

Or that was near enough to being a name,

He thought—or might have thought, had he been thinking

—

For that which had no name. To think at all

Would be a more perfidious insolence

To fate, he felt, than to forget the sun

That shone this morning down on Joyous Gard,

Where now there was all joy. He felt it shining,

And throughout time and space he felt it singing;

He felt and heard it moving on the grass

Behind him, and among the moving trees

Around him, and along the foaming shore,

And in the ocean where he splashed and swam
Like a triumphant and almighty fish,

Relinquishing the last concern of earth,

Save one that followed him. Below the waves
There were dark laughing eyes and faintly seen

Phantasmal flashings and white witcheries,

Like those of a dim nixie to be trusted

Never to drown him, or not willingly,

Nor to deceive him. For the time it takes

For joy to think of death and to forget it,

He thought of himself drowned. But when his head
Came up and above water, and he was blind

At first with many a shaft of laughing fire,

All shot from somewhere out of violet eyes,

He had thought long enough. Some day or other

He might think more of it, but for some time
He was to live not thinking of his end,

Or thinking of it he was not to live.
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On shore again, he wished all mortal choice,

If choice there was, might come only to that.

Whatever it was that filled life high and full,

It was not time. So he had told Isolt

Under the stars; and so he told himself

Under the trees, and was believing it

With all his might and main. Something on him
Had fallen, in all appearance, that fell not
On men that for one reason or another

Were to fill life with time. He stretched his arms,
Laughing to he alive; and over his head
Leaves m the wind that gave them a gay voice

Flickered and ticked with laughter, saying to him,
“Tiistram, it is for you to stay or go.

You will not go. If you leave all thoie is

That fate calls yours—one jewel of a lustre

More than of earth and of all cUe on cnith,

Glowing in more than gold—the gods that live

In tiees will tell the others, and there shall he

No place prepaied in heaven or hell for one
Who failed in seeing until loo late to see,

That for the sake of living it was Ins life

And all there was of life that he was leau'ng.

Probably you will not live very long

If you stay here; and the gods who live in trees

Care little how long ninn live 1'.” He laughed again

To think of that, and heard the leaves and «aus
Laughing to think of that Like a man Io«t

In paradise, and before his time to die,

He wnndeicd inland, much at ease with fate,

And in preeatious content secure.

Seoul it v, the friendly mask of change
At which we smile, not seeing what 'miles behind it,

For days and nights, and for more day- and nicrhfs,
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And so for more and more, was unmolested

Through a long vigil over Joyous Gard;

And no dark thunder coming from the west,

Or lightning, shook security, or seared it,

Or touched those walls and towers with even a flick

Significant of irruption or invasion.

He who had laughed at what the laughing trees

Had said, may have laughed well.

Summer uas going,

When one day Tristram, having heard pleasantly

Isolt’s half-hearted and by now less frequent

Reversion to the inveterate whether or not

Of her deserting him in time to save him,

Or of his vanishing, said, stroking her

As if she were some admirable cat,

“Whenever I set myself to count the*pounds
Of beauty you have for your not having them,

—

Through fear for me, perhaps,—I could affirm

That your disturbance has a virtue in it,

Which I had not foreseen. Were you too happy,
Your face might round itself like a full fruit,

And all those evanescent little planes

And changes that are like celestial traps

To catch and hold and lose the flying lights

And unseen shadows that make loveliness,

Might go—or rather might not be left the same;
Although if I saw you deformed and twisted,

You would still be the same.”

“Dear child of thought,
Who forgets nothing if we give him time,”

She said, “if you saw me deformed and twisted,

You might sail back to Brittany so fast
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That all the little fishes would be frightened.

Never persuade yourself that you believe

Or need believe, so boundlessly as that.

You will be happier if you leave to me
The love of someone else’s imperfections.

I know—but never mind that It will not come.

We are not for the fireside, or for old age

In any retreat of ancient stateliness.

If that were so, then this would not be so.

Yet when this fragment of your longer life

Has come and gone, it will have come and gone.

There is no doubt of that; and unseen year*

May tell your memory more of me than love

May let you know today. After those years

In Cornwall, where my fire of life burned lower

Than you have ever known, I can say this.

Mine is a light that will go out sometime,

Tristram I am not going to be old.

There is a little watchman in my heart

Who is always telling rue what time it is.

ril say this once to you, and never but once.

To tell you better why harm, for mv' poor sake,

Musi not be yours. I could believe it best

—

If I could say it—to say it was all over.

There is your world outside, all fame and banners,

And it was never mine to take from you.

You must not let me take youi woild away
From you, after nil this. Love is not that.

Before jon are much older, I suppose

You will go back to Brittany, where Holt

—

That other Bolt—will think, and some chn know.

Women are not so latter if once they know,

And if the other is dead. Now forget that.

And kis~. me as if we ueie to li\c for ever.

Perhaps we shall, somewhere.”
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She smiled at him

And shivered, and they were silent for a while.

Then she said, “Do not say it. You’ll only say

That if I lost my ears and had no hair,

And I had whelks and moles all over my face,

Your love would be the same as it is now

—

So let’s believe, and leave it. And if not that,

Your love would find new benefits and rewards

In losing all for me—while yet there’s time

Not to lose all. If you think only of me,

You may forget how far a king’s am reaches,

And what reprisals he may buy with gold

And golden promises.”

“May the kings all

Be damned,” he said, “and their reprisals also.

If this that you have hidden from me so well

Hides truth within it—and may God say no !

—

I shall have one more right, if more be needed,

Never to let you go while I’m alive.

Tell me you said it only to be sure

There was no truth in it.”

She said no more,
And only smiled again, shaking her head,

While in her calm and shining eyes he found
Another last look; and it was not like one
That he had seen before and had remembered
Ever since that cold moonlight on those stairs,

And those cold waves below. But though the way
She looked at him this time, and all she told

So silently, and all she did not tell,

Was not forgotten, security remained
Unchanging, and a friendly sentinel;
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And neither, as with a hush of understanding,

Save with umulling eyes now and again,

Said more of shadows
;
and while autumn came,

Tristram would see no cloud, or a cloud coming,

Between them and the sun. Whether it rained

Or not, the sun was always shining there,

Or wheresoever the hour might find him riding,

Or sailing home with singing fishermen,

Or losing himself in forage of new scenes,

Alone, for the sheer joy of being alone

And seeing Isolt behind him with Brangwaine

And Gouvernoil, and with almost a town

Of Lancelot’s men and women to attend them.

Love must have wings to fly away from love,

And to fly back again. So Tristram’s love,

And Tristram with it, flew, for the sake of flying,

Far as it would, and if he faied alone

Through mist and lain, there were two violet eyes

That made of mist and ram a pleasant fire,

Warming him as he went. If on the sea

That fell and rose interminably around him,

His manful n\ ocation was to feign

Escape from blue-black naves of Irish hair.

There were no other waves worth mentioning.

And if allured by unfamiliar scenes

And distances, he found himself n-tray,

Or comfortably losl, theie was no red

That any vestcm sky might show so fair

Beyond the world ns one that still on it,

A led that nmed itself ali\c with white.

Never the same way twice. It mantled now

Fairer than phantom flnmo in a white face

That was itself a phantom, and jet so real

That seeing it fade and smile and lade again,
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He trembled, wondering still and still assured

That not far off, and ahvays waiting for him

In Joyous Gard, while he saw pictures of her

That Aveie almost Isolt alive to see,

There was Isolt alive that he could feel

When his hands touched her, and find musical

When Ins heart listened. There were other women
Who murmured peradventure for men's ears

To hear, yet while his own were not engaged

Or implicated they were ghosts of women,
Dumb in a hell of men that had no ears,

For all they were to him—albeit his love

Of everything, where everything was Isolt,

Would not have had that so.

Having outwalked

His hours, he yielded to the setting sun,

And soon enhancing for the eyes of man
With gold of earth, and with his exaltation,

The distant gold of heaven, he borrowed a horse

For a journey, never alone, through falling shadows
And falling leaves. Back to the walls and towers

He went that now held heaven and all but God
To welcome him with wild and happy eyes

And dark hair waving over them, and a flame

Of red that in the firelight was Immersed
In burning white, white fire and red together,

And her white arms to hold him while she asked
Where he had been, what insects he had seen,

And who was king of Salem. Leaves and flowers.

Wild roses for Isolt, encumbered him,
But were no bulk or burden as on he rode,

Singing, and seeing always in the firelight

He should find shining at his journey’s end

—

Isolt, ahvays Isolt. She was not there,
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He fancied, smiling; she had never been there,

Save in a dream of his; the towers and walls

Of Joyous Gard were only a dream of his;

But heaven had let him dream for a whole summer,
And he was dreaming still as he rode through

The silent gate, where there were silent men
"Who looked at him as if he were a stranger,

Whose tongue was none of theirs Troubled and vexed,

He felt the stillness of a difference

In their attention, as for some defect

Or lapse of his that he could not remember;
And saying a word about a stranger’s horse,

He passed them on his way to the still door

Where joy so often entered and came out.

A wonted sense of welcome failing him,

He summoned it from the twilight on the stairs

And hnlf began to sing with a dry throat

That held no song. He entered the same room
Where first Isolt had found him waiting for her,

And where, since then, he hnd so often found

Isolt, waiting for him. She was not there

—

And that was strange. She was not always there,

But it was strange that she was not there now.

He stared about him, wondering that one room,

Holding so many things that ho had seen,

And seen again, should Hold at the same time

So much of silence. What hnd happened there?

Whore were those arms, and the dark happy eyes,

Always hnlf wet with joy at sight of him?

He made himself insist that he could smile

While helpless drops of fear came out of him,

And he asked of his heart that heat so hard

Why he should he afraid. It v*a-> no mark
In his experience to he found afraid,

But he could find no name warmer than fear
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For the cold sickness that "was in him now,

Although he named it only to disown it.

“A woman may not be always in one place,”

He thought, and said, “Isolt !” She was not there.

He saw the chimney, and saw no fire was there

—

And that was strange. It was not always there,

But there or not there, it should he there now.

“And all fires are not lighted at one time,”

He thought, and said, “Isolt!” There was no sound

In this Toom, or the next room, or the next;

There was no sound anywhere in the whole house

—

Except the pounding of his heart, which felt

To him as if it were the whole of him.

He was afraid, and done with all disowning,

And perilously was not afraid of that.

“Is not one here who dares to answer me?”
He muttered slowly, hut he could not move

—

Not even when he believed that he heard something

Alive behind the heavy velvet curtain

Where he had heard Isolt, so long ago

That now it seemed that she might never have come,

If now she were not gone. For a gasp of time

That only fooled him to a surer knowing
That this was not Isolt, he told himself

It was—like a man dying who lies to life

For the last empty joy of a last lie.

The sound he heard was not the mouse-like noise

That mice and women make. Be what it might,

He scarcely heard it; and not heeding it,

He stood alone with his hands hanging clenched,

More like a man of bronze than a man breathing,

Until he shook and would have swayed and fallen

Had he not stumbled heavily to a couch

That filled a corner filled already with shadows.
Sitting inert upon the edge of it,
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He sent a searching gaze all over the room,

Seeing everything hut the one thing lie stiove

To see, and last he stared upon the floor

Before him, -where lay scattered some wild flowers,

Wild roses for Isolt, and saw them there

As if they were a thousand miles away.

Then he looked up again, turning Ins face

Enough to see m the same loom with him,

Rigid and silent, like a friend ordained

To strike again a friend already stricken,

Gawaine fiom Cnmelot. Tristram arose,

Propping himself with pride and comtesy.

And stood there waiting for Gawame to tell him

As much as he might tell.

“I have come too late.”

He said; and then the look of Tristram vanquished

And routed the battalion of bra\c voids

That he had mustered. “And for that I’m ‘•orn

Mark is abroad again, and has been fiee

For just how long the devil lnmself may know.

The Queen was by the shore, under some tree",
*

Where she would sit for horns alone sometime*.

Watching the ocean—or so Brnnguamc *>.»>*

Alone and happy. Your wits will see the red.

They carried her off with them in a small boat,

And now she's on a ship that sail" to Cornwall.

I do not know a land that has a law

Whereby a man may follow a king*" ship

For the king’s wife, and have a foim of welcome

Better than battle. You nio not trimmed lor that

Forgive me—we did all we could, i am here.

And here too late. If I were you, I fata v.

I should tear one more leaf out «»f m\ book.

And let the next now page he its own story.
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Each word of Gawaine’s, falling like a blow

Dealt viciously by one unseen, fell slowly,

And with a not premeditated aim,

So accurate and unfailing in its proof

That when the last had fallen—without reply,

And without time to summon will or reason,

Tristram, the loud accredited strong warrior,

Tristram, the learned Nimrod among hunters,

Tristram, the loved of women, the harp-player,

Tristram, the doom of his prophetic mother,

Dropped like a log, and silent on the floor,

With wild flowers lying around him on the floor

—

Wild roses for Isolt—lay like a log.

Gawaine, Brangwaine, and Gouvernail all waited

By the couch where they had laid him, hut no words
Of any resigned allegiance to a fate

That ruled all men acknowledging its rewards,

And its ingratitudes and visitations,

Were on his tongue to say; and in his eyes

There was no kind of light that anyone there

Had seen in them before After long time,

He stared at Brangwaine, and his lips moved once.

Trying to speak, hut he said nothing then

;

And he said nothing that was heard that night
By man or woman.

There was a week gone by
When Gawaine, less obscured at each day’s end
In his confusions, and far less at home
Than ever, saw fit to feel that his return
Was urging him away. His presence there

Was no contagious good that he could see,

And he felt lonely and unnecessary.
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There was no Tristram left that he remembered

;

Brangwaine, whenever she saw him, did not see him;
And Gouvernail, to one who had always lived

For life, was only gloom looking for death,

And no right company for Gawaine Brangwaine,

He learned, Avas going away with him tomorroiv,

As far as Camelot, and he sighed to say so,

Seeing hoiv fair she was. “BrangAvaine, Gaivanic, .

A deal of music in this world is wasted,”

He thought, “because a woman cries and kills it.

They’ve taken aivay Isolt, Tristram is mad,

Or dead, or God knoivs lvhat’s the name of it,

And all because a Avomnn had eyes and ear*,

And beauty enough to strike him dumb with it.

Why must a man, where there are loaves and fishes,

See only as far ns one crumb on his table?

Why must he make one morsel of a lifetime?

Here is no place for me. If this be love,

May I live all alone out on a rock,

And starve out there Avith only the son to drink,

And only myself to eat. If this be love,

May I wear blinkers always, or better yet.

Go blindfold through the penis of thi* world,

Which I haA'e always liked, and so, God help me,

Be led to safety like a hooded horse

Tlnough sparks and unseen fire If this be love,

May I grow mein,* and old and amiable

On hate. I’ll fix on someone who admire* me,

And sting him, and then hate him all my da\s

‘GnAvnine, Brangwaine,*

—

what el*c ii that than song?

If I A\ere a musician, and had tenure.

I’d surely some day make a tune of it

‘Riangunine, Gnwnme.’ n He frowned upon event*.

And *ighed again that men were not alike.

“*GaA\aine, Brangwaine.'” Brangwaine wa~ fair t* *
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And life, while he could smg, was not very long,

And woe not his annoyed him.

Gawame went

With all his men, and Brangwame, the next day;

And Tristram, like a statue that was moving,

Still haunted Joyous Gard, where Gouvemail,

Disconsolate, and half seared out of sorrow,

Followed and feared, and waited for a sound

Of more than Yes or No. So for a month
He waited, hearing nothing, of life without,

Barring a word from Camelot of Isolt

In Cornwall, and alive. He told Tristram,

And Tustram said, “Alive!” Saying no more,

He watched the waves with eyes where Gouvernail

Saw not what he would see in them. The light

That had been Tristram was gone out of them,

And Tristram was not there, even when he spoke,

Saying at last, “This is not good for you,

Gouvernail. You are not my friend for this.

Go hack to Brittany and forget all this.”

Gouvernail’s ears were glad and his heart danced
To hear so many words, but long days passed
And went before he heard so many again.

Then came a letter which a stranger brought,

Who, seeing it held by Tristram, rode away,
Saying his work was done. With avid hands
And eyes half blind with hope, he tore it open,
To make whatever he would of words like these:

“Greeting, Sir Tristram, Prince of Lyonesse.
It nas a joy to share with you a house
Wlieie I was once. That was a pleasant house,
Say what you will of it; and it was pleasant
Of me to make you safe and comfortable,
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Say what you will of that. This will he sent

For your distinguished and abused attention

From my domain, here in this land of Gore,

Which is my land, and is a pleasant land,

As you may say of it yourself sometime.

More to the salt and essence, theie’s a lady

Alive in Cornwall—or she was alive

—

Who is alone and sore bestead, I fear me,

Amort for love of you. If you go soon

—

Too soon you cannot go, if you would see her

—

And are not burned alive, or flayed alive,

Or otherwise hindered or invalidated,

You may behold once more that Iiish hair.

And those same Irish eyes that once engaged

And occupied you to your desperation.

I cannot answer on more authority

Than hope for your reception or return,

But you, being orgulous and full as an egg

Of fate, may find a way through fire and steel

To see that face again. Were I a man,

And vere I thus apprised as to the lady,

I should anon be rowelling my good lior~c,

And on my v ay to Cornwall. Pence be with you,

And may no eul avail or overtake you.

Farewell, Sir Tristiam, Prince oi Lyones^e ’

Too sorely stricken already to feel sting5
,

Tristram, villi [Morgan's letter eru-hed and uiinkled.

Sat unresponsive, seeing, wherever lie go/ed.

Foam breaking, and dark staii^. and two dmk e\<-,

Frightened and wild again as when thc\ left bun

That night when be left them. When he would v <'e

No more of them, he said to Gom ennui,

“Tomorrow I shall go for a far journey.

And may go I'nitlicr still. So, Gomemnil,
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Go back to Brittany and forget all this,

And tell them there that they were not forgotten.

Nothing that I can send or say to her

Will do much good. And if I lied to her,

She might remember me—only for that.

Tell her that I meant always to be kind

—

And that’s a little to tell. Say there was more
Than I was, or am yet, to be between us

—

And that’s a little to say to her. But say it.”

—

“Sometime I will, Tristram, but not tomorrow.

Tomorrow I go -with you, unless you kill me,”

Gouvernail said, “and that would be a little

Bor you to do. I have seen in and out,

And I’m as wise today as when my mother
Was glad because I cried that I was bom.
Your mother was not, you say. Well, perhaps not.”

IX

Against a parapet that overlooked

The sea, lying now like sound that was asleep,

King Mark sat gazing at Isolt’s white face,

Mantled no more with red, and pale no longer

With life. The poor dominion that was his

Of her frail body was not revenge enough
To keep even hate alive, or to feed fury.

There was a needlessness about it now
That fury had not foreseen, and that foresight

Would never have forestalled The sight of her,

Brought back to him a prisoner by his men
From Joyous Gard, and her first look at him,
Had given to death a smallness, and to life,

Ready for death, an uncomplaining triumph
Like nothing of his. There might be Tristram dead
By stealth, yet there would always be that face

—
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Isolt’s white face. He saw it now, and said,

"I am not looking to you for much, regard,

Though you might let your eyes, if not your tongue,

Say where I am Do they know that I am here?

"Why are you looking at the sea so long?”

“The sea was never so still as this before,”

She said. “It is like something after life,

And it is not like death. That ship out there

Is like two ships, and one of them a shadow.

When you came, I was asking if the shadow

Might not, if only we knew shadows better,

Be the real ship. I am not very well

;

And lately I’ve had fancies. Do not mind them.

I have never seen the sea so still ns this.”

“Perhaps the sea is like ourselves,” Mark said,

“And has as much to say of storms and calms

That shake or make it still, as we have power

To shake or to be still. I do not know.

I was just saying it for no harm or reason.

I shall do no more harm to either of you

Ilereafter, and cannot do more to myself.

I should have lost my nature not to take you

Away from hnn—but now, having you here,

I'm not so sure of nature as once I was

If it were fate for man here to be *uire,

He might not stay so long 1 do not know.

All I know now is that a on sent for me,

And that I’ve told you all, or I believe <=0
,

That you would bear me «ay. A month ago,

lie might have stepped from folk to ‘•uro death,

Had Ins blind feet found Cornwall. But not now.

Your gates and doors arc open. All I a-k

Is that 1 sliall not see him ”
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Isolt said then,

“There was a time when I should have told God
Himself that he had made you without mercy.

Forgive me that For there was your side, always;

There were your ways, ivlncli are the ways of kings

;

And there was blindness everywhere at first

—

When there was all that time' You are kind now,

And I thank God that you are merciful.”

—

“When there is nothing left for us to lose,

There’s no great mercy in our not losing it,”

He said. “God will not hear you if you thank him
Only for that A weary spark of sense,

Or a dull feel of reason, is not mercy.

I have not changed. Pm only some days older

Than when they brought you back from there—-brought you
And your white face together. You looked at me,

And I saw your white face.”

She smiled at him,

And touched his hand with hers : “You are good to me.

Whatever you do, I shall not be here long.

Whatever you are, you have been good to me.

I shall not be afraid of you again

—

No, nor of Andred. When he knows of this,

He will bow down to your authority

Like a small hungry dog and lick your fingers.

And all his insane hatred for Tristram,

And all his woise than insane love for me . . .

Poor loveless atom!”

“Andred?” Mark said, scowling,

And went on with a hoarse unhappy laugh

:

“Morgan, -when she was here, was playmg with him
So much like a damned cat that I believed

His love, if you say love, was all for her.
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I 'wondered that she wasted so much guile

Upon so little grace. The fellow is mad.

I should have seen that he was always mad.

We were all mad—that night I should have seen.

I should have seen . . .” He rose and stalked alon

Before the parapet, and back again;

Then, with a groan that savored of a snarl,

He cried, “God knows what else I should have seen!

Had I been made with eyes to rend m the dark

All that was written there, I might have seen,

By straining them, some such cflect as this.

How could I see where there was nothing shown

Or told for me to see? There was \ ourself,

But I believed that home was in your eyes,

Rather than hate, and that a ciown to wear

Would outshine all your tears Had I known eaily

All that I knew7 too late ... I do not know.

I am not sure.”

“Whether you are or me not,”

She said, “you have been kind to me today.

You will not live, though you should h\c foi o\ci.

To wish this kindness back You might have gi'en

Me nothing, and I should not have wondered more

Than I have wondered at your giving me this.

I should have suffered, and not thought it strange.

There was a cloud that covered us all. and now

You have been kind. If it was late, we'll sn\

Bad fate was like bad weather. Oh. it is hard,

With such a stillness lying on everything

Today, to say that storms have o\er been.”

“There have been storms enough to sink u= all.

And drown us Yet we are still here afloat—
TOD
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Here, or somewhere. Not even that ship you see

"Will he there always.”

“And ships in their last port,”

She said, “have still a farther voyage to make,

Wherever it is they go Were it not for love,

Poor life would be a ship not worth a launching.

Is it not true 9”

“I do not know,” Mark said

;

And for a long time stared upon the sea,

Which told him nothmg.

Isolt, watching him there,

And with a furtive sorrow m her heart

For one that was foredoomed to be himself,

Felt presently the coming of quick feet

Up the stone stairs within the walls behind her;

And turning where she lay, saw Brangwaine’s fingers

Upon her lips, and saw more in. her eyes

Than joy alone, or fear. Only one thing

Was there in life remaining to mean either;

And the wild red came back to Isolt’s cheeks,

And to her throat.

“He is waiting,” Brangwaine said,

“And has the manner, if I may dare to say so,

Of one who should not wait.”

“Why should he wait?”
Mark answered, with a sullen glance at her;

And then, after one long unhappy look

At where Isolt was lying—or now half lying

—

Went through the doorway and led Brangwaine with him,

Leaving Isolt alone to watch the sea
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Until there was no sea, and she saw nothing

—

Not even when she felt arms shaking that held her,

And his lips, after so long, on hers again,

And on her cheeks and eyes When she could see,

She shrank a little away from him for love

And wonder, and then for love and fear she drew
His face down to her heart and held it there

"While her heart ached and it seemed right to die.

Searching his eyes to find him, she said only,

“I shall hear all you do not say to mo,

Tustram. For you are only one man still,

Winch is a thing that one man may forget.

You forget rest.”

“I shall remember it

—

Sometime/’ he said. “When lest remembers me,

There will be time for that I ‘•hall have rest.”

Then he sat still, holding her hands ns lightly

As if thejT weie two leaves, and stared at her

Like a man back from death. “What has Mark done

That I should find his doors all open for me.

And see no swords, or fire? You have done this.

There is no other woman, and no man.

To do it. I can see now. The king of bell

Would not refuse, if your eyes asked him now,

To open the doors of hell.”

“They an' all open,

Tristram, and I shall not go out of them

—

Or I shall not go out ns I came in

They arc the doors of hon\en while > oil are here,

And shall be so when you are gone from here;

For I shall keep you here. Mark, 1 suppo-e.

Knew that. Mark lias been good to me today

So good that I might almost think him sorry
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That he is Mark, and must he always Mark.

May we be sorry to be ourselves, I wonder?

I am not so, Tristram. You are not so.

Is there much then to sigh for?”

“I am not sighing

For that,” he said, and kissed her thin white fingers.

“My love will tell you, if you need be told

At all, why sorrow comes with me . . . Isoltl

Isolt'”

She smiled. “I am not afraid to die,

Tristram, if you are tiying 'to think of that

—

Or not to think of that. Why think of it?

My cup was running over; and having had all

That one life holds of joy, and in one summer,

Why should I be a miser crying to God
For more? There was a way for this to he,

And this must be the way. There was no other;

And I would have no other—not for myself.

Not now. Not now. It is for you, Tristram,

That I see this way best.”

“God knows,” he said,

“How well my love, which is the best of me,
Knows what a gulf of trust and understanding
There is in yours, where I would drown and die

So gladly and so soon, could I, by going
That way, leave you behind me here, and happy.
I would be gone from you and be forgotten

Like waves in childhood on forgotten water,

If that were the way left to bring warm life

And warm joy back into these cheeks again,

And these eyes looking at me.”
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The eyes smiled,

And the cheeks flushed with gladness, and Isolt

Said without sorrow, “I would not give two grains

Of sand to stay alive with you forgotten.

But I would give myself, or as much of me
As there is now, for God’s word that my love

May not make yours a burden to be boi ne

Till you be weary of it. If we had seen,

If we had known—when theie was all that time!

But no, there’s nothing in that. 'We lm\e known since (lieu

All that we know today. Was it enough ?

How shall we measure and weigh these lives of oius?

You said once that whatever it is that fills

Life up, and fills it full, it is not time.

You told my story when you said that to me,

But what of yours? Was it enough, Tnstiam?

Was it enough to fly so far away
From time that for a season time forgot us?

You said so, once. Was it too much to say? ’

Her words had in their pleading an unwilling

And wistful intimation of things ended

That sorrow let escape Rut he only Mailed,

And pressed her asking hands. “It was enough.”

He said; “and I may tell you moie than that,

Perhaps, when I am God, making new stars

To shine for you to sec They arc more than tire,

You said; and they will tell you e\erything

That I may not say now.”

"It w .is enough”’

She murmured
;
and her words held hnppim --

Heard beyond earth, he thought He tunnel In- e\e->

Away from her- that elo-cd in weaiim —
And peace, to len’ve her smiling. Xe\er before
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Had such a stillness fallen on land or sea

That he remembered. Only one silent ship

Was moving, if it moved. He turned again

To the low couch before him and saw shining,

"Under the darkness of her waving hair,

And with a pallid loveliness not pale

With life around them, the same violet eyes

Fixed upon his and with a calm that hurt him,

Telling him what they told, and holding more
Than it was good to tell. But they could smile

And lie for kindness
,
and she could tell him lies

While he for kindness listened

:

“You will go back
To Brittany after this, and there Isolt

—

That other Isolt—” she said, “will, as time goes,

Fill up the strange and empty little place

That I may leave; and as time goes, and goes,

You may be king with her across the water;

Or, if you choose, you will be king, may be,

In your land, Lyonesse. I have never known
A man before with kingdoms at his feet,

Like scattered gold for him to leave or take,

And as he will. You will go back again

To Brittany, and when you are an old man,
You will remember this—this afternoon.

I am so sure of it that Fll not ask you
To tell me more about it.” Her white fingers

Closed upon his, and her eyes closed again.

‘‘I shall go back to Brittany, sometime,”
He said, “for whatsoever awaits me there.

There may be nothing. Women have changed before
And more of them would be more fortunate,

For all I know, if more of them might change.”
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“I have seen many/’ she said, “Hie silent birds

Who could not fly with wings they thought were broken.

They were not broken, and the birds did fly.

I have seen wings that have been healed and mended,
Also. I have not seen many of them, perhaps.

Wings are but once for most of those who fly

Till they see time lying under them like a mist

That covers the earth. We have had wings and flown.

And one of us comes to earth again, and time,

Not to find much time left; and that is best

For her. One will hove wings to fly again;

And that is best for him.”

He looked across

The windless water and forgot what land

It was that lay beyond where he was looking.

He forgot everything, save all there was

For him, and turned again to see it there, lying

So silent, and unendurably so soon

Not to be there; to be so fair thcie now,

And then to vanish; to be so dark and white

And violet, and to die. And that was best,

She said
;
and she must know. He heard her saving

And saying again to him that it was best.

She would be saying it all his life to him,

To make him sure, leaving him and Ins wings

To fly •wherever they would. “You do not say

IIow far I shall bo flying* or for how long,”

He told her then, “and that's ns well for me.

As for the best, I know no more of that

Tlinn I sec in jour face and in your low

That looks at me. Love, it wn^ far from here

And far from England and tins inchmeal world

That our wings lifted u« to let us fly

Where time forgot us. Ho waited for u> here,
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But liis wings were too old to follow us.

We shall not go so far away from here

Again, till we go farther. It is enough

For me that you should ask if it was so,

And ask it with these eyes.”

“1 would to God
That we might fly together away from here,

Like two birds over the sea,” she murmured then,

And her words sang to him. “The sea was never

So still as it is now, and the wind never

So dead. It is like dying, and not like death.

No, do not say things now This is not you,

Tristram. There was a mercy in fate for you
That later will be clear, when you see better

Than you need see today. Only remember
That all there was of me was always yours.

There was no more of me. Was it enough?
Tell me, was it enough? You said it was,

And I have still to ask. Women have ears

That will hold love as deserts will hold rain,

But you have told Isolt it was enough,

And she knows all there is. When first we met
In darkness, and were groping there together,

Not seeing ourselves—and there was all that time

—

She was all yours. But time has died since then,

Time and the world, and she is always yours.

Pray God she be no burden. You that are still

To fly, pray God for that.”

He raised his eyes
And found hers waiting for them. “Time is not life

—

For me,” he said. “But your life was for you.
It was not mine to take away from you.”
He went on wanderingly, and his words ached
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Like slaves feeling a lasli : “It was not mine.

I should have let you go away from there.

I should have made you go, or should have gone
Myself, leaving you there to tell yourself

It was your fear for me that frightened me,

And made me go.”

“If you should hear my ghost

Laughing at you sometime, you will know why,

Tristram,” she said. And over hei calm eyes

A smile of pity passed like a small cloud

Over two pools of violet m warn white,

Pallid with change and pain. “It was your life,

For mine was nothing alone. It was not time,

For you or me, when we were there together.

It was too much like always to be time

If you said anything, love, you said it only

Because you arc afraid to see me die

—

Which is so little, now. There was no moie;

And when I knew that I was lieie again,

I knew1 there was no more. ... It was enough,

And it was all there was.”

Once more she diew him

Closer, and held him; and once more his head

Whs lying upon her with her arms around it

As they would hold a child. She felt the st length

Of a man shaking in his helplessness,

And would not see it. Lving with cjo* closed

And all her senses tired with pain and lo\t\

And pity for love that was to die, she saw him

More ns a thunder-stricken tower of life

Brought down by fire, than ns a stricken man

Brought down by fate, and nlwaj- to v car sears
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Revealed and hidden. There was another voice,

Telling of when there should he left for him

No place among the living any longer;

And there was peace and wisdom, saying to her,

It will be best then, when it is all done.

But her own peace and wisdom frightened her,

And she would see him only as he had been

Before. That was the best for her to see;

And it was best that each should see the other

Unseen, and as they were before the world

"Was done with them, and for a little while,

In silence, to forget and to remember.

They did not see the ocean or the sky,

Or the one ship that moved, if it was moving,

Or the still leaves on trees. They did not see

The stairs where they had stood once in the moonlight,

Before the moon went out and Tristram went
From her to darkness, into time and rain,

Leaving her there with Mark and the cold sound
Of waves that foamed all night. They did not see

The silent shore below, or the black rocks,

Or the black shadow of fate that came unfelt,

Or, following it, like evil dressed as man,
A shape that crept and crawled along to Tristram,

And leapt upon him with a shining knife

That ceased to shine. After one cry to God,
And her last cry, she could hear Tristram, saying,

“If it was Andred—give him thanks—for me. . . .

It was not Mark. . . . Isolt !”

She heard no more.
There was no more for either of them to hear,

Or tell It was all done. So there they lay,

And her white arms around his head still held him,
Closer than life. They did not hear the sound
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Of Andred laughing, and they did not hear
The cry of Brangwaine, who had seen, too late,

Andred ascending stealthily alone,

Like death, and with death sliming in his hand.
And in Ins eyes. They did notTiear the steps
Of Mark, who followed, or of Gouvernail,
Who followed Mark.

They were all silent there
While Mark, nearer the couch and watching it,

And all that there was on it, and half on it,

Was unaware of Andred at his knees,
Until he seized them and stared up at him
With unclean gleaming eyes. “Tell me, my lord
And master,” he crooned, with fawning confidence,

“Tell me—and say if I have not done well

!

See lnm—and say if I’m a lizard now!
See him, my master! Have I not done well?”

Mark, for a time withheld in angry wonder
At what he saw, and with accusing poxtoav
Bor what lie felt, said nothing and did nothing,
Till at the sight of Andred’s upturned face
He reached and seized lum, saving no word at all,

And like a still machine with hands began
Slowly to strangle him. Then, with a curse,

Ho flung him half alive upon the floor,

Where now, for the first time, a knife wa= lying,
All wet with Tristram’s hlood. He stared at it.

Almost ns if his hands had left it there;
And having scon all he would of it. he flung it

Over the parapet and into (he sen;
And whore it fell, the faint sound of n splash
3' nr down was (ho one sound the sea had made
That afternoon. Only the ship had mo\ od

—
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And "was a smaller ship, farther away.

He watched it for a long time, silently,

And then stood watching Tristram and Isolt,

Who made no sound “I do not know,” he said,

And gazed away again from everything.

'‘No sea was ever so still as this before,”

Gouvernail said, at last; and while he spoke

His eyes were on the two that were together

Where they were lying as silent as the sea.

“They will not ask me why it is not strange

Of me to say so little.”

“No,” Mark answered,

“Nothing was ever so still as this before. . . .

She said it was like something after life,

And it was not like death. She may have meant
To say to me it was like this; and this

Is peace.”

To make his wonder sure again

That they were there, he looked
;
and they were there.

And there was Andred, helpless on the floor,

Staring in a mad ecstasy of hope
At Mark, who scanned him with an absent hate

Of nature, and with a doubt—as he had looked
Sometimes at unreal creatures of the sea

Thrown ashore dead by storms Saying unheard,
With lips that moved as in a tortured sleep,

Words that were only for the dead to hear,

He watched again as he had watched before
The two that were so still where they were lying,

And wondered if they listened—they were so still

Where they were lying. “I do not know,” he said,

“What this is you have done. I am not sure . .
.”
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His words broke slowly of their own heaviness,
And were like words not spoken to be heard

:

“I am not sure that you have not done well.

God knows what you have done. I do not know.
There was no more for them—and this is peace.”

X
By the same parapet that overlooked
The same sea, lying like sound now that was dead,
Mark sat alone, watching an unknown ship
That without motion moved fiom hour to hour,
Farther away. There was no other thing

Anywhere that was not as fixed and still

As two that were now safe within the walls

Below lmn, and like two that were asleep.

"There was no more for them,” he said again,

To himself, or to the ship, "and this is peace.
I should have never praise or thanks of them
If power were mine and I should waken them;
And wlmt might once have been if I had known
Before—I do not know. So men will say
In darkness, after daylight that was darkness,

Till the world ends and there are no more kings

And men to say it. If I wei e the world’s maker,
I should say fate was mightier than I was,

M ho made these two that are so silent now,
And for an end like this Nothing in this

Is love that I have found, nor is it in love

That shall find me I shall know day from night

Until I die, but there are darknesses
That I am never to know, by day or night;
All which is one more weary thing to learn.

Always too late There are como ills and evils

Awaiting us that God could not invent;
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There are mistakes too monstrous for remorse

To fondle or to dally with, and failures

That only fate’s woist fumbling in the dark

Could have arranged so well. And here once more

The scroll of my authority presents

Deficiency and dearth. I do not know
"Whether these two that have tom life from time,

Like a death-laden flower out of the earth,

Have failed or won. Many have paid with more
Than death for no such flower. I do not know
How much' there was of Morgan in this last

Unhappy work of Andred’s, or if now
It matters—when such a sick misshapen grief

May with a motion of one feeble arm
Bring this to pass. There is too much in this

That intimates a more than random issue;

And this is peace—whatever it is for me.

Now it is done, it may he well for them,

And well for me when I have followed them.

I do not know.”

Alone he stood there, watching

The sea and its one ship, until the sea

Became a lonely darkness and the ship

Was gone, as a fnend goes. The silent water
Was like another sky where silent stars

Might sleep for ever, and everywhere was peace.

It was a peace too heavy to be endured

Longer by one for whom no peace less heavy
Was coming on earth again. So Mark at last

Went sombrely within, -where Gouvemad
And silence wearied him. Move as he might,
Silence was all he found—silence within,

Silence without, dark silence everywhere

—

And peace.
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And peace, that lay so heavy and dark
That night on Cornwall, lay as dark that night
On Brittany, where Isolt of the white hands
Sat watching, as Mark had watched, a silent sea
That was all stars and darkness. She was looking
With her gray eyes again, m her old way,
Into the north, and for she knew not what
Tonight. She was not looking for a ship,

And there was no ship coming. Yet there she sat,

And long into the night she sat there, looking
Away into the darkness to the north,

Where there was only darkness, and more stars.

No ship was coming that night to Brittany
From Cornwall. There was time enough for ships;

And when one came at last, with Gouvernad,
Alone, she had seen in him the end of waiting,

Before her father’s eyes and his bowed head
Confirmed her sight and sense.

King Howel paused,

Like one who shifts a grievous weight he enri les,

Hoping always in vain to make it lighter,

And after gaznlg at the Inige gray eyes
In the wan face before him, would have spoken,

But no speech came Dimly f 1 om where lie was,

Through mist that filled Ins eves, he pictured her

Hore as a white and lovely thing to kill

With words than ns a woman who wa' waiting
For truth alrendj told. “Dolt—my child

He faltered, and because he was her ff.tlier,

His anguish for the blow that he was giving
Felt the blow first for her.

“You arc so kind
To mo, my father,” t-he said softly to him,
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“That you will hold behind you now the knife

You bring with you, first having let me see it

You are too kind. I said then to Gawame
That he would not come back Tristram is dead.

So—tell me all there is. I shall not die

1 have died too many times already for that.

I shall not ever (he. Where was he, father?”

Her face was whiter and her large gray eyes

Glimmered with tears that waited.

He told her then

A tale, by Gouvernail and himself twice-tempered,

Of Tristram on his way to Brittany,

Having seen that other Isolt, by Mark’s reprieve,

Only once more before she was to die

It was an insane sort of kinsman, Andred,

Not Mark, who slew him in a jealous hate,

All which was nebulously true enough
To serve, her father trusted, willing to leave

The rest of it unheard, whatever it was,

For time to bury and melt. With Tristram dead,

This child of his, with her gray eyes that saw
So much, seeing so far, might one day see

A reason to live without him—which, to him,

Her father, was not so hard as to conceive

A reason for man’s once having and leaving her.

That night the King prayed heaven to make her see,

And m the morning found his child asleep

—

After a night, of tears and stifled words,

They told him She had made almost no sound
That whole night, and for many a day to follow
She made almost no sound.

One afternoon
Her father found her by the sea, alone,
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Where the cold waves that rolled along the sand
Were saying to her unceasingly, “Tristram

—

Tristram.” She heard them and was unaware
That they had uttered once another name
For Tristiam’s ears. She did not know of that,

More than a woman or man today may know
What a\ omen or men may hear when someone says
Familiar thmgs forgotten, and did not see
Her father until she turned, heating lnm speak:

“Two years ago it was that he came here
To make you Ins unhappy wife, my child,

Telling you then, and in a thousand ways,
A\ ithout the need of language, that Ins love

as far from here. His willingness and my wish
Were more to save you then, so I believed,

Than to deceive you You weie not deceived;
And you aie as far now from all deception,
Or living need of it. You are not going
On ah\ ays with a ghost for company,
Until you die If you do so, my nay,
M hich cannot be a long way now, maj still

Be moie than yours. If Tustram veie nlive,

^ 0n would be Tristram’s queen, and the world’s eyes
And mine would be content, seeing it so
But lie is dead, and you have di earned too long,
I artly because your dicam was partly true

—

"Which was the worst of all, but >et a dream.
Non it is time for those large solemn eyes
Of yonrs to open slowly, and to see
Before them, not behind. Tristram i- dead,
And you are a king’s daughtoi, fnirei than fame
Ba* told—which are two seeds for vou to plant
In jour aviso little hend as in a garden,
Betting me see what grow.-. We pay for di earns
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In waking out of them, and we forget

As much as needs forgetting. I’m not a king

With you; I am a father and a man

—

A man not over wise or over foolish,

Who has not long to live, and has one child

To be his life when he is gone from here.

You will be Queen some day, if you will live,

My child, and all you are will shine for me.

You are my life, and I must live in you.

Kings that are marked with nothing else than honor

Are not remembered long.”

“I shall be Queen
Of Here or There, may be—sometime,” she said;

“And as for dreaming, you might hesitate

In shaking me too soon out of my sleep

In which I’m walking. Am I doing so ill

To dream a little, if dreams will help me now?
You are not educating me, my father,

When you would seize too soon, for my improvement,
All that I have. You are the dreamer now.
You are not playing today with the same child

Whose dream amused you once when you supposed
That she was learning wisdom at your knees.

Wisdom was never learned at any knees,

Not even a father’s, and that father a long.

If I am wiser now than while I waited

For Tristram coming, knowing that he would come,
I may not wait so long for Tristram going,

For he will never go. I am not one
Who must have everything, yet I must have
My dreams if I must live, for they are mine.
Wisdom is not one word and then another,

Till words are like dry leaves under a tree;
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Wisdom is like a dawn that comes up slowly

Out of an unknown ocean.”

“And goes down

Sometimes,” the king said, “into the same ocean.

You live still in the night, and are not rea y

, For the new dawn. When the dawn comes, my c 1 ,

You will forget. No, you will not forget,

But you will change There are no mortal houses

That are so providently barred and fastene

As to keep change and death from coming in.

Tristram is dead, and change is at your 001.

Two years have made you more than two years o ,

And you must change.”

“The dawn has come,” she said,

“And wisdom will come with it. If it sinks

Away from me, and into night again

Then I shall he alone, and I shall die.

But I shall never he all alone not now,

And I shall know there was a fate more swi

Than yours or mine that hurried him far lcr

Than we are yet. I would have been t ie '' or

And heaven to Tristram, and was nothing o ,

And that was why the night came down so

On me when Tristram died. But there was

Attending him an almost visible doom

That I see now, and while he moved and lookei

As one too mighty and too secure to 1 1C >

He was not mingled and equipped to r\e
,

Very long. It «, not onrtl. in tax. <!'»<

ltMdf to death; nnd she that died for nTU
, i

Must have been more than earth. If IC ui

lie would hu\e pitied me and <nmlod a inc »

And he would alums have been tiim to mo
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If he had lived
;
and I should not have known,

Not even vhen in his arms, how far away
He was from me. Now, when I cannot sleep,

Thinking of him, I shall know where he is.”

Kang Howel shook his head. "Thank God, my child,

That I was wise enough never to thwart you

When you were never a child. If that was visdom,

Say on my tomb that I was a wise man.”

He laid his hands upon her sun-touched hair,

Which m Gawame’s appraisal had no color

That was a name, and saying no more to her

While he stood looking into her gray eyes

He smiled, like one with nothing else to do;

And with a backward glance unsatisfied,

He walked away.

Isolt of the white hands,

Isolt with her gray eyes and her white face,

Still gazed across the water to the north

But not now for a ship. Were ships to come,

No fleet of them could hold a golden cargo

That would be worth one agate that was hers

—

One toy that he had given her long ago,

And long ago forgotten. Yet there she gazed
Across the water, over the white waves,

Upon a castle that she had never seen,

And would not see, save as a phantom shape
Against a phantom sky. He had been there,

She thought, but not with her. He had died there,

But not for her. He had not thought of her,

Perhaps, and that was strange. He had been all,

And would be always all there was for her,

And he had not come back to her alive,

Not even to go again. It was like that
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For -women, sometimes, and might be so too often

For -women like her. She hoped there were not many
Of them, or many of them to be, not knowing
More about that than about waves and foam,

And white buds everywhere, flying, and flying;

Alone, with her white face and her gray eyes,

She watched them there till even her thoughts were vlnte,

And there was nothing alive but white birds flying,

Flying, and always flying, and still flying,

And the white sunlight flashing on the sea
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ROMAN BARTHOLOW

I

Where now the morning light of a new spring
Bell warm on winter, patient m Ins grave,
And on a world not patient, Bartholow

—

Like one above a dungeon where for years
Body and soul had fought futility

In vain for their deliverance—looked away
Over the falling lawn that was alive

And green agnm between him and the river.

Steel-blue below him, through a yellow dusk
Of trees, he saw the flowing gleam of water,

Whereon his fancy limned the miirored face
Of spring, too blind again with hoi own beauty
To measure man’s advantage,—though he might
This morning have addressed a voti\e shout,

Affirming Ins emergence, to the Power
That tilled him ns light fill-. a buued loom
When earth is lifted and the sun wines in.

lie would have vmsed an altar now to spnng,

And one to God; and one more to the friend

L ho, coming strangely out of the unknown
L> find him here in his nncestial j»ijm*ii.

Had brought with lum lelease. Never be! ore

Would ho have said that any friend alive

Had magic to make light so gru-"* a weight
-As long had held him frozen out of sm-c
And hearing of all sn\e a dead negation
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That would not let him die. When Gabrieli e,

Serving a triple need, so fondly sought

And rarely found, of beauty, mind and fire,

Had failed him—where was life, and what was left?

So Bartholow had asked himself in vain,

And many a time again without an answer;

While she, in her discreet bewilderment,

Had known him only as a furniture

That was alive and tiresome, he supposed,

And only rather bravely to he cherished,

Like a mute fretful changeling, for the soul,

At last insurgent in him, she knew not.

“Our souls are foreign in us till our fears

Attest them and they clamor to he known
And owned; they are our slayers and our saviours,

And we more slain than saved.’’ So Bartholow

Had reasoned once; and so, for all he knew
Might have abandoned reason to the ruin

Of all the joy regained that was within him
And in the morning light that was around him,

And over this old ivied house of stone,

Built years ago by one whose glowering faith

In gold on earth and hope of it in heaven

Hung where the shadows of a century

Had favored his ancestral eminence.

Penn-Raven, on his first observing him
Dim-featured on the wall, had said at last,

Slowly, “If there is much of him in you,

Your soul had better never been aroused.

Now show we your grandmother, if you please,

And then your mother. Never mind the rest,

For you are not the son of any father. ’ ’

Bartholow, delving then where memory
Found love at odds with umbrage, had essayed
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A patent laugh. “But you are right,’
7 he said;

“My father was to me a mighty stranger

—

Fearsome, hut always on the side of right

As he discerned it. There were some collisions

Between us, and a few sparks, though no fire

That ever burned enough to make a scar.

For the most part he let me go my way;
And when the way was hard, I made it so.

We’ll say that many arc better and sonic worse
Than I was then.” Penn-Raven, being a stranger

In those days, had said little; Bnrtholow
Said not much more. Each knew the other’s heart,

Or so he fancied, and had found it right

Later Penn-Raven, having found the soul

In Bnrtholow that ailed him, had with ease

Ineffable healed it—having wrought meanwhile
More than his indetenninate attention

Saw waiting for his pains. More than a year

A neighbor, and of late, unwillingly,

A resident saviour domiciled, he had lived

More ns an over-lord than as a guest,

Entreating always, always amiably,
A day not far off on the calendar
To mark the festival of hi* departure

There would be always locusts and Mild honey

Enough somewhere. So that for gratitude,

BnrtholoM- loved him almost as a novice

Loves Qod, though not remembering there are fnces

On which one may not wholly look and live.

But now, vith all this morning light upon him

He looked about him with a life renewed

Upon a world renewed, and gn\o himself

Less to remembering an obscure monition

Than to confessing an attired rena’Hence,
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Albeit his whim was once or twice to fancy

That if he stamped upon the footworn flags

Beneath him, he should hear a sullen ring

Of buried emptmess, like that wherein

His endless and indignant yesterdays

Had held him. He was holding a long breath

Of living air, for joy of having it,

When suddenly a footfall and a voice

Summoned his eyes agreeably to the sight

Of one whose garment of mortality,

Fashioned unhandsomely of misfit patchwork,

Was made for him to wear, not asking why.

Bartholow, smiling, looked him up and down
Aware that in his gaze was no encroaching

On more than wilful incongruity,

Flaunting a more pernicious taste in frenzy

Than order would elect. Soiled heavy shoes

Laced half way to the knee, were to the purpose

;

The rest was all a chequered inflammation

Of myriad hues that had, like those on Joseph,

No capturable names. A fishing basket

Hung weighted from one shoulder, and a rod,

Held with a flexile and immaculate hand
Lay wrapped across the other; and undeiueath
A shapeless variegated sort of cap

There was a face made more for comedy
Than for the pain that comedy concealed,

Socratic, unforgettable, grotesque,

Inscrutable, and alone. Bartholow gave
His hand m greeting to this appaiition,

Who searched him in his turn as if in doubt.
‘‘Good morning, sir, my name is Umfraville;
But I’ll eat file and smoke if I know yours.

I make it at a venture sixty days
Or more ago that I found hereabouts
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A restive and unpleasant lord of acies

Who had unhappily no joy of me
Or pleasure of himself. So, naturally,

I vanished, knowing there were dogs about,

And weapons. He was wan and rather dour
To look on, and his eyes were like two lamps
Preparing to go out. The name of him
Was Roman Bartliolow—somewhat a scholar,

Somewhat a farmer in a parlor way,
And something of a delver in the daik,

Hoping to find there Ins immortal soul.

He never said it in so many words,
But that's the esoteric upshot of it.

I knew him once when even the sight of him
Was anodyne for sorrow or disaster,

And when his feet had wings. He wore a look
In those days more or less akin to yours

To-day, hut you are not the man Where is he
And who is this who does me now flic honor
Of giving me his honorable hand n

0 saepe mecum, here he trout for breakfast,

If you expound. If not, away we go,

The fishes and the fisherman togethei,

Never again for you to contemplate
Meanwhile, appraise them; and if (he\ invoke

Approval, pay for them as heretofoie;
Por I have hi ought with me an evil third

That haiks away from water.

"

Bartliolow,

With cordial and expliot gratitude,

Ohevcd ; and when the emptj errel returned.

More followed on n tr.n. “No. not for me.”
He said. “The morning is lt-ell oroiicli

Por 1110.”
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“Then by my soul,” said Umfraville,

“You Lave found youis. No doubt, some day or other,

I shall find mine but not by fishing" for it.

Once I believed that I had found my soul,

But therein I was wrong and only bilious.

We cannot harvest evidence unseen
As we do carrots, and we cannot buy it;

Nor may we take it from the open hand
Of love or friendship, merely wishing it.

Otherwise, maybe we should not be here,

Toiling so mortal hard, or not so hard,

To stay a little longer You and I,

As I conceive, are not among the toilers

—

Though God send I may give you no offense

Or give my tongue a too familiar motion;

For you are on the broad and open road

Where all your friends and enemies are with you,

Impinging on your equanimity

Each m his way, and you in turn observing

How much of easy death in life there is

Where life is easy. I, wTho have neither friend

—

Save you—nor enemy worth mentioning,

Go as I will, or as I must, by ways
Not on the map; and that’s as well for me.
By which you mark that I’ll be serious

When instigated by a miracle.

In brief, what lost elixir have you swallowed,

And when am I to know the taste of it?”
Bartholow saw the spirit on the tray

Diminishing, and answered, “I’ve a doubt
If your interior machinery
Has need of an elixir more remote
Than you have here. For you there is no age.
Another forty years will find you young,
Still eating Greek and Latin, and, as now,
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Still fishing—not for man or for your soul,

But for the only joy there is for you
That lives in water. There's a difference

In one who lives to see himself behind him,

And after a few years of living death

Sees a new self before him, as I do.

There was a friend who came to make it so,

And one that if I gave him all I own
Would leave me rich in wealth unpayable.

How much of all this do you understand ?"

“I understand a fraction more of it,

Maybe, than you have told, for I'm a reader,

And there are books that walk I know \ our friend,

Though only ns a motion on the landscape,

Out of my world. If he has made 3011 over,

If he has raised the veil and given you 03 es

To see what’s going on where I sec nothing,

Well, I sa3r peace be with him, and with 3*ou.

I am not worthy^ of your Hysterics

—

If 3*011 remember all that a man should

Of Aristophanes."
"Which I do not,"

Bnrtholow said, smiling. "But yon are worthy

Of all the lm'sterics of enrth and hcaieu

That 3*our content 11103* ci*3* for. CaMinlh

,

Wlint suret3* have 3*ou Hint 3*our world and his

Arc all so different ns yon see them now ?

IIow is it, if 3’ou know the gentleman
^

Onlv outside, vou nre so sure of him? '

(i
l may have known n pent Ionian or

Or \ tell haul Umira villa,

4 ‘But 1 should look a little at m\ Omrs
Or nun be n( the btnr^, before 1
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A name too soon to one that raised the veil,

Merely because he raised it. Being myself

A nondescript, I take upon myself

A more ingenuous right of utterance

Than tongues of others ordinarily

Might sanction or employ. What matters it,

When there he some of God’s elect who make
A warfare of a sirloin? Observation

Might, with a misconceived authority,

Fill hell with saints, and set the devil on high

To frustrate the archangels. What’s it all

To me, one way or other? Bom with a face

That on a bullfrog would ensure for life

The lucubrations of a celibate,

I ask, in God’s name, what’s it all to me?
I see that you are noticing my raiment,

And murmuring, Kyne elcison,

—

Greek for What Next. I notice it myself.

I must have color without, if none within;

Though never of a hue so violent

As to fill fish with terror when I seek

Their innocent and iridescent lives

Whereon ive lower than the angels feed.

Now I’ll go home again across the river,

While yet your Caledonian poison plays

And sings within me, not unpleasantly;

And if perchance m some unlikely future

You find yourself astray and m the dark,

And the veil down again, and if you ask

What fellow it was one morning in the spring
Who said that of all men he found in you
Alone a friend, and would, were it feasible,

Pay with an arm to prove his loyalty,

—

I’ll tell you, truly as I know this hand
Of youis that I am holding now m mine,
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The appointed words that are for you to say.

Say it was onewho laughed when others laughed

And thereby kept a sorry craft afloat

That else had foundered or been strangely missing;

Say it was nature's inadvertency

Confessed in one on whom there weie few men,

And fewer women, to look humanly,

And one that only dogs could ever love;

Say it was one who lived again the past

In books, where there were none to laugh at him,

And where—to him, at least—a world was kind

That is no more a world. More frugally,

Say it was Umfraville, the fisherman.”

Bartholow, still retaining the warm hand

In his, met now the flushed impossible face

Before lnm with a sorrow at his heart

And a smile on liis lips: “I will say all

You tell me, or ns much as I lemcniber.

You hardly ask of me that I ‘hall call yon

All the quaint names that vou have called yourself.

Out of another mouth you might resent them

And ask what their involved irrelevance

Might intimate. All the same, I 11 not forget

The name that’s yours Be sure of that Good-lne

One of thc^e days I’ll And in’* self across

The river, at your door—if you invite me
And weigh the tonnage of my ignorance

Upon your classic scales ”

The visitor

Made answer only villi a warmer < l*‘sp

And a lnng gare of mist \
gratelulncs-.

Then he went slow h on his wav alone,
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As he went everywhere, and out of sight

—

Leaving his friend reborn to breathe again,

Insatiably, the morning of new life.

n
At last, having inhaled the morning air

Until it made him ache with renovation,

He gazed again below him at the river

Where now another face was dimly mirrored

The learned fisherman, who knew books and brooks
Alike, surely had not the face of spring,

Yet for the moment his uncouth regard

Supplanted nature
;
and while Bartholow

Stood watching the cool water through the trees,

An airy caricature of loneliness

Hovered a while between him and all else.

Then, with a sigh for such a piece of life

So doomed and irremediably defeated,

He walked away over the footworn flags

And over the long driveway of new gravel,

Circuitously through acres of young grass

To the old iron gate, set long ago
By the same ancestor in whom Penn-Raven
Saw for his host no lineal obligation.

By this time Bartholow pursued again
A phantom fisherman that was alive

Somewhere alone between him and the town,
And in his dim pursuit he found himself
Considering the oblique and infinite

Amend awaiting many before they leave

A world where fate, as for the sport of it,

Might once have reared invisible walls whereover
No crippled atomy should ever climb.
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“Meanwhile,” he thought, “it might he worse, and isn’t;

He has a pittance, and so cannot starve;

And he wants little, having little need
Of more than he would use. That’s how it is

We salve ourselves with our complacency,

And edge our morning appetite for trout,

Which others not so favored bring to us

Because they love us. And if that be so,

We’ll honor them at least with our attention

To theirs. He must have caught me with his hook
This morning, for I feel a string that holds me.
In such a world as this no creature horn
Should have to lose it for a face like that.”

Still pondering, and with a rueful shrug
Of helplessness, he turned about and walked
The winding gravel to his house again

And entered it—first having filled himself

Gratefully with a final inhalation,

Like one forestalling a robust illusion

That after breakfast there would be no air.

Inside again, he smiled ns lie remembered
The startled fisherman’s inquiring look

Of incredulity on Ins approach
With his nioist ofTciing, and went upstairs

To find if in a mirror there should live

Sufficient v arrant of another’s wonder;
And tlieie, before the renscuring gln cS
He found n fnce at least ngieeable.

And surely not the blank and haggard mask
That he had seen so long there in the dark

Of his devouring fear and hopelessness,

Wien hope was a lost word and happiness

Not e\en a ghost that haunted hint. He s«w
Before him now n mnn of middle height.
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Shaped well for life and for the exercise

Of any task that he saw facing him

—

"Where, be it here confessed, he saw not any

That he might not approve in his own hnmor
To ponder or perform. A ronndish head,

Of no ethereal or severe distinction,

Carried a face that would have passed unscanned

And unrecorded through the worldly gates

That his indifference left unvisited,

Save when his wife saw fit that he he seen

Where he saw little and remembered less.

He stood for a long time, incredulously

Intent upon the beaming duplicate

Of one who must have been, past any question,

The fond original of all he saw
To please him and to paint that happy smile

Of grateful recognition and thanksgiving;

And there he might have stayed, admiring life

In its revival, until eventide

—

Had there not come, unsummoned, silently

Into the pleasant scene the mirrored grace

Of one whose laughter was no counterfeit,

And had no purpose that a man reborn

Might always in a moment wholly seize.

Gabrielle waited, laughing half aloud,

Most of her laughter coming fiom her eyes;

“Was ever such a morning admiration

Of anything so perfect or so happy?”
She spoke, and lingered, while he flushed a little

As he came forward slowly to the door
"Where she was framed and her dark morning beauty
Was like an armor for the darts of time,

Where they fell yet for nothing and were lost

Against the magic of her slenderness.
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All wrapped in garnet -wool, still watching him,

And laughing with her sleepy-shining ejes,

"Was it Apollo, or Antinous,
You met there in the looking-glass?"’ she said.

"My classic gentlemen have lost their names,

But they were monstrous handsome, all of them,

As I know you are not. I have him now

—

Narcissus; and he liked himself so much
That he is now a little vegetable,

And nothing more. You might lciuember that.

If I had come but half an instant Intel,

I should have seen you dancing at youisclf.

I’m certain of it.’’

He came farther forward,

And laying his waim hands upon her shouldcis

Looked hungrily into her laughing eves,

Which looked away ns if the sun had hurl them.

"My soul was dancing heie for ,]oj already.

Before you came,’’ he told hei
;
"e\en ns once

A king in Israel danced -with all his might

Before an ark His -wife, who didn’t like it,

Saw him and laughed. You might lemember that.

David was not infallibly a pattern,

Yet lie had notions that were «ound enontrh

Concerning wives who laugh. He sent them otT

To brood alone on their discrepancies—
And they were sorry then they ever laughed

At Dn\ id when he danced." He drew her fondly

And slow ]\ nearer, holding np her fair

To gn/e upon: "You might remember that."

"And you might let me go; for I'm no more
Than half awake and only partl\ dr\,

Tou might go down and look at >*>ur grandfather.
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If you are not a spider, go away

—

For I’m not up. For heaven’s sake— !”

He crushed

The fragrant elements of mingled wool

And beauty in his arms and pressed with his

A cool silk mouth, which made a quick escape,

Leaving an ear—to which he told unheard

The story of his life intensively.

“I know,” she answered, in a purring voice

That had somewhere a muffled hardness in it;

“And you have heard me saying without end

That I’m as glad as you that you are born.

Again; for both of us were nearly gone.

With half another of those years behind us,

We should have been two moving skeletons

With just enough meat on us to scare people

Whenever we should move. I know some things,

But I’m an ignoramus of the soul,

As you two men have noticed I’ve a soul,

I hope, yet I’m not sure.” She looked up slowly,

And tapped his cheeks with her pink finger-tips.

“You may be seeming, in a sleepy way,
To think you do not know, or care,” he said;

“But you are thinking harder of your breakfast,

And that’s a normal thought The weight your soul
Is bearing now in its obscurity
Is more that you are hungry than uncertain.”

She nodded. “And I hope there’s more than porridge,
For I’m as hungry as that one-eyed person
Who lived with others like him in a cave.”
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“The ravens have attended to all that}

And we are of the fortunate this morning,

In that we shall not starve.”

“You mean your Raven?

“What has the Raven found for us to eat?”

“No, quite another bird. A worthy one,

Though quite another, of another plumage.

Good-bye. Remember David, and repent.

He left her and went singing down the stairs,

Where presently, when she conceived heisc

Secure for matutinal panegyric,

She found him scowling in the library

Over some pages that she could not lead.
^

“What in the world are you at now, so early,

She questioned him, “and why do you scowl sot

He felt a flitting pressure of her bps

Upon his hair, and looked up grateful y .

“I’m at the oldest of all occupations,

Looking for something that I cannot lm

Buried alive this time in an old play.

Listen: Ehiai vie ton son axwn

Mustcrion. Wbat do y
Tou mnkc of tlm *

“No more than music. Has it any meaning

It I could read it I should not need you

Dor music in the morning. It muc- v, °
> JF

But you must ruin it all for my poor v»

“ 'Lot me be worthy’ of your my

Approximately, is the ruin of it

That your poor wits require. P>*

stories,’

von believe me
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Worthy of yours—your mysteries?” He gazed

Into her languid eyes inquiringly

And laughed as if in answer.

'‘I believe

That yon are always foolish in the morning,”

She said.
‘

‘ Shall we be waiting for the Raven,

Or shall we be at breakfast when he comes

In all his weird magnificence to greet us?

We shall not have to wait. I hear him croaking.

Never in all my quiet life before

Was there a morning when I heard so much
Man-music in it. He says, C'7ii mi frena . . .

And how is one to know?”

The minstrel checked
The flow of his irrelevant aubade

Before the doorway of the library

:

“Good morning' If you heard ray song, forgive me.
Like the 01 darned, I sing because I must.

You two should not have waited.” He came in,

Fixing on each in turn a violet eye

That smouldered, with a darker fire behind

Which kindled with an intermittent flame

A nameless light whereon but few could look

Long without flinching—Bartholow being one
Who could

;
which may have been, or not, a part

Of his revival into a new being
Like and unlike the old. As he surveyed

Penn-Raven coming in, the eyes he met,
Softening with a slow unconsciousness,

Took on a sheen of innocence no player

Might own among his arts No subterfuge,

Or sleeping evil or apparent scorn

Was in their changing power The square face
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And lienvy forehead "were for more men ’s envy

Than a soft mouth, where lips that weic too full

"Were for the cautious like n false addition

To be deplored. The nose was large and right;

And, as men stand, Penn-Raven would have stood

Firmer to see than many who had more
Of earth to stand on It was m Ins eyes

That most of him was latent or revealed

Unto the eyes of others who could find him.
And there were few who could—Bnrtholow being,

For price of larger sight, one who could not.

“This morning there are mysteries abroad,”
Said Gabrielle; “and even at this table

I’m warned of one awaiting us I guess

What’s coming only as I read a name
That’s not yet wutten. Well, here if is. Be careful.

Penn-Raven ’s eyes, alreadv luminous

With admiration, were now flashing on her

The shine of n new interest “M\ stories,”

He said, “when out of place me injudicious;

But here, if I see truly, I sec trout

“Why not? Yon look at them for all the world

As if you were the devil’s child who caught thorn ”

“How do jou know it was the deiil’s child

Who caught them?” Baitholow said, indulgent h.

“I’ll say it was a snd and learned man
Who caught them—honing \ou and our friend here

To comfort him with \our imagined thanks.

31c has imagination.”

“Not too much.
I hope.” -he mummied, with a faint ie«*oiJ;
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“That is, if he’s the same unhappy monster

That once, a year ago, brought you a gift

Like this, and his face with it. For I’ve seen him
Here m this house

;
and he has looked at me.

Pfah 1 Take it away, for I’m not hungry.”

Bartholow frowned. “If you had ridden your fancy
Around the last immeasurable orbit

Of the last satellite of the last sun,

You and your fancy could have trundled home
No sort of wilder trash than you imply

When you say that.”

She broke a roll and laughed

:

“Surely an avalanche of words like yours

Would crush the morning appetite of lions

I like the man who said that all who talk

Through breakfast should have poison in their coffee.

Hereafter I’ll have mine in bed again.”

“By which you mean,” Penn-Baven said, removing
A spinal column from the pink-white flesh

Before him on the plate, “you fear the Greeks,

Et dona ferentes. Contrariwise, I wish

There might be more of them. Hush, my dear sir,

Or she may change her mind.” He munched amain
The delicate fresh viand in his mouth,
Beaming on Bartholow and Gabnelle
With childish eyes that were as innocent

As those of a large house-dog meditating.

“I know a lady who, as I remember,
Has chattered well at breakfast before now,”
Bartholow said He struck away the tail

Of a large trout with a malingering fork,
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And eyed the rest of it indifferently.

“My notion was to hear you purr a little

Over a mild surprise, and all you do
Is to make faces and be disappointing1

.

I’m glad that in the past no vanity

Has ever told me that I understood
Your ways and cerebrations, for I don’t.

What in the name of all trout that are speckled

Has a man’s face to do with eating them?
And why, because he did your face the honor

—

An easy one, I grant—of looking at it,

Must you be seeing in him only n satyr?

I will assure you now that all you saw
Was his affliction in the difference,

And a soul groping in its loneliness.”

“I think the Raven wants another fish.

Let him have mine; for mine is beautiful,

Even in death,” she snid.

Penn-Raven turned,

And after an involuntary frovn
That had a question m it, the keen e\cs

Put off again their sharpness Then he snid,

“Hindi, lnisli, my children. If jou mean to fight,

I’ll take the fishes off into a comer
And eat them all nn self. What man aeeurnt

I 1
' ho who line; in his inheritance
A face that chatters happiness hkc vours?
If he be one that I lm\e passed in town
Sometimes, he 1ms a face to frighten Hogarth.
Rut never one to keep him long nv n\

l'rom meh a fare ns this. Dear sir, and madam,
I cannot on the fringe of decencj
Consume alone the mm of ewrxthng;
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Wherefore, if only out of loving-kindness,

Bartholow, eat that fish.”

“ I heg your pardon,”

He said, and that was nearly all he said

While he essayed without enthusiasm

The far-sought evidence of Umfraville’s

111 timed remembrance. Gabrielle, insisting,

Gave hers to her expostulating guest.

“They may be large, hut they’re not numerous,”
She said, “and I should weep to see them wasted.”

“One’s ignorance would not envisage you
As overmuch at home among the weeping,”

He told her, and his eyes changed while he smiled

And studied her like one strangely m earnest

“Not freely at the table, or not often;

Though I can weep as well as anyone

When I’ve a mind to.”

“And when you’ve a mind to,

Bartholow said, “you can he rational

I’d say this morning you had lost your wits,

Only I know you haven’t; though God knows
I’ve given you leave to lose a few of them
During some years of mine that we’ll forget,

Or say that we forget, now they are gone.

On unforeseen occasions when you turn

Tour bee loose in that comely skull of yours,
I may he critical, while underneath
I’m all humility and admiration ”

“As I,” she said, “am all acknowledgment.
Now everything is as it was before,

And we are quite the same as yesterday.
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The Raven sees it, and his feathers all

Are smooth again. We startled him somewhat.’

“The Raven has no comment or complaint, ’’

The guest assured her, “and he has no part

In your engaging tits and ebullitions,

—

Although the face of one unloveh stranger

Would hardly seem enough—but I refrain.

I say no more. Both you and your good man
Are still intact; and there are buds outside

That sing mellifluously in the trees,

And the sun shines on everything. What more
Are we to ask, or likely to recchc?
With your agreement. I’ll dismiss myself

And leave you to bind up >our •wounds alone.

My call is for a smoke along the liver

—

Your proof that I’m a cicntuie still of earth,

Fit yet for no Nirvana. Peace be with }ou.’’

He went, and Gabrielle soon followed him
As far as to the dooi, whole she sun eyed

With tired and indolent indifference

The green beginning of another summer,

Bnrtholow, coming after, looked once more

Below him at the budding \ ellow trees

That soon would be a fence of emeiald,

Ob'-cuiing all beyond except a far

Familiar stillness of eternal lull*.

“If we are to believe we lm\o a mor.
We must nppl\ the cruel axe, I fancy.

Jtncr^ and trees are an old harmeiij.

And we. who aie not old, may quit* r- well

Knjoy ns lose it,”
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Gabricllc smiled at him
Impassively. “And we may quite as veil

Enjoy as lose each other, I dare say,

And with each other lose all our had acting'.

How in the world should we go on without it?

This morning, before breakfast, you did well

—

So very well, to say the truth about it,

That I had anguish to keep up with you;

And I did hardly that, though I did something.

We know each other just enough, my dear,

To be a little sorry for ourselves,

And so a little careful. Get an axe,

And let the river and the world look in

Upon us and our joy. I’ll sit and watch

The deed, imagining that you are Gladstone.”

He shook his head and smiled, as if the smile

Hurt him: “I cannot wonder, or not fairly,

At anything you say, though I may ask

Whether or not through all that time behind me
When I was lost in hell, you were like this.

If so you were, praise God I never knew it.

You tell me I was acting when a mirror

Made sure this morning I was here again,

And here alive? I should not name it so.

And were it even so—and you know better

—

Is there not hid somewhere, for some of us
To find, a mystery that we may name
The joy of being? You have heard of it.”

“Yes, I have read about it in a book;
And once I knew it. That was long ago.

Assuming, then, your face was not a fiction,

And I’m aware enough that it was not,

How much of me was there in all that rapture?”
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“You might have seen by looking m my eves,

But your eyes ouly laughed and looked away
Whenever they met mine. Are mine so dimmed
That they may see in yours no more concern

For my escape than a laugh says they do?
There are more comical occurrences

Than coming out of death to life again

I know the old house of our other love

Is only a poor ruin falling now
To dust, which if we stir it only chokes us.

My way would be to wreck (he remnant of it,

And let the fire of our intelligence

Burn down to honest earth the icsidue.

Then over the few ashes we may find,

My way would he to let new vision lmild

With new love a new house. Am I a fool,

Saying this, or am I no more than peculiar?”

He waited, armored against all surprise

When only a thin snnle was her first answer.

“You are an angel, and, for all I know,
A enrpentci—but how are ion to build

This house, and out of what? New love? New \Niou?

Where do we bin these thin?’'? I ’m not assured

That you will build this house.”

“Neier alone,

God knows. Yet if you cared enough to in,
There might be still an unforeseen iidwuturo
Awaiting yon and \our indifference.
Y ith all so new around vou, po'-'iblv

Y)ti might be ^orr\ whin jour uiemon t>dd jon.

If so it e\or •hould, win there are now
No more of u- than you and I tngither.”
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"And have you not the Raven? Without him,

What else might you not be without this morning?
And what would you he doing now all alone

—

With only me? And what would jou he seeing?

I’m sure that you would not he standing here,

Or seeing here such a pretty fire of ruins.

I told you all about the skeletons

That we should he by this time without him.

Would any children take the place of him?
Would you exchange for them the miracle

Of your release, rebirth, or what-you-call-it?

I’m almost wholly certain you would not.

Let me be stricken only with a face

A little harder for your contemplation,

And I’ll see new love running like a hero

Out of a haunted tomb.”

He hit lus lips

Indignantly and slowly walked away

—

Into the hall and back again* "If this

That you are saying had yourself in it,

If I had never known you and your eves

Without your mask, I might assuredly

Believe, and with a reason, that somewhere
Among your forbears in forgotten ages

There was a colder fish than any swimming
To-day in any ocean.”

"And if you,”
She said, "should go on so ferociously,

I might believe, and with a reason also,

That you have m you more of your grandfather
Than you or I supposed. If you pursue
These revelations of my lineage,
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Your words will hnunt me like that creatine's face,

And I’ll he surely scared.” She glanced at him
With a quick flash of insecurity,

And added, “I am half afraid already;

Not of your friend, or of your grandfather,

But of this queer new house that \ou are building

Of timber out of trees that never grew.
For even a phantom house, if mnde unwisely,

May fall down on us and hurt horribly.

I know enough of houses to sav that,

For I have built them.”

“You have nexer built

The house that I sec lising in the light

Around me now,” he said, and fixed his words
With a taut smile of courage.

“Nor have you,”
She told him slovlv, gazing at the ri\er.

“If >ou attempt it, >ou are to find out,

I fear, that >ou are not the carpenter
That your spimg fiction make* of \ou (hi- morning
I know that in \onr exes I’m not abhorrent,

As you know that in inmo jou arc no inoro

I know (ho win Id ha* }ct for u^> an nuy,
OWnmp u^ m our felicity,

And I know t lie world* 8
? cnvv cannot hi^t.

If you believe that I should po .nun,
Ko clubs or whip* or tear-- or indnection*

Will he required of your >ineent\*
And I «dntll n*k of \ou no p>hh Konrive nie! M
His only answer wa* a broken finite,

I ntil at la^l, after n «hrntr* he ^jv»he:

"I'll po m* far tlii ^ lime a^ to forSi\c jou.
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Although for no deserving qualities

Of afterthought, my dear, in your defection.

I think we see a little better now
The work of those black years when I was blind.

You suffered, and were dismally alone,

But why, for God’s sake, have it out of me
In your sad acrobatics of new language.

If there’s to be the ceremonial

Of your forgiving of each empty day
That I have made for you unwillingly,

Your task is hard; and even when you arc old,

And I am in my grave, your withered zeal

"Will have its occupation to the end.

If we are to do nothing but remember,
I’d say with you that you had better go,

And I go after you, and after us

The world—or all that most of it remembers.”

“You mentioned, I believe,” she said, amused
Indifferently, “a tongue that you defined

As my new language, and there you sui prised me
For mine is older than the Jebusites,

While yours came yesterday. You understand it

—

You and your new-born wisdom, but I can’t;

And there’s where our disaster, like a rat,

Lives hidden in our Avails In your new house
There would be certainly another like him.
You know it, yet you cannot make yourself
Believe your knowledge; and I’m only asking,

In my poor only wray, if this be wisdom.
If your illumination will be honest,

You’ll see in this the shadow of a color

Of that which is not altogether true.

A sudden ugliness on me, my dear,

Would make it all so comprehensible!”
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Bartliolow threw his hands up hopelessly:

“What is it? Would you have me on my knees?

Or why do you insist on this invention V*

“By no means. You would not believe yourself

More there than on your feet. Nor should I like

Your unfamiliar picture of submission :

The wliip-liand, though it flourish over us
Only a lash of fancy, has effect.

I see the RaA'en coming up the hill.
^

'

They scanned each other’s eyes, but hers were fixed

Not long on Ins before they flinched again
And looked away from him. He gazed at her

As at a stranger in a sanctuary,

Then past her at the trees along the river

Until her silence told him she was moving.
“I understand,’’ he said; and his words followed

Her slow unguided steps. “I understand
j

I am not vorlhy of your mysteries.’’

in

Barring an amateur alacrity
In woodman ship, Bartholow found himself
Content "with eaithy toil well done by those
Y ho found in linn an easy oier-oor.
Though not nu eyeless one. “Yon manage other*,

More than \ ourself,“ Penn-lva's on told him once,

While jet the demons held him; “for th<»M* devils

Had coiled a snare for \ou so runningh
That long before your knowledge they had caught >ou;
And after that their evil diligenci
Was only by degru *- to ne:t\e around
"Sour being, Viiih invisible ti"ht thread'
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A thing that, were it not so mortal close,

Would be more like a shroud than you imagine.”

But now the shroud, or name it as he would,

Was gone, and m the freedom of his arms
He felt the call of action “Get your axe,”

His wife had said, and laughed. He thought of that

Yet in it there was nothing humorous
While he was there alone; nor, when Penn-Raven,

Approaching, was apprised of her advice,

Was there in his abetting indolence

An overplus of wholesome comedy
All comedy had faded for the nonce;

And even as nature mostly rubbed along

Without it, so might he, or for a morning
“There are more axes m the world than one/’
He told his guest; “and there are several trees.”

Penn-Raven shook his head and found a chair.

“My vision of your toiling in the distance

Will do for one of you and me together,”

He said “The sound of your vicarious axe
Will do the rest. I shall be happy here,

Knowing that you are strong and on your feet,

And therefore, in a measure, like Antseus,

Who, I believe, was not above the soil

In his activities. Because your soul

Has found itself and is at last alive,

Never believe that you have not a body.

Lose that, and off your soul will go again
Into the dungeon where it was I found you,
And you will go theie with it Get your axe;
And I’ll sit here, saying that you are Gladstone.”

Bartliolow sighed and answered wearily,

“I wonder if you know how many flies
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Are on tlie roof; or maybe you don’t horn them.

If not, why am I bearing' the same name

Twee in a morning m the same connection?

“Coincidence, my fiiend; coincidence

And fame. If you are truly celebrated,

Your great toe is immortal. Get vnur axe,

And let us have a more sufficient view

Of your inspiring river. I like rivers

Better than oceans, for we sec both sides.

An ocean is for ever asking questions

And writing them aloud along the shore.

Rivers are not monotonous.”

"They nun be—

Sometimes,” Bartholow answered. “If •
ou scc

Too far down into them, they may he woi-e.

I have seen moie in this one, m time past,

Than I wish ever to sec out o£ it,
<t

While time endures. But that s nil ovei now.

He smiled, and with an effort brmurbt a bomb

Up from somewhere within him, while 1 onn- \u\tn

Like n ripe artist sure of his n< Increment,

Surveyed his living voik aflat t innately.

And with a questioning of whether man

Or God were to he garlanded.

Far down

Below him he hoard soon, luMirion-1;^

Approving it, the sound of Bartholow <

Industrious axe—with intermittent gap -'

Of ‘ilenee, after which no cleaner ei

a

sh

Had altered \ot the ‘rone A woman s face

Without the falling down of a«' t r, ’°

B< foi e -.he rame, was adequate for th >t.
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He rose, and having found another chair

For Gabnelle, who sat with folded hands

And listened like one hearing something else

Than axes. “He’s alive again,” he said;
‘ ‘ Or we should hear no music of that nature

Xow on the morning air.”

She closed her eyes,

As if in his originality

All thought had foundered, and then opened them
As with an interest. “He will cut one down,”
She told him, in an odd domestic way
That he found somehow more disquieting

In her than scorn or satire would have been.

“He’ll cut one down,” she said again, more slowly,

“And then come up for Cyrus. I can see him
As well as if I saw him. His arms ache,

And he’s already wishing that he hadn’t.”

“I doubt if you need worry or be sorry

For any long time over that,
’
’ he said,

Smiling away a frown whereat she laughed

As she had laughed before at Bartholow.

“A little seasoning will do his arms
And all the rest of him a year of good
"Without it; for he’s not long out of prison,

As he would say; and even a prison like his,

Without a purpose or alternative,

Is not the place where a sick soul, alone,

Makes even a giant stronger than he was
Before the door closed on him in the dark.

And he, be it said for his felicity

And his longevity, was not a giant,

Even before there was a darkness for him.
I said ‘alone,’ because you said it first,
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When you saw no more reason to be silent

Whore silence would have been, or so it was
You made me believe, as false to fate,

If that were possible, as to yourself.

Otherwise there had been two silences

About the place—or three, remembering: yours. ”

He saw the gradual tension of her lips

Relaxing, ns if words they first had held

Imprisoned were no longer fighting her;

“Mine was a silence, then, to be remembered.
Thank you for that. Thank you fm telling me,

Although you were so near foigctting it,

That I may have a silence too that counts

God knows how drearily I counted it,

If you do not—you men. When I was little,

I’m fold that I would howl astonishingly

When there was nothing but myself and silence

To enteitain me; and ns I stare back

Into some nearer years that now, thank heaven

—

And you—are ended. I am ready enough
To <-ny I may have been, when I was forming.

finite as inadequate for my destiny

As many, I fear, hn\e pardonably inferred

Since then. If you had come a M*a Bon later

I shiver to think what noises out of me
There might have been, even here—•though T*m a child

No longer. It was coming to be creepy.

With only my rctnemhrntuo of a man
I mnriied once, before be lost himself,

Mo\ing about the home for company—
Noi often moving. lie would Mt for hour-

Trung to make ln<he\e that he vae reading.

While all be read, a- be hn* told me "dure,

Was in a language win re the word 1- were rone
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Like stars under a cloud. (Sometimes he feared

The cloud "would melt and he should see the words.

To see them, or to fear them without seeing,

"Was equally to he alone in hell,

He said,—to he alone without the pleasure

Of even the damned as a companionship;

Though all the time, and once I told him so,

He had forgotten me; for I was there.

There were three years of that, and then ...”

“Well, what?”
Penn-Kaven said. “Or was your pause to mean
That I shall tell you? How am I to know?
Once I believed I knew—not long ago
In time, hut longer in eternity,

Which is not time. I wonder if you know
Just where the difference is between the two
Or if there he one—or one more abysmal

Than say between a long year and a short one,

A false one and a real one? Once I believed

I knew more than I know—or so it seems.

If you are still alone, where shall I say

That I am? Will you look at me and answer?
I am not asking much in saying that,

For I am asking only everything

—

Which in our coin of words may more than often
Weigh less than little. If you made me rich

With a false gold that one may count as real

Only m deams, you cannot have it hack,

For now it is all gone. There’s no need now
Even to look for it. Will you look at me?”

“Assuredly,” she said, obeying him
With languid and reluctant eyes half shut
Against the fire in his “Is that enough?”
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“No,” he said slowly, ns her flinching gaze

Looked off uneasily into the distance;

“No, not if yon are asking for the truth;

And even if you do ask it, who am I

That I should venture now to say for vou
A thing that you know best, or should know best,

Without a man’s tuition or assistance?

I think of only one thing I may say,

And one that will add little to your store,

Where you fling everything indiffeiently

Into the dark and leave it unappraised.

You see there’s hanging somewhere between heaven
And earth, where heaven is earth and eaith is heav

A region where no argument avails.

We stay, or go. I do not say it matters

—

When w'e are dead. ’ ’

“You’ve said we never die,”

She answered,—“and almost as if you knew it;

Hut there I’ve always had mv little doubt.

You may for every other mortal question

Re the one man alive with the Inst answer,

Yet I am no more sad than I am happy
For doming to at lensl one ignoianec

Whole even the smallest of us are as great

As are the giants. Tlieie’s one democracy
Where I’m at home to all; and there's no other.”

“My theme was farther from demoi r.iey

Than your illusions are from vour evasions ”

There was a darker (ire nov\ in hi'' e_\ cs

Tlmn hers had lire to meet: and though '•he smiled

She felt the >-onring of his inquisition

Like white iron on her soul “AM I inn) snv

Might veil he vislnd unsaid, or better so.
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Say we are whirling amid spheres of reason,

Our floating out of one into another

May prove a sorry voyage if we forego

The plain way to the shore of our departure;

Say we are less than our pursuing forces,

We may he stricken early m our flight,

And after an obscure awakemng
May find ourselves elsewhere no further on

In our escape from our discrepancies

Than here among them
;
and we may not all,

Even there, be sure we see how vain it was
To cloud them with illusions and evasions

Like yours. And if there burrow among others

Many who see no more than you are seeing

In your disheartened hunger for escape,

I might say there was vision in their blindness

—

If I saw more than truth.’’

“What more is there

Than truth for you to see,” said Gabrielle,

Her lips grown tight again, “in all your spheres?

If truth be all it is that we are after,

What more is there before us when we have it?

I’m not so much a tenant of the spheres

As you are—and I don’t much like
‘ escape’;

I’d hardly say it was the only word,
Considering all there are, for you to fling

So freely at me—now. There may be others

More to the puipose I shall not know men,
Though I live on till all humanity
Be dry bones at my feet, and the world frozen.”

The bitterness of his anticipation

Was in her speech, and it remained alive,

Smvivmg utterance to her brittle smile;
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And it "was of a savor to endure

As long with him as were the strokes he heard

Of an unconscious and relentless axe,

Belov him and unseen. He counted them

As if he were the tree on which they fell,

Peeling them ns apparently the tree did;

Though in their stubborn echo there was yet,

For him who listened where his injured wonder
Saw fronting him the grave of more than life,

A thrill wherein he shared ingenuously

The salvage of another’s resurrection.

IV

Early one silent evening in July,

Faintly aware of roses and sjnngns,

And of a steely glimpse of quiet water
Thiougli boding liecs below lam in the light

Of a huge moon above the distant lulls,

Penn-Raven paced alone over the flag'.

That were a floor outside the ivied house

Where he had been too long—•unwillingly

At first, ns he believed, and latterly

Without the will to go. "All this will end,”

lie thought, in the old way of all who think

Too little and too late; "and when all this

Is ended, the same moon will shine again

As it shine- now, and over the .-amo river.

The river and the moonlight and the trees,

When J am gone will be ns when I came

—

The same, nil but the tree- A Jew of them,

And eminently one, will not be here
”

A fragile smile upon n t-olul face

Told of a -harp remembrance.
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Bartholow,

Coming unheard out of a silent house,

An d all unconscious then of one so near him,

Gazed over the calm shine of broken "water

And upward, at the sky over the lull,

And at the moon. “God!” he said, half aloud;

“God, what it is to be alive again!

I hope there is at least one other man.

Somewhere on earth who knows.”

The fragile smile,

Unseen behmd him, suddenly was a laugh

—

Though not, if Bartholow had measuied it,

Quite that of an imaginary colleague

Sharing a new born rapture like his own
Of living m a new world after dying

In one that was no more. “Let both of us

Hope there is one at least,” Penn-Raven said,

Out of a shadow; “and there may be two.

Somewhere among the world’s invisible millions

There may be two—or three. And if I may,
I’ll ask if your eccentric preparation

For gliding off alone into the silence

—

First having praised the Lord, and properly

—

Has any crude significance. Your stick

Would hardly crush an enemy’s cranium,

You are no virtuoso in your fists,

And I can see no violence in your eyes,

—

For which, may peace attend you.”

“I am going,”
Bartholow said, “for the new joy of moving
It was a nine days’ wonder for nine days,

And after ninety is a wonder still

Don’t ask, I pray, if I’m in any doubt
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Of whence it came, or if I’m small enough

To figure in a dream of idiocy

That if I should assign to you for ever

All that I have, or may have, to call mine,

I should pay half of one forlorn per cent

Of all I owe to you. Remember that;

And when I walk away from you alone,

Leaving you here behind me uninvited,

Say ‘There goes one so glad to be himself

That he deseits the friend who made him so.’

And that will tell you all; or if not all,

More than enough. There comes along an hour

When we find even our saviours in the way,

And we are best alone. My darkest uiging

To-night is for a walk along the river.

We see it better than once on a time.”

“We do,” Penn-Raven answered absently;

And added instantly, “We do, indeed.

It was a memorable tree, my lord,

That you brought down for us that Minm morning;

And you, crawng jour grace, were some time at it.

I’ll hardly see the falling of one like it

Before I'm off again for other regions,

God knows you’ve paid in liospitahtj

Your fee a thousand fold, and then a thousand

—

If jou persuade jour eccentricity

Still to believe theie ever was a fee

Tiausform jour ledger, len\ mg jotir rial lines

And digits on mj hide, for I’m in debt

Immenstirnhh to jou; and have been so

For gain past all our <ountiug Where*-- the u-e

Of counting when jou know that I "hall paj

111 gold about the time I pay m blood?

My one defense of mv perst-teni e here
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Is in yourselves and your unleavable

Domain—and, since your triumph, m your river.

It was a tree indeed that you brought down.

When I’m away, I shall still hear that axe.”

“No, no,—some other evening, when it rains,”

Bartholow answered, lightly, “we’ll attend

To these obscure details of your departure;

By which I mean that I’ll do anything

But urge a man to stay. If you agree,

We’ll wait until it rains.”

“I may do that,”

Penn-Raven said. “I may, or I may not;

For even a friend may ride his best friend’s patience

Until it founders like a worn out horse

With your connivance I’ll not wait for that.

By which I mean, you are a patient host;

Though ever since the downfall of that tree,

There’s been a burden on you. I have seen it,

And I have borne it with you, saying nothing.

There may or may be not for me a moment
WTien I shall ask you sometime to believe

Tradition less than life, and shipwreck worse
Than anchorage in time—though pride may twitch
A while at your composure. If I ’m wrong,

And two to one I am, being no prophet
Of more than your continued usefulness,

You may forgive an honest awkwardness,
Praising your fate that I’m not here much longer
To brush your kingly velvet the wrong way,
Having done something once to make it smoother.
Meanwhile, the event of my still being here
When you return from your noctambulism
Is clamped with all the probabilities.
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My eyes are always on the probable.

Poor in all else, I’m rich m my conceit

Of seeing that if I say too much at once

Your prayer will be for rain before to-morrow.”

Bartbolow, startled into indecision,

Answered him with a lightness like to that

Of a weight raised with an unwonted ease

:

“To say that I’ve no glimpse of what you see

Would be a waste of blindness, and a lie;

Yet I conceive vou wrong. When I come back,

If in the mood I will say more of this;

And if not now, surely that imny night

I mentioned, soon or later, will occur,

When I may have to hold you here to listen,

If only for an evening—which, I tiust,

Will not come on too soon; for when you go,

You will be taking more away with you
Than I may look to find again elsewhere,

Though I should vandci always after it.

Remember that; and let your memory
Be sure \ou keep it warm till I letuin.

Wheie should I lie by now if a friend's fancy

Had never sent jou heic as a last hope
That >ou might cure the lame and make him walk?
Well, he can walk Observe lmn." Sajing that.

He stepped along the gravel jauntily.

Leaving a fuend for whom at least the sky
Wa*. nil n confirmation of no rain.

“In what the devil doe*. he ‘conceive’ me wrong?"
Penn-Raven thought “And in what am I right,

If not in saving while it mav lie **aved

All there i* left, if there be am thing left,

For him? J'in witness to futilities

And I believe h( know*, it. that mav v. reek him
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Before he sees that he is on the rocks

That he’ll not say are waiting where a dark

And silent water that lies over them
Inveigles him along to immolation.

I cannot see before him with his eyes,

And would not if I could—come what may come.”

He sat for a tune watching, lazily,

The moonshine on the water through the trees,

"Wondering when be might again, if ever,

Revisit, save m a wan memory,
This glimmeimg scene of all that he had lost

Before he knew that he had never found it.

It was an easy fancy to he seeing

Himself there as a ghost alone outside

A lighted rum where he knew there lived

Another ghost, and one that had of late

Said little for his ears After a time,

Assured and reassured that he had felt

The dying of his last uncertainties,

An anguish born of battling recollections,

And of an evening-hidden host of odors

Thiown on him by leaf-shielded moon-black blossoms,

Choked him and held him for as long as death.

Then he went calmly into his friend’s house
And laid his thick lips closely upon those

Of his friend ’s wife, who, toiling with a book,

Was reading wearily of deeds remote
From all abrupt and amorous interventions.

Before she noticed him or said a word,

She pushed away his head, and with a cry

Stifled insensibly into a gasp
Of anger mixed with a remembered fear,

She stared away from him and at a window

—

Where there was nothing more that was in sight
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Than a few clumsy moths indignantly

Refusing to be free.

“Were you afraid ?”

He said And from his question Gnbnelle
Could isolate combined regret, 1 cpioaeli,

Pride, misery and farewell “Weie you afraid

Afraid of me? Or was it mostly nngej ?

I should have said it was a little late

To be afraid, though only the Lord knows
What women are afraid of, or what not.

Of course I beg your pardon, for I feared
That if I waited for it I should lose it.”

She sat with her eyes fixed upon the -window,

But not as if she saw it any longer;

And when she turned them finally on lum
He chose to sec moic fear than anger in them.

“I’ll tell you one thing women are afinid of,”

She said. “They are afraid of being seen

In arms of other men than hn\e a light

To hold them. If I’m rnthei \aguc about it,

Or if in your opinion I’m eccentric.

Forgive me. Yes, I was a moment Lightened.’

“Not of those foolish moths out-ode the screen,

I hope. Having outworn then metaphors.

Now they are wearing out their silly wings

Thev are the same ns always and no wiser.’’

“I never told you, but a week ago
You heard lnm, and pm mu-1 remember him
I felt the presence of eyes looking at is

Through the same window, but wm b t me go

Before 1 was afraid, and that was all—
Till I heard someone shufihng at the door.
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It was that awful beast who brought the fish,

And I stood facing him. I saw his eyes

That night, and I have seen them ever since.

He brought a book, and said his wretched name
Was Umfraville, and then he went away.

I fancy we have had him here before

Of evenings—though by chance, or providence,

I have not had to see him. Now there’s one

Dark mystery the less in a dark world

—

If you remember such a thing as breakfast,

And my not eating it.”

“I do,” he said.
11
1 do; but there are memories more intense,

As there are disillusions more enduring,

And revelations that are more destroying,

Than all your portraitures and premonitions

Of this ill-favored bookworm may inflict

On me and my departure When I go,

I shall have brought one man to life again,

And m so doing shall have lost all else

Than life, and more than life. You question that,

And with a reasoning unimpeachable;
For none may lose what he has not to lose,

Or find again what never has been his.

I say this only for the barren gain

Of saying it; though as you see me now,
Knowing that I had better never more
Be near you, nor say more to you heieafter,

Or you to me, my dream denies my knowledge.”

Slowly she clutched and held with angry fingers

The book that she was reading when he came,
And looked away until m her cold eyes,

Now meeting his again, he felt a gleam
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Of bitter patience and of resignation.

“If I have more to give than I have given,’

’

She said, glancing away from him a little,

“Many would say to you it is my life.

And if I cannot say so, and say truly,

You may as well know why—though I’ve a guess

That somewhere in your tragic suavity

I may have missed a murmur on your part,

Or lost a warning, that I may as well

Say nothing Are you sure that you know why?’’

“I am not sure that I know anything,’’

Penn-Raven said, “except that I was blind;

And that my one illusion of defence
Was gone before my plunging trust in it

Would let me see that I was blind Belief

Is easy where the wish is to bche\c,

Or so it has been said,—and I believed.

If in your reason for not saving something
You see an end that’s worth a journey there,

Go on; and as I may, I’ll follow jou.

I see but one end, and I don’t see that.”

“Whatever the worth, or lack of it, be now,”
She mid, with a sharp languor that had claws,

“You may as well sit down. If jou ‘•tnnd up,

You may be seen by someone chc outside.

If tlmt unhnjipj monster comes again

He’ll wonder what you mean by glowering at me
A*- if I were a serpent 111 a garden.
That was a fleeting pleasantry of mine
At which \on might have smiled. My ronton, then,

For sa\ing that my life is lint the most
That 1 ha\e not \et ghen to jou, is this

—
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And it is only this • My life is less

To me to-night than I may give a stranger

Out of my purse, to keep him warm and fed

Till he forgets me. If my life would save him,

And make him happy till he died in peace,

I’m not so sure to-night he mightn’t have it,

If he could have it quickly You may say,

And safely, that I’m shooting a new arrow

At a new target without hitting it

—

If so you like,—yet I’ve a childish wish

That you remembei me when you are gone

As one who at a pinch remembered others,

And did a little good. Your tragedies,

Your revelations and your disillusions,

Are blows that with a struggle I dare say

One might survive. Are you the only one

Who has had revelations, disillusions,

Tragedies? "When you came you found me sick

To desperation with all three. The rest

I take upon myself Call me all names
There are that are not complimentary,

But never tell me that I east on you
The burden or the blame. It was all one

—

Or so I thought it was—and I was here,

Prowling about eternally alone,

And always in the dark It was all daik
Until you came from nowhere with a lamp;
And if I read more by the light of it

.

Than once I fancied I should ever read,

You do not hear me saying I was blind.

I am no blinder now than I was then

;

And I’ve a notion, when the worst is over,

You’ll find your way along with no great anguish.
Men have incurred more woe for sterner tuals
Than you for yours, and they have suffered less.”
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He saw that while she spoke her lips weie shnkiii

And m the jioisc of her dry monotone
He felt a quiver of weak scorn that failed;

And while he studied her unhappy eyes,

In which a mist was imminent, lie smiled,

Impassively, ns a physician might
At a brave invalid’s improvisations,

And shook his head: “Your life is less, jou say,

To you than a vague benefit bestow cd

On those who for your purpose, one infers,

Might throw' the needless baggage of their names
Into the rivers of annihilation

—

As you, in turn, might tlnow into your river

As many nameless pebbles. And the rest

You take upon yourself indifferently.

What if it happens you have not so much
As fate has, in the way of a last word,

To say of ulinl it is that you may take

So lightly, and upon youiself alone?

Tliei e are some burdens that are borne alone,

And there are some that settle heavilv,

Grinding as haid, and hardci, upon tho'-o

Who mimic the oblivious and immune.
We are all players to our necessities,

But here to-night there is no need of plajing;

And when I go aw nj from lieie to-morrow,

Out of your sifrhj njitj ],acp- again to nowheio,

Lea\ing you free to count your sjoie again,

You mnv discover there is more in you
Left yet foi li\jng than you sa\ there is.”

“You qualify the picture with a tinge

Of \our own color, as pni alwa\- do,

And always, did,” she -.aid, ewiding him.

“Women me more proticient, we are told,
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In these accomplishments than men. No matter;

I drew at least an outline. If you fail

To like it, or to see the merit of it,

I’m without art and without interest

Enough to make another for you now.”

He shook his head again at her, and sighed.

” You ’ll go no farther on the wings of that

Than a few dusty flutterings may take you
Along the ground. And if I say just why,

Candor may soon he driving both of us

Into a rough and unfamiliar region

So near that you may think it more remote
From where you are than childhood or the grave.

When there, I’ll only hope a glimpse of truth

May not surprise you, or dishearten you
Beyond endurance. When you said before

That all was dark when I came here to you,

You saw beyond the frontier, but not far;

And you were not there long enough to say
That when I came there were two darknesses,

And one the darker for the light you made.
At first you found only a stranger here;

And on approaching and observing him
As well as an enforced and endless groping
After the shine of almost any light

But yours would let you think that you had seen him,
You thought him an obscure adventurer,

No doubt,—if not a charlatan, or worse

—

Until you knew that he was innocent

Of all contrivance or black stratagem,

Which would have been concealed about as well
From you as would your river from the moon

;

And then you knew, as you must know to-night,
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That he had found in you all he had sought,

Past hope of any finding. All was wreck
Around youj and he saw no other light,

In or about the place, than your pale fire,

Fading and all but lost. And then it was
He found in him that had you as a wife
One he could see that was for you no longer

More than another stranger in a cave

—

Indifferent there to you and to your guidance,

If that would he its name. So many changes
Have altered you since then, that all I know
For certain is that if you know yourself,

You know too much for your tranquillity.’
7

“If I am such a cold chameleon
As that,” she said, hiding a furtive yawn,
“Your warmth—or I’ve a notion so—is wasted.

You cannot make a lizard any wanner
By catching it and saving it’s a lizaid.

Moi cover, I’m an atom less acquainted
Than you appear to be with all these changes
I wonder if by some capricious chance
They may be rather youis than mine—these change

For surely you are not as you were then.

More than the Roman Bnrtholow I married
Is now as lie was when you came to him.

You made him o\er, but I’m asking vet,

31ow such an awkward mingling of t lie soul

And body as there is in your medicine
Ilad virtue to restore him All the same,
1 would not have you think me credulous,

Incurably, tor 3 know ns well as vou
That hi 1

' illumination cannot Ja^t.

1 kmnv it, for 1 know it never dot;.”
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Before she finished there was m his eyes

The gloomy coming of a stormy scowl,

Where now the pride of a sure faith impeached

Told of a disillusion more profound,

At first, than one of love that was unshared

—

And lately, with a false and frozen lightness,

Unsought and unacknowledged. “If you care,”

He said, distinctly, moistening his thick lips,

“Enough about yourself to see to-night

The face of someone m your looking-glass

That you have seen there frequently before,

You may as well begin your banishing

At once of these inept irrelevancies.

If science tells you it was not the soul

That ailed him when I came, why not believe it?

And why, seeing him here alive again

Do you insist that he shall not be here?

These demons of insistence, if encouraged,

May serve you well; for you are not yet old.

Time is alive with opportunities,

And you are here to seize them, if you will.”

“Do you mean anything when you say that,”
She asked, “or are you only saying it?”
Her lips were shaking and her cheeks were pale,

And in her eyes there was an anger flashing,

At which he only smiled and shook his head
Once more without an answer. “Are you laughing,”
She said,

—“or what, for God’s sake, are you doing?
Is this the converse of a woman scorned,

Or are you saying that if I insist,

On heaven knows what, I shall be killing someone?
I may, if I’m annoyed, begin with you

—

Though doubtless I shall not. You wouldn’t feel it.”
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He drew his lips in tightly, while his eyes

Revealed again to Gabrielle’s cold chagrin

Their calm primeval sheen of innocence

That always had bewildered and accused her.

“Nothing on earth, my child,” he said, serenely;

“Nothing, unless to mention generally

That we are all at work on one another
Not knowing how or when, nor, as a rule,

Much caring. If you find you do not caie,

You may as well, or bettei, not be working;
But while you are alive you might regard

A good man’s resurrection as no loss

To those who need linn in a world where few
Are like him in his coming usefulness.

Whether vou do or not, expel forever

All unavailing thought of prodigies

Or miracles I may have exeicised.

There is a field for them, or their appearance,

Though I have never gleaned or wandered in it;

There’s also an unfailing fountain head
Of power and pence; and if but once we prove

The benefit of its immortal taste,

Our living thirst will have a living diink

—

Dilute it or offend it as we liinv

With trashy draughts of easy consequence,
Mingled with reason ”

Gabrielle thing herself

Forward a little, and with c\ me triumph.
And with a grateful venom in her •voice,

Struck at him like a snake “Like me. for instance

Mingled with reason. We’ll remember that.

Always If we forget and leave that out,

The fires of heaven will make an end of if

,

And on the instant. What you rrnlh mean
Is not Unit we may fool our-eho- for ewr,
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But rather,
1 there’s a 'way that seemeth right,

But the end whereof are the ways of death.’ I fancy

The men who made the Proverbs knew as much
About this mingling of our drink as you do.

If I see disapproval in your eyes,

Why do you spare my feelings with a club

When you could hurt me less with a sharp knife?

And if there’s anything you’ve not yet said

For my well-being and advantage, say it;

Only, be sure you mingle it with reason.”

”If you compound these incongruities

For your amusement,” he said, acridly,

“I cannot answer for your joy of them.

You will remember them when I am gone,

To-morrow, and will not be glad for them;
And you will see, to-morrow or sometime,

How far the reckless whims of weariness

Are from a love that you have never known,
And have not yet in you the power to know.
Once m a life, they tell us, and once only,

So great a thing as a great love may come

—

To crown us, or to mark us with a scar

Ho craft or custom shall obliterate;

All which may well be true, or partly true,

Or not be true For you it doesn’t matter,

So long as you’re at ease with circumstance
And have your eminence of admiration.

Now you are not at ease with anything,

And are as far into the dark again

As when the stranger came. Had he been wiser,
Your beauty and your nearness and your burden
Might not have overwhelmed his loyalty,

Or, for a time, blotted out everything

There was foi him hut you—and was not you;
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Though he believed it was until one da}'

The fire that he had let you build for him
Upon his altar suddenly went out,

And there was in his temple onljr smoke
And darkness. It was then for the first time

That he heard your ghost laughing in the darkness,

As he should always have been hearing it

—

And would, had he been wiser. You wore dead
Before he came, and that’s the wav it was
Thai he could hear your ghost. Your sacrifice,

Given as he sees now that it was given,

Is his to pay, not yours If you have eves,

You see what he has paid—or he pn\s twice

In your not seeing. You knew that in his love

You had, whether or not you cared for knowing,

More than a few in any thousand men
May lay upon the altar of one woman;
And, haunting an old ruin as you were then,

You leasoncd that another ruin or two
Would not much matter, and in any event

Would be a change. And (hat was your grand passion.*

Gabnelle, staring at him in ‘'low anger,

Saw in his eyes a gleam of jinstic bardne»«:
And then she saw the book that she was holding.

“You make an awful noise over the dead.

At any rate.” she saul, and said it slinrpl\.

“If I’m to listen to much more of it.

I’ll soon he (earing leases out of tin*, honk

And eating them. B this what we shall hear

In onr emancipation from rmw on?
You Vo priven the pendulum n «=win #

r fh M(V fit

To brenk the wheel*; nml \ou hn\e drud om with it

I*Yir$ri\e me if I comi n little tinned.

Or if my wortl^ £o WTonrr, or I mu le *
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Than I might say. If life -were more to me,

I might say more of an immortal passion

That only one pure mortal in a million,

Or so I understand, may give a woman

—

While she gives nothing. There’s a rat somewhere

In your most holy temple I can hear him.”

A sudden fear that anger had released

Within her was now fighting with her heart,

And there was nothing in the room around her

That she had ever seen as now she saw it.

Over the floor before her she could fancy

A chair and a man in it coming nearer,

While in the molten wonder of his eyes,

That were no fancy, she could only watch
The burning of a sad fanatic fire

That she had never seen in them before,

And one she knew that she was not to see

In a man’s eyes again. She saw it burning

Until she saw no more; and while he spoke,

Although her eyes were covered with her fingers,

She felt the fire m his, and saw it burning

“If you have heard what you have heard,” he said,

“For what it was I told you, I may toss

The tinsel of your insincerity

Where soon the dust of time will cover it;

But if you heard no more than your perverse
Evasions of it willed that you should hear,

Your life may well be less to you indeed
Than one or other of those easy trifles

That you may fling to those you call your poor.
Who are the rich to you, and who the poor?
You have brought one man nearer to the shreds
Of living death than you may bring another,
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And there is yet youiself. You are still here,

And if your dream is to live ou with hnn,

No house that you and he may build together

Will stand long on a lie; and if you choose

To tell him all, there will not he a house

Por you to build Let the voist be the worst

—

Though I hope not—well, then, it matter-, not,

Or not this time. You are yourself—no other

—

And we that are ourselves are all or nothing;

And if life, ns I view it, has a lenson,

Death is among the least of little things.

If there’s within you, and I hope there is,

A power to rend the shell you cannot see

That in your loneliness has grown mound jou,

And yet may crush you, make of it all you may.

Por, if tlieie be within you no such power,

If there be only what you snv theic is,

You are too beautiful to lie alive.”

V

When he had watched her theie for a time longer

With the same eyes, he left her whole she was

And vanished hcnvih. She could see him going,

Although she saw him not, and she fould see

Ills eyes, although they were no longer there

Por her to see. To know that she wa- burned,

There was no need to touch the the again

That burned her; and she knew there was no <ure

In aching why. “Win, then.’’ she j.-Ued hei-ilf,

“Did T mt lien* before him for -o long.

Like n lain martyr willing to he tortured? ’

And that was her one ijin-dinn till anothir

Came *do\vl\ out of -dlener, like a face

Dnt of n shadow, coming cruelly
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,An fI bringing with it only the same answer.

If there was any other to be found,

It was her task, and hers alone, to find it.

There might be one, if she looked hard enough

Into herself to see; for it was there,

And only there, she knew, that she might read it

—

If there it was Others had found elsewhere

Their answer, but their fortune was not hers;

For she had not their vision for the dark,

And had not their invisible clue to follow.

She gazed about the room with frightened eyes,

In a child's way, as if in a child’s hope
That what she sought might yet be found where search

Repeated yielded nothing but the same
Dark empty places. Weary at last of that,

Her questioning deserted the dim walls

And corners, and the silence of the floor,

For the cold shining surface of a table,

Whereon were scattered things of common use,

That lay as they had lain there before clouds

Had wrapt her days with night and stifled them
Till day was night within her and around her.

They had outlived it all, and were the same
As they had been when all was unrevealed
That was to come before it was revealed,

And as they would be still, there or somewhere,
When Bartholow and Grabrielle were names
That none remembered. What was it all for,

Unless, indeed, as her inquisitor

Had said before he vanished,—for a reason?
If he said right, why were so few to know
That reason, or to know there was a reason,

Or to believe they knew? To think of him,

And still to see him there as she had seen him
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Only an age of minutes past, and still

To endure the nameless calm and virulence
Of Ins invective, and his blasting eyes,
Renewed in her an undulating rage
That slowly rose until it broke and fell
Vainly upon a wreck that long had been
Adrift and empty, and worth no more wiecking.
Already it had broken many times

5

And if again, or many times again,
What of it? There would lie no more next time
For it to fall upon than there was now.
The fire that smote so deep had smitten less
Than he supposed, for there vas less to smite;
And the waves coming after were no more
Than waves at midnight on an empty ocean.
So let them come, she thought; and then considered
Bartliolow for a while, who had not come.
He had seen much in his illumination—
Failing a better name for the unknown

—

That she, having a soul that had no ovo^
If she had any, had not been bom to see;
And he had suffered hard. She knew nil that,
If she knew nothing* eke. And if n mnn
ITnd suffered much to sec, had not a woman
Suffered ns much not seeing? Gabuolle,
Recalling how the sunshine wakened her
Upon the morning of her wedding tiny,

Remembered that she went to ^lcep again;
And now she wondered, in a imst\ wn\ f

^ hat might have come to pn^ if lhc\ had gi\en
I hoinselves back to each other before «haui^
I hey might have broken then, or bioken muc<\
Had held thorn, and so given back nil thn^o jear*-
^Thnt now could not be ghen. JV»r they were gojnr,
Tho^c %enrs with him; and what wa^ coming
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She did not know. There was a way to know
And one that made her lips quiver again

Unwillingly, and brought, for the first time,

Tears to hei eyes to-night Her eyes were hot

With too much gazing into a dark fire

Before its angry devastation came

To waste itself on what was left of her

And leave it scorched; and while her tears ran down
Over hei face they were not washing off,

She knew, the scars that were for Bartholow

To see and read—if he still cared enough,

Once having seen them there when he came hack,

More than to see them there. In such a thought

There was a prowling hope that smothered fear,

And there was a quick fear that strangled hope.

But now it was not fear, and was not hope,

That weakly would have sti etched the severed ends
Of worldlmess together, for the strands

That once were soft were sodden now, and frayed
Beyond all tying And if they were tied,

The knot would always be a knot.

Once more
Her search went creeping over rugs and walls

And into corners, where, among the shadows,
Nothing that was the shadow of an answer
Was there that she had overlooked. Her eyes,

At last refusmg to stare any longer

At always the same vacant shapes and patterns,
Grew blind again with teais of weariness
And weary pain, and she could feel once more
Their flowing fire If she could be afraid,

Then pity, when Bartholow came back, might wring
From fear somehow an answer; and if then
She told him, out of pity might rise hope,
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And out of hope might rise that house of his.

Employing hope, they might begin to build it,

Knowing that it would not last very long,

And yet when it was there, and they were m it,

"Would be a sort of house the while it lasted

—

Although there were some phantom rats in it

Already, and more coming. "God, what a house

That house will be !’ 5 she thought; and though new tears

Were flowing hot out of her eyes again,

She laughed—until her fancy was a mirror

Wherein she recognized herself and hated

All that she saw. She felt her hod}’ shaking,

Partly in anger, partly in desolation,

But rather more m a despairing wonder
At all this unintelligible waste

That was her life and should not have been so.

There was no great persuasion she could find

In any text or pretext or lost warning

For all who seize on comfort without love;

There were too many who had seized and held it.

Giving romance no more ascendency

Than honor might allow, and so, in time.

Gone their allotted and unspotted wn\s

Into their tombs, with no interrogations

After their unoffending epitaph's.

And so she would have gone, had all gone well,

And had the destinies been rational,

Instead of casting her into this pit

Where there was onh darkne-s and a scrap

Of night above that was another dnrkiu"-'-

And so sJio would hn\e gone, sho -aid again,

Had nil gone well. There was *»*» doubt of it,

She said, had all gone well; and said it o\er,

T'ntil at last those four cold heavy words

Were like the slow, incessant falling down
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Of four hot hammers on a "brain that ached

Like the bruised body of a beaten child,

Until again a freezing clutch of triumph

—

One she had felt a thousand times before

And had as frequently before put off

—

Drew her, it seemed, away from under them.

“"Well, when he comes, he comes; and after that,

What matters it what comes V* Here ivas a question,

If there was not another in the world,

That she might answer.

While she answered it

She heard the crunching of his coming feet

Along the gravel, and then on the stones

She heard them coming; and she heard them now
Inside the silent house Into the room
They came, and there they waited. “So?” he said;

“So near asleep as that, and all alone?

Where is the Raven?”

She looked up at his face,

Measuring in her mind a change on hers

That was by now beyond all artifice

To conquer or conceal. Bartholow frowned
On Gabrielle, or so she believed then,

With a confirming flash of accusation

That she had long awaited, and sometimes,
Like one too long condemned without a charge
And then forgotten, more than half wished to see.

But she had never found it until now;
Yet now she found it, and was not yet sure
Where most his wound would be. “The Raven talked
So long,” she said, with an unreal precision

That pierced him as he listened, “that I . .
.”
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“Yes?”
Bartholow said, encouragingly. “He talked

So long that you . .

“Yes,” Gabrielle said slowly;

“He talked so long to me that I dismissed him

—

Or let him go. At any rate, he went.

I think he must have gone down by the river,

Unless you met him on the upper road.”

The flatness of her saying more like that

Failed in her throat. The rest was a dry cough.

He waited, standing there as he had stood

When he came in, and as he might have stood

Had he been clay upon an armature

Instead of injured flesh and hidden bones.

“I have not seen him on the upper road,

Or any road. What have you two been saying

To make a death's head of you in an hour?

I'm not a man to make wild elephants

Of mice nnd squirrels, yet if >ou lia\e leisure,

I'll stay at home n while till I know more.

Since my return hack to the world ngain,

I may lm\c been too much away from here

Too much m the woods, mnjbe. If I c it down,

The picture of us here alone together

Will he more homelike nnd more sociable.

It will he like old times ”

In the same chair.

And with a nonehnlanee more de\ nutating

After Penn-Raven’s tyrannous reproach,

Bartholow, like a new inquisitor.

Usd nmv the other V place Hi- e\r* were bright

With healthy calm, and in them Onhrulle
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Saw yet no veiled combustion, or a sign

Of any conflagration that was coming.

Rather in their cool gaze there was a quiet

That was almost content—or might have been,

Could they have been less cool. They were not cold,

But they might soon become so, and so freeze

All her indifference to a slow death,

Leaving the rest of her that was alive

To grope alone for lost obscurities.

“From all this wreckage that he left behind,

One might—without imagining unduly

—

Build evidence of a storm,” he said at length,

With a selective accent and a poise

Too sure for certainty. “Why should a storm
Be falling on us now, and with a sky

That is all moon and stars and quietness?

I’m sure that no injurious elements

Have been at work outside; yet in this room,

Or rather on your face, there are the marks
Of an uncommon crash. Have you been trying,

By any chance, to build yourself a house
With me away, and after a new plan

That I might not approve? If you do so,

Your private architecture may collapse

With a worse fall than you foresaw for mine
One rare spring morning Are you more adept
Than all those ancient forces that are able

To wear down even the strongest of our houses?
Sometimes I’d say it was a miracle

Of God that holds the best of them together

While we, with our peculiar properties,

Not yet appraised, are moving into them.

I wonder why so many of them stand

—

Or if they would so long without the props
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Of caution that should he invisible.

I wonder why so many of them last

—

Or if they do All this, of couise you sec,

Is merely my ephemeral speculation.

Only of late have just a few queer flashes

Been sharp enough to make me see them twice

—

Once with eyes open, once having closed them tight.

The wise, I fancy, are those who may see nothing
Where there is nothing they would see Mm cover,

I’ll owe you an immense apology;

And there’s a friend to whom I’ll owe another,

Being already his ungracious debtor

For all but everything. If this goes on,

I’ll see myself insolvent And how then

Shall we build houses?”

“There \\ ill be no houses,’

Gabrielle said, scarce knowing when she said it;

“Or none, I mean, that we shall build together.

I might have told jou so without your asking;

And once I did so, nearly. But you heard

Only wlmt you would hear. Never mind me,

But build it all alone, or with another

Who will not shake it down over jour head,

And over hers. Perhaps if I had known
More than I did, and felt !e=s than 1 did,

That all was gone and there was nothing coming,

I might have gone before it wib all gone.

Before j-ou knew me, it was jour conceit

To puuso me, saving that I bad a mind
But I should have had moie than 1 did luivi

.

Or less. Either provision might have s*nrd u—
Or me, I mean; for now 1 can see nothing

Befote me. or behind me. It’ 4
- all gone.

I should have lived in velvet ignoram*».
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With one to share it and to keep it smooth,

And with a mind that never would have burrowed

As yours did into me to find so little.

I wish you had found less and found it sooner,

—

Or more, and only found it. But you failed

In finding either; and that’s all of it.

So—why huild houses? Other men have built them,

Though often, if not always, I dare say,

In a new place, with new material,

—

Beady at hand, or soon to come along

When the old vanishes. Les morts vont vite—
Or Vive la reine; or one without the other.

The queen may come, or not. How shall I know?”
Bartholow, having driven as he believed

Or fancied he believed, a vicious bolt

At a veiled emblem of uncertainty,

And one that only sorrow and remorse
Together might withdraw, saw Gabrielle

Befoie him as an unreal mockery
That pride and faith and his infatuation

Had once made real. Now there was nothing real,

Now there was only pride; though for a time

There was a multitude of other names
That gathered slowly into a dark swarm
Where pride was only one He felt their wings
And stings, and while they battened on his pain,

Sat watching Gabrielle until he knew
That she knew more than he of what was gone,

And so had known before there was a friend

To save him and to filch her from his arms.
Whethei or not he prized her any more
Than would a Sultan of another language,

And with no mind for blood, prize what a thief

That was a friend had stolen and made his,

The damnable reiterate possessive
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Strangled him to an insincerity

That while it numbed him was indifference.

“If she was only that, they’re all the same

—

Or would be so,” he thought; “and all that beauty

Is now no more than a few living cinders,

And ashes that yet live.” He cursed at once

Himself and his avenging fatuousness

For saying a thing like that, even in silence,

And bowed his head. “Good God!” he said aloud;

And that was all he said for a long time.

Gabnellc heard the moths outside the screen,

Still angiv at their freedom, while she faced

A freedom hardly worth another anger

That she felt rising in her at herself,

For being herself. Penn-Raven’s anodvno

Of cold assurance after his attack

Had healed her ns a dash of iev water

Might heal in her the deep devouring wound
That years had made for minutes to make deeper;

And if in such a wound there was no fear,

More than a weariness of too much pain,

There was no fear left anywhere worth feeling.

He would have told her there was none, she thought

And shivered when she thought of him alive.

Bnrtholow, knowing only the unknown,

And sharing only the unsharnble,

Would have his day; and when his night should come

Tie would be free and in the dark again,

Without hei for a burden to be lo-t

In being borne. So now she felt the cold

Of his accusing mid inscrutable *'J
<*'

With onl\ a blank sorrow tor the past.

And with a chilly cairn for what w a- >et

Impending and assured. There no hope

Worth delving nftor in the frorrn poj»t<
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That held hex* shifting glance now and again,

But never shifted in its iciness;

And there was neither grief nor wrath betrayed

Where either would have been, by now, to her

An arid and infirm extravagance.

“Why do you tell me now that other men
Have built of their insolvency new houses'?

What are all houses that all other men
Have built, or may build, worth to me to-night,

Now that I see no house? May all go well

With those who are to build and live in them;

But I would rather hear no more of them
While I see mine, or one that in my dream
Would have been mine, ruined and in the dust

Of other dreams The time we throw away
On dreams we know that our intelligence

Would laugh at and disown, the devil reckons,

Knowing that we may count so much the less

Against him, having known they were all dreams.

Well, we had better know them and be dead,

Or be alive and leave them dead behind us.

I am not going to die of this, you see,

And you need have no fear that I shall hurt you
I could not if I would. You are not worth . . .

But, no, I was not saying that. I’m sorry.

We’ll blot that much away with a black line,

And then forget it You are too beautiful

To hurt, and you have hurt yourself enough
You were not made for this; and now you know it

—

And why it was that I should know no more
Than to believe in dreams that were for me
Nearer to credence than realities

Were then, or are to-night. You were not made
To throw yourself at the first thing you caught
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In your first web. You are not like the spicier.
She lets a prey too strong break as he null
Her net and fly away from her again.
^ou should have done so. You are not equipped

1

With any self-indemnifying genius,
Oi any sort of communal cheap armour
Or any legend, or effete tradition,
Or native evil, to do otherwise.
He would have flown away if you had let him,

I know nothing of him—or of you.
b^er until one morning in the spring. ...”

When there were trout for breakfast. Yes, T know,”
She added, sharply. “I remember them,
And I remember too, the devil's eyes
A week before in that man UmfraviHc.
jf you must lend the devil your books to read,
” ky must he bring them back when you are gone?”

I cannot answer you when you ask that,”
Ho said, with half a question in liis voice,
For I am not the mler of his kingdom.

V’Cver until one morning in the spring,
As I was saying, did even a flicker of this
Go by mv sight, almost to he forgotten
''hilt* it was going. Why should I have kept
Before me, ns you cay Dint you have kept
Hie visage of n learned fisherman?

ould it hn\o been so .strange if in my folly
I should hnvo called im self remorseful names,
And then forgotten wholly? If I know you
As once I knew you, I should hardly say so.’

0,1 know so much of me,” Gnbrielje said.
>th a dry languor that for Hartholow

it
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Was like a tune that he had heard somewhere

Before, played raspingly on flattened strings,

“That I’ll add nothing to your golden hoard

Of wisdom. I should only blemish it.

I’ll keep the few poor farthings of my knowledge

Where they belong. You are too wise already

To let me, if I would,—and I would not

—

Say even another word about that house;

And that would be in you, all by itself

A very necessary part of wisdom;
And there’s one other item I commend
In your appraisal of my destitution.

I was not made for this. When you said that,

You said the best of all that was worth saying,

For which I thank you. I was not made for this.

I was a plant prepared for other soil

Than yours on which I fell; and so I’ve shrunk.

I’d best have withered.”

Bartholow felt once more
The shaking of her voice before it ceased,

And Gabrielle believed that his eyes changed
As if at last the ice in them were melting

—

Or more as if he wished that it might melt.

She felt them searching her with a sad wonder,
That would not yet believe, or, if believing,

Would not relinquish a forsworn indulgence
Of a wrecked hope that viewed incredulously
The wreck with which it sank. If he had said
Aloud, instead of saying with his eyes
That his hard pity had become for him

—

As well she knew it had—a reliquary
For a few lonely memories left of habit,

He would have told her no more than she heard.
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“No, there is no long reason that I follow,”

He said, “for any longer talk of houses

That might he good for you and me to live 'in.

Not that it matters now, except for you.

You are not destitute, and you may build

Yourself another house, one of these days,

—

One that will be away from trees and rivers,

And nearer the world’s music. I was wrong
To shut you up in such a place as this,

And it was wrong of you to let me do it

—

Though God knows I was far from saving so

Till you, telling me nothing, told enough
Nor me to hear. I heard you in the woods,

And sometimes in the moonlight by the river,

Telling yourself that you had better stayed

Nenrer to your familiar streets and scenes,

As all believed you would—until you smiled,

And there was jealousy in Ascalon.

You had no right to be so beautiful,

Or I to be so blind. When I did see,

Mv sight was only darkness. It was wrong,

And sadly wrong, for me to go so far

Into that darkness and to take you with me,

Though I saw not where I \wis taking jon,

Nor more where I was going It was dark. . . .

No. I should hardly say there v as a reason

Nor you nnd me to talk of houses now.

^ our doubt that morning when I told of one

That I was building, ns you prophesied,

More out of nothing than of anything.

Y ns founded more to last than any house

That you and I may build of *..nul on sand

Like children I have ^een down by the river.

After one tide there would be no more hou'es;

Onh the sand again the same ns ever,
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The same as it is now there in the moonlight;

And as for that, the same as it is heie.

There is no need of going to the river,

Either for sand or moonshine. "We* have both,

Here on high ground, and we have nothing else;

And when we know that we have only sand

And moonshine for a fabric, why say more
Of houses

“I shall say no more of them,”
She said, and the same shaking of her lips

Came back and held her silent while she bit them
Into a short and insecure subjection

That gave her speech agam. “It is not good
To say the same thing always, or to look

Too long at nothing, as we are looking now.

If I were someone else, I might see more,

For then there might be more. If I were you,

I might regain myself, as you have done,

And so persuade myself that I was going,

Like you, by endless roads into a region

Where there should be no sand. I spare your moonshine,
For it may not be that. If I weie wiser,

I might yet live to make myself all over,

And make you to forget me as I was
When we were here together in the darkness,

In all that I should be. This episode,

Although it fills your eyes with ice to-night

Instead of execration and hell fire,

Is only a short part of a long story

That would have been about the same without it,

And had the same conclusion. If I were lighter,

I might rise out of this and fly away
On wings a little worse for a blind singeing.

But you were right—I was not made for this;
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And I was made no more, so it appears,

For that. I’m always asking why it was
That I was made. Assuredly not for you
But why should I be tiresome, or assume
That you care, now, whether I am or not?
I’m only saying I shall soon be gone
Avny from heie, and you will soon be free.

As you have said, you are not going to die.

Far from it, I surmise. If I saw deatli

As a worse thing than your deliverunce,

Awniting you some day, fiom everything
Alive that was a trailing shred of me,
I’d wish to live—almost; and wholly wish it

If ive could read and speak in the same language,

In the same world. You might remember that.”

In the familiar turn of her last words
There was a momentary wistfulness
That pierced him as lie listened, and uni oiled,

In a slow gleam that faded, (he long picture

Of his complacent years before the clouds

Of truth covexed the light and put it out,

For a long time. “I shall remember that,**

He said, and looked into her lonely eves

Calmly, without a vestige left in his

Of hope or hesitation. He had striven

So long to keep them cold that lie foresaw

The melting dovn of Ins inclemency
Into misleading tears if lie heard more
Tike that. li O yes, I shall remember it,

And with it things you may not have remembered.

And some you do not know My debt to you.

Although it may be vague, is measureless;

And the worst part of all that 1 am paying
H my regret that you .should have paid more*
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Without you, I should not he as I am;

And as I am, or rather as we are now,

I see somewhere the progress of all roads,

Even those that in appearance have no end,

And the continuance of all works undone.

Here m this coil of our complexities

One may as well not say where roads have ends,

Or how far they are going in the darkness,

Or where we may he driven, or drive others.

Those who are led may lead, and those who lead

May follow. In the darkness all is dark.

Which, too, is vague enough.’

’

“Not in the least,”

She said, pinching her lips together slowly

Before she spoke. “I see no vagueness there;

Though I could see a waste of mercy there

—

But for a stranger waste of more than that,

And old as women. Some of us are changing.

But those who change the most will not change much,
And will not have to. And it’s well for them
They are not all like me—and well for you;
For then you might be lonely when I’m gone.
No, I have not forgot what you were saying,

Nor could you m a lifetime be more lucid.

I am the bridge, then, over which you pass,

Here m the dark, to find a lighted way
To a new region where I cannot follow,

And where there is not either sand or moonshine,
And a new sun shines always. Well, that’s something.
It may be all it was that I was worth.
'You are not worth—

’
you said; and then you stopped.

And I shall never know, unless you tell me,
Just what it was that I was ever worth.
Not much—or so I fear . . . Good night.”
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She rose,
Ana would have said no more, had he not spoken

:

I m sorry that my tongue let loose those words,
For now I may as well as not he sorry.
With or without a cause for saying them,
They were no part of me. If you forget them,
You will have less to burden you, and less
To bear away with you. I was born here,
But I shall not die here.”

“They’re belter loose
And off your tongue,” she said, “if tliev were on it,
" aiting to be let loose. If I forget them,
I shall forget so much that a few words
Like those will hardly be as audible
Hereafter as one insect in the grass,
Where now I seem to hear a million of them.
I wonder where they go when the cold conies.
Perhaps they go to heaven ” Her lips moved
And would have smiled if they had not forgotten
What they were doing. She was nenror now
And she was looking at his eyes again,
To see for the Inst time if there was hidden
Within them anywhere a better reason
For her to linger than to go away,
bailing, she laid her hands upon his head
And touched his forehend with her shaking lips.

^
r
°u might remember that,” she said, and left him.

Lot sure that she knew why it was he trembled,
J et sure enough that it was le-s for her
Than for the sax iour-friend who had bet raxed him.
She left him, and wont slow lx* from the nvon,
And slow lj to the stairs. When half way up.
She paused and snw- him standing at the window,
wiere the moths plunged and whirred » ternally,
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Torn by their own salvation. She passed on,

Slowly and softly, leaving him there alone

To watch the trees, the moonlight and the river,

And to see none of them. Now in her room,

She sat for a long time in a dim silence,

Watching alone, above him, in the moonlight,

The same world he was watching there below

—

Save now she conld see everything out there

So clearly that she would not look at it.

She stirred at last, and with a smaller light

Put out the world and sky; and she could see

All the mute things that once had been so much
A part of her that now they all had voices,

Each whispering of a stillness in the past,

Long faded, and of other stillnesses;

And she could feel, as if a ghost had come
Between her and her worn eyes in the mirror,

The fall of the first shadow she had thrown
So long before, and so unconsciously,

Over a man’s illusions and his life,

And over hers. "Yes, we are all at work,”
She thought, recalling how another man
Had branded the words on her with his eyes,

“On one another—or we may be so;

And we are least alone with our regrets

When we are most apait—or may be so;”
And so on, like a wheel blown by the wind,
Accomplishing a futile revolution

Over and over, and unceasingly,

Until a dizzy respite frightened her
And she was on her feet. With a scared glance
At one familiar object and another
She waited for the pang of intercession

That would not seize her where she stood inert,
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And for the promise of a braver way
Than her earth-weary vision recognized

As hers, where there was nothing beyond earth.

And earth, she knew, had failed in her to find,

In time, the only other way there was,

Which, lying without her knowledge or her sight,

Might as well not have been—and so had not.

She with her world behind her was alone,

And he with his before him was alone

—

Past all pursuit. If she pursued him now,
He would look back at her as at a stranger,

And then be gone. Cold ns it was, the road

Before her would be not so cold ns that.

No preparation was awaiting her
That in a moment she had not achieved.

Anything dark thrown over a white face

To make it nothing would be equipage

Complete for such a brief and shadowy journey
As hers would be down there among the tiees

And memories. Now the room was gloom again,

Until a slow gleam filled it. Through the window
She saw the moon and stars, and under them
The river through the trees, and the far lulls

Beyond them All was there as it had been,

And as it was to be. She felt herself

Brawn to the door, as if a kindly ghost

Were leading her and she must follow it

Where she was led. On through a silent lion-c

That had been too long silent she went voftl\,

And down another stairway she went softly.

And through another door; and there "-lie was

Now she could see the moon and "tars again

Over the silvered earth, where the night rang

W ill) a small vhrillne-s of a smaller world.

If not n Ic'"' inexorable one.
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Thafi hers had been
;
and after a few steps,

Made cautiously along the singing grass,

She saw the falling lawn that lay before her,

The shining path where she must not be seen,

The still trees in the moonlight, and the river.

VI

Finding himself alone there at the window,

Bartholow scarcely knew that he had risen,

Or moved; and though the scene outside was old,

Now it appeared as new, and like to nothing

Manifest there before And for a time,

Nothing was all there was. There were the trees,

And there was all the rest; and yet the place

That he had known was gone. The silver gleam

That gave an outline to those unreal hills

Was more the moonlight of an empty stage,

Where all was over or would soon be so,

Than of a world where men and women lived

In houses they had made. Nothing was real

That he could see, and nothing had been real

That he remembered. Gabnelle, who had gone,

Was no more real to-night than was Penn-Raven,
Who had not come. “If he had never come,

All this would not have been,” Bartholow thought;
And thought again: “If he had never come,
What would have been by nowi” It was his turn
To search in vain to find a buried answer
Where search itself was blind. He found himself,
Now Gabnelle was gone and there remained
No face to wrench him, sick with a cold loathing r

For a salvation bought with ignominy,
And for a saviour whose invidious fee
Was hospitality that he had steeped
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And poisoned "with unconscionable insult

Before it was flung back. Others had met

No doubt, with as oblique indignities,

And usuries unforeseen, yet none of them

Had wrought for him of their catastrophe

An armor that would gall him less to wear

Than would offense remembered to endure.

He Avas alone, as they had been alone

Before him, and as many a man unborn

Would some day be alone ;
and while he Avondered

What sort of madness might awaken in him
If there were love as well as pride at work

,To rouse it into being, his neAv-found soul

Trembled and ached with his offended clay,

Which rapidly was ovur-mastering

Its reigning spirit. He was glad for love

That Ioa’c AA’as gone, or if it was not gone,

Was far enough aAvav noAV and behind him,

And was enough a shadow to remain one.

If there was anywhere aivaiting him

A more sufficient loAe than hers had been.

He would not say that he might not again

Be wailing also; and he would not say

How much or little his exacting passion

For heaven and earth together might then deserve.

But Avhile he heard feet pounding in the distance

There Avas no time for these inanities

Over an unconjectured feminine

Noaa less than Arcthusn to the purpose;

And A\hile he sniv Penn-Ka\cn’s hcnv\ shape

Coming along intolerably nearer,

There \\as no room left in him for abstractions

In Avhich a noAV abhorrence had no part

With Gahrielle before him, fabricating

Of her solf-AAoarinc^ and self-contempt
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Her stoic swan-song of inconsequence,

Penn-Raven, though he could not be far off,

Was not so tangibly a thing alive,

Or one that was anon to be disposed of,

—

As clearly now he was who came m singing,

Non U scordar dr me.

“Not all by chance,

My friend,” he said, when he saw Bartholow;

“Not all by chance; I sing because I must.

And, as it were, intuitively in tune,

Sometimes, with the occasion. Farewell ’s the wor
With your expressed assurance of no urging,

I shall not wait for rain before I go.

The wiser part of me—if such a part

Wins your magnanimous acknowledgment

—

Tells me at last that now my hour is near,

And that for certain I shall soon be gone.

In fine, to-morrow morning. All my goods

Will fill a more minute receptacle,

I fear, than I shall when they carry me
To my last lodging; and if half an hour
Be less than I require to strap my chattels,

Whip me away and say to all who ask,

‘I never knew this man. He came to me
From nowhere, and you see him gomg back. ’

Bartholow, I’m ineffably in debt

To you for ever. When you look at me,
I’ll tell you more.”

“Go on,” Bartholow said,

Not having yet possession of an impulse
More than to listen. He had not foreseen

A prelude in this key; and while it lasted

He could see nothing but a shadowy curtain,
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Whereon there was a once-remembered scene
Drawn ominously and faintly on the cloth

Of night. A sickness of irresolution,

Or more of hesitation, overcame him

—

Until he knew again that if he turned
His eyes too soon, deplorable destruction
Of one or other might aftend his action;

While if he saw too long the meaningless
Conceit of moonlight and tranquillity

That humbled him, deplorable survival
Might by default ensue. “Go on,” he said;
And as he said it he could feci himself
Inveigled nearer the abysmal verge
Of indecision, where below him lay

Unplumbed abasement. Though he might be mad,
Better be mad with pride alive in him,
He thought, than be an imbecile without it;

Or so it was that a vindictive remnant
Of hitherto subservient cave-man
Persuaded or enforced him to believe.

Meanwhile a furtive curiosity

Would soon be sated with Penn-Raven ’<? lies.

“Go on,” he said once more. “I can admire
This infinite ancestral view of mine
And hear unhindered with it nil you say.

Surely we know each other veil enough
Not always to be talking with our faces.

When wq arc in the dark wo do not sec

Each other faces; yet wo go on talking,

As if onr faces were no more of u*
Than unsuccessful ornaments of nature

—

Better concealed, if are to have friends.

If we must have them, or believe we must,
I rd recommend the putting out at once
Of all our eves. Then vc sdinuld have a world
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Only a little darker than it is

To-night, and one less hazardous—may be.“

“You have an amiable inventiveness

Against your friends this evening, Bartholow,”

Penn-Raven answered. His uncertainty

Jarred a long silence like an oboe blown

By a strong novice with a reed too thin

For secure volume. “If you are in the dark—

’

And there he paused. “If you are in the dark,

Let us have light. Let us have light at once,

But let us not at once put out our eyes;

For now it is we need them. Bartholow,

Your mask and its remote advantages

Are unbecoming and uncomfortable.

I can see that. Yet if it humors you
To wear the thing till you are weary of it,

Your native and superfluous privilege,

I grant you, is to wear it—if you will.

Indeed, I cannot easily remove it,

Not having, or I fear so, proper craft

Or safe intelligence to pluck it off

Without offense or pain. To-morrow morning,

As you have heard me say before, I vanish;

The time comes always for our vanishing;

And we who know best when the time has come
Are best remembered after we are gone.

I was already well apprised of this

Before you mentioned waiting for that rain,

Which may be long arriving, and then left me

—

With something enigmatic in your words
And in your silky way of saying them.
If your way was a foil of courtesy

For mine of a somewhat abrupt assumption,
We may as well go back. When I surprised you
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For so I must have done—by suddenly
Confronting your impeccable composure
"With my conjecture, I was seeing pictures,

And wishing then that you for your well-being
Might have been seeing a few of them also.

There were some names that I had for them then,

But now they are not worth your recollection.

Tradition, was it? Shipwreck? Anchorage?
Give once a name to a thing best without it,

You clip the wings and bell the neck of it;

And that which was itself, and self-secure,

Becomes imprisoned, crippled, false, and common.
The picture that you see now in the moonlight
Is not one that is waiting for a name;
And all the years there are for you to live,

Now you are born, are not for you to waste
In railing at unanswerable Fate,

*

Who has no ears. Setting it rather sharply,

You married the wrong woman—ns a few,
By competent report, have done before j'ou,

And will be doing always, or ns long
As there are men and women to be married.
When time is older, men and women wiser,

Tradition less a tyrant, and shipwreck
No more a sacrament, wc 7

ll do all this

Better—or worse—but with a difference, i

Undoubtedly. The way now for you two,

—

Together, I mean—comes to a quiet end.
^ ou see it, for this moonlight is not fog,

And pride is not an nnehor that will hold \ou
Bong from the rocks The picture that I saw
Before you loft vns one of a had storm,
With faces in it that I recognized

—

A 1
* long ns they were there; for pre-entlv

fhore wore no faces, and there wo*, no picture.
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Not even the ship was there. It was all fancy,

And will be nothing worse if you steer well.

A voyage may have an end without a wreck,

As yours will have unless you make the moon
Your sun to sail by. You will not do that.’'

Bartholow meanwhile, hearing of all this

No more than a few intermittent words

That flew at him as vainly as outside

The moths were plunging always at his window
Had been observing a sufficient wreck

Where neither ship nor sea was requisite

To make a picture with two faces in it.

He would not see it, see it though he must

—

As he must know that one of them was now
In the same room with him. If once he turned

His eyes to see it, all to come then would come

—

As the primeval in him willed it should,

Even as it willed anon that he should turn them,
And then himself. Slowly, inevitably,

And with a confidence unfortified

Except with an oblivious disregard

Of soiled regrets or mortal consequence,

He went a few steps forward, and then paused
With a few more to go. Now he could see

The solemn , questioning in the other's eyes,

And in the living fire that he had found
So many a time behind them he could read
Composure worse than hate. “Damn you, Penn-Raven,"
Bartholow said, securely and distinctly;

And, with a poise that was almost a leisure,

Came a step nearer. But he saw no change
In the white, heavy face, or the calm eyes,

Or the calm fire behind them. For an instant
A flinching sadness may have clouded them,
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But only once, if then; and if at all,

It came and "went unseen by Bartliolow,
Who merely said once more, “Damn you, Penn-Raven.

’

Everything else that he had meant to say,

Or would have wished there might have been to say,

Was lost in a sick blur. Whether he stiuck
Before he leapt, or leapt before he stiuck,
He knew not. He did not know anything

—

Until he felt Penn-Raven ’s heavy shape
Beneath him on the floor, and his thick neck
Luxuriously yielding to his fingers,

Which felt their way to death, or might have done so,

But for the shock of an abrupt upheaval
After which all was dark. When theic was light

He saw, from the same chair where he had sat

With Gabrielle before him in another,
The snd eyes of his adversely gazing
Calmly and patiently down into Ins,

And felt the crushing of two iron hands
Upon his aching arms.

“Well, Bnitholow,”
Penn-Raven said, smiling unhappily,
“Your speed, if not your zeal, va** unexpected;
And you have in you more of your grandfather

Than first one had imagined. You have done it.

And in n fashion done it rathez well.

These aboriginal necessities
Of yours have bad, w*e

?
ll hope, an adequate

Eruption and release; Uml thi^ achieved,

You're fit now* for an action more serene

And for an energy more temperate.
^oxt time you are not likely to do more,
Or quite so much—unless, improbtbh,
I find that I hn\o let \on go too c*»on,
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And with a faith too sure. So there yon are,

"With nothing broken in yon hut your pride,

Which happily will heal itself again

—

Though I hope not the sooner for this onslaught;

For I can see m that no more to praise,

Or blame, than a familiar atavism,

By no means yours alone I£ we consider

The many that have been alive to make us,

And are so many parts of each of us,

The qualified assent of our perception

Will hardly measure either up or down,

I fear, exclusively to our illusions.

Wherefor, if I exact of you your word
Of honor—and your word will he enough

—

Pll trust you to he seated as you are,

And to extinguish all those hesitations

That linger in your eyes. Your desk, I think,

Is locked; and I would rather leave it so.

You do not want my death-wound on your soul,

Or my unpleasant carcass on your floor;

Yet having in my tangled heritage

A thread of elementary suspicion,

I see no instant reason to forget

That you have shown me, among other treasures,
A more pernicious and ingenious pop-gun
Than elsewhere Pvfe admired Now if your word
Of honor failed you, or if you forgot it,

And, so reduced, you made an end of me
By stealthy and unworthy agencies,

Your loss would not he mine; and your reward
Would he hut one unwholesome smoky moment
Over the coarse and least implicit part
Of all that makes up me. Whether it die
To-night or half a century from to-night,

The rest of me may know so little of it
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As maybe not to care. One or one more,

Or fewer, of its ephemeral extensions

Made shorter for your sake would hardly serve

To make you any happier than you are;

And you are not so happy as you will be

When all this other smoke that’s choking you
Shall blow away and I shall be gone with it.

You may as well sit there where you are now
As walk about, though I shall not molest you
If walk about you must and will. That’s wiser

—

For you’ll be none too agile or alert

For a time yet. I shall go presently,

And in the morning I shall go for ever

—

Or naturally at once, if you insist;

Though I shall be inveterately beholden

To you and your attention if I stay

Around the clock again. All which implies,

I hope, a friendly reticence—and, I trust,

A humane brevity.’

’

“I have no means”
Bnrtholow answered from his chair, “to move you,

Or not without assistance or a scene

As long if not as noisy as the first

;

And as your manner says you are not going

W ithout one or the other, you may stnj

That is if insult, given and lccened,
Is milk and honey for you, and the breath

Of life. If I had known you were a pant,
As -well ns a damned parasite and a thief,

I might have shot jou and been sorry for it.

To pny so much as that for such a thing

As you would be to nurse the de\i1’s blister.

I do not want your slaughter on my soul,

Or \our unpleasant carcass on my flour.
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As much as that, I heard; and that was true.

If there’s an idiom that will undulate

Across your meditation less obscurely

Than mine, you might announce another cue

For me to follow; or, you might get out.”

Penn-Raven looked up slowly from the floor,

And with a frown of one annoyed and sorry

More than of one offended and dismissed,

Stared solemnly with his large violet eyes

At Bartholow, who found in them again

The same unfathomable innocence

That many a time before had made him smile

As with a kindly wonder. When he spoke,

His voice was that of a tragedian

Resuming after a subdued alarm
The lines of an unhappy narrative

Unfolding a mysterious history.

“All who have lived,” he said, “living at all,

Must have encountered incongruities

Tangled as yours are to your contemplation

—

If not, as yours are, to be shaken soon,

Untangled, and untied. Your few last knots
That in your fever are to-night so many,
Are not so many; and you are only one.

Whereas, if there were any way to count them,
Those who are struggling with more knots than j

rours,
And worse, would make a nation. Bartholow,
There was a man once who believed himself
Nearer to God, and by the way of reason

—

Where few may see, or seeing may dare to go

—

Than all the martyrs by the way of faith.

Now, I am not so sure that he was there

—

Though I believe it; and if I believe it,

For all my needs I know it. Yes, he was there;
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And •where he was, he is,—a little scarred

To-night, hut nowhere else than where he was.

There is no going back from such a place

—

Or not by the same road; yet there are pits

Along the way, and there are darknesses,

As on all other ways—only far deeper,

And, after an excess of blinding light,

Unconscionably darker. It is well
For him and his humility, I doubt not,

That all should be as obviously it is

Along that way; for he might otherwise find,

With restless and impetuous feet, like yours,

A darker path lending him back again
Where the old road that others had not scon

Might not be seen again, even by him;
And though it might be seen, might not be taken.

All the forgotten sights of infancy

—

Which far outlives the cradle—though at first

A burden, would be no long time becoming
Endurable and as easy as before,
Rutting out slowly the one sight that sees

"iou are not there, and you are not to go there;

Though pride, that eminent adjunct of the devil

Wav keep a dwindling sort of regency
Over the rule of your protesting wisdom,
For certain days. You are not going back,
Fot ns one mortal to another mortal

—

Each in appearance and unhappy proof
Still fallible—I’ll imagine that you might.
^ou are still coiling vonr credulity
Around you like a -make that would be glad
If only you would let him go .nwav
Before he has to bite \ou any more;
And that f

s not either love or bravery
1° >ou, and the snake know- it. Bet him go.
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Love at its wildest has, if it be love,

A reticence and a sort of dignity

That passion, with pride always urging it

Along to the old wreck in the old storm,

Will not acknowledge or not unwillingly

Regard or recognize. Love, it is true,

May wear the stain of pride and still be love,

And on occasion irretrievably

Say more than should be told—and to no end

Than to sow fennel and regret where flowers

Too rare for the gratuity of a name
Were not to live . . were not to live.” He ceased,

And looked away as if he had forgotten

All he had said before so fluently;

And then he said, as with a slow remorse

That dragged a melancholy after it,

“Were not to be.”

Bartholow, still aware
That a few words of his if he should say them,
Or his departure without saying them,

Would soon enough accomplish an escape,

Sat waiting, an indignant and chagrined

Prisoner of his curiosity.

A vision of thick lips and violet eyes

Oppressed him, though the eyes were looking down
And the face mostly hidden by the hand
That covered them, till a more solemn pause
Than in the circumstances he could share
Galled him again to speech. “Well, what’s the matter?
There are no flowers now in your garden? Well,
You never told me that you had a garden.
You may, then, like an apt and able blackguard,
Have torn away on someone else’s fence
The friendly cloak of lies that you have worn
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So long over that shrunken soul of yours*.

Easy mistakes are common in the dnik,

—

Notably so where there are friends together;
And you, rvith your cheap fennel and regi’et,

And your sweet compound of hypocrisy,
Are worse than common dirt. I like to say this;

And if your notion is to break mjT neck
Eor saying it, I’m not sure that I shall care.

When a man’s last illusion, like a bubble
Covered with moonshine, breaks and goes to nothing,
And after that is rather less than nothing,
The bubble had then better be forgotten
And the poor fool who blew it be content
With knowing he was born to be a fool.

As we arc born to be, apparently,
So are we; and it’s svell for most of us
We do not know too soon. We knov too late.

Well, what’s the matter? Has your spring of lies

Dried up—or is it almost full again?”
“Forgive me if I do not always listen,”

Fonn-Itaven answered. There was hesitation
More than uncertainty in Ins approach,
And there was disappointment and impatience
At first in Ins returning innocence,
Fov master of his eyes and of the man
M ho gn/ed unwillingly into their calm
And solemn fire. “Foigivc nie, Bartholow ;

Tour dreams have taken you to far from home
That I must wait for an awakening,
Or l,y degrees induce it If 1 do,
* ou ,nav be learning less reluctantly
How far \ou are from here, where there is- nothing
To hold a on any longer. For a time
There was a A\oman Avho A\ns never here,
And it A\as your misguided que-t of her,
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Where she was not, that led you to the sha'dows,

And nearer to the tomb than either you

Or she, or rather your sad fiction of her,

Had wisdom to conceive There was a man,

Also; and though far distant and unsought,

He was already on his way to save you,

Albeit he was untold and unaware
Of your disaster or your need of him.

Nothing between Arcturus and the earth

Is there more surely or msolubly

Than these things that are so. There was a man
On whom a light fell once, as once a light

Fell sharp on Saul—though it was not like that

;

Or possibly it was. There are these things,

And they are so—until we give them names,

And harness them with words that have one meaning
For no two men

;
and likelier none at all

For one man—or one woman Now and again

There may be one to pass on to another

A living torch that others cannot see

—

And all should then be well; and would have been,

Even here and in this house, if m this man,
Who came because a will not his compelled him.
Fear and a fearful hope had faded out

Before there was a fire There was no place
Under the stars, he thought, where love was more
Than love had always been: not everything,

Yet no small matter, even under the stars.

And there was in his armor, so he thought,

No rift—until he found there was no armor
Against a love that he had long abjured
As one that would be kinder for not coming.
Sure that his house that was not made with hands
Was built forever, he was too sure to see;

And you are not seeing so much to-night, I fear,
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As your destructive and incensed endeavor
Never to see ogam is hiding from you.
Yet I see little in this that’s ominous,
For your endeavor is only transitory,
And your destruction is less imminent
Than mine was lately?' in a way to he,
And would have been if like you I had heard
The call of our inferior forbears
To grievous action or infirm despair.
Not that I should have murdered anybody,
Or put myself away, and so undone
Deliriously my work not yet achieved,

—

Although, not being beyond mortality,
I might abjectly have capitulated
As you did—not for pride, but worse than that:
I might have yielded, after disillusion,
To go the desolate way of doubt again
There may be somewhere in forgotten song
A love like mine, though hnrdlv quite another
In life, I fancy; for so it seems to me,
And so to me it is—or so it was
Was, is, or may he nlway*—let it fade;
Or if it will die sometime, let it die

There are some ills that sooner ^ill he dead
Tor our not vexing them with remedies;
And there me some that have flioii lemedios
In their remedial evil Let them fade.
And if they will die sometime, let them du\
Meanwhile our occupation m to live,

And <mmchovT to he wiser for a woman
^ ho, ns we thought, was hoio, and wa^ md hen

ftnrtholnw ^ fare. In thi^ time ^lovrK drawn
^ ith anger and accumulating wonder
Into a tortured snilo, Middenh fell
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Into his hands; and his whole body shook

With a malevolent and indecent laughter

That ended in a sort of toiling moan,

Like that of a man strangling.
‘
* Oh, my God !

’ ’

He groaned, still shaking. But he said no more,

And only after a torn interval

Of revelation did his ears avouch

A furtive acquiescence and surrender.

Call himself wbat he might, his only choice

Was to be lashed with a fanatic whip
That left upon him now hardly a welt.

All this was for the moment understood,

Partly to be forgotten, partly scorned,

And wholly for a season to be crushed

And sunken, like a piece of yielding earth

Compelled inevitably and impossibly

To be a fulcrum for too many forces.

“Well, if you like it, laugh, ” Penn-Raven said

And there was the same anxious innocence

In the large eyes that gazed on Bartkolow,
Who now looked at him with a weary scorn

Whereon there yet remained a cloudy smear
Of his inclement mirth. “Yes, if you like it.

I cannot say I like the sound of it

And for your sake I’ll hope no more of it

Is m you to be rankling a way out;

And there my fears are brief. You are not one
To steep a needless poison with another,

Bitter enough without it, and then swallow
The whole perfidious dose to no effect

Than to be sicker than you were before.

You are not one to fling yourself alive

Among wolves, hoping unworthily thereby
To be devoured at once without a fight
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On your side to be free. You are not one,

Because a woman has with eyes not yours

Looked on a world not yours and now not hers,

To say that all worlds are as insubstantial

As a dream world of hers, or yours, or mine

May once have been. You are not one to flout

The power of all your services unseen

That soon you are to see, and are to give,

When really you conceive yourself alive.

You that have heretofore not seen or served

Are surely by some woithier subterfuge

Than this to fling the dust of one illusion

Over the chnriot wheels of destiny

Into the eyes of truth. You are not one

To do all this because the flower you thought

"Was love you found the fairest of all weeds

That ever bloomed alone where there were shadows.

For you it was no more than that; for me
It Mas la bclla donna assoluta

;

Though for itself, and in n proper garden,

It might not have been either; and for >ou

After a time, not much in any event.

T on found it blooming in a lonely place

Where the sun touched it only to revive it

For now endurance of another day
That was like all before; and being yourself

A gardener more adept in admiration

Than in ^election, brought it home with you,

And to a darker loneliness than ever.

And there it might have withered for the sun

That would have saved it, and <=o might hn\e died;

But *-oniething of the veed van in it ‘-till.

And in its northern grace theie was a taint.

Or nun have been one, of a tropic languor.

Me do not June to go so far as that
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For the unseen survivals that are in us

—

As your inimical activities

Have demonstrated. Put the surest of us

Too far beyond the boundaries of our nature,

And we shall be the last "who are to say

Just -what rebellions and indifferences

May thwart or poison us. We cannot know.

And if, like her, we see beyond ourselves

Nothing, what have we then within ourselves

Worth seeing or worth saving? She may live

To wither and to fade and be forgotten,

Or there may be awaiting her somewhere
On earth another garden far from here.

A miracle may reveal to her denial

Color and light that will not be denied;

And she may live to see. If such a garden

Be not awaiting her—well, you have heard

:

She fades, and withers. Were she more a weed,

She might be all a weed. But she’s not that

—

Being flower and weed together, as we have seen.

Who shall say more of her? Not you, not I.

She may go soon—even here, before you know it.

Or she may not go soon. She may be old

Before she goes—though earth has little need
Of her allegiance to it. There is earth
Enough, and there will always be enough,

For you and me without her She may go
So soon that you will hardly be aware
Of more than a weed sickled in the night
To shnvel in the sun; or, miracles yet,

And other gardens, may lie still on earth
Awaiting her. I do not see them now,
Yet they may be There are these things that are
And here are we among them Is it well,

Or is it ill, that we be where we aie,

—
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Here, and among them? Be it well or ill,

Tour doom now is to see, and see alone.

Whether she go to-morrow or to-night,

Or live on to fade out and he forgotten
Is now for you no matter—or for me.
I do not ask you for your gratitude,

Nor for your word that you are free. If that

Were branded with an iron across your forehead,
I should not read it any clearer theie
Than on a living page that I see now
Before me m a volume that is you.
Tour doom is to be free. The seed of truth

Is rooted in you, and the fruit is yours
Nor you to eat alone. You cannot share it,

Though you may give it, and a few thereby
Way taste of it, and so not wholly starve.

Thank me or not, there is no other way;
And there is no road back for you to find.

And she . . « she is not either yours or mine. M

Bnrtholow, writhing, licked his Iipq and waited,

As if to leap again before lie spoke
tint leaping, as he leasoned, would be folh,

And speech, if he remained, humiliation.

there he must remain till he might ri^e

Of his own will and go away. The fear
Of death would not have held him as he v a ^

j

frut there he was, and he v.n* held. on/ ;

He snid; “I may ns well have heaid j«u out

Before you go out. When >on go, >011 go;

And you are going soon

Penn-Riuen frnuncd
A s he had frowned before, one nnnoved
Here than ns one diMni->cd, ami ln\imr ' min'd.
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Said on: “She is not either yours or mine.

The ruins at last have crushed her; and she knows

At last that they were rums before they fell.

And if she pushed a few of them away.

I am not sure that she has m her now
Power enough to lift the rest of them,

Or pride enough to care if they were lifted.

Negation is a careless architect,

Doomed always to be crushed or maimed somehow
In the undoing and the falling down
Of its own house. If a kind ignorance

Had shielded her from seeing how sure it was
To fall, it might have spared her the false toil

Of building in the dark. Her tragedy

Is knowing how hard it is to care so little

Por all that is unknown, and heed so little

Of all that is unseen. She made herself

Believe she loved the world that wearied her

Bntil she left it and saw what it was,

Unwillingly, that she was not to see.

She learned of you on your awakening
What she was not to see, and she saw nothing.

To-day she will not let herself believe

She cares whether or not there’s anything

Worth caring for. The soul m her is frozen,

Where yours was only sick. She plays with lies,

Knowing them to be lies, and humors them
The more because she is afraid of them
The most when they are friendly. But for knowledge,
Glowering always and invisibly

Before her like a shadowy sort of tiger,

She might assume a stiength to raise herself

Again to look back at the chilly world
That you bhve taken from her, and if then
Should be the tiger’s time to spring at her

—
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Well, there are wilder things awaiting us,

And worse, than tigers But she knows her world
Too well to cany there a frozen soul
To waim at those false fires. She would go on
With you, if there were such a way for her,

But she would not be with you very long,

Or to more purpose than to know as much
Of you and of herself as now she knows
Too late—which is enough .’ 1

“Yes, quite enough,”
Bnrtholow said. Deaf to the mystic fervor
That once had healed and liberated him
With its immortal implications,—now,
Like a betrayed apostate, he could hear
Nothing in speech or prophecy but sound.
And while he heard he wondered why it was
That he must listen when there was a door
But a few steps away, and a whole house,
Not mentioning a world, where he might hear
No more of this. “Yes, it is quite enough

—

Of her. There is no more for you to say
Of her, unless your pleasure be to say it

Here to yourself alone.”

“Your careful scorn

H not unwarranted by circumstance,”
Benn-Rnven answered. “It will do no harm
To-night, and it will do no good to-monow.
It you believe that all \ou found i s lost,

And that you too aic struggling among ruins
^ on are not long for your belief. our dawn
Is coming where a dark horizon hide-' it,

And wheie a new dn\ conus with a now world,
i he old that was a place for jou to play in
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Will be remembered as a man remembers

A field at school where many victories

Were lost m one defeat that was itself

A triumph over triumph—now disowned

In afterthought. You know as well as I

That you are the inheritor to-night

Of more than all the pottage or the gold

Of time would ever buy. You caunot lose it

By gift or sale or prodigality,

Nor any more by scorn It is yours now,

And you must have it with you in all places,

Even as the wind must blow. I cannot say

All that I would, for you have ears to-night

Only for words; and when they are no more
Than language, our best words are mostly nothin

The wiser way for you is to foiget them
Until you cease to fear them. You have played

With life as if it were a golden toy,

Till you believe that you have shattered it.

To-morrow you will see that you have not.

In honor of your wish I’ll say no more
Of her that I shall see no more. I failed

With her, as you did; and now she has failed.

To-morrow . . . but we’ll say no more of her;

It is your wish.”

“For God’s sake, go away f ”
Bartholow rose, and would have gone himself,

Had not a subtle inspiration stayed him
While he prepared with a malignant zeal

One final insult. “When you go,” he said,

“And you are going soon, you may require
Assistance on your way out of my sight.

With your permission I’ll arrange a means
To insure a swifter and a safer distance
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Between us tlinn your leisure might acliieve

On your resource alone. A cheque will do it

—

And there you have it. Do not hesitate,

Dor if you do your pantomime will only
Be one more lie; and you have lied enough
And stolen enough. Something m you is true,

—

I know that; and I know that all the rest

Will be a small and rotten residue
Dor you to contemplate before you die.

If I were you, and were the parting guest,
I should not ask for more. You ’ll find this ample
For the removal of what you yourself

Denominate as your unpleasant caicass.

Take it, and now—get out of this!*’

Penn-Ra\en,
Having observed the cheque attentively,

Stood holding it until with absent care
He folded it and put it in his pocket.

“Thank you,” he said. “You are magnanimous,
Being so from birth. As vour ferocity

Alisled you but a little while ago,
I^ow in its turn your magnanimity
Prevails There are small follows even w hoi

e

Who might not, ns I do, dismiss (he whim
^ou think your motive, and so be nv*uicd,
As I am, that you are not one of them.
Pity them, if you will, but never mind them,

B\cn while you serve them; for you are to wnc
Henceforth ns one mn\ serve who is aim*
Among so many that are not all'**

H they were jet alive, why should the\ play

hard at li\ing, leaving at the end
Dnh a few regrets for ha\ing plijed
No harder? There’s a pathos h« re m this;
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For all must yet be done by tbe unborn

And by the dead together before life

May know itself to be alive. The few

Who see, see this; and you are one of them,

Although to-night a cloud is hiding you

From your soul’s eye. I do not ask of you
Your gratitude, or question any method
Your purpose entertains—though I may ask

Whether perchance obscure appearances

May or may not attend my too abrupt

Departure to the town, where we are known
Rather as friends, I fancy. There’s a train

Away at midnight, but there’s never sleep

For me on wheels and rails.
’ ’

Bartholow stared,

And then threw up his hands in helplessness.

“Damn you, and your obscure appearances!

Get out. I’ll send your traps on after you,

Into the town, or back again to nowhere

—

All as you may direct. And now—get out!”

Penn-Raven, hesitating, bowed his head,

Like one subdued by doubt. When he looked up
His eyes were those of an offended child

Wherein reproof and stricken innocence

Were seen through shining tears that were too much
For Bartholow ’s abused credulity.

Unwilling or unfit to trust himself

Again to speech, he said it in one look;

And then, turning his back upon his guest,

He moved away slowly towards the window
Where the same moths were flying at the screen
And there was the same moonlight. So he stood,

And so Penn-Raven stood, without a word,
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Gazing at Bartholow' regretfully,

And with no anger in his violet eyes.

His thick lips and his large white iron hands

Were trembling, hut there was no fury in them

For Bartholow ’s attention had he seen them;

Although it may have been ns well for both

That neither saw the other’s face again

Until there was a crunch of rushing feet

Outside along the gravel, and anon
The sound of a slow knocking at the door.

vn
After this night, and yet another night,

There was a knocking on another door

Where none till now had ever come so earlj,

And few at any time, early or late,

Wheiefore it was with mingled injuries

That Umfrnville, the learned fisherman,

Like an unhappy tui tie pushed his head

Slowly out of the cover that enclosed him,

Listening while his miscreated face

Became awake. Tlioio was another knocking

Hurried and hard, at which he giowled and rose,

Yawning and inly cui'sing whatsoever

Untimely and unsecmlv \isitnnt

The door might hide until he opened it.

He opened it, and there was Bartholow

Pallid and changed, and calm.

“I know jour vaj

He said at once, alnuptly, while his ejes.

Bathetic with unwonted ho'-ituncj

And a coiistiained humility, >anl in*>re,

know jour ways and hour-, and therefore o..e
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Your patience my apologies. Forgive me,

For I have learned that you of all my friends,

Who are not half so many as they would seem,

Are the securest and the best worth having.

This have I learned of late, and rather strangely.

I could have said that you had told me so,

Acioss the liver—almost when it happened.’

’

The learned hermit, gradually aware,

Though sleepily, of what his friend was saying,

Pushed wide the door, and Bartholow came in.

“I have been here alone and have heard nothing,”

Said Umfraville, who, robed in white and brown,

Was now more like a zebra than a scholar.

“So it has happened—has it? "Wait a little,

And I’ll hear more—or no. Your tongue is yours.

I knew you might be coming here sometime

—

Like this—one of these days. Or I believed

I knew it Being a student, I foresaw

The possible. Now for God’s sake have a chair.”

With that, he stretched and yawned and disappeared,

Leaving his guest alone in a gray light

Where there was only books that few could read
In any light. Bartholow looked at them,

But they were all asleep and they said nothing

More than a mouldy whisper of the past.

After a mighty splashing, Umfraville

Appealed again arrayed in shopworn hues
Unsalable, at which another man
Than Bartholow this morning would have smiled.

“So it has happened,” he began again.

“Well, I supposed it would; and longer since

Than I have seen you have I been supposing

—

When I’ve had fancies. 'What’s it all to me?’
I’ve asked myself; and yet, you being friendly

—
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Well, I’ve had fancies. While you found your soul,

I found your reason for the need of one;
Or so believed. I hope you have it with you;
For surely it would be a scurvy soul

.

To fail j
rou now; that is, if what has happened

Is what apparently was happening-.
There are the wise, and you are one of them,
Meanwhile, to know your friend and seek him out.

God made a sorry mess of his appearance,
But here he is, and as he is you have him.
Another man, we’ll fancy, might have less

In having none soever to seek out;
But that’s a fancy. Have they gone together,

Or has that bland and sainted scalawag,
Tour saviour, gone with half your patiimony 1

I darned you long ago that I’m a growth
Not loved in your clipped world; and I’\e a speech,
I fear, that may offend in friendliness
I ill we’ve had some hot coffee. Even so,

T°u know' that you have come to the right place

At the right time; and that’s a deal of knowledge,
Befoie I let. you talk I’ll warm the woiks
hoi mortal engines are inadequate
Except we give them fuel—by your leave.”

Bnrtholow, silent, sat abstractedly
Ohser\ ing his uncouth and frog-like host

At some superfluous enrh occupation,
^ Inch partly was n vague metallic noi-o
That he could hear, and partly a \.un motion
Mint would some day he [-topped lilce a mi-gate
That walked and fup'-cd and fumbled and v.-r< * lutl.es

Too strange to co\or bfo Tie thought <d that

1 util ho saw the woild a spinning cinder.

'here neither fire nor pride would burn agun.
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Or be remembered. Then a steamful odor

Filled him, and he could hear a voice that said

Something about a cup that would not pass

Until he drank it . . .

“You have done well, so far/

Said Umfraville at last. “You could not eat

Yet somehow you have eaten. You could not say

What most it was that you were here to say,

Yet somehow you have said as much of it

As need be said. You have done well, so far;

You have done well to tell me how she died,

But ill to tell me that you know not why
You may say nothing, and within your right

Of silence have an end of my remarks

At any time when a word wearies you
Or scratches you, but you are not to say

—

To me, at least—that you see mysteries

Among the reasons why she drowned herself.

You may say she was free to understand
That all was over, and that she was free

Thereafter to go flitting her own way
To whatsoever shades or lights or fires

There might be waiting and alluring her,

But surely you will do your tongue the honor
Not to pretend again that you believe it

When it says that to me—for I’m a student.

We readers of the dead are not so blind

That we see nothing that is not behind us.”

Bartholow crossed his fingers, twisting them
In a confused uncertainty. “I believe

That I have told you everything but one thing,

Too near for telling There’s a warning humor
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That waits even on the dead, and will protect them.

God knows that I would do no less for them—
For her, at least. Yet rather would I say it

Than he the creature of your inferences.

It is a common process, for that matter,

Whereby a change that once was unforeseen

Is horn too late. When all was wrecked and ended,

I might, if I had been some other man,

Have had the remnant that was left of her

To cherish unto death But how was that

To he, seeing I was no other man
Than he that is before you. There was talk,

On my side, of a new house we should build

Together—yet I knew the while I talked

That I was only talking; for I knew

There was no house to build I'll affront

The old funeienl decencies by saying

More now than I have said I don’t forget

That <die is lying cold theie whoie I lett her,

Or that when I go back theie I shall tin
1 her.

There vas a madness that v as born with her,

And I am not her judge.”

“There may ha\e been,”

Raid Umfraville, “a madness born with her—

Quite as you Quite ns you ^ny, imlec<

.

There is a madness born w itli all of u***

Possibly. There arc signs enough of it*

No longer time ago than half a minute

I should ha'se said again that T behr\erl

You knew: but I believe now that >ou < on

The poiMunwr inertia of our eu-torn

Tine had its way with mail) a nr f n before.

-\»d many a woman. She vrho died of it

f

ihat night, if **0 she died, wn* onh one,
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And you, who are alive in spite of it,

Are only one. Your saviour may have saved you,

But never fancy now that in your freedom

Your fee is paid. Your freedom is itself

Another poison, or may turn to one

If you consume too much of it. Your soul

May shrink, if you are too familiar with it,

To such offended and obscure concealment

That you may never end it in this life

Agam—assuming always, or for now,

That you have found it Something you have found,

I grant you, but a benison to beware
And to be wary of, and to respect

As you respect your senses—reasonably.

As for your friend, you’ve seen enough of him
In seeing him on his way out of your sight

You have enough of him m his achievement

If a true artist must go to the devil,

What’s left of truth in him should keep the devil

Out of his art, whereas if your true seer

Must be a haV for variety,

He’ll soon see double. And on the other hand,
Strange bottles hold God’s wine, or we are told so.

And I bpheve old sayings, for I’m a student.

You have a choice of ambiguities.”

Bartholow rose, and having risen, he smiled
A little with his lips at Umfraville.

“I should have hardly come to you, ” he said,

“For such an early douche of rudiments.
Illuminations are all dangerous
If ve are too familiar with our fires,

You say; and though I might have drawn as much
As that from my own well, I’m not ungrateful.
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I thank you, for I know you are my friend;

And I’ll apologize eternally

For stirring you at such a vicious hour.

My coming is of itself an evidence

That I’m a trifle shaken, as you see.”

“Only a trifle,” said the fisherman;

“And a few rudiments will do no harm.
Sit down. Now as for these illuminations,

The world is always dark when they go out;

And yours would be the blackest of all woilds

Without your new-found light—well nigh as black

And unendurable as hers, may be.

You thought yourself alone; and all the time

The two of you were stifling there together,

Each having wrought so long upon the other

In silence that in speech you played with lies,

Fearing a thunderbolt if truth wcic spoken.

I question if you need repioach the past

For those indigenous injuries of custom;

And on the chance of trampling in the fields

Of more thnn my domain, "which is not largo,

I doubt if you need pity her for the end

She made. If my conviction tells as much
Of her eclipse ns your renascence tells

Of yours, you cannot wish her for your c ake,

And surely not for hers, "with you again

On earth; for she was dead before qhe died
’

“You menn then that I killed her? I'5 it

Bnrtholmv was a long time pondering
Before he epoke again. “It may be so.

Y ct, v hen I left her there, could ‘•he hn\e been

Bo peaceful? Have the dead a special hmdnes-
For those v ho kill (hem? 1 can imagine *•«’'

He scanned again the cold unnnsworing bools

About lmn, and then g.iretl at I'mfmMHe
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Impassively: “You believe then that I killed her?

It may be so—though I should hardly say so.
’

'

The scholar clamped his jaws together slowly,

And sighed and shook his head before he spoke

:

“Since neither of you knew what you were doing

When you were groping there alone together,

You will not add a cubit to your stature

Imagining you did this or you did that.

No doubt there are some extant vulgar cynics

Who’d say that she has won. I’m only saying

The race is over; and, to use your words,

I’m not the ]udge. I think, if I were you,

I’d be so facile as to leave all that

To custom, the arch-enemy of nature.

Nature is here apparently to suffer,

And we who are supreme in mercy, scope,

And vision, have never failed to do our part.

How many do the sweetest of our species

Conceive they may have killed, or worse than killed ?

What wreckage have the gentlest of us left

Among those who have smiled and are forgotten?

What untold inward searing of the strong

Has been the jest of innocence and weakness?
What ugliness and emptiness of change
Has been the aftermath of silly triumph?
What stings of unforgetting recollection

Have been the wages of unworldly prudence?
How many a sickening wrench of hard belief

Has been the sport of a soft egotism ?

What smeared ends of unfinished histories

Are in the chronicles of disillusion?

Having a face no man may gaze upon

—

Saving an only friend who doesn’t see it

—

I may have made you fancy I see nothing;
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And I’d be willing I should see no more,

Sometimes. There woke within me such a thoug it

As that when first I met your mendicant

Exotic soul-practitioner, Penn-Raven.

If it was he that saved you and redeemed you,

There was a great deal in you to be saved

Or there was parlous little. Being your friend,

Also a student, it’s an easy flight

To fancy there was much. You are soon to "nov,

For in the other event your light will fade

Before the crocuses are out again.

There is a voice that says it will not fade—

Though I’m not sure that one has need to hear it,

Or that it says your freedom, of itself,

May not be light enough. I cannot saj

With your authority what it is that happens

When men that are themselves their prisoners

Go free again. I say, God help the wonen,

When they have onty their own hearts to ca

A man will eat another’s and not know it,

And so conserve his own. So ma\* a woman,

If she have one at hand that’s appetising,

And not so tough that she be weary of it.

Sometimes I have a robust apprehension

That if we were all honest cannibals,

And not such anthropophagous hypocrites,

If we should feed on one another frank \,

And with no cloud of custom in the vn>

Of clarity and advancement.
chou < <- ,,n

Iligher than yet we are, with all the bones

Of all the weak beneath us. Never infer

From this that I approach the persona •

For I’m but an offseouring of the sphere

To which I am still clinpintr. f°r no reason

Except that I still cling. Ihe no
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That I have license to be personal

Beyond your problem—which is now not one

Bor you to pore on too remorsefully.

The more you make it visible, your position

Becomes a puzzlement and a devilment,

More than a desolation. In your heart

You are not sorry that your sybarite,

Your Ishmaelite, your omphalopsychite,

Or what the devil else he may have been,

Is on the road again to his next haven

—

Which may, I trust, be far ahead of him.

Not even with his extortions are you sorry

That you are now alone, with no conceit

Or puipose to pursue him. Are you sure

That he is not still here?”

Bartholow gazed
Out through a dusty window at the river,

As if he had not heard. “Yes, I am sure,”

He said, indifferently. “He is not here.

He went away. But he would not have gone
If I had let him stay. He would have seen

Her face once more, he said. He did not see it.

He told me that obscure appearances
Would be remarked if he went suddenly;

But he went—suddenly. I did not see

Her face till yesterday. We brought her home,
And there she is. I have not slept since then.

I have not slept these two nights now; not since
Two men came m the moonlight to my door.

They saw it from that vessel anchored there.

They saw it in the moonlight. They could see
No other house than mine on the west side,

And they came there. I have not slept since then
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And I may not sleep yet—for a long time.
, ,

Why should I sleep, when you say that I killed he

* 1 Suppose we say to that that I said nothing,

Suggested Umfraville, deliberately.

"As I’m a scholar and a fisherman,

I have said nothing half so venomous

As half you say I’ve said. You are more ra

And clubbed, as I see now, than I believed*,

So I forswear all ambiguities

And once again refer your case to cus am.

You keep yourself so well within yourse

That you are likely to conceal your neei s

When more than ever they should be rc\ea
,

Your world’s way, doubtless, and the vaj

But I’m a dweller of another world,

Where all my friends are shadows—w 10, •'

Alive, would only wonder what thc> me

If they met me.* My way among my Kino

If such a kind there be—is one tha >ou

Alone, almost, of yours have had a Vlp i

To contemplate. Therefore I call you fnen ,

And for reward offend you. For > our sai ,

Your saviour—I can only let him go,

And pray that he go far.”

“I’m not so rooked

And clubbed that I need that," Bartholo' 1

"When you berate yourself the < > 1

.

Contrive to fall on me: and uhen

As now I do, undoubtedly I de cone i

Yet I'm nware of an unconseiousno^ .

Of their importance when this fnetu °

Who saved me. and then made me wiO Inn« * ^
Inspires them. There is much you 4 n
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Of doors that are within us and are closed

Until one conies who has the key to them.

I have no proof that one to open them

Need he infallible. If he be sincere,

And have within himself the mastery . . .

I don’t know. All I know is, it was done.

There were no mummeries, no miracles;

There was no degradation of the wits,

Or of the will; there was no name for it;

Yet something in me opened and the light

Came in. I could have given him all but life

For recompense. Also, I could have killed him,

Indifferently, while he was on the floor,

And I was at his throat.”

“Go on from there,”

Said Umfraville. ‘‘Go on again from there!”

A griffin grinning into a smooth pool

"Would have seen something like the face just then

That beamed on Bartholow, who dried his forehead
Mechanically with his handkerchief,

And sighed—and after, in a wan way, smiled.

“Go on from there, and—well, aderitque Apollo

;

And he will give your language golden wings.

Your theme inveigles me,” pursued the griffin.

“No I shall not go on again from there,”

Bartholow said, and frowned remorsefully.

“For long before I struck him I could see

—

As I see now. And it was he who did it

—

Who gave me sight. Was I blind when I struck him?
If I was blind a moment, I was blind.

He said that I was aboriginal,

But I’ll say I was blind. I would have killed him,
Certainly. But I would not kill him now,
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Nor would I wish him ill. We must nil pa}',

Somehow
; and I believe that he has paid.

If he has not, he must. And as for her

—

Your way for her may be as well as any.
If you say she was dead before she died,

She may have been so; and I may have hilled her

—

Before she died. I had not thought of that.

The way of custom is the way of death,

Or may he so, for some who follow it

Too far; and so it was I may have killed her.

I do not ask of you that you say now
Whether I did or not. You do not know.
She married without love; and when love came,
A life too late, I should have been a liar

To take it, or to say I treasured it

;

For when it came at last, out of the ruins,

It was one remnant more among too many;
It was love only ns a beauty scarred
Is beauty still. I could forgive the scar,

For that was nothing, and was far behind me;
But with him in the house I could not say so.

It vas the smear on him that made mo blind.

And made me strike. I do not know him 'ct.

Only, I know that I enn sec again,
Y ith a new sight—and that lie made mo see

Strange bottles, if you

"Damnably ctrnnpp—
j\n<I ofFcrve^oont

,

7

1

prunted TTinfrflwUc,
The wine in this one blew the stopper ou!.

And jot the wine stays pood. It not the rule

^ell, you arc out for knowledge, or for wisdom.
And wisdom lias a drivinp wnv uHli rule**

* our wine may bo the bo*f : though for im
0i\o mo the old elixir that you pa\o hip
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That morning when I brought the noble fish.

You do not know him yet? You never will.

So let him fade.”

‘‘I cannot make him fade,

Though I could make him go.” Bartholow felt

Again the sweat of effort on his forehead,

But otherwise, though more pallid, was himself,

And had himself in hand. '‘Now I’ll go home,”
He said. "And I shall find her waiting there.

No, he will not be there. And if he were ”

"He would amerce you for your negligence,

And you’d requite him with another cheque

You must go farther for the mystery
Than that, if you’re to find out where it lives.

Wherever he may be now, at your expense,

Whatever he may have done to you, or for you,

I seem to hear him laughing. I’m a sinner

To say it, but I say it for your safety,

Not for my satisfaction. As you know,
I have a speech that would be unbecoming
In anyone more inured and more at home
To the congealed amenities. I’m a student,

Wherefore I see him laughing. . . . What the devil?
What is it? What’s the matter 1”

Bartholow breathed
A little harder and a little faster

But had no power to speak till finally

The tension broke within him and his head
Fell forward like a stone into his hands;
And there, while memory clutched and humbled him,
He moaned and choked and laughed When he could speak,
His voice rocked with his body "No—you don’t!
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You do not hear him laughing—for he wept!
I told him his obscure appearances
Could not be too obscure—and then, he wept!
I said he was a blackguard—and he wept!
He got a thousand dollars to get out

—

And then he wouldn’t go until he wept. . . .

Damn him, he wept !
’

’ He swayed there in his chair,

And all but out of it, laughing and moaning;
I do not ask you for your gratitude,’

He said to me. He said that to me twice

—

And then he wept! . . . And then they came to tell

What they had seen. They came up from the river

—

fn the moonlight . . . Strange bottles . . . Oh, my God

Hor a long time he sat there, trembling, shaking,
While Umfraville stood watching over him,
At first alarmed, at last assured ITc united,
Gravely and patiently, for another word
That would be slow, as he foresaw, to come;
Dut he still waited there, and still he united,
Y ith a fidelity inexhaustible
And a solemnity unchangeable,
Till questions that would not be answered yet

Glimmered at little in his doubtful eyes,
And over his amorphous countenance
hero crept a slou and melancholy smile.

YITT

There was a wall of crimson all nloncr
The river now; and Bmtholou, garing at it.

Anew in Ids heart it uns for the l«*d time
That ho uns spring those trees, and the still water,
Y hieh lie had known from childhood. In hN house,
t r one that all bis life bad been his house,
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Nothing of Ins remained that would be there

To-morrow. In his heart nothing remained

But a recurrent ache when lie remembered,

As now he must; for there would soon be sunset,

And he would soon be gone. He looked away
Over the falling lawn before him there

Where summer now lay buried and the first

Red leaves of autumn, flying silently,

Became a scattered silence on the grass,

ne gazed, and saw the water through the rift

His axe had made that morning in the spring,

With Gabnelle watching him. That was long ng<

Too long, he told himself, to be seen there

Among so many pictures that were fading,

But were not yet invisible. No, not yet.

The frown of an unwelcome recollection

Wrinkled Ins face and changed it while he saw'

The picture of a shipwreck on the air

Before him, and three faces. One was his,

That would be seen again; and one was hers,

That would not, surely, come back there again,

If even it might, to see or to be seen;

And there was one that he should see no more,
Living or dead, if life and death were kind.

Considering thus the scene that he had limned
Of cloudy and tempestuous memories,

He felt an echo sounding over floors

Of the old house—dismantled, empty, sold.

And waiting for new faces to come in

WTien he should go. “I shall be gone to-morrow,
He thought; “and when this house where I was
Has been here for another hundred years,

No doubt some unborn stranger will be gazing
As I am, at the river there below him,
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With memories that may then be quite as cloudy
For him as mine have been for me to-day.
By then he may have lost as much as I
Lost once—or more, if there be more for one
To lose,—and he may then have found far less.

I wonder what a learned fisherman
Would say to that/’ he asked, as Umfravillc,
After an exploration, came outside.

Tramping the flags with hard and heavy feet
He came to Bartholow as an animal,
Quaintly arrayed ns man, might hn\c approached
A master that he knew was leaving him.
There avus a melancholy questioning-

About him, and almost a dignity.

'They ha\*e left nothing that was made for me,
And that’s as avcII,” he said. "The books you sent
^ ill be enough, and I shall not forget
The man who sent them. That's my Avny of saving
All that I cannot say. And you said something?”

"I vondered if another hundred years
Hay fin<l another tenant in this hou^e
With memories that will lie no merrier then
For him than mine are now for me That *s F.mo\,
As aou Avould say. Too much in order, surely.

To be imagination, I should sny.”

"Mem-
is not your Arord this afternoon

—

That’s more A\hnt I should sny.” said I'mfr.tAiUc;

"Though I’ll imagine a mnn somewhat merry,
Lvcn in a tomb, alone there with his father-*,

If be be sure that one mnn. and one only.
Be not HimcAvherc there with him. V«»rr I’enn-Km
"Whether or not he’< in A"tir tomb, A n*»{

Here in this liom-e. At least, I didn't bid h ut.
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I'm wondering where three months have hidden him,

And how far off he is,—but I’m not asking.

If only we select our distances,

The world is of a comfortable size

For two to live m. What are you going to do,

If, as you may, sometime you come together,

And he weeps on your bosom for more gold?”

“We shall not come together,” Bartliolow said,

Smiling impassively. ‘ ‘ And if we should,

We shall agree upon our distances.

He has instructions, and he has a mind
That’s apt and adequate for their absorption.

Yes, I believe him. Yes, and in his word.”

“He has a mind, and he has more than that,”

The scholar growled at length, unwillingly,

“If all you say is true; and your condition

Would argue rather more for you than lies.

He says you are yourself; and if your look

Be the certificate of your quality,

You are not far from where he says you are.

On your report he says enough to sink

A shipload of the uninitiated.

He says if in considering what we are

We ponder for a season on the many
Behind us who have made us what we are,

Our vanity will hardly have an eyelash

To cling with to the ndge of our achievement

;

He tells you those who struggle with more knots
Than yours have ever been would be themselves
A commonwealth—and that’s all true enough;
He tells you that some evils are themselves
Their proper remedies—and that may pass;

He says the fruit that he has given to you
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Is one you may not share with other men

—

Though you may give it, and those getting it

May thrive on it, not knowing the name of it,

Or whence it comes to them, or wherefore. Well,
I’m not so much at home there, but no matter.
He says that from now on you’ll be alone,

Wherever you find yourself, and that you’ll carry

Whatever it is you call it with you always,

Whether you will or not. He says, also,

There was a man, meaning himself—oh, damn him
That was already on his way to save you.
Knowing no more, it seems, of your existence

Than you knew there was anywhere after you
A thing like him. And there you are. Joy ' Joy !

If I were but a hand-step nenrer bedlam,
I’d half believe the blackguard was half right.’’
‘ 1
1 called him once a blackguard—to his face,”

Burtliolow said, refiecting; “and I met
With no denial. Yet I could wonder now
•Tust what the silence he commanded then

AVas made of. Partly sorrow, I am sure,

—

And I forgive jour smiling; partly pain;
Partly compassionate bewilderment

—

And I forgive jour laughing. I should laugh,

Undoubtedly, or wish to, in your place;
If I were in your place, IM be as blind
As you are, and ns much to be forgiven.

Kvousod, I mean. If vcVc too soft with nature
Tn our forgiving*, nature may laugh at u*
A* \ on were laughing then, and fling them hack
lihe vitriol in our face* 1*11 excuse
Your mirth, m> learned friend, but don’t do tint;

I or now, to make it wor*r. \ou are too solemn

—

As if jon feared that you had wounded me
^ou have not wounded* me. I)o \*»u r* member
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That morning when I knocked you out of bed

So early—when I told you it had happened
And went somewhat to pieces at the end?
There was a time when I too should have laughed

At the mere whispered probability

Of such a scene awaiting anyone
Assisting at my drama. But you waited,

And m your wisdom never said a word,

Or laughed. You might as well have laughed at that

As at compassionate bewilderment

—

Or what it was Penn-Raven may have felt

For me when he was told he was a blackguard,

Which, in the compound of his opposites,

I’ll say to you he was. Now you look better.

If you have not forgotten such a morning,

You may remember that I mentioned then

Some doors within us that may not be opened
Till one may come who has the key to them.

When he has opened them and has made free

The life within that was a prisoner there,

How is a man who has a door in him
Still closed, like yours, to say what else he was
Than blackguard ? Even though I say my doors
Are open, I’m not saying what else he was,

Or why it is that nature baits for men,
Between them and the pit, so many traps

To save them with a poisoned obligation

Nature has ways, you say, not reasons Well,
They lead us, if we find and follow them,
Strangely away from death.”

“And into it

—

As often, or as likely.” TTmfraville

Stared with a brooding melancholy scowl
Over the flaming trees and into time
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Behind him, but he found so little there

That he soon looked again at Bartholow,
And with constrained inquiry. " Quite ns often,"
He said, "or quite as likely. And for that,

If you’ve an urging in you, going forward,
To stray back by the phantom-ridden w'ays

Of memory

—

tout’ aniarotciton.

Your steps are elsewhere. Pindar said all that,

You may remember,

—

nessun maggtor
Dolore—long before there was a Dante.
You find it also in Cimmerian,
If you look far enough. But what’s it all

To me? I’m asking—what’s it all to me?
I ’m only a dry mummy among books,

Except when I’m a-flshing or I’m drinking.

For me there’s nothing wholly bad that’s old,

And nothing good that ’s new since Porson type.

Y lnle tune has a dignmma left in it

For bait, I’ll set my trap nnd catch myself.

Aonr traps and ways are yours; though ns for poison,

Lenving him out, I pray that by this time
1 on see at last where custom was at work
Before he came. You fancied once I told >ou
That you had killed her,—winch was nothing more
Than n politeness to Melpomene
Dn your part, nnd n negligence on mine.

My fault again,’’ lie added, having watched
A cloud across the face of Bartholov :

"T should have pul more clothes upon my words;
"I should lm\o said it without saying it;

1 should hn\ e said. ‘For God’s sake, my good incnd,

Relinquish all such dutiful self-«lnmn*»ti«*n

As that There were \ou two in the dark together.

And there her story ends.’ The leaves *>u turn

Are blank; nnd when* a story end*, it end*'.
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The author may have lost enthusiasm,

Or changed his mind, and so may write another

—

But not upon those leaves. Books are my life,

And when there is no more of one, I know it.

‘Let me he worthy of your mysteries’

—

Or, at the least, of this one. Say to custom

All I have said to you, and then forget.”

Bartholow, gazing at the open door,

Could half believe that he saw there the ghost

Of Gabrielle, going in and vanishing.

Slowly, as he had seen her when she left him,

That morning in the spring, when he had said

So much to her about a phantom house,

"Which he knew as well then must always be

A phantom as he knew it was one now.

Before it was all gone the vision turned

Upon him the once unrevealing eyes

That now revealed so much ;
for he could see

All that he did not see when she was there,

A woman and alive. But he saw nothing

That would have been as happy in his house
Unbuilt as in her grave where she was lying.

He shook his head slowly at Umfraville.

“Ho, I shall not wear out the time that’s left

In poring always over those blank leaves,”

He said; “and maybe they are not so blank
To me this afternoon as once they were.

There may be nothing on them for your eyes,

Which in their turn see much that might as well
Be blank for mine. I shall remember always
Tour counsel, and should always value it,

Being yours, whether or not I followed it.

Your Custom, undeniably a giant,
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Is not so monstrous that, if wc had vision

To see ourselves before it was too late,

We might not overthrow him for another;

For we must have our giants, though the pride

Of our inferiority may insist

That we disguise them. There are more at work

On a forlorn disguise to fit the old

Than on n proper garment for the new.

New giants are at first intolerably

Not ouis, and are uneoverably naked , ’—

“If you eon see all that,” said Umfraville,

“There arc no pits of memory behind you

That you need waste a fear on, or a sigh.

Go out into your world and be a tailor.

But leave my world with me. 1*11 stay in it

With my familiar giants, who arc dead,

And therefore do no harm. “

Barfholnw smiled*

“About what time were they annihilated

Those harmless giants of jours? They are not dead

My friend, though some of them me overthrown;

And even to-night, if you bestir yourself.

There may be time enough, and a way made.

For jon to go with me—as far. at least,

As where tour giants jeigned
M lie looked a<»«i».

Affectionately, at an asking face

That hardlv was a fare, and read upon it

A loneliness of long deformity
Tli at was the lonelier somehow for it** learning.

“An hour or two on the A< ropoh-
^ ^

Would let a on see how far they are from d<

The scholar shook his head: “They ira i
>•’ !,,v ’

.

And \ou are wrongin ,> them and v r>*mi " ' •
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Saying they are alive. They are all dead

And I -would have them so. No, I’ll staj7 here.

Here I shall have my own Acropolis,

And have it as I will. If I were there,

All I should see would he the scraps and ashes

Of a lost world that I shall have intact,

And uninfested with modernities,

If I stay here. And if I went with you,

For God’s sake what would you be doing with me?
Men would be saying soon to one another

That you were Satan, going to and fro

In the earth again and up and down m it,

With me along with you to scare away
The curious, who might otherwise be annoying.

No, no ! There is a best place in the world
For me; and that’s as far as possible

From your activities. You are going to live,

At last, that more may live. It is all true

—

All as your prophet, damn him, said it was.

I see it now, hut there was a long time

When I saw nothing but that meaty-faced,

Fanatic, esoteric head of his

Nature, that has a deal to answer for,

Put something in him, inadvertently,

Prepared and graduated for the lymph
And essence of a worthier organism.

That’s how it must have been If you say not,

You say it on the same authority

That I say I’m a fairy of the hills.

No, no,—the place for me is over there

Across the river. There among my dead,

And only there, I’m properly alive.

So there I’ll go, and with no more ado
You dine to-night with friends who are concerned
That you have sold unwisely and too soon

—
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And then you go. You nre the only friend

That I have left; and if that’s not so bad

As a bad name to take away with you,

Shelve it among your memories. Good-bye.

Bartholow pressed his hand and held itHong

Before he let it go again. “Good-bye!’

He said. “We should have known each other better

If I had known myself. A word of yours

Will always find me—somewhere. You know best

Where you belong—whether among your dead,

Who are still with us, or among the living

Who are not yet alive.”

The man of books

Answered him only with a lonelv smile,

And then, among the slowly falling leaves,

He walked away and vanished gradually,

Like one who had not been, ^ot he ha >ecti

For Bartholow the man who knew him >cs ,

And loved him best,—acknowledging always out

That had betrayed and saved him He v\ as gone.

Also, and there was no more to be said

Of him; and there was no more t<> be paid,

Apparently, on either side. The sum

Of nil that ench had ever owed the other

Was covered, sealed, and cancelled in a grave,

Where lay a woman doomed never to ive

That he who had adored her and outgrown ier

Might yet achieve no Mghed. and -aw the ivj

Glimmering on the wall of the old homo'

Like an old garment over covered year-.

Till Ins imagination made of it

The cover and the integument itself

Of the unseen The tangled root- of v roi -
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Were drawing always out of hidden soil

The weird existence of a tangled vine

Too vaguely intertwisted and involved

For sanguine gardeners, who might only prune
Or tram a few new branches. “"Well, that’s something,’

’

Gabrielle might have answered then, he fancied;

And she might then have smiled as wearily

As on that unforgotten unreal evening

When she had touched his forehead with her lips

Before she had gone silently upstairs,

And silently away. . . .

He locked the door,

Aware that even the key to the old house

That had so long been his was his no longer,

And in the twilight went away from there.

Over the footworn flagstones and the gravel,

Under the trees and over the long road

Between him and the gate, he walked away,

Knowing that he had seen for the last time

The changeless outline of those eastern hills,

And all those changing trees that flamed along

A river that should flow for him no more.
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DIONYSUS IN DOUBT

From earth as far away
As night from day,

Or sleep from waiving,

Somewhere a dawn like none

Before was breaking.

For long there was no sight or sound

Of any other one

Than I that was alive on that slrnnge ground,

When surely and ineffably an arc

That something else was there,

I turned and saw before me, ia y-erowned.

Flame-born of Zeus and of a burning mother,

One of the wasteful gods that mil he tmind,

Though \ariously renowned,

Commensurable only with another.

And had he not been what he was

Had lie been one to live and bn\c his da\

Like us, who come and go an ay.

My fancy might have made as if to sec

Witlnn his deathless eyes

A weariness, an incredulity,

And a benign surprise.

When our them would slowly pass,

Tli inly and intermittently.

Tlio filmy cloud of a told uuvury.

“And what is this that we Into h< r*' btb*’

He s;ij<l; wlu rent his cjo began to 'hir*’

S V>

-> * *
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As with a humor that was not for man
To fathom: “Will you tell me, if you can?

For you should knou it well

—

If not the story there may he to tell

Of a complacent yet impatient folk,

Anticipating and somewhat at ease

Already with millennial ecstasies

Of much too much at once. You know
All that, and—even so.”

As if a languid shrug would say the rest,

And say it best,

He paused, inquiringly;

Then with a downward finger made me look

Till I made out to see

A place that was no other land than mine.

“How long must you be waiting for a sign

—

All you down there?” said he.

Having no converse with a god before,

Humility forbore

Too brisk an estimate; whereat he smiled,

And partly frowned. “Where man remains a child,

The days are always longer than thejr are,

And there are more of them than are to be
As they have been. All which is true,’ ’ said he,

“Of an inflexible and hasty nation

That sees already done
Rather too much that has not yet begun.

I mention them that are so confident

In their abrupt and arbitrary ways
Of capturing and harnessing salvation

With nets and ropes of words that never meant
Before so little as in these tiresome days
Of tireless legislation;

Also I marvel at a land like yours,
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Where predatory love

In freedom’s name invades the last alcove;

And I foresee a reckoning, perforce,

That you, not eager to see far

From where your toys and trumpets are,

Make nothing of.

"Wherefore your freedom, given a time to pause,

Vindictively and unbecomingly

Becomes a prodigy for men to fear

Or so she looks to me.

Appraising her from here,

I make of her an insecure delight

For man’s prolonged abode,

And the wrong thing for him to meet at night

On a wrong road.

No wonder there are many of von perplo\e<

At her deceiving singularities,

And hnrnrding your fancy on the next

Of her oblique appearances

:

Albeit ns nlwavs you may onlv gape

And smile at her uncertain fnie and Miapo,

And thereby be indifferently amused

Recovering too late vonr derelictions

To fmd your tardy maledictions

All outlnwed and refused.

"Freedom, familiar and at cim* meanwhile

With your porcmnnl smile,

(ioe< on with her old pntle:
h

Having enjmued yom cam^oienre K 11 A#

She spreads npmn hrr otnv

Preparatory. ono infer?.

From enerjry like her**.

For tin Snlhotum uf more lthcr!>;
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And reckless of who reads them or desires them,

Regardless of who heeds them or requires them,

Fearful of someone left who might be quiet,

She clamps again her jaws
And makes a few more laws

;

And you, you millions, or as many of you
As have not your herd-servitude m check,

Conspire somehow by law to wring the neck

Of nature, not seeing how large a neck it is

That your beneficent seventies

Would humble and subdue

—

To moronize a million for a few.

Oblivious of the many-venomed ways
Attendant on their failing who should fail,

By soporific tyranny misled

Into a spacious maze
Where vermin unsupposable are bred,

You may not see a sign of the snake's tail

Whereon you are to tread ”

With that he shook his head
As with a questioning, I thought,

Of his onslaught

Upon a fervid if inadequate

Insistence of an adolescent giant

To hang itself, if possible, defiant

Alike of too much weight
And of an ill-spun rope
In weakness indirectly there was hope
For an unransomed kidnapped juvenile

Miscalled Democracy.
He met my divination with a smile

Of Heliconian serenity,

And soon resumed
His utterance as to one for faith entombed:
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“Yes, there is hope where you believe it is;

Also intelligence is hidden there

—

Much as a tree’s unguessed immensities

Are hidden in a seed.

But more than both

Of these that aie so excellent,

And so long in arriving,

Hypocrisy, timidity, nnd sloth

Are there and are all thriving.

Yes, they are there indeed:

I see them and assny their qualities;

Not many of them are fair,

Nor any of them so rare

As to be known with more astonishment

Than are the most of man’s idolatries.

"Wherein you find him almost everywhere

Perniciously at prayer
For consummation nnd a furtherance

Of Ins benevolent ingrained repression

Of the next man’s possession.

All which lias no illusion, or surprise,

Or pleasure for my eyes

If I withhold from yours the benefit

Of seeing with mine within and round about

Your region here below,

Whereto your steps will soon atram be going—

Sometimes it may be better not to know

Than to be stoned for knowing.’’

Here my remonstrance with a smooth rebuff

Was laughed at «>nro aside:

“All that is coming will come
ITo haul, “nnd it will be n>* b dm lor prn.c.

And one forlorn pri diction will j»cht<\t‘

No remedy or reprieve.

Sfio
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For your concern than be

:

Delinquent in two-fold apostasy,

This other’s doings

Are like the tepid warnings

Of him who jilts the woman of his choice

Because another with a shrewder \oice,

And with some innuendoes of a past,

Inveigles him until she has him fast,

Innocuous and amenable at last.

“Wherever the dissension 01 the danger

Or the distrust may be,

All you that for timidity

Or for expediency capitulate,

Are negative in j ourselves and m the state;

Yet there are worse for you to see,

As everywhere you may reinailc:

Some animals, if you see them in a manger

And do not hear them baric.

Arc silent not for any watch they keep.

Nor yet for love of whatso comes to feed.

But pleasantly and ineffectually

Are silent there because they are asleep.

There nre too many sleepers in >0111 land,

And in too many places

Defeat, indifference, and forsworn command

Are like a mask upon too many faces

There nre too many who stand

Erect and always amiable in error.

And nlwnxs in accommodating terror

Before the glimmering imminence

Of too insistent a sincerity:

Too mnnv are recommended not to £<*«*,

Or londh to suggest.

That opulence, compromise, and Ittl *r.*y
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Together are not the bravest or the best

Among the imaginable remedies

For a young world’s unrest;

Too many are not at all distressed

Or noticeably ill at ease

With nature’s inner counsel when it means
That if a drowsy wisdom blinks and leans

Too much on legioned innocence

Armed only with a large mistake,

Something is due to shake;

Too many among you, having learned

Expediently how not to think,

Will close your mouths where I’m concerned

—

Except to drink.”

Over his face once more
There passed a cloud that I had seen before;

But soon the frowning eyes were cleared,

And with another smile

Were fixed on mine a while:

“Sometimes I wonder what machine
Tour innocence will employ,”
He said at length,

“When all are niched and ticketed and all

Are standardized and unexceptional,

To perpetrate complacency and joy

Of uniform size and strength

;

Sometimes I ponder whether you have seen,

Or contemplated over much down there,

The treacherous way that you are now pursuing,
Or by just what immeasurable expense
Of unexplained omnipotence
You are to make it lead you anywhere
Than to the wonder of a sick despair

That waits upon a gullible undoing.
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So much of the insoluble

As that is not for me to tell.

For all I know,
An ultimate uniformity enthroned

May trim your vision very well;

And the poor cringing self, disowned,

May call it freedom and efficiency.

Others would somewhat rather call it hell,

And rather not he quite so free

To blend themselves with mediocrity.

How then your follies are to show

The vengeance they are now concealing,

—

What your conformity may then resign

To perils more to fear them mine,

—

How safe an average then may be decided

And what last prize divided,

Are manifestly not for my re\cnhng

If you me still too diowsv now to keep

The vigil of at least a glance

On that which reinforced intoleianec

May next of yours be stealing,

Prom now to then you had all better ‘deep.

“In legend once there was n perfect bed.

Which your new freedom has inherited.

By virtue of much sti etching and Mime elenving,

All bound upon it were conformably

Certificated there for the receiving

Of its whole warmth and hospitality

One man no longer than another

And every man thereby n brother.

If >ou misprize mv word.
You mnv look down again from here to *•<*<*

How eagerly the prisoner* will ngree

In liberty's illimitable name,
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All to be made the same.

If proof inhibits your belief

My observation therein may have erred;

And there may still be no mistake

Of their disparities, or in the status

Of so gratuitous an apparatus

Among contrivances designed

To make men sorry for their kind,

Proving at last a laughter and a grief

To stmg them like a snake.

“There are so many stories about snakes

In the perilous book of truth as it is "written,

That all who will not read

Or m appearance will not heed

—

Though dimly and unwillingly they must

—

An inward venom of a slow mistrust,

May never tell you by a word or look

By what less pleasant serpent they are bitten

Than any in the book.

Happy as children eating worm-ripe fruit,

Praising the obvious for the absolute,

They see an end of that which has no end

Of their devising;

Wherefore their bitterness to behold in me,
Malignly and unwittingly,

A bounteous and retaliating friend

Is not surprising.

The gods have methods that are various,

Hot always to themselves too clear;

And mine that may destroy you or defend you
Are gentle to those of Him that you revere
So blindly while they rend you,

Till mercifully and at last they end you

—

If so they do.
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None of you have so long to wait

That you need he importunate,

Or too pestiferous,

In your confused assumptions of a state

Not yet prepared for you.

Better prepaie the state that you possess

More to the focus of your sightlessness

So doing, you may achieve to see,

"With eyes not then afraid to look at me,

How even the blind, having resumed their senses,

May seize again their few lost evidences

Of an identity.

That which I said before I say again,

As unregarded and as much in vain

As then it was:
Some would have more things done

Today than are begun

—

Things that will yet, in spite of the existence

Of an unformed and misapplied assistance,

Come properly to pass;

Though hardly, I should say, by the infliction

Of insult that is organized

Inordinately for the timid fiction

Of benefits no more prized

Than in observance to be ccon from here

As if thev were dishonored and despised

Bad laws are like blind pilots authorized

To spo not and to care not vheic the\ '•tcer.

All this to me vns qnicr;
And on my tongue there va*> a tendency

To venture, graciou^lv,

A syllable or an implication

That even a x;od might for a mortal ear.

Without immediate memerntton
$(!»»
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Of me and my interrogation,

Make Ins daik -words more clear

—

"When dazzlmgly, from all around,

There was a quiet lightning everywhere.

I heaid what might have keen the sound

Of silence burning in the air;

And there was no god there.

HAUNTED HOUSE

Herb was a place where none would ever come
For shelter, save as we did from the rain

"We saw no ghost, yet once outside again

Each wondered why the other should be dumb;
For we had fronted nothing worse than gloom
And rum, and to our vision it was plain

Where thrift, outshivering fear, had let remain
Some chairs that were like skeletons of home.

There were no trackless footsteps on the floor

Above us, and there were no sounds elsewhere.

But there was moie than sound; and there was more
Than just an axe that once was in the air

Between us and the chimney, long before

Our time. So townsmen said who found her there.

THE SHEAVES

Where long the shadows of the wind had rolled,
Green wheat was yielding to the change assigned;
And as by some vast magic undivmed
The world was turning slowly into gold.
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Like nothing that was ever bought or sold

It waited there, the body and the mind j

And with a mighty meaning of a kind

That tells the more the more it is not told.

So in a land where all days arc not fair,

Fair days went on till on another day

A thousand golden sheaves were l>ing there,

Shining and still, but not for long to stay

As if a thousand girls with golden hair

Might rise from where they slept and go away*

KARMA

Christmas was in the air and all wa* well

With him, but for a few confuting flaws

In divers of God’s images. Because

A friend of his would neither bin noi soil,

Was he to answer for the axe that fell?

3Ie pondered
;
and the renson foi it was,

Partly, a slowly freerintr Santa Claus

Upon the comer, with his heard and hell.

Acknowledging an improvident MirprPo,

He magnified a fancy that lie w Plied

The friend whom lie had wiecked were here again

Not Mire of that, he found a compromise;

And from the fulness of hi 5 heart he fhhed

A dime for Jomis who had died for men.

MAYA

Turovfiit mi mccndim; < mptim - of ni’hh

Lerninp the fle-h and the imnphwej;: i*' t d
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Together in their sufficiency behind,

The soul of man went up to a far height;

And where those others would have had no sight

Or sense of else than terror for the blind,

Soul met the Will, and was again consigned

To the supreme illusion which is right.

“And what goes on up there,” the Mind inquired,

“That I know not already to he true?”

—

‘‘More than enough, but not enough for you,”

Said the descending Soul: “Here in the dark,

Where you are least revealed when most admired,

You may still he the bellows and the spark.”

AS IT LOOKED THEN

In a sick shade of spruce, moss-webbed, rock-fed.

Where, long unfollowed by sagacious man,
A scrub that once had been a pathway ran
Blindly from nowhere and to nowhere led,

One might as well have been among the dead
As half way there alive; so I began
Like a malingering pioneer to plan
A vain return—with one last look ahead.

And it was then that like a spoken word
Where there was none to speak, insensibly

A flash of blue that might have been a bird
Grew soon to the calm wonder of the sea

—

Calm as a quiet sky that looked to be •

Arching a world where nothing had occurred.
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GENEVIEVE AND ALEXANDRA

SILVER STREET

Herb, if you will, your fancy may destroy
This house before you and see flaming1 down
To ashes and to mysteries the old town
Where Shakespeare was a lodger for Mounljov;
Here played the mighty child uho for his tov

Must have the world—king, wizard, sage and clown,

Queen, fiend and trollop—and with no more renown,
May be, than friends and envy might annoy.

And in this little grave-yard, if you v ill,

He stands again, as often long ago
He stood considering vhat it signified.

We may have doubted, or be doubting still

—

But whether it be all so, or all not so,

One lias to walk up Wood Street from Chenp-idc.

GENEVIEVE AND ALEXANDRA

Grsi.m vn

W ht look at me so much ns if today
Were the last day on earth for both of us?

Not that I m enrinp on my own account

—

A 1 1 \

Xmv for the love of hrn\f*n* dnr vie\c*

Ami for \ our love of me* and I'm vmr d v T**r,

Sny vh\ it iv that little tomrue of your-*

Which God jrnve )on to tall: vvtth and to!!
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What evil it is that ails you, tells me nothing.

You sent for me as if the -world -were dying

All round you, quite as dogs do that are poisoned,

And here I am; and I’ll be dying soon,

Of Cjommon ordinary desperation,

Unless you tell me more now in five minutes

Than I shall ferret for myself in ages.

Moreover, if you leave it all to me,

I’ll make it a phenomenon so monstrous

That you may see me flying out of here

Like something scared. What in the Lord’s name is

Genevieve

Poor child, have you no eyes ?

Alexandra

Two, Genevieve;

But they were never sharp enough to find

A way to make the man who married you
See more m me than m six hundred others.

I would have given half my fingers then

To make him look at me as if he saw me;
But it was you he saw, and you were frightened.

I wish the creature might have cared enough
To frighten me ! But I was just a thing

With skirts and arms and legs and ears and hair,

Like all the rest he saw—till he saw you.

You know it, and I say it. That’s all over.

Genevieve

My God, there’s no beginning to some things,

Or I could speak. For two weeks I have waited
For you to make it easy to be hard,
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And yet you tell me now that you have eyes

!

Did you have eyes last night?

Alexandra

I thought so.

Genevieve

Yes?

Alexandra

You are coming then to something, afler all

You may be coming, if one will onh wait.

To what you mean. Surely you don’t mean Her?

Genevieve

I’ll never look to you again for words
Where I find only silence.

Alfa \ndr \

Now I see

:

You counted on niv old unpleasant way
Of saying to you wlmt jou **av to tin* cat.

You’ve always been an angel. Goncvnwe;
I understand, and I’ll be genet ous

I’m old enough, the good Lord Knows, who gn\e ire

A feature or two fewer than T ««»uld me
Of beauty, and jou tnoie than \<>u can me:
Or so )t seems. The Lord’s ways are p,e-; ait

Our deKing, and we’ve each «*i u** a b‘>i*l*

To read that has n leif we’ll not lav

It’s an o)d game, and one Time ]dn%- with w.u ej

Who cannot meet the Lord hah wa>. TKt*{ ’*• ><**,,
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My angel. There ’ll be something done about it

;

For Time has had an eye even on you
These years together. Don ’t forget old sayings,

For they are true and they have not much mercy.

Genevieve

And what’s this you are saying of old sayings?

It’s not the old I want now, but the new.

I rve had enough that’s old. I’ve had enough

—

Year after year of it. Do I look old?

Alexandra

Not yet; you needn’t fret. But even at that,

There’s time enough to tear the calendar

When days are dead.

Genevieve

She’s older than I am.

Alexandra

She knows, my dear.

Genevieve

She knows it, and he knows it

Alexandra

But that’s not all he knows, or all she knows.

Genevieve

What are you saying now?
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Alexandra

Dear Genevieve,

I’m saving something new. Lord save us all,

I’m saying something new. You cried and crumpled
For me to do it, and you only ask,

‘What are you' saying now?’ I’m saving this:

I’m saying there are men to take your gift.

Of pride and ice and fear of being mortal,

And having it, to he happy all their days

—

And others to do nothing of the sort;

I’m saying also that this man a on married
Is not a cvelops or a cannilml
IVlio means to eat you pretty soon, even though
An alabaster shrine with now and then

A taper burning low, or going out.

Is not what he calls home, or good religion.

He calls it something else, and something worse.

I’m sorry, but he does.

Genevieve

And you defend him

A I.EN'ANDRA

Defence and understanding, as I know them,

Are not of n necessity the same.

Gj VIA II VK

How do jou know so much?

Aixn wwtt

I don’t know much:
I know ;t little J wish \nti knew a little*
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Genevieve

I wish you knew a little more.

Alexandra

You’re crying.

Genevieve

Well, if I am, wliat of it? I am not

The only woman who has ever cried.

I’m not the only woman, I dare say,

Who’s in a cage, beating on iron bars

That even other women cannot see

Alexandra

Surely I see them—with a difference

Genevieve

How good of you to see them!

Alexandra

Genevieve,

Be quiet until you know yourself again

You tell of cages and of iron bars,

And there are bars, I grant you: bars enough,
But they are not of iron. Do you believe,

Because a man—a rather furry man
Who likes a woman with a dash of Eve
To liven her insensible perfection

—

Looks now and then the other way, that you
Are enbbed m iron for the whole blessed length
Of all your silly days?

_
Why won’t you see,
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"With all those eyes of yours that you don ’1 use,

How little of what you have would he required

To send that other one to Jericho,

Or where you will? I wish I had your face!

If so, you might, he free now ns I am;
Free ns a bird. 0 Lord, so free, so free!

I’ll tell you what I’ll do. Some day or other,

When I’m at home, I’m going to throw a hiick

At that superb tall monstious Ching-Chang \nso

In the front room, which everyone admires

There’ll he a noise, and that will make a change.

You made a change, and all you gel of it,

That I sec, is a reason to he jealous.

Lord love us, you’ll he jealous next of me,

Because your sacrificing spouse made out

Somehow to scratch my cheek with his hard whiskers

To honor my arrival. He might as well

Ilnve done it with a liroom, and I've a gue=s

Would rather.

Ge.vf.vilvt.

I can only sa> again

1 wish you knew a little more

At.ia wnn\

And I

—

I wish you fancied le'-s

Gi m.\ n vr

Oh, 1^ it fancy ?

At

Whatever it is, \nu make u what it »*.

I Know the mail, lie want*. In- li"ii v t' f l*'** *n
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He’s not the sort who makes another man’s

Romance a nightmare for the humor of it;

He’s not one to be spinning webs of gold

As if he were a spider with an income;

He’s what he is; and you that have him so,

I see, are in the best of ways to lose him.

But who am I, to talk of him? You made me,

And you’ll remember that. Now that’s all over.

Genevieve

You pat me as you would a little dog.

Of course.

Alexandra

Genevieve

I wish you knew a little more.

Alexandra

My darling, you have honored me three times

In wishing that identical sweet wish

;

And if in all agreement with your text

I say as much myself and say it louder,

You’ll treasure to my credit, when I’m dead,

One faint remembrance of humility.

Although I don’t think you are listening,

I’m saying to you now that I’m an insect.

Lord, what a sigh

!

Genevieve

I hear you—all you say;
And what you say to me so easily

May be the end of wisdom, possibly.
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And I may change. I don’t believe I shall,

Yet I may change—a little I don’t know.
It may be now that I don’t caie enough;
It may be too that I don’t know enough

—

To change. It may be that the lev lights left

Around the shrine, as you say, may go out

Without my tending them or watching them.

It seems a jealous love is not enough
To bring at once to light, ns I have seen it,

The farthest hidden of all mockeries

That home cnn hold and hide—until it conies.

Well, it has come. Oh, never mind me now !

Our tenrs ore cheap, nnd men see few of them.

He doesn’t know that I know.

Allxaxijiu

Genevieve,

Say something, if you only say >ou bate me.

Poor child, I cannot nsk if >ou are right

—

Or say that you are wrong, until I find

A gleam at least of meaning in all this.

Only, remember that of all small things

That bnve*the most infernal power to grow,

Few mnv lie larger than a few small words

Tlint may not say themselves and be lurgotlcn

No more, then. 1 enn live without an answer.

Indeed. I may be wrong: and it nun be

That j on are not my bogey-burdened sister

Gi vi \ 11 vr

The fnrtbcst hidden tilings are >t»U* on d< ar.

They make no noise. They rn
< j

1 train wher* *be\ live

And strike us in the dark, and then i t

And vou m\ si*,t«.r, of all woimn living.
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Have made me know tlae truth of this I ’m saying.

And you, as I’m a fool, know nothing more
Than what I’ve hardly said. Thank God for that.

Alexandra

Why mock yourself with more unhappy names
Than sorrow shares with reason? Why not lay

For ever, with me to help you if I can,

The last of all the bogeys you have seen

Somewhere m awful corners that are dark

Because you make them so and keep them so?

You like the dark, may be. I don’t. I hate it.

Now tell me what it is you’ve ‘hardly said’;

For I assure you that you’ve hardly said it.

Genevieve

Oh yes, I said it; and you might have heard it.

You make a jest of love, and all it means.

I can bear that The world has always done it,

The world has always borne it Many men
And women have made laughter out of those

Who might as well have been in hell as here,

Alive and listening When a love can hold

Its own with change no more, ’twere better then
For love to die. There might be then, perhaps,

If that were all, an easy death for love;

If not, then for the woman.

Alexandra

If that were all?

You speak now as if that were not enough.

Genevieve

It seems it isn’t. There’s another comer;
And in that comer there’s another ghost.
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Alexandra

What have I done? Have I done any(lung?

Genevieve

Yes, you have made me see how poor I am;
How futile, and how far away T am
From what his hungry love and hungry mind
Thought I was giving when I gave imsclf.

A lexAN I)a \

But when his eyes arc on \ on, I can swear

Tlint I see only kindness in Ins eyes.

Gfxnvinvr:

I’ll send you home if you say that again.

Allx\ndih

Be tranquil; I shall not snv that again.

But tell me more nhnut Ins hungr\ mind

—

3 understood the rest of if. Good D>rd,

I ne\cr knew lie had a hungry mind!

Gl.NlA HAT

He hnsn't one when you are with him.

A LEN MU'I-V

Whnt

!
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Genevieve

I say lie hasn’t one when you are with him
You feed him. You can talk of what he knows
And cares about. Six years have been enough

To make what little mind I’ve ever had
A weariness too large for his endurance.

He knows how little I shall ever know;
He knows that in his measure I’m a fool.

And you say there’s a—kindness in his eyes!

You tell me that! I’d rather be Ins dog.

Alexandra

What in the name of rum, dear Genevieve,

Do you think you are doing now with words ?

Genevieve

I’d rather be a by-word m the city,

And let him have his harem and be happy,

Alexandra

It’s only your too generous invention,

I’m sure, that gives him one. I’m still about,

And I’ve a quick ear for iniquities.

Genevieve

To make up for an eye that’s not so quick,

Most likely. You may talk yourself to sleep.

Assured that all the while I sit and listen

I shall see only kindness in his eyes

I’d rather see him coming with a club

Than with his kindness. Though you may not like it,
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1 know what I would rather do than see

Some of the things that you would have me see.

Alexandra

I'd rather you would see him as he is

—

Not as a nightmaic that you may ka've had,

Once on a time, condemns and injures him.

Genevieve

You would not have him injured for the world.

I thought so, but no matter what I thought.

I'd rather live in hovels and eat scraps

And feed the pigs and all the wretched babies;

I’d rather steal my food from a blind man,

And give it back to him and starve to death;

I 'd rather cut my feet off and eat poison

;

I’d rather sit and skin myself alive

Than be a fool! I’d rather be a toad

Than live to see that

—

kindness in his e^es!

Alexandra

Poor Genovie\ e! Don't think that >ou alone

Of womankind have bad these little fancies

You are not saving this—don't imagine it.

Your nenes are talking now, and they don t know

Or care what they are saying.

Gevevtevi

Never mind that.

My needs are many, but T don’t need that.

Aua wiwa
l’oor Gonevio\e!

<»* Ni'.virvr

And don’t s.-n that again!

Sc ">
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A MAN IN OUR TOWN

We pitied him as one too much at ease

With Nemesis and impending indigence;

Also, as if by way of recompense,

We sought him always in extremities,

And while ways more like ours had more to please

Our common code than his improvidence,

There lurked alive in our experience

His homely genius for emergencies.

He was not one for men to marvel at,

And yet there was' another neighborhood

When he was gone, and many a thrifty tear.

There was an increase in a man like that,

And though he be forgotten, it was good
For more than one of you that he was here.

EN PASSANT

I should have glanced and passed him, naturally,

But his designs and mine were opposite,

He spoke, and having temporized a bit,

He said that he was going to the sea

:

“I’ve watched on highways for so long,” said he,

“That I’ll go down there to be sure of it.”

And all at once his famished eyes were lit

With a wrong light—or so it was to me.

That evening there was talk along the shore

Of one who shot a stranger, saying first:

“You should have come when called. This afternoon
A gentleman unknown to me before,
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NOT ALWAYS

With deference always due to souls accurst,

Came out of his own grave—and not too soon.”

NOT ALWAYS

I

In surety and obscurity twice mailed,

And first achieving with initial lout

A riddance of ueak fear and ueaker doubt,

He strove alone. But when loo long assailed

By nothing, even a stronger might lm\e quailed

As lie did, and so might have gazed about

Where he could see the last light going out,

Almost as if the fire of God hod foiled.

And so it was till out of silence crept

Invisible avengers of a name
Unknown, like jungle-hidden jaguars.

But there were others coming who had kept

Their watch and word
;
and out of silence came

A song someuhat ns of the morning star-.

NOT ALWAYS

II

There were long davs when there v,ns nothing said,

Anti there were longer iught> where theio vue* nought

Hut Alienee and rcerimiunting thought

Between them like n field unhnr\<Med.
Antipathy w:ts now their tlmh bnnd.
And pride the hitter drink they dmh fought

To throw away, IieleuM* \\a- nU th*>

hope, eoMor thnn moonlight on tie dtad.
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Adept and various m obscurity

An d in omniscience rather terrible

—

Until she smiled and was a child again,

Seeing with eyes that had no age in them

That his were growing older. Seneca Sprague

At fifty had hair grayer, such as it was,

Than Avenel ’s—an atoll, as it were,

Circling a smooth lagoon of indignation,

Whereunder were concealed no treacheries

Or monsters that were perilous to provoke.

Seneca sat one Sunday afternoon

With Avenel in her garden. There was peace

And languor in the air, but in his mind
There was not either—there was Avenel,

And where she was, and she was everywhere,

There was no peace for Seneca. So today

Should see the last of him in any garden

Where a sphyux-child, with gray eyes and gray hair,

Would be the only flower that he might wish

To pluck, wishing in vain. “I’m here again,”

Seneca said, “and I’m not here alone;

You may observe that I’ve a guest with me
This time, Time being the guest—scythe, glass, and all.

Time is a guest not given to a long waiting,

And, in so far as you may not have known it,

I’m Destiny. For more than twenty years

My search has been for an identity

Worth Time’s acknowledgment; and heretofore
My search has been but a long faltering,

Paid with an unavailing gratitude

And unconfessed encouragement from you.
What is it in me that you like so much,
And love so little? I’m not so much a monkey
As many who have had their heart’s desire,
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And have it still. My perishable angel,

Since neither you nor I may live forever

Like this, I’ll say the folly that has fooled us

Out of our lives was never mine, but yours.

There was an understanding long ago

Between the laws and atoms that your life

And mme together were to be a ti iumph

;

But one contingency was overlooked,

And that was a complete one. All you love,

And all you dare to love, is far from here

—

Too far for me to find where I am going ”

“Going?” Avenel said. “Where are you going7”

There was a frightened wonder in her eyes,

Until she found a way for them to laugh •

“At first I thought you might be going to tell me
That you had found a new w ay to be old

—

Maybe without remembering all the time

How gray we are. But when you soon began

To be so unfamiliar and ferocious

—

Well, I began to wonder. I’m a woman.”

Seneca sighed before he shook his head

At Avenel: “You say you are n woman.
And I suppose you are. If >oit are not,

I don’t know what you are; and if you are,

I don’t know what you mean.

“By what 7” she said.

A faint bewildered flush covered her face,

While Seneca felt within her \oico a note

As near to sharpness as a voice like hor-

Miglit bine in v,ICnt hiding “What have I done

So terrible all at once that I'm a ‘Granger?’

“You are no stranger than joii always were,

He *>nid, “and \ou are not requin d to be so.
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You are no stranger now than yesterday,

Or twenty years ago
;
or thirty years

Longer ago than that, when you were born

—

You and your brother Pm not here to scare you,

Or to pour any measure of reproach

Out of a surplus urn of chilly wisdom
}

For watching you to find out whether or not

You shivered swallowing it would be no joy

For me. But since it has all come to this

—

Which is the same as nothing, only worse,

I am not either wise or kind enough,

It seems, to go away from you m silence.

My wonder is today that I have been

So long m finding what there was to find,

Or rather in recognizing what I found
Long since and hid with incredulities

That years have worn away, leaving white bones

Before me in a desert All those bones,

If strung together, would be a skeleton

That once upheld a living form of hope
For me to follow until at last it fell

Where there was only sand and emptiness.

For a long time there was not even a grave

—

Hope having died there all alone, you see,

And m the dark. And you, being as you are,

Inseparable from your obsession—well,

I went so far last evening as to fancy,

Having no other counsellor than myself
To guide me, that you might be entertained,

If not instructed, hearing how far I wandered,
Following hope into an empty desert,

And what I found there. If we never know
What we have found, and are accordingly
Adrift upon the wreck of our invention,
We make our way as quietly to shore
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As possible, and we say no moic about it;

But if we know too ivell for our well-being

That what it is we know had best be shared

With one who knows too much of it already,

Even kindliness becomes, or may become,

A strangling and unwilling incubus.

A ghost would often help us if he could,

But being a ghost he can’t. I may confuse

Regret with wisdom, but in going so far

As not impossibly to be annoying,

My wish is that you see the part you are

Of nature. When you find anomalies heie

Among your flowers and are surprised at them,

Consider yourself and be surprised again;

For they and their potential oddities

Are all a part of nature. So are you,

Though you be not a part that nature favors,

And favoring, carries on. You are n monster;

A most adorable and essential monster.”

He watched her face and waited, but ‘die gave him

Only a bafiled glance before there fell

So great a silence there among the flowers

That even their fragrance had almost a sound;

And some that had no fragrance nun have had,

He fancied, an accusing voice of color

Which her pale cheeks now answered with another;

Wherefore he ga/cd a while at t iger-lihe-

Holly, hocks dahlins, a^tcri and hydrangea'-'

The generals of an old anonymous host

Tlinl he knew only by their shape- and f.nce-

Boyond them lie saw trees; and beyond tlum

A still blue summer vk.\ where there wire -tar.

In hiding, a- there might corner, Imre be wih >1

Eternal ren-otw why the trick- of time
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Were played like this Two insects on a leaf

Would fill about as muck of nature’s eye,

No doubt, as would a woman and a man
At odds with heritage. Yet there they sat,

A woman and a man, beyond the range

Of all deceit and all philosophy

To make them less or larger than they were.

The sun might only be a spark among
Superior stars, but one could not help that.

“If a grim God that watches each of us

In turn, like an old-fashioned schoolmaster,”

Seneca said, still gazing at the blue

Beyond the trees, “no longer satisfies,

Or tortures our credulity with harps

Or fires, who knows if there may not be laws

Harder for us to vanquish or evade

Than any tyrants'? Rather, we know there are;

Or you would not be studying butterflies

While I’m encouraging Empedocles
In retrospect He was a mountain-climber,

You may remember; and while I think of him,
I think if only there were more volcanoes,

More of us might be climbing to their craters

To find out what he found. You are sufficient,

You and your cumulative silences

Today, to make of his abysmal ashes

The dust of all our logic and our faith;

And since you can do that, you must have power
That you have never measured. Or, if you like,

A power too large for any measurement
Has done it for you, made you as you are,

And led me for the last time, possibly,

To bow before a phantom in your garden.”
He smiled—until he saw tears in her eyes,
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And then remarked, ‘‘Here comes a friend of yours.

Pyrrhus, you call him. Pyrrhus because he purrs.”

“I found him reading Hamlet,” Avcnel said;

“By which I mean that I was reading Hamlet.

But he’s an old cat now. And I’m another

—

If you mean what you say, or seem to say.

If not, what in the world’s name do you mean?”

He met the futile question with a question

Almost as futile and almost ns old

:

* fWhy have I been so long learning to read,

Or learning to be willing to believe

That I was learning? All that I had to do

Was to remember that your brother once

Was hero, and is here still. Why have I waited

—

Why have you made me wait—so long to say so?”

Although he said it kindly, and foresaw

That in his kindness would be pain, he said it

—

Moio to the blue beyond the trees, perhaps,

Or to the stars that moved invisibly

To lavs implacable and imiolnblo,

Than to the stricken cars of A\ cncl,

Who looked at him ns if to speak. He waited,

Until it seemed that all the leaves and flowers.

The butterflies and the cal, were waiting aKo.

“Am I the only woninn alive,” she asked,

“Who has a brother she may not forget?

If \ ou are here to he mysterious.

Ingenuousness like mine may disappoint jou.

And there are women somewhere, certainly.

Hiper for m\ stories than I am > el

You see mo Ining always in one place,

And all alone.”
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“No, yon are not alone,’
1

Seneca said: “I wish to God you were!

And I wish more that you had been so always,

That you might be so now. Your brother is here,

And yet he has not been here for ten years.

Though you’ve a skill to crowd your paradigms

Into a cage like that, and keep them there,

* You may not yet be asking quite so much
Of others, for whom the present is not the past.

We are not all magicians, and Time himself

Who is already beckoning me away,

Would surely have been cut with his own scythe,

And long ago, if he had followed you
In all your caprioles and divagations.

You have deceived the present so demurety
That only few have been aware of it,

And you the least of all. You do not know
How much it was of you that was not you
That made me wait. And why I was so long

In seeing that it was never to be you,

Is not for you to tell me—for I know.
I was so long m seeing it was not you,

Because I would not see. I wonder, now,
If I should take you up and carry you off,

Like an addressable orang-outang,

You might forget the grave where half of you
Is buried alive, and where the rest of you,

Whatever you may believe it may be doing,

Is perilously employed.” As if to save

His mistress the convention of an answer,

The cat jumped up into her lap and purred,

Folded his paws, and looked at Seneca
Suspiciously “I might almost have done it,”

He said, “if insight and experience

Had not assured me it would do no good.
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Don’t be afraid. I have tried everything,

Only to be assured it was not you
That xunde me fail. If you were here alone,

You would not see the last of me so soon;

And even with you and the invisible

Together, maybe I might have seized you then

dust hard enough to leave you black and blue

—

Not that you would have cared one w ay or other,

With him forever near you, and if unseen,

Always a refuge. No, I should not have hurt you.

It yvould have done no good—yet might pci Imps

Have made me likelier to be going away
At the right time. Anyhow, damn the cat.”

Seneca looked at Avenel till she smiled,

And so let loose a tear that she had held

In each of her gray eyes. “I am too old,”

She said, “and too incorrigibly alone,

For you to laugh at me. You have been saying

More nonsense in an hour than I have heard

Before in forty years. Why do you do it ?

Why do you talk like this of going away?
Where would you be, and what would you be doing?

You would be like a cat in a stjange hou-e

—

Bike Pyrrhus here in yours I have not had

My’ years for nothing; and you are not ‘•o young
As to bo quite so sure that I'm a child.

We are too old to be lidioulous

And we’ve been friends too long ”

"We June been frie:

Too long,” ho said, “to be friends any longer.

And there you have the burden of a -wng

That 1 came line to *-ing tins afternoon.

When I ••aid friends you might have halted me,
For I meant neighbors.”
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“ 1 know what you meant,”

Avenel answered, gazing at the sky,

And then at Seneca. “The great question is,

What made you say it? You mention powers and laws,

As if you understood them. Am I stranger

Than powers and laws that make me as I am?”

‘ ‘ God knows you are no stranger than you are,

For which I praise Him,” Seneca said, devoutly.

“I see no need of prayer to bring to pass

For me more prodigies or more difficulties.

I cry for them no longer when I know
That you are married to your brother’s ghost,

Even as you were married to your brother

—

Never contending or suspecting it,

Yet married all the same. You are alone,

But only in so far as to my eyes

The sight of your beloved is unseen.

Why should I come between you and your ghost,

Whose hand is always chilly on my shoulder,

Drawing me back whenever I go forward?
I should have been acclaimed stionger than he
Before he died, but he can twist me now,

And I resign my dream to his dominion.

And if by chance of an uncertain uige
Of weariness or pity you might essay

The stranglings of a twofold loyalty,

The depth and length and width of my estate,

Measured magnanimously, would be but that
Of half a grave I’d best be rational,

I’m saying therefore to myself today,

And leave you quiet. I can originate

No reason larger than a leucocyte

Why you should not, since there two of you,
Be tranquil here together till the end.”
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“You would not tell me this if it were true,

And I, if it were true, should not believe it,”

Said Avencl, stroking slowly with cold hands

The cat’s warm coat. “But I might still he vexed

—

Yes, even with you; and that would he a pity.

It may be well for you to go away

—

Or for a while—perhaps. I have not heard

Such an unpleasant nonsense anywhere
As this of yours. I like you, Seneca,

But not when you bring Time and Destiny,

As now you do, for company. When you come
Some other day, leave your two friends outside.

We have gone well without them for so long

That we shall hardly be tragedians now,

Not even if we may try; and we have been

Too long familiar with our differences

To quarrel—or to change.”

Avcncl smiled

At Seneca with gray eyes wherein were drowned

Inquisitive injuries, and the grav eat jaw ned
At him ns he departed with a sigh

That answered nothing. lie went *dovh home.

Imagining, as a fond improvisation,

That waves huger than Andes or Sierras

Would soon be o\erw helming, as befoie,

A ship that would be sunk for the Inst time

With all on board, and far from Tilbury Town.
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THE LAGGARDS

Scorners of earth, you that have one foot shod

With skyward wings, but are not flying yet,

You that observe no goal or station set

Between your gi oping and the towers of God
For which you languish, may it not be odd

And avaricious of you to forget

Your toll of an accumulating debt

For dusty leagues that you are still to plod?

But many have paid, you say, and paid again;

And having had worse than death are still alive,

Only to pay seven fold, and seven times seven.

They are many, and for cause not always plain,

They are the laggards among those who strive

On earth to raise the golden dust of heaven.

NEW ENGLAND

Here where the wind is always north-north-east

And children learn to walk on'frozen toes,

Wonder begets an envy of all those

Who boil elsewhere with such a lyric yeast

Of love that you will hear them at a feast

Where demons would appeal for some repose,

Still clamoring where the chalice overflows

And crying wildest who have drunk the least.

Passion is here a soilure of the wits,

We’re told, and Love a cross for them to bear;
Joy shivers m the corner where she knits
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And Conscience always lias llie rocking-chair,

Cheerful as when she toi lured into fits

The first cat that was ever killed by Care.

“IF THE LORD WOULD MAKE WINDOWS
IN HEAVEN”

She who had eyes but had not whcicwithnl

To see that lie was doomed to his own way,

Dishonored his illusions day by day,

And year by year was more angelical.

Flaunting an injured instinct for the small,

She stifled always moic than she would say;

Nursing a fear too futile to bell ay,

She sewed, and "waited foi the loot to fall.

A seer at home, she saw that Ins high lights

That weie not shining, and woie not afire.

Were such as never would be seen irom there;

A saint abroad, she saw him on the heights,

And feared for him—who, if he went much higher,

Might one day not be seen iiom anywheic.

BATTLE AFTER WAR

Out of a darkness, into a slow light

That was at (ir>t no light that had a name,

Like one thrust up from Lrcliu- he came.

Groping alone, blind with iein< inhered Mght.

Rut there were not tho-c fa<«-' in the night,

And nil those (\e- no longer wei«* aflame

That once lie feared and hated, In MU’ the ~vue
As his (lint were the fuel of hi- t right.
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He shone, for one so long among the lost,

Like a stout Roman after Pentecost*

“Terror mil yield as much as we dare face

Ourselves in it, and it mil yield no more,”

He said. And we see two now in his place,

Where there was room for only one before.

THE GARDEN OF THE NATIONS

(1923)

"When we that are the bitten flower and fruit

Of time’s achievement are undone between

The blight above, where blight has always been,

And the old worm of evil at the root,

"We shall not have to crumble destitute

Of recompense, or measure our chagrin

;

We shall be dead, and so shall not be seen

Amid the salvage of our disrepute.

And when we are all gone, shall mightier seeds

And scions of a warmer sprmg put forth

A bloom and fruitage of a larger worth
Than ours? God save the garden, if by chance,

Or by approved short sight, more numerous weeds
And weevils be the next inheritance!

REUNION

By some derision of mid circumstance
Not then our pleasure somehow to perceive,

Last night we fell together to achieve

A light eclipse of years. But the pale chance
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Of youth resumed was lost. Time gave a glance
t each of us, and there was no reprieve;

And when there was at last a way to leave,
Farewell was a foreseen extravagance.

Tonight the west has yet a failing red,
While silence whispers of all tilings not here;
And round there where the file was that is dead,
Dusk-lndden tenants that are cliaiis appear.
The same old stars will soon he overhead,
ut not so friendly and not quite so near.

A CHRISTMAS SONNET
For One in Doubt

^
niLE you that in your sorrow disavow

•- orvice and hope, see love mid hrothei hood
nr oil as ever, it, will do no good
'or you to wear his thorns upon your brow
'or doubt of him. And should you question how

hast, he might snv. if he could,
\N hot her or not the cross was made oi wood
’ hereon you nailed me, is no matter now.’'

^hough other saviors have in older lore
j Legend, and foi older gods have died—

lough death may wear the ciovn it nhvnv-% wore
And ignorance he still the sword of pride-l
* otnething is here that was not hero before.
And strangely has not yet been crucified.
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DEMOS AND DIONYSUS

Dionysus

Good morning, Demos.

Demos

I thought you were dead.

Dionysus

If you look too assuredly for death

To consummate your preference and desire,

Sometime you may endure, to your surprise

The pang of an especial disappointment.

"Why such a fever of unfriendliness?

And why, again, so bnef a courtesy?

Demos

There was no courtesy Had I the power
To crown my will with its accomplishment,

The crowning would be bnef enough, God knows.

Dionysus

And you would then be king.

Demos

Say as you like,

Your words are of a measure with your works.

Dionysus

If you assume with me too large a license,

How do you know that you may not be seized
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Willi one of im more celebrated fienzies

And eat yourself alive? If you do that,

Who then shall be the king that shall inherit

The realm that is your envy and the dream

Of your immoderate magnificence?

Demos

There are to be no lungs where I shall reign.

Dionysos

Not so? Then how are you to do your reigning?

I’m asking only ns an eager child

Might ask as much of an impatient father.

We’ll say a patient and unusual child,

Not listening alw ays for a sudden answer.

Demos

Your days are ns the pages of a book.

And one where Finis waits foi no long reading.

Dionysls

You arc somewhat irrelevant, and too li.e-tv,

But that’s to be forgiien of a knur

The king can do no wiong. As l'oi my hook

Whore Finis waits, how far along are jr»u

In reading it, and thereby in ab^oi lung

The indemnifying gist of wlmt it means?

Di M<»*?

I hiue load far enough to find in it

No Mire indemnity save one ol grj< ,(\

And one of death.
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Dionysus

Nothing of life at all?

Demos

Nothing of life to me.

Dionysus

How came you then

So neutrally and unecstatically

At one time to be born?

Demos

I do not see

More than some words m that.

Dionysus

I know you don’t,

The book of what you do not see, my friend,

Would have no Finis m it Your dun faith

—

Your faith in something somewhere out of nothing

—

And your industrious malevolence

Against yourself and the divine escape

That makes a wine of water when it will

—

Or not, if it will not—may soon or late

Consume your folly to a long fatigue,

And to an angry death. You measure me
By something in a flagon or a glass

—

And we’re away from that Leaving aside

The lesser and the larger mysteries,

By what obscured immeasurable means
Are you to have in your attractive prison

The music of the world and of the stars

Without me, or to make of love and art

The better part—without me? Do you know?
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Demos

I do not see the prison.

Dionysus

But you will;

And having filled it you may blow it up
In the necessity of desperation

Demos

I do not know your language; and far less

Do I concede with yon in love and art

The better part.

Dionysis

And that you never mil.

I hope not.

Demos

Dionysus

All your hope mil come to pnss,

If you achieve your way. You ‘•tamp join coin

Of words too small to compass their design,

Or to authenticate their current y.

Di MOS

Yet somehow they are current

Dionysus

So they arc;

And so me the uncounted flvimr t <-»d-
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Of death for you to breathe and eat and drink,

Never aware of their ascendency

Till you are down where they’re devouring you

And you are groaning to be rid of them

Demos

There are physicians.

Dionysus

There are not so many
That you may trust them for immunity

From your disease, or pay them for a cure

With your ingenious com. Under your sway
They would all be as easily indisposed

As you are now, and at as blind a loss

To say ivliat ailed them. Given release enough,

They might arrive, m a combined rebellion,

At some unethical unanimity

As to the poison most expedient

For the accomplishment of your transition,

But they would never cure you otherwise;

And they will never make you less the monster
That you would he, and may he—for a time.

There are futilities and enormities

That must he loved and honored and obeyed
Before they are found out If you he one,

Or other, or both, as I believe you are,

God help the credulous and expectant slaves

Of your unconscionable supremacy.

Demos

They are expectant, certainly, and wisely;

IMy aigiunent enfolds them and assures them.
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Dionysus

And obfuscates their proper sight of you.

In your forensic yon are not unlike

The pleasant and efficient octopus,

AYlio inks the sea around him with a cloud

That hides his most essential devihshness,

Leaving his undulating tentacles

To writhe and shoot and strangle as they may.

Demos

By turning your two eyes to land again

You may regard some bundled million souls

Or more that aro awaiting my tuition

—

Where Benson and Equality, like strong twins,

Will soon he brother giants, overseeing

Incessantly the welfare of them all

A little strangling will he good for them.

And they vvjll have no coinage to complain.

Dioxysi s

They will not have their souls by then. By then,

You and your twins—both illegitimate.

And the most credible liars o\or convened

Will lm\c 1 educed their souL to common tuel,

And their obedient H'hc1' to poor machines

That ultimately will disintegrate,

Leaving jou outcast and discredited,

A king oi ruin'-; though jou aie not vet wnr-c

Than a malignant mid a '•peoions warning

Allied you may attain to voiir de-iie

If it ho rate that you shall be the Mourge
Uf a shne-riddui stote lm long * n«‘Ut*b

To prove and alienate join demon-hip
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Till you are done -with. In the mixed meantime,

A thousand men, had they the will to speak,

Might shred your folly to its least of words

And thereby have the rum less methodized

If not forestalled and thwarted. You may smile

Till you may be as far from recognition

As from a reason why a man should live,

But you will be no lovelier then for that

Than you are now Why do you wet your lips

With your mendacious tongue, and rub your hands?

Demos

Why do I smile? Why do I rub my hands?
Because your thousand men will never speak.

I have you there, my master. Some will curse

Among themselves a little; some will grunt;

Others will shrug their unoffending shoulders

At my offensive name; others will stretch

Themselves, and in the refuge of a yawn
Will say they have enough to last their time

And that the future must attend itself

—

As you foresee it will. They are all safe,

And comfortably gagged. They will not speak

—

Or not more than a few—and fewer still

Will act, and those who do may do no more
Than a few shipwrecked geneials on an island

Might do if they were all to draw their swords
At once, and then make faces and throw stones

At my perfidious and indifferent image
I fear, my master, you are left behind

One of these days, the world will be a hive

—

The veritable asylum you deplore

So vainly now. Then every little bee

Will have his little task, and having done it,
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His lime lo play. So all will he in order,

And the souring hopes of individuals

To he some day themselves, though God knows how,

Will all he sweetened with synthetic honey.

The waste of excellence that you call art

Will he a thing remembered as a toy

Bug somewhere from forgotten history;

And this infirmity that you name love

Will he subdued to studious procreation.

Of what?

Dionysus

Dnjros

Why, of Reason and Equality.

Dionysus

Your twins again. With you for the king-bee,

And "with an aimy of conveited drones

Stinging your lnve lo order, ns you ‘•ay,

Where then would he the purpose or the need

Of any such hive 7 Were it not bet to* *»o\\,

Refoiehnnd, to forestall monotony
And servitude with one complete tarom-e,

Capped with a competent oblivion

—

Or with a prayer at least for smh an end

7

If in the sorry picluie that jou Haunt

Refme me your ultimate panorama
Of an imertohiafe futility

^ on no reason to he Mek at heart,

—

I do. 1 ^ee a jea-on to shed teim
Wlint av iJl 1 m* Uft in umr millennium

^Vlu'u self ami soul are gone ami all MilaUm?

Imemibh ?
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Demos

Self and soul will not be missed,

Having been rather too much m the way,

And too long, for the good of the machine,

In which I see an end and a beginning.

Men have been playing heretofore too much
"With feeling and with unprofitable fancy.

Dionysus

I see an end, but not yet the beginning.

Feeling and fancy? What do you know of them?

Demos

Enough to say that in the kingdom coming

—

0 yes, I shall be king—they shall be whipped
And rationed into reason. Where a few
That are peculiar would precede the many.
Measures aie always waiting.

Dionysus

If there be not
A few that are peculiar in your world,

Your world will be a more peculiar place

Than all your nightmares have inhabited;

And howsoever you compel your zeal

To swallow your deceit, I’ll apprehend
Their presence even in your machinery.

Something will break if they are not subdued.

Demos

They will be ground to death if they are there,

And in the way.
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Dionysus

And if the machine breaks

In breaking them, who patches 1 lie machine?

You and jmur amiable automatons
Will have no more the feeling or the fancy

To prove or guess what ails it.

Demos

The machine,

Once running, will run always. As for you,

You will be driven off somewhere from the world,

And in some hell of exile and lemcmbiance

Will see how it 'all goes, and how secuicly

The mechanistic hive subdues itself

To system and to order—and to Henson.

Dionysus

And to Equality. How do you know today

That 1 may not return again fiom licit

—

Acceptably, pei chance—and Ining •*omc honey?

Demos

Your soil of honey will have no taste then

Eor palates that are duly neutralised

:

And all its evil sweet and ctiekinc-s

Will he a fi eight for you to ferry bark

To Ur* Mime place when* jou discounts! it.

JIionym's

Why do you invidiously in-

T lutt I *1,«H «»o mi far—or that nt\ Imrun*
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Is half so evil or so inimical

As that of your abject anticipation
1

?

Demos

Abject? I do not wholly see it so.

Dionysus

It must have been the milder side of me
That held a lodging for so mdd a word.

While I consider the compliant slaves

That you would have subdued to your machine,

I beg your mechanistic leave to shudder,

For your “subdued” pursues me.

Demos

As in due time

It will for certain seize you and arraign you

For what you are.

* Dionysus

Would that it might do sol

Yet that’s the one of all things onerous

And easy that will not be done for me.

Simplicity was not my father’s name,
Nor was it ever mine; yet I’m unfeigned

To see, for those who may. My mother died

Because she would see God. I did not die

Was it not strange that I should be twice bom
For nothing, if I be what you make of me

—

A lord of life that has no worthier fate

Than one of hell, with death and evil honey
For my companionship and consolation?
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Demos

I have not made of you a lord of life;

And as for recommending hell and honey,

There may be one for you without the other.

We shall have neither here.

Dionysus

I'm of a mind
To prophecy that you may have the one

And hunger for the other, till presently

You shall have both again, as you do now.

Sly way would not be yours; and mv machine

Would have a more forbearing alternation

Attending a less dread beneficence.

Demos

What do you mean by that?

Dioxrsus

I mean a< much
As an observing child might understand

Who grows, to see between him and another

A living diffeience and an impetus

To breathe and be himself. 1 mean, aho,

An increment of reason not like your-,

Which is the crucifixion of all reason,

Dili one that quickens in the •wed of truth

And is the flower of iiuth—not alv. av> iair,

^ ct always to be found if yon uilt v ce it.

There as a Demos and you know 1m name
Dy force of easy stealing; vvt Ins lace

Would he one of a melancholy *-tramrer

To you if he saw yours. I know hi^ lace,
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And 'why he keeps it hidden until the wreck

Of your invention shall betray itself

As a monstrosity beyond repair,

And only by slow toil to he removed.

I mean that all your frantic insolence

Of hate and of denatured eagerness

To build m air a solid monument
From the wrong end will end m a collapse,

"With you beneath it bellowing for lelief

Not interested or available.

I mean that of all noxious tyrannies

Potential m imaginable folly,

The tyrant of the most intolerable

And unenduring will obscure himself

With much the same suave and benevolent mask
As this that you are wearing now to cover

The guile you dare not show to your disciples.

I mean that your delirious clumsy leap

From reason to the folly you call reason

Will only make of you and of your dupes
A dislocated and unlovely mess
For undertakers, who aie not yet bom
To view the coming rum that is to be
Their occupation and emolument

—

If your delusion for a time prevail,

As like enough it will. I mean, also,

That after suffering time has had enough
Of you and of your sterile dispensation,

Some wholesome fire of thought and competence
Will make of what is left a canmstered
Memorial of unlovely orts and ashes,

To be a warning and a wonderment
Where you shall plot no more. I mean a world
Fit for a self-defending human race

To recognize, and finally to live in.
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Demos

I’ll put the clamps on harder, just for that,

And let you see what Reason really is,

In fact and action. We have had too much
Of the insurgent individual

With his free fancy and free this and that,

And his ingenuous right to be himself.

What right has anyone now to be himself,

Since I am here to fix him m his place

And hold him there? And as for your fit world,

I’ll have it all alike and of a piece

—

Punctual, accurate; tamed and uniform,

And equal. Then romance and love and art

And ecstasy will be remembrances
Of man’s young weakness on Ins way to reason.

When my world’s once m order, you shall see.

Dioxtsus

I may, but God forbid the sight of it.

I’d rather stay in hell, "which you imply
To he preparing for me.

Demos

I approve
1 nspoakablv of such a preference
On your part. Go at once, for all I care,

Ami stay.

PlONTM'S

T may go come” here, for a

Put I am one of those "who have pirforve

To li\e and to leturn Should time be iso-I

Of me, J may remain: and un may find
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One day a merry welcome waiting you

In the same place where you say I belong:

Take off your mask and find another name,

Or I’ll be sure you will. Good morning, Demos.

Demos

Good morning, Dionysus. Wait and see.
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THE MAN WHO DIED TWICE

Ip I had not walked aimlessly up tow n
That evening, and as aimlessly walked hack,

Mv glance had not encountered then, if ever,

The caps and bonnets of a singing group
That loudly fought for souls, and was at hist

No more than a familiar spot of sound
And color in a long familiar scene;

And even at that, if an oblique persuasion

Had not withheld mo and inveigled me
To pause, I should have passed as others did.

Never to guess that while I might have touched him,

Fernando Nash was beating a has*, drum
And shouting Halleluiah with a fervor

At which, as I remember, no man «milcd.

Not having seen him for so many years,

And seeing him now almost as one not there

Save in remembrance or imagination,

I made of his identity, once achieved.

The ruin of a potential world-shaker—
For whom the world, which had for twentv a ears

Concealed him and reduced him. had ii"t shaken.

Here -v\ero the features, and to oimo degree

-The massive aggregate of the whole man,
M here former dominance and authority

Had now disintegrated, lap-ed. and shrunken
fo an inferior m\ -tery that had jet

The presence in defeat. At a lir-i 'icv,
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He looked a penitent Hercules, none too long

Out of a hospital But seeing him nearer,

One read where manifest havoc must for years

Have been at work. What havoc, and what work,

I partly guessed; for I had known before

That he had always been, apart from being

All else he was, or rather along with it,

The marked of devils—who must have patiently

And slowly crucified, for subtle sport,

This foiled initiate who had seen and felt

Meanwhile the living fire that mortal doors

For most of us hold hidden. This I believe,

Though some, with more serenity than assurance,

May smile at my belief and wish me well.

Puzzled, I waited for a word with him;
And that was how I came to know all this

That I should not have known, so he averred,

But for a memory that survived in him
That I had never yelped at him with others,

Who feared him, and was not among the biters,

Who, in the years when he was dangerous
Had snapped at him until he disappeared

Into the refuge of remoter streets

And partly was forgiven I was grateful

—

Assuring him, as adroitly as I might,

That had he written me down among the biters,

I should have mourned his error. ‘’Let them go;
They were so near forgotten/’ he said once,

Up there m his gaunt hall-room not long after,
‘ ‘ That memory now becomes a punishment
For nourishing their conceit with my contempt
As once I did. What music have they made
So different in futility since then
That one should hear of it? I make a music
That you can hear all up and down Broadway.
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Glory to God 1 Mine are the drums of life

—

After those other drums. I had it—once.

They knew I had it, and they hated me
For knowing just what they had I had it—once

At that his eyes glowed and body shook,

And it was time to go. Fernando Nash,
I saw, would not be long in going farther.

The rough resentful egoist I had known
Was now a shell. The giant had been reduced;

And the old scorn that once had been his faith

Was now a sacrificial desperation.

A year before I found him in the street

Pounding 'a drum and shouting for the lost,

He had for a long time, from his account,

Inhabited the Valley of the Shadow

—

A region where so many become so few
To know, that each man there believes himself

In his peculiar darkness more alone

Than any other. However that may have been,

Fernando Nash's darkness we nmv grant

Was dark enough, and as peculiar, surely.

As nil those who had bitten him would have had it.

I vas not one of them, though I fear now
That acquiescence was a larger part

Than he conceived in me of kindliness;

And I should not have thought him oufwnrdh
Vuoh given to soliciting, in those dn%

Attention any softer than respect—
^ Inch was not always, or by thn~e who feared him.

Conferred without a sure and small alio;.

Gf hate, that made the gher and gift alike

A negligible mildev to Fernando.
In whose equipment of infirmities
A ]dn< e (hat might have held a little tn\v
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Was overfilled "with scorn. Out of his realm,

And only with a tinkler’s apprehension

Of what those unproved opuses of his

Were like to do when they began to sing,

There was no reason m eternity

For me to be distressed at his assurance

That they were all immortal Who was I,

A hewer of wood, to say that they were not,

Or to be disaffected if they should be?

To-day I cannot tell you what was in them,

For shall to-morrow know, for they are now,

As ashes, mute as ashes. Whether he found
Their early glory to be going out,

Or whether m one last fury against fate

He made an end of them, as afterwards

He would have made an end of other relics,

I do not know. The most he ever told me
Later about them was that they were dead,

And how they died, and how much better it was
For them to be where dead things ought to be

—

Adding at once, that I be not mistaken,

That he had known himself to be no liar

The while he praised them. It was not for them
That he fed scorn to envy m those days,

Nor out of them so much as out of him
That envy grew. “They knew I had it—once,”
He said; and with a scowl said it again,

Like a child trying twice the bitter taste

Of an unpalatable medicine;

“They knew I had it—once! Do you remember
What an upstanding Ajax I was then?
And what an eye I had? I scorched ’em with it

I scared ’em; and they knew I was a giant.

I knew it, also
;
and if I had known

One other thing, I should have gone down then '
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Upon my knees for strength—I who believed

Myself to he secure. They knew a little,

But they knew nothing of what I know now.

A year before you found what’s left of me,

That evening in the street, I should have said

My way was blank and ruinous to the end,

Bu there was more to he, Glory to God

'

There was to be a more revealing end

Than that—an end that once had been for me
The bitterest end of all—and is not so.

For in the music I have heard since then

There are the drums of life. Glory to God!
I had it—once.”

So much of him was gone.

That I would hear no more All the way home,

The restive exultation in Ins eyes

And in his bearing, alteicd and subdued,

Was like that of a dead friend out of hell,

Humble, and hardly more than half attired

Of even his respite. There may ha\e been a giant,

If he must have it so, but where was now
The man whom I remembered and was once

Fernando Nash? So much of him was gone.

That I should never learn, from what remained.

The story of the rest—or so I thought,

All the way home. But there was more concealed

Within the shell of him than T supposed—
More than I know to-day: though many a time

Theienfter T went hack to him again,

Till I had heard enough to make me doubt

The use of doubting, for he had it—-once

J had known that, and then for year- had hM him

for all lhoc o years while lie had crushed linri}**

The grapes of hea\en to make a wilder v *ne
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Than earth gives even to giants -who are to live

And still be giants. It may be well for men
That only few shall have the grapes of heaven

To crush The grapes of heaven are golden grapes,

And golden dregs are the worst dregs of all

—

Or so Fernando surely would have said

A year before.

A year before I found him,

Pounding a drum and shouting to the street,

Fernando Nash heard clocks across the town
One midnight, and was forty-five years old,

And he was too far sundered from Ins faith

And his ambition, buned somewhere together

Behind him to go stumbling back for them,

Only to find a shadowy grave that held

So little and so much. The barren room

—

The same in which I sought him a year later

—

Was not much larger than the iron bed
On which he sat; and all there was of music
About the place was m a dusty box
Of orchestrations for the janitor,

And m the competent plain face of Bach,
Calm m achivement, looking down at him
Like an incurious Titan at a worm,
That once in adolescent insolence

Would have believed himself another Titan.

Fernando sat with his large heavy face

Held forward m his hands and cursed his works
Till malediction was a weariness,

And all his makeshift insolence a lie

That only cravens who had trained themselves

To fight and had not fought were silly enough
To fancy for the truth. No insolence

That he remembered would have been sufficient
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Without additions and foreseen betrayals

To make of him this penitential emblem
Of that "which he was not. When he had called

Himself a worm, another worm turned at once

Within his heart and bit him; and just then

The candid face of one that heretofore

Had been for him as near to the divine

As any might be, and through all had lemninod

Became as if alive there on the wall,

Transfigured into living recognition,

Wherein there was much wonder and some pdv,

And more regret. The Titan, it would seem,

Bor the first time, and ruinously too lair.

And only for a moment interested,

Saw what had happened and could do no more,

Having seen, than to recede ineffably

Aloft into the distance and the dark,

Until he was as high as a large star

That shines on death and life and death in life

Indifferently. Fernando Nn<di at length

Arose, leaving his bed for In** one chnir:

And under the sick gleam of one gas-flame.

That had for years 1o shadowy lodgers given

More noise tlinn light, he cat before a glass

That was more like a round malevolent c\

c

Filmed with too many derelict reflections.

Appraising there a bleared and hoavv face

M here sodden evil should have been a stranger.

hat are you doing here? And who are >enl

He mumbled, with a cloudy cor'-eiou^ne'-s

flf having felt a ghostly blow in the lace

From an um-oemly mirrored Matter
Hint he had not invited.

,4 And how b»t'g
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Have you been on your way, do you suppose,

To come to this? If I remember you

As first you were anointed and ordained,

There was a daemon in you, not a devil,

Who told you then that when you heard those drums

Of death, it would he death to follow them.

You were to trust your daemon and to wait,

And wait, and still to wait. You had it—once.

You had it then—though you had not yet heard it,

Coming as it would have to come some time,

Blown down by choral horns out of a star

To quench those drums of death with singing fire

Unfelt by man before. You knew it then.

You felt it singing down out of the sky

When you were only a small bojr at school;

And you knew then that it was all for you,

Bor you and for the world, that it was coming.

Where is it now ? It may be coming yet,

Bor someone else, but you do not know that;

And that was not what you were meant to know.

0, you poor toad, why could you not have waited ?

Why did you have to kill yourself like this?

WThy did you let the devil's retinue

That was to be a part be everything,

And so defeat your daemon till your star

Should sing unheard for you whose ears were left

Only for drums and songs of your destroyers?

And now even they are gone—all but the drums.
You knew that if you waited, they, not you,

Should cease—that they should all be hushed at last

In that great golden choral fire of sound.

‘Symphony Number Three. Bemando Nash.’
Bive little words, like that, if you had waited,
Would be enough to-night, you flabby scallion,

To put you on the small, roll of the mighty.
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As for the other two, they’re in a box
Under the bed; and they will soon be nowhere.
You do not have to mourn now over them,

For they were only Inddeis carrying' you
Up to the half-way place from which you fell,

And should have fallen, since }
rou were going to fall,

A little faster, and so broken at once

Your neck. Why could you not have fallen faster

And saved yourself all this? If you had ghen
The devil a sign to play those drums of denth

Longer and louder at about that time,

You might be now a carrion more at ease

Than you are like to be till you make haste.

What else, in God’s name, are 3011 waiting for?

And where’s the use? And while I’m asking that,

Where was the use of all your prentiec-vears

Wherein you toiled, while others only tinkled,

Till you were master of a new machine
That only your invention could hn\c built

Or driven? You built it and \ou let it rust.

A fog of doubt that a small constant file

Y ould have defeated had invisibly

And imperceptibly crept into it,

And made the miiacle in it that was yours
A nameless toy for the first imbecile
To flout who found it—uhcicforc he'll not find it.

Presently Number One and Number Two
Y ill he beyond nil finding Number I hroe

Y ill not be farther from bis eves to-morrow"
And they’ll all be ns safe together then

As we should be if we bad not been bom.
Tile circle fills itself; and there \ou are

Inside it, when' you can’t ir.iwl out of it.

It holds jon like n rnt in n r»»und well.

Y hero lie has only time and room to -wini
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A toil of joy for immortality
Your dnims of death, from which it all began,

Would then have been illusions most enduung
When most entirely and divinely dead;
And you, Fernando Nash, would now Imac been

—

But who’s alive to know that you’re nine
To care? Look at that burned out face of jours,

You bloated greasy cinder, and sav who
Say who’s to care, and then sav, if jou will.

Why anyone in a woild where there 's a cockroach.

Should care for you You insufficient phoenix
That has to bake at last m Ins own ashes

—

You kicked out, half-hatched bird of paradise

That had to die before you bioke voui «hell.

—

Who cares what you would be if you had flown?

A bird that men are never to see flying,

Or to hear singing, will not hold them long

Away from less ethereal eaptnations:
•Tusl as a fabulous and almighty fish

That never swam to sight will liardh be

For long the unsighted end of their pm suit

Y by do you make then such a large ado
Over such undefended evidence?
A ou fat and unsubstantial jelly-fish,

That oven a our native ocean has disowned

And thrown a^hoio, why should men aAc or e.ire

}mt else you would have heon if had v\ ui f ed ?

^ eu crapulous and ovorpxown sick lump
failure and premeditated riuiu

lint do you think aou are—one that v jnlrs*

^ on slunk away from lmn. still adequate
For Ins immortal ^er\ice, and \*»u tailed him:

And you knew all the while what ym vcie dmrr.

^ damned j ourself while \ on were ‘•tdi nht**

^ hulk of notliimr. what do \ou * * ti.at T

OTA
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You paramount whale of lust and drunkenness,

You thing that was, what do you say to that?”

No man so near to glory as he was once

Was ever, I fancied, quite so inglorious

As m his penance—which is here somewhat
Softened m deference to necessity

—

Fernando Nash revealed himself to me
In passionate reminiscence a year later.

Occasional strokes, at least, among the many
That I had counted must have registered

Luxurious and unmerited flagellation,

Wherein abasement was akin to pride,

If not a part of it. No man so mired

As he was in his narrative, I told him,

Could have such choral gold poured down from heaven
When he was young But there he shook his head
In hopeless pity—not for the doomed, I saw,

But rather for the sanguine ordinary

That has no devil and so controls itself,

Haiung nothing in especial to control.

‘‘Hewers of wood,” I said, “and drawers of water
Will always in their innocence be insisting

That your enamel of unrighteousness

Is too thick to be real. ’ ’ In his changed eyes,

Where the old fire was gone, there was almost
The coming of a smile : “How do you know?”
He answered, asking. “What have you done to know?
Where have you been that you should think you know?
Do you remember when I told you once
That every sleeve of genius hides a knife
That will, if necessary, carve a way
Through snakes and oxen ? Most that I said then
Has gone with all the rest, but I keep this
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As a memorial of my retribution
X wonder if a notion has yet seized you
To bury the keenest sword you ever saw
For twenty years in mud, and then go back
To find wliat may be left of it If not,

lou need not. Save your cuuositv
Two decades of unprofitable conjecture,
And look at me. Look at Fernando Nash,

—

The heir-apparent of a throne that’s ashes,
The king who lost his crown befoic he had it,

And saw it melt in hell.”

When he had ceased
I could almost have heard those diuins of death
Founding him on to a defeated giavo,
II liich, had I not by chance encountered him
Beating another drum for the Loid’s glory
There in the street, would have been no num ,

«* gravi

Like that of one before him who still wears
The crown ho could not lose 1 though) of linn,

II hose tomb was an obscure and stonnv legend,

Sure of how little ho had caied foi that—
And how much less would this man hole have cam!
Whether he found a nameless grave, or no grave,
So long as he had left himself alive
Behind him in a world that would have loved him

Pnb* the more for being out of it.

That long orchestiol onslaught of redemption
II ould have exonerated fie^li and folly

And boon bis everlasting epitaph—
II hich time would then have rend ns variously
•Is men are various in their vvn\- and means
°f rending. Tlint would have c meelled ev<r\!hin'\
‘Ind all his enrthlv debts—nr left him wdl.ng
To pay them perudventure as they might
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Or must be paid But they bad run too long.

His birthright, signed away m fettered sloth

To the most ingenious and insatiable

Of usurers, had all vanished; and the more

He might have been a king, the more their greed

Would mock lnm and his tatters, and abase him;

And his vituperative temporizing

Over a soul m rags would mend no holes.

“But there’s a crown that even the lowliest

May learn to wear,” he said. “Glory to God!”
And his eyes glittered with an icy joy

That made me hope that he was wearing it.

‘ ‘ Of course we can ’t forget, ’ ’ he said in answer

To doubt that m my silence may have spoken;

“Yet there is much that we may leave behind,

And there is always more if we go on.”

In marking after that the accuracy

Of his minute recount, I found it hard
Hot to believe that he remembered all

—

Save that which of itself was everything,

Or once had been so. There before the mirror,

That bitter midnight when he heard the clocks,

There was not much forgetting
;
and since then

Only one year was gone Before that glass

He must have sat for more than a long hour,

Hurling the worst of his vocabulary
At his offending image “Now you have learned
A part of what you are, ’

’ he told his face,
' 1And you may say whatever occurs to you
As an addendum You deficient swine,

Where do you see the best way out of it?

You are not crazy enough to cut your throat;

You are not solid enough to shoot yourself.

There’s always water, but you don’t like that;
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And you’re not sure enougli of what might happen
If you should inadvertently have swallowed
A few small pills. But there’s another way—
A longer and a more monotonous one,

Yet one that has no slight ascendency
Over the rest; for if you starve to death,

Maybe the God you’ve so industriously

Offended in most ways accessible

Will tell you something; and if you live again
You may attain to fewer discrepancies

In less within you that you may destroy.

That’s a good way for you to meet your doubt,

And show at the same time a reverence

That’s in you somewhere still.” And T believe,

Though he may well then have believed in nothing

More real than a defective destiny,

Tlint it was in him somewhere, as he said.

There was a fervor in Ins execration

That was not only drama; though I question

Whether I should have found him and his drum
That evening a year after, m the street.

If he had not gone farther, while he starved,

Into the valley—which had for twenty years

Already beguiled and held him What had been

Y ithout this uncompanioncd expiation.

I do not know, and I might never have Known.
The shape of one more foiled obsenritx

Might some time as a endnxer have ensured
A massive and unusual exhibition
Of God’s too fallible image

—

and no more.
Though some bad womleied idly, nml they might.

Why the defeated features of a giant

f'hould have been moulded so imprriou*ly
To be the mask of friiiltv in obltMon,
None would have rated -uch v sertnpui

fa'
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As more than common, or uncommon, waste;

None would have guessed what violent fire had once,

In such a cracked abandoned crucible,

Fused with inseparable obscure alloy

Celestial metal, which would else have been

The fabric of a seething instrument

That might have overflowed with other fire

Brought falling from ethereal distances.

It might, I say, cleaving mveterately

To my conviction that in this man’s going

More went than when in Venice went the last

Authentic wizard, who in his house of sound

Hears not the siege of Time. Failing a way
To prove that one obscure evangelist,

Beating a drum and shouting for the Lord,

Not only might have been (to fill again

That weary sieve with wine) but was in fact

A giant among fewer than half your fingers

Of Jubal’s clan, only his mark on me ,

"Will now avail me for the confirmation

Of more, I fear, than the confirmable

—

As he would have foretold. Reverting quaintly

And incompatibly with his arrogance
To the weak stings of his inferiors,

And even while dying, he smiled “Poor souls,” he said,

“That are born damned, although they may be feared
May be forgiven, though hated, and then hanged;
Whereas my early colleagues, had they known
How soon and surely I was to damn myself,

Not only would have ceased their fearing me,
But would have loved me—seeing that I was doomed.
That midnight—when I cursed myself so long

—

Roundly and rightly, be it well understood

—

There came a few revealing memories
That set me then to wondering just vhat soft
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And anaesthetic language of affection

They would have brought for me if t liov had known
How far I was from all that formerly

Had for so long offended and oppressed them

Poor children *—and they might all have been happy
If in the place of misapplied creation

A more discriminate wisdom had supplied

Discrimination—and some humility

Before God’s few that are in spile of us

Surviving, somehow.” And all fins to me
Was not quite so irrelevant as to others

It may at first appear; for the same thought

Pursued me alwaj’s in those other days

Wien I had harmonized ingeniously

Some brief and unoffending cerebration

Which, had it been one, would have been a song.

To some persuasion sharper than advice

I must have yielded slowly and at last

Bet fall my lyre into the feaisome well

Of truth, hearing no protest from below
;

Thereby surviving bitterness to indite

This tale of one who foundered in a slough

More fearsome, and lost there a mightier lyre.

Do was not humble, this "Fernando Nash;
^ et while he may have ministered on occasion

To n discreet humility in other'',

I doubt if in the scorn be flung to us.

Mostly in silence, his preoccupation
Saw crumbs of nnv nurture le c ' assuaging

Than wholesome and unfrouted honesty .

Albeit his arrogance may hn\e merited

The few vindictive nipping* that ainnred

As much ns they annoyed, and would bn\t

Allegiance, bad their mgligihb' \om<’n

o.’.t
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Been isolated from another virus,

Which later was to be a leprosy

Of self-contempt attending revelation

When he had heard the last stroke of those clocks,

And called himself again the last haid name
That his abundant lexicon released,

He tore those tvro initial symphonies

Into as many pieces of oblivion

As he had reasons, or believed he had,

After those empty years, for their extinction.

“They were so ‘temerarious’ and ‘exotic’

When they were "written twenty years ago,”

He said, “that all who saw them laughed at them

—

Hot seeing with me that they would be to-day

About as temerarious and exotic

As Handel’s hat. Thejr were good harbingers,

But were they living they would not be mine

;

They were not what it was that I was doing

The while I did them. Many, if they were theirs,

Would eat their ears for joy, but they’re not theirs,

Or mine. Glory to God, they’re nowhere now.
They were not mine; they were not yet the vintage;

Though I should have enjoyed, when I was young,
The taste of them. But they were not the wine
To fill my cup, and now it doesn’t matter.”

There was for some time an obscurity

For me in such a reasoning, but I learned,

And I have striven loyally to believe

That he did well—sure that he did not well

In going down those dark stairs again that night
For the beginning of a last debauch
That was to be a prelude, as he put it,

Wincing in reminiscence, for a fugue
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Of ravening miseries and recriminations

Assembling in lemorseful exposition

That was to be remorseless and infernal

Before they were devouring one another

In a malicious fantasy more infernal.

And richer in dissonance and involution

Than all his dreams together had heretofore

Aspired or dared to be. When half-way down
The second of those four foi bidding stairways,

He heard those drums again, and on Ins face

He felt with more resentment than alarm

A touch of warning, like a chilly wind

Within a tomb “You aie too late.'' he said.

Holding Ins heavy jaws harder together;

“And you have come too main times before. *’

Then he vent grimly down and out of doors,

And was alone there in a lonely sjreet

That led where soon he might not be so lonely,

Or so se\ere in his particulars

After three weeks that would have relegated

A village blacksmith or a stevedore

Of mortal average to a colder sleep

Than hns a waking, lie awoke one day

Bate in the afternoon, miraculously
In bed again and wondering, as bet ore.

How this time lie had got there. Looking up.

He met the face of Bach upon the v all.

Y ho bowed at him, gra\elv hut not uuhinuK ;

And he, not yet alive to what wr- r*unm".

And not to he defeetnc m attention

To a great master, bowed nchnowlodgtm at

;

Y hereat the salutations wore i<'p<nted,

And there was a preparatory mIcs <

Heave with strangom -s and e\p«<
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Winch -would have been a monitory dread

—

But for the master’s nod of satisfaction

An d interest m the coming through a keyhole

Of a slow rat, equipped with evening dress,

Gold eye-glasses, and a conductor’s wand,

Soon followed by a brisk and long procession

Of other rats, till more than seventy of them,

All dressed m black and white, and each of them
Accoutred with his chosen instrument,

Wrere ranged m order on the footworn carpet

That lay between Fernando and the door.

Having no chairs, they stood erect and ready,

And having made obeisance to the master

Upon the wall, who signified his pleasure,

And likewise to the man upon the bed,

They played with unforseen solemnity

The first chords of the first rat symphony
That human ears had heard. Baffled and scared,

Fernando looked at Bach, who nodded slowly,

And, as he fancied, somewhat ominously;

And still the music sounded, weird but firm,

And the more fearful as it forged along

To a dark and surging climax, which at length

Broke horribly into coarse and unclean laughter

That rose above a groaning of the damned;
And through it all there were those drums of death,

Which always had been haunting him from childhood.
Without a formal ending, or any sign

That there was ever to be an end, the rats

Danced madly to the long cacophony
They made, and they made faces at Fernando
The while they danced—till one of them, the leader,

Bowed mockingly, and vanished through the keyhole,
As he had come; and after lnm went others,

Each with a leering courtesy as he went,
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Till more than seventy of them disappeared,

Leaving their auditor lying theie alone

In a cold sweat, while his impassn e master

Frowned, shook his head, and was again a picture.

Fernando Nash, deploring afterwards

This innovation of orchestral rats

As a most arbitrary intermezzo

Between the sordid prelude that was over

And the infernal fugue that was to come,

Smiled wearily, and shrugged his heavy shoulders.

Like one who would be glad to say no more,

Vet must relate the rest to somebody
Before he died. Somebody might believe him,

And it was I, who had not bitten him

(Achilles ’ heel was never to be cured),

Who might, if anyone might, believe him now.

And say to others that he vns not mad
Thiough that incessant week of lonely torture

Which no food would ha\e cased, and through the da\

That followed while he st.uvcd indomitably.

With a cold hope (hat Ills Jong-punidied heart

Would after time be still. Day at ter dn\.

And endless night following endless night,

There were those miseries and reciiminatioiis

Devouring one another but novel dead.

Until one afternoon he lay remembering
The day when those unusual visitor**

Had made a more unusual iiiumo tor him.

And having made it mocked lum and departed.

Again he looked up at the face of limb.

Considering wearily, with a bleak r< irrei

How far llioM? features in their du*i> frame

B ere now from seeing that there was in till*- v, or,d

‘^'o liail a relic as Fernando Nadi,
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And how much farther still they were from caring,

With more than common care, could they have seen him.

Could they have seen him they would not have known
What fires had burned in that cadaverous rum
Below them, or what hopes, or what remorse,

Or what regret For a long time he lay

Aware of action hardly m a finger,

But with a coming wonder of surprise

For a new clearness which had late begun

To pierce forbidden chambers long obscured

Within him, and abandoned, being so dark

And empty that he would not enter them

—

Fearful of what was not there to he found
Should he go there to see. They might be dark,

But folly that had made them so had kept them so,

Like an indulgent slayer who hinds a wound
That he has washed with a lethargic poison,

And waits at ease with his malignity

For stagnant fury to accumulate
A mortal sloth within—and in so far

As that was in a manner merciful,

Though now it seemed there was to be an end
Of even that mercy After grateful darkness,

There was to be the pain of seemg too clearly

More than a man so willing to see nothing

Should have to see.

Still motionless, he lay there
Laboring to persuade a lying hope
That this new clanty was the light that comes
Before the night comes, and would not last long

—

Yet knowing that it was not Like shining gram,
Long fouled and hidden by chaff and years of dust
In a dark place, and after many seasons

Winnowed and cleaned, with sunlight falling on it,

His wits were clear again. He had no power
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To use them, and at first repudiated
The faintest "wakening flicker of any wish
Tor use of any such power. But a short fight
Bound his whole fragile armor of negation
So tattered that it fell away from him
Bike time-worn kingly rags of self-delusion
At the rough touch of the inevitable

—

Till lie confessed a rueful -willingness
To reason that with time and eaie this power
would come, and coming might be used He smiled
And closed his eyes, finding an awkwni d humor
In such an unforeseen enfranchisement
from such a long and thwarting sorutude.
A calm that all his life had been a stranger
o the confusions that were born with him

Composed and overpowered him as he felt,

Bm eloping and persuading body and brain
ogefher, a cool relief as if wann wings
w ere m the air abo\e him. So theie lie lay,

Without a motion or a wish to mo\e.
And with a sense of having only to ii-e
And give his hands to life A grateful shame
Tor all his insults to the Holy Cho-t
mt were forgiven was like an anodjne

-md on a bnned wound somewhere within him.
"?»«* than Mirgeons go. and a \n-t joy,

nr •

^ ^>ro^° {’nd ‘•wept and covered lum like a *-ea

f innocence, leaving him eagei a- a child
'it lias outlived experience ai.d icni* inhere

T°^den moment as it flow-,
od him m • ilenee that was more than speech

.
'at after passion, arrogance and ninbitmti,
ouht. fear, defeat, sorrow and de-j>» ration,
e had wrought out of martyrdom the p< tic

i*U pn-scj), understanding. Sn'l he tl • re
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Smiling to think how soon those burrowing teeth

Which he had felt within him for so long

Would cease iheir famished gnawing at his heart

Which after all the many prolonged assaults

It had survived was toiling loyally,

With only an uncertain fire to drive it,

And still he would not move. There would be time

For all things in their order. He was hungry

—

Hungry beyond a longer forced endurance,

But in this new unwillingness not to live,

Xo longer foieed, there was a gratefulness

Of infinite freedom and humility,

After a bondage of indignant years

And evil sloth ; and there was in this calm,

Which had unlooked for been so long in coming,

A balanced wealth of debts and benefits

Vaster than all ambition or achievement.

Hereafter it would be enough to serve.

And let the chosen shine.

So there he lay,

Luxuriating vaguely on the moment
When he should rise and with a blessed effort

Go down those shadowy stairs again for food;
And if in his prevision of that moment
He had not lain so long awaiting it,

Those drums of death might opportunely then
Have stayed an hour the sound of their approach,
Throbbing as always, and intolerably,

Through stifling clouds of sound that hid, like smoke
Tumultuous and elusive melodies,

How for so long imprisoned as no longer

To be released. Hearing them first, and faintly,

For once and for once only without flinching,

He smiled and sighed. Let others, if they must,
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Hear tliera and follow them. lie was at peace

With them for the first time in recollection,

And willingly for the future would remain so.

At last ali\e, it was enough to serve,

And so to be content whcie God should call him;

But there must be no haste. His fires woie low,

And too much fuel might yet extinguish them

At fiist he must be fiugal with his coals,

If only for the peril of too much comfort.

Given at once, and without moic atonement.

So arrogant in his new humility

Was he becoming, and so chaiy was be

Of exultation, that to break Ins invl

With no excess of zeal be planned a faic

That would have saddened Simeon on ln»* pillar.

And he might soon hn\e been m search ol it.

Ilad not another silence, like a blow

That somehow stunned him to clairvoyant awe.

Held him as if mystenous hands had bound him

With cords lie could not see Now be could bear

Those drums again, and they weie coming nearci

.

Still muffled within the same unyielding e oin

Of sound and file, which bad soinowheie wit uii it

A singing flame that he might not foi hmg

Endure, should such a mocking hour as t ih

Be the one lioui of all when alter Near-

Of smouldering it should leap at him am M<m 11111

He felt lus tingeis (latching hutigrih

At nothing, nv the tingem of out dtownni„

Would clutch at mmweed floatin'' wlur« ’ 1,11 :

And lie could (eel tlu* pounding «'t iIiom < > ,}J t

l.ike iron upon the fibre ot hi' brain

lli- fi-eblo hem wav leaping, m’d a '

IiiMsildc hand w«s In 'u y *m hi- thni't

A*- if in tin lev. it it mi d be v.i.
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To strangle him there befoie he knew too soon

"What be must know too late.

Now it uas fear,

Not peace, that falling on him like a wave,

Covered and overwhelmed him; it was feai,

Not peace, that made him cold and left him trembling

After the cold had passed. The coming drams

Were like the vanguard of a Juggernaut

Approaching slowly through a rolling cloud

Of fiery sound that was anon to burst

And inundate him ivith an ecstasy

Of mad regret before those golden wheels

Behind should crush him. He could only wait,

Therefore, and m his helplessness be seared

With his own lightning. When the music leapt

Out of that fiery cloud and blinded him,

There would be recognition for a moment,
And then release. So his prophetic fancy,

Smiting him until deceit, foresaw the blow,

Not seeing what other shafts of doom and mercy
There aie from which an injured God may choose

The one or many that m his exigence

His leisure may affect Seldom it is

The mightier moments of necessity

That we can see are coming come to us

As we have seen them. Better or worse for us,

Anticipation waits upon surprise;

And though Fernando Nash in his exhaustion

Prayed now for that cold hand upon his throat

To close and have it over, no cold hand
Was there to close. Now there was nothing for him
But to lie still and hear those coming drums,
Muffled as always in a smoky cloud

Of burning soimd that in a moment more
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Would bui'st above lum into flaming ruin

That once he would have welcomed on his knees,

Unspeakably; and so he might ha\c done

Could he have vailed with Ins inner doors

Unbarred to the celestial messengers

Who may have come and gone a scoie of times,

Only to find again, and still again,

That he was absent on another journey

Into the dismal valley of the shadow

That was to be his home But that v as n\c\*

They had not found him then He had not nailed

Failing a willingness to he assured

That in so doing lie would hn\c left by now

The woist of a light burden fai behind him

And found the rest to he Olympian gold,

lie had impawned it all for mould} pottage.

Telling me that, he sighed and «hnt his (eetlu

And with a mortal smile *-hook in- huge he:e

At me befoie he went back to tho^e drum*

They were not going to sound, it npponiu

,

Their long approach for e\cr. hut v ere voon

To cense, and only intermittently

He henid again till choral gold came down

tbit of a stnr to quench and \ampnAi them

With molten glon*. Tiemblmg there alone.

He knew that (heie would now he fallnur on * m
The flaming rain he feared, or the one '•bil*

Of singing fire that he no longer 1 eared ~~

At which that l:and might rlo-e upon lu- \ ir° 5

Till m uhlmnu there might thin he PtMC *

And -o at fli-t there wa- if then h<

In the complete obh\ ion ot echn't** 1 * 1
*

Instead «*t fimMinp he prayed vu"^
.

And ending him with one de- # ri>y;i s b *
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Of unendurable fulfilment, slowly

And imperceptibly that cloud of sound

Became a singing mist, which, having melted,

Revealed a fire that he had always felt,

But never known before. No lightning shaft

Of bbnding and immediate dissolution

Was yet impending: there was only joy,

And a vast wonder that all this had been

So near him for so long Smiling and still,

He listened gratefully. It had come at last;

And those far sent celestial messengers

That he had for so long a time denied

Had found him now. He had offended them,

He had insulted and forsaken them,

And he was not foisaken. They had come,

And in their coming had remembered only

That they were messengers, who like himself

Had now no choice, and they were telling him this

In the last language of mortality,

Winch has no native barrier but the grave.

Now it was theirs to sing and Ins to wear
The glory, although there was a partnership

Somewhere that a surviving grace in him
Remembered

,
for though the star from which they came

Shone far within the dark infinity

That was himself, he had not made it shine

—

Albeit he may have wrought more notably

Than might another for its extinguishment.

But there was time for not much more of that

Than a bewildered smile of acquiescence.

The quivering miracle of architecture

That was uprising lightly out of chaos,

And out of all the silence under time,

Was a gay temple where the Queen of Life
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And her most loyal minions were piotrncting

Melodious and incessant festival

To the least lenient of divinities.

Joy, like an infinite vine, was e\ cryw here,

Until it proved itself at last a languor,

Now less engrossed with festive pngeantiv

Than with an earth-bom sensuous well-being

Which in the festive pageant was divine.

Of all the main of those who danced and sang

And celebrated, (here was none to note

A silent entrance of tbe most abboircd

And oldest of all uninvited stranger*-

A lean and slinking mute with a bassoon.

Who seized attention when a languid hush

Betrayed a perilous rift of wcanne-s

Where pleasure was not joy. and blew a tune

Of hollow triumph on a chilly iced

From which all shrank The tumult after that

Was an unprized oxpendituie of beaut %

Awaiting doom It was awaiting al-o

The faint approach of slow, infernal drums

Tlmt were not long in coming bunging with them

A singing hoi do of demon*-, men and women,

Who tilled the temple with ofteii'-ivc* yelK

And sang to flight the frightened wor-lnppers.

Fearing to think, he lay a*- one v<ture

So long ns he lay mot ionic-*. U h«* nwneu

It might he only to plunge down again

Into a mole < limit ic ineoher< nee

And a more futile dm kne*— than be! <>iv.

There was no need ol moving, and 1,0 "u

Of aO-mg: for lie hmw. a- I*** 1 ad 1 m»..n

F<o jenr-. unhtard, that pa** ornate **
'
r,

j

And .-earehing Iam< ntatnm «»t tV< hue i< h

P !
r
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Wlio in abandoned exile saw below them

The desecrated lights of a domain

Where they should walk no more. Inaudible

At first, he knew it only as a presence

Intangible, but he knew that it was there;

And as it went up slowly to tbe stars

Carrying all tbe sorrow of man with it,

He trembled that he should so long have been

So near to seizing immortality.

Well, here it was. And while he might have died

If it had ceased, he would have been as one

Who cared no more, having had everything,

Where there was no more caring. But he knew
That he was not yet dead, and that the rest

Would soon be coming. When the voices fell,

He knew that through them he should hear those drums
Again, but he was not afraid of them.

They were his drums, and the far sound of riot

Below there m the gloom was also his.

It was all his to give. “Poor fool/’ he thought;

“Praise God you are a fool, and call it yours.”

And he lay tranquil through another silence.

Though he condemned the specious tyranny
Of illustrations and explicit schemes,

He kept in his creative charnel house
More pictures hidden of the dead and dying
Than men should see

;
and there were these among them,

Which he submitted once, reluctantly,

As to a loyal friend who would forgive them,

And then forget. Yet I remember now
That in the place of languid folly flown

To mourn apart, bereft of its illusions,

The desolation of its realities,

There woke amid the splendors that were lost
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A frantic baccbnnale of those usurpers,

Who in affronting life with evil rites

Of death, knew not themselves to be the dead

—

In false authority mistaking riot

And scorn for power, and hell for paradise.

Intoxicated by their swift invasion

Wheieafter conquest was an easy trifle,

And haling the magnificence they cursed.

Seeing not the beauty or the use of it,

They soiled with earthy feel the shining floor

Flinging the dregs of their debaucheries

From crystal cups against the gleaming vails

Of Life’s immortal house. Too ignorant

Of where they were to be nfrnid to know,

They shrieked and sang in shrill delirium

With vicious ecstasy for louder drum 1'

—

Till, crowning insolence with infamy,

They must hn\c wearied Hod—who, pitying them,

Smote with avenging trumpets into silence

All but those drums of death, which, played by Death

Himself, were beating sullenly alone.

They ceased, and after stillness m which time

And space, together perishing, vcie no more

To him than indecisions that were gone,

Far off there was n murmur and a stirring

Of liberation, nml a marching h} mn
thing of a host returning. All the banished

Who had been drhen from the homo ol life

To wander in the \ alley ot the shadow

Were sounding as they came in cluM* tied or>br

The praise ol their deliverance and rvtirn

A singing voice that gathered end C-s'c vhsi

Filled the \ast dome above them till it " ("u ’'

With singing light lhat stenud ‘ ,<,r!
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But was at first not so. There were those drums

Again, to frustrate with a last intrusion

The purifying and supreme festival

Of life that had returned and m its house

Was daring to be free. But freedom wavered

Out of the voices that were praismg it,

And while it wavered, the lean hand of Death

Beat with a desperate malevolence,

More sinister m its evil emptiness

Than when that carnal chorus of the dead

With corybantic and infatuate glee

Had howled it out of hearing—till once more
There were those golden trumpets, and at last

There was that choral golden overflow

Of sound and fire, which he had always heard

—

And had not heard before. Now it had come,

And had not gone Nothing had gone that came.

All he had known and had not waited for

Was his; and having it, he could not wait now.

With blinding tears of praise and of exhaustion

Pouring out of his eyes and over his cheeks,

He groped and tottered into the dark hall,

Crying aloud to God, or man, or devil,

For paper—not for food It may have been
The devil who heard him first and made of him.

For sport, the large and sprawling obstacle

They found there at the bottom of the stall's.

A fortnight after that, Fernando Nash
Lay contemplating with a special envy
A screen between him and another bed
That would anon be vacant. For some tune,

So he had learned, the probabilities

Had seen for him a similar departure,

But seeing mdiffciently at the last hour
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That some residual and peculiar service
Awaited the survival of ns much
As was remaining of him to sumve,
Had left him and abandoned him again
To life. The fire of personality,
Still glowing within him, drew mysteriously
From those assisting at his resm rection
A friendly patience, and a soit of wonder
That wore a laughing kindness With a lesion

Tike his there would be no more golden fire

thought vainly by perennial messenger-
For one that would no longei 1 ccognize them.
Or know that they bad come. Thcie were somewhere
Disfigured outlines of a glor\ spoiled
^ hat hovered umevcnled and unremembered,
F»ut they were like to those of blinding iew els

^ rough! beyond earth to \aluo beyond enitli,

to be defaced and hammered xalucle-s

% P1<?h idiot, and insanely Mink
In darker water than whore ships go down
Hull-crushed at midnight When he fold me that.

He may have had n vision of himself
In Ins last, starless plunge. ‘‘Make a swift end
Of what I leave behind,” he ‘-aid to me.
‘Turn me to ashes; and w hen that is done,
fake me somewhere to sea and let me - ink.

And fear not lor my soul I lme found that.

Though I have lost nil else All but tbo-i drum-;
And they are but the last hope of the drill.

Mine nre the drums of life—and they are mine
^ ou may not like thrm All 1 a-k ot jou
Is to believe me when I to \ua
^rhnt what I had, I had It wn- i<> di«'im
Hint followed me <o low, and t«niid iv o*dy
To make of me a child tint should lw < > to"l*
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Go into streets and beat the drums of life.

I make a joyful noise unto the Lord,

But I know it’s a noise, and the Lord knows it

—

Just as he knows that I have told to you

Only the truth, and that I had it—once.

Fool as I was and remnant as I am,

My prayer will be to you that you forget me,

If in your memory there survive a doubt

That I was less than you believed I was
Till I was chastened. For I swear to you
That as I knew the quality, not slight,

Of a young harvest that I would not save,

I know that in the fields where kings have been

Before me there was never fognd by them

A sheaf more golden than the grain I lost

Wlien the Lord smote my field that afternoon.

I am not telling you this to salve a bruise,

For now the bruise is healed I shall go lame
Because of it, but the Lord’s ways are strange,

And I am not to suffer; and I believe

The reason for this is that I have not lied.

I have not lied to Him in praising Him,
Nor more to you in praising what He gave me
And in his wisdom took away again.

We cannot measure what the world has lost

Until we know the gauge the builders use

Who made it All we know about the world
For certain is that it appears to be.

And in so far as I am sure of that

So am I sure that I was once as much
As you believed and others feared I was.

I have not drugged a clamoring vanity

With lies that for a little while may seem
To sweeten truth. There was no need of that;

And God knows now that there is less than ever.
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Now I can beat my drum and lei those drums
Of death pound as they will. Once, for an hour,
I lived; and for an hour my cup uns full

With wine that not a hundred, if a score,
Have tasted that are told in hisloiy.
Having it unconfirmed, I might he mad
To-day if a wise God had not been kind.
And given me zeal to serve nun with a means
That you deplore and pardonably distrust.

The dower of ignorance is to distrust
All that it cannot feel, and to be rich
In that which it has not. I can be rich
In all that I have had, and richer still

In this that I have now. Glory to God!
Wine are the drums of life, and though I wait
a or no more messengers—or for none miac one*
Who Anil be coming soon—I bad it, once,

^ot more than once or Iavico, and hardly that,

In a same century Anil another have it,

To know what I lmvc lost. You do not know.
IVc made for you only a picture of i ty

Eo 'worse or better than a hundred others

Might be of the same thing—all mostly trash.

Hut 1 have found far more than I have lo^l

And so shall not go mourning. God A\a*^ good
To give my soul to me before I died

Entirely, and lie was no more than ju<t
In taking all the rest aA\ny from me.
I had it. and I knew it: and 1 failed Him.
I did not wail.”

t
"You could not wait/' 1 told him

^Instead of moulding yon to Miit the ml* s
They made you mostly out of livin'* !>nredem\
And ^ct you in n somewhat lien* worM
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Not to be burnt.” But there be shook bis bead

And looked at me as he had looked before,

Like one who was a little sorry for me.

I had made several entrances already

With my determinism, and always failed

He would have none of it He was to blame,

And it was only right that he should lose

What he had won too late. “Why pity me ?”

He asked, strangely, “You see that I’m content.

I shall not have to be here very long,

And there’s not much that I may do for God
Except to praise Him. I shall not annoy you,

Or your misguided pity, with my evangel,

For you must have yours m another dress.

I shall not ask if you believe me wise

In this that I am doing. I do not care.

I’ll only ask of you that you believe

Wbat I have told you. For I had it—once.”

To each his own credulity, I say,

And ask as much. Fernando Nash is dead;

And whether his allegiance to the Lord
With a bass drum was earnest of thanksgiving,

Confusion, penance, or the picturesque,

Is not the story. There was in the man,
With all his frailties and extravagances,

The caste of an inviolable distinction

That was to break and vanish only in fire

When other fires that had so long consumed him
Could find no more to bum

;
and there was in him

A giant’s privacy of lone communion
With older giants who had made a music
Whereof the world was not impossibly

Not the last note; and there was in him always,
Unqualified by guile and unsubdued
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By failure and remorse, or by redemption,

The grim nostalgic passion of tiic great

For glory all but theirs. And more than these,

There was the nameless and authentic seal

Of power and of ordained accomplishment

Which may not be infallibly forthcoming,

Yet in this instance came. So 1 believe,

And shall, till admonition more disastrous

Than any that has yet imperilled it

Invalidates comiction. Though at fust.

And many a time thereafter, niv pei -nation

JIay well have paused and halted. I believe

To-day that all he told me for the truth

Was true—as I believed linn long ano

To be the giant of his acknowledgement

Ciipplcd or cursed or crucified, the giant

Was always tlieic, and always will be there.

For reasons loss concealed and 11101c sufficient

Than words will ever make them, 3 beluwc him

To-day a 1- T believed him while he died,

And while 1 sank his aslie-. in the sea.
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CAVENDER'S HOUSE

1

Into (hat house where no man went, he went

Alone; and m dial house where day was night,

Midnight was like a darkness that hud linger-,

lie felt them holding him ns if time’- hands

Had found linn; and lie waited as one waits

Hooded for death, and with no feai (o die.

It was not time and dying that frightened him.

Nor was it yet the night that wa- around him:

It was n darker night, and one within him.

That other-, not himself wcie not to know
He stood by the same door t tint lie had <*lo-ed

Twelve years ago, and waited: and again

lie closed the door, slow h mid "death.

And was lnmself a part of’ darknes- there.

There in his own dark hou-e Somew heie ott-ien

Tlicie would he eliair-- and thing- that he and -lie

Had sought and felt for, at one time or otln r,

When darkne— was a part of f\er\ tiny

Hofore there was a lurht, and wu- no ne*re.

A touch, and there was livid, ome on a tim**:

Hut now there niu-( he no light in th d

Where no man went, oi men, routing to **e.

Would litid him there; and he mu ! io» T l>t *h* r«

Though he must route from hdt w.y round t* * * *»rh

He must not < tone to be found 1 1*» i »* to*)' dt

All b\ hint -elf he tvn . to lu.d
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Attended by no man’s discovery

Of him and bis employment. Let the moon
Come in a little when he found the room

He sought, and he should see enough to know
The place that had compelled him for so long

To come so far, by the old law that hides

In whatsoever of design there is

In time and triumph.

There was triumph now
All round him where he sat with moonlight lying

Between him and a chair where once had been

A Avoman who had said less with her tongue

Than Avith her eyes, which had said nothing to him
That he would know. Triumph Avas everywhere;

He found the barren house alive Avith it,

But none of it Avas his It was all hers,

The moonlight said, and he sighed hearing it.

He had not come for such a musty draught

Of lees to drink as that He had come because

The world he wandered Avas a world too small

Where there was not that house. Some chemistry

Of fate, forestalling him, had long ago
Combmed his coming Avith necessity,

Perhaps, if that would help. It would not help.

Nothing would help save one that was not there.

Nothing could help save one that he had left

Behind him, and had called him back again

Why had she called him, if she was not there?

The moonlight, sloivly giving a dim size

And shape to silence, had no more to show,

It seemed, than he saw now. All through the house
He could hear silence bke a multitude

Of silences, and all apprised of him.
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There was a silence that was watching him,

And there iyas one that listened like a spider,

Hearing his thoughts, and holding them to tell

To demons who would likely come for him

When they saw fit to come. They weie there now,

Or might be; for a furtive unseen breathing

Was not the breath of man. If it was demons,

They may have called him with a woman’s voice,

And this might be their triumph more than hers

There was a fear in thinking over that.

But one conceived of doubt moic than of terror.

He had engaged with all the doubts that were,

And had been thrown by them. He had been choked

By some of them, and sent afoot again

For new encounters. Fear was a breath of night,

When met by stiangling doubt of what there was

For certain to be feared. Bet him know that,

And let him be a stranger once again

Among the millions, far fiom the old shadow.

And far from the old house Let him be told

All answer to that one unanswered question,

And let the frenzied endless elements,

That gave him power to make of honest men

His honorable slaves, take him again

To their mvstonous workshop and remould bun

To something good or to no tiling at all,

Ami let him then be dead, For he was tired

Of dying; he was tired of hung so strong

As (o he still nine and «« a thing

Contmriou-ly composed <>f oppo-itos

Too firm to lie deeoi\<»d or reroiirile-l

:

And he was not jot told.

At 1 v! he nr*'

And through the inonnht window
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Over still trees between him and a cliff

That ended bis domain as death ends life.

There was no answer there, but still he looked

As if to find one. He was colder now,

And shivered as he turned again to see

Where moonlight filled a desolated hearth,

So many a time alive with fire that once

Had hummed a comfortable song of home,

—

Which was a word that he might find in books,

By looking for it There were new silences

And darknesses in the old house by now,

Surrounding and attending him, like eyes

He could not see; and there were noises too,

But none that mattered, since he could not hear

The sound of one not there He sank himself

Again between the pillowy dusty arms
Of his old chan’ and looked bard at another,

Tonight as unforgiving as defeat

Without a reason. Had she called for him
To tell him nothing 9 Or what fever was it

That he had followed? Had he come so far

To find an empty chair? If more than that,

What else in heaven’s name then was he to find?

Reft of its needless riches, the dead house
Was like a many-ehambered cenotaph,

Each room a sepulchre with nothing m it

But stillness and the dark of memory.
There was no need of Ins exploring them
For surety that their least frequented nook
Would hold him welcomeless Not even a nail

Would recognize him or be glad to see him.
The piece of moonlit floor between his feet

Would show him all there was, and hold his eyes
Till he saw less; for there were pictures on it,
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Like shadows on black wafer in a •well,

Darker than any well. He shut his eyes,

Only to see them nearer. Through his tears

He saw the pictures only multiplied

By sorrow, and rcmultiplied by doubt.

Let him be told and let him die, he said,

As he had said a thousand times before,

Always unanswered—an old vanity,

And half as rich in salvage ns old aAies.

But there were pictures that would not ho old.

Trespassing always in the way of peace.

And clearer for closed eyes—when, of a sudden,

They fnded, and a sense of unseen light

Not moonlight filled him with a chillv warmth:

And it was long before he dared look up,

For doubt of what was there.

Why A\ns it not

Miraculous and nmnzing to behold her

Before hint m her chair, and in the room

As he remembered it? All the old 111111'’"

Were there again to see, and lie was there:

So it was only right that she was there.

Being part of lnm. She was the part of him

That he had left behind and wandered 1 mm.

And wandering had starved for. She w«s tin re

Again as from n past that never was.

And it was not miraculous or nmarinr.

There were twelve years between them, jet 1 <* "aw

No record in her fare of any change.

Or stealthy work of time or of the world

As he had seen her when he had behind h< r.

Them Ait* was now to see— fairer to s>v

Than anything ebe nine. S3 <* wr a!n*%

Or there were Mirelj to he <c»n or ic’t

of’'.
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Might not learn anything. I have not come

Like a wise spectre to lift any veils,

For yon have eyes only to see the way
That you are taking, and not much of that.

You may he favored that you see no more,

Though my authority avou!d be a lie

If it assumed a privilege to say so

I have not come to fill you AVitli new fears,

Or to make any darker for your feet

The road before you You ivould not have tliat.

I can tell Avell enough by watching you

That you are anxious more than you are happy
To see me—which is only tivo and two.

For two and two, when they are less than four,

Are nothing, and are not for long endured

By nature. There Avas time for you to build

And reckon your account more cautiously,

And Avith a more considerate contemplation

Of loss by storm or fire or negligence

You never thought of me so much at home
Before Avith figures and affairs, I fancy,

But women are compounded of surprises,

And m extremity may surprise themselves

In Avhat they know. I knew, and never told you,
That your account would in the reckoning

Find you a lord of ruins, and no more.

It Avas all coming, and you let it come.

I was there too, and you should have remembered.
A dog, when he’s forgotten, whines and cries,

Or looks and lets you knoiv. Sometimes a Avoman
"Will only smile and ask you to keep warm

- When the Avmd bloivs. You do not see her face
When you are gone, or guess what’s in her mind,
Or covered m her feelings, Avhich are real

Beyond their reputation. It’s a pity,
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And a great shame. and a malevolent

Extravagance, that you should find that out

So often only when calamity

Comes down upon you like a bioken hoiwe

To bring the news. Sometime^, again, suspicion

May take the face and shape of ocilnintj

.

And so be worse than truth and ruin together.

My penance is that I may say no moie

Of life than that you are to learn of it

A best way to endure it to the end.

You are somewhat in daugei, I believe,

Of making too much haste. For all I know,

You will not run much nearer to the end

By any such way ns that. In Cn\ coder ^ home.

As in the Lord’s house, there are mnm mansions,

And some that he has not so much a* opened,

Having so much to learn.”

Cavemlei Hared

At her and her repose, and at her benul>.

Mobile, intangible* inscrutable.

And with a peril in it. or beneath it.

If he must have it there. ^ as cU ’r n ,,UI1

So grievously the fool of liF po^O'-ion

As to throw this nwny, and then binr-el

H men before, knowing no more than a.

Had been ns be was. why had Cod in n < '-nr

And let them live? If he patient 1 " r *

Possibly slie might say: no man conn

What she might say or do It vn> a Pn<

And a bewilderment to feel her then*

So near lnm, and a> far away from bun

As when fir«t he had held her in hi' *ir ' n

A warm enigma that he would no* r. i<

^
Or strive to read. It r*no*vh t»* 1< >'•
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A presence or an evidence of death

For him to recognize. She was not dead,

Or there would not be living in her eyes

The look that never told him anything

But what he told himself. Her pallid face,

Alive with light and darkness, change and shadow,

Was one that would be fair when it was haggard,

And one that would he still without an answer

Unless it answered now He would not ask

As once be did, when as a man of wrath

He had brought down so heavily on himself

His tower of self that crushed and mangled him,

But leave to her alone, unhazarded,

Her proper native way of indirection,

Which was her only way. It was her time

To ask and answer now, or not to care.

There was an evil and an innocence

That were together nameless in her eyes,

And were a danger that he once had loved

And always had a little feared. Tonight,

If his remorse achieved humility,

They might reveal a reason, or show none
To be revealed, for longer fearing them,

Or fearing not to know. If it was fate

Or nature now that after weary years

He was to wait no more, she must have come
Forgiving him, and he must hold himself

In hope and silence If he was to learn

Too late for nature, it was not too late

To learn; although it was too late for envy
Of others who had married safer faces,

And were asleep and were not wanderel’s

She smiled at him as if interpreting

His faint forgetfulness to call him back;
And for a moment she was like a mother
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Bestowing an affectionate reproof

With silence. All she said was in her eyes,

Until she spoke—to startle him somewhat

With a composure moie discomfiting

Than patience born of hate. Tlieie nas no hate

That he discerned in her serenity,

Where it might all have died, for all he knew.

Ilere was Ins time to Imow.

“You come tonight,"

She said at last, “and almost from the end

Of everywhere, to see me. I suppose

1 should have asked myself if I "as north

So much/’ The old low music was nil there

fn a few words, and years that were behind him

Were there befoie him for a little while,

lie would not ask how long.

“I should have said,’

The voice continued, if it was n voice

That lie was hearing, and it must tie one,

“When I was young, and saw it without seeing,

That our poor life that wo so twist and maim.

And torture almost out of recognition.

Was friendly, and ns easy to he tamed

As many another .sort of on-y creature

To follow at our call. When 1 '’as joun«'.

Yon told me that you had me in jour heart

Wherever yon went T may hu'e been tlnr* r !, >nv

And 1 dare say it was no diffeiiJw*

When I wna there so fjtuol that you fo**g*>* tt **

Hearts me dark place . And if they v.crc !»',

There might be so numb lo >- for le to U'.vr

That we who know so little, and know b i'
k

When our enmplnruiry is at it
1 he-*,

<>*.:
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Might not learn anything. I have not come

Like a "wise spectre to lift any veils,

For you have eyes only to see the way
That you are taking, and not much of that.

You may be favored that you see no more,

Though my authority would he a lie

If it assumed a privilege to say so.

I have not come to fill you with new fears,

Or to make any darker for your feet

The road before you You would not have that.

I can tell well enough by watching you
That you are anxious more than you are happy
To see me—which is only two and two.

For two and two, when they are less than four,

Are nothing, and are not for long endured

By nature. There was time for you to build

And reckon your account more cautiously,

And with a more considerate contemplation

Of loss by storm or fire or negligence.

You never thought of me so much at home
Before with figures and affairs, I fancy,

But women are compounded of surprises,

And m extremity may surprise themselves

In what they know. I knew, and never told you,
That your account would in the reckoning

Find you a lord of ruins, and no more
It was all coming, and you let it come.

I was there too, and you should have remembered.
A dog, when he’s forgotten, whines and cries,

Or looks and lets you know Sometimes a woman
'Will only smile and ask you to keep warm

• When the wind blows You do not see her face
When you are gone, or guess what’s in her mind,
Or covered m her feelings, which are real

Beyond their reputation. It’s a pity,
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And a great shame, and a malevolent

Extravagance, that yon should find that out

So often only -when calamity

Comes down upon you like a broken house

To bring the news. Sometime', again, suspicion

May take the face and shape of certm lit

And so be worse than truth and ruin together.

My penance is that I may say no more

Of life than thnt you are to learn of it

A best way to endure it to the end.

You are somewhat in danger, I believe.

Of making too much haste. For all I know,

You will not run much nearer to the end

By any such way as that. In Cawndcrs liou<-o,

As in the Lord’s house, there are many mansions,

And some that he has not so much as opened,

Having so much to learn.”

Cavender stored

At her and her repo=c, and at her beauty.

Mobile, intangible' nisei utable,

And Avi tli a peril in it, or beneath it,

If he must have it there Was over «i man

So grievously the fool of hi" pO"C"i<»n

As to throw this nwav. and then him-ell ?

If men before, knowing no more than he.

Had been as be Avns, aaIiv had Cod made such men

And let them 1 1 a*c

?

If he avO' patient v idi lur.

Possibly she might pay: no man could 1 non

AVhat she might miv or do. It a\ as n go* f

And a bewilderment to feel hi r (hen*

So near him, and ns J.nr ana a
- trotn him

As when find he had held her in

A Avnrm enigma thnt lie would no* r<nd

Or strive to read. It awis uioti’ri; to !**'«' 1 !
'
r '
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And easy to forget she might not always

Leap when he called, or always dance and sing

For love of him. He should have seen her then

As now he saw her—and as she was then,

If he had known. If he had studied her

And all her changes, he might then have learned

That even in them there was a changelessness,

Performing in its orbit curiously,

But never with any wilful deviation

Out of its wilful course. He might, perhaps,

Have seen there was no evil in her eyes

That was not first in his. Seeing her longer

Before him now, he was not sure that evil

Had ever lived in them They smiled at him,

Sadly, and waited. They would say no more
Until he answered them.

“When you began,”

He said, and faltered, “I was waiting rather

For more than I supposed there was in words,

Than for so many that I might have drawn •

From the unpleasant well of my own thoughts.

It may have been your manner of surprise

That I was unprepared for For yourself,

I was as ready as I am to die

—

Or shall be soon, I hope. You are to say

How that shall be, or if it shall be said.

You have by right of justice now a range
Of many privileges. God knows I know it.

You have God’s power tonight, compared with mine,
To lighten me of more than I dare ask

—

For I dare ask you nothing. For a while,

Now that you and your words have made me sure
That you are here, where all is as it was,

I would do no more than just look at you,
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And let yon hear me saying how blind it was

Of me to lose my way, not yet assured

My way was wholly lost—or nof to make ono

In face of all assurance. For a while,

Having said that, I may he wise io say

No more of that—and T believe you shrink

To hear my name and that of wisdom utlcicd

By the same voice. Saying too much, or little,

Or saying it wrong to you, might make \ou go

Away from here for ever. Make me a '-lgn

To say you will not gol Tell me a woid

To say so. Laramie! Laramie! Do not go!

For God’s sake, do not go. You did not come,

Only to go. Not if you came from hell,

Could you do that. Forgive mo! I foigot

That I was there aheady. I do nof dare

To look at you or look away from you.

Lninmie* Laramie! Tell me what J am.

And what you are, but do not go away!

Not even if I were mad and yon a dream.

Would yon do that. And yon are not a dream ”

Laramie Cavender only closed her eye-.

And sighed like one weary of listening

Before she answered. “No, T am not a dt* mi;

Although I may be dreaming of a time

When all thi« would have been a tn*k for me
Outside imagination, and an insult

To comprehension. I shall no* fluid «>f it,

Or more than you compel mi' to r< rncmfur,

I was not hurt. You only fright* iu-1 it'*'.

And gn\ e yonr-elf a sear that will in* Fab
My wj-li would be that yon torgi t it all.

But my will i not ymr*. The he t for }*.*•

Is to hrlicve nif ah.v.ay ; v.hcu I f*'l wn
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That hands harder than yours were helping you

To hurt yourself that night. I have no wish

For you to suffer more than properly,

Or more than your desert. The worst for you

Is not to see yourself with nature’s eye,

And therefore know how much you are of nature,

And how much of yourself. I come foilndden

To light the way before you, which is dark

For you and all alive, and it is well

For most it should he so. So much as that,

At least, is yours in common "with your kind,

Whose faith, when they are driven to think of it,

Is mostly doubts and fears Not always—no.

There is a faith that is a part of fate

For some of us—a thing that may he taught

No more than may the color of our eyes.

It was a part of me when I was bom,
But not of you; and I am sorry for that.

It would have helped you when you needed most
A shepherd to attend you. But that’s over,

And I could wish you might forget. If not,

You may be happier if I leave you now.
You may he nearer to forgetting me
When I am not so near. And who shall say
That you may not survive your memories
To laugh and dance again? For why should not
A man of passion and address dance well

On a crushed life, and laugh? Many have done so.

And more to he will do so.”

Cavender shook
With a new wretchedness. “Is there a God?”
He asked. “Is there a Purpose, or a Law?
I thought there was; or I should not have suffered

So cruelly more for you than for myself.
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I am not half so much a fugitive,

As one doomed to eternity in time.

You have a right to smile, but there were dreams

Of mine that you might not. You come to me

With all your ivays that made a slave of me

—

Which is a retribution too remote

From mercy to leave any toy of hope

For me to play with. I was a fool to dream,

Who cannot sleep; and I wits more than fool

To fancy there was hope.”

'Wes, there is hope,”

She said, ns if vilh a prepared reluctance,

“Always, except in those infernal voids

Over the gates of hell—vliioh, after all.

Arc only man’s invention. You maj h\e.

Or die, to find them not «o terrifying

In truth as in Italian So, >ou vee.

With all my wavs and my appearances,

I have not come to you without cmne drops

Of mercy in my v ini. I do not 'av

That you .shall suffer always. I don t Know.

Yes, tlieie was evil surely in tho*e eye-.

And he could sec it shining. Then it faded.

And there was only sorrow there again

A son ov that was more a sort of v. ond* r

For what had been lie io-o and vent t'» her.

Holding hi- hands out hungrih led ore him.

And would have touched her But another

At her di-imned lmn, and !.e hi dented

Until it was too lute. Hi s}gn«d i<>r th *t

With trembling gratitude, and ln-m id-

Was ,«<•«•:ng lor on«e more, T' v, i
«’ <> *n

'J’o see tu r there, if that tuti-t h* *
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With frowning light that warned him, and once more
He stood with his arms empty. In her face,

A mingling of derision and reproach

Might have enhanced the beauty of the damned;
And in the room a stifling of unrest,

Accumulating curiously, was like

A sultry thunder-troubled afternoon,

Dark and surcharged with storm; and he could feel

That cold mist on his forehead, as of death.

“God help me not to touch you,” he said, choking;

“I cannot—for I cannot let you go !”

n /

Cavender, sure that she was there, could see

The room. It was the same as in years gone,

But for a baffling unreality

Which dimmed and insulated everything

Ineffably with change and accusation.

Nothing would ever be the same again,

For he was not the same; and the whole house
Was like a thing alive only with dying.

A nameless innovation was at work
In walls and corners; and all over it,

In all its darknesses and silences,

He could feel atoms moving and conspiring

Against him, and death rustling in the shadows.
Nothing was on his side; and certainly

Not the still woman who invited him
Indifferently to rapture or despair

She was herself as he remembered her

—

All but that emanation of his doubt,

Enshrouding and surrounding her tonight

With new mysteriousness, she was herself
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One moment, and another she was the devil,

Dressed with her face and form, and in the clothes

That liked her best. He had not asked for them,

But they had come with her, coming a-* if

They had been called; and he remembered them

As if they burned him. She hud put them on

To mock him, or lie thought so, long ago,

When he was blinded by the sight of them

And of her wearing them ns a child might,

Softer than lies, cleaner than innocence,

And asking to be praised. Now she wns asking

For more than praise, more than forgiveness, more

Tlinn life. She would not ask to be forgiven

While she hnd him to see She would ask rnthtr

To see him lying there dead before her feet.

There would be more of a consistency

In that tlinn in submission ;
and far more

Of much-offended nature as he knew it

In men and tilings and time. He should hn\c known

Before, not after; and lie got of that

As good a compensation ns one has

Of hoarding bottles that linvc held great _w me-.

Of a lost vintage She had been wine for him.

And of a power that Imd usurped his wit-.

Onee on a time, leaving of him a rmn

That was alive, a memory that could move.

Why should he look to her for h"5 - than burnt.

Albeit she had brought with her. -sir- b'Jd him.

Some drops of hope? He wondered whirr lh>\> ” <n ’

And in what vial of wrath she had -uhh'ed

Their wildne-s with her scorn.

To -tuft hi- V »*: -hr

. Another way, -lie was rt >*ar>bm: hi”*

With kindne-s now, and with . w-hiftd < ' r‘*
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(rYou smile,” lie said, “as if you bad averted

With kindness—you will let me call it so

—

God knows wbat desolation. If my bands

Had felt you then to feel you vanishing,

If I bad seen your place with you not m it . . .

I must not think, if I must think of that.”

He shivered, and a mist was on his forehead,

Cold, as if death had touched him and withdrawn

His touch unwillingly It was not time

For death, and death was vexed at his mistake,

Was CavendeFs unformed thought Laramie’s eyes

Appraised him, but there was no message m them
But a calm shining of ironic sorrow

That only by God’s mercy was not hate

—

If it was not.

“You may still think of it,”

She told him, “and why not? You are still you,

And Adam was your father. You would touch me,
Which is not any stranger than the stars;

For, though not much, I’m not untouchable

—

Or time was when you found me not so dreadful,

And unsubstantial, as to find yourself

Afraid of me. I have no doubt at all

That if you dared, and were sure not to lose me,
You would come here and hold me in your arms
And kiss me, and so cry to be forgiven,

That I might—that I might forget? Well, hardly.

Hardly, perhaps. The queen of all forgetters

Would certainly be taxed and overladen

With excellence that would be noticeable

In heaven if she forgot what I remember.
If you should come to take me, I’m not sure

- That in your arms I should find happiness,
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Thougli once I found it there. But who shall tell us

What we shall find, or where? You might recover

In me the solid warmth of a small woman,

And in her kisses you might find the love

That you believe is dead. It should be dead,

By the world’s easy mcasuiement of rum
And its inch-ruling of the infinite,

Yet there might still he left enough of it

To set your penitential wits at work
Till they were faint with wonder. If you knew,

Or if it were my power and will to tell 3011,

Who knows what answer might a^tom-h jou

For asking with your arms? If might he all,

Or it might be the end of all. Who knows?

While I have studied you. and seen you suffer,

I ha\ e been saying again how cruel it is

That love should entertain so many chance-

If yon had weighed your faith more carefully

With me, when I was with it in > our balance.

You might have saved your hou^e, or po—ibh

You might. I cannot know* so much toi certain,

Or know how many house-, are woith taung.

What if >ou came to me like Heracles.

Who fetched a lady from a tomb to please

-A king? There aie no kings tor jou (o ph.ve,

And you might June the lady for \mir~clf

—

A.v'-umutg her to he no puff of nothing.

To vanish, or to laugh/*

Now in In r o\C'

There was u menace and a uitrrim*u* f

Whither of evil or indifiViomc.

Or both, or noitlnr. he knew not lie r>> .

And helpb ", with imploring am "i,

lie would have t-e./ef hi r, Bn* 1*7 **• tr- 1 1

07.'
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With frowning light that warned him, and once more
He stood with his arms empty. In her face,

A mingling of derision and reproach

Might have enhanced the beauty of the damned;
And in the room a stifling of unrest,

Accumulating curiously, was like

A sultry thunder-troubled afternoon,

Dark and surcharged with storm; and he could feel

That cold mist on his forehead, as of death.

“God help me not to touch you,” he said, choking;
“I cannot—for I cannot let you go !”

n
Cavender, sure that she was there, could see

The room. It was the same as in years gone,
But for a baffling unreality

Which dimmed and insulated everything
Ineffably with change and accusation
Nothing would ever be the same again,
For he was not the same; and the whole house
Was like a thing alive only with dying.
A nameless innovation was at work
In walls and comers; and all over it,

In all its darknesses and silences,

He could feel atoms moving and conspiring
Against him, and death rustling in the shadows.
Nothing was on his side; and certainly
Not the still woman who invited him
Indifferently to rapture or despair.
She was herself as he remembered her

—

All but that emanation of his doubt,
Enshrouding and surrounding her tonight
With new mysteriousness; she was herself
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One moment, and another she was the devil,

Dressed with her face and form, and in the clothes

That liked her best. He had not asked for them,

But they had come with her, coming’ as if

They had been called; and he remembered them
As if they burned lnm. She had put them ou
To mock him, or he thought so, long ago,

When he was blinded by the sight of them
And of her wearing them as a child might,

Softer than lies, cleaner than innocence,

And asking to be praised. Now she was asking

For more than praise, more than forgheness, more
Thnn life. She would not ask to be forgiven

While she had him to see She would ask rather

To see him lying there dead bcfoie her feet.

There would be more of a consistency

In that than in submission: and far more
Of much-offended natuie as he knew it

In men and things and time, lie should lmw known
Before, not after; and he got of that

As good a compensation as one lias

Of hoarding bottles that have held irreat,wines

Of a lost vintage. She had been wine for him,

And of a power that lmd usurped hi*. wits,

Once on a time, leaving of him a rain

That was nine, a memory that could mow.
Why should lie look to her for lo-** than harm.

Albeit she had brought with her. ’-lie (<>!d him.

Some drops of hope? He wondered where lh»-y v»n\
And in what vial of wrath 'he lntl subdued

Their wildness with her worn

T-> 'bift I

r

> Another wny. s]h> was rewardin'
1

’ him
With kindm-s now, and with s or'iul iw
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That healed him while it cut. “I look about/

”

She said, “and things I see are like old stories,

So many of them forgotten. They come hack

To me like songs not heard since heaven knows when,

Or like forgotten odors, bringing with them

Pictures of old regrets and pleasures ended,

And of old places that would not be there

If we went there to find them. It is better

Never to go, unless the pain of seemg
No more old things and places as they were

Be pleasure for us—and not always then,

If habit follows. Dead hands holding us

Are dangerous, and may not let go of us

Until we strike them; and if we do that,

They seem to suffer, as maybe they do.

I say this with old sounds and images
Besieging me and telling me of you

—

Winch is a miracle, if you see it so,—
Before you saw me in a twisted mirror
That you might once have broken, but would not,

Which is another pity; for without it

To plague and change you, all the rest of me
Would have been perfect—or, if not so, quite,

Would have been near enough. You would have found
Your way home in the dark more pleasantly

Than with a light like yam's, and would have found
A pleasant lady waiting—which is more
Than all men always find when they go home,
Or wish to find, as many of them would say

—

Voraciously enough But they were never
Of your exacting fancy and sad skill,

Dissolving doubts in their developments,
Regardless of the presence or existence

Of that which you must find. And now I see

More grateful things before me, or behind me,
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Tlian you and your doubts at work together with me
In darkness; and I catch a belter music

Than my words now are making for your cars.

Why should we not go back and hear again

Songs you have heard me singing in this room
So many and many a tune? I have them still.

Perhaps if I should sing you one of them,

You would forget your doubts, and then be sorry

For what you did to me For a ‘-hoi t time

You might believe me, and then not believe

—

Which would be more like waking fiom a dioam

Of joy to miser}', than like joy itself,

So maybe it weie better not to sing.

Though I will if you ask. But what a child

I must be to consider singing to you,

With your face looking at me! What a way

We women have, having no foie-igbt in u>,

Of seeing tune only as the minute given

For us to take, ns a bad takes a worm.

Or as man takes a woman when hi** love

Prevails more in Ins blood than m 1»~ heart

A subterfuge and a discrepancy

Ensured by nature not to be uncommon
And there’s where natui c, having a plan fm Ms

Too Imge for your belief or your ixnsion.

Tins made us ns we aie. wonu n ami men:

But why with such a snd mi-apprehuision

Of our acquaintance with oiir-*Iv« \ I a h

As you aie askimr. and I tnnno» t<l! ><»a~

Except ns 1 ntn told that \u trni-l 1* 1111

Of uni defects nnd dotihU, hovi\«** P<yJL ,'*A

Eove |s no) \ eiiMeniwo. th.-m*u V n ’>’ h ci •‘V,

Which may be life. Vo'i nmy t * u *”•.* «u il %

Presently But I’m far ivv ..y from su.-b ’•

Now , and I mu-t renn ndar what * * ' t !r 5
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With the old sights and sounds, for you came first

—

You and your ways. You and your many ways

I may have had a few you may have noticed,

But God forgot one, or omitted it,

In my construction. There should have been a way
Provided for a glimpse into your heart,

Where I was to be earned so compactly

And unobtrusively on all your travels,

And in your doings for your daily bread,

With a few luxuries, or perquisites,

Not to be shared with me My vanity

Misled me to suppose that I should be

Enough, but there was never enough for you.

I should have foreseen that your daily bread

Was mostly to be change, and that your theme

Of being was wholly to be you. No doubt

My pride was in a panic when it first

Conceived how little for you there was of me
That was not either a body or a face;

If so, my panic had some precedents,

Which notably did not help. Why am I saying

All this, when all that’s over? Let’s go back,

And let me see you as you were at first:

You were a man of many promises,

With deeds enough already to warrant them;

You were a playful and persuasive man,
With power and will beneath your levity

To make a woman curious to be bent

A little, but not broken; you were a man
Who covered yourself with your vitality

So well that only another naan might find you

—

And he might not; you were a man designed

To change a woman to a desperation,

And to destroy her when your passion felt

A twinge of insecurity. I’ll wager
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You have not had so many compliments

In twelve years until now. Tell me you have,

And I shall know that you arc lying to me;

And I will tell you more than you will hear

Of what you have been having—for I know.”

There may have been .some healing wist fulness

In her beginning, and some kindness loo,

But none that was to last. No permanence

Was ever a part of her, nor was it now;

Not that it mattered now. She might enlarge

Ills enors, and a formei few offences,

Into enormities and still be secure

Holding a whip that was beyond Ins reach

And seeing, she could smile and strike him with it

Till lie should cower, and with a smarting C(, ul

Pray for her mercy—which was nothing =heht

Or small, he knew, to pray for, whether or not

She struck him deeper still. She might not do it.

She might, knowing so much more now than he,

Tell him, or let him see. she found no jov

In smiting him. merely to ,-oc him suffer

Without a woid to say. It would be wor-e

To cringe and flinch and ache, having no word

To say, than it would be to eur-o and ,-hri< h

In protest, having at len^t a >tricken right

Of protestation. Men were not born to meC

So much as this; and though it wn- their doim

,

It was not they who did it. Some Mich balm

Assuaged him only for another on-taught

Of writhing certainty that he wv h* Id

In toils that he had wmen for hi long

Constriction mid imprisonment alone.

If she was there to Interale him. 1

Could only be GodV agent ii: ft • mARr—
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An ri so there must be God; or if not God,

A purpose or a law. Or was the world,

And the strange parasites infesting it,

Serpent or man or limpet, or what not,

Merely a seeming-endless incident

Of doom? If it was so, why was it so?

He could do nothmg. He was in a trap.

Nothing was on his side.

“To look at you,”

She murmured, with a slow unfeeling languor,

As well as with a sort of lazy triumph,

“One could imagine that you have at last

Invested fate with an intelligence—
Which is a blow and a beneficence

Together, sometimes. What’s to be done for it?

What’s to he done for taking on yourself

The purpose, or the law, that puzzles you,

And troubles you, and makes you miserable?

What’s to be done for trying to shake down
The stars? If you prevailed, and were successful,

I doubt if you could put them back again;

And that would be embarrassment indeed.

You were a man of many ways and means,

Of many infringements and necessities;

And you could smile away to grief and shipwreck
Those who annoyed you and impeded you
In your more secular performances;

But when you crushed a man and ended him
In your routine, you sighed and wished him well,

And first were sure that he was in the way
Of youi more splendid gains and benefits.

You made the world an easier place, or said so,

For the rank and file to live in, or to die m,
As that might be. You should have made yourself
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An easier way to walk in; and should first

Have been assured there was no darker way
Ordauied for you than by your own self-blindness.

How could you always know that I was lying?

I never told you so. How sure were you
That all the costly flowers you bought for me
Were as intact in their enforced perfection

As I was in my natural innocence?
You should have knowm. Cavendcr, you should Ime known,
Before your stars came dowui.”

lie could **ny little

To her defeating eyes; lie could say le-s

To her white throat and arms, and her baud'- folded

So placidly and so conformed for torture

That he would not believe them her* They waited.

Willing, in all appearance, to wait ahvay-.

While she sat watching him; and they were hnnd-

Forbiddon to be touched again by ]ih.

They were remembered hamK. and wnc «o '-mail

To hold so much. They could hold everything

They could hold lum, and orudi bun, if they would,

And fimg him wheie they would. They were ‘-till hand'

To say so much; and they wcie cruel lrind*-

To be so silent. lie would not look fd th»:n:

Bor there was peril in their gentleness

And warning in their *drenirth He could ^uv j,o'li;r.‘-‘

To them, but be could vpcuk, after n time.

After a fashion, thickly:

‘‘Wa* it r^y
For you to smile at me vlulv vou -'tr* 1 'z\'w r

That w lintl ho'tor not *ro I**1 *'!
* \\ } \ *

*** -

If W'r fur rnnM*:h f V^*i * '» r/**
To lot \our-<lf be lBtcnin** vliV 1 •'* *»
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But since you too have spoken and heard words

Of mine already, and have not disappeared

At sound of them, as I believed you might,

I have a weak and most unhappy wish

To wander back, just for the sake of going,

Over some roads that were to lead to you,

Where they all ended—when I ended them.

I shall not ask you to go over them

With me tonight, for they were not your roads.

They were all waiting before I was bom,
Perhaps, for me to take. Perhaps you know,

And will not tell me; or you may not know.

God knows I am not asking you to say.

Pm only wondering if along those roads

There was a devil ahead of me, unseen

And unsuspected; for there may have been one,

Because there must have been. You null see that,

If you will see me now You will not care,

For that would be incredible—as you were
When first I found you, and as you remained;

As you remained too long. There are some women
Whose privilege is to treasure and conserve

Their mystery, and to make as much of it

As heaven may give them leave and means. But you,
Having so perilous an abundance of it,

Made for yourself a peril of its abuse

—

Unconscious of how near you lived with madness
In one who could not know. If I had known,
I should be free, and you would not be here.

There would have been an end, but not the end
That was. I might be now as you are now

—

Though I should not be here. If you are here,

And you must be, for God’s sake, do not go 1

Laramie I Do not go ! I am not trying
To shake even what dust weighs from my shoulders.
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Let them bear all there is for them to bear,

And lash me if you must. But do not go I

You have not said what you are here to say.

God will not let you go!”

Her folded hands

Remained as ever. Only her lips and eyes

Revealed a furtive and unhurried scorn

That was a promise but was not an answer
Then she said, smiling, and with eyes half-closed,

'Your talk is rather as that of one foigelting

The size of life. But then, you never knew it,

Except ns yours The world was made for you,

And you were master of as much of it

As had your shadow on it while you stayed

At home. Your travels and advantages

Undid you and the freedom of your soul

And mind and body. You have not stopped since then

With the snmc enviable indifference

To the unwinking eye that’s always watching
The mighty when they’re tupped. I enn remember
When there v as not a vay of mortal walking

So firm, and so erect and independent.

And so distinct in its authority.

As yours. But there wns wickedness and v .'Me

In your abused abundance (as jou ‘•ay

There was in mine, while casing you don’t know)
Which is so lament nblv vhv it is

Thnt you are here I «dmH not go nv. ay.

So long ns yon are gracious and re'jHctful.

Until yon loll me, nflor jrootl reflation,

^hefber you vrx^lx to jro with me, or M tsv.

I vlmil not hn\o your Hfo. I not it*

There is n purpose, or n lav, yon *

Thnt womVc jou, WYH. ono of v*\y v* % it*
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For something. I doubt if God remembers it.

There have been so many since then.”

Her eyes were open,

Having in them a light that held no love

,

And that which on her lips had been a smile

Became a slow short laughter. He could feel

Once more a moisture coming on his forehead,

And he was trembling m a cold dismay

Of unbelief. Whose words had he been hearing?

Was Laramie saying them? She must have said them,

For there she was; and she was smiling still,

Sleepily, once he would have called it, smiling

Himself, and valuing her with tenderness,

Because she was so beautiful to look at,

And comforting to touch. Now, if he touched her,

She might be nothing. He must not forget

That she had warned him, and he must remember
His place among men who have not a place;

And after that, if there was profit in it,

He might assay the dross of his deserving

To find there more than scorn or less than hate.

What should he try to find where all was dust?

If she had brought with her those drops of hope,

They were concealed with her identity;

And she had not yet promised he should have them.

He started at the sound of her low voice,

So low and soothing that he might have wept
Hearing it; and he saw now in her face

The coming of another gentleness,

A chiding, and a sorrow. am sorry,”

She said, “if I -was bitter with you just then,

But your words before mine were not assuring:
There would have been an end, if you had known,
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You said, but not that end. Why do you fly

So far away from me on the dark wings

Of your uncertainty? Why do you say tho end?

If you had known, there might have been no end

And you and I together might still be here,

Happy ns children, with age watching us

Prom out of corners, but not touching us.

Oh no, not yet. We might be like two squill eh

Having a home in a large hollow tree,

More to be judged than those who had no tree

Like ours, and bad not our exclusive store

Of nuts and acorns—which are necessary,

No matter how much the squirrel* love each other.

Or with what loyalty. Why should it he,

With all the rest unfailing and abundant,

That loyalty should cultivate so little

Concern to save itself? Why are we made

So restless, and insatiable in change.

That we must have a food that is not our-

<

And having poured (lie vinegar of suspicion

On food that once we found so appetizing.

Why in the name of hca\ on are we amazed

To hud it not *o sweet? Atul having soiled

Ourselves illustriously enough to <ene

As migratory landmark* for the town,

Why must w’c look so \ ie]OU'-ly for -pot-

Wliere we must llnd them, even if " e mud ms < t

The spots you found on me would h:i\ o "'ttpt

A leopard."

Was she ne\er to be lor e'f.

Ho wondered: and he watched tier wa*ci it
• 1

-i

As one mmi'-ed and weary of 'ccui.' b'ni

And minuni'd b\ hi*- wonder, Ha’f ’ '* ,,s

Had more the tenor of rc'cr:riii , '' ,u , ‘i
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Bom of his long remorse and self-defeat

Than of her native way; and half she said

Was like her when he had adored and prized her

As an unmatched possession, which was all

There was m reason for a man to do;

And he was reasonable. Idolatry

Was never more so—never until there came
An evening when his idol swayed and mocked him,

As if to seize him and to strangle him.

He could not see what happened after that,

Or say what happened. He could only know
When the world stopped, and all the stars were dark,

And when the moon, the same moon that had seen

A steaming world before there was a man,
Gave no more light, although it was still shining.

And it was shining now—even as the eyes

Of Laramie were shining, without light

To guide him, or to show him where he was,

Or what was coming. If she did not know,
She might be merciful, and without mercy
Say that he was to suffer and to die

At fate’s appointed pleasure. If she had come
Only for that, why had she come at all?

Why had she come so far without a reason ?

It was a part of her to have no reasons,

And perhaps that was one.

“You should have known.
Cavender, you should have known.” Like drops of lead
Those words had burned a way into his heart,

Where they still burned. What manner of wife was this

To endure him in his guilt and ignominy,
And laugh while she endured ? It was her way
Sometimes, and long ago, to laugh at him
When he was wise and solemn, but that was over

—
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Longer ago than ageless men remember.
He had been dead and damned again to living

Since then, and that was "why he was nine.

One memory was between him and all lime

Before it. All his time now was eternal,

And she was watching him as if she knew it.

“Cnvcnder, why go hack and try so hnid
To bury yourself behind your memories?''

She frowned, he thought, and in her voice he felt

A pitying triumph that was worse than hate

“You cannot hide yourself. Theic is for you
Only one memory left

;
and I can sec you

Through it as clearly as through mountain nil*.

There’s nothing in this going back of vours

But a sick hope to find some ieason theie.

Stronger tlinn you, for what you did to me
Some overwhelming heritage may hn\e done it,

^.ou hope; and so it mny. I hope so. too.

Unhappily, you must die to find that out.

If ever you are to know. How shall I «a>

What you, who knew so little while \ou behe\ed

Yourself a king of life, may lemn ol dentil?

You mny learn nil, or nothing. Wh\ look to me
For wisdom that is not lor man or woman?
Ho you not see me ns n woman '•till?

I should have said so. (’nvendcr, Cawndti, think

Ko more of going hack, theie’" nothing t!i pn

Twehc years ago it wa*> all swept aw.iv.

And there your time begin-5—where >"tir lilt* tudtd

The rest of it is only a long d\ing.

If you revealed yourself and toM the bo»*

Yotir storv, you would not hav» *<• long a *h i*h.

And you might gain somewhat, Th** lav 1 *’f men.

Along with older luw*. and purpo c ,

Might verve \ou well. Wh> not’ K«*w1, r» 'id p--
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May be the curse of our accomplishment

On earth, and may be our career, sometimes.

It may be, and it is. If there’s a justice,

I have not found it yet, though I have hope;

And I have brought some drops of it. for you.

I mentioned them.”

‘‘Good God in heaven !” he cried.

His wisdom and expediency forgotten,

lie was a mendicant imploring her

To cease, and let him know. “Tell me the truth,”

He begged, “and you may let the dogs of hell

Follow and eat me. I shall not care then.

Tell me that I vns mad for doubting yon,

Or that a poison that was burning m me
Was truth on fire, as I belicied it vas.

I am not asking now to be forgiven,

Or dreaming of it. Laramie 1 Let me know,

And leave me then to die. I can do that.

Living and dying will be no more then

Than clouds on water. I have had death enough
To caie no more for dying than for sleeping

—

If I could sleep. I shall not sleep again

Until I know. And even if 1 be told,

I shall not walk again with men and women.
My God, that I should come to this—to tins!

Laramie, give me the last drop of hope
That you will tell me, and then you may kill me,
Laramie, let me knowl”

“Living and dying,”

She said, with hardness gleaming in her eyes,

—

“Your living and my dying, for example,
Are nothing to your knowing whether or not
My freedom was a Bin. Why do you ask,
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I ‘wonder.” Her mouth -was harder than her eyes

Now, and there was no pity for him in either,

While for a time of silence she sat there,

With her hands folded, always watching him.

“Why do you ask for what I cannot tell
?’ J

She said; and seeing Ins face incredulous

With pain, and tortured with abject amazement,
She asked again, as anyone might, surprised,

“How shall I tell you, when I do not know?*'

HI

Cavender looked away from her cold eyes

To watch her hands again, folded and still,

As if at peace with time, and out of it.

He wondered liow two hands could be so ‘dill,

And for so long; and a thought frightened him

Of all those hands had power in them lo do

And to destroy. He would not look at them.

They were too small to he so terrible.

They were not hands.

“You lm\c the privilege,”

He said, •with a dry tongue, “of your conceits

And of your Inst obscurities. You have

A right to blind me with \our mj •dories,

And one to sec me groping, ns I mil now,

Among them. You have only to *-ny No,

To make of any question loft in me
A prisoner to burn always in a fire

Uf silence; you hn\ o only to -ay ^ *"'•

To give it freedom so that 1 tn*»>* n-1:

Once more of vou that vm will bt w»* 1 now.

Let your invention change n»\ vor<N to g«»'d,
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And you will see at last how poor I am;

I shall be destitute, having no words

That you need hear. Larimie, I have nothing.

No, I have nothing left in all this world

But one unanswered question following me
And leaping on me like a monster laughing

—

A beast that will not die until I die,

If it will then. You know, and you may tell me,

Whether a madness tortures me tonight

With hope, or whether reason lives in it.

Even you may say as much as Yes or No
To that. Tell me if there be reason in it,

Or if it be so wrong and so outrageous

As only to be madness and an insult

To you and heaven, if you have come from heaven.

You do not tell me from where you have come;
You tell me nothing. But see how poor I am,

And see how little of me there is to kill!

Laramie, let me know—and let me die!”

He knew there was a woman with two hands
Watching him, but he saw no more of her

Than would assure him she was there. He feared
To see her face, and he feared not to see it;

And then he found it as it was before,

Languid and unrevealmg. Her eyes closed,

And her lips moved as if repeating words
That had no meaning. Then, with eyes half open,
She said again, <rWhy do yon ask, I wonder?
Moreover, there’s a backward valuation
Of my commodity in all this anguish.

Have you not heard yet, anywhere, death-bells ringing
For Love and poor Romance? Biologists

And bolshevists are ringing them like mad

—

So loud that Love, we’re told, will soon be lost
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With dodos, dinosaurs, and pterodactyls.

Has never a thought of this disheartened jou

In your pursuit of pain? Has theie not yet

Been sorrow enough for you in my destruction

To make you sorry for so many questions

All to one end, and that one end your?elf ?

If I had sinned, and I should tell you so,

Would your account with me be cancelled l non.

Balanced, and satisfactory? ^tour ledger

Was always in a tangle, Cnvcndcr:

But was it left like that? If it "«'c iume’

And I w ere you, I'd enter mv-clf as los-,—

Profit and loss, and done with it But no,

There's haste in that, and a foigetfulnep.

If I was false, you set a price on folly—

For you to pay—that was out^ulc the S(1°I )C

Of your possessions or your expectations

You arc still paying, and tor some tune >et

You may still pay, and I am <orrv for ia .

There was no sorrow in the glentmuc i°°

"

She gn\e him, no regret foi "hat vhe mih ,

And after a forlorn elTect oi hope,

llis answer was of one awaiting neitur,

“You may say what you will. 1 took m>
^

With ignorance for coinage, tearing no >n s

And knowing nothing. I wa* not tar, m> ’

But one that had the name and lace run )0 '*.

Of me was there: and I am pa> nu’ or ntn.

Laramie! Will you try to tell me

If I had reason to be mud th’*t nu: > 1

“And whv -hmihl I do that for you." *’ 1 *'

“When ail you want 5 t-> t:» round t
• < ,l

Yourself, and to be -nving
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TLaramie, let me know !’ ? It does no good

To comfort you with knowledge of new orders,

Or to assure you that you make too much
Of not so much; for you are not assured

Or comforted You are old-fashioned there;

And were it not for what you did to me,

Your misery might be thought ridiculous

By sages who might laugh. Knowledge is cruel;

And love, they say, is cruel as the grave.

It’s an old saying. All that’s wrong with it

Is, that the grave may not be always cruel.

You will know more of that. There is a plan

Within me that’s awaiting your acquaintance

And presently will be urging your approval.

It’s an old-fashioned plan, older than you
And all your admirable ancestors

—

Who may, unwittingly, have had to do

With our catastrophe. There are those laws

And purposes of yours, always at work,

And doing the Lord knows what with our intentions.

Eternity may have time and room to show us

How so transformed a fabric may be woven
Of crimes, corruptions, and futilities,

That we shall be confounded with a wonder
At our not seeing it here Yes, there is hope;
And there is hope deferred by too much haste

—

Or so there might be It’s all rather dark.

My plan may have a sort of nearness in it,

More in the measure of your speculation.”

“What woman is this,” he pondered, sick at heart,

“Who has the form and face of Laramie,
Her voice, her languors, and her levities,

Her trick of words—and half of them not hers?
Where has she been to find so many of mine
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That have done service and have nourished me
Like a fantastic food, proving itself

Not to be food, but shadows? Shall our deeds,

And even our thoughts, be scrutinized hereafter

By any and all who have no more release

From follies here than to lne still with ours?
If memories of so galled and sorry a life

As this must follow us when wc go from here,

We are all damned indeed."

“I have not told

You yet, for certain, Cavendcr, that they will
"

She laughed at him with her eves, silently,

To see him stare at her. “I may have come,

Perhaps, by some celestial di^peiwation

To bring those drops of hope, if >ou require them.

% levity has outlined a sketch of you
Not wanting them, but we mnv rub that out

With no disaster and no difficulty.

You may still wish to savor them, and to feel

Keplemshcd, ns you may, with resolution

AVlien you ha\c swallowed thorn, and fortified

Beyond retreat. Some, hn\imr taken thorn.

Have turned their sufiVrinp fnee^ to the •nnrfcc

And waited for t ho lipht, careless of all

rnnnsA\crod questions that June haunt'd tlum.

And Inuphinp monsters that hn\e followed them.

And leapt upon them from behind and let tk«m

And lieked (hem with hot tonirm - Ofl.<r^ hn\e t^'U

Brefernnp n blank Imran! of t

.

Y ith no especial surety of r»k

Thereafter for themselves. We'll po «* ,t**ide

Before lonp, Cmendor: we 11 ro nit i" r*\.

And in the monnlipht it idl b v

X have a notion it would uiVn* t v .
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Believe, or best believe they do not cure

—

"Winch is no harder than to know that wine
Is sweet when it is sour. If I liansgiessed

In despeiation or in vindictiveness

At last, os fear inflamed you to believe,

I wonder When it was your avocations

Had first recess and leisure io find out,

And then to be disturbed. Poor Cnvendei !

The man who makes a chaos of himself

Should have the benefit of his independence
In his defection. He should A\iock himself

Alone m his own ship, and not be di owned,

Or cast ashore to die, for scuttling others

I have been asking:, Cnvender, since that night,

Where so malicious and inconsiderate

A devil could hide in you for so long time

There may be places in us all where things

Live that would make us run if we should see them.

If only we could run away from them’

But, Cnvender, we can't; and that’- a pifv.

I'm tired of sitting: here and seeing: you there,

As if you wished to die. Come down with me
To the old place, if there’s n pathway lift.

I want to soe jou when \ou see it. Come!

With languid gineo that lie i emernherrd well,

She ro«e and beckoned him. lie followed her

As if on wheels, diawn irresistibly

And slowly, from the room wh<u« he had found la r

Through the dim hall, no longer dark, and bilM

With its old furniture and om"uit nt-.

Tie followed her.

‘•Opt l» the door fo- t* ’ .

She e-aid* and -imled Cuvtvd** {
J

! '
1
' * 1 *•*

And followed hf along a <\n • ** '* x
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Granting you that, meanwhile, or more than that,

I shall believe you shivered and weie sorry

When you looked down over this chtT that night.

It must have looked a long way dm\n from here,

Caveuder; and there must ha\e been a darkness

Down there that even the be<=t of moons could never

Have made for you like moonlight anywhere else

I shall not ask you to look dovn t hoi c now,
For that would hurt you, and would not help me
Besides, that iron is old. If yon should choose

To trust it, and to lean so hard upon it

As to go down with it and learn what’s there,

I should be powerless, I suppose, to hold you;

But let us wait. At least, there is no hurry.

You’ve not a notion of how much tunc there is,

For even if there be any ^nch tiling tune,

Save as yon make it by the sun and nrs;

And you may know so much moie of all thnh

One of these dnys
7
Hint you nil! almost laugh.

Tell me if you were not a littte frightened

At what you saw down there, if you could 4-eo it7

Among so many shadows nml then toll me
If jon had no remorse for what wa> thcie,

So surely there, whatever \on may hft\o ^oon.

It may he wor-o to bum that a thin 1

: - there,

Xot seeing it, than to ^ee Men lme been *mrtu
As mueli in that way in any otlau ;

And I should hate it wor^e than *reu»£f d* mom.
l

?

d rather «ee n demon, Ca\ru<hr%

Than a dead woman alter I had hdhd her:

And I would rather mo her dc^tl lci*»re me
Than know she \\n- down there. h« r *

Von mud have had :t wHneholv m *ht,

'Waiting for now* of me* Nor*' <»i } <*ur It 1 *:

fh mute, would tell you wlerr 1 v '' m \
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Of weed-grown gravel, with encroaching boughs

Whipping him as he went, to the cliff’s edge,

Barred with a fencing of long-rusted iron,

Which might not be secure. He stared at it,

And shiveied in the moonlight as he stared,

As at a thing alive whose touch was death.

‘TEEere is the place,” she said; “and to be sure,

Here’s the old seat again. I should have known it

At once and anywhere. Cavender, sit beside me,

But do not touch me. There’s a distance yet

Between us; and you may as well respect it,

If only for form’s sake. Form is important,

And has revenges, even as tune will have them

—

Though you forgot that, once. Yes, you forgot

Your manners, Cavender, and you are not one

To desecrate your code without remorse.

We must be born inferior and unfit,

If we shall so offend the Holy Ghost

As you did, and be well again thereafter.

You have not been very well since you looked down
Over this cliff that night. There must have been
Shadows down there that even a moon like this

Could not have made. They may have frightened you,
A little, I think. They may have made you shiver.

You may have shivered more than you are shivering

Now, for all I shall know. You were brave enough
In seizing your requirements, I dare say,

And in your game of living, as you played it

—

Until that night. Men would have called you so,

Having no call for thought; and so you were.
Had a man injured or insulted you
Beyond all compromise or apology,
You would have knocked him down, the chances are,
Briskly and willingly, and without sorrow.
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Granting you that, meanwhile, or moie than that,

I shall believe you shivered and were sorry

When you looked down over this cliff that night

It must have looked a long way down from here,

Cavender; and there must have been a daikne=s

Down theie that even the be<d of moons could never

Have made for you like moonlight anywhere else

I shall not ask you to look down there now,
For that would hurt you, and would not help me.

Besides, that iron is old. If yon should choose

To trust it, and to lean so liaid upon it

As to go down with it and learn what’s there,

I should be powerless, I suppose, to hold >ou;

But let us wait. At len c t, there is no huiry.

T ou’ve not a notion of how much time tlieic is.

Nor even if llietc be any Mich thin? time,

Save ns you make it by the sun and
And you may know so much moie of all that*

One of tlio^e clays, that von mil nlimM laugh.

Tell me if you were not a little frurhtened

At what you saw down there, if >ou could it ?

Among co many shadow** and (hen toll me
Tf you had no remorse for what wa^ th f*rc,

So surely there, whnte\cr you may lm\e

It mnv he worse to know that a thing < there.

Xot seeing \U than to *00 Mon have hren *eareu

As much in that way in an> otl ct

;

And T should hate ft wore than in*r d« non".

rather see n demon, Cn\ imhr.
Than n done] woman after 1 had hilled her:

And I would rather see In r derd IMn** me
Than know <he wjk down tlon, tm* ^ ^

A on uhM have had a meHrAmh m
AN niting for new *> of tw\ Xoie it '

mint could tell wn vhr*v I i ^
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For none could say till early workmen found me.

The town’s had never so rick a mystery

Before or since to engage its hungry tongue.

It was a cream for cats; and all the time

They wondered why the woman they most envied

Should do it. It was peculiar, Cavender;

And you could answer nothing. You were broken,

And it was no more than ih tune with nature

That you should bury me and then go away.

But why could you not so much as hesitate

That night, befoie you seized me and then threw me
Down on those rocks, a hundred feet below us?

I was not hurt, you only frightened me.

But still you should have waited and been sure,

And had at least the balm of certainty

To wash your scar. No, it would not have healed you;

Although it might have cooled you, in a measure,

And that would have been better than to ask,

And ask, and always ask, unanswered questions

—

Impossible questions, and as daik to me
Tonight as they would be to the first child

That you may see tomorrow There’s a word now,
Cavender! Have you thought of it, sometimes?
For some of us who know that we shall die

Before another dawn for doing too much
In too great haste, Tomorrow may be, I fancy,

A fearful word Are you afraid of it,

Cavender? I was not hurt, if you remember.
It will not hurt you if you throw yourself

Down there as you threw me, hut it will scare you
Abominably. I’m sure you will not like it.

But as for that, there’s nothing for you to like

In this life any more You may go down
Where I went, and you may find comfort there;

Or you may cling to my few drops of hope
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For more from your endurance For such hade

As yours a certain slownecs is evaded,

Or an uncertain plunge to find an end.
^

You may not find it, or you may. W ho Know-.

Cavender, you are locked in a dark hou-e,

Where you must live, or week yom home to c w,

And I am sorry* for that. Fo, do not tom 1 mi

.

I am not here to feel those hands of yom-

On me again. For God's sake, Cinendoi,

Try to forget your qnedions and be dnon .

If other arms than youis haic had me in t urn.

What does it matter now? ^ on ma\ >o < ' ,n-

Tonight, for all you know. God know- it - time.

, Unless he knows that you mud go on nn,=>*

What do you say to that ?
’

There Mas a change

In the voice now that pieieed and t-uk*ntd

Like a sword going slowly into him

It was not Laramie now that he " n>

Yet there die was, and die was Laraurn .

Laiamie in the moonlight. He cou (

And ho had never scon her quite so u> 1

. , i, r
And tree o£ torn hcfo.c He «o..MW >'

With all the tenderness and peniiem

Imaginable, but «ho bad tbnM l»m "" ^
With *00111 Ftiontfcr tlmn hnn<

^ \iny 9

Perhaps she <lui not i?\en *<> row * *-

. ^
,\i\w

Uc thought: and -noli a thing a- u *

Considering what die wa-—d ,

Ho dared not look away man ur "‘
^

Fearing on finding her again to
^

'
jp.. t*T h

lUCorc him in another man - nr, i •
'

v< ,> ^
?

Laughing a- Larnmie would *>’ \*r •

Although dm may hu\ r lud t •* * !

pul
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She must have lied; and he must learn of her

Whether she lied or not. He had paid for truth

By now, and Laramie would be kind to him
Tonight, and let him know. Let the rest come

For what it was to be. Let the end come;

And let the scales of retribution, heavy

With him and his offence, break with its weight

And hurl him into whatsoever pit

Should be prepared for lnm.

“I have no right

To touch you, Laramie; I shall not forget,”

He said. “It was the past in me, forgetting

How far away it was. I shall not ask

Forgetfulness of you, God knows. Although

You might afford it freely as the moon
Spares light, I shall not ask you for it now.

Ho, I shall only ask you for an answer

To one unanswered question. Tell me that

—

Tell me if I was mad for doubting you,

Or if the fire in me was truth on fire

—

And I will do as you say will be best;

Or I will do as you require of me,
Be it the best or worst I’ll throw myself

Down there to death—or, if you say to do it,

I will live on alone in my dark house,

With all its doors that I have never opened.

There may be something left for me to find

That you have hidden there. You were like that,

And you were always so—until that night.

Laramie 1 For the love of God, be kind
Once more, and let me know, and let me die!

Laramie, let me know!”

Laramie rose

Like fate, and stood before him like fate laughing
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And it was in fate's voice, or in a voice

That never in life could have been Lai antic's,

That she was speaking now: ‘‘How ninny times,

Cavendei, will it soothe or comfort you

To ask of me what I may nc\cr toll you ?

There is in me no answer to your question;

There is m me only as much of me
As you have brought with yon and made of me

How shall I tell you what you do not know,

Knowing no more myself? Laramie* eye?.

If they me seeing you now, wherever they me.

Have pity in them, I hope, I do not see them

AVhcrover they aic—and so I cannot tell >on.

I hope there mnv be pity in them for >011,

And love. There is a love stronger than death,

Time says; and LaiamieY love mav liaie a ht>

Stronger than death. I should not lie surplus .

It would be like hei. Yon have had me saving

Her language to von out of time and tune,

And out of order most incongruously;

You have had life and death together ^o '*u!t

To play for you their most unholy tnu-ie,

That von have not an oai let t for anothei ,

You are a living dissonance v ourself,

And yon have made of grief and dC'pora ion

Something of Laramie that had her unie.

There's yet another voice for y«»u to hear

Before i leave with you tho?-> drop- of fop.

Which are still real, if vo.i believe m t u'm

t'r you renounce them, and take on voiir-c

Your own destruction, to be rid r, t ! op<
. ^

Heal hut uncertain. You w ' el;oo e a * - 1

A Midden end, only to find ro * * d.
^

So men have done before you, led ‘O la .

Will do, So men, ‘•onu time-', sre m* »>
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So men are made imperiously to act

For God, with only mortal apprehension,

And wish the act a dream So men 11111 do,

And do again, because a laughing monster

Has bitten them, and stung them with a doubt

That frets and bores like an undying worm
Through a disordered curiosity,

Like yours, and will not cease even while they blot

With death a furtive or an mjuied answer.

How are you to be certain, from now on,

That injury done to her was not itself

An answer, and evasion her revenge?

You do not know, you may be never to know.
She may have turned at last, and given your pride

A few incisions of experience,

To caution you that observation stdl

Attended her disgust and her endurance.

How do you know the stone you cast that night

Was not your fear, hammered to look like love

By passion and sick pride? Love would have been
The death of you far likelier than of her,

If there was to be death. Love, would you call it?

You jealous hound, you murdeier, you poor fool!

You are listening to yourself now, Cavender;
And Laramie, let us hope, is where no sound
Of this will find her. She has had enough
Of you, and she has earned her silences,

Or what may be for her. If you are sure

Your silences are waiting for you there

—

Down there, where she was—Cavender, why not
Go after them? She was not hurt, she said;

You only frightened her. Are you afraid,

Cavender, to go down where she was once?
Or is it another doubt that holds you here?
Well, there’s a long time yet for you to think,
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But there’s not any, and there may not be any,
I fear, for your not thinking'. I am sorry
For being so harsh, but you uouhl bn\e if so.

^ou have what you have made, winch is not good;
And I am sorry for that.”

A famished hope
Enforced him to look hard into her lace,

Only to find it fearsome and seveic,

And growing slowly into something else.

A clutch of horror seized him. ami his head
Sank helplessly into Ins trembling hands,
And there was a dark silence e\ervwhcrc
Until a voice that was not Laiamic’s
Began again ine\oinbly to speak:
“Cavender, there is nothing for you now
But what yom laws and purposes oidain;

For it appears Hint you behove in them.

If you did not, you would not stay alive,

Being wlmt you are Yon aie not at raid to follow

Where she went once. You arc at raid to live,

And where there is no fear, there’s no more courage

Than faggots have in fire You me afraid

Of time and life, and you are afraid nj iim.

But you are not afraid of dying. so lour

As you shall hn\e a mortal right to die.

C’avemler, you arc no Mich tool as that.

There are still doors in your house *’> arc l.wWl;

And there is only urn to open tlinii,

For what they nmy ret cal Tin r«* »a iy tw s*.||

Some rieln s hidden tin re. and cun lor

Who spurned your treasure : - rn aiawy ! a "

Might throw his crown ami in hts s". >in -

Xot know what he lrid done t'.U r*t \ «»»:'.

But who are we to ay vl«n n<! : *'‘asr
r

pc*r*
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Was ever an insect flying between two flowers

Told less than we are told of what we are?

Cavender, there may still be hidden for you

A meaning m your house why you are here.”

The terror that he felt, hearing those words,

Was more for hearing them as they were spoken,

And seeing, in fancy, who was saying them,

Than for their truth It was intolerable

To know their warning told in his own voice,

But he must shrink, and hear them It was foul

And perilous to be greeted by one’s face,

But he must look. He looked, and there was nothing.

Into that house where no man went, no man
Would go again that night. The samd white moon,

That saw the world before there was a man,
Would light an empty room until, in time,

There would be only darkness and a silence

Where man had been who had best not have been,

So far as he could know. If Laramie knew,
She was too far away even to care,

Perhaps, or to remember. He was alone,

And he was best alone. No man or woman
Would more than pity him, though a few might see,

As he believed that he might hope to see,

More than his eyes could hold while he was there,

Remembering what was done there. If he did it,

There was no more for him to do or say
Than willingly to slough a tattered mask,
And say what thing it was; and if hands stronger

Than his were more involved and occupied
Than his had been, there was no more to do
Or say than to cast out the he within him,
And tell men what he was. He could do that.
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He could do anything now but go again
Into that bouse of his wheic no man %\cnl,

And where he did not live, lie uns alouc

Now, in a darker house than any light

Might enter while he lived Yet there was light;

There where his hope had come \\ifh lum so far

To find an ansver, there was light enough
To make him see that he was there again

Where men should find him, and the law* of men,
Along with older laws and purposes,

Combine to smite. He was not sorry for that,

And he was not afraid. lie uas afraid

Only of pence. He had not asked foi that:

lie had not earned or contemplated it.

And this could not be peace that frightened him

With wonder, coming like a stranger, slow K

,

Without a shape or name, and unannounced

—

As if a door behind him in the dark.

And once not there, had opened sdenth,

Or as if Laramie had answered him

lf‘ '7
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